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THE UNITED STATES NAVY
GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for mamtaining control of the sea
and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of strong
action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to win in war.
It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glorious
future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR
Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords
of the present and the future.
At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our country, our shipmates, and our families.
Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.
Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY
The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques,

and

greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea, under
the sea, and in the air.
Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in war.
Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy.

The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the

future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.
Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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CHAPTER 1

YOUR CAREER AS A RADIOMAN
General ratings identify broad occupational

A naval force is only as good as the men who

man

the

ships.

Even

with the

fields of related duties and functions, such as

most modern

Radioman. Some general ratings include serv

equipment, a naval force is almost powerless

ice ratings; others do not.

without competent men to operate and maintain
that

their

equipment.

Good

capability

training.

men are plentiful,

depends

chiefly

"Communications

Command."

is

upon

the

but

Example:

their

voice

of

Radar)-Service Rating.

of his duties, is a direct representative of his
officer.

He

provides

his

com

Both regular Navy and Naval Reserve personnel

manding officer with the capability of exchanging

may hold general ratings.

message information-accurately, rapidly, and

Service ratings identify subdivisions or spe
cialties within a general rating as outlined in

securely-with his seniors, juniors, and fellow

commanders,
The

wherever

Radioman

they

contributes

may be located.
directly

to

the previous example. Although service ratings

the

can exist at

reputation and effectiveness of his command.

any petty officer level,

they are

most common at the P03 and P02 levels.

A command (ship or shore) is often regarded

as being effective and reliable if its communi

Both

regular Navy and Naval Reserve personnel may

cations are effective and reliable.

hold service ratings.

As a Radioman you will be a member of a

team that provides round-the-clock communi

cations.
As

General Rating.

ETR (Electronics Technician)

The radioman, in the performance

commanding

ET (Electronics Technician)

RADIOMAN RATING

a part of the Navy's training program,

Within the enlisted rating structure, ratings

this self-study rate training manual is written

are divided into a total of 12 groups, with rat

for the purpose of aiding you in your prepara
tion for advancement. It is designed to help you

ings in each particular group related occupa

tionally. Group I is called the deck group which

meet the professional (technical) qualifications

for advancement to Radioman 3 and Radioman 2.
This rate training manual consists of 15

includes:
BMs, QMs, RDs, STs ...etc. The
Radioman is a general rating in group V, com

nature and introduces you to the course. Re

group which includes:

chapters.

The first chapter is nontechnical in

monly

called the

administrative

and

clerical

RMs, CTs, YNs, PNs,

maining chapters deal with the technical aspects

JOs ...etc.

ductory chapter gives information

the Radioman rating break down into two types

of your rating.
listed

rating

The remainder of this

structure,

Your responsibilities as a petty

intro

on the en

the Radioman rating,

of

requirements and procedures for advancement,

Study this chapter before begin

The Radioman is primarily an operator.

such,

you

will

be

As

required to fulfill certain

qualifications that require you to know

ENLISTED RATING STRUCTURE

what

makes your equipment work, as well as how to

operate it. You will also become involved

in

the maintenance of your equipment by develop

The two main types of rating in the present
rating structure

military

the activity to which you are assigned.

of this manual.

enlisted

and

second class may vary slightly depending upon

ning intensive study of the remaining chapters

and service ratings.

professional duties

in

Professional duties as a Radioman third or

and references that will help you in working for

advanceme nt and also in performing your duties

as Radioman.

duties:

duties.

officer

ing special skills which will be discussed later

are general ratings

in this chapter.
1

RADIO:M;AN
As

a Radioman you will be

a "jack of all

3 & 2

the job.

trades" in the communication business. Ashore,

Your men will respect you as a man

who has demonstrated his knowledge and skill.

you will generally be assigned to a communica

A cooperative attitude is another

tion center. Here, you will be concerned with
getting message to and receiving them from

ment of leadership.

ships

overbearing

of the fleet,

circuits.

in the RM rating make you

and with monitoring other

Additionally,

Afloat assignments include a wide variety of

officers and your men.

Operate radiotelephone circuits.

Your

responsibilities

are more than merely giving orders and seeing

that use on

that work is done. You likewise have a respon

line cryptographic systems.

sibility for sharing your knowledge with others.

M a i n t a i n communication publications,

When the Navy promotes you, it expects you to

files, and cipher devices.

(4)
(5)

Your attitudes will have

When you become a petty officer, you become
a link in the chain of command between your

to:

(3)

and

tions of these men.

responsibilities. You may have the opportunity

Maintain communications

unreasonable

rated men whom you

a definite effect upon the attitudes and the ac

teletype or facsimile equipment.

(1)
(2)

with lower

may have to instruct.

you may be operating

require

Do not let your experience

train others.

Process your ship's message traffic.

The opportunity to acquire knowledge and to

Learn the nomenclature and operation of
communications equipment used through

master new skills was

given to

you for your

own benefit and for the benefit of the Navy as a

out the navy.

whole.

As new types of communication equip

of your

ment become available or changes in commu

professional duties as a Radioman, let's discuss

nications procedures evolve, you should be the

Now that you have a

general idea

first to learn about them.

some of your military duties as a petty officer.

Be ready to pass on

this information and training to others.
MILITARY DUTIES

A petty officer's working relationship with
others is of great importance to the success of
his work and the mission of his activity.

Often, the difference between a "good" petty
officer and a "bad" petty officer is leadership.

successful as you cooperate with others, both

The guide for leadership in the Navy is General
Order

21,

which states, in part:

Your

day-to-day working relationships will be most
within and outside your own division.

"The strength

just as

Ability to

of our nation and of our services depends upon

get along is, at times,

necessary

courageous, highly motivated, and responsible
individuals." Each command has a
training

proficiency in performing your technical skills.
Ability to work with others is a definite skill.

as

program that provides instruction in leadership

This skill can be developed in much the same

principles and practices.

manner that you develop a technical skill.

The man who wants

to move ahead takes advantage of this instruc
tion.

many

different

studied

He applies its principles and practices in

skills

you

and developed.

The

need may each be

Some

of these skills

around him

are understanding another man's job, his prob

especially those who look to him for an example

lems, and his abilities. Others are instructing,

of leadership.

leading, and (in some instances) inspiring the

his every dealing with the

men

Many books have been written on the subject

men with whom you work. Detailed information

of leadership, and many traits have been listed

to

as a necessary part of the makeup of a leader.

effective editions of the training courses Basic

Whether you are a successful leader is decided

Military Requirements, NavPers 10054,
Military Requirements for Petty Officer 3

by the success with which you stimulate others
to work willingly under your supervision-not

NavPers

by compiled lists of desirable traits.
Self-confidence is one of the keys to leader
of

others,

and

especially

you develop these skills

10056.

You should

be

is

given

in
and

& 2,

familiar with

the entire contents of both training courses
before taking the Navywide examination for
advancement.

ship, but it must be backed up by enthusiasm,
understanding

help

by
ADVANCEMENT

knowledge. For example, you not only must be
able to supervise and teach lower rated men in

Some of the rewards of advancement are

their communication duties, but (as necessary)

easy to

you also must be ready to pitch in and help do

2

see.

You

get

more

pay.

Your

job

Chapter 1-YOUR CAREER AS A RADIOMAN
assignments become more interesting and more
challenging. You are regarded with greater

rating. The number of persons advanced in
each pay grade is determined by the vacancies
that occur and the present manning level of the
Navy.
Often there are more persons competing for
advancement than there are billets to be filled.

respect by officers and enlisted personnel. You
enjoy the satisfaction of getting ahead in your
chosen Navy career.
The Navy also profits from your advance
ment. Highly trained personnel are essential
to the functioning of the Navy. By each advance

The selected personnel are separated from the
non-selectees by a system which uses two fac

ment you increase your value to the Navy in two

tors to select the ones most qualified to assume
the responsibility of the next higher pay grade:

ways. First, you become mor!'! valuable as a
specialist in your own rating. And second, you
become more valuable as a person who can

WRITTEN EXAMINATIO N

train others and thus make far-reaching con
tributions to the entire Navy.

A candidate selected for advancement has
acquired a combined multiple score high enough
to be above the cut-off level established by the
Navy for his particular rating. The written

HOW TO QUALIFY FO R ADVANCEMENT

examination which is administered locally but

What must you do to qualify for advancement?
The requirements may change from time to

prepared for all rates by the Naval Examining
Center can provide a maximum of 80 points
towards the candidates combined multiple. The

time, but usually you must:
1. Have a certain amount of time in your
present grade.

score on the written examination is determined
(after processing) by the Naval Examining
Center.

2. Complete the required military and occu
pational training courses.
3. Demonstrate your ability to perform all
the PRACTICAL requirements for advancement
by completing the Record of Practical Factors,
NavPers 1414/1. In some cases the Record of
Practical Factors may contain the old form
number, NavPers 760.
4. Be recommended by your commanding
officer, after the petty officers and officers

IN-SERVICE MULTIPLE
The second factor in determining the candi
date's combined multiple is the computation of
his in-service multiple. The in-service mul
tiple is computated by the addition of several
scores.

supervising your work have indicated that they
consider you capable of performing the duties
of the next higher rate.
5. Demonstrate your KNOWLEDGE by pass
ing written examinations on (a) military/leader
ship requirements and (b) occupational quali
fications.

1. Performance Evaluations.

A

maximum

of 50 points can be acquired by a candidate
from his semi-annual evaluations. Assuming a
potential candidate has marks of 4.0, in all
categories, on his semi-annual evaluations he
would be credited with 50 points. The candi
dates semi-annual marks are averaged to es
tablish a general level of performance and he
is then allowed points, up to 50, for his in
service performance.
2. Time in Service. The candidate is given

Some of these general requirements may be
modified in certain ways. Figure 1-1 gives a
more detailed view of the requirements for
advancement of active duty personnel; figure

one multiple point for each year of active Naval
service up to a maximum of 20 points.
3. Time in Grade. The candidate is given

1-2 gives this information for inactive duty
personnel.
Remember that the requirements for ad
vancement can change. Check with your divi

two points multiple for each year in grade up to
a maximum of 20 points.
4. Medals and Awards. A maximum of 15
points are given for awards and medals. The
amount of points for each award or medal

sion officer or training officer to be sure that
you know the most recent requirements.
FACTORS AFFECTING ADVANCEMENT

varies with the type.
The Naval Examining Center will

As Radiomen advance or leave the Naval
service vacancies occur at all levels of the

all
3

candidates

in-service

and

combine

examination

2

RADIOMAN 3 &

REQUIREMENTS* I E1 to E21 E2 to E3 1
4 mos.
service
or
comple
tion of

SERVICE

6 mos.
as E·Z.

1

PERFORMANCE
TEST

Locally
prepared
check
offs.

.:::::::::::::1

1{{}}}}/J:::=::: : : :..

iliili

As used by CO
when approvmg
advancement.

Locally
**
prepared
INATIONS
EXAM
tests.

!

I

t£6
to E7

t£5
to £6

36 mos.
as E-6.
8
years
12
mos. 24 mos.
6 mos.
total
36 mos
as E-3 as E -4 as E 5
·
enlisted as E ·7.
service. 8 of 11
years 1
total
serv1ce
must be
enlisted.

1

l

*

t£8
to E9

24 mos.
as E -8
10 of 13
years
total
service
must be
enlisted.

\

1m:·········
Specified ratings must complete
applicable performance tests be- ...
1::::::::: ::::::: :::-·
fore taking examinations.
Counts toward performance factor credit in ad
vancement multiple.

see
below.

Commanding
Officer

Navy-wide,
selection board.

Navy-wide examinations required
for all PO advancements.

Required f�r E-3 and all PO advancements
RATE TRAINING III=: : �: : )m
�nless wa1ved because of school compie
\)\
{{{{
MANUAL IINCLUD· �
\)\
t10n,
but need not be repeated if identical
\)\
\�
ING MILITARY
se
has already been completed. see
cour
\i f{
REQUIREMENTS] i:f: :{i: :!:{i:::::::::::::::::
::: :::
NavPers 10052 [current edition].
AUTHORIZATION

t£7
to E8

Record of Practical Factors, NavPers 1414/1, must be
completed for E-3 and all PO advancements.

:::::::::::::::::·

ENLISTED
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

#E4
to E5

·

SCHOOL

PRACTICAL
FACTORS

�� ��

\

Correspondence
courses and
recommended
reading. See
NavPers 10052
[current edition].

Naval Examining Center

All advancements require commanding officer's recommendation.

t 1 year obligated service required for E -5 and E -6; 2 years for E ·7, E -8 and E -9.

# Military leadership exam required for E -4 and E -5.
For E -2 to E-3, NAYEXAMCEN exams or locally prepared tests may be used.
tt Waived for qualified EOD personnel.

* *

Figure 1-1-Active duty advancement requirements.
4

·
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E1 to
E2

REQUIREMENTS*

IN GRADE

DUTY IN GRADE t

PERFORMANCE
TESTS

E3 to
E4

E4 to
E5

E5 to
E6

E6 to
E7

E8

E9

36 mos. 36 mos. 24 mos.
with
With
W i th
total
total
4 mos. 6 mos. 6 mos. 12 mos. 24 mos. total
8 yrs 11 yrs 13 yrs
service service service

TOTAL TIME

TOTAL TRAINING

E2 to
E3

14 days 14 days 14 days 14 days 28 days 42 days 42 days 28 days

),! il ll�li!�!�l il

DRILL
PARTICIPATION

Specified ratings must complete applicable
performance tests before taking examination.

Satisfactory participation as a member of a drill unit
in accordance w1tn BUPERSINST 5400.42 series.

PRACTICAL FACTORS
!INCLUDING MILITARY
REOUIREM ENTS I

Record of Practical Factors. NavPers 1414/1, must be completed
for all advancements.

RATE TRAINING
MANUAL !INCLUDING
MILITARY REQUIRE
MENTSJ

Completion of applicable course or courses must be entered
m service record.

EXAMINATION

Standard Exam
required for all PO
AdvamDIIents.
Also pass
Military Leaoershlp Exam
for E·4 and E·5.

� �����-- _I_

AUTHOR Z

Standard Ex am

Commanding
Officer

Standard Exam,
Selection Board.

Naval Exaniining Center
- -------

* Recommendation by IDilmanding offi:er required for all advancements.

t Active duty periods may be substituted for training duty.
Figure 1-2-Inactive duty advancement requirements.
5
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RADIOMAN 3
scores to arrive at the combined multiple. The
candidates that are selected for advancement to
the next higher pay grade are those who have
compiled the highest combined multiple.
The Manual for Advancement, NavPers 15989
will keep you up to date on the latest require
ments for advancement.

&

2

In most subject matter areas, you will find
both practical factor and knowledge factor
qualifications. In some subject matter areas,
you may find only practical factors or knowl
edge factors. It is important to remember that
there are some knowledge aspects to all prac
tical factors, and some practical aspects to
most knowledge factors. Therefore, even if the
Quals Manual indicates that there are no knowl
edge factors for a given subject matter area,
you may still expect to find examination ques
tions dealing with the knowledge aspects of the
practical factors listed in that subject matter
area.
The written examination for advancement
may contain questions relating to the practical
factors and to the knowledge factors of both the
military requirements and the professional
qualifications. If you are working for advance
ment to second class, remember that you may
be examined on third class qualifications as
well as on second class qualifications.
You are required to pass a Navy-wide mili
tary/leadership examination for E-4 or E-5, as
appropriate, before participating in the occupa
tional examinations. The military/leadership
examinations for both levels are given quar
terly. Candidates are required to pass the
applicable military/leadership examination only
once. Each of these examinations consists of
100 questions based on information identified in
the Manual of Qualifications for Advancement,
NavPers 18068 and Bibliography for Advance
ment Study, NavPers 10052.
The Navy-wide occupational examinations
for pay grades E-4 and E-5 contains 150 ques
tions related to occupational areas of your
rating.
The Quais Manual is kept current by means
of changes. The occupational qualifications for
your rating which are covered in this rate
training manual were current at the time the
course was printed. By the time you are study
ing this course, however, the quals for your
rating may have been changed. Never trust any
set of quals until you have checked it against an
UP-TO-DATE copy in the Quais Manual.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR
ADVANCEMENT
What must you do to prepare for advance
ment? You must study the qualifications for
advancement, work on practical factors, study
the required rate training manuals and other
required material. You will need to be familiar
with (1) the Quals Manual, (2) the Record of
Practical Factors, NavPers 1414/1, and (3) a
NavPers publication called Bibliography for
Advancement Study, NavPers 10052. The fol
lowing sections describe them and give you
some practical suggestions on how to use them
in preparing for advancement.
The Quais Manual
The Manual of Qualifications for Advance
ment, NavPers 18068 (with changes) , gives the
minimum requirements for advancement to
each rate within each rating. This manual is
usually called the "Quais Manual," and the
qualifications themselves are often called
"quais." The qualifications are of two general
types: (1) military requirements, and (2) oc
cupational qualifications.
MILITARY REQUIREMENTS apply to all
ratings rather than to any one particular rating.
Military requirements for advancement to third
class and second class petty officer rates deal
with military conduct, naval organization, mili
tary justice, security, watch standing, and other
subjects which are required of petty officers in
all ratings.
OCCUPATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS are re
quirements that are directly related to the work
of each rating.
Both the military requirements and the oc
cupational qualifications are divided into subject
matter groups; then, within each subject matter
group, they are divided into PRACTICAL FAC
TORS and KNOWLEDGE FACTORS. Practical
factors are things you must be able to DO.
Knowledge factors are things you must KNOW
in order to perform the duties of your rating.

Record of Practical Factors
Before you can take the servicewide exami
nation for advancement, there must be an entry
in your service record to show that you have
qualified in the practical factors of both the
military requirements and the occupational
6
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qualifications.
A special form known as the
RECORD OF PRACTICAL FACTORS, NavPers
1414/1 is used to keep a record of your prac
tical factor qualifications. This form is avail
able for each rating. The form lists all prac
tical factors, both military and occupational.
As you demonstrate your ability to perform
each practical factor, appropriate entries are
made in the DATE and INITIALS columns.
Changes are made periodically to the Manual
of Qualifications for Advancement, and revised
forms of NavPers 1414/1 are provided when
necessary. Extra space is allowed on the Rec
ord of Practical Factors for entering additional
practical factor as they are published
in

has been issued to supplement NavPers 10052
for your rating.
The required and recommended references
are listed by rate level in NavPers 10052. If
you are working for advancement to third class,
study the material that is listed for third class.
If you are working for advancement to second
class, study the material that is listed for
second class; but remember that you are aLso
responsible for the references listed at the
third class level.
In using NavPers 10052, you will notice that
some courses are marked with an asterisk ( * ) .
Any course marked in this way is MANDA
TORY -that is, you must complete it at the
indicated rate level before you can be eligible
to take the servicewide examination for ad

changes to the Quais Manua�. The Record of
Practical Factors also provides space for re
cording demonstrated proficiency in skills
which are within the general scope of the rating
but which are not identified as minimum quali
fications for advancement.
If you are transferred before you qualify in
all practical factors, the NavPers 1414/1 form
should be forwarded with your service record
to your next duty station. You can save your
self a lot of trouble by making sure that this

vancement. Each mandatory course may be
complete by (1) passing the appropriate enlisted
correspondence course that is based on the
mandatory rate training manuals; (2) passing
locally prepared tests based on the information
given in the course; or (3) in some cases, suc
cessfully completing an appropriate Class A
course.
Do not overlook the section of NavPers 10052
that lists the required and recommended refer
ences relating to the military requirements for
advancement. Personnel of ALL ratings must
complete the mandatory military requirements
course for the appropriate rate level before
they can be eligible to advance in rating.
The references in NavPers 10052 which are
recommended but not mandatory should also be
studied carefully.
ALL references listed in
NavPers 10052 may be used as source material
for the written examination, at the appropriate
rate levels.

form is actually inserted in your service record
before you are transferred. If the form is not
in your service record, you may be required to
start all over again and requalify in the practi
cal factors which have already been checked off.
NavPers

10052

Bibliography for Advancement Study, Nav
Pers 10052 (revised), is a very important pub
lication for anyone preparing for advancement.
This bibliography lists required and recom
mended rate training manuals, correspondence
courses, and other reference material to be
used by personnel working for advancement.
NavPers 10052 is revised and issued once each

Rate Training Manuals

year by the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Each
revised edition is identified by a letter follow

Manuals. RATING COURSES (such as this one)
are prepared for most enlisted ratings. A rat
ing training course gives information that is
directly related to the occupational qualifica

There are two general types of Rate Training

ing the NavPers number. When using this pub
lication, be SURE that you have the most recent
edition.
If extensive changes in qualifications occur
in any rating between the annual revisions of

SUBJECT MATTER
tions of ONE rating.
COURSES or BASIC COURSES give information
that applies to more than one rating, for exam
ple, Basic Electricity.
Rate Training Manuals are revised from
time to time to keep them up to date technically.
The revision of a Rate Training Manual is iden
tified by a letter following the NavPers number.
You can tell whether any particular copy of a

NavPers 10052, a supplementary list of study
material may be issued in the form of a BuPers
Notice. When you are preparing for advance
ment, check to see whether changes have been
made in the qualifications for your rating. If
changes have been made, see if a BuPers Notice
7
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a chapter, a section of a chapter, or a subsec

training manual is the latest edition by checking
the NavPers

number

and the letter

following

tion.

The

amount

of

material

that

you

can

If you know the

this number in the most recent edition of List

cover at one time will vary.

of

subject well, or if the material is easy, you can

Training

Manuals

Correspondence

and

NavPers 10061.

Courses,

(NavPers 10061 is

cover quite a lot at one time.

actually a catalog that lists all current training
manual and correspondence

6. In studying any one unit-chapter, section,

courses; you will

find this catalog useful in planning your study

or

program.)

occur to you.

Rate Training Manuals are designed to help
you prepare for

advancement.

The

Difficult or un

familiar material will require more study time.
subsection-write

down

Many

the

questions that

people find it helpful

to

make a written outline of the unit as they study,

following

or at least to write down the

suggestions may help you to make the best use

most

important

ideas.

of this course and other Navy training publica

7. As you study, relate the information

tions when you are preparing for advancement.

the manual to the knowledge you already have.
When

1. Study the military requirements and the

read about a process, a skill or a

situation, try to see how this information ties

occupational qualifications for your rating be

in with your own past experience.
8.

fore you study the training manual and refer to
the quais frequently as you study.

you

When

you have finished studying a unit,

take time out to see

Remember,

back

over

what

your

you

notes

have learned.

you are studying in order to meet these quais

Look

so you can do your job.

Maybe some of your questions have been

2. Set up a regular study plan.

in

and

questions.
an

swered, but perhaps you still have some that

It will prob

ably be easier for you to stick to a schedule if

are not answered.

you can plan to study at the same time each day.

ing course, write down the main ideas that you

Without looking at the train

If possible, schedule your studying for a time

have gotten from studying this unit.

of day when you will not have too many inter

quote the book.

ruptions or distractions.

your own words, the chances are that you have

3. Before you begin to study any part of the
training manual

intensively,

with the entire book.

become

not really mastered the information.
9. Use

familiar

of

contents.

Look

at

the appendixes.

Check

through
Thumb

the

Enlisted

Correspondence

Courses

whenever you can. The correspondence courses

Read the preface and the

table

Don't just

If you can't give these ideas in

are based on Rate Training Manuals or on other

index.

appropriate texts. As mentioned before,

through the

com

pletion of a mandatory course can be accom

book and look at the illustrations and reading
bits here and there as you see things that inter

plished by passing an Enlisted Correspondence

est you.

Course

based

on

the

Rate

Training

Manual.

4. Look at the training manual in more de

You will probably find it helpful to take other

Look at the

correspondence courses, as well as those based

tail, to see how it is organized.
table of contents again.

Then, chapter by chap

on mandatory training courses.
respondence course helps

subheadings.

information given in the training

This will give you a pretty clear

you

Taking a cor

ter, read the introduction, the headings, and the

to

master
course,

the
and

also helps you see how much you have learned.

picture of the scope and content of the book. As

10.

you look through the book in this way, ask your

Think of your future as you study.

You

are working for advancement to third class or

self some questions:

second class right now, but someday you will
What do I need to learn about this?

be working toward higher rates. Anything extra

What do I already know about this?

that you can learn now will help you both now

How is this information related to informa

and later.

tion given in other chapters?
How is this information related to the quali

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

fications for advancement?
As
5. When you have a general idea of what is
details by

intensive study.

your

quais, you probably

more basic study. Consequently, you will

in the manual and how it is organized, fill in
the

you refer to

will discover certain areas in which you need
to obtain

In each study

additional books.

The

most

need
useful

books for this purpose are those listed in the

period, try to cover a complete unit-it may be
8

Chapter 1-YOUR CAREER AS A RADIOMAN
reading list in the front of this manual. These
training courses serve three purposes:
They
give you much of the background you need to

Cryptographic Machines
Repairman
RM-2314
Cryptographic Machines (Automatic Off-Line Equipment)
Repairman
RM-2315
Enlisted Frequency Manager ..... RM-2301
High Speed Radio Operator
RM-2303
Intermediate Radio Operator
RM-2304

prepare for a technical rating; they offer a
handy refresher course in subjects you may
have forgotten; and they are useful throughout
your Navy career as a handy reference library.
The training courses are organized in such
manner that they may be used with a minimum
of supervision.

.

•

.

•

•

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

.

•

•

•

•

.

.

•

.

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

•

.

.

Supervisor

.

•

.

•

•

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

•

•

.

•

•

.

•

•

•

.

•

.

.

•

.

•

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

Maintenanceman
Radio Maintenanceman
Satellite Communication Terminal
Operator
Special Fixed Communication
System Operator
Teletype Repairmen
(AN/UGC-20/25) Repairman
.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

tion (NEC) code. Depending upon the mission
of your command, you may be called upon, or
desire, to perform duties that require these
specialized skills. Usually these skills are ac
quired by attending a Navy training school and
followed by on-the-job qualification. Primary
NEC's within the Radioman rating include:

.

.

Low-Level Keying Teletype
Repairman
Radio Equipment {Submarine)

As discussed earlier in this chapter, you
may be required to perform some maintenance.
Other than routine maintenance that is required
on the job there are special skills in the Navy
which are assigned a Navy Enlisted Classifica

.

.

•

ENLISTED CLASSIFICATION CODES

Communications Systems
Manager
Communication System Technical
Operator
Communication System Technical

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

Teletype (Mod 28, UGC-6 and
UGC-20} Repairman
Tropo-Scatter Equipment
.

Operator

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

•

•

•

RM-2346
RM-2333
RM-2312
RM-2305
RM-2393
2342-2345
RM-2345
RM-2342
RM-2393

A complete listing and explanation of all
NECs is given in the Manual of Enlisted Classi
fication, NavPers 15105 (series), which is up
dated semiannually.
No attempt is made in this training manual
to discuss extensively any special skills that
are covered by NECs.

RM-2313
RM-2318
RM-2319
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CHAPTER 2

NAVAL COMMUNICAliONS
Many

of the

skills

you

will develop as a

object was exposed, or a flag was lowered and

Radioman require a thorough understanding of

raised, in dit-dah patterns.

communication organization.

The organization

same code could be used for a trumpet blown in

of Naval Communications is presented in this

long or short blasts. Under the other system a
canvas cylinder, with a lantern inside, was se

chapter as the foundation upon which your fur
ther study may build.

In fog or mist, the

cured to the rigging in a manner permitting the
light to be exposed or screened by the pulling

EARLY HISTORY

or releasing of a line attached to the cylinder.

In the old days, before the wireless, or radio,
poor communications often made naval warfare
a matter of guesswork. The commander of a
fleet could have trouble trying to figure out not

in 1875, when experiments with electric lights

Electricity came into naval communications
were conducted.

In 3 years the range of these

lights increased from 6 miles to a distance of
nearly 17 miles.

only what the enemy was up to, but also where

It was not until the "wireless"

slipped through a British blockading squadron

came along
1895 that naval communications could
begin to approach the rapidity and long range it
has today. By 1903 radio equipment was oper

off Toulon in 1798.

ational throughout the United States Fleet.

his own ships were and what they were doing.

about

Consider what happened when a French fleet
Although the French were

The

discovered and followed by two British obser

state of the art has improved so rapidly in radio

vation frigates, Admiral Nelson did not receive

that it now is just as easy to send a message to
fleets all over the world as it once was to pass

news of the French escape until 8 weeks later.
He then spent 30 days trying to find the enemy

the word to a single ship only a shout's range

who, meanwhile, had put back into Toulon.

away.

In the American Navy, one of the

earliest

The

records of a signal system was a set of simple
maneuver and recognition signs issued in 1778.

modern

fleet

or

naval

striking force

travels faster, is distributed over much greater
areas of ocean, and hits harder than any sea

An improved system was worked out by Captain

going force in the past.

Thomas Truxtun in 1797. His system was based

of operation by submarines, surface warships,

on 10 numeral flags from 0 to 9.

This increased speed

Orders were

and aircraft requires better and faster means

relayed by numbers and combinations of num

of communications. To meet new requirements,

bers having meanings that could be looked up in

the Navy's communication equipment and meth

a decode book.

ods are changing as

During the Civil War, because many Federal
officers joined the
signals

had

Bureau

of

Confederate

to be revised

Navigation,

forces, Union

completely.

which

took

charge

allow.

The

No

of

matter how deep

into hostile waters a

force may penetrate, it never is out of

naval communications in 1862, decided that the
Navy should adopt the Army signal system.

rapidly and radically as

budgetary limits and operational commitments

with

As

its base of operations.

touch

In support is

a

complex global organization of communication

a result, Army- style communications dominated

stations with

Navy signaling until as late as 1892.
Semaphore came into the Navy in 1861, with

circuits.

a system of hand semaphoric signals somewhat

ties.

similar to the present ones, but with a limited

successful outcome of the force's mission are
exchanged swiftly and accurately throughout

hundreds

of radio

and

landline

Within the force itself are all types

of visual and electronic communication facili

number of characters.

In 1864 two forerunners of the present-day
light system made their appearance.
Under one system a lantern, ball, or similar

Orders

and

information

every level of command.

flashing

that affect the

The effect is a tightly

directed fighting unit-the direct result of reli
able communications.
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Chapter 2-NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS
what the originator means it to say; it must be

M ISSION OF NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS

sent
The mission of naval communications is to
provide

and maintain

reliable,

secure,

by

the

best method of

and

in every way when finally placed in the hands of

rapid communications, based on war require

the addressee.

ments,

to

in order to:

meet the

needs of naval

command; facilitate naval administration; sat
isfy the Joint Chiefs

speed, or for

security

more convenience.

and

A variable

approved

relationship between security and speed exists,
however. Modern operating procedures permit

tem (NCS). ro A.

ning stages of an operation, secrecy must be

in

(JCS)

Reliability cannot be sacrificed

meet conflicting demands of

Defense Communication
System (DCS), as assigned, as well as the re
quirements of the National Communication S -

requirements

of Staff

communications

available; and it must be complete and accurate

the

�/L!l.Sn>t./IJT'

i �. Go-J

security with speed, but sometimes one must

J?

be stressed more than the other.

.

preserved at all costs, hence security is more
important than speed. During a critical moment

POLICY OF NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS
The policy

In the plan

in combat, however, very urgent messages may
be sent in plain language, by command authori

of naval communications is to:

ties instead of being delayed for encryption and

1. Establish and maintain effective commu

speed, although security may never be disre

nications

within

Navy.
2. Encourage

the

decryption.

Department of the

at all levels of command an

The word telecommunications refers to com
munications over a distance.

3. Cooperate with the military services De

of telecommunications

fense Communication Agency (DCA), and
and

ators.

and commercial communication activities

other methods, as listed here.

and to safeguard the interest of the nation.

1. Electrical communications:

5. Maintain facilities for adequate commu

a. Radiotelegraph

nications with the U.S. Merchant Marine,
and

In message handling duties afloat and

ashore you also will work with traffic sent by

of the U.S. to enhance their military value

sea,

and

radiotelephone concern the Radiomen as oper

U.S. Government and Allied nations.

over the

Several methods

are used by the Navy.

Of these methods at least two teletype

agencies of the

4. Encourage development of the amateur

aircraft

is sacrificed for

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

and efficiency.

departments

security

garded entirely.

effort to improve techniques, procedures,

other

Here,

b. Teletype (wire or radio)
c. Radiotelephone

appropriate

U.S. and foreign communication stations,

2. Visual communications

in order to promote the safety of life at

a. Flaghoist

sea and in the air.

b. Flashing light
c. Semaphore

3. Sound Communications

COMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES

a. Whistles, sirens, and bells
b. Sonar

Naval communications must always be ready
to meet wartime requirements. Its peacetime
organization, methods, procedures, facilities,
and training

ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS

Of the various means of transmitting mes

must be adequate and capable of

shifting to an emergency or war status with a

sages, electrical communications is by far the

minimum of changes.
Through the

years

naval

most important to the communicator.

communications

has been guided by certain principles that have
been proved under war conditions.

A brief

description of the listed methods of electrical
communications follows.

Foremost

among these principles are reliability, security,

Radiotelegraph

and speed.
Reliability of communications is always the

Radiotelegraph (often referred to as CW for

first requirement. A message must say exactly

"Continuous-wave" telegraphy) is a system for
11
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In this

previously operated on amplitude modulation.

system an operator separates a radio wave into

transmitting messages by radio waves.

Many U HF circuits are expected to utilize SSB

dits

in the near future.

and dahs of Morse code by

closing

a hand

development

key.

of

opening and

Radiotelegraph,

faster

and

more

despite

convenient

SSB Voice Circuits

methods of electronic communications, is still
in use today; however, its use has been reduced

The high command net (HICOM) uses SSB as

to the point that the Navy no longer trains all
Radiomen

to

be

trainees

that

personal

interest

ators.

proficient ·in

have

high

are

it.

aptitude

trained as

a means of communication between fleet com

Only those
and

manders,

show

CW oper

use

it

for

Whenever special voice circuits are neces

with

sary, either between shore activities or ships

limited requirements and are assigned NEC
2304 to identify them for assignment purposes.

and shore activities, SSB is selected because it
is less susceptible to atmospheric interference

Since CW operation is no longer a requirement

than is amplitude modulation.

of all Radiomen, this book will not discuss it

used

further.

for

voice

order-wire

Often,

SSB

is

circuits between

NAVCOMM STAS.

Teletype
The

commanders

jacent commands.

After the CW operators are trained they

are designated as having a special skill

and fleet

communication with their subordinates and ad

SSB Teletype Circuits

mental and manual actions performed

With few

by an operator in converting letters to Morse
code (and vice versa) are replaced in teletype
by electrical
transmit

and

mechanical

a message, the

actions.

cuits.

To

used

on

all

It is also used on ship-shore circuits,

Most

of these systems are now covered circuits; that

As

is, an electronic cryptodevice on both ends of

each key is pressed, a sequence of signals are

the circuit automatically encrypts and decrypts

fed into receiving machines that type the mes

message traffic.

sage automatically.

point-to-point,

Teletype signals may be sent either by land
line (wire) or by radio.

is

as well as on ship-ship teletype circuits.

operator types on a

keyboard similar to that on a typewriter.

exceptions, SSB

existing long-haul (great distance) teletype cir

These

devices are used on

s h i p-s h o r e,

ship-ship,

and

broadcast circuits.

Teletype communica

tion is used both by the military services and
by commercial communication companies such

SHIP-SHIP SSB TELETYPE CffiCUITS

as Western Union.
Today the primary shipboard use of radio

Ship-to-ship SSB

teletype (RATT) is for receiving fleet broadcast
schedules, for which it is well suited.

wide use today.

Radio

in company.

rate of 100 wpm (words per minute) as com

By using this type of net,

This procedure saves

and

circuit

ber and types of ships in company, the guard

and between ships

can be shifted to other ships from time to time.

and shore communication stations.

A major advantage
electronic

SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION

of these circuits

is that

cryptodevices can be used to

send

classified messages without the need for man
ual encryption.

(SSB)

manpower,

the frequency spectrum. Depending on the num

Other shipboard uses of RATT are for com

Single-sideband

ships

time, prevents individual ships from over
crowding ship-shore circuits, and conserves

total saving in trained manpower is great.
ships

in

ship from which traffic can be relayed ashore.

is

freed from manual copying, and hundreds of
ships may be receiving a single broadcast, the

munications between

are

can send their outgoing messages to a guard

pared to the 17 to 29 wpm speed of CW fleet
Because a shipboard operator

circuits

task force or task group nets or several ships

teletype can clear traffic on many channels at a

broadcasts.

teletype

Their main application is with

transmission is the

These circuits

are

used for

incoming as well as outgoing traffic, and they

most common communications link used today.

can use

It is being applied to many voice circuits that

(ultra high frequency) signals.

12

either

HF

(high

frequency)

or

UHF

Chapter 2-NAVAL COMM UNICATIONS
SHIP-SHORE SSB TELETYPE CIRCUITS

its directness, convenience, and ease of opera
tion, radiotelephone is used by ships, aircraft,

Many ships handle enough message traffic to
justify ship-shore teletype circuits.

and shore stations for ship-to-shore, shore-to

Depending

ship,

ship-to-ship,

air-to-ship,

ship-to-air,

on traffic load, these circuits can be from one

and air-to-ground communications.

to four teletype channels on one SSB circuit.

If

sideband (SSB) mode of operation makes it pos

the traffic load warrants more than one teletype

sible to communicate half way around the world

The single

channel, usually time division multiplex or fre

by radiotelephone.

quency division multiplex (MUX) equipment is

uses of radiotelephone is short-range tactical

used.

communications.

ing

This equipment handles up to four incom

and four outgoing channels.

One of the most important

Its capability of transmitting

One channel

voice signals enables a conning officer to talk

normally is used as an order-wire circuit for

directly with the officer in tactical command

handling operator-to-operator service mes
sages and for making frequency changes when

while a message is prepared for transmission,

necessary.

and acknowledgments can be returned instantly.

Three

remaining

channels

(OTC) and with other ships. Little delay results

are

available for handling official message traffic.

Radiotelephone equipment for tactical use usu
ally

is operated on frequencies that are

POINT-TO-POINT TELETYPE CIRCUITS

enough

Most point-to-point long-haul circuits be
tween naval communication stations need more

the

channels than SSB can provide.
for

To compensate

characteristics

of radiotelephone

limit the

from

20 to

easily

by

persons

with no other

training

in

Radiotelephone also has d i s a d v a n t a g e s.
Transmissions may be unreadable because of
static, enemy interference, or high local noise

pressed. Both sidebands are used, and are split
into two 3-kHz audio channels, as shown in fig

level caused by shouts,

Each audio channel may carry differ

gunfire, and bomb or

shell bursts. Wave propagation characteristics

ent intelligence.

of radiotelephone frequencies sometimes

are

freakish, and transmissions may be heard from
great distances. Most radiotelephone messages

_,

� � .c<l fl:J
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are in plain language, and if information is to
be kept from the enemy, users must keep their

�

'
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communications.

where SSB suppresses the carrier and filters

'"'" t

These

miles. Radiotelephone procedure can be learned

out a sideband, in ISB only the carrier is sup

FREQUENCY

earth.

usual range

transmission is used. It is similar to SSB. But

t-

high

characteristics;

that is the waves do not follow the curvature of

the deficiency, independent sideband (ISB)

ure 2-1.

to have line-of-sight

messages short, stick to proper
and be careful of what they say.

.

6KC

I

o------ 12KC

procedures,

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION

50.145
Figure 2-1.-ISB channel and frequency

Microwave is

bandwidth.

mission system.

a

line-of-sight

radio trans

Line-of-sight systems

are

made up of one or more links having a clear
The

use

of

frequency

division multiplex

path between antennas at the ends

of

a link.

equipment permits 16 teletype channels to be

U sually frequencies used are above 900 mHz.

put into each of the 3-kHz audio channels, giving

In the Naval Communication System, the FRC-37

a possible total of 64 teletype channels on one

and the UQ equipments have been replaced with

ISB circuit.

the FRC-84.

Usually,

only

one or two audio

channels are used for teletype.

Other channels

The FRC-84 operates on the fre

quency division method with a normal capacity

are available for voice and/or facsimile, de

of 120 channels; up to 600 channels can be pro

pending on the needs of participating stations.

vided with proper system alignment.

Radiotelephone

become short, and propagation of the r-f energy

At frequencies above 900 mHz, wavelengths

Radiotelephone
military

is

one of the most

communication methods.

useful

Because of

becomes

remarkably

energy.

It thus

frequencies
13

to

similar to that

of light

is practicable at microwave
use

high-gain

antennas

that

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
reflectors

resemble

used

in

searchlights.

of greater capacity and

These antennas concentrate energy into a nar

reliability,

Forward

row beam in the same manner as light energy.
With the beam directed in the desired direction,

the

propagation scatter

transmission

is a point-to-point method of HF or UHF radio

a much larger signal arrives at the receiving

communications.

antenna than would come from a nondirectional

channel telephone, teletype,

antenna.

mission to a range of 400 miles.

Figure

only

tropospheric system is now being used.

10-3 depicts a parabolic an

It permits

reliable
and

data

multi
trans

tenna that is used for transmission and recep
tion of microwave electromagnetic energy.
Terrain
linlc

determines the

Forward Propagation Tropospheric

length of a single

Scatter (FPTS)

In actual practice, transmit and receive

antennas can be separated by a slightly greater
distance

than

the

actual

Numerous communication networks now
operation,

horizon-to-horizon

beam

by the

atmosphere.

Most

systems are composed of links of 30 miles or
less,

except where

for

thousands

of

in

miles,

utilize tropospheric terminals for hops of 300

line-of-sight distance due to refraction of the
microwave

extending

miles or more.

These relay hops are accom

plished

use of both transmitting and

by

the

receiving equipment at each terminal.

especially favorable sites

At the

Repeater stations may be used to

initial transmitting point, many separate tele

connect one link to another to form long chains,

phone conversations and teletype circuits are

thereby setting up long paths for

combined into a single radio signal. A feedhorn

can be found.

channels

where needed.

many voice

Chains of more than

on a tower beams the signal

out toward

the

40 links, for example, cross the United States

horizon; it is similar to a huge, precisely aimed

carrying voice, teletype, and television signals.

searchlight.

Microwave links are often used for carrying

signal

is

A minute reflected portion of the

picked up by a

parabolic

receiving

signals from a portion of a Naval Communica

antenna well over the horizon.

tion Station to another, for example, from and

amplified and sent on its way again, if neces

to

the

transmitter

and receiver

sites to the

sary, for another leap over the horizon toward

main station.

its destination at the other end of the circuit.

Microwave radio link systems have the ad
vantage of great flexibility, economy of opera
tion, and almost
(over

over

They have excellent reli

and maintenance present problems, it is rela

independence

percent),

99

FPTS has many advantages over other meth
ods of long-distance communications. Besides
greater economy in areas where construction

complete

weather conditions.
ability

extremely wide

tively free of atmospheric

interference, and low power requirements.

Tropospheric

Limitations are that they require a relatively
large portion of

the

frequency

spectrum

and

is required, links are rela

tively short, and where it is difficult or costly

6 miles.

Above this area are the stratosphere

where it is scattered in a
A

receiving

antenna

The troposphere itself is

of various layers similar to the entire

atmosphere. The layers within the troposphere
are sharply defined; they differ in temperature
and moisture

is

content.

Because these

layers

are shifting constantly, the refractive index for

beamed at the same point in space to receive

any

the

signal.

extending

ground to a height of approximately

made

In scatter transmission, a signal is beamed
direction.

The troposphere is

atmosphere,

Almost all weather phenomena occur in the

SCATTER TRANSMISSION

ionosphere

oper

(frequency

from the

tropospheric area.

forward

that

and the ionosphere.

to install cable.

at the

transmission

using f-m

modulated) transmission.
the lowest area of the

Usually microwave radio is used where large
capacity

scatter

ates in the UHF band,

are effective at only a short range.
channel

interferences

affect other transmission methods.

information-carrying bandwidth, good resistance
to

There it is re

Because of its limited bandwidth,

one

area

of

the

troposphere

changes.

and

Boundaries between layers act as reflecting
surfaces. The present theory is that the phe

crowded HF spectrum, this system is not used

nomenon of refraction and reflection within the

extensively.
Two types of scatter systems that have been

troposphere makes possible the scatter system
of transmission. Part of a radio signal beamed

used are ionospheric and tropospheric. Because

upward through the troposphere goes through a

relatively

h i g h-p o w e r

requirements,
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The

complex series of partial refraction and reflec

received

signal

of

scattered energy

tion, causing most of the energy to be scattered

varies extensively, causing conditions

in all directions and become partially diffused.
Figure 2-2 shows how this refraction/reflection

and slow fading.

change might take place.
A receiving antenna,

of fast

Fast fading, caused by multi

path transmission, exists for short intervals.
Slow fading usually extends over several hours

beamed at the

and is brought about by changes in refractive

same

Seasonal varia

point in the troposphere as the transmitting an
tenna, picks up enough transmitted energy to

properties of the troposphere.

make it useful.

For any particular transmitter

Received signal level is lower during the worst

given antenna size, the average

month of the winter season, and higher during

power and a

tion in signal

strength

also

is

experienced.

strength of the signal received depends on beam

the best month of the summer season. Commu

(scatter) angle, distance between stations, fre
quency used, and weather conditions at the mid

nication

point of the radio path. See figure 10-13.

To obtain a steady signal, energy combined

For optimum results, high-power transmit
ters are

used;

antennas

range in

size

paths in tropical or temperate zones

are somewhat better in yearly average signal
level than are paths in higher latitudes.
from a number of fluctuating signals is used in

from

8 feet in diameter for mobile use to 120 feet

a diversity system.

for fixed installations. Output power, size of
antenna, and frequency used depend on the type

ing methods are used to obtain a steady signal

of circuit desired.

pendently.

over

Some or all of the follow

different paths that fade

and vary inde

Scatter angle influences the amount of re
ceived signal.

Better

reception

•

is obtained

Space diversity: Several receiving anten

when scatter angle is kept to a minimum.

The

nas

takeoff angle of transmitter and receiver

an

wavelengths or more at the signal frequency.

are

tennas is made as low as permissible by local

(Usually

terrain and general geographical location.

cient.)

,osl'rl e.R
siRP-

used.

They

a separation

are
of

separated
200-feet

is

by

50

suffi

E.

E.
R
, ol'osl'rle.
R

50.147
Figure 2-2.-Scattered radio signal-shaded area is a beamed signal.

Lines within the beam

show a simplified idea of how the signal is partially refracted and reflected.
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• Frequency

diversity:

Transmission

light beams, and it may be directional or non

on

directional.

different frequencies fades independently, even
when

transmitted

and

received

through

Directional flashing light may be pointed and

the

trained so as to be visible only from the view

same antennas.
• Angle

diversity:

Two feedhorns produce

point of the recipient.
searchlights on

two beams from the same reflector at slightly
different angles.

It makes use of signal

which an operator opens and

This arrangement results in

closes the shutter to form dots and dashes of

two paths based on illuminating different scat

Morse code. Smaller portable lights, in which
the source

ter volumes in the troposphere.

of

light is switched on and off to

form code characters, are used also.
mitted over a given link depends on the degree

Nondirectional flashing light is sent out from
lamps located on a yardarm.
An operator

of distortion the particular circuit can accept.

forms dots and dashes with a telegraph key that

The number of channels that can be trans

For links that are part of long-haul telephone

switches

systems, distortion must be held to a minimum.

light is visible in every direction away

Typical tropospheric scatter link capacities are

the ship, this method is well suited for mes

given in the accompanying list.

sages destined for several addressees.
In

No. voice channels

Distance

wartime,

on and off.

flashing

light

Because the
from

communication

that must be carried on after dark is usually
conducted by means of infrared beams (Nancy) .

to 252

0-100 miles

the lamps

These beams
through

a

are

special

not

visible

receiver.

unless viewed
Infrared

is the

100-200 miles

to 132

most secure means of visual communications,

200-300 miles

to 72

nondirectional.

and transmissions may be either directional or
Directional

infrared

utilizes

standard signal searchlights fitted with special
12-24

over 300 miles

(quality

limited )

usually

filters.
Infrared yardarm blinker
used for nondirectional signaling.

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

lamps are

Semaphore

Visual communication systems have been in
use since the beginning of the Navy, and still

Semaphore is a communication medium by
which an operator signals with two hand flags,

are widely

short

moving his arms through various positions to

In reliability and convenience, they are

represent letters, numerals, and other special

range.

used

for

communicating at

the equal of radio and more secure.
The types of visual systems

signs.

are flaghoist,

Because of its speed, it is still widely

used at short range during daylight.

flashing light, and semaphore.

It is not

readable much farther than 2 miles, even on a
clear day.

Flaghoist
SOUND COMMUNICATIONS
Flaghoist is a method whereby various com
binations of brightly colored flags and pennants
are hoisted to send messages.

Sound

It is the prin

systems

bells, and sonar.

include

whistles,

sirens,

The first three devices are

cipal means for transmitting brief tactical and

used by ships for transmitting emergency warn

informational signals to surface units.

Signals

ing signals such as air raid alerts, for navi

repeated by addressees, thus providing a

gational signals prescribed by the Rules of the

are

sure check on accuracy of reception.

Texts of

Road, and, in wartime, for communication be

m essages that may be sent usually are limited

tween ships in convoy.
Ships equipped with sonar (underwater sound )

to those contained in signal books.

apparatus may communicate with other
Flashing Light

ships

by this method, although passing of messages
is not the chief purpose of sonar.
At times

Flashing light is a visual telegraphic system

underwater sound is used for coordinating exer

that utilizes either visible or infrared (Nancy)

cises between surface vessels and submarines.
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ASSISTANT CHIEF OF NAVAL

Generally the underwater sound system "Ger
trude" is used for morse code and voice com

OPERATIONS (COMMUNICATIONS

munications while the main sonar can be used

AND CRYPTOLOGY)

as a backup for morse code.
Sound systems normally have the same range

The

limitation as visual methods but are considered

Command

less secure.

of Naval Operations (CNO) in matters pertaining

Commander,

Naval

(COMNAVCOM),

Communications
assists

the Chief

to communications by filling the billet of Assist
ant Chief of Naval Operations, Communications

ELEMENTS OF NAVAL

and Cryptology.

COMMUNICATIONS

Supporting the Commander, Naval Commu
nications Command in the exercise of his au

Naval communications is comprised of three
major elements which coordinate the operating
elements. The three major elements are:

thority and

in

the

discharge

of

his

various

duties, is the Headquarters, Naval Communica
tions Command. The headquarters is organized
into various functional departments.

1. Office of Naval Communications-Assist

Each de

partment is headed by an Assistant Commander.

ant Chief of Naval Operations, Communications
and Cryptology.
2. Commander, Naval Communications Com

In addition, Special

Assistants

direct

of

supervision

Commander

mand (COMNAVCOMM).

and

the

Deputy

Assistant

Commander.

COMNAVCOMM Headquarters

3. Commander, Naval Security Group Com

are under the

Deputy

The

organization

is

shown in figure 2-3.

mand, two are discussed here.

COMMANDER
NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND
INSPECTOR GENERAL

DEPUTY COMMANDER
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

NOI3

NO!
COMPTROLLER AND RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT COORDINATOR

NOIC
r--

ASSISTANT DEPUTY COMMANDER
SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR

N014
NOIB

MARINE CORPS COMMUNICATIONS

ASSISTANT FOR COMMAND
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

NOIM

I

l

I

OPERATIONS AND
READINESS

FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

AND READINESS

PLANNING

I
MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION
AND MANPOWER

N015

N3

Nl

PLANS, PROGRAMS AND
REQUIREMENTS

N7

N5

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

AND READINESS

MANAGEMENT
N4

N2

N6

R106.25
Figure 2-3.-COMNAVCOM Headquarters Organization.
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Mission

4. Plan for and determine the current and
requirements of
Naval Communications for manpower, material,

future (including long-range)
The mission of the Commander Naval Com
munications Command is to:

facilities,and services, including the quantities,
characteristics,

•

Exercise

authority

over

the

readiness,

operating efficiency, and security of naval com
munications throughout the

times,

places, and priorities

of need.
5. Provide

Department of the

information

NAVSECGRU

Navy;

to and keep

(Commander,

Naval

COM

Security

Group Command) advised of the cryptographic

• Provide, operate, and

maintain

adequate

equipment requirements for all Naval activities)

and secure naval communications;

less Cryptologic activities).

• Approve requirements for the use of exist

6. Advise

COMNAVSECGRU,

when

appro

ing communication capabilities and resources;

priate, of the operational acceptability of com

• Coordinate the execution of approved com

munications security measures which substan

munication programs;

tially impact on Naval Communications.

• Administer and coordinate radio frequency

7. Provide for the continuous review of
concepts; methods, and procedures, standards,

matters;
• Exercise command authority over, and be

responsible for the
field activities

of

primary support of,
the

Naval

compatibility,

and

security aspects

Communication

on communications and radio frequency matters.

8. Provide for the continuous review, analy
and

as may be assigned.

sis, and promulgation of radio call signs
address groups

in conjunction with

The tasks and functions of the Naval Com

of such

communications publica

tions as may be assigned U.S. Navy cognizance

munications Command Headquarters are many

in

and varied.

and/or JCS (Joint Chiefs of Staff).

The Headquarters acts as advisor
to the Commander Naval

Communications.

in

all

other

view, and analysis of allowance, printing, and
distribution

Command

the

military services.
9. Provide for the continuous monitor, re

THE NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMAND HEADQUARTERS

and assistant

intra

Navy, Joint, and Combined doctrine and policy

System, and such other activities and resources

munications

of

the

Com

whole or in part by the Navy

10. Plan, coordinate, and

Department

conduct

command

areas of Naval

inspections and investigations of shore

(field)

Some of the assigned tasks

activities of the Naval Communications

Com

and functions are as follows:

mand to assess the readiness level of the ability

1. Participate in joint action matters in
support of CNO. Review concepts, policy, doc
trine, methods, procedures, standardization,
and compatibility of Joint and Combined agree
ments on communications and radio frequency
spectrum matters, and recommend provisions
to obtain maximum effectiveness of forces.

perform its assigned tasks and functions.

of each activity to accomplish its mission and

11. Program
requirements

distribution,

communications

systems

and installation
and

equipments

provide

communications

(less

tactical/mobile)

of MAR

CORPS shore (field) activities and major Fleet
Marine Force Commands based ashore as are
designated by Commandant, Marine Corps.

2. Develop, implement, and provide for the

procurement,

and

support to satisfy the communications operating

12. Provide assistance to Fleet Commander

of

in Chiefs, commands bureaus and offices of the

to

Department of the Navy, and other commands

ensure that Fleet units and shore activities are

and activities as appropriate in matters relat

capable of satisfying validated communications

ing to communications service and support to

operating requirements.

the Operating Forces and the Shore Establish

3. Provide for the procurement, protection,

ment.

and assignment of radio frequencies required

13. Sponsor, organize, administer, and sup

for all electronic devices of the Department of
the Navy, and ensure maximum feasible com

port the Naval Reserve Naval Communications
System program.

patibility of these devices within the Department

14. Plan and provide for wartime communi

of the Navy and with other users of the radio
frequency spectrum.

cations needs of the U.S. Merchant Marine,
Allied,
MSTS-operated
shipping
and
other

18
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friendly forces in accordance with approved

at radio transmitting and receiving sites of a

plans and agreements.

NA VCOMMSTA and remotely control them from

15. Furnish aids to

mariners by

arranging

the communication center.
In the interest of economy and effective uti

for the transmission of time signals, meteoro
logical reports, destructive storm warnings,

lization of

hydrographic and oceanographic forecasts and

ments ashore are consolidated under the naval

chart information, sudden ionospheric disturb

communication station wherever feasible.

resources, communication

depart

ance warnings, and other environmental scien
tific information; provide

for the handling of

COMMUNICATION ORGANIZATIONS

commercial communications which are author

OF OPERATING FORCES

ized by law or treaty.
16. Provide advice and assistance to the
Chief of Naval Personnel (Navy Training Au

the "voice of command."

The communication

thority) in matters pertaining to communications

organization

is under the

training programs.

and positive control of the commanding officer.

In the operating forces, communications is

Advise as to the adequacy

aboard

ship

direct

of communications training and corrective ac

It provides communication services needed to

tions required in the areas of concept, scope,

control and employ fleet units.

procedures, curricula, training media, training

include sending and receiving orders, instruc

These services

plans, and preparation for the introduction of

tions,

new communications equipment into the Navy,
afloat and ashore.

intelligence. Facilities are provided for rapid
ship- shore and air- surface communications as

reports,

and various

other

forms

of

well as for communications between ships.
NAVAL OPERATING ELEMENTS
1. Communication

NAVAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

departments

of

shore

The Naval Communication System,

(field) activities

as part

of the Defense Communications System (DCS),

2. Communication organizations of operating

may

forces

be

described as

communications.

3. Naval Communication System

the

backbone

of

naval

It is a fixed, integrated com

munication network, which forms the worldwide
framework of naval communications.

pro

It

COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENTS

vides the means for transmission of CNO direc

OF SHORE ESTABLISHMENT

tives and instructions; broadcast to the fleet of

ACTIVITIES

weather, general messages, orders, and simi
lar message traffic; and for reception of essen

Communication departments of shore estab

tial intelligence from fleet commanders.

lishment activities are components of the sta
Their mission
tion or activity they serve.
differs from that of NAVCOMMSTAs and other

ORGANIZATION COMPONENTS

activities of the Naval Communication System

Three major types of activities make up the

in that, primarily, they furnish local support to

Naval Communication System.

the shore station mission.

are NACOMMSTAs, NAVRADSTAs, and

information

and

convey

They

disseminate

reports

and similar

COMMUs.

Organizational

These activities

components

NAV
of

the

data to their own local command, although they
may (and often do) work into or connect with

the system-manage, operate, and maintain the

the worldwide network of the Defense Commu

facilities,

nication System (DCS).

necessary to provide

Naval Communication System-as activities of

Normally, the communication department of
a shore activity has
center consisting of

systems,

equipment,

and

devices

communications for the

command, operational control, and administra

a small communication
a message center and

tion of the Navy.

cryptocenter. It may also provide other facili

Naval Communication

ties, depending on the mission of the command
it supports. Where radio transmitting and re

Station

ceiving facilities are required, small commu

As its name implies, a naval communication

nication centers usually use equipment installed

station (NAVCOMMSTA) is a naval station that
19
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has a primary responsibility for
tions.
and

communica

3 & 2
Operational Components

It includes all communication facilities

equipment

required

to

provide essential

Facilities

provided by

the NAVCOMMSTA,

fleet support and fixed communication services

transmitting, and receiving stations are oper

for a specific area,

ated by a communication center (COMMCEN).

U.S. Naval Radio Station

ities

The COMMCEN controls the use of these facil
A naval radio station

by connecting them

to

various

circuits

used by Naval Communications and provides a

(NAVRADSTA) ordi

connecting link for users of these circuits.

narily is a component of a NAVCOMMSTA but

It

ensures a continuous path by constantly moni

may be located physically some distance from

toring the circuits and provides for

the NAVCOMMSTA. It is classified as either a
transmitting station or a receiving station, de

alternate

paths when necessary. Normally each COMM
CEN consists of several components.

pending upon the function performed, and is so
designated by letter T or R added in parenthe
For example, NAVRADSTA (T) Lualualei,

TECHNICAL CONTROL FACILITY .-Essen

Oahu, is a component of NAVCOMMSTA Hono
lulu, Hawaii, but is located approximately 15

tially the control facility is the master switch

miles from the NAVCOMMSTA.

the

ses.

board and monitoring station.

center.
branch

(NAVCOMMUs)

wired

through

From
out

to

the control

center

landlines

other communication

spaces.

transmitting and receiving stations serving the

missions

communication center. Technical control facil

For this reason, a

ity personnel connect radio and landline circuits

NAVCOMMU is much smaller in terms of per

to appropriate equipment in other spaces of the

sonnel and facilities than is a NAVCOMMSTA.
The NAVCOMMUs are identified by geographical

COMMCEN.

The

technical

control

contains control and terminal

location; e.g., NAVCOMMU LONDON.

facility

equipment and

built-in monitoring and test equipment.

It ties

together, electronically, all spaces of the com

Follow-The-Fleet Concept

munication center, and is the electrical outlet
from that communication center to other com

RM'2.

fd74-

All equipment of

is

Landline or radio links lead to remotely located

are assigned limited or specialised missions,
which may include some but not all
assigned a NAVCOMMSTA.

center

switchboards and patching panels of the control

U.S. Naval Communication Unit
Naval communication units

communication

munication centers.
o fimum communications no matter where th
opera e.

;, ill

Wit m

1s concept

CRYPTOCENTER.-A cryptocenter provides

the commander

the following services:

have complete control over his forces even

when

operational and

tactical

situations

are

within

a

given

relay center directly;

geographical area

as a Naval

Area (NAVCOMMAREA).

dressees;

exercises

coordination

control

shore, air-ground, and
Communication

(NAVCAMS).

Other

receives and transmits messages

line encryption; and (4) operates the Top Secret
message processing area.

Naval

broadcast, ship

other tactical circuits

within the NAVCOMMAREA.

Naval

of all

(3)

of Top Secret messages without previous off

Communication

The master station

Communication System fleet

receives and off-line

on circuits authorized for on-line transmission

An area served collectively by each group of
is known

(2)

decrypts messages and makes delivery to ad

are organized to operate on a closely coordi
nated basis under direction of a master station.
stations

receives and off

center for rapid transmission, or transmits to

continually changing.
Stations

(1)

line encrypts messages and routes to message

FLEET CENTER.-A fleet center exercises

It is known as the

Area

stations

Master
within

keying control of all circuits to and from forces

Station

afloat.

a NAV

It is the point of interface between naval

operating forces afloat and ashore served via

COMMAREA are called Naval Communication
Area Local Stations (NAVCALS). They coordi

Navy tactical or dedicated systems

and naval

shore (field) activities served via common user

nate control of communications under direction

facilities of the Defense Communications Sys

of the NAVCAMS.

tem ( DCS).
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Facsimile traffic is processed in message cen
ters along with regular messages.
• Conference center: A conference center
is used for conferences between major com
mands ashore and afloat when need arises.
These conferences may be by teletype, voice
radio, or the DCS automatic voice network
(Autovon).

The fleet center operates maritime and
aeronautical distress and assigned maritime
public service circuits, provides specialized
message processing service as required for an
effective interface of the several communication
systems terminated. This service includes but
is not limited to1. Ensuring message procedural compati
bility and formating as required (e.g., codress/
plaindress).
2. Conversion between modes, such as CW
to TTY and vice versa.
3. Call sign encryption and decryption as
required.
4. Off-line encryption as required.

RELAY CENTER.-A relay center is the
communication center's linkage with DCS com
mon user networks. It contains automatic or
semiautomatic teletype tape receiving, tape
transmitting, and message numbering and moni
toring equipment. A relay center also main
tains a service section for the purpose of
obtaining and making retransmissions, correct
ing tapes, handling misroutes, and performing
other services necessary for final and accurate
delivery of messages. A file of monitor tapes
is maintained for an appropriate period of time.

Functionally, fleet centers are subdivided into
several smaller centers, a description of which
follows.
Tactical communication coordination center:
a NAVCAM or NAVCAL
(mentioned earlier). Further information can
be found in the current version of OpNavinst
02000.28.

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

It operates either

The Defense Communications Agency (DCA)
exercises operational and management direction
over the DCS. The DCA consists of a director
(an officer of general or flag rank), a head
quarters staff, and such other units as are
specifically assigned the Agency by the Secre
tary of Defense or the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The DCS includes all Department of Defense
circuits, terminals, control facilities, and trib
utaries (regardless of military department to
which assigned) required to provide communi
cat.!£ns-Eo..!P .th�- P.r.�§jd.ent, down-the � of
command,.. to the fixed headquarters o1 various
slllJordillate commands.
This broad inclu
sion takes in all point-to-point, long-haul
Government-owned or -leased circuits that are
a part of the Naval Communication System.
Fleet broadcasts, ship-to-shore, ship-to-ship,
and tactical circuits within a tactical organiza
tion normally are excluded from the DCS.

• Automatic tactical routing and distribution
unit: All covered broadcast, ship-shore cir
cuits, and other Navy special-purpose opera
tional networks terminate in this section of a
COMMCEN.
• Message center: A message center is the
converging point of all messages sent or re
ceived by the command it serves. In the mes
sage center, messages are logged, placed in
proper form for transmission, checked for
accuracy and security violations, serviced as
necessary, written up, distributed internally,
and filed in appropriate reference files. A
message center operates circuits with a relay
station for reception or transmission of these
messages.
• Unclassified
communication unit (wire
room): A wire room operates radio or landline
circuits that are not cryptographically pro
tected. Included are circuits to commercial
communication companies, circuits to other
Government agencies, fleet and general broad
casts, certain ship-shore circuits, and off-net
local circuits.
• Graphics center: A graphics center oper
ates equipment required for sending and re
ceiving pictures, photographs, weather maps,
charts, and other material in graphic form.

DCS AUTOMATIC
VOICE NETWORK
The DCS automatic voice network (Autovon)
offers rapid, direct interconnection of Depart
ment of Defense and certain other Government
installations. Numerous overseas areas are
now connected into the continental United States
(CONUS) automatic system. As facilities be
come available, other overseas areas will be
21
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connected.
s i n g l e,

The

Autovon

worldwide,

dialing system.

is

intended to be

a

general-purpose, direct

Its goal is to complete connec

tions between two prearranged points, anywhere
in the world, in about 2 seconds, and to com
plete regular connections with pushbutton speed.
It is planned eventually to switch every type of
information transfer, including voice transmis
sion, teletype, and data.
Several installations, comparable in function
to commercial telephone exchanges, constitute
the Autovon system. An installation in the sys
tem is referred to
simply
local

a switch.

as an Autovon switch,

50.150X

or

Figure 2-4.-Type AE-023 four-wire

Within individual areas are

command,

control,

and

administrative

subset.

voice communication systems. These systems
can be connected into the worldwide Autovon

general-purpose

through

four-wire telephone sets (fig. 2-4) installed in

manually

operated telephone switch

network

through

boards, or automatic dial exchanges, by provi

their offices.

sion of direct in or out dialing capabilities.

up to four classes of priority.

A naval

station

telephone

system

may

be

pushbutton

These subscribers are furnished
Each level of

priority can preempt any lower levels. A four

connected into the Autovon by its local private

wire subscriber may employ any level of prec

branch exchange

edence he desires up to and including the highest

branch

(PBX)

exchange

or

(PABX).

private
In

automatic

this

usage the

level he is authorized.

Precedence desired by

PBX or PABX would be considered the Autovon

a four-wire subscriber is selected by pushing

subscriber.

one of four buttons on his set.

Some

offices

and facilitates that

have direct access to the Autovon system are
considered individual Autovon subscribers.
DCS AUTOMATIC
DIGITAL NETWORK
Normal Service
The DCS automatic digital network (Autodin)
Normal Autovon service provides a capabil

is a fully automatic digital data switching sys

ity for subscribers to call other subscribers on

tem. This network provides store-and-forward

a worldwide basis for day-to-day nonpreemptive

and circuit-switching message service to data

traffic.

Depending on the type of service avail

and teletype subscriber terminals. It is capable

able in

each

locality,

Autovon

calls may

be

of handling any type of information

accomplished either by direct dialing or through
a local operator. Where users of this type of
service require priority calls to be made, they

switching centers;

various types

must place the call with their local operator or

teletype

the

necting transmission media.

Autovon

dial service

operator.
Most military
connection

into

assistance

systems

a

terminals;

of data

and

and

intercon

the

provided

tem in the continental United States (CONUS).

general-purpose Autovon

Eventually it is planned to replace all manual
and electromechanical relays overseas.

are two-wire systems.
is

(DSA)

subscriber

The Autodin system replaces the 82Bl sys
installations

are

through their local PBX or PABX.
autovon

in digital

form, including voice and graphics. The system
consists of high-speed, electronic, solid state

four-wire

These local
Inasmuch as

Administrative

and

logistic

(operational)

system, its terminal

traffic from afloat units enter the Autodin sys

equipment must also be four-wire. Where such

tem at Navy communication stations and units,

terminal equipment as two-wire local switch

which are provided direct access to the nearest

boards

Autodin switching center. Primary routes for
Navy command and control traffic will continue

are

to

be

interconnected,

four-wire/

two-wire conversion equipment is used.
Besides

general-purpose

Autovon

to be through Navy dedicated circuits such as

service

through local PBX, certain selected subscribers

Hi Com

are authorized direct four-wire access to the

Orestes, and the Full time termination.
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When fully implemented, Autodin will afford
instantaneous, error-free, and secure commu

accordance with effective editions of ACP 121,

nications around the world to more than 4100

directives and practices.

JANAP 128,

directly connected subscriber terminals. Auto

Traffic

and

other

applicable

operating

classified higher than the

security

matic preemption will give immediate service

clearance of its intended destination(s) is

to command and other top-priority users.
Daily capacity of the 19-switch Autodin sys

delivered by the ASC.
Such messages are
intercepted automatically at the last center, and

not

tem is 60 million data cards or an equivalent of

the originator is informed (via service mes

5 million average-length messages. Worldwide

sage) of a nondelivery resulting from a security

security is furnished by means of the link en

mismatch.

cryption concept explained in a later chapter.

Another special feature of the ASC is the
provision of incoming and outgoing journals.

Interconnection of Autodin switching centers
is accomplished through
frequency

radio

a

channels,

high

These message journals store and present (on

submarine cables,

network

demand) synoptic information on each message

microwave

and tropospheric

variety

wire

of

lines.

of

channels,

These

and

a

sufficient to identify it, to record how the mes

transmission

sage was received, and to determine where and

media are available from existing DCS trans

when it was sent to an outgoing line.

mission

information is

resources,

Autovon,

and from

mercial communication facilities.
alternate

route

is

held

in

com

At least one

reserve for

inactive

each

retained for

storage.

Journal

up to 30 days

in

Sufficient active storage is

maintained for a period determined by operating

trunk. Activation of this alternate path is con
trolled from the Autodin supervisory position.

requirements.

Current status of the ASC can

be checked at any moment by obtaining a print

All direct-current digital signals are converted

out of exactly how many messages, by prece

to

suitable
analog signals by modulators
demodulators (MOD EMS) before they are trans

dence and destination, are in the center.
Each overseas ASC is capable of recognizing

mitted over interconnecting trunks.

and routing 3300 single routing indicators for

Backbone

the

local tributaries terminated in the center, 200

automatic switching center (ASC), which is self

collective routing indicators, and routing indi

supporting.

cators for 300 other switching centers. Service

message

of
It

the

Autodin

includes an

switch,

technical

system

is

automatic digital
control

facility,

is provided to four types of terminal stations,

power generator and distribution equipment, a
timing source, cryptographic and cryptoancil

minal

lary

compound terminals (12 cards or 200 teletype

equipment,

and

maintenance

for example,

facilities.

by CONUS Autodin.

stations,

These ter

by types, are (1)

low-speed

Basic functions of the AEC are to accept, store,

wpm);

and retransmit digital messages from one loca

cards or 200 teletype wpm); (3) magnetic tape

tion to another, automatically detect and correct
errors, and accomplish alternate routing. For

faces (21 to 2400 baud).

locations requiring real-time service, CONUS

in bauds instead of wpms.)

switching

centers

provide

(2) high-speed compound terminal (100

terminal (2400 baud); and (4) computer inter

automatic circuit

(All speeds are given

Teletype subscribers are served by a con

switching (direct user-to-user) service.

trolled teletype terminal.

Each switching center has a high degree of

It provides the fol

lowing functions:

reliability resulting from duplicate major units,
which can be activated with a minimum of dis

1. Automatic acknowledgment of end of mes

rupted service. A standby communication data

sage.

processor is supplied at each center and is
automatically tested for on-line use at regular

2. Automatic transmission interruption.
3. Automatic resumption of transmission of

intervals.
Once
which

a

messages without rerun or intervention.
message

automatically

is

accepted in

checks

for

the ASO,

4. Automatic rejection and
messages.

valid control

cancellation

of

characters, probability of a message not being

5. Automatic message numbering.

switched to its proper terminal is 1 in 10 mil

6. Automatic verification of received mes

lion

messages.

(Specification

for

overseas

sage numbers.

switching centers specifies 1 in 1 billion.)
Routing information, message formats, and

By reducing manual handling of

operating procedures utilized in the ASO are in

to
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minimum,
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messages

revolutionizing

RADIOMAN 3 &
communications.

SATCOM

In the future, message deliv

ery times and delays anywhere in the world will
be

measured

in

seconds

instead

2

"This is TRICOM 60, roll call, over."

of minutes

This terse phrase, spoken at 1600 Zulu on

and hours.

16 March 1970 at Naval Communication Station
Norfolk, ushered in a new phase in a continuing

AUTOMATIC SECURE VOICE
COMMUNICATIONS
Automatic

Secure

(AUTOSEVOCOM)

is

effort to

Voice
a

improve tactical

communications

in

the Navy.
The call signaled the beginning of the Fleet

Communications

world-wide,

Operational Investigation for the Navy Tactical

switched

telephone network whose purpose is to provide

Satellite Communication System.

authorized users with a means for exchanging

Tactical Communications are used in the
command and control of naval forces at sea, on
land, and in the air.

classified

information

over

cryptographically

secure circuitry or officially designated as ap
proved circuitry.

The Fleet Operational Investigation (FOI) is

The system consists of both

manual and automated networks linked together

designed to fully

to form a single system.

role that satellites

Interface arrangements
overcome

differences

are

in the

necessary

communications.

to

can

play

Funding and manpower restrictions resulted
in delays in procurement of materials and in
stallation of terminals, but the obstacles yielded

There are two types of

to a system suitable for testing.

switches in the AUTOSEVOCOM system:

The system at Norfolk

is

essentially the

same as those installed aboard ships and air
craft. The units require many hours of tedious

(1) Switches that provide users with an auto
matically switched secure voice capability.

(2}

in Navy tactical

P r e 1 i m i n a r y results are

optimistic.

security equip

ment and transmission modes between circuit
switches and/or subscriber terminals of one
system to the other.

investigate and evaluate the

inter-unit wiring as well as

Switches that require the assistance of

the extension of

remoting cap abilities. Since this was basically a

an operator.

research and development project, many hours
of planning were also required
groundwork for each installation.

The interface service provided by switch
board operators is in addition to normal switch
service provided for their locally connected

to

lay

the

The satellites currently in use with the Navy

subscribers. Additionally, some naval commu

tactical

nications stations are equipped to extend AUTO

Atlantic)

terminals
and

The satellites are

SEVOCOM service to shipboard users.

are

the

T ACSAT-1

LES-6

(over

shared

with

(over

the

the

Pacific).

other

users.

One of the purposes of the investigation is to
provide communicators with an idea of the sys

Operating Procedures

tems varied tactical capabilities.
A telephone directory, published periodically,
contains

subscriber listings, general instruc

tions for placing calls,
procedures.
complete

and

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS

trouble-reporting

Need for coordinated and standardized com

Additionally, JANAP 138 contains

operating

instructions

munications among United States military serv

on AUTO

ices

SEVOCOM.

was

stages
Navy

NORATS

clearly

facilities

one location,

On-call

radiotelephone

is

a

ship/shore

for

apparent

of World War II.

the early
Army

and

sometimes were duplicated in

differences

inefficient

during

Because

in procedures made

interservice

communications.

radiotelephone service that is provided through

Now communication procedures are standard

the navy operational radio and telephone switch
board (NORATS), installed at NavCommSta's

ized throughout the Department of Defense,
hence the handling of interservice messages

throughout the world.

It provides an interface

creates no special problems.

between

radiotelephone circuitry

are set forth in Joint Army-Navy-Air

and

afloat

voice

Government-owned

and/or

leased telephone systems.

Government

Joint procedures
Force

Publications (JANAPs). Radiomen are expected
to become familiar with these publications

This facility is used

while studying naval communications.

for official telephone calls only.
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Figure 2-5 diagrams the functional arrange

ALLIED COMMUNICATIONS

ment of a large shipboard communication orga
nization.

With worldwide cooperation between friendly

It is composed of two divisions-the

CR (radio), division headed by a radio officer,

nations and the United States, the need arose
again for coordinated and standardized com

and the CS (visual signaling) division,headed by

munications on an Allied basis.

the

To meet this

were

promulgated.

communication

The ACP series provides

instructions

and

signal officer.

Some large

ships have

a

third CM division message center.
Also as
signed are a custodian of registered publica

need,Allied Communication Publications (ACPs)

tions, communication watch officers, cryptog

procedures

essential to conducting combined military oper
ations and communications in which two or

raphers, and a cryptosecurity

more Allied Nations are involved.

sion-OC.

officer.

Small

ships may have only one communications divi

Radiomen's

In

work in communications often requires famili

large

ships

with

sufficient personnel,

specific duties are clearly defined and stand

arity with many of the ACPs.

ardized. In smaller ships with necessarily less
manpower, individuals carry out more varied

NAVY- MARINE MILITARY AFFILIATE

duties.

RADIO SYSTEM (MARS)

In

the description

of responsibilities

that follows, remember that in a small ship the
The Navy-Marine

communication

Corps Military Affiliate

officer

may have no commis

Radio System (MARS) provides Department of

sioned assistants, and is himself

the Navy sponsored emergency communications

for duties that in larger ships would be dele

on a local, national, and international basis as

gated to other officers.

an

as well as communication duties, and spends

adjunct to

normal Naval

Communications.

Recognizing the technical and operating pro

responsible

Further, he has deck

many hours on the bridge.

Under these condi

ficiencies inherent in the possession of a valid

tions, the communication officer relies heavily

Amateur Radio License issued by the Federal

on his leading petty officers for assistance.

Communications Commission.

The

The communication organization

Navy has

is headed

encouraged amateur radio operators to affiliate

by a communication officer, who is responsible

with Navy-Marine Corps MARS.

for all external communications

radio

The amateur

sent and re

ceived by radiotelegraph,radiotelephone,radio

operators, using their amateur stations

on Navy radio frequencies, receive training in

teletype, facsimile, and visual means.

Naval Communications procedures and prac

not liable for the

tices.

They handle morale

messages

for

Armed

tions.

and quasi-official

Forces

The communication officer

sible also for

and authorized

(1)

He is

ship's interior communica
is

respon

care and maintenance of com

U.S. Government civilian personnel stationed

munication equipment (including landlines and

throughout the world, thus providing a potential
reserve of trained radio communications per

these facilities); (2) preparation of communica

teletype

switchboards on ships

equipped with

sonnel for military duty when needed.

tion reports; (3) procurement, custody, correc

NAVCOMM Instruction 2070.2 (series) and
DNC 8 (series) publications are the governing

tion,distribution of,and reports on,publications

directives.

lication System; (4) supervision and training of

issued to the ship through the Registered Pub
the cryptoboard; and (5) cleanliness and upkeep

SHIPBOARD COMMUNICATION

of assigned spaces.
The radio officer, the communication offi

ORGANIZATION

cer's principal assistant, is liable for the work
The complexity of a shipboard communica

of the CR division and for operation and main

tion organization and the number of personnel

tenance of assigned equipment.

assigned vary

to assure reliable, secure, and rapid handling

ship.

with the size and mission of a

of radio communications.

Most large ships, especially those with a

for

It is his duty

Usually his respon

communication mission, have a separate com
munication department headed by the communi

sibilities

internal handling, routing, and

cation officer.
In most ships, however, the
communication officer heads a division within

cation watch officers.

the operations department, and is responsible

is charged with operation of

directly to the operations officer.

signaling

filing of messages are delegated to communi
The signal officer, heading the CS division,
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facilities.

His

a ship's

duties

in

visual

handling
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COMMUNICATION
OFFICER

CENSOR BOARD

I

I

CUSTODIAN

RADIO OFFICER

SIGNAL OFFICER

I
COMMUNICATION

RADIO SPACES

CRYPTOCENTER

CENTER

SIGNAL SPACES

I
CWO

REGISTERED
PUBLICATIONS
YEOMAN

CRYPTOBOARD

CO M M CENTER

RADIOMEN

PERSONNEL

I

r

STRIKERS

COMMUNICATION
M ES S ENGER

H
'

COMMERCIAL
TRAFFIC CLERK

SIGNALMEN

I
STRIKERS

76.4
Figure 2- 5.-Typical shipboard communication organization.
visual

messages

parallel

those of

the radio

communication are observed carefully. Radio

The custodian, sometimes called the regis

men assist the CWO by routing messages, pre
paring file and routing copies, or serving as

officer for radio messages.
tered

publications

accountable

to

officer

the

or RPS officer, is

commanding

officer

traffic

for

keeping a complete, up-to-date, and corrected
ship.

He

handles

the

drawing,

clerks.

experienced Radioman

may act as CWO.

allowance of registered publications issued to
the

checkers, messengers, or file

Aboard small ships an
Cryptographic

operators

are

generally

stowage,

classed as either on-line or off-line operators

correction, destruction, and issuance of these

and are designated in writing by the command

publications aboard his ship.

ing officer.

Communication
clude

junior

watch officers

officers

and

often

(CWOs)

in

These operators assist the CWO

with encryption

experienced

and decryption

of

messages

The CWO on

when the traffic load is so heavy he cannot han
dle it by himself. Most commands have officers

watch is in active and immediate charge of a

designated as off-line operators although they

ship's communications.

may use senior enlisted personnel.

Radiomen

of the

OR

division.

During his watch, he

Your on

is the personal representative of the communi

line operaters are generally the enlisted mem

cation officer. He sees that incoming and out

bers of the communications team.

going messages are placed in

correct form,

A

cryptosecurity

officer is

delivered promptly and properly to action and

time only on the largest ships.

information addressees, and that all rules gov
erning the conduct and security of all forms of

with

the

training,

assigned

full

He is charged

assignment,

and

detailed

performance of the cryptoboard. He also serves
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for local delivery.

as advisor to the communication officer and the
commanding officer in all matters relating to

It is the duty station of the

CWO and other watch personnel.

cryptosecurity and physical security of crypto

An outgoing message is delivered "in rough"

materials. In most ships the custodian, a CWO,

to the message center, where it is checked for

or some other communicator is given this re

possible drafting errors.

sponsibility as collateral duty. In small com
mands the communication officer usually serves

"in

for his approval and signature.

as

outgoing messages are delivered to the message

cryptosecurity

officer.

Other

collateral

It is then written up

smooth" and sent to the releasing officer
fu some ships

communication duties to which an officer may

center

be assigned include Top Secret control officer

proved by the releasing officer.

and member of the censoring board.

is classified, and there are no on-line facilities
aboard, it is passed to the cryptocenter, off

SHIPBOARD COMMUNICATION SPACES

in the smooth, already signed and ap
If the message

line encrypted, then given to radio central or
the signal bridge for transmission.

The number, size, and arrangement of com

coming

munication spaces of a ship depend on her size,
type, and mission.

messages

are

After in

received from

radio

central or the signal bridge, they are logged,

Most large warships have

decrypted if necessary, written up, routed, and

communication spaces located fore and aft, as

delivered

well as amidships.

clear the message center before internal rout

antennas,
ence,

Besides scattering a ship's

thereby helping to reduce

this

arrangement minimizes

loss of communications in the
damage to a portion of the ship.

interfer
danger

ing

by messenger.

or external transmission.

received and sent direct from the OOD or CIC,

Equipment is

and vice versa.
fu ships without space allotted for a message

The most essential communication spaces
aboard are amidships, where, under normal

out in radio central.

operating conditions, most radio traffic is han

Cryptocenter

located

radio

to

event of heavy

center, message

are

Exceptions

this arrangement include operational messages

at least partial communications.

Here

must

of

so distributed that any one space can carry on

dled.

All messages

central

center functions are carried

(also

called main radio or radio I) the message cen

Adjoining the message center is the crypto

ter, and the cryptocenter. Communication func
tions also are carried out in other radio spaces,

center, where outgoing messages are off-line
encrypted and incoming messages are de

in other battle control locations, and in visual

crypted.

signal stations.

and cryptographic publications (called crypto

Here are located cipher

equipment

aids), safes for stowage of classified messages,
and desks and typewriters as necessary.

Radio Central

Files

kept in a cryptocenter include a file for classi
Radio central is the largest and most com
pletely equipped radio space on board ship.
contains

local

telegraph,

operating

language copies of encrypted messages. Access

positions for radio

to a cryptocenter is strictly controlled. Admit

radiotelephone,

Usually, it is where

fied general messages and one for edited plain

It

and

radioteletype.

transmitters,

tance is limited to designated cryptographers.

receivers,

An authorized entry list is posted on the door.

and remote speakers and keying positions are

There is only one entrance, and it connects with

selected and tied together to provide communi

the message

cation channels for remote

locked, and traffic is passed in and out through

elsewhere in the ship.

operating stations

Radio central is located

center.

Ordinarily

the

door

is

a window or slot in the bulkhead.

c lose to the message center and cryptocenter.
It is the duty station of the watch supervisor

Other Radio Spaces

and of most of the ship's Radiomen.
According to a ship's size, there may be one
Message Center

or

more

additional radio

spaces

containing

special equipment, supplemental equipment, or
Convenient to radio central is the message

duplicate

facilities.

Depending on

their

ar

center, where outgoing traffic is prepared for

rangement and intended use, they may be des

transmission

ignated as transmitter room, emergency radio

and incoming

traffic is readied
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room,

auxiliary

radio,

or other

ENLISTED OPERATING PERSONNEL

appropriate

title.
Most transmitters
forward

room or radio II.
by

located in a ship's

Specific duties of enlisted personnel assigned

called the transmitter

to communication duties vary according to ship

are

radio space,

size,

Usually this space is manned

a Radioman in charge,

assisted by watch

type, and mission.

radiomen are

to

standers. Duties of the watch are to keep trans

teletype

mitters tuned

scribed procedures.

to

prescribed

frequencies and

duties of

Principal

operate radiotelephone and

equipment

in

accordance

with

pre

connected or "patched" to keys, microphones,

The senior Radioman, as leading petty offi

teletypes in radio central, and to remote oper

cer, is in direct charge of all enlisted men in

ating positions in CIC,

the radio division.

other parts of the

on the bridge,

ship.

and in

Radiomen

Receiving equipment

Navy

ships

communications,

and

Another of his primary duties is training, which

the ship's entertainment receivers.
larger

to

makes daily checks of message files and logs.

includes one or two emergency receivers and
Originally,

He prepares watch lists for

assigned

kept their

he must organize and conduct so that his oper

emergency radio room (radio III) in readiness

ators will be able to

for

vessels,

communication function they may be assigned.

increasing demand for radio circuits has turned

Additionally, the leading petty officer has re

emergency

use

only.

In

many

this space into an active transmitter room.

sponsibilities for

In

ships where radio III still serves as an emer

maintenance

of

perform

cleanliness

efficiently any

and

preventive

all

radio

and teletypewriter

for

compartments

gency radio room, watches are stood only when

equipment

the ship is at general quarters.

spaces occupied by equipment under his cog

Other radio spaces are scattered throughout

and

deck

nizance.

large combatant ships. Many of these spaces are

The watch supervisor in radio central must

small, supplementing the three main stations.

be an

experienced

man.

Proper handling

traffic is his main responsibility.
Remote Control Facilities

of

Equipment

in use and personnel on watch are under his
direct supervision.

Remote control stations,

and

consisting of re

organizations

He assists the CWO and, in

without a

communication watch

ceiving outlets and transmitter keying positions,
are located on the bridge, in C IC, and other

officer, may be designated to act as CWO inso
far as internal routing and delivery of mes

battle

control

direct

radio

sages are concerned. His other duties include
monitoring circuits, enforcing circuit discipline,

spaces

where

need

communications.

exists for

Receivers

in

radio central and transmitters in radio II and

accounting for classified matter in radio cen

radio III can be

tral, taking prompt action to prevent disruption

connected to

remote control

positions as required.

Positions on the bridge

of

and in CIC are

paralleled.

maintaining a communication status board list

often

A tactical

communications

if

equipment fails,

maneuvering net, for instance can be controlled

ing information on radio nets

from either the bridge or CIC by means of re

use.

mote control units in these two spaces, which

Operators

are connected through radio central to the same

in

radio

and circuits in

central are under

thority of the supervisor while on watch.

transmitter and receiver.

must know
dures for

Visual Signal Spaces

and use

and

au
They

correct operating proce

radiotelegraph, radiotelephone, and

radioteletype;

must keep accurate logs; must

know how to tune transmitters, receivers, and
Equipment and spaces for visual communi

associated equipment;

cations are provided in a ship's superstructure.
Signal

halyards

extend from

the yardarm to

operating positions.

flag bags at the foot of the mast for flaghoist

sage

signaling.

delivery, and filing.

platforms

Signal searchlights and semaphore
are

positioned where each one has

is

360°.

Remote

control

writeup,

must

be

able

to

remote

Other duties include mes

internal

Communications

the largest arc of vision, and so that their total
coverage

and

switch receivers and transmitters to
and

Yeomen

external

routing,

frequently

are

placed in charge of some of the additional radio

keys for

spaces,

room and
They must be able to
tune and calibrate each transmitter to every

operating yardarm blinkers are placed in con

such

as

the

transmitter

emergency radio room.

venient and protected positions.
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frequency within that equipment's range, and be

second dogwatch until 2000.

familiar with power

from 2000 until midnight.

panels

and switches for

Evening watch is

A variation of this system is to have no dog

both normal and emergency power distribution
systems. Other duties include switching trans

watches or perhaps only one.

mitters and receivers to remote positions, and

dogwatches, evening watch may last from sup

If there are no

If there is one dogwatch, it

keeping records of equipment tests and inspec

per until midnight.

tions.

is usually from supper to 2000 and is followed
by evening watch that runs to midnight.
At most shore communication

WATCH, QUARTER, AND STATION BILL

stations the

day, evening, and midwatches are approximately
8 hours

each.

Radiomen usually rotate on a

When a Radioman-or any other man--reports

4-section watch list, and stand a series of three

aboard, he is assigned by his division officer to

watches in a row before rotating from days to

a watch section, duty station, to battle and other
emergency stations, and to a cleaning station.

evenings,

evenings to

watches.

Certain peakload operators custom

mids,

and mids to day

This information is posted in his work spaces

arily are assigned to work during the busiest

on the watch, quarter,and station bill (fig. 2-6).

hours, and rotate watches differently from the

Normally, watches stood by communication

rest of the station personnel.

personnel are based on the master bill of the
ship or

station.

Watches

of

During general quarters, Radiomen are as

communication

signed to

each

radio

communication

space.

personnel, however, cannot always be made to

Every

conform to the hours or watches of other per

efficient operator. Standby men maintain dupli

sonnel of the command. Often, peakload mes
sage traffic occurs when other activities of the

cate facilities in other radio spaces, keeping
duplicate logs of traffic coming into radio cen

command are at a

tral.

communication

comparative lull.

personnel

often

Hence,

do not

stand

breakfast to dinner.

A Radioman

manned by

a battle

is placed in charge of the
space.

Available personnel are assigned specific areas

Aboard many ships, midwatch is from mid
Morning

net is

cleaning detail in each communication

customary 4-on-8-off watches.
night to breakfast.

circuit or

for cleaning and upkeep.

watch runs from

Detailed information concerning special sta

Afternoon watch is from

tions (such as fire, fire and rescue, collision,

dinner to supper. The first dogwatch runs from

and abandon ship) is contained in each ship's

supper

organization book.

to

1800,

or until movie call, and the

WATCH

I
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Figure 2-6.-Watch, quarter, and station bill.
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CHAPTER 3

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY
Coerce personnel by blackmail;

The security of the United States in general,

by threats

and of naval operations in particular, depends

against or promises of assistance to relatives

in part upon the success attained in safeguard

living under their co ntrol.

ing classified

information.

Every

Appeal to personnel on a racial, nationalistic,

Radioman

or ideological basis.

must be security conscious to the point that he

Exploit personnel who may be disaffected or

automatically exercises proper discretion in the
discharge

of his duties

in personal difficulties.

and does not think of

Intimidate, harass, entrap, discredit, search,

security of information as something separate
and apart from
security

other

matters.

In

of classified information

spy

this way,
becomes

In his daily work routine the Radioman learns

carried

through the

hands

available to

an

at

of Radiomen

enemy,

would

Attempts by department of the Navy person

handled by

tion, or documents to anyone believed to be in
contact with a foreign intelligence service.

point

data that,

Attempts

if

by

persons

living

learn the strength and intent of U.S. forces, and

value from personnel by
cluding

a

wealth of

technical

information

Pals"),

as frequencies,

call

signs,

correspondence

questionnaires,

(in

"ham

responsible

for the loss,

unauthorized disclosure or possible subjection

Radiomen will use many official documents
and publications that relate to such communica
procedures.

"Pen

Individuals found

United States Navy.

matters

communist

radio," or other forms of communications.

relating to the procedures and operations of the

tion

in

countries to obtain information of intelligence

enable him to

to

gather

purposes

some

in messages
passes

intelligence

nel to provide unauthorized services, informa

Much of the vast amount of

naval communications

for

who have fled from communist countries to re
defect.

information of vital importance to the military
intelligence

or recruit

Induce personnel to defect or to induce those

natural element of every task and not an addi
tionally imposed burden.

and to the Nation.

on,

personnel traveling in foreign countries,

a

to

compromise of classified

information, and

individuals who violate security regulations,
shall be promptly and adequately disciplined

and

Their content must be protected

communications, the better are his chances of

regardless of rank or position.
Disciplinary
action may include, in the case of military per

deriving intelligence from them.

sonnel, trail by court-marital.

because the

more an enemy knows

about our

Persons being assigned to duties requiring
access to classified information, prior to being
granted access, should be indoctrinated on the
security

aspects and

CLASSIFICATIONS

responsibilities of their

assignment or position.

Security

As part of the indoc

is a protected condition that pre

trination program, personnel will be instructed

vents unauthorized persons from obtaining in

to report promptly attempts by representatives

formation of military value.

or citizens of foreign governments to:

is afforded a greater degree of protection than
is accorded other material,

Cultivate a friendship to the extent of placing
them

under

obligation,

which they

would not

special

normally be able to reciprocate, or by money
payments or bribery to obtain information of

This

and messages in the three security classifica

information

through observation,

and it is given a

classified matter.

term includes all publications, documents, cipher
keys and aids, code books, letters, equipment,

intelligence value.
Obtain

designation:

Such information

of

intelligence

collection

tions of Top Secret, Secret,

value

and Confidential.

Following on next page are examples and defini

of documents,

tions of each category.

or by personal contact.
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All Top Secret material will be prepared and

TOP SECRET

marked as outlined in the Security Manual for
The Top Secret classification is limited to

Classified Material.
The Top Secret Control Officer

defense information or material requiring the
highest degree of protection.

will

page

check all Top Secret material upon receipt for

It is applied only

to information or material the defense aspect of

completeness and accuracy.

which is paramount, and the unauthorized dis

also required to be conducted after entering a

closure of which could result in EXCEPTION

change into a publication.

ALLY GRAVE DAMAGE to the Nation, such as-

Top

1. A war, an armed attack against the United

Secret documents
accounted for

A page check is

shall

be

physically

sighted

or

by examination

written

evidence of proper disposition if less

of

States or her allies, or a break in diplo

than two years old, such as, certificate of de

matic relations that would affect the de

struction, transfer receipt, etc., at least once
annually.
Top Secret documents shall be kept to

fense of the United States.
2. The unauthorized disclosure of military
or defense plans, intelligence operations,
or scientific or technological develop
ments vital to the national defense.

SECRET

Due to the sensitive nature of Top Secret
material minimum handling requirements have
been established.

The Secret classification

The commanding officer es

disclosure of which

of Top Secret Material meets

1. Jeopardizing the

Except for publications containing a distribu

__

of

__

copies."
Top Secret documents shall contain a list of
effective pages in which shall be included a
Record of Page Checks.

When this is imprac

ticable, as in correspondence or messages, the
pages shall be numbers as follows:
of

__

relations

2. Endangering the effective of a program or
policy of vital importance to the national
defense.
3. Compromising important military or de
fense plans, or scientific developments of
importance to nation defense.
4. Revealing important intelligence opera

Secret document or equipment will be serially
"Copy No.

international

of the United States.

tion list by copy number, all copies of each Top
as follows:

could result in SERIOUS

DAMAGE to the Nation, such as-

the following minimum requirements.

numbered

is limited to de

fense information or material the unauthorized

tablishes control procedures which will insure
that accounting

the

minimum consistent with current requirements.

tions.

"Page

__

pages."

The

reproduction

of all Top

CONFIDENTIAL

Secret docu

ments is limited. The procedures for reproduc
tion are covered in detail in the Security Manual

The use of the classification Confidential is
limited to defense information or material the

for Classified Information.

unauthorized

When Top Secret materials are reproduced,

disclosure

of

which

could

be

all reproduced copies shall be serially numbered

PREJUDICIAL TO DEFENSE INTERESTS of the

and immediately recorded with the Top Secret
Control Officer (designated by the commanding

Nation, such as-

officer) in order to maintain complete account

1. Operational and battle reports that contain

ability.

shall be maintained until 2 years

information of value to the enemy.
2. Intelligence reports.
3. Military radio frequency and call sign
allocations that are especially important,
or are changed frequently for security
reasons.
4. Devices and material relating to commu
nication security.

after a document has been downgraded or de

5. Information that reveals strength of land,

Lists of names of all persons having knowl
edge of a particular item of Top Secret informa
tion shall be maintained until 2 years after the
document has been destroyed, or the classifica
tion has been downgraded.
A continuous chain of receipts for Top Secret
information
strayed.

air, or naval forces in the United States
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6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

&

2

NOFORN Designation

and overseas areas, identity and compo
sition of units, or detailed information
relating to their equipment.
Documents and manuals containing tech
nical information used for training, main
tenance, and inspection of classified
munitions of war.
Operational and tactical doctrine.
Research, development, production, and
procurement of munitions of war.
Mobilization plans.
Personnel security investigations and
other investigations, such as courts of
inquiry, which require protection against
unauthorized disclosure.
Matters and documents of a personal or
disciplinary nature, which, if disclosed,
could be prejudicial to the discipline and
morale of the armed forces.
Documents used in connection with pro
curement, selection, or promotion of
military personnel, the disclosure of which
could violate the integrity of the competi
tive system.

Whenever the anticipated distribution, trans
mission, or handling of classified documents is
such that documents are liable to inadvertent
disclosure to foreign nationals, originators
should stamp the documents thus: "Special
Handling Required, Not Releasable to Foreign
Nationals." When this term is used in a mes
sage, it is abbreviated NOFORN.
For Official Use Only
The term "For Official Use Only" is assigned
to official information that requires some pro
tection for the good of the public interest but
is not safeguarded by classification used in the
interest of national defense.
SPECAT Designation
When the term SPECAT is assigned to a
message, it identiFes that message with a spe
cific protect or subject requiring special han
dling procedures supplemental to the security
classification to ensure that the message is
handled and viewed only by properly cleared and
authorized personnel.

NOTE: Official information of the type de
scribed in items 10, 11, and 12 is
classified Confidential only if its
unauthorized disclosure could in fact
be prejudicial to the defense interests
of the Nation.

LIMDIS Desigpatign.

/e�� ?4-

Messages that are identified with specific
projects or subjects, and which must receive
limited distribution but may be handled by regu
lar communication personnel, in accordance
with the security classification of the message,
are designated LIMDIS messages.

ADDITIONAL MARKINGS
In addition to the three security labels men
tioned already, other markings also appear on
documents. Among these markings are such
designations as Restricted Data, NOFORN, For
Official Use Only, SPECAT, and LIM DIS.

CLASSIFICATION RESPONSIBILITIES
The responsible official, prior to signing or
approving a document which bears security
classification markings, should review its con
tent specifically to ensure that the classification
markings assigned to information contained
therein, or which would be revealed thereby,
are necessary, current and accurate and that all
requirements have been met.
Each individual who originates a document or
other material is responsible for identifying the
items of information which, in his opinion, based
upon available guidance or his own evaluation,
require security protection through classifica
tion. He then shall classify the document or

Restricted Data
All data concerned with (1) design, manufac
ture, or utilization of atomic weapons, (2) pro
duction of special nuclear material, or (3) use
of special nuclear material in production of en
ergy bear conspicuous "Restricted Data" mark
ings. Restricted data, when declassified under
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, must be marked
"Formerly Restricted Data, Handle as Re
stricted Data in Foreign Dissemination, Section
144b, Atomic Energy Act, 1954."
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material.

If he does not have the authority to

interim clearance is granted as the result of a

classify, he shall refer the matter to the nearest

lesser

knowledgable classifying authority for

mination of temporary eligibility for access to

action.

investigative process

and is

a deter

classified information. Certain requirements,
which vary with the classification category, must

SECURITY CLEARANCES

be
Before a person can have access to classi

met.

These requirements

are defined

chapter 15 of the Security Manual.
is

in

An interim

fied material, his character and his past must

clearance

be checked to the extent appropriate to the sen

waiting for completion of the necessary steps

granted only when the

sitivity of the material he will be handling. Fol

for

lowing

national interest.

are the two basic qualifications which

must be met:

final clearance would be harmful

to

in
the

Procedures to effect a final

clearance are initiated simultaneously with the
initiation

1. He

delay

must be of unquestionable

integrity,

of

clearance.

trustworthiness, and loyalty to the United States.

the

procedures

for

an

interim

The only type of clearance which is

not granted to military personnel is the interim
CONFIDENTIAL.

2. He must be of excellent character and of
such habits and associations as to cast no doubt
upon

his discretion

FINAL CLEARANCE

and good judgment in the

handling of classified information.
A final clearance is granted when it has been
TYPES OF INVESTIGATIONS

determined that an individual is eligible, from
a security standpoint, for access to classified

To determine whether an

information of specific levels.

individual meets

the criteria for a security clearance, two types
of personnel

security

CERTIFICATE OF

investigations are em

CLEARANCE

ployed-the National Agency Check (NAC) and
the Background Investigation (BI).

Each clearance,

final and interim,

is evi

denced by the issuance of a Certificate of Clear

National Agency Check

ance.
the

Certificates of Clearance are made a matter

review of the records and files of a number of

of record and become a permanent part of an

government agencies to determine if any derog

individual's service record.

A National

Agency

Check consists of

atory information exists on the individual or on

Merely because an individual has been cleared

an organization to whi�h he may have belonged.

for access to information of a certain classi
fication category does not mean that he

Background Investigation

may

have access to all classified information within
that category. Classified information is made
available to appropriately cleared personnel on

The Background Investigation is much more
extensive than a National Agency Check.

It is

a "need-to-know" basis.

designed to develop information as to whether
the access to classified information by the per
son being investigated is clearly consistent with
the interests of national security.

NEED TO KNOW

It inquires

"Need to know" is the term given to the re

into the loyalty, integrity, and reputation of the

quirement that the dissemination of classified

individual.

information

be limited strictly to those

per

sons whose official military or other govern
INTERIM CLEARANCE

mental duties require knowledge or possession
thereof.

A personnel security clearance is an admin
istrative

determination that

an

As a Radioman you will be granted a

security clearance to the degree necessary for

individual is

you to perform your duties.

Although you may

eligible, from a security standpoint, for access

be granted a Confidential, Secret or Top Secret

to classified information of the same or lower

Clearance you may not "need to know" all the

category as the clearance being granted. Of the

materials at your command for which you are

two types of clearances (interim and final),

cleared to see.

an
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A "need to know" is recognized

RADIOMAN
as established when

(1)

the disclosure is nee

essary in the interests of national defense;

(2)

3

&

2

enter,

after being positively identified.

mally,

a list

of

personnel

Nor

authorized

entry,

signed by the CO, is posted in the area.

there clearly appears from the position, status,
duties, and responsibilities of the applicant that

LIMITED AREAS

he has a legitimate requirement for access to
the classified information in order to carry out
his assigned duties; (3) there is no other equal

Radio central, message center, relay station,
transmitter rooms,

or ready source of the same classified infor
mation available to him; and

(4)

spaces usually

the applicant

is or can be appropriately cleared for access

duties
ances.

which that

Entrances

cent to limited or exclusion areas

mation,
buffer

promise to his communication officer.

it

serves

zone.

as

a

Moreover,

security
it

restriction

provides

greater

control, safety, and protection for limited and
exclusion areas.

SECURITY AREAS
-

Controlled

The shipboard and shore station spaces that

require

personnel

iden

access to the area.

areas. These security areas (sometimes called
sensitive areas) have varying degrees of secu

COMMUNICATION SECURITY PHASES

rity interest, depending upon their purpose and
the nature of the work and information or mate

Communication

rials concerned. Consequently, the restrictions,
measures

areas

tification and control systems adequate to limit
admittance to those having bona fide need for

contain classified matter are known as security

security

(COMSEC)

is the

protection resulting from all measures designed

required

to deny unauthorized persons information of

vary according to the degree of security impor
tance. To meet different levels of security sen

value which might be derived from the possession
and study of telecommunications, or to mislead

sitivity, three types of security areas have been

unauthorized persons in their interpretations of

exclusion, limited, and controlled

the results of such possession and study. COM
SEC includes: (1) physical security of commu

areas.

nications security materials and information,

EXCLUSION AREAS

(2)

and

Exclusion areas are fully enclosed by walls
or bulkheads of solid construction. All entrances
duties require access and who possess appro
are

cryptosecurity, (3) transmission
(4) emission security.

security,

PHYSICAL SECURITY

and exits are guarded, and only persons whose
clearance

often

trolled area does not contain classified infor

of what he

A Radioman should report any com

priate security

are

Although a con

designated controlled areas.

material and the extent to which the unauthorized

established:

are

Passageways or spaces surrounding or adja

The seriousness of

compromise depends on the nature of the

protective

areas

attendants to

CONTROLLED AREAS

ized persons has had access to it, the material

and

controlled by

cheek personnel identification, or they may be

If it is known-or even suspected-that clas

use

and exits of limited

protected by automatic alarm systems.

sified material has been lost, or that unauthor

controls,

In such instances, escorts or at

either guarded or

clearance.

P.tA
1. <�tLJ..
t:'t&
n

within

located within the area.

the performance of duty. All other persons are
unauthorized, regardless of grade, duties, or

learns.

movement

used to prevent access to classified information

any classified material except that required in

make

of

The commanding officer may, however,

clearances.

�MpBOUI��

person may divulge or

require freedom

tendants and other security precautions must be

No one in the Navy is authorized to handle

the

areas.

authorize entrance of persons who do not have

information requires.

is said to be compromised.

communication

limited areas must have proper security clear

and is capable both physically and mentally of

�14�tl\,_.. �

other

Operating and maintenance personnel whose

to the degree of classified information involved
providing the degree of protection

and

are designated limited

The physical security of classified material

authorized to

depends upon
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proper handling on the

part of

Chapter 3 -COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY
every user,

Stowage

proper stowage when it is not in

use, and complete destruction when necessary.
All classified matter not in actual use must
be stowed in a manner that will guarantee its

Handling Precautions

protection.
depends

Each individual in the communication organ

the

classification

quantity,

and

scope of the material.

ization must take every precaution to prevent

A numerical evaluation system has been de

intentional or casual access to classified infor
mation by unauthorized persons.

The degree of protection necessary

on

veloped

When classi

for determining

protection required. The more secure the stow

must

be

covered or

interest and

the

be

working

they

security

relationship

tween

purposes,

the

the

fied publications are removed from stowage for

level

of

placed face down when not in use. Unauthorized

age facilities, the higher the numerical values

visitors must not be permitted in communica

assigned.

tion spaces.

Figure 3-1 shows the numerical values re

Never discuss classified informa
Rough drafts, carbon

quired for quantity

paper, worksheets, and similar items containing

each classification.

classified information should be destroyed after

evaluating

they serve their purpose.

illustration must be used together.

tion over the telephone.

In the meantime, they

that

a

of

ship

The

stows

table

plain

and

language

translations of encrypted messages in the cryp

matter.

tocenter in a metal container with attached key

At the close of each watch or working day,
all classified material that must be passed from

lock.

watch

communication spaces.

to

custody

of documents

Table 3-1 is a guide for

stowage facilities.

Assume

must be handled and safeguarded as classified

and type

watch

is

inventoried

is transferred to the

supervisor.

properly,

and

relieving watch

may

All other classified matter must

Visitors are not allowed in
enter the

Only

cryptocenter

anything from its safe.

any of the

cryptographers

itself or remove

The cryptographer on

be locked up. Notes regarding classified matter

watch acts as a guard in attendance at the con

must not be left on memorandum pads or under

tainer.

desk blotters.

be assigned to these facilities as follows:

Wastebaskets should be checked

From Table 3-1 a numerical value may

to see that they contain no classified material
Value

such as notes, carbon paper, excess copies, or
rough drafts.

These items must be placed in

burn bags with other classified material.
bags

Burn

Sheltered aboard a commissioned

are properly stowed until destroyed ac

ship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

cording to a schedule promulgated by the com
munication officer or custodian.

attached keylock

of classified matter must always be kept locked
personnel.

supervision

Cryptographic

aids

. . . . . . . . . . .

5

Military guard in attendance at

Vaults, safes, or lockers used for stowage
when not under the

25

Stowed in metal container with

container . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

90

of authorized
and

related

classified matter must never be left unguarded
by the water.

Habitually rotate the dial of all

From the evaluation graph in figure 3-1 it

combination locks at least three complete turns

can be seen that stowage facilities with a nu

in the same direction when securing safes, files,

merical

and cabinets.

everything except large quantities of Top Secret

In most locks,

if the dials are

value

of

90

are

secure

given only a quick twist, it is possible some

equipment and large

times to open the lock merely by turning the dial

documents covering a broad scope.

in the opposite direction.

Always make

quantities

enough

for

of Top Secret

sure

Keys or combinations to safes and lockers

that all drawers of safes and file cabinets are

containing classified material are made avail

held firmly in the locked position.

able only to persons who duties require access

If interrupted by a fire alarm or other emer

to them.

Safes containing cryptographic mate

gency, when working with classified material,

rials must have their combinations changed at

stow the material in the same manner as at the

least every 6 months and every 12 months for

end of a working day.

safes

It is a Radioman's per

containing

sonal responsibility to safeguard all classified

material.

material in his possession.

ever
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They

non-cryptographic
must also be

classified

changed when

any person having knowledge of them is
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SECURITY OF MATERIAL IN STORAGE
EVALUATION GRAPH

CLASSIFICATION
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Figure 3-1.-Numerical values required for quantity and type of documents.
transferred from the organization, and at any

Destruction

time the keys or combinations are suspected of
being compromised.

Destruction

of classified

two categories:
All safes and cabinets which contain classi

matter falls

routine and emergency.

into
De

struction, when authorized or ordered, must be

fied matter that are found open and unattended

complete.

should be reported to the senior duty officer.
Do not touch the container or contents, but guard
them until the duty officer arrives.
officer

then

assumes

• Routine destruction:

The duty

responsibility for

seded

such

have

and

obsolete

Destruction of super

classified

served their purpose

materials

is termed

that

routine

further actions as locking the safe, recalling the

destruction. Routine destruction of publications,

responsible person(s), and reporting the security

message files, and certain cryptomaterials is

violation to the commanding officer.

The cus

carried out when authorized by specific direc

todian must hold an immediate inventory of the

tives.

contents

of

of the

safe

and

report

any loss

to

the CO.

These directives are found in the letter

promulgation

of

the

publication

itself,

in

cryptographic instructions and manuals, and in
U.S. Naval Communications Instructions (DNC

For further details on stowage of classified

5 series).

Other materials, such as classified

matter, consult chapter 6 of the Department of

rough drafts,

the Navy Security Manual for Classified Infor

are destroyed, as necessary, to prevent their

mation, OpNavinst. 5510.1C.

excessive accumulation.
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worksheets,

and similar items,

Chapter 3-COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY
Table 3-1.-Table of numerical equivalents

Element of Security

1.

Value

-I-

2. Stowage Container!r-Continued

Stowage Areas:

a. Security Fences:

(1 ) Classified area surrounded by a security

fence with all gates secured or con-

trolled _____________________________

b. Protective Lighting:
( 1) Security

areas lighted

by protective

lighting____________________________

c.

Building or Ship:*

(1)

Conventional frame or good

( 2)

quality

temporary structure_________________

stantial partitions, floors and ceilings (in-

Limited areas within_____________
(c) Exclusion areas within ___________

30

Controlled area _________________

Exclusion area __________________

"In Service" or MSC chartered vesseL

(a) Controlled areas within __________

(b)
(c)

Limited areas within_____________

Exclusion areas within_-_________

Stowage Containers:**
a. Metal, keylock (built-in) ________________
Metal, key padlock (attached) ___________
Metal,

high

security

key

padlock

(at-

tached) _______________________________

Metal, combination padlock (attached) ____

b. Guards:

(1) Civilian Guards:

each hour_______________________

15

each � hour____________________

20

container_______________________

30

Military guard in general area_____

15

each hour_______________________

20

each � hour___________________

25

container_______________________

60

civilian guard__________________________

10

Civilian guard check of container

(d) Civilian

guard

(a)

(c)

40

(d) Military

35

50

20

attendance

at

(b) Military guard check of c-ontainer

25

10

in

(2) Military Guards:

40

c. Sentry

Military guard check of container

dog

guard in attendance

accompanying

military

at

or

3014. Protective Alarm Systems:
40

a. Area Alarm System:
(1) Make

or

break

(electro-mechanical)

alarm to detect entry into immediate

0
0

area_ ______________________________

5

into immediate area _________________

10

(2) Other

5
5

alarm system

(3) Alarm

system

to

to

detect entry

detect

entry

or

e.

Metal, high security combination padlock

f.

Met&.!, combination lock (built-in) ________

15

(4) Alarm system to detect entry or at

Class C Vault__________________________

50

mediate area _______________________

g.
b.
i.

j.
k.
1.
m.
n.

o.

(attached) _____________________________

Strongroom or ·weapons magazine--- _____

Class B Vault__________________________

Class A Vault__________________________

Class 2, approved GSA security container __

Class 3, approved GSA security container __

Class 4, approved GSA security container __
Class 5, approved GSA security container __

Class 6, approved GSA security container __

p. Class 5 map and plan, approved GSA security container _________________________
_

attempted

10

60

entry

into

immediate

area_______________________________
tempted

15

entry and approach to im-

b. Container Alarm Systems:
(1) Make

70

60

or

break

(electro-mechanical)

of container ____ ____________________

15

tampering with container______ ._____

20

(3) Alarm

system

to

detect

opening

or

55

(4) Alarm

system to

detect

opening

or

tampering with and approach to container______________________________

70

BuUdlngs must be un de r U.S. Government control or 11 not under
U.S. Government control the space occupied within the building must
be at least a controlled area.

••

•

25

10

60

70

15

alarm to detect opening of container__

(2) Other alarm system to detect opening

50

10

15

10

(c)

20

55

(a) Civilian guard in general area_____

(b) Civilian guard check of container

25

10

Limited area____________________

(2) Military Supporting Guard Force_____

5

cluding magazines) ___ -·- _____________

(a)
(b)
(c)

d.

5

35

(3) Aboard a Commissioned Ship_________

b.
c.

(1) Civilian Supporting Guard Foree_____

(c) Exclusion areas within___________

Masonry or steel structure with sub

(a) Controlled areas within __________

2.

rity container__ ________________________

3. Guarding:
5
a. Supporting Guard Force:

15

Limited areas within_____________

(b)

( 4)

q. Class 6 map and plan, approved GSA secu-

(a) Controlled areas within __________

(b)

Value

Element of Security

Evaluate as Indicated provided other elements 1n the security

25

pro·

gram are available to mlnlmize tho possibility ot unauthorized access
to the container.

31.3
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RAD IOMAN
The

most

efficient

method

3 & 2

of

destroying

The order in which classified mate;rial is to

combustible material is by burning.

It is likely

be destroyed under emergency conditions should

that Radiomen will be called upon to assist in

be determined in advance and the material so

burning classified material.

marked and stored.

Every member of

The effective editions

of

the burn detail should know exactly what is to

both the Security Manual and Cryptographic Op

be burned and should doublecheck each item be

erations,

fore

To facilitate complete de

priority of destruction (see fig. 3 -2 and fig. 3 -3).

struction of bound publications, tear them apart,
crumple the pages, and feed the pages to the

Cryptographic material has the highest pri
ority for emergency destruction.
Insofar as

it is burned.

fire a few at a time.

KAG-1,

offer

directions about the

humanly possible, it must not be permitted to

If burn material is car

ried in a bag that is not to be burned, turn the

fall into enemy hands.

bag inside out to make certain every piece of

destroyed, other classified communication ma
terial is destroyed in the order of classifica

paper

is

removed

and burned.

All material

After cryptomaterial is

must be watched until it is completely consumed.

tion-highest classified material first.

The ashes must be broken up and scattered so

importance in the destruction plan is classified
(noncryptographic)

that no scraps escape destruction.

communication

Next in

equipment,

followed (if time permits) by destruction of un

When no incinerator is available, which often
is true aboard ship, classified material may be

classified material and equipment.

burned in a perforated metal drum or container
with a cover of wire netting. Most ships now

Destruction by fire is the preferred method
for all combustible materials. Oil or chemicals
In the event

have paper shredders of the types listed in ONI

may be used to facilitate burning.

publication 6-1 to facilitate the destruction of

a ship is in imminent danger of sinking, or about

classified matter including cryptomaterial. (See

to be scuttled in either deep or shallow water,

RPS 4 in connection with destruction of crypto
material.)

sensitive cryptographic components and docu
ments should not be jettisoned, but destroyed as
completely

• Emergency

struction

destruction:

Emergency de

of classified material is

authorized

mitted to sink with the ship.

any time it is necessary to prevent its capture
by an enemy.

as possible in the time

available,

locked in security containers or vaults and per
If the ship is in

imminent danger of capture, the materials should

On board ship, classified mate

be completely destroyed if time permits. Mate

rial is not normally subjected to the same risks

rials not completely destroyed should be jetti

as on land.

soned.

If a ship is in danger of sinking or

is severely disabled, however, action is taken in

In emergency situations, the classified ele

accordance with the ship's emergency destruc
tion bill (fig.

3 -2),

ments of cryptographic

equipments

should be

the execution of which is an

destroyed as completely as possible in the time

all-hands evolution-from communication officer

available and at least destroyed beyond reuse.

to striker.

This bill details the method and the

A sufficient number of weighted, perforated

order of destruction of classified matter. Each

canvas bags and tools,

man in the communication division is assigned

mers,

responsibilities by duty and watch instead of by

wire cutters, should always be kept in spaces

name.

that contain

The bill provides

alternates for each

billet to ensure effective action despite person

ments.

nel casualties.

screwdrivers,
classified

including sledge ham
explosive devices,
materials

and

and

equip

Classified communications equipment,

other than cryptographic, must be smashed be

The importance of knowing how to accomplish

yond possible reconstruction

and unclassified

emergency destruction is emphasized in chap

communications equipment should be demolished

ter 6 of the Security Manual,

beyond repair or immediate reuse.

part,

which states in

"Destruction plans of each activity

will

If feasible

at shore locations,

a supply

of

require of personnel at all levels, the highest
degree of initiative practicable in preparing for
and in actually commencing required destruc

kerosene or gasoline should be kept in or near
the cryptocenter. Kerosene is more desirable

tion.

does a more thorough burning job.

since it is less of a fire hazard in storage and

Particular care will be taken to indoctri

nate all personnel to ensure their understanding
that, in such emergencies and when required,

All Naval activities should periodically con
duct emergency destruction drills. When a real

they will initiate necessary destruction under

emergency occurs, there will be no time for in

the plan without waiting for specific

struction and indoctrination.

orders."
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Below are listed

Chapter

��

3 -COMMUNICATIONS

MATERIAL

PRIORITY

LOCATION

SECURITY

RESPONSIBILITY

ALTERNATE

METHOD OF DEST RUCTION

Cryptocenter
Supervisor

Cryptocenter Asst.
Supervisor

A .1.

Asst. Supervisor

Operator #1 A.l.
B.l.

ONE

�

A. Top Secret
___
!��:�l.�_!� d and (Key lists)
Eff��· (Key cards)
ing rnaterj,SJ,l
--·-

Small box on
ttop shelf of
safe #l

B. All re�!KAK
ing k.e�ng �;C""'kJ<ey lists)
(Key cards)

Large box
on top shelf
of safe #l

fe�_.. .-

,......Destruc- (See Item F,
NOTE:
tion of keying
'}'iethod of
material in�struction")
eludes zeroizin
the cryptoequip
ment if applica
ble.

B.l.
C.
D.
F.

r------Jt-: ----t-----t-------�----�--·
dary
�;.,.i:����

��torS)"

c.

�w-

The exact method of
destruction must be
determined by each command commensurate with
equipment available
and time permitted,
Whatever method employed shall insure that
all material is destroyed as completely
as possible.
The following steps
shall be considered
the minimum destruction required:
BURNABLE
(Small volume)
1. Place in waste
basket and ignite, See
Note l.
A.

(Large valume )
l. D::stroy with
document destroyer kits
(V3, E-12, E-l2Rl). If
kits are not available,
burn in incinerator or
indicated in Note l.

B.

'NO
Future (ROB)
Material
A. Secondary
variables
B,
Top Secret
keying material
except point-to
point keying ma
terial

�KAR__)
kKAw__)

c.
D.

j(KA K

A.
B.

__

I

C.
All rem�in- fKAK__)
ing ROB keyJ.ng
material except
point-to-point
keying material

A.
B.

1------+---j---JI--1
THREE
Sensitive pages
of classified
maintenance man
uals (See CSPM
lG, l-63)

KKAM

A.
B.

NON-BURNABLE
C. (Rotors)
Use (M3) document des
troyers, if available.
Othen;rise, disassemble
from any key list set
ting, cut wires, and
smash with hammer.
D.
(KW-26) Cut wires
to card reader; render
all classified coreboards in equipment
and spare parts kits
unusable using M3 docu
ment destroyers, if
available, see Note 2.

1------+---j---11--I E.

(�-7) Nseng�e
all plugs from jacks
in the plugboard, ren
der all classified
printed circuit boards
from equipment and spare
parts kits unusable us
ing M3 document, d.estroy
ers, if available. See
Note 2.

FOUR

c.
Classified
�K-47 $
D.
elements from
T/R-26*
E.
cryptoequipment
T/R-37*
*
'fue individual
F.
-7
element classi- G-14
fications are
identified in
the appropriF.
K'f-8/28/38: Des
ate KAr� or KAO
troy all keying materi
and should be
al including zeroizing
included as parl
the code changer key
of the destruc(KYK-3) and the code
tion training o
changer (KYK-5, KYK 12,
a particular
K'f:{ 28). Destroy the
equipment.
b,,.,-------jL-----\---- \------+-- --f--TK'f-8/28/38 and
classified spare parts
-as time permits. If
A.
possible, render eq,uiplassified
KAO-B·
perating
ment unusable and unrecognizable.
nstructions

�VE

IX
11 remaining
lassified COMEC informatior.
material

A.
B.

[ KAG

i':md

G.
(Off-line) Render
equipment unusable and
if time permits destroy
beyond recognition.
H.
In case of fire in
this cryptocenter, shut
off all power, remove
or secure keying mater�
ial as the situation
dictates. If feasible,
post an armed guard. Up
on returning to the area
a complete inventory
shall be taken,

$ Disassemble rotors
*Remove classified
boards

31.4.1
Figure

3-2.- Typical

emergency destruction bill.
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l.

This plan shaJ.l be reviewed quarterly and revised as necessary.

2.

This plan was reviewed by

on

-------

The foregoing emergency destruction plan is a compartmented plan to be used by the RPS Custodian
and personnel assigned duties in areas of operations where cryptographic materials are in use.

A

command emergency destruction plan, of necessity, must be compartmented in order to ensure that aJ.l
the requirements to be executed in an emergency situation are planned for.

Therefore,

the command

emergency destruction plan must include a priority of destruction that includes all classified materi
als onboard.

The following are the priorities that must be considered with drafting a command emer

gency destruction plan:
PRIORITY

( Detailed

Cryptographic material.

A.

l.

information concerning the order of destruction of

cryptographic material is contained in the effective editions
of

lAG-1).

All Top Secret materials and all classifications of Special Intelligence materials

B.

Remaining classified material.

2.

Emergency destruction of remaining classified materials

shall be carried cutin order of priority as follows, beginning with the highest classi
fication:
A.

Classified material pertaining to current and future operating plans and operations

B.

Classified material pertaining to standing or tactical procedures
Equipment,

c.

other than cryptographic, of a classified nature together with pertinent,

technical, descriptive and operating instructions.
NOTE

1:

Nothing in the above

priority of destruction precludes the simultaneous preparation /destruc

tion of materials contained in separate operating areas /offices;

however, care must be taken when pre

paring the emergency plan that sufficient personnel are designated to execute the necessary actions
required in each area.

Although small fires may be ignited in trash cans in specific areas to expedite

the destruction of small amounts of paper material, care must be taken to ensure that large fires are
not set in an enclosed area until such time as all items are prepared for destruction and all hands
are prepared to evacuate the spaces.
stowed,

In small areas where large amounts of classified papers are

the bound documents should be dismantled, crumpled,

and thrown on the deck.

All paper documents

in the enclosed area should be prepared in this manner and sprinkled with any alcohol-base liquid to
assist in the rapid burr,ing.
vidual.

Fires should not be set until the command is given by a responsible indi

The senior at the scene must make the determination when to prepare for emergency destruction

as well as when to execute destruction by igniting fires to destroy combustible materials.

Items to

be jettisoned must be jettisoned prior to igniting large fires in an area.
NOTE 2:

If time permits, render remaining unclassified printed circuit /coreboards unusable.

31.4.2
Figure 3 -3.- Typical emergency destruction bill-Continued.

a few of the most important points concerning

4. When an aircraft is operating over or near

emergency destruction:

hostile territory or water, and capture or other
emergency appears imminent, keying material
and associated cryptomaterial
s h o u l d be

1. As destruction is accomplished, a list or
record should be kept of the material that has
been destroyed.

exactly which material has been destroyed
second in

shredded as completely

Informing higher authority of

importance

only

to the

actual

persed

is

over

as

as possible and dis

wide' an

area

as possible.

Classified elements of crypto equipments should

de

be smashed beyond reuse and dispersed over as

struction.

wide an area as possible.

2. Personnel performing emergency destruc

5. When destroying large volumes of burn

tion should possess clearances corresponding to

able materials by fire within an enclosed area,

the sensitivity of the material they are to de

the paper materials to be destroyed should be

stroy.

separated from binders, crumpled, and thrown
on the deck. When all materials have been pre

3. It is permissible to jettison classified
materials

only

when the ship is in

imminent

pared for burning all hands should be ready to

danger of being captured.

evacuate the space.

40

Just prior to evacuation,

Chapter 3-COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY
secure or remove the material. Should destruc

sprinkle an alcohol solution over the material
and ignite. If outdoor open-pit type burning is

tion be necessary, methods for destruction and

used for destruction of paper materials, it would

the priority of destruction list discussed ear

be more efficient to utilize several small fires

lier will be followed.
It may be desirable in certain situations to

rather than one large fire.

combine
EMERGENCY PLAN-The possibility of un
creases during times of emergency.
therefore,

that

each

holding

roughly divided

into

should be implemented when the

The action to be taken will

commanding

officer determines that the forces and facilities

be basically the same in any case, with modi

at his disposal are inadequate to protect classi

fications as necessary to meet the particular
situation.

is to be

D etermining when and how the plan is to be
placed into effect is a command decision. It

minent.
be

and the cryptocenter

the equipment secured.

for implementation when an emergency is im
Emergencies can

For

current material taken with the personnel, and

classified material prepare an Emergency Plan

three basic types.

discussed above.

abandoned for a short period of time, superseded
keying material may be destroyed, future and

It is nee

unit

actions

be short-lived,

authorized access to classified information in
essary,

the

example, if it appears that a civil uprising will

fied material from impending loss or capture.

The basic types of emergencies are:

The cryptosecurity officer, or other previously
designated individuals, should be empowered to

1. Natural disaster (e.g., flood, fire)

implement the plan on their own, should condi

2. Hostile action

tions

3. Civil riot or uprising.

prevent

contact

with

the

commanding

officer.
In conjunction with the Emergency Plan, each

Assignment

of

responsibilities

for action

activity has a Fire Plan.

The Fire Plan in

prescribed in the Emergency Plan will be made

cludes provisions for manning

by billet, not by name.

fighting equipment; evacuation of the area, in

Therefore, because of

of local fire

various training cycles and normal job rotations,

cluding whether to store or remove classified

you

material; and admission of outside fire fighters.

must continuously review your responsi

bilities in the plan.
There are three basic courses of action to
be considered in the Emergency Plan:

CRYPTO SECURITY

M A T E R I A L.-If the

Cryptosecurity is that type of security ob

course of action during a natural d isaster, for

tained by the proper use of either a cipher sys

1. SECURING

THE

example, requires leaving the cryptocenter for

tem

a period of time, all material must be secured

cryptographic treatment is applied to plain text

in authorized safes and vaults before leaving.

elements of equal length.

All

from

cryptograms are produced by applying a crypto

equipments and stored. All power should be shut

graphic treatment to entire words, phrases, and
sentences of the plain text message.

keying

down.

material

must

be

removed

If feasible, a guard should remain with

the material.

Upon return to the area, a com

or

The

a

code

system.

In

cipher
In

systems,

code

systems,

command appoints individuals,

officer

plete inventory must be taken to determine what,

and enlisted,

if any, material is missing. If necessary, a re
port of possible compromise must be submitted.

systems. The command's Communication Secu

2. R E M OVI N G

THE

to duties

cryptographic

MATERIAL.-Units

as

operators

on-line or off-line

in

specific

crypto

rity officer, who may or may not also be the

holding relatively small amounts of classified

Communicatio ns officer, is responsible for en

material may determine that it is best to remove

suring that the

the material if an emergency occurs and the
area is abandoned. The material may either be

qualified in

individuals

all respects to

cryptosystem(s).

so appointed are
use the

specified

Nearly all radiomen are re

taken with the personnel or removed to some

quired to be on-line cryptographic operators in

predesignated secure area.

one or more on-line cryptosystems; many may

3. DESTROYING THE MATERIAL.-A deci

also be appointed to off-line duties.
When

sion to destroy the material should be considered
last. All reasonable effort should be made to

using a

cryptosystem,

great caution

must be taken to ensure that the system is used
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exactly as specified in the

operating instruc

ARFCOS courier transfer stations are located

tions, which vary with each cryptosystem. Con

in designated areas.

sider the thought that your making an error in

material sent via ARFCOS is in physical custody

cryptosecurity would not only compromise the

and control of a military courier from the time

classified material which you intend to transmit,

of entry into the system until the addressee or

Every item of classified

but also all the other classified material trans

his authorized representative receipts for

mitted by the hundreds of other persons who

Classified material that may go by registered

have used that same cryptosystem before.

United States mail is not transmitted by ARFCOS.

Other countries are constantly and diligently

it.

Guard mail is another type o.f messenger
service for transmitting classified material,

studying our code and cipher systems in order
to try to discover the keys to our many crypto

although unclassified material is also delivered

graphic

by this means.

systems.

cryptoanalysis.

This

Once

technique

is

called

it has been determined

Reliable petty officers as well

as commissioned officers are appointed as guard

that there is a good possibility that one of our

mail messengers.

cryptosystems has been dangerously weakened

stance, in a naval district for delivering mail to

Guard mail is used, for in

by numerous instances of erroneous usage, that

other military or Government activities located

system must be cancelled and a new one issued

in the same area, and also in conjunction with

to replace it-a process of tremendous cost, to

ordinary mail service to and from ships in port.

say nothing about potential compromise of clas
Mail

sified material.
TRANSMISSION
SECURITY
Transmission security is that component of
communication

security

resulting

from

all

measures designed to protect transmission from
interception and

exploitation by

means other

than cryptoanalysis.
Some

methods

of

secure than others.

transmission are

more

In general, the means and

types of transmission, in their order of secu
rity, are as follows:

���&
��

1. Messenger

2. Registered mail (guard mail, U.S. postal
system, or diplomatic pouch)
3. Approved wire circuits
4. Ordinary mail

Wire Circuits

5. Nonapproved wire circuits
6. Visual

(semaphore,

flaghoist,

flashing

When available, wire circuits invariably are

light)

used in preference to radio, because they are

7. Sound

systems

(whistles,

sirens, bells)

less susceptible to interception.

8. Radio.

are of two types:

Wire systems

approved and nonapproved.

An approved circuit is specified by proper
Messenger

authority for transmission of classified infor
mation in the clear. Messages classified Secret

Classified matter is transmitted by messen

and below may be transmitted on such

ger when security-not speed-is the paramount
objective.

circuits.

Approved telephone circuits are equipped with

The principal messenger agency for

security devices to minimize the possibility of

the D epartment of Defense is the Armed Forces

wiretapping.

Courier Service (ARFCOS). This agency is re
sponsible for the safe transmittal of highly clas

A nonapproved circuit is not designated for
transmission of classified information in the

sified matter to military addressees and cer

clear.

tain civilian agencies throughout the world. The

sidered nonapproved and are not used to discuss
42
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PO.TAGIE AND FEI!. PAID

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVY DEPARTMENT

U.S. Naval Security Group Activity
c/o Fleet Post Office

REGISTERED MAIL

San Francisco, California 96630
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Director, Naval Security Group
3801 Nebraska Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D.C.

20390

ELOPE INTO WHIQ-1 THE SMALLER ONE CAN B€ INS
A TION ON OUTER ENVELOPE.

6.1
Figure 3-4. -How mailable classified matter is prepared.

classified data

unless

specifically designated

Underwater

as approved.
Often,

wiretapping

cables

also

are liable

to

un

authorized interception, although they are more
may

be discovered by

difficult to tap than landlines.

Submarines are

physical examination or by transmission irreg

able to make successful interceptions through

ularities. Interception by induction, however,
can escape detection completely. Supersensitive

into shallow water is the most vulnerable.

devices

placed near the

wire

induction.

The point where the cable emerges

circuit pick up
Visual Communications

sounds through a 2 -foot wall. Tiny microphones,
hidden in telephone receivers, detect not only
telephone conversations but voices anywhere in

Visual communication systems are used

the room.

in

preference to radio except at night, when there
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is a possibility of divulging a ship's position.

possibility of interception at distances far be

They are more secure than radio because recep

yond the normal usable ranges.
Despite its shortcomings, though, radio still

tion is limited to units in the immediate vicinity

is the primary means of communication.

of the sender.
In order of security, visual communication
methods

rank

according to the distance from

which signals can be seen. In daylight the rela

mobile units.

tive

improved through the

order is semaphore,

It is

fast, reliable, and often the only method of
maintaining contact between distant and highly

directional flashing

The degree of security has been
use

of

on-line crypto

light, panels, flaghoist, pyrotechnics, and non

graphic systems, but radio is still subject to

directional flashing light.

jamming,

At night the order is

infrared, directional flashing light, pyrotechnics,
and nondirectional flashing light.
Utmost care

taged by an enemy, and countermeasures that
may be applied.

that minimum light is employed. An exception
is for recognition signals, which must be sent

• Interception and direction finding:

on a light sufficiently brilliant to be seen.

Strict

radio silence is the best defense against enemy

Transmission of plain language messages is

intelligence efforts by interception and direction

kept to a minimum because many persons are

finding.
It is apparent that an enemy cannot
gain intelligence from radio transmissions if

adept at reading lights and flags.

none are sent.

Sound Systems

Radio silence is placed in effect

when it is reasonable to assume that an enemy
is unaware of the location or impending move

Whistles, sirens, foghorns, bells, and under
water sound devices are common types of sound

ments of a ship or force.

sive measures make interception and direction

mit emergency warning signals (air raid alerts,

finding more difficult.

mine sighting, etc.) and for signals prescribed
by the Rules of the Road.

Sound systems have

1. Avoid unauthorized transmissions and un

the same range limitations as visual methods
and also are less secure.
is restricted

If it is impracticable

to maintain radio silence, the following defen

systems. They are utilized by vessels to trans

part,

and direction finding.

by which radio communications may be sabo

must be taken to ensure that

signal lights are used only when necessary, and

most

interference

The following five topics describe the ways

necessary testing.

Their use, for the

2. Use

to maneuvering and

combinations

tennas,

emergency situations.

of transmitters,

and power to produce

an

minimum

wave propagation and emission intensity
consistent with reliable communications.

Radio

3. Use the broadcast method of transmitting
traffic in preference to the receipt method.

Radio is potentially the least secure means
of communication.

4. Conceal instructions to shift frequency by

A message sent by radio is

using an encrypted message in the absence

open to interception by anyone who has the nee

of a prearranged plan.

essary equipment and is within reception range.
Thus, in addition to obtaining intelligence,

5. Adjust transmitters accurately and adhere

an

to frequency tolerances, thereby prevent

enemy may be able to fix the location of operat
ing forces by means of direction finding.

ing the need for repeating messages

By

employing deceptive techniques, he could con
fuse and

hamper

or

parts of messages.
6. Maintain strict circuit discipline.

our communications and, by

traffic analysis, forecast the intentions of our
forces.
Uses

• Traffic analysis:

of

radio

in

the

ultrahigh

(UHF), superhigh frequency

(SHF),

frequency
and

ex

tremely high frequency (EHF) ranges normally
have security approaching visual means.

By traffic

analysis

an

enemy may gain valuable information from his
study of U.S. communications. Traffic analysis
includes studying message headings, receipts,

Ex

acknowledgments, relays, routing instructions,

perience has proven, however that transmissions

and service

of these frequencies beyond line-of-sight dis

types, and directional flow at each point:

tances have occurred frequently.

correlating information taken from unclassified

tant,

therefore,

that all users

It is impor
recognize

the

messages,
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noting departures from
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Assume that
message

is

within a

4. Call a unit in the hope of taking bearings

short time a radio

transmitted from

point Bravo

on the answering transmission.

to

5. Partly obliterate a false message to con
ceal lack of knowledge of authenticators

Romeo, another to Victor, another to a unit of
the fleet

operating

off

point

fourth to a unit off Oscar.

Whiskey,

and a

or call signs.

Enemy traffic rec

ords show that messages rarely are transmitted
Proper authentication is

to these four addressees simultaneously. They
also reveal that previous transmissions of this

against

best

defense

This

security

measure is intended to protect communication

type were followed by arrival of a convoy at
point Romeo.

the

imitative deception.

systems against fraudulent transmissions.

An enemy logically may conclude

that a convoy from Bravo to Romeo is planned,

authenticator is a group of characters

and that these transmissions probably are ar

two randomly

ranging for an escort.

message to prove its authenticity.

selected letters )

An

(usually

inserted in

a

Any authen

tication system has accompanying instructions

Some measures that can be taken to render
traffic analysis by an enemy more difficult and

specifying the method of use and transmission

less reliable include-

procedures.

By its correct use,

an

operator

can distinguish between genuine and fraudulent
stations or transmissions. A station may in
clude authentication in a transmitted message.

1. Minimum use of radio.
2. Maintenance of strict circuit discipline.
3. Rotation of frequencies.

This security measure is called transmission

4. Rotation of call signs and address groups

authentication.

for encryption.
5. Minimum use of service messages, cor

• Authentication is mandatory when-

rection request, and repetitions.
6.

Concealment of originator and addresses

1. Suspecting imitative deception on a circuit.

in the text of an encrypted message.

2. Challenging or requesting any station to
authenticate.

7. Avoidance of long, easily associated mes

3. Directing radio

sages of a recurrent nature.

cancella

tion of an encrypted message by radio or
by

9. Keeping external routing instructions to a

minimum.

other methods when sending stations

cannot be recognized.

of encrypt for

(EFTO)

requiring a

4. Transmitting a plain language

transmissions to avoid revealing informa
tion about pending operations.

10. Use

silence or

station to break an imposed radio silence.

8. Control of the timing and volume of test

procedure.

transmission

(See

5. Transmitting to

only

a

station that is

under

radio silence.

OpNav Instruc

tion 2220.3 for complete details. )

• Authentication is advisable when• Imitative deception: An enemy may attempt

1. Making contact and amplifying reports in

to enter communication nets used by the Navy

plain language or brevity code.

in order to confuse and deceive U.S. forces.
This practice is known as imitative deception.

2. Transmitting a plain language cancellation

There are many deceptive techniques an enemy

by radio or visual means when the sending

might use to obstruct

radio

station cannot be recognized.

communications.

He may, for example-

3. Transmitting

operating

instructions

af

fecting the military situation; for example,
1. Receive a message from one circuit and

closing down

introduce it on another circuit to waste
time, create confusion, and produce serv

a

station or

shifting fre

quency.
4. Making initial radio contact or resuming

ice messages.

contact after prolonged interruption.

Au

thentication should be exchanged to prevent

2. Intentionally garble the text of a genuine
message and combine it with the heading

an

of another, then introduce it on a different

circuit by asking a legitimate station to
authenticate.

radio net.
3. Originate and transmit false plain language

5.

unauthorized station from

opening

a

A station failing, for any reason, to obtain
an answer to its calls, is forced to transmit

messages.
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5. Several

its messages blind, that is, without getting
a

receipt

from the

intended

audio

modulating

receiving

station.

a

tones

in

carrier

rapid sequence,
(called

bagpipe,

from its characteristic sound).
6. Electrical spark, consisting of numerous
dictates that an

jagged peaks of noise of short duration,

operator accept a message instead of arguing

and having high intensity and a high repe

over authentication, even though he may doubt

tition rate. Spark jamming is encountered

Good judgment sometimes

more frequently than any other type be

its genuineness.

Such a message should be de
livered promptly to the addressee with the op

cause it is fairly easy to generate, and its

erator's notation that it was not authenticated

broad radiofrequency characteristics en

properly.

able an enemy to cover a number of com

A decision regarding its authenticity

munication

is made by the addressee.

in

operating

measures are to-

proce

dures.

1. Route

2. Alertness of operators to recognize ir
that

finding

on

often characterize
transmissions

that jamming is ineffective.

of

of differences in selectivity.
between signals close together.

cedure messages.

3. Make maximum use of directional effects
of available antennas.

Maintaining a high degree of circuit discipline

4. Request sending station to increase power

on the part of operators also lessens chances
of enemy deception. Circuit discipline can be
attained only through net control,
training.

It

includes

monitoring,

adherence

and operating

or to shift frequency.
5. Take advantage of split-phone

to pre

on two frequencies.

procedure.

6. Keep receiver volume at a low level when
copying through jamming. One's hearing

lack of circuit discipline and operator training

is better able to differentiate between sig

are some of the common causes of violations

nals that are not too loud.

that endanger radio transmission security.

Each occurrence of jamming must be reported

Jamming is another method an

promptly to cognizant authorities.

enemy may use in his efforts to disrupt com
munications. It is accomplished by transmitting
a strong

signal

on

the

victim

frequency.

A

• Security of radiotelephone: Radiotelephone

transmissions are the least secure method of
radio communication. Anyone within range, who

cope with it, and simultaneously prevent an
enemy from knowing the effectiveness of his

speaks the language

Common forms of jamming are-

adjusted to the victim
frequency, each carrier modulated by an

the equipment can be, and often is, operated by

audifrequency.

someone besides trained radio personnel. Poor
circuit discipline and improper procedure slow

handling on the victim

communications,

frequency.
3. Random noise amplitude-modulated car

Probably
carrier

(keyed

cause

confusion,

and may

divulge information to an enemy.

riers.
4. Continuous-wave
steady).

used, can understand the

transmissions. Circuit discipline and procedure
often are poor on radiotelephone circuits because

1. Several carriers

2. Simulated traffic

Information

concerning these reports is found in NWP 33.

Radioman must be able to recognize jamming,

efforts.

reception

by copying signals keyed simultaneously

Negligence, inaccuracy, and laxity-as well as

• Jamming:

Selectivity

is the ability of a receiver to discriminate

4. Minimum use of plain language and pro

scribed frequencies

on the

2. Use different receivers to take advantage

questionable origin.

and

via alternate circuits,

jammed circuit to create the impression

enemy deceptive efforts.
3. Direction

messages

meanwhile continuing live traffic

regularities in procedure and the minor
implausibilities

jammer.

Many measures can be used to counter and
minimize the effects of jamming. Some of these

• Other effective defenses against imitative
deception are-

1. Thorough training

channels with one

or

the

best defense

against

enemy

intelligence efforts is strict adherence to pre
scribed radiotelephone procedures.
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knowledge in mind, here are a few precautions

Keep your MOUTH SHUT and your PEN DRY.

to observe

When on duty, discuss classified subjects only

when communicating by radiotele

as

phone:

necessary to

accomplish a job.

When

off

duty, don •t discuss classified matters with any

1. Use each circuit for its intended purpose

one--not even family nor a close friend.

mini

2. Keep number of transmission to a

portance of one's job is quite strong.

mum.
3. Write

message

before

transmission,

if

to impress anyone, particularly when by doing
so a man may be endangering his country and

transmissions

5. Transmit

no

concise

classified

many lives.

and clear.

information

Loose

in

6. Avoid

linkage

talk in public places

dangerous.

plain language.
between

radiotelephone

lobbies,

is

are

collect from such

trained

scientifically

conversations

particles

seemingly harmless information.
Emission security is that component of com
munications security

which

from

of value

intercept and analysis

emanations

from

results from all
might be

incalculable value.
Mail likewise is subject to interception by an

derived

and

Once pieced

talk sometimes reveal military information of

enemy.

of compromising

crypto-equipment

to
of

together and analyzed, these "innocent" bits of

unauthorized persons

which

more

railroad stations, elevators, taverns,

Foreign agents
EMISSION SECURITY

measures taken to deny

even

Conversation in restaurants, hotel

and other public places can be overhead easily.

call signs and other types of call signs.

information

Divulging

classified information is an unwise way of trying

possible.
4. Keep

Usu

ally the desire to impress others with the im

only.

tele

The following topics must not be men

tioned in personal correspondence:

communications systems.
The Telecommunication systems which uti

e Location, identity, or movement of ships
or aircraft.

lize cryptoequipment capable of emitting com

e Forces,

promising emanations are covered in detail in

weapons,

e Casualities to

fore will not be discussed at this time.

installations,

personnel or

material

by

enemy action.

Operating instructions for the various crypto
equipments is classified and therefore

military

or plans of the United States or her allies.

chapter thirteen of this publication, and there

o Employment of any naval or military unit

cannot

of the United States or her allies.

be discussed in this publication, but do explain

19 Criticism of equipment or morale of the

in detail what you must know, as an operator,

United States or her allies.

to prevent your equipment from emitting such
compromising emanations.

Personal censorship

also

extends

to tele

phone conversations. To repeat, telephone wires

CENSORSHIP

can be tapped, and conversations can be over
heard at the switchboard and other points along

Censorship is an essential form of protecting
military information. It includes censorship
personal

communications

as

well

as

the circuit.

of

Never discuss classified informa

tion over a nonapproved telephone line.

official

Diaries can be fruitful sources of information

communications. Personal censorshir> should be

for an enemy.

cultivated until it becomes second nature.

They sometimes reveal secrets

In the course of his duties, a Radioman may

the enemy laboriously is attempting to extract

possess highly classified information, the knowl

through cryptoanalysis. Even the peacetime, lost

edge of which is shared oftentimes only by the

and stolen diaries can cause serious damage to

commanding officer, communication officer, and

the prestige of the United States.

himself.
tongue

Always be alert against a slip of the

that

som�one

not

might

reveal this

authorized

to

information

know.

The

CALL SIGN ENCRYPTION

to

Navy

"indiscreet con

Call signs and address designators are en

versation and personal letters constitute great

crypted to conceal the identity of the originator

Security Manual

states that

menaces to security."

The only safe policy

pursue, concerning classified information,

to

and addressees of certain types of messages.

is:

Encryption and decryption of these call signs is
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public when secrecy is no longer necessary and
to relieve the originator of future concern for
the classified aspects of documents or material
they produce.
Depending on the contents of the material,
classified information is placed into one of four
groups. The assigned grouping indicates whether
material may automatically be declassified at
any time in the future, and if so, when. The
grouping by category is as follows:
A document assigned to-

part of a Radioman's job, hence RM's must be
come proficient in using the call sign cipher
device. Operating instructions for the device
may be obtained from the registered publica
tions custodian. More likely, though, a super
visor will know how to operate the device, and
can instruct in its use.
An operator must exercise extreme care
when transmitting a message containing en
crypted call signs. From force of habit he may
use the unencrypted international call sign in
establishing communications, then send the
encrypted version in the message. This blunder
results in a compromise of the call sign, and
gives enemy intelligence a lever with which to
break the entire system.

�

Group 1
Group 2

EMISSION CONTROL (EMCON)

�" 11(

�
r"-

Emission contr
(from which EMCON
derive
is the re
eguipment 'Capa6le ot-efi11
reauce the likelihood of int$il:r;ception by w.
enemy._ Included in EMCON are radio commu
nication equipment, radar' navigational aids
(beacons), identification devices (IFF), and
aerological devices (radiosonde).
The EMCON program, which encompasses
control of eLectromagnetic radiatioJl, is Navy
wide in scope. In peacetime, EMCON restric
tions are imposed only if required for opera
tional purposes or for training. The various
degrees of restriction are found in NWP 16.
SECURITY VERSUS SPEED

Group 3

Group 4

With few exceptions, classified material is
conspicuously marked, on the front cover or on
the first page, with an appropriate downgrading
and declassification notation as follows:
Group 1

A variable relationship exists between secu
rity and speed in communications. In the plan
ning stages of an operation, for example, when
only a few persons should know what is planned,
security considerations are paramount. As
time of execution approaches, additional persons
must know the plan, and preparations cannot be
concealed so effectively. Then, speed is in
creasingly important. In actual combat, plain
language transmission of classified information
may be authorized, although even then security
cannot be totally disregarded.

Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

AUTOMATIC DOWNGRADING AND
DECLASSIFICATION

Is completely excluded from au
tomatic downgrading or declassi
fication.
Is Top Secret or Secret material
that normally
would
fall
in
Group 3 or 4, but is individually
and specifically exempted from
automatic downgrading or de
classification in the interest of
national security.
Warrants some degree of classi
fication indefinitely; it is down
graded at 12-year intervals, but
not automatically declassified.
Is downgraded at 3-year inter
vals and is declassified after 12
years.

EXCLUDED FROM AUTOMATIC
OOWNGRADING AND DECLAS
SIFICA,TION
EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC
DOWNGRADING BY
D OWNGRADED AT 12-YEAR IN
N OT AUTOMATI
TERVALS:
CALLY DECLASSIFIED.
DOWNGRADED AT 3-YE AR IN
TERVALS:
D E C L A S S I F I ED
AFTER 12 YEARS.

These procedures apply to classified mes
sages as well as other forms of recorded infor
mation. To eliminate transmission volume,
the originator includes, at the end of the text,
the abbreviated marking GP-1, 2, 3, or 4 in lieu
of the standard notation.

The automatic downgrading and declassifica
tion system was instituted to insure all classi
fied matter is made available to the general
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ADDITIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

U.S. Navy Physical Security Manual, OpNav
Inst 5510.45

Security precautions mentioned in this rate

Security, Armed Forces Censorship, OpNav

training manual do not guarantee complete pro

Inst 5530.6

tection. Nor do they attempt to meet every con

U.S. Navy Regulations

ceivable situation. Anyone who adopts a common
sense outlook can, however, solve most security
problems.

Naval

Moreover, he will gain a knowledge

of basic security regulations.

For information

on local security rules, study ship or
security regulations.

Communications, Bulletin,

bimonthly

by

published

ACNO(COMM)/COMNAV

COMM

station

Navy

Effective editions of the

directives

in

the

2200-2260 series

(communication security) and in the 5500-

following publications contain additional infor

5599 series (administrative security)

mation on security.

DNC 5, ACP 122, NWP 16, and R PS 4 (classi

Department of the Navy Security Manual for
Classified Information, OpNavInst 5 510.1C

fied).
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CHAPTER 4

THE MESSAGE
A message is a thought or idea expressed
briefly in plain or cryptic language, and pre
pared in a form suitable for transmission by
any means of communication.

�I"":".�_
·,.,-..

CLASSES OF MESSAGES

t&t

Messages are of five classes: A, B, C, D,
and E. Classes A, B, and C are Government
messages, and D and E are non-Government
(or private) messages. The purpose of this
classification system is to aid administration
and accounting.
By far the largest volume of message traffic
handled by the Navy is class A messages con
sisting of official messages and replies thereto,
originated by the Department of Defense (in
cluding the U.s. Coast Guard when operating as
part of the Navy).
Class B is made up of official messages of
U.S. Government departments and agencies
other than the Department of Defense. (The
U.S. Coast Guard is included under class B
except when operating as a part of the Navy).
Class C messages consist of broadcast traf
fic in special forms, available to ships of all
nationalities. Class C messages are concerned
with special services, such as hydrographic
data, weather, and time signals.
Class D is composed of private messages
for which the Navy collects tolls, This group
includes radiotelegrams and press messages
sent by correspondents aboard ship.
Class E messages are personal messages to
and from naval personnel, handled free of
charge over naval circuits. Charges are col
lected from the sender only when a commercial
communication company, such as Western
Union, handles the message over part of its
route. Suppose your ship is in the Atlantic and
has a class E message addressed to a man
stationed aboard another ship in the Atlantic or
Pacific. The message never leaves Navy chan
nels, and the originator pays nothing. If the
message were addressed to Louisville, Ky.,
Western Union would handle it out of Washing
ton, and the ship would collect tolls from the

originator for the distance between Washington
and Louisville. Your ship would forward the
F'rnance Center Wasllmgta!r,
money to the Na
l'S'.C ., tor a.' ment t
es er
mo , m acco
ance wi
mstructions found in the effective
edition of DNC 26.
The class E message privilege is mainly for
purposes of morale. It affords naval personnel
at sea a means of communication of urgent
personal matters without incurring prohibitive
expense. It is unavailable between points on
shore within the United States. In general, the
privilege is used sparingly. Subjects ordinarily
acceptable for transmittal or delivery are mat
ters of grave personal concern, such as serious
illness of a close relative, birth announcements,
important nonrecurring business communica
tions, matters of life and death, and occasional
greetings on important anniversaries. Not ac
ceptable are trivial or frivolous messages,
those of unnecessary length, and ordinary con
gratulations.
ORIGINATOR; DRAFTER;
RELEASING OFFICER
An originator of a message is the command
by whose authority the message is sent. The
drafter-usually a department head-is the per
son who actually composes the message for
release. A releasing officer authorizes trans
mission of the message for and in the name of
the originator. Ordinarily the commanding
officer is releasing officer, but he may delegate
releasing authority.
A Radioman charged with acceptable locally
originated messages must know who has releas
ing authority. He also should check every mes
sage for the releasing officer's signature.
ADDRESSEES
Most messages have at least one addressee
responsible for taking action on the contents
and for originating any necessary reply. Other
addressees with an official concern in the sub
ject of a message, but who do not have primary
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responsibility

for

acting

on it,

message for information.
by

the

term "information

though

an

information

receive

the

An amplifying report

Do not be confused
addressee."

addressee

report.

Even

usually

must

take

action

within his own command.

speed, and distribution.
formation

of some nature

shows

only information addressees.

address,
(4)

multiple-address,

(2)

general.

These

four

(3)

types

and

RED CROSS MESSAGES

have an up-to-the-hour knowledge of the loca
tion of every vessel.

The American Red Cross is permitted free

report system.

receiving messages regarding emer

The controlling agency of the entire move

gency welfare in the interest of armed forces

as class

B

Red

Cross messages

messages.

ment

are handled

to see concern

personal hardship,

is divided

movement

may

be

handled

over

Before

naval circuits

and

cepted for transmission unless delivery can be

A few of the

type

communications.

handled

a

the

ship

may

be

the

the responsibility of

the MRO

It then

or MRC

to

to military and civilian

Movement report messages are prepared in

HYDRO

t§ f:WlP 10-!. fir+' 1..
('.z-4 ?.fMESSAGES

•

The U.S. Navy Oceanographic Office origi

nates notices or messages concerning navigation

Speed of

warnings.

These messages are given wide dis

tribution on special hydrographic broadcasts of

reports have priority over

of traffic

sends

The message enters

accoraance wi

handling such a message is of the utmost im
every other

ship

location of the vessel. Included are such activ

A contact report is a message reporting the

Contact

a

ities as supply centers, fleet post offices, fleet
broadcast stations, and customs authorities.

CONTACT AND AMPLIFYING REPORTS

portance.

MRC

activities that have an official interest in the

are named for the

enemy force.

other information

to furnish.

relay the information

more common types of special-purpose mes
sages are explained in ensuing topics.

contact with an

getting underway,

MRC controlling the area the ship is in.

is

purpose they serve. They usually contain re
ports or information of a recurring nature and

first

An

movement report system through the MRO or

SPECIAL-PURPOSE MESSAGES

format.

any

directed

effected entirely by naval communications.

specific

(MRO's).

departure, destination, route, speed of advance,

Red Cross messages normally are not ac

may follow a

report offices

movement report message stating the time of

whether they are in the interest of armed forces

of messages

into five zones, of which only four

movements in their own areas of responsibility.

personnel or not.

A number

(MRCC

the world, but MRO's have information only on

in

volving Red Cross relief work, Red Cross mes

sages

D.C.

For reporting purposes, the world

may receive information on movements all over

many such messages addressed to ships at sea.
or disasters occur

the Movement Report

is further subdivided into areas controlled by

You will receive from the fleet broadcast

When emergencies

is

Washington,

by a movement report center (MRC). Each zone

or

serious illness of relatives of military person
nel.

at

presently are assigned. Each zone is controlled

The Red Cross messages you are most likely
death,

Center

WASHDC).

plain text, but may be encrypted for transmis

0).

report system

Control

They normally are in

sion only (E F T

Dissemination of move

ment information is a function of the movement

use of naval communication facilities for send

personnel.

the enemy

is possible to

The Navy has hundreds of fleet units always
on the move. It is necessary, for command
purposes and for efficient administration, to

chapter.

and

and

Often it

MOVEMENT REPORTS

of messages

will be covered more extensively later in the

ing

becomes available

his intentions.

report.

single

book,

A contact report may

transmit some amplifying data with the contact

Messages may be divided into types, accord

(1)

contact

be followed by many amplifying reports as in

Some messages have

ing to the way they are addressed, as

a

force, such as number, type, position, course,

is

concerned only indirectly with a message, fre
quently he

follows up

It contains further data about an enemy

which

by naval

there

are

two subdivisions.

HYDRO

LANTS contain navigational information relating
51
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to

the

Atlantic, Mediterranean,

and

Indian

3 & 2

words for use in message headings to identify

Oceans. HYDROPACS furnish like information
for the Pacific Ocean areas.

originators and addressee s. Station and ad
dress designators are of four kinds: Call signs,

NOTICE TO AIRMEN

address groups, routing indicators, and
language address designators.
CALL SIGNS

Notices to airmen (NOTAMs) are originated
by military activities

and civil agencies con

cerned with safety of aircraft. The NOTAMs
are

composed

plain

of data relating

Call signs are letters, letter-number com

to aerological

binations,or one or more pronounceable words,

facilities,services, and hazards.

used chiefly to identify communication activi

Q MESSAGES

munications. They are applicable in both civil

ties and for establishing and maintaining com
and
The classified portions
warning systems of
as

Q

messages.

of

to more than one category.

Allied Nations are known
They

contain

information
International Call Signs

affecting navigation that an enemy would find
difficult to obtain on his own. Do not confuse Q
messages with

military communications. Call signs are

of several categories,with some calls belonging

the navigational

Q signals, which are explained

International

later in this chapter.

stations
afloat

ALL SHIPS PRESENT MESSAGES

of

and

all

call signs are assigned radio
countries-civil

ashore-according

and

military,

to international

agreement. The first letter or first two letters
of an international call indicate the nationality

All ships present messages are originated

of the station.

by the senior officer present afloat (SOPA), and

The United States has the first

half of the A block (through ALZ) and all of the

relate to such matters as storms, port security

K,W, and N blocks. The United States reserves

regulations, and local liberty policy. The SOPA

A calls for the Army and Air Force. The K and

prescribes local instructions governing initia

W blocks are assigned to commercial and pri

tion, transmission, and relay of all ships pres

vate stations, merchant ships, and others. The

ent messages.

N

block is only for use

by the Navy, Marine

Corps,and Coast Guard.
MINIMIZE MESSAGES
In

Naval shore communication stations have
three-letter N calls. If necessary, these calls

an emergency-either

actual

or simu

may be expanded by adding numerical suffixes.

lated-it may be necessary to reduce message

Thus,additional call signs are provided for radio

and telephone traffic to prevent delay in han

transmitting

dling vital messages. This reduction in traffic

remotely from the parent

is

accomplished

by promulgation

(usually

and

receiving facilities located
station. Examples:

by

message) of the word MINIMIZE, which has the

NAM .....NAVCOMMSTA Norfolk.

following meaning:

NAMI

....Headquarters, CINCLANTFLT,

NAM2

....Naval Shipyard, Norfolk.

normal message

"It is now mandatory that

and telephone

traffic be re

Norfolk.

duced drastically in order that vital messages
connected with the situation indicated shall not
be delayed." A message ordering minimize
consists of

the

word

minimize, followed

Exceptions

by

Naval

scope (area affected), reason, and duration of
its imposition (when known). Messages impos
ing minimize must be brought to the immediate

to

the

three-letter N calls for

shore communications

stations are as

follows:
U.
S. NAVRADSTA Thurso, Scotland
"GXH," NAVCOMMSTA Morocco "CNL " and
NAVCOMMSTA Spain

attention of the communication officer.

"AOK."

Call signs for fixed and land radio stations
are listed

STATION AND ADDRESS DESIGNATORS

in

Allied

Group System
(ACP

Station and address designators are formed

100)

naval
52

Signs

and Address

and

Assignments

and u.s. Supplement

International

of combinations of characters or pronounceable

Call

Instructions
call

vessels are

signs

1

thereto.

assigned

four-letter

N

to

U.S.

calls, which
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are used unencrypted only. They have no se
curity value, hence they are utilized for all
n o n m i l i t a r y international

Net Call Signs

communications.

Example:

Net call signs represent all stations within
a net. (A net is a group of stations in direct
communication with each other on a common

NJFK ..... USS John F.Kennedy (CVA

channel.)

67).

NQN

International call signs for USN, USMC, and

Examples:

.......All U.S. Navy radio stations
in the Pacific guarding the

USCG aircraft are composed of the N, NM, or
NC,

respectively,

followed

by

the last

ship-shore high -frequency

four

calling series.

digits of the serial or systems command num

OVERWORK ..All U.S. Navy stations on this

ber of the aircraft.

(radiotelephone)

Military Call Signs

Tactical Call Signs

Most ships of the Allied Nations are assigned
military call signs in addition to their inter

Tactical

call signs

communications,
form

the basis

likewise,

in

military

for both encrypted
in

exception

of

are

communications

only,

to

identify

signs

are

composed

of

letter

number combinations. They are listed in Tac

their basic

tical Call Sign Book (ACP

tary call signs are assigned only to ships capa

--

110).

Voice Call Signs

Both international

and military call signs are listed in Call Sign
Book for Ships (ACP

tactical

Tactical call

form to address messages, consequently mili
ble of encrypting call signs.

with the

tactical commands or communication facilities.

and unencrypted call signs for voice communi
cations. They are never used

signs,

limited in application. They normally are used

signs are derived encrypted call signs for CW
Ratt

call

task organization and aircraft call signs,

national call signs. From these military call
and

circuit.

Voice call signs are words or combinations

113 ).

of words-such as SUNSHINE or HIGH

HAT

limited to radiotelephone communications. Call
signs in Joint Voice Call Sign Book (JANAP

Indefinite Call Signs

and in
(ACP

Indefinite call signs represent no specific
depending upon the need, be used for temporary
the

user. Indefinite call signs are two letter com
binations

using

the

letters

NA

through

Sign

119)
Book
On

ships

voice calls. Under

certain

ships

names are used as

voice call signs on

conditions,

All the various types of

voice call signs and the rules for their applica
tion

signs are used when handling codress message

in

radiotelephone

communications

are

treated in a later chapter.

traffic (usually by ships) to conceal the identity
of the originator. In such instances the identity
the originator and

Call

are only for tactical circuits.

local harbor circuits.

NZ

(combination NR not being allowed). These call

of

119)

Voice

ship-shore administrative circuits, phonetically
spelled international call signs are given as

command, authority, facility or unit. They may,
communications to conceal the identity of

Allied Tactical

Visual Call Signs

the addressees are en

crypted in the text of the message.

Visual call signs are groups of letters, nu
merals, special flags and pennants, or any of

Collective Call Signs

these combinations, for use in visual commu
nications. They are listed in the Visual Call

Collective call signs pertain to two or more

Sign Book (ACP

facilities, commands, or units. Examples:

118).

ADDRESS GROUPS
NATA

......All U.
S. Navy ships copying
this broadcast.

Address groups are four -letter groups as

NIMK .......All U.S. submarines copying

signed to represent a

this broadcast.

unit. They
53

command,

are used mainly

activity,

or

in the message

RADIOMAN

3

2

&

address. In military communications, although,

commanders.

they can be used in the same manner as call

AMGK-SIXTHFLT.

Examples:

DSWN -DESRON

16;

signs to establish and maintain communications.
Conjunctive Address Groups

In general, call signs and address groups are
used by the Navy in exactly the same way.
dress

groups

never

start

with

Ad

Conjunctive address groups, remember, have

the letter N,

incomplete meanings. It is always necessary to

hence they are easily distinguished from naval

complete the meaning by adding other address

radio call signs. Unlike international call signs,
address

groups follow no distinctive

groups denoting a specific command or location.

pattern.

It is

For example, you learned the difference in call
In

address groups,

however,

address groups. The conjunctive address group

arrangement of

XZKW, for example, means "all ships present

the four letters conveys no significance what

and

shore-based

authorities,

facilities
example,

are

(1)

manders ashore,

lent of geographical locations or areas.
are always

mands, and offices of the Navy Department, and

groups.

(2) fleet, type, or force
(3) elements of operating

district commanda nts;

ments

of

the

shore

establishment

(4)

(such as

a

Address indicating groups (AIGs) represent

communication

ment

dressees.

The originator may or may not be

included.

The purpose of AIGs is to increase

the speed of traffic handling.

Address groups are contained in the Allied Call
Signs and Address Group Systems, Instructions

100)

address

a specific set of action and/or information ad

center serves so many activities that its own
call sign is insufficient to identify the addressee.

and Assignments (ACP

geographic

Address Indicating Groups

Among other uses, address groups facilitate
when

the

They

conjunctive address

DEXL.

ele

dressing and receipt of the messages.
messages

Assuming

by

present at Newport would be addressed XZKW

weather centrals) having a need for direct ad

delivery of

preceded

group for Newport, R.I., to be DEXL, all ships

forces permanently ashore who are in frequent
communication with forces afloat; and

by a geo

Geographic address groups are the equiva

of

Defense and of the Navy, bureaus, system com

commanders ashore

followed

Geographic Address Groups

assigned address groups.
senior commands and com

such as the secretaries

be

graphic address group.

or

activities not served by their own communica
tion
For

To complete the meaning, this

particular group must

(except individual ships),

commands,

."

at

soever.
Afloat commands

for this reason that conjunctive address

groups are used only with one or more other

signs for naval ships and shore radio stations.

They shorten the

message address by providing a single address
group

and its U.S. Supple

to represent a number

of addressees,

thus eliminating individual designators for each

1.

Addres� groups, like call signs, are divided
into types. They are individual activity, collec

address. For example, AIG

31

AIG

defense

used

to

address

air

is a hypothetical
messages

originated by COMEASTSEA FRON to

tive, conjunctive, geographic, address indicat

addressees and

ing, and special operating groups.

37

24

action

information addressees.

By

using a single AIG in this example, 60 call signs
and address groups

Individual Activity Address Groups

are eliminated

from

the

heading of the message.

Individual activity address groups are rep

Special Operating Groups

resentative of a single command or unit, either
afloat or ashore.
Examples:
DTCI-COM

Special operating groups (SOGs) are utilized
passing special instructions in message

PHIBLANT; SSMW -CNO.

for

Collective Address Groups

identical in appearance to address groups. Spe

headings.

They are four-letter groups that are

cial operating groups are not used by the Navy
Collective address groups represent two or

unless specifically authorized

by CNO.

When

more commands, authorities, activities, units,

they are authorized, they must always be en

or combinations of these four.

crypted.

Included in the

group are the commander and his subordinate

A

list of SOGs, together with

meanings, is in ACP

54

100.

their
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from 1 to 12 also, but are designated plus, be
cause the zone number must be added to local

ROUTING INDICATORS
Routing indicators

are

groups

of

zone

letters

munications relay network.

Depending on

groups

because

cators are never encrypted.

(J

omit

for GMT is Z.

indicators

always begin with the letter R. Routing

to the

indicate minus zones; N through Y, plus
zones.
(See fig. 4-1.) The designating letter

It is easy to dis
routing

In addition

ted)

tinguish routing indicators from call signs or
address

to obtain GMT.

nated by letter. Letters A through M

the

type of station, routing indicators vary in length
from four to seven letters.

time

time zone number, each zone is further desig

whose purpose is to identify stations in a com

The 12th zone is divided by the 180th merid

indi

ian, the minus half lying in east longitude and
the plus half in west longitude.

A complete dis

This meridian

is the i n t e r n a t i o n a l date line, where each

cussion of routing indicators and their usage is

worldwide day begins and

included later in this book.

ends.

A westbound

ship crossing the line loses a day, whereas an
PLAIN LANGUAGE ADD RESS

eastbound ship gains a day.
The number of a zone, prefixed by a plus or

DESIGNA TORS

a minus sign, constitutes the zone description.
Plain language address designators are the
official, abbreviated,

or short titles of

Zones crossing land areas are often modified

com

to agree with boundaries of countries or re

mands or activities, used instead of call signs
or

address groups in

Some abbreviated

headings of

gions using corresponding time.

messages.

The approved method of expressing time in

titles are written as single

the 24-hour system is with hours and minutes

words. Others have conjunctive titles and geo
graphical locations.
Example: CNO;
NAV

expressed as a four-digit group.

COMMSTA GUAM.
Plain language address designators are used

two, minutes.

almost exclusively in modern-day communica

is expressed

tions ashore.

minute past midnight becomes (1(1(11.

Thus, 6:3(1 a.m. becomes (163(1;

noon is 1200; a nd 6:30 p.m. is 18 30.

They also have very wide appli

as

(1(1(1(1-never

as

communicating with the armed forces of allied

past 1:(1(1 p.m., GMT.

nations.

the time to indicate the day of

are not

used

in

Midnight

24(1(1-and

1

The time

designation 1327Z shows that it is 27 minutes

cation in fleet communications, as well as in
They

The first two

figures of a group denote the hour; the second

headings of

Numbers are prefixed to
the month;

in

codress messages, nor in radiotelegraph mes

other words, to form a date-time group (DTG).

sages.

The DTG 171327Z Nov 70 means the 17th day of
November plus the time in GMT. Dates from
TIME IN MESSAGES

the 1st to the 9th of the month are preceded by
the numeral (1.
A date-time group is assigned to a message

For reckoning time, the surface of the earth
is divided into 24 zones, each extending through

by the message center at the time a message is

15°

prepared

longitude.

Each

zone differs

by 1 hour

tion,

from the zone next to it.

for transmission.

time expressed

normally is

The initial time zone lies between 7 -1/2°E

GMT.

by

a

For standardiza
date-time

message heading serves two purposes:

and 7-1/2°W. of zero meridian, which passes

group

The date-time group

in a

It indi

The

cates time of origin of the message, and it pro

time in this zone-zone zero-is called Green
wich mean time (GMT). More commonly re

vides an easy means of referring to the message.

ferred

message

through the town of Greenwich, England.

In addition to the external DTG, an encrypted

to as "ZULU" time, both names mean

the same.

Each zone, in turn, is indicated by

This

has

a

DTG

time is called

buried

within the text.

the true date-time group

the number that represents the difference be

(TDTG) and it is inserted by the cryptocenter.

tween local zone time and Greenwich mean time.

The TDTG is used when referring to a message

Zones laying in east longitude from zone
zero are numbered from 1 to 12 and are desig

that has been encrypted.

nated minus, because for each of them the zone

always has a slant sign (/) and additional digits

number must be subtracted from local time to

added to the DTG.

obtain

the general message sequential serial number.

west

Greenwich mean
longitude

time.

The

Zones lying in

DTG

Example:

from zero zone are numbered
55

assigned

to

a general

message

Additional digits represent

102347Z/35 Nov. 70.

Figure 4-1.-Time zone chart of the world.
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standard form certain frequently sent orders,
instructions, requests, reports, and the like,
rela_ting to communications. Although some
prosigns seem to be abbreviations of their as
signed meanings, prosigns are never referred
to as abbreviations.
Following is a complete list of authorized
prosigns. Memorize them now. It may be

Local time is used sometimes to indicate
date and time in the text of a message, but must
be accompanied by the zone designating letter
as in 170812Q. When local time is referred to
frequently in the text, the suffix may be omitted
if a covering expression is used, such as ALL
TIMES QUEBEC.

helpful to prepare a number of small cards,
with the prosign on the front and its meaning on
the back. Use the cards for self-drill.

TIME CONVERSION TABLE
The time conversion table (Table 4-1) is
useful for converting time in one zone to time
in any other zone. Vertical columns indicate
time zones. Zone Z is GMT. Time in each
successive zone to the right of zone Z is 1 hour
later, and to the left of zone Z is 1 hour earlier.

1. Precedence Prosigns:
Z ............. FLASH.
0 ......... ... IMMEDIATE.
P .............PRIORIT)r,
R ............. ROUTINE.

Time in each successive shaded area to the
right is 1 day (24 hours) later; to the left it.is
/
1 day (24 hours) earlier.
To calculate time in zone U when it is �5��
hours in zone I, for example, proceed as fol
lows: find �W� in column I and locate the time

.

2. Prosigns that identify portions of a trans
mission:
AA ............All after.
AB ............ All before.

(12(1�) in the corresponding line in column U.
Inasmuch as 12�(1 is not in the shaded area, the
time is 12�� hours yesterday.

WA ............Word after.
WB ............Word before.
3. Ending prosigns:
K
Go ahead; or, this
is the end of my
transmission to you
and a response is
invited.
AR ............End of transmis
sion; no r e c e i p t
required.
4. Pause prosigns:
AS .........
I must pause for a

PRECEDENCE

.

Precedence is an important concept in com
munications. To communication personnel, it
indicates the.relative order in which a message
must be handled and delivered. To the address
ees, precedence shows the relative order in
which the contents are to be noted. Precedence
is assigned by the originator on the basis of
message content and how soon the addressee
must have it. No message is assigned a prece
dence higher than that required to ensure that
it reaches all addressees on time.
Multiple-address messages having both ac
tion and information addressees are often as

•

.

.

•

•

.

•

.

.

•

.

•

few seconds.
AS AR .......... I must pause longer
than a few seconds;
will call you back.
5. Separation prosigns:
BT ............Break. (Separates
text of m e s s a g e
from heading and

signed two precedences, called dual precedence.
One precedence is for the action addressees,
and a lower precedence is for information
addressees.

ending.)

Use of higher precedences is limited to cer
tain types of urgent traffic, and standards for
handling each precedence are prescribed in

II (Written in mes
sages as a short
dash)

ACP 121 and U.s. Supplement 1 thereto. The
rules governing precedence are set forth in
table 4-2.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

S e p a r a t i v e sign.
(Used

to

separate

certain elements of
message headings.
Not to be used as
punctuation to rep
resent a hyphen or
d a s h in message
texts.)

PROSIGNS
Procedure signs, or prosigns, are letters or
combinations of letters that convey in short,
57
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Table 4-1.-Time Conversion Table
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6. Prosignsalways followed by one or more

G ............. Repeat

DE

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

•

.

•

FM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

to

From (in call .
)

GR plus numerals .. Group count.

ately following are

GRNC

for ac

.

.

.

.

•

.

•

.

ately following are

IX

.

.

.

.

.

for in

.

.

.

.

.

.

7. Prosigns used in

tions of a message:

a

have

not

.

Action on the mes

f o 1 1 o w s is to be

collective

call or a ddre s s.)

dash

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

out

upon

r e c e i p t of

"Exe

cute."

IX Plus 5 -second
.

. "Execute " -c a r r y
out

the

T ............. Transmit this mes
to a l l

.

carried

(Used to

transmission instruc

sage

The groups in this

sage or signal that

exempt addressees
from

.

message

formation.

XMT ...........Exempt.

.

been counted.
9. Prosigns used with the executive method:

INFO ....... . ...The addressee des
ignations immedi
addressed

as

8. Group count prosigns:

immedi

tion.

back

exactly

F ............. Do not answer.

TO ............The addressee des

addressed

me

received.

Originator's s i g n.
ignations

this entire

transmission

call signs and/or address groups:

ad

the purpose of

m e s sa g e or

signal to which this

dressees or to the

applies.

10. General:

addressee designa
ti o n s immediately

.U nknown station.

AA

following.

B
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.

.

.

•

.

. More to follow.

01
w

R

p

0

z

Prosign

E

N

I

T

u

0

R

y

T

I

R

0

I

R

p

E

T

A

I

D

E

M

M

I

H

s

A

L

F

Designation

(7)

Administrative, logistic, and persolltlel matters.

(4) Periodic or consolidated intelligence reports.
(5) Troop movement messages, except when time factors dictate use of a higher
precedence.
(6) Supply and equipment requisition and movement messages, except when
time factors dictate use of a higher precedence.

(3) Operational plans concerning projected operations.

(1) Messages concerning normal peacetime military operations, programs, and
projects.
(2) Messages concerning stabilized tactical operations.

ROUTINE is the precedence to use for all types of messages that justify transmission by rapid means unless of sufficient urgency to require a higher
precedence.
Examples:

(2) Ord·�rs to aircraft formations or units to coincide with ground or naval
operations.
(3) Aircraft movement reports (messages relating to requests for news of aircraft in flight, flight plans, or cancellation messages to prevent unnecessary
search/rescue action).
(4) Messages concerning immediate movement of naval, air, and ground forces.

of operations in progress when ROUTINE precedence will not suffice.
Examples:
(1) Situation reports on position of front where attack is impending or where fire
or air support will sooa be placed.

action by the addressee(s) and/or furnish essential information for the conduct

PRIORITY is the precedence reserved for messages that require expeditious

�

IMMEDIATE is the precedence reserved for messages relating to situations that
gravely affect the security of national/allied forces or populace, and require
immediate delivery to the addressee(s).
Examples:
(1) Amplifying repor
enemy co�tact.
(2) ReportsOirmusua
JOr movemen-',s- of military forces of foreign powers
in time of peace or strained relations.
(3) Messages that report enemy coutlterattack or request or cancel additional
support.
(4) Attack orders to commit a force in reserve without delay.
(5) Messages concerning logistical support of special wea;JOns when essential
to sustain operations.
(6) Reports of widespread civil disturbance.
(7) Reports or warnings of grave natural disaster (earthquake, flood, storm, etc).
(8) Requests for, or directions concerning, distress assistance.
(9) Urgent intelligence messages.

(3) Warnings of imminent large-scale attacks.
(4) Extremely urgent intelligence messages.
(5) Messages containing major strategic decisions of great urgency.

hours.

Time Standard:
3 hours- start of business following day.

command concerned.
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delivery unless specifically prohibited by the

6

ROUTINE messages are processed, transmitted,
and delivered in the order received and after all
messages of a higher precedence. When
commercial refile is required, the lowest
commercial precedence is used. ROUTINE
messages received during nonduty hours at the
addressee destination may be held for morning

Time Standard: 1 to

PRIORITY messages are processed, transmitted,
and delivered in the order received and ahead of
all messages of ROUTINE precedence. ROUTINE
messages being transmitted should not be interrupted unless they are extra long and a very
substantial portion remains to be transmitted.
PRIORITY messages should be delivered
immediately upon receipt at the addressee
destination. When commercial refile is required,
the commercial precedence that most nearly
corresponds to PRIORITY is used.

Time Standard: 30 minutes to 1 hour.

IMMEDIATE messages are processed,
transmitted, and delivered in the order
received and ahead of all messages of lower
precedence. If possible, messages of lower
precedence will be interrupted on all circuits
involved until the handling of the IMMEDIATE
message is completed.

Time Standard:
Not fixed. Handled as fast as humanly possible
with an objective of less than 10 minu.lea

and ahead of all other messages. Messages of
lower precedence will be interrupted on all
circuits involved until handling of the FLASH
message is completed.

Handling Requirements
FLASH messages are hand-carried, processed,
transmitted, and delivered in the order received

Definition and Use
FLASH precedence is reserved for initial enemy contact messages or operational
combat messages of extreme urgency. Brevity is mandatory.
Examples:
(1) Initial enemy contact reports.
(2) Messages recalling or diverting friendly aircraft about to bomb targets
unexpectedly occupied by friendly forces; or messages taking emergency action
to prevent conflict between friendly forces.

Table 4-2.-Precedence of Messages
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.

•
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.

.

.

frequency do

you

"I hear you best on

The operator fills in the

necessary information thus:
NWBJ DE NJFK
ZRE A2C, which means
"I hear you best on

sign.

A2C."

Repeat.

195 is used.

and

.

The frequency, encoded, from JANAP

Other signals,in their meanings,have blanks
enclosed in parentheses. Filling in such a blank
is optional.

repeat.

For

example, INT

ZHA

means

"Shall I decrease frequency very slightly

Station serial num
ber.

R

"On what

In ACP 131 the declaratory

regard it.
Emergency silence

nator
NR

means

meaning listed for ZRE is

Dis

INT ............Interrogative
J
Verify with origi
.

ZRE

hear me best?"

transmission

.

3 & 2

__

kHz to clear interference?"

(or

The opera

lNT ZHA without the

I received your last

tor receiving the signal

transmission satis

frequency added knows it means

factorily.

crease frequency very slightly?"

"Shall I de

During wartime, operating signals often are
USE OF OPERATING SIGNALS

encrypted,especially those revealing.
1. Specific frequencies.

Operating signals are prescribed for every
form

of

electrical

telecommunication

except

2. Cryptographic data.

3. The organization of networks.
4. Ship movements (estimated times of ar

radiotelephone. Instead of using customary op
erating

signals, a

radio-telephone

operator

rival,departure,and kindred data).

transmits operating information in brief spoken
phrases

(PROWORDS). An

exception to

this
an

Unless they are encrypted,operating signals

operating signal is relayed by radiotelephone;

possess no security and must be regarded as

then the operator transmits the group phoneti

the equivalent of plain language.

rule is

made

when

a message

containing

Some of the most commonly used operating

cally.

signals are listed in table

Many operating signals may be used in either
of two ways-as a question or a s a statement.

4-3.

Remember that

the Q code is used internationally, and speaks

The prosign INT before a signal places it in the

of

form of a question. Example:

cator would say "message."

USS Epperson

"telegrams " where

a U.S. Navy

communi

(DD 7 19) asks USS John F.Kennedy (CVA 67):
NJFK DE NTGT INT QSO AOK K, Meaning
you

BASIC MESSAGE FORMAT

"a re

in

communication with NAVCOMMSTA
Spain. John F. Kennedy replies:
NTGT DE

With a few exceptions, military messages

NJFK QSO AOK K, meaning I am in communica

sent by electrical telecommunications are ar

tion with NAVCOMMSTA Spain,over.
When communicating with nonmilitary sta

is called

tions, the prosign IMI, after the Q signal, is

substantially the same for all methods of trans

employed instead of INT ahead of the

ranged according to a standard joint form. This

Q signal

"basic

message

format "

and stays

mission.

to give an interrogatory meaning.

The basic

message

format is divided

into

Some signals must be accompanied by a nu

three parts; the heading,text and ending. There

meral suffix that completes, amplifies,or var

are a total of sixteen format lines for use in

ies the basic

meaning. Example:

A teletype

making up these three parts. All sixteen format

operator checks circuit operation with the query

lines need not be used to construct a complete

INT ZBK meaning "Are you receiving my traffic

message. Also,there is no relationship between

clear?" the receiving station has

format lines

replies:

traffic clear," or ZBK2, "I am receiving your

the message contents in a standard sequential

traffic garbled."

order.

am

receiving

operating signals contain blank por

in their

convey

"I

lines.

Format lines are merely a method of placing

tions

means

and handwritten or typed

your

Many

ZBKI

a choice of

meanings

specific

In the following paragraphs we will discuss

that are filled in to

information.

To

the three parts of a message and their contents
as to format lines, components and elements.

illustrate,
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Table 4-3. -Ope rating Signals
Answer, Advice, or Order

Ouestion

Signal

What is the readability of my signals (or those
of
)?

The readability of your signals (or those of___J is_
___(1to5).

QRM

Are you being interfered with?

I am being interfered with.

QRO

!hall I increase power?

Increase power.

QRK

�RP

Shall I decrease power?

Decrease power.

QRU

Have you anything for me?

I have nothing for you.

QSA

What is the strength of my signals (or those
of
)?

The strength of your signals (or those of__) is__
___(1to5).

QSV

Shall I send a series of V s o n this frequency [or

Send a series of Vs on this frequency [or __ kHz (or

__

QSY

kHz (or MHz)]?

MHz)].

!hall I change to transmission on another
frequency?

Change to transmission on another frequency [or on
kHz (or MHz)].

ZAR

This is my

__

request (or reply). [(1) First, (2) second,

(3) third, etc.]

ZBK

Are you receiving my traffic clear?

I am receiving your traffic___[(1) clear; (2) garbled].

ZDK

Will you repeat message
(or portion
----?
-' Or, rerun No.___?

Following repetition (of______) is made in accordance
with your request.

ZEC

Have you received message

[(1) not received, (2) unidentified,
Message
give better identification data].

?

ZEN

This message has been delivered by other means or by a

separate transmission to the addressee(s) immediately
following this operating signal,
ZEX

This is a book message and may be delivered as a single
address message to addressees for whom you are
responsible.

ZFH

This message (or message__) is being (or has been)

[(1) action,
passed to you (or___) for
(2) information, (3) commenrr=ZFI

Is there any reply to message

?

There is no reply to message._____

ZIA

This message (or message___) is being (or has been)
passed out of proper sequence of station serisl
numbers.

ZII

What was__of your (or__'s) number__ ?
[(1) date-time group, (2) filing time].

ZKP

Are you (or is __
[on __ kHz (or

ZNB

My (or__'s) number___had following__ [(1) datetime group, (2) filing time].
I am (or __ is) radio guard for __ on __ kHz

) radio guard for _____
MHz)]?

(or

What is authentication of___ [(1) message_
----' (2) last transmission, (3) ___]?

MHz)].

Authentication (of__) is____ [(1) message___,
(2) last transmission, (3)
].

zoe

Station(s) called relay this message to addressees for
whom you are responsible.

ZON

Place this message (or message______) on broadcast
indicated by numerals followl.ng__(numeral may
be followed by specific broadcast designator) [(1) NSS;
(2) NPG; (3) NPM; (4) NBA; (5) NPN; (6) NPO; (7) NHY;
(8) NAM; (9) NAF; (10) NPL; (11) NDT].

zov

Station designation preceding this operating signal is the
correct routing for this message rerouted by___•

ZUE

Affirmative (Yes).

ZUG

Negative (No).

ZUI

Your attention is invited to ----·---

ZUJ

Standby.
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RADIOMAN 3 & 2
HEADING

the preamble; the precedence, date-time-group
(including the month and year abbreviated) and

The heading is the most complex part of a

the message instructions.

message and understandably so as it sometimes

The

contains up to ten of the sixteen format lines.
The heading has four components; the beginning

so arranging

them

in

The second element,

or delivery

It contains format lines one through

munication

methods of transmission.

the method of transmission, you will be using

this

the originator has designated action, informa
tion

tions and is used only in tape relay and auto

It is identified by the originators prosign FM

designations of the station(s) called, the prosign

and contains the designation of the originating
station.

Format line three is the calling station ele

Format line seven is the action element. It is

ment and contains the prosign DE followed by
designation

of

the

station

calling.

identified by the action prosign TO and contains

When

the

transmission identification is used, the prosign

tion addressee(s).
Format line nine is the exempted element.

and T, operating signals and station designators.

It is identified by the exempted prosign XMT

As we stated earlier, the construction of this
component varies according to the type of

and contains the designation(s) of the exempted
addressee(s).

What we have dis

Addressee

cussed in the preceding paragraphs is merely

each transmission
following

of

media

chapters and

guage

this component for
is discussed in

designations

in this component

ma y be call signs, address groups, plain la n

the basics for this component. Explicit instruc
for preparation

addressee(s).

and contains the designation(s) of the informa

Format line four is called the transmission

tions

of the action

It is identified by the information prosign INFO

calling.

instructions and may contain the prosigns F, G,

transmission media used.

designation(s)

Format line eight is the information element.

NR followed by a number or a letter and number

follows the designation of the station

Format

Format line six is the originators element.

order:

XMT and designations of the exempted station(s).

the

addresses.

appears in format line seven or eight.

Format line two contains the called stations
following

and/or information

line nine is not used unless a collective address

matic digital networks.
the

fu

other words, the format line is used only when

Format line one is called handling instruc

in

These

eight, and nine when the requirement exists.

of the message to all addressees.

required

the com

originator.

This component uses format lines six, seven,

component

giving necessary instructions to effect delivery

as

the

Address Component

ignators or routing indicators and prosigns and
prepare

of

nals or the prosign IX when appropriate.

D epending on

call signs, address groups, plain language des
to

instructions desired by
center

instructions are in the form of operating sig

dure component varies as there are five sepa

signals

The abbreviation for the month and year

The third and last element, the message in
structions, is used to express specific handling

The construction of the beginning proce

element

date-time-group

follows the date-time-group.

This is one of the "changeable" portions of
a message as it is prepared by you, the radio

operating

the

by the letter "Z" to indicate Greenwich Mean
Time.

Beginning Procedure Component

rate

fu the case of

(DTG) appears as a six digit number suffixed

tively easy.

four.

is the

pear in this element.

their

proper format line order should be compara

operator.

precedence,

dual precedence, both precedence prosigns ap

of the contents of these components have already
discussed,

the

as assigned by the originator.

procedure, preamble, address and prefix. Some
been

first element,

appropriate precedence prosign Z, 0, P or R

designators, a

combination

of

routing

indicators and pla in language designators, de

the

pending on the method of transmission.

appropriate procedure

publications (ACP's and JANAP's).

Prefix Component

Preamable Component
Format line ten is called the prefix compo
Format

line five

amble component.

contains the

entire

pre

There are three elements in

nent.

The elements of the prefix are the ac

counting information and the group count.
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The accounting information is a combination
of letters called an "accounting symbol" used

plus the zone suffix.

to indicate the agency, service or activity which

used only with the abbreviated plaindress mes

assumes financial responsibility for the mes 

sage.

sage.

time

group

Messages originated by the agencies of

Format

the Department of Defense (DOD) destined for

structions.

expressed in

hours

and minutes,

This element n ormally is

line fifteen

is

called the final in

The operator may use this line to

non-DOD agencies use an accounting symbol in

correct transmission errors, indicate a pause,

the

execute a message, or indicate more traffic for

prefix.

Messages that must be

commer

cially refiled to effect delivery also carry an

a specific station by the use of prosigns, oper

accounting symbol.

ating signals and station

The accounting symbol in

dicating financial responsibility for the Depart

designators

as Te

quired.

ment of the Navy (used by all Navy commands

Format

line

sixteen

is

called

the

ending

For voice and cw transmission, this

is

and activities) is "NAVY."

sign.

The group count appears as the prosign GR
followed by a number, indicating the number of

proword/prosign OVER(K) or OUT(AR) as ap 
propriate. This format line is used merely to

words in the text. If the text is not counted, the

indicate the end of transmission.

prosign GRNC,

indicating

groups

not counted

As the ending is a changeable portion and its

may be used. Either the group count or prosign

construction varies according to the method of

GRNC must be used when an accounting symbol

transmission, detailed instructions for its use

is used.

and construction

A numerical group count must be used

on all coded group messages.

will be

covered in

chapters

devoted to each transmission media.

SEPARATION
SEQUENCE OF TEXUAL MATTER
Format line

eleven is the

separation sign

"BT" meaning break. Its purpose is to provide
a distinct separation between the "heading" and

arranged in a standard sequence, or form.

the "text."

Although, the separation is not con

intent in arranging the text in this manner is to

sidered a message part, it is an essential for
mat line.

make maximum use of teletypewriter capabili
ties, thereby eliminating much of the processing

TEXT

It also decreases originator preparation time
and enables the addressee to comprehend the

The contents of format line

12, the text, are
The

time formerly required for incoming messages.

Format line twelve contains the entire text
of a

message.

thought

of

the

message content much faster.

The text is the basic idea or
originator.

It

Some messages, such as short one or two

also follows a

line messages, tactical messages, contact and
amplifying reports, casualty reports, logistic

standard format as explained elsewhere in this
chapter.

Remember, regardless of the number

requests,

etc.,

are

exempt

from

using

this

of lines written or typed by the drafter, the text

form.

uses only one format line:

firmly established format using letters or num
bers that have a prearranged meaning particular

format line twelve.

SEPARATION

These

"proforma"

messages

have

a

to each separate form.
The content of

Format line thirteen again contains the sep
aration sign "BT."

the text for all

messages,

except those having prearranged forms, is ar

The purpose in this format

ranged in the following sequential order. N OTE:

line is to separate the "text" from the "ending."

All messages do not necessarily contain all the

ENDING

form is merely adjusted by omitting the non

elements listed below.

If this is the case, the

essential elements.
The ending, the third and last part of a mes
sage, is another changeable portion. It contains
the

ending

procedure

and

uses

fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen.
When

CONTENT

1.

Security classification or abbre
viation

Format line fourteen is the time group ele
ment.

SEQUENCE

format lines

used, this element contains the

UNCLAS if

unclassified.
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SEQUENCE

CONTENT

2.

Special handling designators:
a. Special Category (SPECAT),
e.g., SPECAT SIOP-ESI; SPE
CAT EXCLUSIVE FOR
b. Limited Distribut·
IM-

writing techniques, and the use of proper ab
breviations and symbols.
Although communication personnel are not
reviewing authorities for message drafters,
they must be able to recognize authorized forms
of abbreviations and symbols and their use in
messages. The following paragraphs explain
the general rules and techniques of preparing
the text.

__

f.�" "V

� r/7 <�-

-'*Wo�-. g., NOFORN; RESDAT;
CRYPTO;
LIMDIS EXCLU
SIVE FOR
.
c. Other, e.g., Encrypted for
__

Transmission Only (E F T

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

0).

The
3.

Exercise

Identification,

Code

Words, Names or Nicknames of
Special Projects or Operations,
Flag
Words, e.g., EXERCISE
BLUE JAY;
PROJECT HOLY
STONE; OPERATION SKY HOOK;
REDLINE.
4.

Standard Subject Identification
Code (SSIC), e.g., I IN02300I 1.

5.

Internal message handling or
passing instructions, e.g., FOR
CAPT SMITH; ATTN CODE 333.

6.

Subject line.

7.

References.

8.

Text (ba sic thought or ideas of
originator).

9.

Downgrading I Declassification
marking,
fied.

NOTE:

first word of the

text

is always the

security classification or the abbreviation
UNCLAS, if the message is unclassified. When
the message is prepared for transmission, the
letters of the security classification are sepa
rated by spaces, e.g., S E C R E T . Unclassified
messages are indicated by the abbreviation
UNCLAS with no separation between the letters.
Special Handling Designators
Messages of a sensitive nature are assigned
special handling designators. When required,
the special handling designators are placed on
the same line and immediately follow the se
curity classification. Most of the designators
indicating special handling requirements are
easily recognizable abbreviations.
They are
typed with no separation between the letters
except for the abbreviation indicating "encrypted
for transmission only" (E F T 0).
Code Words, Flag Words,
Names or Nicknames of Exercises,

if message is classi

Projects or Operations

The contents of sequence numbers 1

Code words, flag words, names or nicknames
of exercises, projects or operations indicate

through 4, when required, are ar
ranged in order of appearance on the
first line of the text. All other se
quence items begin on a separate
line starting at the left hand margin
of the page.

ing requirements. When used they immediately
follow the security classification, or special
handling designators, if used.
These code
words or names are prepared with normal
spacing, e.g., PROJECT HOT HOUSE.

PREPARING THE TEXT

Standard Subject Identification Code (SSIC)

some form of special handling or internal rout

The SSIC is indicated by a five digit number
found in SECNAVINST 5210.11 correctly iden
tifying the subject matter content. If the SSIC
contains only four numbers, it is preceded by a
zero to make a five digit number. The SSIC is
preceded by the letter N, to denote a standard

Brevity in messages is desirable. However,
to avoid misinterpretation or further explana
tory messages, clarity should not be sacrificed
for the sake of brevity. A proper balance be
tween brevity and clarity can be achieved
through the proper choice of words, good
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N avy subject and is enclosed with double slant

letter, e.g., A.; B.; C.; D.; etc., for as

signs, e.g., / /N02300/ /.

references required.

the radioman
routing.

The SSIC is used by

The reference is also identified by an indi

to accomplish internal message

Many ships and stations

many

cation of the originating command plus the date

accomplish

internal routing by the use of computers pro

time -group

grammed

Messages

originator refers to a message he previously

containing flag words, code words, or names of

originated, it is so indicated by the word "MY"

exercises, operations or projects of some other

preceding the DTG, e.g., A. MY 121212Z OCT

with

the

SSIC numbers.

(DTG), month

and

year.

If

the

method identifying the subject matter content

70.

do not normally contain an SSIC.

originated by the addressee of a single address

When the originator refers to a message

message, the reference is preceded by the word
Internal Message Handling

"YOUR,"

or Passing Instructions

reference

e.g., B. YOUR 142345Z SEP 70.
originated by a

addressee of a
In many cases,

preceded

an originator may wish to

by

multiple

third party,

address

or

A
an

message is

the short title of the

command

send a message to an individual or to a partic

originating the message, e.g., C. CNO 122132Z

ular office that is not assigned an address group

SEP 70; D. COMCRUDESPAC 131415Z SEP 70.

To ensure delivery to the

or routing indicator.

References that are

not

addressed

to

all

individual or office, he addresses the message

addressees must also bear an indication of that

to the parent command or activity serving the

fact.

office with appropriate internal passing or han

all" is suffixed by the abbreviation "NOTAL."

A reference that is "not to or needed by

dling instructions to effect delivery.

For in

A reference that is "not to all, but is needed

stance,

specific

and is being passed separately" is suffixed by

a

message

destined

for

a

office,

identified as CODE 333,

Supply

Center, Oakland, Calif., would be ad

dressed to NSC OAK.

the abbreviation "PASEP."

at the Naval

cation

To effect delivery to the

after

If there is no indi

the DTG, month and year, it is

understood that all addressees have the refer
ence.

office, the phrase ATTN CODE 333, would be
included in the text as internal passing instruc

Text

tions. These instructions in many cases speed
up delivery

of the

message to the addressee

who must take action or originate a reply to the

Again, the need for brevity is stressed, but
not to the

message.

arise.

point where a loss

of clarity

will

Abbreviations and short titles should be

Subject Line

used in order to shorten the text, thereby sav

The subject line should be concise and un
titled (i.e., the word SUBJECT is not used). If

titles however, should be limited to those com

ing transmission time. Abbreviations and short
mon to a particular field or branch of service.
Punctuation in messages is not used unless

the subject line will cause an otherwise unclas
sified message to become classified, it is not
used.
tion

it is

of the

subject

line

should

necessary to the sense of the

message.

A list of authorized punctuation, abbreviations
and symbols is contained in the effective edi

On classified messages, the classifica
be indicated.

This is indicated by the first letter of the ap

tions of ACP 121 and DNC 5.

propriate security classification. For example,

When it is necessary to include isolated let

a message with a subject line entitled, COM

ters within the text, such as a letter indicating

MUNICATION GUARD S HIP (U), indicates that

a predetermined point or position, the phonetic

the subject line is unclassified.

equivalent of the letter should be used.

NOTE:

The

Numbers in the text may be written as digits

subject line of a classified message should not
be classified higher than the classification of

or spelled out.

the message.

pressed digit by digit, except the

When spelled out, they are ex
numbers 1

(one) through 20 (twenty) and exact hundreds or
References

thousands may be expressed as one word.
The basic thought, or idea, is arranged in a
form similar to the rules for outlining proce

Many messages refer to other messages re
lating to the

same subject.

When references

dures.

are used in a message, they are indicated by a

Each paragraph is identified by a num

ber. Sub -paragraphs are indented and identified
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by

letters.

Sub-sub-paragraphs

are further

In

the

interest

of

indented and identified by a number enclosed in

number

message bears a letter indicating the classifi

with a "need to know."

parenthesis.

Each paragraph

of

a

classified

knowing the

first letter of the appropriate security classifi
the

classification

NOTE:

number

immediately follows

of

each

No paragraph may be classified higher

OPNAVINST

it to be of such nature that no addressee "need

message

marking in
5500.40.

merous

ac

This

effect

When this type of message is sent, the oper

tive edition of DNC 5.

ating signal "ZEX'

is included in format line

five as message instructions indicating to the

addressees that the message is being sent as a

TYPES OF MESSAGES

book message and there is no need to know the
identity of the other addressees.

Messages are also grouped according to type

originators

The succeeding paragraphs give a
four

when nu

are required to

transmission.

These abbreviations are described in the effec

of the

transmissions

incurred. The addressees must be designated
as action or information on each separate

GP-3, or GP-4, as assigned by the originator.

explanation

This type of

is used quite frequently

delivery to all addressees, especially when
commercial facilities are used and tolls are

text and is indicated by the groups GP-1, GP-2,

brief

if there is no

to know" the other addressees.

marking appears as the last word (group) of the

of address.

other addressees,

A book message is one destined for two or

All classified messages must be assigned a
with

The originator should

more addressees but the originator considers

Downgrading/Declassification Marking

cordance

the

must be

BOOK MESSAGE

paragraph.

than the classification of the message.

downgrading/declassification

efficiency,

message

"need to know," a book message should be used.

cation enclosed in parenthesis. The letter indi
identifying

per

also consider the necessity of each addressee

used to indicate the classification should be the

the

circuit

kept to the barest minimum-those commands

cation of that particular paragraph. The letters

cating

of addressees

show all

major types of

copy

of the

addressees

NOTE:

The

message will always

receiving the

message.

messages handled by naval communicators.

GENERAL MESSAGE

SINGLE ADDRESS
This type of message

A general message provides a standard dis

is described by its

name alone - single address.

tribution to a large group of addressees as in a

It is a message

that is destined for only one addressee.

addressee may be designated as either
or information addressee.

an

particular area, fleet or operation.

The

All com

mands to whom general messages are addressed

action

are considered to be action addressees.

It is

the command's responsibility to determine what
action, if any, need be taken.

General messages are of sufficient impor

MULTIPLE ADDRESS

tance that they will be explained in depth in a

A multiple address message is one destined

for two

or

more

addressees,

each

later paragraph.

of whom

must be informed of all the other addressees.

In the

quired

FOR MS OF MESSAGE

event numerous transmissions are re
to

effect

delivery

each

must contain all the addressees.

transmission

Messages handled over military circuits
should be prepared in plaindress, abbreviated
plaindress, or codress form except when com

In most cases, a few addressees are desig
nated as action and a few as information ad

dressees.

There may be situations when all

addressees are designated action and still other

mercial or International Civilian Aviation Or
ganization (ICAO) procedure is authorized. The

the

the

times when all may be information. In all cases
addressees

following paragraphs contain an explanation of

must be designated as either

contents

these forms.

action or information.
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In example 2, we have the same message, the
originator is in direct communications with the
addressees; therefore, the call serves as the
address. Again we omitted the prefix compo
nent as there is no accounting data and the text
is in plain language. The operating signal ZFH2

PLAINDRESS
A plaindress message is one in which the
originator and addressee designations appear
externally in the address component.
The
plaindress message is the most common form
handled on naval circuits.
The plaindress form contains all the com
ponents of the basic message format except that
the group count may be omitted. However, if
an accounting symbol is required or the mes

indicates to SROR that he is to get the message
for information. It is understood that the mes
sage is for action to NABC as there are no
operating signals indicating otherwise.
ABBREVIATED PLAINDRESS

sage has an encrypted text, the group count
prosign (GR 4-54} must be included in the prefix
component.

Where operational requirements are of such
a nature that speed of handling is of prime im
portance, the plaindress message may be
abbreviated. This form is used extensively,

To prevent duplication of effort and to con
serve valuable circuit time, format lines 6, 7, 8
and 9 may be omitted when the call serves as
the address. Remember, when the call serves
as the address, the originator must be in direct
communications with the addressees.
Let's take a look at a couple of examples of
a plaindress message as they would appear on
a radioteletype circuit.
In the first example,
the USS BORIE sends a message to NAVCOM

but not restricted to, voice communications.
The abbreviated plaindress message would
most likely be employed to send an enemy con
tact report.
In the abbreviated plaindress form, the call
normally serves as the address.
Therefore,
format lines six, seven, eight and nine do not
appear in the heading. Also, any or all ele
ments of the preamble and prefix components

STA YOKOSUKA for relay to add addressees.
In the second example, we will use the same

may be omitted. This includes the precedence,
date, date-time-group and group count.
The following examples are of abbreviated
plaindress messages as they would appear on a
radiotelephone circuit.

message, but the USS BORIE will send the mes
sage direct to the addressees.
EXAMPLE 1:
Format line
2&3
4
5
6
7
8

11
12

Transmission
NDT DE NBCD NR6
T
P 231640Z NOV 7(1
FM USS BORIE
TO USS AJAX
INFO COMSERVRON THREE
BT
TEXT (PLAIN LANGUAGE)

EXAMPLE 1:
Format line
2&3
5
11
12
13
16

In example 1, we can see the originator and
addressee designations in the appropriate for

Transmission
BULLNOSE THIS IS HARDHEAD
FLASH
BREAK
TEXT (PLAIN

LANGUAGE}

BREAK
OVER

mat line. The text is in plain language and no
accounting data is required, so we omitted the

In the above example, the originator (HARD
HEAD) is in direct communications with the

prefix component.

NABC SROR DE NBCD
ZFH2 SROR
P 231649Z NOV 7(1

addressee (BULLNOSE). Therefore, the call
serves as the address and format lines six and
seven are not used. In this case speed of han
dling is of prime importance so we use the pro
word FLASH to indicate the precedence. The
date-time-group is omitted as there is not ex
pected to be any future reference to the mes
sage. The group count is omitted as the text is

BT
TEXT

plain language and no
used.

EXAMPLE 2:
Format line
2&3
4
5
11
12

Transmission

(PLAIN

LANGUAGE)
67
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EXAMPLE 2:

The general message provides standard dis

Transmission
BULLNOSE THE IS HARD

Format line
2 &3

tribution to a large group of addressees.There
are many types of general messages, (see table

HEAD
5

TIME ONE SIX ONE SEVEN

11
12
13
16

BREAK
TEXT (PLAIN

4-4)

each

carrying an identifying title as the

address. Each type, or series, is also serially

ZULU

numbered beginning with the first message of
the calendar year. The sequential serial num

LANGUAGE)

BREAK
OVER

bers appear immediately

following the

time -group

a

separated

by

slant

date

sign.

The

serial number is not included as a part of the
text. All commands included in the address of

In example 2, the originator and addressee are

a

in direct communications, so the call serves
as the address. The precedence, date and
group count have been omitted as there were

addressees.It is the responsibility of the com

no requirements for them.

general message

are

considered as

action

mand, however, to determine what action need
be taken, if any.

The time group is
EXAMPLE:

employed because the originato r felt there may
be references made to this message at a later

R

time.

161743Z/
12 MAR 71

.

.

•

.

.

12th

message

of

this

calendar year.
FM SECNAV

CO D RESS

•

.

.

.

.

Originator of this par
ticular series.

TO ALNAV

The heading of a codress message contains

.....
Identifying title, distri

all the components of the basic message format

bution

except the address component. It always con

Naval

tains

including

a

The
within

numerical group
entire address

the

encrypted

count in the prefix.

component is
text. This

the

entire

Establishment,
the

Marine

Corps. All considered

included

makes

to

action addressees.

the

codress message a valuable security measure
which the originator may employ when he wishes

Some

to conceal the identity of the addressees. By

ALNAV, NAVOP,

using the codress message we are denying the
enemy the luxury of being able to make infer

originated by sea frontier commanders, com

ences
traffic

from

JFPUB,

established originator Iaddressee

patterns

that would

is the watch word in the

seen

general

messages

etc. There

are

many

other

types

mandants of naval districts and fleet, force and
information within their respective commands
or area of responsibility. Refer to the effective

codress

16

message; therefore, call signs, address groups

edition of NWP

and transmission instructions must be limited.

sage types, their contents and distribution.

Call signs and address groups are encrypted in
accordance

with

current call sign

Originators of general messages, other than

component of

each

instructions

for

System

first message of the calendar year

a list of

previously

that re

issued general

messages

consolidated list of effective

messages

using

the general message with the widest dissemina

transmission is different.
Detailed

Directive

main in effect. In some cases an originator of
numerous general messages promulgates a

transmissions are required to effect delivery,
procedure

Navy

(NDS), conduct a review and promulgate as the

sage to the addressees served by a particular
circuit. In other words when two or more
beginning

for a table of general mes

those included in the

encryption

policies. Transmission instructions are limited
to those required to effect delivery of the mes

the

are

ALCOMLANT, ALCOMPAC,

type commanders for the purpose of publishing

otherwise be re

vealed by the use of an external address.
Security

commonly

preparation

tion. General messages

and

tained in the current editions of ACP

121

included in

the NDS

are automatically canceled 90 days after their

transmission of the codress message are con

date of issue unless otherwise indicated within

and

the text.

Cryptographic regulations.
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Table 4-4.-General Messages

Originator

Description

Title of Series

Messages intended for wide distribution throughout the entire Naval

r(-b'J'}'Y
�")...

SECNAV

Establishment, including the Marine Corps. They deal with administrative
matters, such as fiscal policies, changes in personnel allowances,

ALNAV

legislation affecting the Navy, promotions of officers, etc.
NAVACT
..

•

ALNAVSTA

ALSTACON
and
ALSTAOUT
NAVOP

CNO

Similar in content to ALNAV, but of no interest to the Marine Corps.
Administrative information requiring wide dissemination to the shore
establishment of the Navy- including shore-based elements of the operating
forces -and io the Marine Corps.
Similar to the above but of interest, respectively, to activities inside and
activities outside the continental United States.
Similar in content to ALNAV but distribution list does not include attaches,
missions, observers, or minor shore activities.

I

NAVOP "Z"

Policy changes initiated by CNO, concerning personnel.

ALCOM

Usually used for, but not restricted to, promulgation of communication
information throughout the Navy.

ALCOMLANT
and

Subdivisions of the ALCOM series for, respectively, Atlantic-Mediterranean

ALCOMPAC

areas and Pacific area.
The merchant ship equivalent to an ALNAV. Distribution includes ships

CINCPAC

CINCPACFLT

COMMANDANT,
MARINE CORPS

MERCAST

guarding MERCAST {merchant ship broadcast) schedules, naval port control
and naval control of shipping officers, and MSTS commands.

JANAFPAC

Messages pertaining to the Pacific commands on matters of joint interest.

ALCOMPAC{P)

May be originated by CINCPACFLT when coordination unnecessary with
CNO. Numbered sequentially and suffixed by letter P.

ALPACFLT

Messages for general distribution to commands under CINCPACFLT.

MERCASTPAC

The merchant ship equivalent to an ALPACFLT.

ALMAR

Messages for general dissemination to all Marine Corps activities.

ALMARCON

Messages for Marine Corps activities within the continental United States.

ALCOMLANT{A)
ALLANTFLT
CINCLANTFLT

MERCASTLANT
LANTFLTOPS

JCS {MCEB)

The merchant ship equivalent to an ALLANTFLT.
Designates general messages concerning fleet units and their operational
commanders within commands under CINCLANTFLT.
Designates general messages that promulgate informa tion pertaining to all
branches of the Armed Forces.

ALCOAST

Messages for general dissemination within the Coast Guard. The Coast
Guard equivalent of ALNAV.

COAST GUARD
ALDIST

MSTS

Messages for general distribution to commands under CINCLANTFLT.

JAFPUB

COMMANDANT,

COMMANDER,

May be originated by CINCLANTFLT when coordination with CNO is
unnecessary. Numbered sequentially and suffixed by letter A.

ALMSTS

Provide Coast Guard district commanders with policy instructions and
other information.

Messa�vs for all MSTS commands and offices.
..
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NAVCOMSTA's/NAVCOMMU's receiving a
base gram service message originates a service

Maintenance of the general message file is
one of the duties of the Radioman.

The general

message to the forces afloat using the operating

message file is separate from all other files
and subdivided according to identifying title or
type.

signal "ZFO" (Message -------- is

being de

livered as a basegram) to indicate to fleet units

The messages are filed in serial number

that the message is available for pick-up from

order and retained until canceled or superseded.

basegram authorities.
The Radioman aboard ship receiving a "ZFO"
service message on the broadcast pulls the

BASE GRAMS
General messages that are not of sufficient

service message, makes a notation in the broad

operation importance to warrant immediate de

cast file and places the original copy in the
applicable general message file.
Prior to

livery

to forces

afloat by fleet broadcast

or

other rapid means, yet is of sufficient interest

entering port,

that it should be received by afloat commands

review of all general message files and compile

as soon as possible following arrival in port,

a list of all basegrams and other missing gen
eral messages.

may be designated as a "BASEGRAM."
volume

Immediately

upon arrival,

a

memorandum should be delivered to the com

The purpose of the basegram system is to
reduce the

the Radioman should conduct a

munication center

of message traffic trans

of the

basegram authority

mitted by fleet broadcasts in order to keep the

requesting copies of all basegrams and missing

relatively limited broadcasts available for vital

general messages.

messages

grams are received the "ZFO" service message

which

must be

delivered by rapid

means to the forces afloat.

When copies of the base

should be returned to the broadcast file.

It also provides a

means for all afloat forces to obtain general
messages designated as basegrams from estab

SERVICE MESSAGES

lished basegram authorities.
A basegram authority is a shore commander,

Service messages are short, concise mes

designated by competent authority, responsible

sages between communications personnel per

for providing plain-text copies of basegrams to

taining to any phase of traffic handling, com

afloat forces operating within his area of re

munication facilities or circuit conditions. They

sponsibility. The basegram authority maintains

are identified by the abbreviation SVC immedi

a stock of plain-text copies of all general mes

ately following the security classification of the

sages

abbreviation UNCLAS.

applicable to forces

afloat for pick-up
Basegram authori

Service messages may be prepared in plain

ties also deliver copies of basegrams by mail,

dress, abbreviated plaindress or codress for

upon their arrival in port.

when requested by forces afloat whose extended

mat.

deployment and ports of call make pick-up im

service messages vary with the operating pro

practical.

cedure being used;

Refer

to

the

effective

edition

of

DNC 5 for a list of authorized basegram activ
ities.

Procedures for the actual construction of
therefore,

the applicable

JANAP or ACP publication must be referred to
for exact procedure to be

The communication center serving the orig

employed for each

type of operating procedure.

inator places the operating signal "ZFP" (Base

In the text of a service message, maximum

gram) in the message instructions of all general

use

messages designated by the originator as base

prosigns.

grams.

word of the text immediately following the se

prosigns enough plain-language should be used
to identify the exact message and parts thereof

curity

in question.

The

word "BASEGRAM" is the

classification.

personnel prepare

a

Communication
service

first

center

message

to all

should be

made of operating signals and

In addition to operating signals a nd

On radiotelegraph, radiotelephone, and radio

NAVCOMSTA's/NAVCOMMU's originating fleet

teletype circuits a form

broadcast indicating that the message is being

known as an abbreviated service message may

delivered to all basegram authorities and will
be available for pick-up. The message then is

be used. Abbreviated service messages are
originated by the radio operator and may con

of service message

routed by rapid means to all applicable or des

tain any of the elements of the basic message

ignated base gram authorities and all addressees

format.

within

employed only when it is necessary to indicate

the continental

United

States,

Alaska,

Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

However, the date-time-group is to be

the time at which the message was originated
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or when it is considered that further reference

INFO NBFJ

may be made to the message.

GR32

When the date

time-group is omitted the message separation

BT

prosign, BT, is omitted.

Text

The

most common

service

message is in

use of an

BT

abbreviated

requesting

repetitions

and/or corrections in actual circuit operation.

Additional message examples are described
in later chapters of this manual.

READDRESSING MESSAGES
COMMUNICATIONS ADVISORIES
At

times an originator

wants

to readdress a

or

message

an

addressee

for action or

Virtually every task performed by a ship or

info to other ships or activities not included in
the original address. The following rules apply:

station requires some form of rapid reliable
communications.
Naval Communications are

( prece

the means by which a commander exercises
command. Therefore, maximum cooperation is

1. All format lines preceding line 5
dence,

DTG)

of

the

original

necessary between shore stations and afloat

message

commanders in order to maintain the necessary

heading are deleted.

communications to

2. No alteration can be made to the original

meet the

requirements

of

the command.

message from the precedence to the end

By means of several proforma messages, or

of the text.
3. A supplementary heading

advisories, afloat units keep the shore stations

is inserted in

front of the original heading.

advised of outages, numbers missed on broad
casts, intent to shift broadcast areas, changes

4. The precedence indicated in the supple
mentary heading pertains to the supple

in guard ship /guard station arrangements, etc.

mentary address only.

Close coordination is also required in the es
tablishment

5. The DTG of the original message is used

for

purposes

of

reference,

reply,

and

maintenance

ship /shore

of

communications. Three typical communications

and

filing.

advisories are discussed below; additional in
formation and specific formats can be found in
the effective edition of DNC 5.

Assume that on receipt of the following plain
dress message, NTAA readdresses it to NUYO
for information.

Termination Requests

Here is the original message

received from NTSY:
NTAA DE NTSY P - 281634Z NOV 70

Sometimes a ship or station has a need to
establish a circuit with another station for a
limited time. It reserves the circuit by means

FM NTSY-

of a termination request.

TO NTAA-

Ships having a requirement for full-period

ship /shore /ship

INFO NBFJ

termination

will

address

GR32

message

request

BT

area the

ship is operating.

TEXT

include such items of information as:

to the

NAVCAMS

in

a

whose

The request will

BT
• Time termination is required
• The NAVCOMMSTA with

Station NTAA adds his supplementary heading
and transmits to NUYO the following message:

whom termina

tion is desired
• Mode of operation and number of channels

NUYO DE NTAA -

to be activated in multichannel termination

R - 281832Z NOV 70

• Estimated duration of circuit

FM NTAAShips

INFO NUYO-

having

a

ship /shore /ship

P - 281634Z NOV 70

FM NTSYTO NTAA-

signed a

requirement

for

communications

routing indicator

by

full-period
will

the

be

NAVCAMS and will be a part of the circuit.
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Broadcast Shifts
The shift from one broadcast to another is
normally. effected at (1(1f11Z.
In shifting from
one broadcast to another, an overlap period
before and after the time of shift should be ob
served, when equipment and personnel permit,
to ensure that no messages are lost.
When a command afloat shifts broadcasts at
a time other than that indicated by this move
ment report, a Broadcast Shift message must
be sent to the NAVCAMS of the communications
area or areas from which the old and the new
broadcast originate. Submitted under the above
conditions, Broadcast Shift messages identifies
the command or ship shifting the broadcast,
time the shift will be effective, the reason for
the shift, the broadcast shifted from and the
broadcast shifted to, and several other items.

Delayed messages - The c o m m u n i c a t i o n
center serving the addressee shall originate
tracer action. However, it shall carefully ex
amine records and the message heading to de
termine if the cause can be ascertained and
adequately
explained prior to commencing
tracer action. Cognizance must be taken of any
adverse circuit or traffic conditions previously
known or reported by intermediate relay sta
tion which would have caused delay.
If the cause of delay cannot be locally estab
lished, the addressee communication center
normally transmits a routine tracer message
to the station from which the delayed message
was received, citing all available information.
Example:
Excessive delay tracer to last
relay serving addressee:
RR RUEC
DE RUECW !J'25 116!J'f13(1
ZNR UUUUU
UNCLAS SVC ZUI ECA225 CKA41
DE
RUCKHC
115A
241615Z APR 70.
TOR 24/2320Z
SEVEN HOUR DELAY
ZDN
NNNN

SIGINT Communication Advisories
SIGINT (COMM ADVISORIES) are originated
by afloat units as often as considered necessary
to ensure proper delivery of traffic, keeping in
mind requirements levied by operational com
manders for maintaining EMCON. Comm Ad
visories remain in effect until cancelled or
superseded by a subsequent advisory.
Tracer

1/Y

�l
"1.

P-+1"'

Tracer action is the process by which an
investigation is conducted to determine the
reason for inordinate delay in delivery or non
delivery of a message.
ACP 127, and US SUPP-1 thereto, and JANAP
128 set forth the procedure for tracer action;
however, pertinent aspects are discussed below.
(Note: tracer action must commence within 30..
days from the date on the message being traced.)

-

Tracer action continues on a station-to
station basis, in inverse order, until the cause
of delay has been determined. Upon receipt of
an excessive delay tracer, each station exam
ines its records for time of transmission of the
message being traced.
This information is
compiled and transmitted with the tracer action
to the preceding station and to the station which
originated the tracer. Any station which caused
a delay cites the reason for the delay and a
resume of corrective action in the report.
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COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC AND DISTRESS COMMUNICATIONS
messages, received from other sources than
naval communications, for abstracting purposes.
3. Maintain and understand all instructions
and materials concerned with handling com
mercia! traffic, such as rate sheets, bulletins,
publications, and forms.
4. Collect proper charges and safeguard
funds collected and in his custody.
5. Prepare prescribed reports on time and
forward them to the communication officer for
review.

Naval communications does not compete with
privately owned and operated commercial com
munication companies. By terms of the Com
munication Act of 1934, however, the Navy is
authorized to use its radio stations for reception
and transmission of press messages and private
commercial messages between ships, between
ship and shore, and between shore stations and
privately operated ships whenever privately
owned and operated stations are incapable of
meeting normal communication requirements.
Instructions contained in DNC 26 cover the
handling by U.S. naval communications of all
commercial communications, including official
Government traffic involving tolls, and unofficial
traffic involving and not involving tolls. These
instructions are based upon the International
Telecommunications Convention, Geneva, 1959,
and the telegraph regulations (Geneva revision,
1958) annexed thereto; additional radio regula
tions, resolutions and recommendations, Geneva
1967; the Communication Act of 1934, as
amended; rules and regulations of the Federal
Communications Commission; and Western
Union Telegraph Company tariff books.

The commercial traffic clerk performs his
duties under supervision of the communication
officer. All reports or other correspondence
I
addressed to the Commanding Officer1 U.S.
Regional Finap'Ce Center (Code FR-FC�, 1 'l
Na
Wasington D. C. 20390 or to the Chief of Naval�
OperaHons (Commander, Naval Communica
tions) are prepared for the commanding offi
cer's signature.

(lfd

�

WORD COUNT SYSTEMS
As a me<;ms of collecting fees for expense
incurred when handling commercial communi
cations, the Navy uses two systems of word
count. Domestic word count applies to domes
tic messages and is based on domestic rules
and regulations. International word count is
used for radiotelegrams and international tele
grams, and is based on international rules and
regulations.
Domestic telegrams are messages originated
at and addressed to points on shore within the
continental United States, Canada, Mexico,
Alaska, or Saint Pierre-Miquelon Islands, and
transmitted in domestic form by wire or radio
over all or part of its route.
A radiotelegram is a message originating in
or intended for a mobile station, transmitted
over all or part of its route by radio communi
cation channels of the mobile service. Inter
national telegrams are messages originating at
or destined to points outside the continental
United States, Canada, Mexico, Alaska, or Saint
Pierre-Miquelon Islands. Both radiotelegrams

COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC CLERK
Each Navy ship, station, or activity author
ized to handle commercial traffic or to receive
personal messages for transmission via naval
communications has a commercial traffic clerk.
He is designated in writing by the commanding
officer. An experienced Radioman is selected
for this task, although usually not the senior
Radioman aboard.
The commercial traffic clerk handles all
commercial traffic funds. He is not required
to be bonded unless Commander, Naval Com
munications command so directs. A summary
of duties of the commercial traffic clerk fol
lows.

1. Maintain a complete file of all commercial
messages accepted for transmission.
2. Keep a complete file of all incoming com
mercial messages and all official Government
73
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are retained in custody of the supply officer or
assistant for disbursing.
Neither the communication officer nor the
naval postal clerk is authorized to handle com
mercial traffic funds.

and international telegrams are drafted in inter
national form.
A detailed explanation of both word count
systems is given in DNC 26; hence, it is not
repeated here. Many examples in DNC 26 illus
trate the rules effectively, showing how repre
sentative words and groups are counted differ
ently according to their location in a message
address, text, or signature.

Uses of Commercial Traffic Funds
Expenditures of commercial traffic funds
are authorized for the following purposes:
1. Money order fees.
2. Postage (as necessary) to mail reports,
or for mailing class D messages when origina
tor requests delivery by mail.
3. Postage (as necessary) to mail reports,
officer determines that registered mail is nee
essary to protect or ensure delivery of the re
ports.
4. Refund of charges paid on non -Government
messages when delivery cannot be made owing
to causes not considered the responsibility of
the sender.

COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC FUNDS
The commandant of a naval district or com
manding officer of a ship, station, or activity
establishes the maximum amount of naval com
mercial traffic funds permitted to accumulate
in the possession of the commercial traffic
clerk. Unless approved by Commander, Naval
Communications Command, however, this sum
cannot exceed $100. Accumulated funds must be
deposited at least weekly with the supply officer
or disbursing officer. Only such amount is re
tained as is needed to make change.
When required for remittance, funds so de
posited must be made available to the commer
cial traffic clerk by U.S. Treasury check,
I '('�1.1 payable to the order of U.S. Nayy RegiQnal
t 1� F,:r ance Center., (Code FR-FC), JYi!§!J.�,
D. ., �lQ_ 9r �estern Union Telegraph Cow;JJJ
as aperog,:pate.
�v
p
ommercial traffic funds are kept separate
and independent from other funds. Records are
inspected at least once a month by an auditing
board. If practicable, this board includes as
members the communication officer and supply
officer. Their inspection includes verification
of the cash balance and a complete audit of all
accounts, including verification of rates used.
Reports of inspections are retained for one
year if no irregularities are indicated. Original
copies of records are subject to call by Com
mander, Naval Communications Command or
Commanding Officer, NAVREGFINCEN Wash
ington. Any report of inspection showing irreg
ularity must be forwarded to NAVREGFINCEN
Washington, via official channels, with endorse
ments to show what action, if any, has been taken
or is recommended.
Whenever the commercial traffic clerk is
relieved, a special inspection and audit must
be made. The report is forwarded to NAVREG
FINCEN Washington. If the commercial traffic
clerk is relieved and no replacement is nomi
nated immediately, commercial traffic funds

An exchange-for-cash U.S. Treasury check
may be used in preference to a money order.
Use of these checks is a protection to the com
mercial traffic clerk, because, in case of loss,
a second original can be issued without neces
sity of filling a bond.
All such expenditures of commercial traffic
funds must be reported in detail on the state
ment of account form submitted with a message
abstract.
Commercial traffic funds cannot be used for
such purposes as taxi fare, messenger service,
special delivery, or telephone toll calls.

�
�

ABSTRACT FORMS
The word "abstract" refers to the series of
report forms used for tabulating, reporting; and
accounting various categories of commercial
traffic handled by naval communications. Three
forms are utilized in .reporting commercial
traffic. Each one is illustrated and described
later in this chapter. Following are the form
numbers and titles, plus a brief rundown of
classes of traffic reported on each form.
1. NavCompt Form 2132, U.S. naval com
munication service abstract {fig. 5-1): It is
used fora. All class D messages, including those
by radio telephones, originated by a naval ship.
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Figure 5-1.-U.S. Naval communication service abstract, NavCompt Form 2132.
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and

A capital letter (called a suffix) is added to

delivered on board or relayed by a naval ship.

the SRS number to identify the class of com

c. All class D messages originated, re

mercial message reported. When service mes

b. All

class

D

messages

received

ceived, forwarded, or delivered by a naval sta

sages concerning a message are sent, they are

tion or activity.

given the SRS numbers of the message to which

d. All class A and B messages (including
official radiotelephone messages) transmitted

they refer, succeeded by letter "A" for the first
service, "B" for the second, and so on. A group

by a naval ship direct to a domestic or foreign

of suffix letters,

commercial shore radio station.

each, is given in the accompa nying list.

together with an example of

e. All class A and B messages received
by a naval ship direct from a commercial shore

Class of message

radio station.
2.

NAVCOM Form 2065,

count (fig. 5-2):
forwarding

remittances

commercial

statement

of ac

This form is required when
for

class D

messages, press

private

messages,

and

radiophotos, and for class D messages entitled
to class E privilege. It is not required for class
E messages.
3.

NAVCOMP Form 2067, abstract of class E

messages (fig. 5-3):
ships

and

shore

This form is used by both

stations originating class E

messages involving tolls, and class D messages
entitled to class E privilege.
Abstract forms

Suffix letter

A

A

SRS lA

B

B

SRS 2B

D (radiogram)

D

SRS 3D

D (press)

p

SRS 4P

D (radiophoto)

R

SRS 5R

D (entitled to class E
privilege)

c

SRS 6C

E

E

SRS 7E
SRS 7EA

Service message

and message copies com

Example

prising commercial traffic reports must be re
REPORT SYMBOLS

tained on file by the commercial traffic clerk
for a period of 12 months.

The Comptroller of the

munication reports to aid in handling, auditing,

For identification and accounting purposes,

and accounting for these reports.

all commercial traffic handled by naval com
munications is assigned serial numbers. These

a number.

For example, NavCompt 7210-1 is

the Statement of Accounts report.

Other report

symbols are given in separate discussions of

normally assigned. The SRS numbers are never

each message

transmitted with the message. They are written

symbol

or typed on each commercial message and are

must

class.

The appropriate report

be placed on envelope or cover

when forwarding commercial traffic reports. It

listed on commercial abstract forms for iden

should also appear on the abstract form itself.

tification and accounting.

More than one report symbol may be used on

Each commercial message handled (includ

one abstract form.

ing paid service messages) must be assigned an
SRS number by each ship or station participating

Responsibility for Reports

As a result, the same mes

sage bears a different SRS number at each sta

Commercial traffic

tion handling it.

reports

are required

specific

whenever commercial messages involving tolls
are handled by a ship or station during any

SRS numbers appears later in this
Naval communication stations assign

calendar month. Monthly traffic reports, con
sisting of an abstract form, message copies, a

Additional
uses of
chapter.

Report sym

bols consist of the word NavCompt followed by

numbers are known as SRS numbers. They are
in addition to regular station serial numbers

in its disposition.

Navy has assigned

NavCompt report symbols to commercial com

SERIAL NUMBERS

information

concerning

SRS numbers consecutively up to 10,000.

remittance, and

All

a statement

of

account, are

mailed to the Commanding Officer, Navy Re

other Navy activities and ships assign SRS num
an annual

gional Finance Center, Washington, D.C. 20390.

basis commencing with number 1 on 1 January

Ships must mail their traffic reports by the 5th
day of the month; shore stations by the lOth.

bers consecutively up

to 1,000

on

each year.
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
(NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS)
MAVCOMPT FORM 2066 (REV. 8-6•)
TO,

COMMANDING OFFICER.

REPORTING ACTIVITY

(SHIP OR

U.S.

•

REPORT

NAVY FINANCE CENTE�

(CODE FC).

WASHINGTON.

DATE

DD

FOR

7210-1

THE MONTH OF

20390

D.C.

STATION)

OVER SE..AS

US.S.

MAYCOMPT

•
12

I

FORWARDED

SEP.

C:,C:,

INSTRUCTIONS

1.

2.

Forward in duplicate with remi ttance to Navy
Finance Center,

Washington,

D.C.

Class "D" and Class "D" entitled to
traffic.

"E"

Naval Commercial Traffic Funds shall be forwarded by
exchange-for-cash U.S. Treasury check when possible.

20390 for
privilege

3. For further instructions refer to DNC-26.

AMOUNT

PAID OUT

AMOUNT

RECEIVED

CHARGES ON MESSAGES FILED

REFUNDS

OURING THE CURRENT MONTH

MONTH

ERROR NOTICE
REFERENCE NUMSER

s

REFERENCE NUMBER

20

TOTAL AMOUNT RECEIVED

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID OUT
TOTAL AMOUNT RECEIVED MUST EQUAL

FOR

USE BY REGIONAL

ACCOUNTS OFFICE

TOTAL

AMOUNT PAID OUT

ONLY

CERTIFICATION:

I

certify this is

a true

statement of

all moneys received and

disbursed by me this month for the Naval

of this command,

Class "D" Traffic.

There is forwarded herewith

a remittance i n the sum recorded on this form.
REVIEWED:

G. H. lsaly RMI
7.8
( �
••
�.��
. ••�,7, ),------------------ .

-------------------FORWARDED

(Co••unica:tions Officer)

USN

(Co•.anding Officer)

f).e.1=""�

fi'.-{3. C!-.1

A. B. Cook LTJG

(Co••ereia! Traffic Clerlr:)

�)f.�

Commercial Traffic Fund

•

D. E. Fairly CDR USN

USN

(Si1nature)

,

USN

(Sicnatur�)

50.18
Figure 5-2.-Statement of account, NavCompt Form 2065.
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U.S. NAVAL COMMUNICATION SERVICE

NAVCOMPT FORM 2067 (REV. 8-6·)

NAME OF ACTIVITY

US5

SRS

NO.

OVE-RS E.. AS
DATE

2..

JONES

t;E.

/0

TAYLOR

7£

/2..

cuNNINGHAM

BE-

/8

TUR{VE.R

CERTIFICATION

me

MOF?EHEAD CITY, N.C.

DO NOT
USE

.h'.Jl:f

SIGNATURE·

G.
G. H.Isoy

DATL

CREDIT
TOLLS

TA X

DR.
CASH

J. 2..9

/-2'J

NS S

/0

1·08

/. 08

BERKLEY, W.VA.

N5S

8

/./ J

/-/3

WALTHAM; MASS.

NSS

/2

/2J

j.Z'J

TOTALS

1-- l'J

CITY,

PA.

(Commercial Traffic Clerk)

S

NO.
WORDS

/�

ELLWOOD

is forwarded herewith a remittance of

TE
M B ER
!kf.S �t.llre_tt=�

NSS

I certify this i s a true statement of all moneys received and disbursed by

There

O

D. E. Fairly CDR, USN
STATION
SENT TO
(CaU Letters)

DESTINATION

th1s month for the Naval Commercial Traffic Fund of this Command,

Trafhc.

;� P

N
O
C """ANDI G OFFICE

A. B. Cook LTJG USN

ADDRESSEE

5£

I

(!i �� -(�:

COMMUNICATIOOS O

DD/2...3

:!:��:�. 21�� E
DURING

4J="' 7,9

--

1-·7'7

CLASS "E"

TOTALS BROUGHT FORWARD FROM SHEET NO.

I 5"101'' c;c;

GRAND TOTAL

1- ·_Z'J

50.20
Figure 5-3.-Class E message abstract, NavCompt Form 2067.
If a ship or station has not handled any class
D or class E traffic during any calendar month,
a negative report is not required. A statement

reports to Commander, Naval Communications
Command are required of these stations for any
month in which no class A or class B messages
are refiled.
Considerable time may elapse before NAV
REGFINCEN Washington is billed for commer
In extreme cases concerning
cial messages.
messages sent to foreign radio stations, in
volved international paperwork may take more
than 1 year before NAVREGFINCEN Washington
finally gets the bill. If NA VREGFINCEN Wash
ington then finds that the message has not been
reported, that office must check with the origi

is required, however, on the first line of the
first class D or class E abstract submitted for
any subsequent month; for example, "No class
D (or E, as appropriate) traffic handled during
the month(s) of
."
Class A and class B messages are refiled
only by those shore stations and activities des
ignated in ACP 117 U.S. Supp-1 as commercial
refile activities. Their reports must be for
warded direct to Commander, Naval Communi
cations Command within 10 da�s after receipt
and verification of file commerCia! communica
tion carrier's refiled traffic billing. Negative

nating ship before payment can be made. This
procedure takes additional time, and may be
hard to do after so much time has elapsed. The
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originator's message files may have been dis

1.

When

filed directly with

a commercial

posed of already, for instance, and responsible

communication company by an originator out

personnel transferred, discharged, or retired.

side the continental United States, or destined

Thus, it is readily apparent that incorrect or

to an addressee outside the U.s., messages are

incomplete reports can lead to complications.

sent via the nearest U.s. military communica

Not all commercial traffic reports are sent

tion facility serving the area in which originated.

to NA VREGFINCEN Washington. Later portions
of this chapter explain which reports are sent

2. Provided either originator or addressee
is not served by military communications, mes

to NA VREGFINCEN Washington and which ones

sages may

go elsewhere.

Western Union without further transmission on
military

be

filed directly or

circuits.

This

charges for delivery to

COMMERCIAL ABSTRACTING

rule

refiled

applies

with
when

an addressee are the

same as (or less than) such charges for delivery
from a designated commercial refile point.

This section is devoted to a more detailed

3.

discussion of message classes and methods of
commercial abstracting.
Of

the five

classes of messages,

When refiled by a shore station with

the

continental U.S. and addressed to a point in the
United States, Canada, Mexico, Alaska, or Saint

class C

messages are not involved in commercial ab

Pierre-Miquelon Islands,

stracting, thus they are not mentioned further.

domestic word count is used. The point of actual

domestic form

with

origin is added to the signature.
CLASS A AND CLASS B MESSAGES

4.

When refiled by a

shore station in

continental U.S. and addressed to points
Class A and class B messages are official
Government messages.
Class A mes

the
out

sages consist of official messages of the De

side the United States, Alaska, Canada, or
Mexico, international form and word count are
used. The point of refile is treated as the point

partment of Defense. Class B comprises official

of origin; point of actual origin is added to the

messages of U.s. Government departments and
agencies except for Department of Defense mes

signature.
5 . When filed or refiled by a shore station

sages. Both classes are treated together in this

outside the continental U.s., international form

U.S.

section because of similarities in handling, ab

and

stracting, and accounting.

serves as point of origin, or point of refile is

are

used.

The point

of

file

the point of origin, and point of actual origin is

Both class A and class B messages are pre

added to the signature.

pared in joint form for transmission over mili
tary circuits.

word count

6.

Detailed coverage of procedures

When a me ssage in joint

form must be

sent through a commercial communication sys

for handling messages over military circuits
are provided in a later chapter.

tem for further transmission by a military
system, the message in joint form-complete

Class B messages requiring commercial
refile must always carry an accounting symbol

with heading-is embodied in the

text

of

the

commercial message.

to denote the Government department or agency

7.

responsible for payment of commercial charges.

When transmitted direct by a Navy ship

When filed with a domestic communication com

to

a commercial

pany, the accounting symbol is preceded by the
Government indicator GOVT. This
indicator

national form and word count are used.

shore

radio

station,

inter

In

The following example shows the form for a

messages sent to or via foreign communication

GOVT NAVY message as transmitted by a ship

appears as the first word in the address.

companies, the Government indicator is changed

to a shore station for refile with a commercial

to US GOVT.

communication company.

Handling Over Commercial

NSS DE NMWW
T-

Communication Systems

R-291646ZFM USS GOODSHIP-

When it is necessary to file or refile a class

TO JOHN X DOE 1014 BEACHTREE LANE

A or class B message with a commercial com
munication company, the following rules apply.

ERIE PA
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BT

speedletter report must

UNCLAS

information in the order indicated.

YOUR

LEAVE

EXPIRES

ON

BOARD

contain the following

AT

NORFOLK VA

1. Report of class B messages.

0745 6 AUG 70

2.

Calendar month and year of report.

BT

3.

Inclusive class B
bers reported.

K
The preceding message would be commer

message serial

num

The speedletter report must be accompanied
by two copies of each message reported.
One copy must be in the military form in

cially refiled in the following form. (Chargeable
words are underscored.)

which received, arranged in SRS number order,
CK 12

WASHINGTON

29

DC

JULY 70

on metal

515PME

file

fasteners,

between cardboard

covers, and in groups of 100 or fewer messages.

GOVT NAVY

Its cover must be

JOHNQ DOE

traffic,

1014 BEACHTREE LANE ERIE PA

and year of commercial refile.

labeled to indicate type of

name of reporting station,

and month

The second copy of each message must be in
YOUR

LEAVE EXPffiES

ON

BOARD

AT

the commercial form in which refiled, segre

NORFOLK VA
0745 !2_ AUG 70
COMMANDING OFFICER

gated into packets according to accounting sym

USS GOODSHIP

transmission

bols.
Both

message

copies

data,

and

must

bear complete

include

the

following

information in the lower right corner:
Abstracting Class A and B (Messages)

1. SRS number (e.g., SRS 23B).
2. Accounting symbol (e.g., INT).

Class A, B and official radiotelephone mes

3.

sages transmitted direct to a commercial shore

Commercial company and city where re-

filed (as Western Union, WASHDC).

radio station by a Navy ship must be reported

4. Commercial service indicator (e.g., NL).

on

5. Commercial charges (e.g., $1.25).

NAVCOMPT

Form

2132.

(See fig. 5-l.)

This monthly report under symbol NAVCOMPT
2102.2,

must be

Regional Finance

forwarded
Center,

to

6.

the U.S. Navy

Washington,

Date and time

of

refile

(as

011300Z/

AUG,70).

20390.

Two copies of all messages are required with

Copies of service messages relating to com

each report. No remittance is made; settlement

mercially refiled class A and B messages must

of accounts is the responsibility of COMNAV

be forwarded with a copy of message to which

COM. Reports from ships must be mailed by
the 5th of the month after handling.

they pertain.

Incoming class A and B messages received
by Navy

ships direct from commercial shore

Responsibility for Payment

radio stations are reported on NavCompt Form
2132,

Other

requirements

are the

same as

A reporting

for outgoing messages explained earlier.
Naval shore stations designated commercial
refile activities in ACP 117,

activity

does

not

collect

toll

charges not send remittances when forwarding
class A and B messages reports. In brief, pay

U.S. Supp-1 are

ment for class A and B messages refiled with

required to submit monthly reports of all class

commercial communication companies

B messages refiled with commercial communi

fected according to the ensuing explanation.
For class A and B messages transmitted by

cation companies. A speedletter report is made,

is

ef

and does not utilize any of the NavCompt forms

Navy ships to commercial shore stations, CNO

mentioned previously.

is responsible for settlement of accounts.

Reports are mailed direct to the Commander,

Be
cause bills submitted by commercial companies

Naval Communications Command within 10 days

often contain amounts for other classes of mes

after receipt and verification of the commercial

sages, however, initial payment
NAVREGFINCEN Washington.

communication company's

traffic

billing.

A
80

is

made by
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In the following example of class D commer
cial messages in international form, charge
able words or groups are underscored. An ex
planation of component parts if given at the
conclusion of this message example.

Charges for class B traffic are then billed
to COMNAVCOM by NAVREGFINCEN Wash
ington. In turn, COMNAVCOM bills other Gov
ernment agencies responsible for originating
their class A and B messages involving toll
charges.
Thus, naval communications is re
imbursed for non-Navy messages handled.
Payment is handled differently for class A
and B messages refiled with commercial com
panies by shore stations.
Commercial com
munication companies bill a refile activity
directly. The refile station verifies the monthly
billing, certifies it as official U.S. Government
traffic, and forwards the certified billing (with
supporting message copies), for payment, to
the local disbursing office of the NAVFINCEN
serving the area in which refiling activity is
located.

PCH DE NMWW NR1
SHIP /NMWW CK26
12 1430
BT MP BT
LOUIS COLBUS
69 EASTTHIRTYSIXST
NEWYORKCITY
BT

INTL USS

GOOD-

SHARES
COMPTOMETER
TEN
SELL
AND TWENTY SHARES PULLMAN BUY
SIXTY SHARES MAGNAVOX ALL AT
MARKET ADVISE TRANSACTION DATE
BT FORD COX AR NMWW K

CLASS D MESSAGES

After the call and station serial number in
this example appears the international abbrevia
tion INTL.
Next is the office of origin, USS
GOODSHIP, followed by her call sign.
The
check (CK26) consists of the number of charge
able words in the address, text, and signature.
( Remember that chargeable words are under
scored in this example.) In a commercial mes
sage such as this one, the date and local time
of filing are always given in two numeral groups,
with the date separated by a space from the
four-digit hours and minutes group.
The message address contains the paid serv
ice indicator MP in addition to the name and
address of the addressee. This particular paid
service indicator (MP) means that the sender
requests delivery of his message to the ad
dressee in person-not by mail or telephone.
More than a dozen different service indicators
are authorized; DNC 26 carries the complete
list. As shown in this message example, the
paid service indicator is the first word of the
address; it is counted as a chargeable word, and
is included in the CK.
After the text is the sender's name, called
the signature. Although it is not obligatory to
transmit the signature, when transmitted it is
chargeable and is separated from the text by the
prosign BT. The prosign BT in this message
example has many appearances. This prosign
separates the preamble from the paid service
indicator, paid service indicator from the rest
of address, address from text, and text from
signature.
Prosign BT is never counted or
charged in the CK.

Class D messages are non-Government
(private-commercial) messages handled by
naval communications that were received or
sent via commercial communication companies.
Class D messages include1. Commercial (private) messages.
2. Commercial (private) messages entitled
to class E privilege.
3. Press messages.
4. Radiophotos.
Class D messages are always in commercial
form. Handling of class D traffic by Navy ships
and stations usually is suspended or curtailed
in wartime.
Each category of class D messages is dis
cussed in greater detail in the remainder of this
section.
Commercial (Private) Messages
Any naval ship at sea, or in a port that has
inadequate or unreliable commercial communi
cation facilities, is authorized to file class D
commercial (private) messages.
This same
authorization extends to overseas shore sta
tions at locations where adequate and reliable
commercial facilities do not exist.
Only three shore stations are presently au
thorized to handle commercial ship-to-shore
and shore-to-ship traffic.
These authorized
shore stations are NavCommSta s Bal boa, Guam,
and Kodiak.
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Charges and Accounting

RR RBHPU
DE RBHPV jjj3'9

j3'74j3'7 4j3'

Charges to be collected from the sender by
the commercial traffic clerk for class D mes

ZNR UUUUU
KWAJALEIN CK13

sages include the following specific instances.

POLAROID CORP
CAMBRIDGEMASS

1. Charges that accrue to land radio sta
tions.
2. Charges that accrue to the ship radio
station.
3. Charges for service over landlines or
cable, if any.
4. Relay charges of any intermediate land
or mobile radio station.

R EF E R E N C E YOUR WIRE
DELAYED SHIPMENT
K6732 PERMISSIBLE
TRATEXCO. INT QSJ
15/1945Z

MARCH

3

After computing charges, the operator at
Honolulu replied with the following service mes
sage:

5. Charges, if any, for special service re
quested by a sender.

RR RBHPV
DE RBHPU 58 0742025

Rate Requests

ZNR UUUUU
R 152031Z MAR 71
BT

The International Telecommunications and
Radio Conferences held at Geneva in 1959 au
thorized shipboard stations to make inquiry
without cost to coastal stations concerning
proper rates for messages for which they do
not have necessary information. Because Navy
ships are not issued commercial tariff books
used for computing charges for class D mes
sages, it is necessary to send a rate req uest

UNCLAS. YOUR 009/15 0745 COML CHGS
TWO DOLLARS FORTYSEVEN CENTS,
NAVY CHGS SEVENTYEIGHT CENTS.
TOTAL PLUS TAX
BT
15/2j3'31Z

(QSJ or service message) to determine charges
on each message. Operating signal QSJ (pre
ceded by INT for military usage,

j3'745

or followed

Accordingly, the commercial traffic clerk
at Kwajalein collected the following charges
from the sender:

by IMI when operating with commercial sta
tions) means "What is the charge to be col
lected per word to
including your
internal telegraph charge?" As a reply QSJ
means "The charge to be collected per word
including my internal telegraph
to
charge is
francs."
Examples of rate requests are not shown in

Commercial charges
Navy charges
10% tax
Total

DNC 26. Two examples are given here. The
first one shows the procedure observed by Navy
stations on point-to-point circuits. Transmis
sions from a Navy ship to a commercial shore
station constitute the second example of a rate
request.
In point-to-point circuit operation between
military stations, the total charge for a mes
sage is given in United States dollars. Consider
the following teletypewriter message, origi
nated at Kwajalein and sent to Honolulu for
commercial refile. Note how the operator added
INT QSJ at the end of the message.

$2.47
.78
3.25

�
$3.58

A transmission by a shipboard operator to a
foreign commercial shore station forms the
second example of a rate request. Commercial
charges in international communications are
quoted per word in gold francs or centimes (100
centimes
1 gold franc). The gold franc is an
=

international monetary unit used by all member
nations in the International Telecommunications
Union. Rate of exchange with United States cur
rency is 3.061 gold francs per U.S. dollar.
Assume that NHDY has a 10 -word class D
message for an addressee in Rotterdam. After
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establishing communications with foreign com

Navy, Finance Center, Washington, D.C. Actual

mercial station PCH, the Radioman transmits:

transfer of funds between naval communications
and

PCH

D E NHDY QSJ

ROTTERDAM

IMI

Station PCH replies:
CTMS K

LL

of the-

1.
2.
3.

Station PCH's reply has the following mean
ing:

CC

(costal charge)

represents charges

that accrue to the land radio station; LL (land

4.

line) is the charge for service over landlines
or

cable;

CTMS

is

an abbreviation for cen

times.

Abstract (NavCompt Form

2132).

Copy of each cla ss D message.
Statement

of

account,

NavCompt Form

2065.

Remittance.

Special attention is directed to the

According

to

the

preceding

explanation,

charges for this message to Rotterdam are
centimes

(40 + 17.5),

or

is

A complete class D message report consists

4�

NHDY DE PCH QSJ R OTTERDAM CC

17.5

commercial communication companies

made by NAVFINCEN Washington.

K

of

57.5

reporting all

class

D

necessity

messages

handled

(whether charges are involved or not), together

0.575 franc, per word.
10 chargeable words,

with any QSJ

For NHDY's message of

or service message exchanges.

Ships sometimes mistakenly fail to report class

the total charge to be collected from the sender

D messages received over Navy circuits. Fail

is 5.75 francs (0.575 x 10). This amount, con
verted to U. S. dollars at the 3 for 1 rate ex

ure to make these reports often results in
financial loss to the Government. Such failure

plained

previously,

would

$1.92

be

francs+ 3).

(5.75

to make the required report of either sent or
received

An important point to remember when ob
taining rate requests from commercial stations
is

to be

sure

charges due

that

his

his

station

usually

and

delay

causes
in

needless

settlement

of

accounts.

the operator includes all

station:

messages

correspondence

Message copies forwarded with an abstract

charge,

must

plus any landline or cable charge, relay charge,

be

legible and complete,

transmission

or

receiving

including

data.

full

Duplicates

or charges for special service requested by the

must be retained in ship or station files for at

sender.

least

This remainder is mentioned here in

12

months. Message copies forwarded and

discussing class D messages, but it applies as

duplicates retained in files must show any dis

well to all classes of messages involving com

crepancies

mercial refile.

explanation of delays exceeding

Operators sometimes fail to

in counting chargeable

1

words;

an

hour between

include all these charges in their QSJ, yet in

receipt and transmission

clude them

problem causes no end of difficulty to NAVFIN

tween filing time and transmission time; charges
collected, if any; and other pertinent informa

CEN Washington in settling the account.

tion deemed appropriate.

test

in their company's

billing.

an operator's. patience and tact

This
It may

in

over

in relaying,

In communications with naval

coming language barriers on a radiotelegraph

or

be

or merchant

ships, be sure to indicate the call sign, on both

circuit. That commercial charges are computed

abstract and message copy, immediately after

accurately

name of ship.

in

most

instances attests

ability and commonsense of

radio

to

the

operators,

A fraction bar

(/)

separates the

ship's name and call sign.

both Navy and commercial.
Copies of
warded

to

all QSJ exchanges must be for

NAVFINCEN Washington,

with the

Class D Messages Entitled

series of messages to which they pertain.

to Class E Privilege

Abstracting Class D Messages

Occasionally, because of the location of ad
dressees, naval personnel are unable to send a

Class D messages are reported on NavCompt
Form

2132.

message in class E form, even though message

Whenever class D messages origi

contents comply in all respects with provisions

nate in own ship or station, money paid by send

for class E messages.

ers must be forwarded with the abstract . The

dressee will be at a geographical location other

Treasury check or

money

order

used

In other words, the ad

for a

than the continental United States; for example,

remittance must be made payable to the U.s.

Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Panama, Japan, or Europe.
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Abstracting

A category of messages known as "Private
commercial message (class D) entitled to class
E privilege," has been established with the view

Ships and stations originating class D mes

of making available to such personnel a modified

sages entitled to class E privilege are required

Particular care

to submit monthly reports under report symbol

must be taken in handling this category of mes

NavCompt 2101-1 covering all messages origi

sage, and accounting for it, to ensure that it is

nated.

not combined and reported with regular class E

is used.

version of class E message.

For this report, NavCompt Form 2067

Reports

traffic.

of

class D

messages

entitled

to

class E privilege are comprised of the follow

Class D messages entitled to class E privi

ing forms:

lege are handled in international form as shown
in the message example at the conclusion of this
explanation.
message
first

word

1.

For identification purposes, each

carries
of

the

text;

COMLE

charged for as one word.

is

counted

plete transmission

and

A

related rate

re

to the messate.

ample of a class D message entitled to class E

3. Statement of

Account,

NavCompt

Form

2065, in duplicate.
4. The remittance, made payable to U.S.
Navy Regional Finance Center, Washington, D.C.

NSS DE NMWW
T-

data.

quest (QSJ or service message) must be attached

Following is an ex

privilege.

R
BT

Abstract, NavCompt Form 2067.

2. One copy of each message, showing com

symbol COMLE as the

20390.

271949Z

USS GOODSHIP /NMWW

CK21

An additional monthly report is required of

27 1500 BT

MRS J V KELLY

shore stations effecting commercial refile

CARIBE HILTON HOTEL

class D messages entitled to class E privilege.

SAN JUAN PR

For this report,

BT

proper form.

of

NavCompt Form 2132 is the

If the shore station also handled

"regular" cla ss D traffic during the month, the
COMLE

MOTHER AND

THURSDAY

I

two reports can be combined.

WILL MEET YOU

IN CHICAGO BT JIM

BT
PRESS MESSAGES

K

In peacetime, the Navy frequently grants per

Handling this type of message by naval com
The sender,

mission for duly accredited news reporters to

however, must pay charges incurred by com

go to sea in Navy ships for the purpose of re
porting naval operations and activities. In such

munications

is without charge.

mercial refile at San Juan.

To determine the

instances reporters usually

amount, the ship must send a rate request by
QSJ or service message.

are authorized to

file press messages on board. The same privi

Charges must be as

certained and paid before transmission of class

lege may be extended at isolated overseas bases

D message.

where commercial communication facilities are
unavailable.

An exception to the foregoing rule applies in
a class D message entitled to class E privilege

Three

examples of press messages illus

destined to an addressee on the island of Oahu,

trate the message

Hawaii. Such a message is delivered by the re

shows an

form.

international

The

form

first

example

press message

file activity at Honolulu by phone or other means

from a Navy ship to a commercial shore sta

not involving commercial refile.

tion.

The message

is written up and handled as a class E message
free of toll charges and, as such, is not included
in the commercial traffic report.
tion

does not

apply

to

ZLB

messages destined to

Hawaiian islands other than Oahu.

DE

INTL USS
1430 BT

This excep

NMWW

NR

1

GOODSHIP /NMWW CK

PAGE 1/50 BT

Commercial

refile is then required, resulting in toll charges,

PRESS BT

abstracting, and accounting.

YOMIURI PRESS TOKYO BT
84

145
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message

(FIRST 46 WORDS OF PRESS TEXT WHICH,
ADDED TO

Navy

SERVICE INDICATOR AND

is

in

heading

international
added for

form

handling

but

has

a

over Navy

circuits.

3 WORDS OF ADDRESS, MAKE 50 WORDS
IN PAGE 1) BT
NR 1 USS GOODSHIP

2/50

BT (NEXT

1430

PRESS

50 WORDS

NPM DE NMWW

PAGE

T-

OF PRESS

TEXT) BT
NR 1

USS

3/45

BT

PRESS

p

GOODSHIP 1430 PRESS PAGE
AND

162045Z MAY 71

44

WORDS

OF

UNCLAS

ONE

WORD

OF

USS

(REMAINING

TEXT

--

BT
GOODSHIP/NMWW

CK

145

16

1435

BT
PAGE 1/50 BT

SIGNATURE BT
TSUBOKAWA BT K

PRESSE BT
Note the page identification in the preceding
message example.
A radiotelegram of more

(PRESS

than 50 words is transmitted

in pages of

TSUBOKAWA BT K

words.

separated by a

The

page number

is

50

slant sign from the figure indicating numbers
of words.

Included in

the first page are

paid service indicator,
dress.

AS

IN

TEXT

DIVIDED

FIRST

EXAMPLE)

INTO
BT

Abstracting Press Messages

the

PRESSE (used only in

international communications),

MESSAGE

PAGES

Ships and stations handling press messages

and the in ad

Each succeeding page is identified as in

are required to submit monthly reports.

Press

messages

Form

are reported

on NavCompt

2132.

the example.
a domestic/com

The SRS serial numbers assigned to press

mercial form press message with Navy heading

messages use the suffix letter P after the num

The
for

next example shows

transmission to a continental

ber; for example, SRS 116P.

Navy shore

Remember that

station for refile with Western Union to an ad

SRS numbers are used for message identifica

dressee in the continental United States.

tion in abstracting and accounting only.

They

are never transmitted.
Press message abstracts,

NSS DE NMWW

accompanied

by

message copies and remittances, are forwarded

TR- 252130Z MAY 71

to U.S. Navy Regional Finance Center, Wash

BT

ington.

UNCLAS
CK 95 DPR

money order, made payable to U.S. Navy

Re

gional Finance Center, Washington, 20390.

Re

COLLECT

USS

GOODSHIP/

Remittances are by Treasury check or

ports from ships are due in the mail by the 5th

NMWW

of the month after handling;from shore stations,

25 JUL 1970 415PME VIA WESTERN UNION

by the lOth.

BT
DPR COLLECT
NEW YORK JOURNAL AMERICAN

RADIOPHOTOS

220 SOUTH STREET NEW YORK BT
Radiophoto

(PRESS MESSAGE TEXT) BT

transmission

facsimile units only.

TSUBOKA W A BT K

is

between Navy

Exceptions to this

rule

must be authorized by COMNAVCOM.
In

In the preceding press message the domestic

addition

to

official Navy

pictures

graphic material,

instead of the international indicator PRESSE

distribution to news associations, Navy radio

(in

the first example).

including those for

and

service indicator DPR (day press rate) is used

general

photo services may be authorized for trans

Indicator DPR is for all

press messages to or from a continental Navy

mission of commercial pictures.

activity and handled commercially by Western

pictures are of two classes:

Union.

eral distribution to newspapers and news asso

As

appropriate,

DPR

is followed by

ciations, and (2) exclusive commercial pictures

COLLECT, as in this example, or PAID.

filed by correspondents and addressed specifi

The third example is of a press message for
an

addressee

outside

Commercial

(1) those for gen

cally to

the continental United

newspapers or

news associations

which they are accredited.

States transmitted to a Navy shore station. The
85
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Exclusive commercial pictures are the only

3

& 2

toll charges that must be paid by the sender,

ones for which the Navy charges for handling.

and accounting

Thus they are the only ones requiring abstract

mercial traffic clerk.
To narrow

ing and accounting.

and
the

abstracting by
present

the

com

discussion,

those

Exclusive
commercial pictures are ab
stracted in the same manner as press mes

class E messages that are free of toll charges
are eliminated.
In general, these toll-free

sages.

are reported on the same

messages are personal messages handled be

Abstracts

to

tween ships, and from ship-to-shore, shore-to

NAVREGFINCEN Washington should be mailed

ship, and shore-to-shore, when both originator

They

NavCompt

also

form.

forwarded

by the 5th of the month from ships, by the lOth

and addressee are outside the continental United

from shore stations, and must be accompanied

States and in the same ocean area.

by a copy of each exclusive commercial picture

class E messages also are eliminated from this

transmitted and received.

coverage.

Outbound

class

E

Outbound

messages

are

SRS

originated in the United States and addressed to

numbers are followed by the letter R; for ex

naval personnel aboard ships or overseas bases.

For

exclusive

commercial

pictures,

The originator of such a message usually sends

ample SRS 24R.
exclusive commer

a Western Union telegram (he can also use mail)

cial picture transmissions are not collected at

to one of four refile points for outbound class E
messages. D epending on the location of the ad

Normally,

charges for

the time of transmission. Accounting necessary
for

settlement

of

Navy charges

due

is

per

dressee,

these refile points are NavCommSta

formed by NAVREGFINCEN, Washington. If the

San Francisco, Washington and Norfolk.

sender desires, however, charges may be col

an outbound class E message arrives at one of

lected in advance of transmission.

these refile stations,

instance

the remittance
for

a

7- by

The flat rate

9-inch glossy

picture

the

sender already

has

paid Western Union for transmission from point

and statement of ac

count are included in the report.
charge

In such an

When

of origin

to

places the

is

refile

point.

message

on

an

The

refile station

appropriate

fleet

$30.00.

broadcast or overseas circuit, for which there

CLASS E M ESSAGES

necessary because the Navy handled no money

is no charge.

No accounting or abstracting are

whatsoever.
The

Class E messages, as defined earlier in this
chapter, are personal messages.

sages

Part of the

foregoing treatment

of

class E

mes

is confined to those originating aboard

ship or overseas bases addressed to persons

leading Radioman's job is to restrict the routing
of such messages so as to keep them personal.
Subordinates should be instructed that under no

within the United States. These inbound class E
messages are subject to toll charges because

circumstances are they allowed to divulge the

the refile station must transfer them to Western

contents of class E messages to any unauthorized

Union for delivery to the addressee.
Naval

person.

communication

to receive

On board ship, incoming class E messages

and

activities

commercially

authorized

refile

class

E

messages with Western Union are-

normally are received on the fleet broadcast.
They are typed on a regular message form and
routed only

to

addressee.

Usually the addressee is called to

the communication office to accept delivery.
personal

NavSta Charleston

the communication officer and

message

concerning

death,

NavCommSta Key West
NavCommSta Newport

A

serious

NavCommSta Norfolk
Commandant, THIRD Naval Dist, New York,

illness, or injury is routed to the chaplain for
delivery to the addressee.
chaplain,

the

message

N.Y.

If the ship has no

is routed first to

NavCommSta San Diego

the

NavCommSta San Francisco, Stockton, Calif.

captain or executive officer.
Class E messages are handled free of charge
by naval communications.

NavCommSta Washington, D.C.

The only complica
All of the activities listed are authorized to re

tion concerning class E messages is that most
of them must be refiled with Western Union be

file class E messages from ships. Only the last

cause of the location of the addressee with re

two, San Francisco and Washington, can refile

spect to the sender.

from overseas bases.

This procedure involves
86
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Abstracting Class E Messages

Be sure that only class E messages destined
for refile with and final delivery by Western
Union Telegraph Company are included in the
class E message report.

All ships and stations originating class E
messages involving toll charges must submit
monthly reports under report symbol NavCompt
2101-1. All reports are mailed to the ComClass E Rates
manding Officer, U.S. Navy Regional Finance
?lr
Center, Washington, D.C. 20390. Sb.ips must.. .. ,., Rate tables for class E messages list toll
mail their class E traffic re art b the 5th of
charges applicable from each refile station to
each state (except Alaska and Hawaii) and the
e han hns; s ore s awns, by the
tllE[ onth
District
of Columbia. Rate tables are given in
l..!l.tbClass E message reports consist of three
DNC 26; they are not repeated here.
In determining rates to be charged for class
items. They areE messages, the following procedures are ob
1. Abstract, NavCompt Form 2067.
served.
2. One copy of each class E message handled,
showing complete transmission data.
1. Count number of words to be charged.
3. Remittance necessary to cover commer
This count includes all words in text and all
matter in the signature except name and rank
cial tolls of all class E messages reported.
of sender.
Remittance must be in the form of exchange
2. Consult schedule of rates for city at which
for-cash U.S. Treasury check, U. S. postal
message will be refiled with Western Union.
money order, or American Express money
3. Dependent upon the destination, determine
order.
(Cash, postage stamps, or personal
the applicable rate for the class of message
checks are not allowed.)
refiled with the Western Union Telegraph Company.
Remittance covering class E messages adThe Telegram or Overnight Telegram
dressed to the continental United States, and�
refiled for final delivery by Western Union
? harge for the number of chargeable words in
Telegraph Company, J:QUSt be niaae payable toNI-the message is then computed. It should be
noted that the minimum number or words
Wi¥siern 'Union Tele ra h Com an
Washin charged for a Telegram is 15 and an Overnight
ake sure hat only
ose
ton
Telegram is 100. Additional words in excess
n s due Western Union Telegraph Company
of that minimum are charged for on a per word
are included in the check or money order made
basis.
payable to that company.
5. When a rate involves a fraction of a cent,
the fraction is carried through the entire com
Details for Preparation
putation of the charge for the service. When
the total charge so computed includes a frac
When filling in the class E abstract form,
tion of one-half cent, the fraction is treated as
messages are arranged in groups according to
one cent.
shore stations to which messages were ad
dressed for refile with Western Union. If there
COASTAL HARBOR
was a considerable volume of messages, a
RADIOTELEPHONE SERVICE
separate sheet must be used for each refile
station. For reporting only a few messages, a
Coastal harbor radiotelephone service is a
single sheet will suffice, but be sure to leave a
two-way
telephone
communication
service
blank space of at least three lines to separate
through a commercial land radiotelephone station
the groups of refile stations.
between a naval vessel and any telephone on
Copies of class E messages must be ar
land.
This service is provided to meet the
ranged and attached to the abstract form in the
needs of ships operating within a few hundred
exact order of listing on the abstract. This re
miles of the shore, and is known commercially
quirement will probably cause SRS numbers to
as the coastal harbor service. Except for USNS
appear out of order, but cannot be avoided.
contract operated vessels, naval vessels using
In listing messages on the abstract, use only
the last name of addressees. City of destination
this service are limited to calls originating on
can be abbreviated.
the ship. Calls normally are made collect in

ftt
�

�

��

7f4.
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Rates for Service

order

f.�'l. mum.
�lfJ. "J&: neces:;;ari'

1'"1

The

•·•mm'tlL!il -�

"'

re not aC'��l"���.

that involve s

upon

service depends

charge for

location of

the

the ship as well as the land tele

The coastal harbor radiate ep one servtce is

phone. The coastal waters are divided into rate

when

areas, which are defined by latitude and longi

Any official message passed via

Calls normally
tude as shown in figure 5-5.
are made collect. Charges (toll plus tax) on all

authorized for passing official message
appropriate.

this circuit requires release by an authorized

calls must be collected when it is impractical

releasing officer.
All
this

to make the call collect.

U.s. Navy ships are authorized to use

The marine operator

will finish the charges upon request.

unless otherwise

peacetime

in

service

directed by appropriate authority.
Equipment
All standard

Transmitters:

ARRANGEMENTS WITH TELEPHONE

Navy

MF /HF

transmitters designed for A3 (voice) emission

C O MPANY FOR INITIATION OF SERVICE

are, if properly tuned and adjusted, adaptable
to this service.

No prior arrangements are necessary to use
this service for collect calls, toll credit card
calls

calls, or for

"billed

to third

(i.e., other than calling or called party.)

frequency is essential to ensure good service.

If the service is to be used for calls paid

Microphones and remote radiotelephone units:

aboard ship (as may be the case of USNS contact
vessels) the

or

ship

All standard Navy MF /HF re

Receivers:

ceivers designed for A3 reception are suitable
for this service. Accurate tuning to the correct

number ,"

model handsets,

Standard Navy

aircraft squadron com

such

as type

mander must establish an account with the tele

CRV 51008A and 2592X, used in connection with

phone company representative nearest the home

remote radiophone units type CANG 23500 and

port assigned to the unit.

CANU 23423, are satisfactory.

The form letter as

release-to-listen

Push-to-talk,

shown in fig. 5-4, when filled out, contains all

operation:

This method is considered to be the most prac
tical and satisfactory type of operation. How

the necessary data to establish a coastal harbor
service billing account. Ships desiring to use
the Hawaiian coastal ship-to-shore service must

ever, this method offers difficulties to unprac

first make local arPaiigements with the Com

ticed

mercial Manager , Hawaiian Telephone Compa ny,

instruction will be necessary.

the

Hawaiian

area)

it

anticipated

station

locations,

that
and

some
call

signs are listed in the current edition of DNC

Mter the account is established (except those
in

is

It

Frequencies,

Honolulu, Hawaii.
established

users.

26.

covers

service through all the coastal harbor stations
How to Place a Call

in the continental United States.
In the event the

home

port,

a new

ship is assigned to a new
form letter

is sent to the

Assuming that the person desiring to place

the

a call has made necessary arrangements with

telephone company representative nearest
new home port.

the communication

A copy also is forwarded to

officer,

and

that

trans

mitting and receiving equipment has been prop

the former representative handling the billing

and

tuned to

the desired shore

account; one letter to establish an account and

erly adjusted

one to discontinue the old account.

station frequency,

Shipboard Arrangements

ship's technical operator will-

the

following procedure is

observed for placing and completing a call. The

1. Listen to make certain that the circuit is
not in use.

Shipboard arrangements for use of telephone
service are handled by the communication offi
designated by him serves as the shipboard tech

2. If the circuit is clear, call the marine
operator by voice. If there is no immediate re

He is responsible for all tech

sponse, repeat the call after a short interval.

nical details incident to shipboard operation of

Excessive testing, calling, and transmission of
signals without identification are forbidden.

cer.

The communication officer or a person

nical operator.
equipment.
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(Date)
From:
To:
Subj:

1.

Commanding Officer,

________________________________________ ______________

Radiotelephone Service;

Coastal Harbor (and High Seas)
establishment of account

request for

It is desired that this vessel be registered as a subscriber to the

Coastal Harbor
2.

USS

-------

(and High Seas) Radiotelephone Service.

The following data is submitted:
uss

Name of Vessel:
International

_
__ __ __ ____________ ______

Call Sign:

Assigned Home Port:
Communication Officer,

Billing Address:

uss

__
________________________

3.

It. is expected that calls will be placed within the next two weeks through

the following coastal harbor stations

4.

(and/or high seas radiotelephone station)

Previous account with representative for coastal harbor

radiotelephone)

(�nd/or high seas

to be terminated effective

station at

19

_______

(The letter will be signed by
Commanding Officer or his duly
authorized representative by
direction.)

Copy to:
(Type commander)
50.181
Figure 5-4.-Form letter for requesting establishment of coastal harbor
and high seas radiotelephone service account.
Example:

provide the time and charges when non-collect
calls are made.

"Norfolk Marine Operator,

Example:

this is the USS

Goodship."

"This is USS Goodship, rate area 2A, calling
Minneapolis, Minnesota 336-1095 collect."

3. When the telephone company marine op
erator responds,

ship,

4. When the telephone company marine op

coastal rate area in which the ship is located,

erator has recorded call details and made nee

and the city and land telephone number desired.

essary connections, the circuit is ready for the

The

person making the call. For best results, speak

marine

give

the name

operator should be

of the

requested

to
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through these stations is subject to transmis

1450

'"'""""

sion, atmospheric, and other limitations.
Ordinarily, service to ships operating near
the

coast

of the United States

is

furnished

through coastal harbor radiotelephone stations
established

41 °
IY

I

I

.I

I

.

to

provide

radio

communications

over relatively short distances.
plated that,

139°

in

general,

ship

It is contem
radiotelephone

service through high seas radiotelephone sta
tions will be used by ships operating beyond the

�

I

I I

1

I

13 60

I

133°

normal range of these coastal harbor stations.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH

�

I I I

I

I

--

SERVICE IS FURNISHED
The conditions under which high seas radio
telephone service is furnished are essentially

t---3-+-----1H-+-+-t---1 0(-'

the same as

An

for coastal harbor stations.

exception is furnishing the station with a gen-

}.

1

1 1 1

1

1

eral approximation of the ships bearing on the

127o

1

shore station, in order to assist with selection
of antenna.

--t-' --r1 ��--1�-���-+�--��----J

1240

Service Charge

4f

Determination

81°

7-r> 76° 73°72°71° 69° 67°

phone.

50.182

other

party

Also, wait until

Billing of Service Charges

5. Upon completion of the conversation, im
mediately advise the telephone company marine

is

USS Goodship .

Call

Land and ocean rate areas

are illustrated in DNC 26.

has finished speaking before

operator that the call is completed.

The United States is divided into land

tude and longitude.

starting to talk.

"This

depends

divided into ocean rate areas defined by lati

ocean rate areas, Atlantic Coast.
naturally and not too loudly.

service charge

rate areas by groups of states; the oceans are

Figure 5-5.-Coastal harbor stations and

the

of

upon location of both the ship and the land tele

Normally, all calls are made collect.

If it

is impossible for all calls to be made collect,

Example:

then the charges will be billed against the coas
tal harbor telephone service account of the ship.

completed."

Difference in Operating Procedures

HIGH SEAS
RADIOTELEPHONE SERVICE

The traffic procedures to

be followed

by

Ship radiotelephone service through high seas

ships in handling calls through high seas radio

radiotelephone stations provides communication

telephone stations differ but slightly from han

between a ship and a land telephone.

dling calls through a

Service is

coastal harbor station.

furnished through land radiotelephone stations

The essential differences in dealing with calls

WOO,

are as follows:

New York, N.Y.; KMI, Oakland, Calif.;

WOM, Miami,

Fla.; and KQM, Kahuku, Oahu,

1. After the radio circuit is established be

Hawaii.
Authorization and availability of this service

tween the ship and the shore traffic operators,

remain the same as for coastal harbor radio

the details of all calls on hand are passed, to

telephone service.
volved,
however,

gether with any reports pertaining to calls car

Because of the distance in
the provision of service

ried forward from a previous contact period.
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2. In dealing with a number of active calls,

each hour. Ship clocks in radio spaces usually
have these 3 -minute segments of the clock face

a definite order of precedence of one call over
another should be followed. The basic order in

painted

the use of the circuits is that a call on which
both parties are immediately available is com
pleted before proceeding with new calls; other

call, where more than one call is active at the
same time, the shore traffic operator assigns

remind

operators

of

silent

function of Coast Guard shore radio stations.
Some naval shore stations stand continuous dis
tress watches.

Others maintain only a "loud

speaker" watch.

a serial number to each call.

When a Navy ship is operating singly at

4. In passing to the ship operator a call, re
port,

or order that necessitates mention of a

time

of day,

the time

to

between 4 8 0and 520kHz.
Guarding distress frequencies is an important

wise, calls are dealt with in the order in which
they were booked.
3. To facilitate identification of a particular

red

periods. Except for actual distress messages,
all traffic ceases at these times on frequencies

a continuous watch

is

stood

on

500 kHz

sea,
and

the shore traffic operator gives

8364 kHz if operators and equipment are avail
able. In all instances a receiver watch is al

in terms of the shore station in all

ways stood and a log is kept covering at least

instances.

the silent periods.

When ships are operating in

a group, the officer in tactical command (OTC)
Frequencies

arranges for the distress guard. Usually, one

Operating frequencies for high seas radio
telephone stations are contained in DNC 26.

ditions,

ship guards for the group.
the

Under certain con

OTC may request a shore radio

station to handle the guard for his ships when in
the area of the shore station.

DISTRESS COMMUNICATIONS

Information concerning international regula
tions for distress, emergency, and safety traffic

To increa se safety at sea and in the air,
methods of communication have been developed
for

use

A list

in times

can be found in Distress and Rescue Procedure
(ACP

of emergency and distress.

13 5
), and in Radio Navigational Aids (N.O.

117A and 117B).

of emergency and distress frequencies

adopted for use at such times follows.
DISTRESS SIGNAL
500kHz

International calling and dis

218 2kHz

International calling and dis -

is transmitted as a single character. When sent
on

8364 kHz

tress
for maritime mobile
radiotelephone.
International lifeboat, liferaft,

tress.

121
.5MHz

In radiotelegraph, the distress

signal

SOS

500kHz, the dashes must be emphasized in

order to operate an automatic alarm apparatus
with which most merchant ships are equipped.

and survival craft frequency.

The

International a e r o n a u t i c a l

also adopted an alarm signal for use on 500kHz.

emergency frequency for VHF

The

band.

dashes with a 1-second interval between dashes.

243.0MHz - Aeronautical emergency fre

International

Telecommunications

ITU system consists of twelve

Union

4 -second

Thus, there are two possible methods of actuat
ing the alarm. For this reason the distress call

quency for UHF band.

should be preceded by the 12-dash alarm signal,
Note that
tress,

500 kHz is used in times of dis

and it also

frequency.
nications,

In routine radiotelegraph commu
merchant ships contact

To make sure that other uses of 500 kHz will
not interfere with distress traffic, two silent
are

The answer to a distress message takes this

designated.

These

international form: Call

each other

on 500kHz, then shift to a "working" frequency.

periods

followed immediately by SOS sent 3 times.

is the international calling

periods

sign of the distress

ship (3 times), prosign DE, call sign of own ship
(3 times), followed by RRR SOS. Assume that
SS Blank, whose call sign is WUBN, is in dis
tress. The call sign of own ship is NTAA, whose
answer to the distress message would be:

are

for 3 minutes each, and begin at X:15and X:4 5
o'clock.

That is,

a

silent

minutes before each hour and

period begins

WUBN WUBN WUBN DE NTAA NTAA NTAA

15

RRR SOS AR

15 minutes after
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•

P.,fl''l,..

(tO*

from which it derives. MAYDAY also is used
by aircraft in distress.

Usually, the answer to a distress message
is followed by the name of own ship, position,
and maximum speed at which she is proceed
ing toward the vessel in distress. This answer,
of course, must be originated by the command
ing officer.
If own ship is not in position to give assist
ance to SS Blank, own ship may help by relaying
the distress message. In the relay, the dis
tress message is repeated word for word on
the distress frequency, with full transmitter
power, followed by DE and own ship's call sign
repeated 3 times. Authority to relay the mes
sage must come from own ship's commanding
officer. He may include the distress message
in the text of a naval message to be transmitted
to a shore station for possible action or broad
cast to the fleet.
To handle rescue operations successfully,
distress traffic must be controlled. The vessel
making the distesss call is the control station
for distress traffic. Control may be exercised
by another ship at the. scene, however. Any ship
can impose silence on any radio stations in the
zone, or on a particular station interfering with
the distress traffic. To impose silence, the sig
nal QRT is sent, followed by the word DISTRESS.
This message may be addressed to all stations
(CQ) or to a specific station.
When distress traffic is ended, or radio
silence no longer is necessary, a message is
sent to inform all ships. This message is
originated by the control vessel. Assume own
ship (NTAA) was control vessel for WUBN. At
the end of the distress traffic your command
ing officer wou
or1pnate the following message.
f'e�o� "' ...�.

rdrr

��\1&a£'kDE �TA,� SS !3LA�_K

URGENCY SIGNAL
In addition to the distress signal "SSS', there
is an urgency signal for use on distress fre
quencies. It consists of the group XXX sent 3
times before the call. The urgency signal in
dicates that the calling ship has an urgent mes
sage to transmit concerning the safety or the
ship or of a person on board or within sight. It
has priority over all other communications ex
cept distress signals.
SAFETY SIGNAL
The safety signal, transmitted on any of the
distress frequencies, consists of the group TTT
sent 3 times before the call. It indicates that
the ship is about to transmit a message con
cerning the safety of navigation or giving im
portant meteorological (weather) warnings.
DISTRESS DUE TO ENEMY ACTION
Merchant ships use SOS in distress mes
sages to summon assistance only in instances
of distress due to normal marine causes such
as fire, collision, storm, and the like, not the
result of enemy action.
In wartime, five signals are used by mer
chant ships to indicate distress due to enemy
action. These distress signals are given in
the accompanying list.
-�

"'

Class of
A.. Distress

t" �I!�(/J W:iu:sbi.p

ra�JieJ:.-

Note that DE is followed by the call sign of
the ship transmitting. This call sign, in turn,
is followed by the name and call of the ship that
originated the distress call. The signal QUM
means "Normal working may be resumed."
A naval vessel in distress ordinarily does
not use the international distress signal SOS.
Instead,
Navy communication channels and
cryptoaids are utilized.
Although SOS is the international distress
signal sent by radiotelegraph, the signal in
radiotelephone is the spoken word MAYDAY.
Pronunciation of this distress signal is the
same as the French word m'aider ("Help me"),

When Used

Distress
Signal

WWWYJ. �ighting or when
a :t,.tiick:ea: b�nemy
�r§big.

-

·

Armed
merchant
ship raids

QQQQ

On sighting or when attacked by armed merchant ship raider.

Submarine

ssss

On sighting or when
a t t a c k e d by enemy
submarine.

Aircraft

AAAA

On sighting or when attacked by enemy aircraft.

Mine

MMMM On striking a mine.
------ ---------- -��
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CHAPTER 6

TELETYPEWRITER PROCEDURES
suffixes to form seven letter routing indicators.

Teletype is the primary means of communi
cation

now in use by the Navy.

The

This chapter

tices

applicable

fifth,

sixth

letters

identify

PUBLICATIONS

(AUTODIN).

The DCS AUTODIN system is a
w o r l d-wi de computerized, general-purpose

Publications of principal importance to tele

communications system which provides for the
of

seventh

to the Defense Communica

tions System (DCS) Automatic Digital Network

transmission

and

minor relay or tributary stations.

will outline the operating procedures and prac

narrative

and

data

type

pattern

operators are

JANAP 128,

traffic on a store-and-forward (message switch

the effective

editions of

ACP 127 (with U.S. Supplement),

ACP 117 (with Canadian and U.S. Supplements),

ing) basis.

and ACP 126.
Supplements actually are separate publica

ROUTING INDICA TORS

tions, issued by individual Allied countries, that
amplify (or expand)

In order to move relay message traffic effi

the basic publication

for

the individual needs of that country.

ciently from one point to another, each station
in the DCS AUTODIN teletypewriter network is
designated

by a routing

indicator.

A routing

MACHIN E FUNCTION S

indicator is made up of a group of seven letters,
according to a specific pattern.

Machine functions are of the utmost impor
tance

in

teletype

functions do

CONSTRUCTION

operation.

Because

some

not show up on the -printed page

copy of the message, one may wonder why it is
Routing indicators

are distinguished easily

necessary to use them at all.

Remember that

from call signs and address groups because the

teletype messages are relayed in various forms;

first letter of a routing indicator is always the

machine functions play an important part in the

letter R.

efficient operation of the AUTODIN system.

Routing indicators are not encrypted

for transmission security purposes.

An

The sec

explanation of machine functions and rules for

ond letter identifies the nation, service of inter

their use are given in the ensuing six topics.

national alliance to which the routing indicator
is alloted.
Those of the United States and
Allied Nations are as follows: A- Australia,
B-British Commonwealth (less Canada),

SHIFT (FIGS) AND UNSHIFT (LTRS)

C

Teletype machines, owned or leased for use

Canada, H and U-United States, and X-NATO.

in naval communications, shift from uppercase

The third letter normally indicated the geo

characters

graphical area in which a station is located or

(letters) only when the LTRS key is pressed.
Many naval messages, however, are delivered

(figures)

to lowercase characters

from which it is served.
Within the United
States communications networks, the third let

to

ter does not necessarily reflect the geographical

writer exchange service (TWX).

area.

chines

in

Due to the shortage of routing indicators

some areas and abundance in other areas,

assignments

are

made

irrespective

some

addressees by commercial teletype

shift

The TWX ma

automatically from uppercase to

lowercase characters whenever\ the SPACE BAR

of geo

is

pressed,

in addition to

shifting when the

graphical area, particularly for dedicated net

LTRS

work

UNSHIFT-ON-SPACE feature does not result in

major relay

stations,

etc.

The

fourth

key is pressed.

To

ensure

that

this

letter identifies major relay stations.

In nor

errors, the following rules should be followed

mal

routing

when transmitting by tape on either a TWX or

operation,

major

relay

station

indicators are modified by the use of prescribed

Navy-owned or leased teletype.
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1. Always press the LTRS key to shift from

functions include only one LF.

uppercase to lowercase of TWX or Navy
machines

(disregarding

the

unshift-on

space feature of the TWX machine).

are used to provide space between messages on

Ex

the printed page.

35784 (space) (ltrs) TRY MAKE.

ample:

This procedure has no adverse effect on
either a TWX or Navy machine.

BELL SIGNAL

Failure

to follow this procedure would result in

The bell signal is used to attract the atten

the following error:

tion of the receiving operator.
the AUTODIN network,

b. As received on a Navy machine how
ever:

to Modes II,

ent

the space before each group of figures or

procedure

in

step

two

no adverse

practice

would

the

(described

high-precedence

alarm

will

be

the uppercase S key is pressed.
particularly

those

used

Some
in

the

SPACE (SP)

following

error:

The space function advances the

carriage

a. Transmitted on Navy machine:
(space) 27896.

35784

(typebox) without printing any character on the

b. As received on TWX machine:

35784

spacing between routing information, prosigns,

page.

The carriage return function resets the ma
to

the left margin of the paper.

return

on

page copy of a message, but is used to advance

all machines

blank tape through the punch block of the tele

properly, the

type perforator.

operator presses the CR key twice at the end

erally used for tape feed out on typing per
forators and reperforators. Do not substitute

transmitted on circuits generally at 100 words

BLs for LTRS.

At these high speeds, the carriage

does not have enough time to return to the left
margin on a single CR function.

SYSTEM OPERATIONAL MODES

As a result,

the next character prints while the carriage
still is moving toward the left. Always remem

At the present time there are five methods
of channel operation available in AUTODIN.

ber to press the CR key twice at the end of each
line in the message as shown in the message

MODE I

examples in this chapter.

This is a

LINE FEED (LF)

Note

duplex operation with automatic

error and channel controls allowing independent
and simultaneous two-way operation.

The line feed function advances the paper on
page.

The blank function is required

in operating certain cryptosystems, but is gen

of each line. Regardless of typing speed during
punching of a message tape, the message is
per minute.

used throughout the message for

Pressing the blank key has no effect on the

As a

special precaution to make sure that the car
riages

is

BLANK (BL)

CARRIAGE RETURN (CR)

chine

It

words or groups, and the like.

(space) WUIOY.

the

terminals

nal on the uppercase J key.

Failure to follow this
in

V

Canadian tape relay network, have the bell sig

This rule applies whether

result

of

equipments,

direct keyboard transmission or tape per
foration is used.

type

when

.

effect on either a TWX machine or on a
Navy machine.

and

On most teletypewriters the bell signal rings

27896 . . The

has

IV

generated.

uppercase characters in a series. Exam
(figs)

In

not

later in this chapter.) If transmitted to a sta
tion operating a Mode I or III terminal, a differ

2. Always press the FIGS key to shift from
lowercase to uppercase, and also after

(space)

is

the bell signal on FLASH messages transmitted

35784 546 .-3.

35784

the bell signal

inserted on originated FLASH messages. The
AUTODIN Switching Center (ASC) will generate

35784 TRY MAKE.

would be:

One use of the

signal bell is when handling flash messages.

a. Transmitted on a TWX machine with
out insertion of (ltrs) after the space

ple:

At the end of

the message, however, eight line feed functions

that

the

normal

This is

accomplished by means of control characters

end-of-line
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which are used to acknowledge receipt of valid
line blocks and messages or to return error

non-reversible, and is equivalent to half duplex
operation of Mode IT.

information. The terminal (or switching center)
responds automatically to these characters by

continuing

or

stopping

transmission

displaying action information

MODE V

and/or

Mode V is duplex operation, normally asso

to the operator.

c iated with teletypewriter equipments, allowing

Examples of terminal equipments used in this

eleven of this manual.

independent and simultaneous two-way tral)s
mission. Control characters are used to ac

MODE II

limited information to the operator.

mode of

operation

are

described

in chapter

knowledge receipt of messages and to display

This is a duplex operation, normally asso

channel sequence numbers with automatic re

ciated with teletypewriter equipments allowing
independent and simultaneous

tion.

sponse through use of control characters by the

two-way opera

distant terminal/ switching center.

There are no automatic error or channel

controls; message accountability is maintained

MESSAGE TYPES AND ELEMENTS

through channel sequence numbers and .service

Chapter

messages.

You have

learned message types (Single Address, Multi
ple Address, and General Message) and three

This is a duplex operation with automatic

different message formats (Plaindress, Abbre

error and channel controls, but utilizing only
one-way transmission.

viated Plaindress,and Codress). The A UTODIN

T he return direction is

network will accept the three message formats

used exclusively for error control and channel
coordination responses.
reversible

characters

on

a

already outlined and a fourth message format

The Mode lli channel

message

basis.

are used in the same

called Data Pattern.

Control

to

manner as

magnetic tape terminals operating in

use

It is not always necessary

all sixteen format lines of

Plaindress

utilize Mode III.

In

message preparation

message preparation using

MODE I V

we

have

learned

all sixteen format

lines. A Plaindress message must have in its
construction format lines 2,4,5,6,7 (and/or 8),

This i s a unidirectional operation (send only
or receive only) without error control and

11, 12, 13, 15 and 16.

The Mode IV channel is

Other format lines may

be used when required.

E xample of a PLAINDRESS message:
END OF LINE

FORMAT
CONTENTS

FUN CTION S

2

RTT UZY UW RUEBABA1234 1081400- UUUU-RUKKLAA.

4

(2CR)(1LF)

(2CR)(1LF)

5

ZNR UUUUU
R 181230 Z APR 71

6

FM AFSC

7

TO ELMENDORF AFB ALASKA

(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)

LINE

(2CR)(1LF)

(2CR)(1LF)

11

BT

12

UNCLAS (TEXT)

(2CR)(1LF)

13

BT

(2CR)(1LF)

15

#1234

16

naval

governs which format lines are needed.

the

circuit switching mode (without manual lockup)

channel coordination.

the

message. The basic message format being used

described in Mode I above. Compound terminals
and

four of this manual spent a great

deal of time on the Naval message.

MODE III

is

Message

accountability is maintained through the use of

(12 LTRS)

(2CR)(8LF) NNNN
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Abbreviated Plaindress
An Abbreviated Plaindress message omits certain format lines for message brevity. The format
lines which must be included in an Abbreviated Plaindress message are lines 2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 15
and 16.

Example of an ABBREVIATED PLAINDRESS message:
END OF LINE

FORMAT
CONTENTS

FUNCTIONS

2

RTTUZYUW RUEOLGA,0,025 1,0814,0,0-UUUU-RUCIABA .

(2CR)(1LF)

4

(2CR)(1LF)

11

ZNR UUUUU
BT

12

UNCLAS (TEXT)

(2CR)(1LF)

13

BT

(2CR)(1LF)

15

#,0,025

16

(2CR)(8LF) NNNN

LINE

(2CR)(1LF)

(12 LTRS)

Codress
A Codress message discloses the originator and all action/information addressee designations
only within the encrypted text. Format lines 6, 7, 8 , and 9 are never shown externally. The heading
of a Codress message contains only the information essential for routing the message to the re
ceiving station.
designator

"U"

Plain language

transmission instructions

are

prohibited.

The

classification

(Unclassified) is used in format lines 2 and 4 on all Codress message traffic.

E xample of a CODRESS message:
END OF LINE

FORMAT
CONTENTS

FUNCTIONS

2

RTTUZYUW RUEOLGA,0,025 1,0814,0,0-UUUU-RUCIABA.

4

ZNR UUUUU
R 18132,0Z APR 71

(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)

LINE

5

(2CR)(1LF)

10

GR55

(2CR)(1LF)

11

BT

(2CR){1LF)

XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX (TEXT)

(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)

12
13
15

BT
#,0,025

16

(2CR)(8LF) NNNN

(12 LTRS)

Data Pattern
A message format that you have not been previously introduced to is the Data Pattern message
format.

This format is for use between facilities subscribing to the AUTODIN system.

Data Pat

tern format utilizes the high speed computers and card readers (described in chapter eleven of this
manual) to transmit and receive large volume message traffic in short periods of time. Due to the
extensive use of the Data Pattern message format, we will discuss the construction and handling
later in this chapter.

Data Pattern message format uses format lines 2, 12, and 16.

lines may be employed depending upon the needs of the subscriber.
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Example of a DATA PATTERN message:
FORMAT
LINE

CONTENTS

2
12

RCCUDAA RUDOFDA,0123 1,0814¢,0 ,0,05,0-UUUU-RUFTDBA.
TEXT - 48 CARDS
RUCCUDAA RUDOFDA¢123 1,0814,0,0 ,0,05,0-UUUU NNNN

16

TELETYPE MESSAGE AL IGNMENT
Message alignment is essential so that the AUTODIN system will not reject the message tape
and cause unnecessary delay in delivery of the message. The alignment procedure given here is
for guidance when preparing message tapes for transmission. When preparing a message tape for
submission into the AUTODIN system there are certain tape-cutting procedures that must be ad
hered to to prevent the message from being rejected by the ASC.
MESSAGE HEADER
The originating station is responsible for preparing the message for submission into the AUTO
DIN system. The Message Header is the starting point for the operator preparing the message
tape. Modes I and III do not require format line one. On terminals of which format line one is
required (Modes II, IV and V) the ASC validates these elements.
The message header is format
line two, and the operator must remember when preparing his header that it must be letter perfect
or his message will be rejected when it is introduced into the AU TODIN system. The teletypewriter
message header is a basic 34 position header (fig. 6-1).
Leader
To insure acceptance and transmission of the first character of the message header, it is pre
ceded by at least six blanks and six letters functions with five level baudot code (most common) or
at least six nulls and six deletE; functions with ASCII (eight level baudot code).
Position One
There are four categories of precedence which are presently authorized for use. The precedence
is assigned by the originator, and must not be altered by operating personnel. The following pro
signs are used in position one and the appropriate prosign (depending upon message precedence) is
only entered once. Z-FLASH, 0-IMMEDIATE, P-PRIORITY, and R-ROUTINE.
Positions Two and Three
There are two teletype transmission codes available in the AUTODIN system. The most common
code in use is the five baudot code, which is explained in detail in chapter eleven of this manual.
There is, however, an eight level baudot code employed between ASCs. The Navy is going through
a transition process to the eight level baudot code ( ASCII) which should give the AUDODIN system
more versatility. In the teletypewriter header format, the Language Media and Format (LMF) con
sists of two alphabetical characters. Position two of the message header uses the LMF (alphabeti
cal character) which indicates the method being used to insert the message into the AUTODIN
system. The character A is used if the device used for insertion is the ASCII and the character T
for the five level baudot code. The LMF used in position three is the character indicating the pre
ferred output device of the addressee of the message.
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TELETYPEWRITER HEADER FORMAT

LEADER------------------------------PRECEDENCE ---------------------------LANGUAGE MEDIA AND FORMAT ------------------CLASSIFICATION, AS APPROPRIATE ----------------CONTENT INDICATOR/COMMUNICATION ACTION IDENTIFIER-----
SEPARATOR-----------------------------

1

:;o
-1
-1
c
N
-<
c
:::;:

IV
w
"""
<.n
0..

"'-00
-.o

::UQ
c

ORIGINATOR-----------------------------

____.

:::;:

IV

-1

w

)>
)>

"""

.....

.....
.....

<.n

>--0'

STATION SERIAL NUMBER ----------------------

"'-.....

IV

00

w

-.o

"""

IV
0

.....

IV

SEPARATOR------------------------- ---JULIAN DATE ----------------------------

IV

IV
IV

IV

IV
w

IS)_

IV
"""
IV
<.n

-.o

TIME FILED ------------------ -----------

IV
0..
IV

"'-<.n

'
c

CLASSIFICATION REDUNDANCY--------------------

I

START OF ROUTING SIGNAL ---------------------

IV
00
IV
-.o
w
0

c

w

c

�

c
'
'
:;o

c

.....

�
w

"""

w
<.n

�
w

"'--

:::;: �
ADDRESSEE -----------------------------

END OF ROUTING SIGNAL-----------------------

l...

w
-.o

)>

"""
0

)> ::::
)> ;:-;

I

"""

w

76.65
Figure 6-1.-Teletypewriter Message Header (Format line 2).
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Position Four
As you know, the classification of a message is determined by the originator and cannot be
changed by operating personnel. A single character is used in position four to indicate in the mes
sage header what classification is being used in the message. The letters authorized for use to
indicate degrees of classification for use in message headers are:
A
T
S
C
E
U

SPECIAL CATEGORY (SPECAT)
TOP SECRET
SECRET
CONFIDENTIAL
UNCLASSIFIED EFTO
UNCLASSIFIED
Positions Five through Eight

Positions five through eight of the message header is a combination of letters or three letters
and one number which are used to indicate message content and provide identification for commu
nications handling. These code letters or letters/number are called Content Indicator/Communi
cations Action Identifiers; samples of each are illustrated in figures 6-2 and 6-3. JAN AP 128( )
ANNEX B provides a complete list of codes for use by communications personnel.
Position Nine
The message header has a space in position nine and it requires the operator to depress his
space bar and insert the teletype code equivalent for space in this position on his message tape.
Positions Ten through Sixteen
As you learned earlier, a routing indicator is a combination of letters used to address each sta
tion. Positions ten through sixteen (seven positions) of the message header are used to insert the
routing indicator of the originating station.
Positions Seventeen through Twenty
The message header uses positions seventeen through twenty (four positions) for the sending
station to insert his station serial number (SSN). This station serial number (SSN) serves two
specific purposes. In combination with the originators routing indicator, it provides positive iden
tification for each transmission. In the End of Message validation (EOM), discussed later in this
chapter, this number appearing in format line fifteen provides a means by which the ASCs can
check for the existence of straggler messages. The station serial numbers are expressed in four
numeric characters beginning with .0.0.01 and continuing consecutively through .0.0.0.0, which repre
sents 1.0,.0.0.0. Upon completion of each series, a new series begins. Operating stations may use
the SSNs to identify local activities, channels, or positions within a station by assigning each de
sired activity a specific block of numbers. For example: One station may be assigned numbers
from .0.0.01 to 2,0,0.0, the next station assigned numbers from 2,0,01 to 4.0.0.0, etc.
Position Twenty One
Again the message header uses a space for a separator which requires the operator to repeat
the procedures of position nine.
Positions Twenty Two through Twenty Four
Each calendar day of the year is assigned a Julian date, and the Julian dates begin with .0.01 on
January 1st of the year and run consecutively through 365 on December 31st. Positions twenty two
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FIRST
POSITION

SECOND &
THIRD
POSITION

FOURTH
POSITION

z

DG

w

ACCURACY OF FOLLOWING MESSAGE IS DOUBTFUL.
CORRECTION OR CONFIRMATION WILL BE FORTHCOMING.

z

DK

w

FOLLOWING REPETITION IS MADE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH YOUR REQUEST.

z

EL

X

THIS MESSAGE IS A CORRECTED COPY. (NOTE: MAY
ONLY BE USED WITH (AS FOLLOW-UP) ZDG.)

z

EX

w

THIS MESSAGE IS A BOOK MESSAGE AND MAY BE DELIVERED AS A SINGLE-ADDRESS MESSAGE TO ADDRESSEES FOR WHOM YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE.

z

FD

y

THIS MESSAGE IS A SUSPECTED DUPLICATE.

z

FG

y

THIS MESSAGE IS AN EXACT DUPLICATE OF A MESSAGE
PREVIOUSLY TRANSMITTED.

z

FH

1'

z

lA

2,
OR 3
w

MEANING

THIS MESSAGE IS BEING PASSED TO YOU FOR
2. INFORMATION; 3. COMMENT).

THIS MESSAGE IS BEING PASSED OUT OF PROPER SEQUENCE OF STATION SERIAL NUMBER.

Td YOUR STATION.

z

ov

w

THIS MESSAGE IS BEING REROUTED

z

YQ

w

THIS IS A BOOK MESSAGE AND MUST BE DELIV.ERED AS
A SINGLE ADDRESS MESSAGE TO ADDRESSEE(S) FOR
WHOM YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE.

z

YU

w

THIS IS A NARRATIVE MESSAGE.

z

YV

w

THIS IS A SERVICE MESSAGE.

z

ZD

z

THIS IS A COMPOSITE MESSAGE, FORMED BY COMBINING
SEVERAL SHORT MESSAGES, ALL FOR THE SAME ADDRESSEE, UNDER THIS SINGLE AUTODIN HEADER.

z

ZE

z

NO MAJOR CATEGORY OF AUTODIN CONTENT INDICATOR
CODE HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COVER THE CONTENTS OF
THIS MESSAGE.

z

ZG

w

THIS MESSAGE IS AN ALTERNATIVELY ROUTED COLLECTIVE CALL MESSAGE; DELIVER A COPY TO ADDRESSEE(S) FOR WHOM YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE; DO NOT
REINTRODUCE INTO THE SYSTEM AS A COLLECTIVE CALL
MESSAGE.

z

ZL

w

THIS MESSAGE IS FORWARDED UNDER THE PROVISION OF
EFTO POLICY. DISREGARD THE CONFLICTING SECURITY
WARNING OPERATING SIGNALS.

NOTE:

I
l

(1. ACTION;

WHERE DIGITS (NUMERICS) APPEAR IN THE THIRD COLUMN OF THIS TABLE (FOURTH POSITION
OF THE CODE), EACH SUCH DIGIT MUST BE USED ONLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE EXPLANATION
GIVEN IN THE MEANING COLUMN. IF NONE OF THE ASSIGNED MEANINGS APPLY, THEN USE THE
LETTER Z OR W.
--- ----

Figure 6-2 .-Communication Action Identifier Codes.
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COLUMN 1

COLUMN 2

SECOND POSITION

THIRD POSITION

CODE
LETTER
D

MAJOR CATEGORY

CODE
L ETTER

P ERSONNEL

F

MINOR SUBCATEGORY

OFFICER

A

REPORTS

ENLISTED

B

ACTIONS

c

CIVILIAN
SUMMARY

C-T

MONITORING
ACTIVITY

REMARKS

'

DCA

NOT ASSIGN ED

N OT

ASSIGN ED

A

OFFICER

A

REPORTS

B

ENLISTED

B

ACTIONS

c

CIVILIAN

c

RECORDS

D

SUM MARY

D-T

DCA

NOT ASSIGN ED

E-Y

NOT ASSIGN ED

A

COMPTROLLER

A

REPORTS

B

FUNDS

B

COLLECTIONS

c

PAYROLL

c

DISBURSEMENTS

D

BUDGETARY

D

MILITARY

E

ACCOUNTING

E

CIVILIAN
ESTIMATE

FINANCE AND

COLUMN 5

ORGA NIZATION

E

MEDICAL

CODE
LETTER

A

D

COLUMN 4

FOURTH POSITION

B

F-Y
E

PRIME SUBCATEGORY

COLUMN 3

DCA

BUDGET

F

ALLOTMENTS

F

G

UNIFORMED SERVICES

G

EQUIPMENT

SAVINGS DEPOSIT

H

SUMMARIES

ALLOTMENTS
H-Y

G

OPERATIONS

1-T

NOT ASSIGNED

NOT ASSIGNED

A

ATOMIC

A

REPORTS

B

AIRCRAFT

B

ACTIONS

c

SHIP

c

CONTROL

D

VEHICULAR

D

DAMAGE

E

ORGANIZATIONS

F

MISSILE

G
H-Y

E-T

DCA

NOT ASSIGNED

COMMAND & CONTROL
NOT ASSIGNED

76.67
Figure 6-3.-Content Ind icator Code.

through twenty four of the message header are used to insert the Julian date the message center
received the message from the originator for transmission.
Positions Twenty Five through Twenty Eight
When a message is delivered from an originating activity to the communications

center for

transmission, it is usually stamped by a time clock set to record the actual time the message has
been delivered to communications. This clock is set to record the time based onGMT and indicates
the day, hour, and minute. The time, in hours and minutes, that this message has been filed with
communications is placed in positions twenty five through twenty eight (four positions) of the mes
sage header. Each filing time must contain four numerals.
Positions Twenty Nine through Thirty Three
In position four of the message header, we have already inserted the code letter for the classi
fication of the message.

In position twenty nine, we insert a hyphen which acts as a sentinel to let

AUTODIN system know that a classification verification is following which is required for security
reasons. Positions thirty through thirty three {four positions) require the single classification code
letter to be duplicated four times.
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Position Thirty Four
Position thirty four begins the actual routing of the message and the routing indicators of the
addressees are inserted at this point.
sections:
a. Start-of-Routing Signal.

The positions reserved for routing are comprised of two

The start-of-routing signal consists of two consecutive hyphens

and will always precede the first addressee's routing indicator.
b. Addressees.

Addressee routing indicators are listed immediately following the start-of

routing signal.

A maximum of 50 routing indicators can be listed in these positions.

In

multiple call messages, routing indicators must appear as sequential character groups
with a space between each routing indicator.

Individual routing indicators will not be split

between two lines.
End-of-Routing Signal
The end-of-routing signal is a period (.) and is inserted in the position immediately following
the last character of the last addressees routing indicator.
SECURITY WARNING
In torn tape procedure, outlined in ACP 127, format line three is utilized.
uses torn tape procedure between some U.S. facilities and allied countries.
replaced by AUTODIN within the U.S.

The United States

This method is being

Format line three begins with the prosign DE (meaning:

THIS IS) followed by the routing indicator of the originating station and the Station Serial Number
(SSN) of the message. In AUTODIN format all of this information is included in the message header
(format line two) and, therefore, is not repeated. Immediately following the message header (format
line two) a security warning is inserted in format line four.
correctly.

Format line four must be prepared

This means the operator must again insure that this format line is prepared error free

or the AUTODIN system will reject his message. Immediately following the end-of-routing signal,
the operator must down shift his teletype (LTRS) and follow with 2CR and 1LF.

No extraneous

functions, such as a LTRS, may be inserted between the 2CR 1LF end-of-line functions of format
line two.

Format line four then begins with the operating signal ZNY or ZNR. If the message being

prepared is unclassified, off-line encrypted,or a classified message being transmitted in the clear,
the operating signal ZNR followed by the code letter "U" repeated five times is sent.

If the mes

sage being prepared is Unclassified EFTO, Confidential, Secret, Top Secret, or Special Category
(SPECA T), the operating signal ZNY followed by the appropriate code character, repeated five
times, is sent.

Figure 6-4A provides a schematic breakdown of format lines one through four.

THE MESSAGE
Construction of the naval message and its components and elements, has been discussed in detail
in chapter four of this manual and will not be repeated here.

The operator, in preparing his mes

sage for transmission, is allowed to correct tape cutting mistakes by back-spacing and lettering
out his errors in tape preparation beginning with format line five (Message Preamble).

Format

lines six through nine (figure 6-4B) comprise the message address. Delivery responsibility to each
addressee is indicated by preceding each address designation with the routing indicator of the sta
tion responsible for delivery to that addressee.

An exception to this procedure is when addressees

are designated by a collective address designator or an address indicating group.

Then, it is un

necessary to precede the designator with routing indicators. When a single station is responsible
for delivery to all addressees represented by a collective address designator, however, that sta
tion's routing indicator should precede the designator. When delivery to an addressee is accom
plished by other means the operating signal ZEN is used in place of a routing indicator.
sign separates the routing indicator (or ZEN) from the address designator.

A slant

In addition, it is not

necessary to precede the originator with his routing indicator since it has already been identified
in the message header.

In the case of single address messages, it is also not necessary to precede
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PARTS

H

COMPONENTS

P R OCEDURE

FORMAT
LINE

1

EXPLANATION

C ONTENTS

ELEMENTS

HANDLING

TRANSMISSION

CON TAINS START OF MESSAGE

INSTRUCTIONS

IDEN TIFICATION

INDICATORS AND TRANSMISSION

E

A

FOR M ODES II,

IDENTIFICATION, WHEN NECES-

IV, AND V STA-

SARY (PARA. 403); CON TAINS

TIONS ONLY,

PILOTS AS REQUIRED (PARA.

AND PI LOTS.

328 AND 504).

D
I

2

HEADER

N

PRECEDENCE,

IF MESSAGE IS D UAL PRECE-

LMF, CLASSIFI-

DENCE, ONLY THE HIGHER

CATION, CIC/

PRECEDENCE IS SHOWN IN

CAl, OSRI, SSN,

THIS LINE.

DATE-TIME

G

FILED, RECORD
COUNT (AS
REQUIRED),
CLASSIFICATION
REDUNDANCY,
CALLED STATION(S), ENDOF-ROU TING
SIGNAL.

3

CALLING

P R OSIGN DE;

FILING TIME IS THE DATE

STATION AND

R OUTING INDI-

AND TIME THE MESSAGE WAS

FILING TIME

CATOR O F STA-

FILED WI TH THE C OMMUNI-

TION P REPARING

CATIONS CENTER.

MESSAGE FOR

IN AUT ODIN ORIGINATED

NOT USED

WILL BE RECEIVED

TRANSMISSION;

MESSAGE.

STATION SERIAL

IN MESSAGES FROM OTHER

NUMBER; FILING

TELETYPEWRITER NET W ORKS.

TIME.

4

TRANSMISSION

SECURITY WAR N-

OPERATING SIGNALS ZNRIZNY,

INSTRUCTIONS

lNG OPERATING

AS APPR OPRIATE AND CLASSI-

SIGNAL;

FICA TION DESIGNATORS WILL

CLASSIFICATION

BE USED.

DESIGNATORS;

TRANSM ISSION RESPONSIBlLl TY

INDICATES S PECIFIC

P R OSIGN T;

N OT APPARENT IN OTHER COM·

OTHER OPERAT·

P ONENTS OF THE MESSAGE

lNG SIGNALS;

HEADING.

SPECIAL OPERA·

ADDRESS DESIGNATORS ARE

PLAIN LANGUAGE

TING GROUP(S)

N OT P ERMITTED IN C ODRESS

(SOGS); ADDRESS

MESSAGES.

DESIGNATOR(S)
ROU TING
INDICA TOR(S).

76.49 ( 76F) A
Figure 6-4A.-Schematic Diagram of Message Content.
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PARTS

COMPONENTS

PREAMBLE

FORMAT
Lli!E

5

ELEMENTS

CONTENTS

EXPLANATION

PRECEDENCE:

PRECEDENCE

IN THE CASE OF DUAL PRECE-

DATE-TIME

PROSIGN, DATE,

DENCE, BOTH PROSIGNS ARE

GROUP; MES-

ZULU TIME,

SHOWN SEPARATED BY A

SAGE INSTRUC-

ABBREVIATED

SPACE .

MONTH, AND

ARE USED ONLY WHEN RE-

TIONS.

I

OPERATING SIGNALS

YEAR OPERA-

QUIRED TO CONVEY MES-

TING SIGNALS.

SAGE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS.

ADDRESS

6

ORIGINATOR

PROSIGN FM;

MESSAGE ORIGINATOR IS

ORIGINATOR'S

INDICATED BY PLAIN

DESIGNATION .

LANGUAGE, ROUTING INDICATOR, ADDRESS GROUP,
OR CALL SIGN.

7

ACTION

PROSIGN TO;

ACTION ADDRESSEE(S) IS

ADDRESSEE(S)

ROUTING INDI-

INDICATED BY PLAIN

CATOR(S);

LANGUAGE, ROUTING IN-

OPERATING

DICA TOR(S), ADDRESS

SIGNAL;

GROUP(S) OR CALL SIGN(S).

ADDRESS

IN THE CASE OF MULTIPLE

DESI GNATION(S).

ADDRESS MESSAGES, WHEN
ADDRESSEES ARE LISTED
INDIVIDUALLY, EACH
ADDRESS DESIGNATION
SHALL BE ON A SEPARATE
LINE AND MAY BE PRECEDED
EITHE R BY THE OPERATING
SIGNAL ZEN (MEANING DELIVERED BY OTHER MEANS)
OR BY THE ROUTING INDICATOR OF THE STATION
RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERY.

SUCH USE IS MAN-

DATORY ON ALL JOINT AND
COMBI NED MESSAGES.

8

INFORMATION

PROSIGN INFO:

SAME AS FOR LINE 7,

ADDRESSEE(S)

ROUTING INDI-

EXCEPT THAT LINE 8

CATOR(S);

PERTAINS TO IN FORMA-

OPERATING

TION ADOR ESSEE(S).

SIGNAL(S);
ADDRESS
DESIGNA TOR(S)

9

EXEMPT

PROSIGN XMT;

USED ONLY WHEN A COL-

ADO RESSE E(S).

ADDRESS

LECTIVE ADDRESS DESIGNA-

DESIGNATOR($),

TION IS USED IN LINE 7 OR 8,
OR AN AIG IN LINE 7, AND AN
INDICATION OF THE ADORESSEE(S) EXEMPTED FROM THE
COLLECTIVE ADDRESS OR
AIG I S REQUIRED.

76.49 (76F)B

Figure 6-4B.-Schematic Diagram of Message Content-Continued.
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PARTS

COMPONENTS

PREF I X

FORMAT
LINE

10

ELEMENTS

CONTENTS

EXPLANATION

ACCOUNTING

ACCOUNTING

INFORMATION

SYMBOL ( WHEN

AND GROUP COUNT SHALL BE

GROUP COUNT.

REQUIRED);

USED ONLY WHEN THE TEXT

GROUP COUNT

CONSISTS OF COUNTABLE

PROSIGN GR;

ENCRYPTED GROUPS.

THE GROUP COUNT PROSIGN

GROUP COUNT.

SEPARATION

11

12

T
E

PRO SIGN BT

CLASSIFI·

SEE ACP 121 SERIES.

CATION; INTER·

CATION AND INTERNAL INSTRUC·

CLASSIFI·

NAL INSTRUC·

TIONS NOT REQUI RED IN DATA

TIONS; THOUGHT

PATTERN MESSAGES.

X

OR IDEA EX·

T

ORIGINATOR

PRESSED BY

(IN THAT
ORDER).

SEPARATION

E

PROCEDURE

13

14

PROSIGN BT

CONFI RMATION

NOT USED IN AUTODIN AND
TAPE RELAY OPERATIONS.

N
D

15

CORRECTION

I

PROSIGN C ;

NOT USED I N DATA PATTERN

OTHER PRO·

MESSAGES.

SIGNS; OPERA·
TING SIGNALS

N

AND PLAIN

"

LANGUAGE
G

AS REQUIRED.

EOM

16

NUMBER. SIGN

USED ON ALL DOD ORIGINA·

VALIDATION

(#) 4-DIGIT

TE D TELETYPEWRITER

NUMBER.

NUMBER.

MESSAGES.

END OF

2CR, 8LF,

USED ON ALL TELETYPE·

MESSAGE

4NS, 12L TRS.

WRITER MESSAGES UNLESS

FUNCTI ONS

OTHERWI SE PRESCRI BED.

(EOM).
r---- OR

END OF

REPEATS FIRST

USED ONLY WITHIN

TRANSMISSION

33 OR 28 CHAR·

AUTODIN.

(EOT)

ACTERS OF
HEADER PLUS
4NS.
--------------

76.49(76F)C
Figure 6-4C.-Schematic Diagram of Message Content-Continued.
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the addressed station with his routing indicator since the message header indicates message deliv
ery responsibility.
Message text preparation is as outlined in chapter four of this manual.

The operator preparing

his message for transmission must insure that the message classification, which is the first word
of the text, is prepared letter perfect.

If while preparing the message classification, he makes an
Each

error, he must back-space and letter out the entire classification marking and begin again.
letter of the classification is separated by a space; e.g., S E C R E T.
sages, the abbreviation EFTO is spaced; e.g., UNCLAS E F T 0.

In unclassified EFTO mes

Figure 6-4C illustrates required

elements of text preparation.

END-OF-MESSAGE VALIDATION
To prevent straggler messages, the ASC automatically checks and compares, on input, the SSN
appearing in format line two of each message against

the EOM validation

number appearing in

format line 15 of teletypewriter messages or format line sixteen of DATA PATTERN (to be covered
later in this chapter) messages. Messages containing unlike numbers, or numbers missing in either
line will be rejected by the ASC and the input station will be advised by an automatically generated
service message of a possible straggler message condition.
End-of-Message validation is the four digit SSN repeated in format line fifteen.

The EOM vali

dation must be preceded by the number sign {#).

Example:

#¢123

The EOM validation appearing in format line fifteen and the EOM functions in format line 16
must be prepared in uninterrupted sequence. Again if the operator were to make an error while
preparing the EOM functions he would have to back-space and letter out the entire EOM functions
and begin again.

The EOM functions are as shown in the following example:
END OF LINE

FORMAT
LINE

CONTENTS

FUNCTIONS

12

END OF TEXT

{2CR){1LF)

13
15

BT

{2CR){1LF)

16

{2CR) (8LF)NNNN

(1FIGS)#¢123{1LTRS)
{12 LTRS)

Figure 6-4C illustrates the uses of the various format lines in tape relay, ship to ship, and
AUTODIN communications.

Note that format line 14 is not used in AUTODIN or Tape Relay proce

dures.

MESSAGE EXAMPLES
Message examples shown in the remainder of this chapter are for illustrative purposes only.
They do not necessarily reflect actual routing indicators, call signs, or address group assignments.
The format of examples, however, gives the proper sequence of message elements and line func
tions used. End-of-line and end-of-message functions are in parenthesis.

Messages are prepared

as they would appear when reproduced on a page printer set for single line feed.
PLAINDRESS MESSAGE
A plaindress message carries originator and addressee designators in the message heading.
Message text may be plain language or encrypted. A group count is not required for plain language,
but an encrypted message always carries a numerical group count.
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Single-Address Message
Following is a plaindress version of a single-address message:
END OF LINE

FORMAT
LINE

2
4
5
6
7
11
12

13
15
16

CONTENT

FUNCTIONS

(6BL}(6LTRS)
PTTUZYUW RUEBABA1234 1191432-UUUU-RUKKLAA.
ZNR UUUUO
P 011400z APR 71

(1LTR)(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR}(1LF}

FM CINCPA CFLT
TO USS RENSHAW
BT
UNCLAS
1. THIS PLAINDRESS SINGLE-ADDRESS
MSG IS PREPARED IN FORMAT PRESCRIBED
FOR DCS AUTODIN MSGS ADDRESSED TO SINGLE
ADDRESSES.
BT
(1FIGS)#1234(1LTRS)
(2CR}(8LF)NNNN

(2CR}(1LF)
(2CR}(1LF}
(2CR}(1LF}
(2CR)(1LF)
{2CR)(1LF}
{2CR}(1LF)
{2CR)(1LF}
(2CR}(1LF}
(2CR}(1LF}
(12 LTRS)

Multiple Address Message
A multiple address message prepared for entrance into the DCS AUTODIN network appears in
the next example. Plain language address designators are employed because all the addressees
are capable of reception of this message form.
FORMAT
LINE

2
4
5
6
7
8

11
12

CONTENT

END OF LINE
FUNCTIONS

{6BL){6LTRS}
RTTEZYVW RUFTLBA3249 183,0825-EEEE-RUHPBLA
RUHPCKL RULTALA RUWSPGL
ZNY EEEEE

(2CR}(1LF)
{1LTR){2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)

P ,020750Z JUN 71
FM CNO
TO RUHPBLA/CINCPACFLT
INFO RUHPCKL/COMHAWSEAFRON
RULTALA/COMFAIRWESTPAC
RUWSPGL/COMWESTSEAFRON
RUHPBLA/COMCRUDESFLOT FNE
BT

15

UNCLAS E F T 0
1. TEXT OF MESSAGE
BT
(1FIGS)#3249(1LTRS)

16

{2CR}(8LF)NNNN

13

(2CR){1LF)
(2CR}(1LF)
(2CR}(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
{2CR)(1LF)
{2CR}(1LF)
{2CR)(1LF)
{2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF}
{12 LTRS)

In the above example notice that the routing indicator RUHPBLA has the delivery responsibility
for two of the messages addressees. It is necessary only to place each routing indicator in the
message header one time. When the message is received in the communication center of RUHPBLA,
the communications personnel will be directed to protect delivery to both addressees by the appear
ance of t heir routing indicator before each (CINCPACFLT and COMCRUDESFLOT FIVE) addressee.
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Abbreviated Plaindress Messages
Operational requirements for speed of message handling may sometimes require abbreviation of

message headings. To speed message handling, any or all of the following elements may be omitted
from the message heading: precedence, date, date-time-group, and group count.

Most plaindress messages originated within the DCS AUTODIN system omit the group count

(format line 10). In this instance, absence of the group count does not, in itself, place the messqge
in abbreviated plaindress form. (This exception applies to the definition of the abbreviated plain
dress form.) Only in encrypted messages are numerical group counts required for messages orig
inated within the system.
Abbreviated plaindress form is employed widely in radiotelephone, radiotelegraph, and manual
teletypewriter procedures. It is rarely, if ever, used in DCS AUTODIN network.

Codress Messages
A codress message is an encrypted message that has in the encrypted text the designations of

��t. the originator and addressees (and any internal passing instructions). Accordingly, the address
&i/11f components format lines 6 7 8 and 9) are omitted. Codress is a valuable security device, It

l'

e identity of units an preven s an enemy rom making inferences from originator
co
addressee patterns.
Transmission instructions are required in the heading of codress messages when the station
(or stations) called in line 2 is to deliver or refile the message without decrypting it. If the station
is to decrypt the message, as well as refile it, the station's routing indicator must appear after
the prosign T in line 4. An example of a codress message follows:
FORMAT
LINE

2
4
5

10
11
12

13
15
16

CONTENT
(6BL)(6LTRS)

RTTUZYUW RUEOLGA6754 25 51,04,0-UUUU-RUCKHGR
RUCIABA.
ZNR UUUUU
RUCIABA T RUCIABA XYPD
R 1210'37Z SEP 71

END OF LINE
FUNCTIONS

(2CR)(1LF)
(1LTR)(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)

(2CR)(1LF)

GR97
BT
(NINETY SEVEN ENCRYPTED GROUPS TYPED
FIVE CHARACTERS PER GROUP AND TEN GROUPS
TO THE LINE).
BT
(1FIG)#6754(1LTRS)
(2CR)(8LF)NNNN

(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(12 LTRS)

Punctuation
Message drafters try to word their messages clearly without using punctuation. Occasionally,
though, punctuation is essential for clarity. In such instances, punctuation marks (or symbols) are
used in preference to spelling out the desired punctuation.
All punctuation marks and symbols on U.S. military teletypewriter keyboards are authorized for
use in U.S. networks. Only those marks and symbols listed in table 6-1, however, may be used in
messages that have other routing indicators besides the United States in format line two.
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Tabulated Messages
Ability to handle information in tabulated
form is one of the many advantages of teletype
writer equipment. If a message is received for
transmission in tabulated form, it normally
should be transmitted in that form. In some
instances column headings require more space
than data in a column. When this inequality
happens, use more than one line for headings.
(Compare the form of headings in examples of
incorrect and correct methods.) Keep columns
as close as possible to the left margin, to re
duce total transmission time.
In the first of the below examples, each dot
represents the transmission of a space, which
requires as much circuit time as transmitting
a character. In the second example (the correct
way ), the same information is transmitted at a
considerable saving of circuit time.

Table 6-1.-Punctuation Used
Allied Messages

PUNCTUA TION

ABBREVIATION

SYMBOL

Period

PD

.

Hyphen

---

-

Parentheses

PAREN

Slant sign

SLANT

I

Colon

CLN

.
.

Comma

CMM

'

Question mark

QUES

(

)

?
-'76.
50

1. Example of incorrect method:
STOCK REPORT AND REQUIREMENTS

CAT NO

ITEM
1
2
3
4
5

QUANTITY
ON HAND

...... 268423 ........1��
.......93846 ........ 39
...... 624364 ........ 28
.......34256 ........3,0,0
....... 19432 ........14�

ARTICLE

REQUIRED

........ CYL RINGS ........3��

........ MUFFLERS .........5,0
........ MAGNETOS .........2 �
........ WRIST PINS ........3,0,0
......... VALVES .........5,0,0
6 .......43264 . ....... 42 .......CARBURETORS .. . .. . . 50

2. Example of correct method:
STOCK REPORT AND REQUIREMENTS
QTY

ITEM

CAT NO

ON HAND

1
2
3
4
5
6

268423
93846

1��
39
28

624364
34256
19432
43264

3��
14�
42

ARTICLE
CYL RINGS

MUFFLERS
MAGNETOS
WRIST PINS
VALVES
CARBURETORS

RQRD
3�.0
5,0

2.0
3,0,0
500
5,0

MULTIPLE PAGE MESSAGES
To facilitate reproduction of incoming messages by distribution centers, all messages exceeding

a total of 2 0 lines of heading and text, beginning with format line 5, are divided into pages for trans
mission.
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1. Each page consists of not more than 2f} lines.
2. The first page must begin with format line 5 of the message heading and continue for a total
of 2f) lines, including succeeding lines of the heading.
3. Second and succeeding pages must be identified by the page number, the routing indicator of
the station of origin and the station serial number. The number sign (#) is not used preceding the
station serial number. When message text is transmitted in plain language, the security classifi
cation, special category term (SPECAT) and SPECAT designator, i.e., SPECAT SIOP-ESI, or the
abbreviation UNCLAS is included as part of the page identification of second and succeeding pages.
One space is inserted following each letter of the security classification and EFTO. Page identifi
cation appears on a separate line, and is not included in the line count as in paragraph (1) above,
Example: Page 2 RUEDABA0123 C 0 N F I D E N T I A L (2CR)(1LF).
4. Machine functions between pages should be (2CR)(4LF).
5. The number of pages of message text in any transmission must not exceed five; a page con
sisting of part heading and part text does not count as a textual page. Messages that exceed five
pages of message text are divided in transmission sections.
In the following example of the proper way to page a message, note that necessary machine func
tions differ between pages of a message and those at the end of message transmission. The rules
regarding paging apply only to the narrative-type messages submitted to the message in page copy
form. Paging rules do not apply to statistical and meteorological (weather) messages in which
paging information would disrupt processing by the user of the information.
Example of a paged message:
FORMAT
LINE

2
4
5
6
7
11
12

13
15
16

CONTENT
(6BL)(6LTRS)
RTTUZYUW RUWJABA1234 15420f)f)/-UUUU-RUEDTFA.
ZNR UUUUU
R 031930Z JUN 71
FM CNO
TO COMWESTSEAFRON
BT
UNCLAS
(15 Lines of Text)
Page 2 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS
(2,0 Lines of Text)
Page 3 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS
(2f} Lines of Text)
Page 4 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS
(2,0 Lines of Text)
Page 5 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS
(2f) Lines of Text)
Page 6 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS
Remainder of text must not exceed 2f) lines)
BT
(lFIG )# 1234(1LTR)
(2CR)(8LF)NNNN

END OF LINE
FUNCTIONS

(1LTR)(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(1LTR)(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(4LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(4LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(4LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(4LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(4LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)
(12 LTRS)

LON G MESSAGES
Messages that exceed five textual pages are long messages. They must be transmitted in sec
tions. T his procedure prevents prolonged circuit tieups that could result in delaying niore impor
tant traffic.
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At a convenient point within the limits of five pages, the text of a long message is separated into
sections.

Normally, separation is at the end of a sentence or a cryptopart.

(Long encrypted mes

sages have cryptoparts.) Each section is numbered and the section number is inserted on the same
line as the abbreviation UNCLAS or appropriate security classification. When a message is divided
into two sections, the first section is identified as SECTION 1 of 2, and the second is FINAL SEC
TION of 2. In long encrypted messages, when a transmission section commences with a new
cryptopart, identification of the cryptopart follows designation of the transmission section. Trans
mission sections of a long message have the

same heading, except that station serial numbers

change with sections. Each section bears the same date-time-group and filing time. A group count,
if used, applies only to the section it accompanies.
are not included in the group count.

Transmission section and page identification

The cryptopart identification is included.

Following is ah

example of a message handled in two transmission sections:
END OF LINE

FORMAT
CONTENT

FUNCTIONS

2

RTTUZYUW RUWJABA1234 1542000- UUUU--RUEDTFA

(1LTR){2CR)(1LF)

4

ZNR UUUUU

(2CR)(1LF)

5

R ,031930Z JUN 71

(2CR)(1LF)

6

FM CNO

(2CR)(1LF)

LINE
(6BL){6LTRS)

7

TO COMWESTSEAFRON

(2CR)(1LF)

11

BT

(2CR)(1LF)

12

UNCLAS SECTION 1 OF 2

(1LTR)(2CR)(1LF)

(15 lines of text)

(2CR)(4LF)

PAGE 2 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS

(2CR)(1LF)

(2,0 lines of text)

(2CR)(4LF)

PAGE 3 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS

(2CR)(1LF)

(2,0 lines of text)

(2CR)(4LF)

PAGE 4 RUWJABA1234 UNCLM

(2CR)(1LF)

(2,0 lines of text)

(2CR)(4LF)

PAGE 5 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS

(2CR)(1LF)

(2,0 lines of text)

(2CR)(4LF)

PAGE 6 RUWJABA1234 UNCLAS

(2CR)(1LF)

(20 Lines of text)

(2CR)(1LF)
(2CR)(1LF)

13
15

BT
(1FIG )#1234(1LTR)

16

(2CR)(8LF)NNNN

(12 LTRS)

(6BL){6LTRS)
2

RTTUZYUW RUWJABA1235 1542,0,00-UUUU--RUEDTFA

(1LTR)(2CR)(1LF)

4
5

ZNR UUUUU

(2CR)(1LF)

R 01393,0Z JUN 71

(2CR)(1LF)

6
7

FM CNO

(2CR)(1LF)

TO COMWESTSEAFRON

(2CR)(1LF)

11

BT

(2CR)(1LF)

12

UNCLAS FINAL SECTION OF 2

(1LTR)(2CR)(1LF)

13

(REMAINDER OF MESSAGE PAGED AS NECESSARY)

(2CR)(1LF)

BT

(2CR)(1LF)

15

(1FIG)#1235(1LTR)

16

(2CR){8LF)NNNN

(12 LTRS)

You will note the above messages are virtually identical in construction with the exception of the
SSN.

In the example shown there is only one digit separating the two SSNs used on the two mes

sage sections.

In actual practice it is not necessary to transmit message sections back to back.
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MISROUTED AND MISSENT MESSAGES

Transmission of long messages is usually ac
complished

during

slack

periods

unless the
Occasionally an operator receives a mes
sage that was delivered through error. When

message itself is of unusually high precedence.

ever this
CORRECTING ERRORS

message
Even

the

mistakes.

best operators

mitted

sometimes make

There are definite procedures

remember

that every

received, even though it was

through error.

Messages

trans

transmitted

through error are classed in two groups:

for

mis

routed and missent.

correcting mistakes, depending on whether the
mistakes occur in tape

happens,

COMMCEN is responsible for delivering every

preparation or during
MISROUTED M ESSAGES

transmission direct from a keyboard.
To erase or letter out errors in tape, back

A misrouted message is one which contains

space and strike the LTRS key as many times
as

necessary

to

obliterate

the

error.

an incorrect routing instruction.

This

method is used to correct errors in tape prep

condition

aration, except when they occur in format lines

assigns

two

message

and

four.

A mistake

made

in these two

occurs when
incorrect

The misroute

the originating

routing

indicators

header preparation.

The

station
during

AUTODIN

system will process a misrouted message until

lines cannot be corrected and the message tape
must be discarded and the operator must begin

it reaches the communications center

again.

called routing indicator.

The reason for this rule is because the

of

the

A tributary station in

message tape will be rejected by the AUTODIN

receipt of a misrouted message takes the fol

system.

lowing action:

Another special rule applies to correcting
errors in the security classification and EOM
format.

When such errors occur,

1. If

possible,

obtain

the correct

indicator from the applicable

backspace

routing

ACP 117

Then, start anew with the first character of the

series publication.
2. Apply a header change to the misrouted

classification, or with the FIGS function if the
error is in the EOM format.

message and retransmit the message to
the correct routing indicator.

and obliterate the entire classification or EOM.

When an operator is operating a ship-to-ship

3. Transmit a service message to the orig

circuit and is transmitting from the teletype
keyboard, he cannot correct mistakes that occur

inating station advising of the reroute
action and correct routing indicator. The

in

service message will also contain the
actual time-of-transmission of the re

the

message heading

classification

which

nor

is the

in

first

the

security

word of

the

Cancel the transmission and again send

routed

message

the message from its beginning. To cancel the

delay),

which should satisfy any

transmission

actions for excessive delay.

text.

send

2CR,

lLF,

lLTRs,

and

(with

any

reason

for

tracer

prosigns E E E E E E E E AR, followed by 8LF,
In teletype procedure the error prosign

If the tributary station is unable to determine

is exactly 8 Es-no more, and no less-with a

the correct routing indicator due to insufficient

space after each E.
To correct a mistake in the text of a mes

the originating station will be notified by serv

sage (other than one in the security classifica

ice message and requested to protect delivery.

4N's.

address information in format lines 7 and

tion), send 1 LTRS, 8 Es, repeat the last word
sent

correctly, and continue with the

version of the text.

8,

The station rerouting a misrouted message

correct

will change (substitute) the following informa

For example, assume that

tion in format line 2 of the original message:

in transmitting IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRE
VIOUS INSTRUCTIONS
the word "previous."

a

1. Own first

mistake is made in

Correct it as follows:

position

LMF

designator,

if

necessary.

IN

ACCORDANCE WITH PREVX E E E E E E E E
WITH P REVIOUS INSTRUCTIONS. The error

2. Content i n d i c a t o r code/communication

prosign is transmitted

is a misrouted message).
3. Own Routing Indicator.

action identifier ZOVW (which means this

immediately after the

error occurs.
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4. SSN of message being rerouted.

After station RUCLAKA had transmitted the

5. Own Julian date and time filed.

message with the correct routing indicator he

6. Correct routing indicator of the station to

would

effect delivery.

then

prepare

and

transmit a

service

message to station RUEDABA notifying him of
the correct routing indicator and any possible

made, the following is added to format line 4 of

delay his message may have had.
Service
messages and tracer procedures will be cov

the original message:

ered later in this chapter.

After the changes in format line 2 have been

MISSENT MESSAGES

1. Operating signal ZOV.
2. Routing indicator of the station preparing
the header change.
3. SSN of the station

A missent message is one which contains a
preparing the header

correct routing indicator but is transmitted to

change.

a station other than the one represented by the

4. The words "Reroute of" followed by the
Routing

Indicator, SSN,

and Julian date

routing

indicator.

caused

by

Missent messages

equipment malfunction,

switching, or operator error.

and time filed as appearing in format line
2 of the original message.

A tributary station receiving a missent mes

5. In the case of multiple address message,

sage should reintroduce the message as a sus

the prosign T preceded by routing indi

pected duplicate.

cator(s) (when required) and followed by

applied to the missent message.

the

addressee (s)

address

may be

incorrect

A message header must be

Upon completion of re -entry of the message

designator(s).

into the AUTODIN system the tributary forwards
A station receiving a multiple address mes
sage bearing a header change containing trans

a routine service message to the connected ASC
citing the complete header, time of receipt and

mission

advise that

instructions, must

effect delivery

to

The

only the addressee(s) whose designator(s) fol

the

following

message
is

has been protected.

an example of a missent

message to station RUWTAAA:

low the pro sign T in the message header change.
Delivery responsibility appearing in the mes

RTTUZYUW RUEBAAB1349 1811545-

sage address is ignored.
When messages involving mobile units (ships)
require rerouting for delivery on further relay,

UUUU-RUWJBBB.
ZNR UUUUU

they are treated as misrouted messages except

R ,0315 2,0Z JUL 71

that the· originator need not be advised of the

(Remaining format lines)

misroute.
The below example shows a message re

The following is an example of the message
above after station RUWJBBB has changed the

ceived by RUCLAKA in error:.

message header:
RTTUZYUW RUEDABA6724 183133,0RTTUZFDY RUEBAAB1349 18 11545-

UUUU-RUCLAKA.
ZNR UUUUU

UUUU-RUWJBBB.

R ,021315Z JUL 71

ZNR UUUUU ZFD RUWTAAA

(Remaining format lines follow)

R ,03l52,0Z JUL 71
(Remaining format lines)

The below example shows the same message

as prepared by station RUCLAKA for rerouting
to the correct addressee:

After the above message has been re-entered
into the system and the ASC receives the service
message, a search to determine the cause of

RTTUZOVW RUCLAKA6724 183141,0-

the missent message must be conducted.

UUUU-RUEBABA.
SUSPECTED DUPLICATES

ZNR UUUUU ZOV RUCLAKA1294 REROUTE
OF RUEDABA6724 183133,0

When a station has cause to suspect that a

R ,021315Z JUL 71

message may have been previously transmitted,

(Remaining format lines of original message

,
' �

·u

but definite proof of prior transmission cannot
O·i'"�"'

follow unchanged)
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be readily determined, the message should be
forwarded as a "suspected duplicate" by apply

Upon

receipt

of

the

addressee's

service

message, the originating station checks transmit

ing a header change.

records to determine the validity of the dupli

An example of message with a "suspected
duplicate" header change is as follows:

cate report. If the duplicate report is valid,
the originating station should ensure in-station
procedures are adequate to guide personnel in

P TTSZFDY

RUKKAFA1276

191182,0-SSSS-

RUWMABA.

retransmission

of messages

for

which

con

firmed transmission is in doubt. Correct equip

ZNY SSSSS ZFD RUKKAFA

ment malfunction if this was the cause of the

P 1,0181,0Z JUL 71

duplicate transmissions.

(Remaining format lines)

sion can be accounted for, the originating station

If only one transmis

should then advise the serving ASC by routing
Messages are not reintroduced as "suspected
duplicates" at the request of the originator be
cause the addressee(s) failed to reply or take
action

on the message.

In such instances,

a

new message must be generated by the origi
nator.
Messages recovered by an ASC as the result
of

a

retransmission request or when an

ac

knowledgment for an EOM is not received should
contain a suspected duplicate pilot.
The following is an

example of a message

recovered by an ASC and transmitted as sus
pected duplicate:
R TTUZFDY

service message that only one transmission has
been accounted for.

The service message to

the ASC should cite the complete header, time
of transmission,

and the routing indicator of

the station reporting

the receipt of duplicate

transmission.
Upon receipt of a service message indicating
duplicate transmissions the ASC should search
records to determine if the message was re
ceived in duplicate.
If a duplicate message was received, inves
tigate

further to determine why ASC

records

indicate duplication and the connected station's
records indicate a single transmission.

RUCIABA24,05 1911345-RUHH

UUUU-RUHHBFA.
R TTUZYUW RUCIABA24,05 1911345-UUUURUHHBFA.

If the message was not received in duplicate,
trace it on a station-to-station basis to deter
mine the point of duplication.
If

the

investigation

transmission was

ZNR UUUUU
R 1,0133,0Z JUL 71

reveals the

caused by

duplicate

equipment

mal

function or program deficiency at the A UTODIN
switching center, all details should be docu
mented and forwarded by message to DC A for

(Remaining format lines)

evaluation and necessary corrective action.
When a station receives a message marked
as a suspected duplicate, that station files the

OPEN CH ANNEL SEQUENCE NUMBERS

message if it was previously received and de
livered to the addressee.

If the message has

When operating Modes II, IV and V terminals,

not been previously delivered the station must

all traffic from the ASC will contain an auto

then forward the message,

matically

marked as a sus

pected duplicate, to the addressee.
Messages received

assigned

sponsibility

without the appropriate

for

format line one.

the

continuity

of

The re
received

channel sequence numbers rests with the sta

marking (ZFDY, ZFGY, ZFD, ZFG) are caused

tion receiving the traffic.

primarily by operator error and in some cases

bility of the receiving operator to ensure that a

It is the responsi

by equipment/ ASC operating program malfunc

transmission

tions.

number and that numbers are not duplicated or

Stations receiving

transmissions

should

unmarked

immediately

duplicate
forward

a

duplicated
ceipt
sions.

header format of the

message including the time of

of the original and
The

receiving

duplicate

station

then

re

transmis
files

the

duplicate message if the original has been de
livered to the addressee.
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under each channel

omitted.
When an open number (a sequential number

routine service message to the originating sta
tion citing the complete

is received

for which no transmission was received) occurs
at a tributary station, the connected ASC should
be

so advised

by

an Immediate

precedence

service message.

The service message should
report the number(s) open, the exact time-of
receipt, if available, of the message preceding
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READDRESSING MESSAGES

the open number, and the time-of-receipt of the
message following the open number. The serv
ice message should not
retransmission.

contain a request for

Circumstances

After appropriate record is

comes necessary

may arise in
to readdress

which it

be

a message to

made, the matter is considered closed insofar

additional activities not originally included in

as the reporting station is concerned.

the message address. Readdressed messages
are new messages and are processed accord

The station receiving the report of an open
number determines whether or not a transmis

ingly.

sion has been made under that number.

and submitted to the communication center.

no further action is taken.

If not,

A request for readdressal is prepared

If so, the transmis

If the message being readdressed is held in

sion is retransmitted with a suspected duplicate

the communication center files of the Commu

pilot affi xed.

nications Activity serving the additional ad
dressees, the readdressal may be accomplished
SERVICE MESSAGES

by

a service message containing appropriate

operating
Service messages have been covered in de

si gnals.

addressed

If

the message

is not held in the

being re

Communications

tail in chapter four of this manual. It should be

Activity of the additional addressees, it must

noted

be prepared as follows:

that the use of the service

applicable

to

all

phases

message

is

of communications.

The construction of the service message varies

1. A supplementary heading is prepared in

according to the communications media involved.

eluding format lines one through ten, as appro

The below examples are service messages pre

priate and

pared for use within the A UTODIN system.

header.

inserted

in

front

of

the

original

All format lines before line 5 are re

moved from the original heading.
Example 1:

2. Under no circumstances should the origi
nal date-time-group be deleted or altered.

A tributary station has received a message
garbled

and transmits

the

If

the message being readdressed was not origi

following service

nated

message to the originator.

during

the current month or

year,

the

abbreviation of the month and last two digits of
the

RT T UZYVW RUMOAFA1234 2691115-

year or origin are inserted following

original date-time-group.
3. The precedence indicated by

UUUU-RUEBFDA.
ZNR UUUUU

the

the

read

dressing authority is used in the supplementary

BT
UNCLAS SVC 147 RUEBFDA1559 269�93�

heading.
4. The originating station routing indicator

26�915Z

and station serial number in the su_pplementary

SEP 71 ZES2

heading are used for identification by the re

BT

ceiving terminal station(s) if retransmission or

#1234

corrections are required.

NNNN

5. The filing time (format line 2) appearing
on the readdressed message is the time of re

Example 2:

ceipt of the readdressal request in the commu

A tributary station requests retransmission

nications center.

of a specific portion of a message:

6. A new date-time-group is assigned by the
readdressing

PTT UZYVW RUWJADA1234 273133�

authority and appears in format

line 5 of the supplementary heading.

UUUU-RUDOLTA.

7. The designator of the readdressing

au

ZNR UUUUU

thority (new originator) appears in format line

BT

of the supplementary heading.

UNCLAS SVC INT ZDK RUDOLTA�249

8. Format lines 7 and/or 8 are used to ad

2721115 3�11�,0Z SEP 71

dress the new addressees of the message.

PAGE 1 LINES 3 AND 4
Special attention must be given to applying

BT
#1234

the EOM validation procedure when performing

( NNNN}

a readdressal action.
115

As

you remember, the

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
station serial number appearing in the message
header

must

always correspond

TRACER ACTION

to the EOM
Tracer

validation number appearing in format line 15.

action is the process by which

an

This is accomplished by changing the original

investigation is conducted to determine the rea

EOM

son for

validation

number to the

station

serial

page

message,

the

of a

Normally, requests for tracer action

are initiated by a message originator or

If the message being readdressed is a multi
ple

inordinate delay or nondelivery

message.

number of the readdressing activity.

dressee.

readdressing activity

However, should the

ad

circumstances

must change the page identification to conform

so dictate, trace actions may be initiated by an

to their routing indicator and SSN.

originating communications station, relay sta
tion,

Examples of readdressed messages:

or

addressee

communications

station.

Tracer action should be initiated as soon as the
discrepancy is discovered, but not later

The

following

LETTERKENNY

message
ARMY

was

DEPOT

received

than

30 days from the original time of transmission.

by

CHAMBERS

Separate tracer action logs and individual case

BURG PA.

files are maintained at all communication facil
ities involved.

PTTUZYUW RUADLKA1275 2 27143,0-

one year.

UUUU -RUEOFMA

Case files are retained at least

Tracer

actions maintain continuity

throughout the system beginning with the origi

ZNR UUUUU
P 1514 ,0,0Z AUG 71
FM US ARMY JA PAN CAMP ZAMA JAPAN

nating station.

The originating

vised of all transactions as
progresses through

TO RUEOFMA /LETTERKENNY ARMY DEPOT CHAMBERSBURG PA

the

station is ad

the tracer action

system.

Within

the

Navy, reports accepting responsibility for de
layed or lost messages will receive command

INFO RUEDEIA /FORT MONROE VA

attention.

Tracer action on FLASH messages

BT
TEXT

will be handled as rapidly as possible.

BT
#1275

volving inordinate delay are terminated as soon

Tracer action proceedings on messages in
as station-to-station reporting has accounted

NNNN
The

for the excessive delay.

commanding

officer

of

LETTERKENNY

Plaindress

headings

are used on tracer messages addressed to Navy

ARMY DEPOT desires to readdress this mes

afloat and mobile units.

sage to DEFENSE DEPOT TRACY CALIF:

of messages which where traced to ASC equip

Delay or nondelivery

ment malfunction should be

RTTUZYVW RUEOFMA248,0 229113,0-

completely docu

mented and forwarded by message to DCA for
evaluation and corrective action.

UUUU -RUWJSHA

ZNR UUUUU

R 1611 ,0,0Z AUG 71

INORDINATE DELAY

FM LETTERKENNY ARMY DEPOT CHAMBERSBURG PA

Before initiating tracer action, the commu
nications center serving the addressee carefully
examines records, logs, and the message head

TO DEFENSE DEPOT TRACY CALIF
P 151400Z AUG 71
FM US ARMY JAPAN CAMP ZAMA JAPAN

ing to determine if the cause of delay can be

TO RUEOFMA /LETTERKENNY ARMY DE-

ascertained

POT CHAMBERSBURG PA
INFOR RUEDEIA /FORT MONROE VA
BT

advising the originator to commence tracer
action. Consideration must be given to any ad

TEXT

been exhausted, the addressee's communications

BT

center

NNNN

message including the exact amount of
claimed (hours and minutes ) .

verse circuit conditions.

#248 ,0

Note:

and adequately explained prior to

advises the

After all efforts have

originator

of

the delayed
delay

Upon receipt of a tracer action request for
excessive delay, the communications center

Notice how EOM has been changed to
conform to the message header of the

serving the originator carefully examines their

readdressing activity.

logs
116

and

records

to determine

whether

the

Chapter 6-TELETYPEWRITER PROCEDURES
cause for delay can

be

ZFGY should be substituted in the content indi

adequately explained.

Special emphasis is placed on in-house backlog

conditions,

elapsed

time

between

cator field of format line 2

date-time

be added to format line 5.

group and file time, elapsed time between file

time and actual time

or equipment outage,

of transmission, circuit

ASC

ZFG in format line 5
dressee.

outage, or service

original

Any message bearing

is delivered to the ad

routing

nators communication center carefully examines

If the cause of delay cannot be locally deter

original transmission of the message was, in

request

for

retransmission,

indicator ) .

invalid

their in-station records to determine if
fact,

mined, delay tracer action is normally initiated
routine message to the directly

UUUU-RUEDCSA

,076163 ¢ -

The

mission

point.

NNNN

each station examines its records for time of
information

,077183,0-

RUDOALA CLAIMS NON RECEIPT OF
RU E DBDA ¢99 ¢

is included as an information addressee on all

71

the message

,0751315R

161236Z MAR

ZDQ R UED CSN BDA143 AT

Any station responsible for any

ZDN

portion of the delay should include the reason

,0751445Z.

INT

BT

for the delay and the corrective action taken to

#1234

prevent a recurrence.

NNNN
The

NONDELIVERED MESSAGE

tracer

action

maintains c o n t i n u i t y

throughout the system, progressing from relay
point to relay, until the point of loss or non

Upon notification of a nondelivery claim, the

delivery of

originator's communications center retransmits
a duplicate to the addressee

message occurred.

If a non

conducts an investigation to determine the c ause
and corrective actions taken to prevent a re

If a duplicate transmission is

action

the

delivery has occurred, the responsible station

claiming nonreceipt unless the originator pre
communications

Nondelivery tracer to the first relay

ZNR UUUUU

station in the transmission path. The originator

the

should

BT
UNCLAS SVC T-0197

should be compiled and transmitted to the next

fers to cancel it.

message

UUUU-RUEDCSA.

receipt and time of transmission or delivery of

the message as

The service

RTTUZYVW RUEDBDA1234

Upon receipt of an excessive delay tracer,

pertaining to

the

including the claimants routing indi

cator.

Example:

This

serving

contain full identification of the original trans

50 MIN DELAY

being traced.

center

to the first relay station involved in the original

transmission.

#1481

made,

communications

originator should transmit a service message

BT

messages

service

communications center serving the originator.

FOR NORMAL MESSAGE PROCESSING.
INT ZDN

being traced.

The

center advises the message was not received,

121747Z JUL 71
TOR RUDOALA ,072 ,0722 12 HRS 47 MINS

message

the addressee.

formal tracer action should be initiated by the

¢711835

,0711925.

serving

message, requesting verification of receipt or

ZNR UUUUU

TOT TO RUED

addressee

nonreceipt. If the addressee's communications

BT
UNCLAS SVC T-1,04 ZUI RUEDABA1127

DELAY

the

message should properly identify that particular

Delay tracer to the first relay point:

RTTUZYVW RUEDABA1481

to

If the message was prop

precedence is forwarded to the communication
center

Example:

transmitted

the

erly transmitted, a service message of equal

relay station, citing the exact amount of delay

service

properly

claiming non-receipt.

connected

claimed.

the

the

As in an inordinate delay message the origi

action taken on the message being traced (e.g.,

by

of

message, and the operating signal ZFG should

currence

identifier

and

accordingly.
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notify

the

originating

station

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
TWX SYSTEM

f.. II\�

The teletypewriter exchawe sm:adgg (TWX)

J'A-ffis a Commercial

rv-

data pattern message format, the most common
LMF designator is CC (card to card), although,

an

operated b

el t

the following LMF 's are available and authorized

ewriter s stem owned
c

vario

1ces are available

for

ames.

to anyone on much

the same basis as is the telephone.

use in data pattern message format:

CT

(card to tape), CA (card to ASCII), TC (tape to
card), and AC (ASCII to card).
The data pattern message is used by sub

Any busi

nessman may have TWX installed in his office.

scribers to the DCS AUTODIN system for the

Charges

rapid exchange

are

made

as for

phone

service-so

much for the use of the equipment and so much
for each call, based on time and distance.

of large

volumes of

message

traffic in short periods of time. Chapter eleven

The

TWX serves outlying stations that do not send

of this manual provides a detailed description
of the equipments used to exchange such infor

or receive enough traffic to warrant the cost of

mation.

circuits and equipment that would make them a

With the use of punch cards, magnetic

tape, and high speed computers the subscribing

part of the regular Navy communication system.

agency are able to exchange large volume mes

A message to an activity served by TWX is

sage traffic at speeds far beyond the capability

forwarded over DCS circuits to the station near
est its destination, and there it is refiled into

of the normal teletypewriter equipments.

the TWX network.

DATA PATTERN MESSAGE

This method results in con

siderable savings because the long-haul portion
of such traffic is then handled over DCS-leased

Message originators having automatic capa

lines, and the only extra cost is for the short
distance transmission from the filing station.

bilities may deliver data pattern messages with

TEL EX SYSTEM

16)

Dialing,
circuit

(format line 12), and EOT formats (format line

calling,

connections

stations

and

prepared header (format line 2), message text

and

establishment of
served

by

the

refile

serial numbers may be allocated in blocks to
identify local activities.
The julian date and

Western

time entered in format line 2 should be within

between designated

customers

Union are accomplished by TEL EX in accord

ance with operating

instructions

the directory furnished by

containing all the necessary information.

As outlined in teletypewriter procedures, station

contained

30 minutes of the actual time that the message

in

is delivered to the communications facility.

the Western Union

If

messages are not received by the communica

Company.

tions facility within the prescribed 30 minutes,
they should be corrected by the communications
DATA PATTERN

Data

pattern

message

format

communications media employed

center and the originator should be advised by
is

DD Form 1503, MESSAGE CORRECTION NO

another

TICE (figure

by activities

equipped with the automatic facilities of the DCS

utilized,

AUTODIN system.

cards

From the example you studied earlier in this
12,

and

16.

by

use

of

the

placed

behind

the

header

deliver

the communications center

information

contained

on

a

with

not
all

punched

header format for transmission deliver the
message text to the communications facility
along with a completed DATA MESSAGEFORM

text

header card. The additional control information
is

is

originator may

Message originators who do not prepare the

tions header or end-of-transmission (EOT)
record, that agency may prescribe the use of
controls

serial number allocation

tions facility.

in addition to that provided by the communica

additional

6-5).

header card format except for the SSN. Blank
columns should be filled in by the communica

If the using

agency requires more information or control,

such

the

to

header

chapter, data pattern message format requires
only format lines 2,

station

If

(fig.

communications header

6-6).

Addressees and their geographical

record and included in the record count.
Earlier we covered the preparation of mes

location must be entered on this form in plain
language. Addressees FPO/APO numbers are
not accepted as their geographical address.

noted the

sible

sages for teletypewriter communications.
use

of

language

media

We

The communications personnel are respon

and format

(LMF) designators in the message header.

In

for verifying the message record

count

provided by the originator except when magnetic
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j

MESSAGE CORRECTION NOTICE
(JANAP 128)

ro,

P'ROM1

Commanding General
u.s. Army Strategic Communications Command
ATTN
SCC-PO-TCCB
Arizona 8'561�
u achuca
Ft
.

h

0

THE ATTACHED MESSAGE HAS BEEN TRANSMITTED.

CXJ

HOWEVEFt YOUR

ATTENTION IS INVITED T O THE DISCREPANCIES INDICATED BELOW.

I

Pil'tECEOENCE OMITTED Olll NOT VA.L D

1"'1LINQ TIME INCOflllllii:C:T

LANGUAGE ANO MEDIA 1"'0RMAT NOT VALID

lltiECOiltO COUNT OVI:,.

LANGUAGE AND h4EOIA FORMAT NOT AYAILAISI,.I:

0 T H(I[

AT•

CLAS51,..1CATION

EOI D BY

STATION

I NOI CATI(O

THIS STATION

Cl.AIIIFICATION OMITTED

D T HE

ADORIUIEIE

CANNOT 811 T"-ANSMITT·

X

INCOA"-IECTl.Y

INDICATED

l

CONTENT INOICATOA CODE INCORRECT OPt NOT
VAL

O

THE ATTACHED MESSAGE CANNOT BE TRANSMITTED UNTIL THE OISCAEP·

I�P"OPEI't SPACING
1"'0111:M AT
IMPiltO,.I:Ill SPACING
PI'ORMAT

(tleld locatlott)

tiONA I.

INCO!It"-IICT

IN llOT

CAAOS e11NT 0" MUTILATIIO

I:NO Ofl' "'OUTING SIGNAL OMITTED O A INCO .. Pli:CT

O,._OPPIIO PUNCHIIS

ltOT RECORD OMITTED

Ofl'fi'·PUNCHEO CA"-01

(lf'AO TAPB ONLY)

EDT RI!:COI'tO

RECORD COUNT

STATION SERIAL NUMBI!.R INCORRECTLY

(lleld location) IN HI!.AOIUIII

IMPROPER A881'1EVIATIONS v•EO

INVALID PUNCMES OR COOitS

IN fi'ORMATION

STATION SERIAL NUMBER DUPL.ICATII:D

May 1970

ANCIES NOTED BELOW HAVE BEEN CORRECTED.

EDT RllCORD DOES NOT loiiATCH HIIADI:"-

ORIGINATOR ROUTING INDICATO"- INCOR"-IICT

�9

Officer in Charge
Data Message Center, USAG
Ft. Huachuca, Arizona 85613

fii:I:COiliO COUNT SHOI'tT

STA"-T Ofl' "OUTING

D TO TME AOO"-I:SSII:I[

0"-

o•T

001:1

NOT CONTAIN

�REPAREO

INCOI'tRECT IINO·Ofi'•MESI ... GI: f"UNCTIONI

JULIAN o.-.TE INCO ..RECT

ENb Ofl' TLIII.-.NIMIIIION SIGNAL MISSING O"

AODRI:ISIEI£ UNIDI:NTifi'IABLE

INVALID AODIIIIESSitE IIII OUTINQ INDICA TOR(•J

INCORRECT

REMARKSl

Data Messageform gives card count as 173;

MESSAGE

ORICINATINQ ROUTING INOIC ... TOR

(BATCH)

RUCGHUA

!DEN Tl·

FICATION

DD

I

.. 15 0 3

..,."

I

����

CONTENT t NO

" coo•

actual card count is 176.

I

ITA. lllllliAL NO.

4011

DATE-TtM

����
�

o

61 0

76.68
Figure 6-5.-Message Correction Notice.

DATA
MESSAGE FORM

ADORESSEE:tCl"•' Tul)

�·;;;�;;TY

NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER,

OAKLAND,

ORIGINATOR'S IOENTIFICATIONfRCS.

UNCLASSIFIED
CARD COUNT

({).ftUlufth}

CALIFORNIA

lco��;D

follt�III•Uf, IIOlu..f, t'U.)

CLASSIFICAT.ON

IL ...
I
I
cc
I

CGUSASTRATCOM

JOHN J.

OOE,

LTC,

45

GS

REMARKS

I

�g�jg JI
OF,.IC£ SYMBOL •

I"ELUStNG DFF<CER"S S•GNATURE

cB

I

Pertains to Bell and family transportation.
ORIGINATOR·s ROUTING INDICATOR
TOTAL c.-.RO COUNT

47

OAT[·TIM[ (fHu j1lt'J)

ADDRESSEE ROUTING INDICATOR

SUCZOR:S:NAT�E

3792

RUCGHUA

OPERATOj:Czt

FOR COIIMLN/C.HI0/'05 C£NT£R l/S€ O."'l.Y
STATION SERIAL NUMBER

c.)�

RUWMFKA

TIME TRANSMITTED

3331616

:::
"
:>
c

1491610

���

IC�ON

.L.

N
...
..,
..//..

76.69

119

0
...
0
0

CLASSIFIED

Figure 6-6.-Data Message Form.
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RADIOMAN

3

&

2

tape messages are prepared by computers.
When the message header and/or EOT record

must again be aware that the message header
for data pattern messages must be prepared

is provided or prepared by other than the com

without error or it will be rejected by the ASC.

munications personnel,

its

completeness and

accuracy should be verified by communications

Position One

personnel. Any errors noted in these originator
produced

elements should

be reported

originator by use of DD Form

1 503

to the

As outlined in teletypewriter procedure, four
precedence prosigns are acceptable.
Figure

(fig. 6- 5).

Each data pattern message (complete header

6-7

and text) should be maintained intact for a period
of

at least ten days.

shows message header format.

A single

character indicating the precedence degree is

When storage space or

used in position one.

other problems do not permit a ten day record
being maintained a minimum of three days can
be authorized by the Navy.
full

ten

with,

day

In the event that the

Position Two and Three

retention period is not complied
the

The LMF consists of two alphabetical char

originator(s) to ensure that a request for re

coordination

must

be effected with

acters indicating the LMF of the originator is

transmission can be honored by the originator

placed in position two, and the LMF of the pre

again furnishing the message concerned to the

ferred output device of the addressee is placed
in position three. Annex A of JANAP 128() has

communications facility.
After the ten day mandatory period has

a complete listing of authorized pairings.

lapsed, the header and text may be separated.
The text may be destroyed or diverted to other
uses as dictated by

local policy.

Position Four

The header

must be retained for a period of not less than

30

days as a communications record.

or

other investigative action

As listed earlier in this chapter, the oper

If tracer

ator must insert a single letter prosign for the

is pending on a

correct degree of classification of the message.

message, that message should then be retained
in excess of the minimum retention period.
The receiving activity of data pattern mes

Positions Five through Eight

sages addressed to agencies for whom they
guard should endorse the header card to indi

The

content

indicator

code/communication

cate the time that the message was received.

action identifier consists of four

Time received is defined as the time of receipt

characters or three characters and one number

of the EOT record.

The operator should then

verify the record count.
incorrect,

request

originating

station.

The

as described earlier in this chapter for tele

If the record count is

retransmission from

alphabetical

typewriter procedure.

the

message containing

Position Nine

incorrect record count should then be delivered
to the addressee and marked "subject to cor

Position nine is a separator which requires

rection." Upon receipt of the corrected version,

the operator to insert a SPACE at this point.

the

addressee

crepancy.

should be advised

The

message header

of the
card

dis

should

Position Ten through Sixteen

then be removed and retained as a communica
tions record for a period of not less than 30
days. The text and EOT records are delivered

Positions ten through sixteen are the seven
spaces of the message header which has been

to the addressee and an accountability delivery

allocated for the originators routine indicator.

record

maintained

according to

local

policy.
Positions Seventeen through Twenty

MESSAGE HEADER F O RMAT
The station serial number of the originator
is placed in these positions. The operator must
remember that the serial number is always a

The message header format for data pattern
messages, as you will discover, is very similar
to

that

used

in

the

teletypewriter

header with a few modifications.

message

four digit number with zero's making necessary
fills.

The operator
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DATA PAT TERN HE
ADER FORMAT
PRECEDENCE------------------------------------ I
L ANGU
AG
EAND MEDlAFORMAT -

-o

..,
w

-- ----- -- - - -- -- - - - --- - -- -- I g

C LAS SIFI CATI ON AS APPROPRIATE--------- ---------- ------CONTENT I NDI CATOR/CO
MM UN
I CATIONAC TIONI DENTIFIER -------------SEP
A RATOR ---------------------------

__ ---_____

1

....
.....,

c

VI
"'

10

�

I

�

N

00
"'

;o

0

c

ORI G
I NATOR------------------ - --------------

-

---

I

m
CP

..,
w

:;:

)>
)>

v:

)>

"'

1St

S TATION SERIAL

NU
MBER

&

--------------------------- ---

....

sEpAR AT 0 R - -

-------------------- ..,.
I

- - - - -- -- -- -- -- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

--

JULIAN DATE --------------

.

VI

....

&

TIMEFI LED --------- ----------------------------

"'
w

SEP
ARATOR --------- -------------------- -· - ------

RECOR D

COUNT --------------

w

I

---------------------I

I

&
..,

c

c

-----------------------------

c

,.

;o
c

AD D RES SE
E-------------------------------------

:I:
')>
)>

E ND-0 R- ROU Tl NG Sl GN
AL-- p
T
E
E E

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

��� �������� � � � �� � �� � �� � �
S

A E

EF L
-

D W T
-

_______________ __

_

-I

"'

"'
"'

..,
....
w
"'

"'
VI

�

.....,

..,

�

gf'

w

w
..,
w
w��
w
....

c

S TAR T-O
F- ROUTI NG SI GN
AL

"'

..,
0

�

w

C LAS SIFI CATION RED UNDANCY----------------------------

:::::;
;:;;

)>

�

w
"'
w
.....,

�
�
t!S

....

....
..,
....
w
....

....

....
VI
....
"'
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Figure 6-7.-Data Pattern Message Header.
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Position Twenty-one

As in teletypewriter procedures, the start
of-routing signal

A separator (SPACE) is placed in this posi

is two consecutive hyphens

and always proceeds the first routing indicator.
The first character of the first routing indi
cator immediately follows the start-of-routing

tion.
Positions Twenty-two through

signal.

Twenty-four

As

in

teletypewriter procedure,

the

message header has a maximum of 50 routing
indicators

The julian date is the date on which the mes

may

be

used.

be split between two lines.

The

The operator

Since the ASCs use

routing line segregation and the addressee sta

three positions, 22 through 2 4, contain the three

tion

numbers indicating this julian date.

normally receives only his routing

indi

cator, blank card(s) may be received in a card
message when more than the equivalent of five

Positions Twenty-five through

seven-letter routing indicators are contained in

Twenty-eight
time the message was filed

that

should remember that no routing indicator may

sage was received from an originator by com
munications personnel for transmission.

The

& 2

the message header. However, the last card of
the message received should always contain a

(received

period, the end-of-routing signal.

from the originator), is inserted here and the
operator must recall that the filing time is
always expressed in four digits indicating hours

End-of-Routing Signal

and minutes.
The end-of-routing signal consists of a pe
Position Twenty-nine

riod ( ) and is inserted in the position immedi
.

ately following the last routing indicator.
A separator (SPACE) is inserted here.
Separators
Position Thirty through Thirty-three
Unused

positions

in the DATA

PATTERN

The record count is the total number of SO
character records in the data message, includ

headers are filled with separators (SPACES).

ing header and EOT records.

MESSAGE TEXT

tions

are

Left most posi

filled with zeros when they do not

contain other numerals. Magnetic tape mes
sages may use the alphabetical characters

Data pattern message consist of either SO
character record blocks (card messages) or

MTMS in this field, with the actual record count

images of the SO-character record blocks when

placed

transmitted via magnetic tape.

record.
to

in

the

record

count field of the EOT

MTMS may also be used in this field

facilitate

the

processing

of

messages

mitted

via

Messages trans

message switching facilities are

in

limited to 500 cards. However, additional cards

batches. However, the actual record count must

used to pilot messages constitutes an exception

be placed in the record count field of the EOT.

to

the

maximum message length

accepted
Positions Thirty-four through

ASCs.

and

will be

Messages containing

more transmission

sections and each section
has a different station serial number assigned.

For security verification, the classification

Single card message can be transmitted by a

designator inserted in position four is repeated
Position

the

more than 500 cards are transmitted as two or

Thirty Eight

in these positions.

by

34

slight

is filled with a

variation

format.

hyphen to alert the system of the classification

of

the data pattern

message

Since the entire transmission consists

of only one record, a record count indication is
not required. Single card messages are limited
to a single addressee, and the end-of-routing

verification following in the next four positions.
Position Thirty-nine

signal appears immediately following the rout
ing indicator of the addressee. Classified single

The positions reserved for routing are com

card messages are not authorized and therefore
the classification verification (positions

prised of two sections, the start-of-routing
signal and the addressee routing indicators.

are not required.
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follows
Single

the

time filed in position

card

29

receiving communications facility;
livered

END-OF-TRANSMISSION FORMAT

and 30.

messages are duplicated by the
The final record of a data pattern message

one is de

is used to identify the originating station

to the addressee and the duplicate is

retained as a communications record.

other

In the

associated

single card message, positions 39 through 79 is

the

used for message text. Any portion of these
positions not used is filled in with message

facility.

separators (spaces).

addressee

and

transmission information

after

the

header

is

to

stripped

away from the message by the communications
The

The end of transmission

end-of-transmission

(fig.

6-8)

is an

80-position record for card and magnetic tape.

signal for a single card message is the single

The EOT consists of a

letter N.
MESSAGE BATCHING

repeat of all header

information

starting with the precedence,

cluding

intervening

all

elements,

and

in

ending

with the character before the start-of-routing
batching is a method used to in

signal. When MTMS is used in the record count

crease the operating efficiency and to avoid the

field of format line 2, the actual record count

Message

retransmission of extremely
cards or records.

large groups of

must

Certain criteria have been

be placed in the EOT record.

The

re

established for segregation of cards or records

maining positions are filled with separators
(spaces) up to the positions required for the

before transmission. Cards should be separated

end-of-transmission signal (EOTS).

into batches limited to:
1. One

addressee served

automatic

relay

by any one non

center

(NARC) with

END-OF-TRANSMISSION SIGNAL

a

total of not more than fifty addressees.
2. One precedence prosign.

In a series record transmission (three

3. Five hundred cards or records.
4. One content indicator code.

N repeated four times in positions 77 through
80 of the EOT record.

Each batch of cards or records is preceded
by a header and ended by an EOT format.
controlling transmissions

tween

data

transmission

within and

terminals.

serves as a communications

The

does

identification

of

the

not appear anywhere

message or the ASC will

be

transmission termination.

al so

lier, the single letter N

record and pro

vides data for traffic analysis.
vides

It

The operating personnel

must ensure that the unique group of four N s

header provides a standard method of routing
and

or

more records), the EOTS consists of the letter

EOT

The EOT pro

signal

used for a

in the text

of the

recognize this as a
As

described ear

in position 80 is the
single

record

trans

mission.

associated trans

mission plus end-of-message signaling functions
and is forwarded to the addressee.

The

following

examples

are data

pattern

message traffic.

If the re

ceiving activity requires information or control
in addition to that provided by the header card
or

record,

that

agency

additional controls.

Example using IMFs CT or CA:

may prescribe such
RCTUDEAA

The additional control in

formation should be placed

behind the header

RUWTFHA1234 35711,04

,0,05,0-

UUUU-RUFLAFA

and included in the record count.

ZNR UUUUU
R 2311,04Z DEC 7,0

END-OF-MESSAGE VALIDATION

FM SAC
TO 2188 COMMSQ MORON AB SPAIN

The end-of-message validation is performed
by the ASC upon receipt
message.

BT

of each data pattern

Special attention

TEXT - 42 CARDS

must be given to

applying the EOM validation when

BT

performing

RCTUDEAA

such actions as message pilots. The SSN used
in the heading of these messages with the
EOM validation number (SSN)
transmission (EOT) record.

RUWTFHA1234 35711,04

UUUU
Note:

in the end-of

The a bove

example illustrates use of

additional format lines.
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EOT RECORD FORMAT
PRECEDENCE

--------
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---------------
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-

LANGUAGE AND MEDIA FORMAT ------------------CLASSIFICATION, AS APPROPRIATE ----------SEPARATOR ----- - ---- - ---------------------
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n
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n

w

c
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)>
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""'

01
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.......

N
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::0
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lSl.
lSl.
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w
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lSl.
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z
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76.71
Figure 6-8.-Data Pattern End-of-Transmission Record.
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Example: The following example shows the
previous message delivered in tele
type format.
RCTUDEAA RUWTFHA123 4 35711,04 ,0,05,0UUUU-RUFLAFA.
ZNR UUUUU
R 23110'4Z DEC 70
FM SAC
TO 2188 COMMSQ MORON AB SPAIN
BT
TEXT - 42 LINE BLOCKS
BT
NNNN
Note:

The ASC, when terminating in teletype
procedure, inserts 2CR and 1LF at
the end of each format line and re
places the EOT with EOM sequence.

Data pattern, being another communications
media, is still subject to basic communications
teletypewriter procedures as outlined earlier
in this chapter with the exceptions outlined here
and in JANAP 128(}. Datapattern format is not
infallible and is subject to misrouted messages,
missent messages, n o n d e 1 i v e r s , and other
irregularities. When such an irregularity oc
curs, the operator should follow the procedures
already outlined for teletypewriter procedure
to make the necessary corrections and eliminate
the problem.

other terminal

via the

CSU.

Message

Tape

Terminal Stations usually operate full duplex
(two way operation) in the MSU mode.
They
have the capability of operating full duplex in
the CSU mode if the operation is coordinated.
OPERATION
All received tape reels must be periodically
dismounted and made available for delivery as
scheduled by the receiving activity and system
manager.
A magnetic tape reel accepted by
the communications facility for transmission is
screened and arranged for transmission accord
ing to majority message precedence levels
contained on the reel. Establishment of trans
mission schedules is the responsibility of the
commands concerned and prior coordination
must be effected to provide for efficient use of
the equipment and circuit time. Schedules are
limited to 30 minutes per schedule. Most facil
ities establish their own procedures for main
taining reel accountability and to insure that
message transmission has been effected. Mes
sage header and EOT printouts are furnished
by the message originator with each reel of
tape to be transmitted. If a message cannot be
transmitted, the MTTS operator returns the
reel to the originator, identifying the message(s}
that could not be sent and gives the reason for
the nontransmission, if known. Terminal equip
ment should not be used to change message
media format for customer convenience.
An
example is changing from
card, or narrative records.

MAGNETIC TAPE
Magnetic tapes are one of the principal
media used in Electronic Data Processing
Equipments. There are many different appli
cations of magentic tape, all of which have a
direct bearing on the format of the recorded

magnetic

tape

to

Operating Precautions
Communications station's master records,
such as history tapes and journal records re
main within the communications facility until
destroyed. History tapes must be appropriately
labeled to prevent the possibility of their being
inadvertently transmitted along with live traffic.
The operator and personnel handling magnetic

data. Magnetic Tape Terminal Stations (MTTS)
in the AUTODIN allow rapid exchange of large
volumes of data in a relatively short period of
time. Terminals which have compatible speeds,
formats, and codes may communicate directly

tape should be aware that the recorded infor

via the CSU (circuit switching unit} if appro

mation is very close to the tape edge and rough
handling may damage the tape edges and seri

priately connected. Other terminals may com
municate via the MSU (message switching unit}
which automatically performs the necessary
speed, format, and code conversions. There
are two basic modes of MTTS operation. Mes

ously effect the accuracy of the magnetic tape
recordings.
MESSAGE PREPARATION

sage switching MTTS communicate with other
AUTODIN tributary stations via the store and

Magnetic tape message preparation is the

forward method provided by the MSU. Circuit
switching MTTS can communicate directly with

primary responsibility of the message origi
nator.
This type format deals in language
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media and formats that are generally unfamiliar

message tapes handled, although these records

to the average operator.

are generally determined by local policy.

Magnetic tape LMF's

are formats that are acceptable to the com
puters used (programed) to handle this media.

MANUAL TELETYPEWRITER

The operator, however, must have the knowledge

PROCEDURE

required

to

properly

handle

message

reels

Manual teletypewriter procedure is used on
teletypewriter circuits that are not part of the

(magnetic tape) from the originator.

tape relay network-on ship-ship and ship-shore

Message Tape Reel Accountability

RATT circuits, for example.

Each reel of magnetic taped messages pre
sented to the Magnetic Tape Terminal Station
operator should bear the following information
on the outer label.

graph,

and radiotelephone are essentially

same.

Because of this similarity, the message

format for manual teletypewriter messages is

1. Reel number
of messages recorded on

tape.

3. Highest

transmission

used.

precedence

MANUAL TELETYPEWRITER
MESSAGES

4. Highest security classification used.

In the ensuing message examples, you will

Data and time filed.

6. Tape density
7. LMF

the

not given here.

2. Number

5.

The procedure is

contained in the effective edition of ACP 126.
Message formats for radioteletype, radiotele

see the similarities of the manual teletypewriter

in which

the message(s)

are re

procedure with tape relay

corded on the tape.
8. Beginning and ending station serial num

procedures.

As in

all message examples throughout this text, for
mat

bers.

lines not

omit ted.

9. Time delivered to the MTTS operator for
transmission.

needed

for

End-of-line

the

and

message

are

end-of-message

machine functions are indicated in parentheses.
Here is a plaindress, single-address mes
sage originated by USS Epperson and addressed

Each reel of blank magnetic tape furnished

to

to the operator for mounting on the receive tape

USS Renshaw.

The originator and the ad

dressee are in direct communication, and the

transport should bear a physical tape label on

call serves as the address.

which the following information is recorded (by

is made before transmitting the message.

A preliminary call

the operator) in the sequence of handling.

(5

SPACES 2CR LF)

1. A statement that the reel is blank tape.

NWBJ DE NTGT

2. Reel number.

(5

SPACES 2CR LF)

3. The highest classification that is recorded

NTGT DE N WBJ

on the tape.
4. Time reel is mounted on the receive tape

(5

5.

K
K

(2CR LF)
(2CR 8LF)

SPACES 2CR LF)

NWBJ DE NTGT
R 272113Z AUG 71

(2CR LF)

transport.
Time reel is removed from the receive

GR3,0

tape transport.

(2CR LF)

BT

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

6. Time reel is delivered to the addressee.

UNCLAS

(2CR LF)

7. Number of messages on the reel, type of

1. EXCEPT FOR ABSENCE

(2CR LF)

OF SEPARATIVE SIGNS
IN HEADING, FORMAT OF

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

MSG IS IDENTICAL TO

(2CR LF)

RADIOTELEGRAPH
2. NOTICE THAT END-OF

(2CR LF)

messages, etc., if known.
All originated tape reels should be retained for
a period of not less than ten days to provide
retransmission or resubmissions as required.
The computer should provide the operator with
readouts

of

the

message

header

and EOT.

These readouts are maintained for a period of
not less than 30 days as a station record.

Other

MESSAGE FUNCTIONS ARE

(2CR LF)

THE SAME AS IN TAPE

(2CR LF)

RELAY PROCEDURE
BT

(2CR LF)

K

logs and records are recommended to pro
vide the MTTS with accurate accountability of

NNNN
126
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Our next example is of a plaindress, multiple
address

message.

The

originator

is

must decrypt and deliver the message to certain
local activities named in the encrypted text.
The originator uses an indefinite call.

not in

direct communication with the addressees, and
sends the message to NAVCOMMSTA Guam for
relay.

Assume that communications are estab

lished by an exchange of calls (as in the pre
ceding example).
(5 SPACES 2CR LF)

(5 SPACES 2CR LF)
NPM DE NA

(2CR LF)

R 2718,05Z A UG 71
GR 46

(2CR LF)

BT
ENCRYPTED GROUPS

(2CR LF)

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

NPN DE NWBJ

(2CR LF)

T
P ,051 921Z SEP 71

(2CR LF)

BT
C 12 XYTOP

FM UUU RENSHAW

(2CR LF)

K

(2CR 8LF)

TO COMDESDIV 252

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

NNNN

(12 LTRS)

(2CR LF)

INFO COMDESRON 25

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

DOMDESFLOT 5

(2CR LF)

GR 29

(2CR LF)

BT

(2CR LF)

Before you can be recommended to take the

UNCLAS
1. IF NOT MEMBERS OF TAPE

(2CR LF)

fleet servicewide examination for advancement
to RM3 you must demonstrate your ability as a

RELAY SYSTEM, MOBILE UNITS

(2CR LF)

teletypist by satisfactorily passing a perform

TRANSMITTING UNCLAS MSGS

(2CR LF)

ance test in touch teletypewriting.

TO SHORE STATIONS VIA RATT

(2CR LF)

formance test is not a part of the competitive

M UST USE PLAIN LANGUAGE
DESIGNATORS IN ADDRESS OF

(2CR LF)

examination.

(2CR LF)

examining board at least once each quarter, or

SUCH MSGS

(2CR LF)

four times a year.

T OUCH TELETYPEWRITING TEST

(2CR LF)

K

(2CR LF)
(2CR 8LF)

NNNN

(12 LTRS)

BT

This per

It is administered by your local
You cannot compete in the

servicewide examinations without first passing
the performance test and meeting all the other
requirements listed in the front of this rate
training manual.

The

following

plaindress

exemplifies

an

The teletypewriting test for advancement to

abbreviated

message, with the call serving as

RM3 consists of three messages, totaling ap-<7
proximately

the address.

600

characters,

transmitted in 9 minutes.

which

must

be

Some of the message

texts are plain language, others are composed

(5 SPACES 2 CR LF)

of five-character groups of random mixed let-

p

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

BT

(2CR LF)

contain about 30 percent and the texts about 70

UNCLAS
1 . THE DATE AND GROUP

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

percent of the total number of characters.

COUNT ARE OMITTED FROM

(2CR LF)

the examining board let you use a telegraphic

THIS MSG.

OTHER ELEMENTS

(2CR LF)

typewriter for the typing test.

THAT COULD BE OMITTED AT

(2CR LF)

THE DISCRETION OF THE ORIG

(2CR LF)

ing

ARE PRECEDENCE

(2CR LF)

transmission, the circuit used, and your per

NLNB DE NREB

ters, or rando� mixed numerals.

The headings
Only

in the event a teletypewriter is unavailable will

The time limits for the test include servic
each

message

by

endorsing the

time of

AND TIME GROUP IN MSG

(2CR LF)

sonal sign.

ENDING

(2CR LF)

time, but be sure to include time for servicing

Servicing should not require much

BT

(2CR LF)

in your practice runs.

1421Z

(2CR LF)

Transmission

of

the

touch teletypewriting

K

(2CR 8LF)

test must be by direct keyboard method;

NNNN

(12 LTRS)

are not permitted to cut a tape.

you

A total of five

errors (uncorrected or omitted characters) is
permitted

A radioteletypewriter message prepared in
codress
The

form

called

station,

in the official test.

If an error

is

next

example.

corrected properly and according to the correct

NAVCOMMSTA

Honolulu,

procedure, it does not count as an error.

is shown in the
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there is no limit to the number of

errors you may have.

corrected

to adjust your typing speed within the time lim
its on the official test.

But correcting errors

Be sure to practice your teletypewriting in

takes time and, on an examination, if you must

stop to correct too many errors, you may dis

preparation for the performance test.

time limits.

Remember that you may not be able to do your

qualify yourself by failing to finish within the

improve both

Just before the official test you will be given
a practice test consisting of messages that are

of

the

practice

test

score of the official test,

do

not

affect

Strive to

and your

speed.

normal best typing on the day of the test.

The

examining board may hold the test in surround

different from the official test, though similar
in number, length, and general content. The re
sults

your accuracy

ings unfamiliar to you; besides, most persons
are victims of nervousness on examination day.

the

It is well, therefore,

but if you try your

to have sufficient speed

and accuracy to provide a little "margin" for

best on the practice test, it will help you over
come nervousness, and you will be better able

overcoming

your

surroundings.
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CHAPTER 7

TRAFFIC-HANDLING PROCEDURES
The purpose of this chapter is to describe

all traffic handled, and originates all services

procedures employed by communicators to han

required for handling messages in their area of

dle and process messages for delivery by man

responsibility.

ual, semiautomatic,or fully automatic systems.
These procedures are referred to in this chapter
collectively as tape relay.
The attainment of reliability, speed, and se
curity depends, to a large extent, upon how well

3. Cryptocenter: Handles all classified mes
sages

transmitted or

received by

on-line or

off-line means. Makes internal distribution of
classified traffic.
4. Fleet center:

Delivers messages to mo

the assigned personnel do their job. It is essen

bile units via broadcast methods, receives and

tial that they be well trained, follow operating

relays incoming messages from mobile units,

procedures, and understand their responsibili

and operates NORATS facilities where installed.

ties.

Adherence to prescribed operating pro

cedure is mandatory.

Unauthorized departure

5. DCS relay center:

Handles messages via

the DCS tape relay network for further relay via

from the prescribed operating doctrine invaria

automatic or semiautomatic facilities.

bly creates confusion, reduces reliability

tains a monitor section for the purpose of ob

and

speed, and may lead to a security violation.

Main

taining and making reruns and retransmissions.
6. Wire room: Operates the unprotected and

ORGANIZATION FOR TRAFFIC

unclassified circuits, either radio or landline.

HANDLING

These circuits may be the commercial circuits
or ship-to-shore circuits.

To accomplish its assigned mission the Naval
Communications System is planned, engineered,
and operated so that activities of the system are
organized into one or more operational

com

ponents, which are centrally controlled at any

7. Graphics center: Facsimile facilities are
located in this area.
8. Visual signal facility:

Sends and receive

messages by any of the visual means.
9. Transmitter facility:

Provides the capa

geographical area by the communication center.

bilities for transmitting by radio to distant units

Figure 7-1 represents a large communication

and stations.
10. Receiver facility:

center,

with all components

operational

components

of

illustrated.
a

The

communication

center are-

Provides

capabilities

to receive incoming signals and maintains patch
ing facilities to deliver the signal to the main
distribution frame in the communication center.

1. Technical control facility:

Operates and

maintains the radio and landline facilities to and
from the receiver and transmitter sites, patch
ing facilities, terminal equipment; maintains
and monitoring equipment to check all lines and
circuits; controls the order

wire system be

PUBLICATIONS
Publications of principal importance to op
erators are the effective editions of ACP 127
(with United States supplement), ACP 117 (with

tween the technical control center and the trans

Canadian

mitter and

JANAP 128. Tape relay procedure is dealt with

receiver

sites;

operates

on-line

and United States supplements), and

cryptographic devices and has custody of cur

in ACP 12 7. Autodin procedure is set forth in

rent keying material; and provides circuit rout

JANAP 128.

ing and restores circuits and channels in ac

tape relay and Autodin networks are listed in

cordance

ACP 117.

with

doctrine.
2. Message

established

and

indicators

employed

on

Supplements actually are separate publica
center:

Accepts and prepares

messages for transmission,
livers

priorities

Routing

incoming

tions, issued by the individual Allied countries,

receives and de

that amplify (or expand} the basic publications.

messages, maintains files of

For example, ACP 127 U.S. SUPP-1 prescribes
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operating procedures that are peculiar to the
United States tape relay networks.
CAN- U. S. SUPP-1
listed the

routing

(a Joint

In ACP 117

supplement)

indicators

of the

You must bear in mind that automatic relay
stations are manned by very few operators.

If

are

your message is not punched correctly and the

teletype

precedence is lower than IMMEDIATE, the re

writer stations belonging to the United States

lay

station does not reprocess and correct it

and to Canada. The ACP 117 U. S. SUPP-1 con
tains instructions for routing U.S .-originated
messages to military and nonmilitary activities

for

you.

and you must retransmit the message.

that are not assigned a routing indicator in the

fore, you must learn and always use the cor

CAN-U.S. SUPP-1.

rect teletypewriter procedure.

The information

in

ACP 117 is utilized in

Your station is

notified by

service

message to transmit a correctly prepared tape,

Even if a tributary station

does

directly into

tion.

the

messages enter the automatic system if there

routing indicator book is used to obtain routing

are addressees in the continental United States.

for those commands
based at one location.

chine

the

larger

shore COMMCENS,

which are permanently
In order to route mes

relay

not work

many ways depending on the type of duty sta
At

an automatic

There

station,

the

The sequences of letter, numeral, and ma
function

characters

required for

auto

sages faster, most COMMCENS transpose those

matic system operation are shown in message

permanent type

examples in JANAP 128.

routing

indicators

onto strip

paper in alphabetical order and then place these
TORN TAPE RELAY

strips in either a rotary spindle or a flat index
stand.

Once these are transposed, it becomes

a permanent routing guide.

Mobile (ship) rou

tine indicators are not contained in ACP 117,
but are

published by

message.

In order for

commands to route to units assigned; the "Proj
ect Ship's

Card" system

is

utilized.

In this

system, a daily computer change, in card form,
is published by NAVCAMS NORVA and distributed
daily

to

all message

centers

ashore.

These

cards indicate any changes to mobile routing in
dicators which occur within a twenty-four hour
period.

These

cards

are

usually

kept in

a

cardex file near the Out-router. The out-router
exchanges new cards for old at the start of the
new day.

The automatic switching equipment installed
message tapes that meet certain requirements.
In certain critical portions of an incoming tape,
the equipment senses each character (letter and
function) to determine the message routes and
against

nondelivery

resulting

garbles or improper character sequence.

from
Any

deviation from prescribed procedure, including
omission or insertion of machine functions, re
sults in a rejected message.
Messages
shunted to

rejected by

a reperforator, torn from the reperforator by
the operator, and hand-carried to the outgoing
circuit. Hence, torn tape relay means that the
tape actually is torn at the receiving machine,
and is transferred to the outgoing machine by
hand.
An operator at a torn tape relay station usu
ally is assigned to operate several circuits in
the immediate vicinity of one another. He is
responsible for all traffic passed over these

given him for transmission are transmitted on
the circuit indicated; and disposes of incoming
messages in accordance with the practices of
his particular station.
Except

for

a

slight

difference

in

format

line 1, the message format for torn tape relay
is identical to the format for automatic relay.
SPECIAL PURPOSE COMMUNICATIONS
Within the Department of Defense,

several

special purpose communication networks have

the

a miscellaneous

At such sta

errors or garbles; makes certain that messages

in relay stations is designed to relay only those

guard

at a semiautomatic relay station.

tions, incoming message tapes are received on

circuits; maintains a separate message log for
each circuit; screens all messages for obvious

A UTOMATIC RELAY

to

Torn tape relay is a term derived from the
manner in whi.ch message tapes are processed

equipment

are

intercept position

been established for the transmission of special
intelligence.

In addition to the normal services

When rejections occur, de

provided by the networks, messages may be re

lay is inevitable and, depending upon the traffic

filed from one network to another, or from a

load

special purpose network to a general purpose

for service action.
and

number

of rejects,

the delay may

military network.

amount to hours.
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RADIOMAN 3 & 2
Depending upon which network a ship or sta
tion may be a part of, traffic-handling and cir

ALTERNATIVE ROUTING
If a failure occurs in equipment or circuit

cuit operating procedure is set forth in special
operating

instructions.

that are refiled from

Normally,

one

system

messages
to another

path, an alternative route for delivery can be
selected.
Alternative

undergo minor changes in format.
Traffic-handling procedures,

regardless of

messages

via

routing

is the transmission

other than

the

normal

of

route.

the system concerned, are similar enough that

When available, alternative routes are used to

the examples and procedures discussed in the

prevent undue delay

remainder of this chapter can serve as a basic

sages, and to reduce or prevent the accumula

example for any of the systems.

In each ex

tion

of high precedence mes

of traffic backlogs.

alternative

publication that governs

usually necessary to determine in advance the

specific

network

precedence

the

routing

the

of lower

For

ample, however, reference must be made to the

messages, it is

affected, to ensure compliance with exact pro

relay capabilities of any other relay station, by

cedure.

asking permission to route traffic alternately.
Replies normally
ROUTING

set specific limitations on

either the number or precedence of the mes
sages being routed alternately or the duration

The Defense Communications System employs
the tape relay method of traffic relay.

of time available for alternate routing.

By this

method, messages are received and routed to
their destination in teletypewriter tape form by
means

of

automatic

or

ROUTING LINE SEGR EGATION

semiautomatic relay

equipment. Tapes are routed by· means of rout

The automatic relay system uses a method

ing indicators, which are directional in charac

known

ter.

multiple-call tapes (messages

These indicators are constructed and as

signed in compliance with a definite plan. Tapes
are

routed according

to

a

routing

as routing line segregation for routing

more routing indicators

having

two or

in the routing line).

doctrine,

This method means that routing indicators in

whereby the traffic flow over various circuits

the routing line are segregated or distributed

or channels and the responsibilities of the relay

in

stations concerned are in accord with a specific

channel in the

prearranged plan.

metnod, only the routing indicators applicable

channels,

The

various

circuits

equipment, procedures,

or

and routing

accordance

with the desired

transmission

switching process.

Under th.is

to a particular transmission appear in the rout

indicators are engineered and coordinated with

ing line.

the system in such a manner that full benefits

has further relay responsibility contain only the

may be realized from the advantages, flexibili

routing indicators for which that station is re

ties, and speed of service of automatic or semi

sponsible.

automatic

relay

equipment.

This

method of

Messages received at a station that

Routing line segregation does not affect tape

traffic handling is designed to reduce in-station

preparation

processing time to a minimum.

function is accomplished at relay stations.

Routing may be either predetermined or al
ternative.

Each method is discussed briefly in

at

the

originating

station.

This
At

the automatic relay stations, relay equipment
segregates routing indicators automatically ac

the following paragraphs.

cording to the required transmission path.

PREDETERMINE D ROUTING

system compatible with the fully automatic sys

In order to

make the semiautomatic relay

tem, relay stations that are not connected di
Predetermined routing means that a specific

rectly to the automatic system must also per

route is selected as the normal path for trans

form routing line segregation on

mission of messages from one particular station

messages.

(or geographical area) to another. Regardless
of the volume of traffic, permission of the inter

gation, semiautomatic relay stations require
an operator using special routing segregation

mediate station(s) is not required to transmit

equipment.

traffic via its normal route.

segregation method.
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all relayed

To perform the routing line segre

Following are examples of the line
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Formal lines 2 and 3 of a message as pre

As relayed to RUCK:

pared by originating station RUQAC and for
VZCZCECB311TPC678

warded to RUQA relay Asmara:

PP RUCKC
DE RUQAC ¢27 2641234

PP RUFRC RUCKO RUWSC RUMFC
DE RUQAC ¢27 2641234

(Etc.)

(Etc.)
As relayed to RUWS:
Station RUQA relay
Lyautey,

and

another

V ZCZCECD935T PC678

must make two trans

missions of this message,
to

one to RUTP, Port
RUMF,

PP RUWSC
DE RUQAC ¢27 2641234

Philippines.

As relayed to RUTP:

(Etc.)

VZCZC QAA¢37

From the preceding examples, it can be seen

PP RUFRC RUCKC RUWSC

that routing

DE RUQAC ¢27 2641234

routing line when they have served their pur

(Etc.)

indicators are dropped from

the

pose. The message arrives at each relay with
only the routing indicators for which that relay

As relayed to RUMF:

is responsible and at each terminal station with
only that station's routing indicator.

VZCZCQAB137

This pro

cedure enables each relay point to determine its

PP RUMFC

own relay

DE RUQAC ¢27 2641234

multiple delivery of the same message to

(Etc.)

terminal

The

relay points along the line increases the possi
bility of a nondelivery if care is not exercised.

made:
next example is how the

processed

by RUTP.

Two

message is

transmission

are

required, one to RUFR, Naples, and the other

responsibilities,

station.

One

and

more

it

eliminates

point

a

should be

Dropping routing indicators at various

Traffic

checkers and

personnel

operating

address segregation equipment (tape factories)

to RUEC, Washington, for relay to RUCKC and

must

RUWSC.

routing indicators received on incoming traffic

The routing line is altered for the two

transmissions as follows:

be extremely

alert

to ensure

that

all

are protected by outgoing transmissions.

Transmission to RUFR:
CHANNEL NUMBER SEQUENCES
VZCZCTPA296QAA¢37
PP RUFRC

Channel number sequences may start at 001

DE RUQAC ¢27 2641234

on a daily basis, or may be numbered continu

(Etc.)

ously from 001 to 000 (000 representing 1000).
Changes to channel number sequences are made

Transmission to RUEC:

at different times, depending upon the various
systems and the number of hours of daily op

VZCZCTPC678QAA¢37

eration.

PP RUCKC RUWSC

Channel

number

sequences

are

changed

DE RUQAC ¢27 2641234

daily, as near 0001Z as practicable.

(Etc.)

there are many circuits on which numbers must
be

Because

changed, relay stations usually commence

resetting their outgoing channel numbers to 001
Station RUEC is responsible for two trans
missions, one to RUCK, Norfolk, the other to
RUWS,

San Francisco.

reduced to

a

Each transmission is

single call in the basic

routing

line.

at approximately 2330Z daily.
Upon receipt of channel number 001 from the
relay

station,

numbers to 001.

tributary stations reset

message to the relay station,
number
133

their

Then they originate a service
stating the last

received for that day and listing any

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
messages awaiting rerun. This service mes
sage is sent under channel number 001 for the

new day.

U.S. JOINT PROCEDURE
When

only U.S. network stations

are par

ticipating deviations from the rules set forth in
ACP 127 are applied in the situations indicated.
Procedures of ACP 12 7 apply in all other in
stances. On the transmit side of each circuit or
channel, major relay stations must-

1. Start a new sequence daily; or
2. Use a continuing sequence 001 through
1000.
Minor relay and tributary stations follow the
numbering system used by their connected relay

stations.
In the following e xample, station RUECD
sends the final number comparison for the old

day, and informs RUEC that retransmiss�on of
a message still is pending.
(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)

RR RUEC
DE RUECD 255¢¢¢2
ZNR UUUUU
UNCLAS SVC ZID ECA164
AWAITING ZUK ECA137
NNNN

(2CR LF)

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR 8LF)
(12LTR S)

The same procedure as just described is ob
served on circuits between relay stations, except
that, on multichannel circuits, one service mes
sage usually suffices for reporting all circuits.
Example:

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
RR RUEC
DE RUWS 2550002

ZNR UUUUU
UNCLAS SVC ZID ECA558
ECB62f}
ECC459 ECD7f}f}
NNNN

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

(2CR 8LF)
(12LTRS)

When a station changes transmission iden
tification numbers under the 1000 number se
quence, the transmission of number 1000 (rep
resented by 000) indicates the end of the current
series. \Receipt of a message with channel
number 001 indicates that a new series has been
instituted. No further notification is required.
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At the receiving station, traffic records per
taining to the previous series must not be con
sidered complete until every number in the
series is accounted for.

COMBINED CIRCUITS
Of the two methods described in the preced
ing topic, daily sequential channel numbering
is used in combined networks.

ENSURING CONTINUITY OF TRAFFIC
Except

for

FLASH messages,

station-to

station receipts are not employed in the tape
relay system. Responsibility for continuity of
received messages rests with the station re
ceiving the traffic.
A receiving station en
sures that a tape is received under each chan
nel number and that numbers are not duplicated

or omitted.
Channel checks, attention to circuit logs, and
quality control are ways of ensuring continuity
of traffic.

CHANNEL CHECKS
When no transmission is

received over a

circuit or channel for a period of 30 minutes
(this interval may be increased to 60 minutes
at the discretion of the relay station on chan
nels to its tributaries), the receiving station
originates a service message (called a channel
check) to the transmitting station. A channel
check is assigned a precedence of IM MEDIATE,
and is in the following form:
(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)

00 RUHPB

DE RUHPC 24616¢5
ZNR UUUUU
UNCLAS SVC ZID PBA113
NNNN

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

(2CR 8LF)

(12LTRS)

(The channel number after operating signal ZID

indicates the channel number of the last mes

sage received from RUHPB on that channel.)
Station RUHPB checks the channel number
of the last message transmitted to RUHPC on

the channel indicated, and, if it agrees with the
number in the channel check, RUHPB trans
mits:

Chapter 7-TRAFFIC-HANDLING PROCED URES
(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
00 RUHPC
DE RUHPB 24616,07

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

ZNR UUUUU
UNCLAS SVC ZIC PBA113

(2CR LF)
(2CR 8LF)

NNNN

(12LTRS)

without channel numbers, or any one of several
other discrepancies might occur. Ensuring the
continuity of traffic is a full-time job,requiring
the

closest attention to

each detail of circuit

operation.
QUALITY CONTROL

If the message reported as last received does
not actually correspond to that sent last,RUHPB
takes whatever action is necessary to estahlish

Another method of achieving continuity of
traffic is by the timely page-copy monitoring of

contact with RUHPC, and retransmits the miss

incoming circuits in the quality control section.

ing message(s).

The quality control operator does

At trib)ltary stations, if no traffic is received
for a period of 30 minutes (or 60 minutes if so
directed), the tributary originates and trans

the circuit operators of any responsibility for
being

mits a channel check addresses to its own sta -

most of the necessary service messages

tion.

quired for coordination between stations.

not relieve

attentive to circuit conditions.

Rather,

he assists the circuit operators and prepares

The following example is such a channel

check.

re

In actual practice, ensuring the continuity
of traffic is the responsibility of every man on

( TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)

watch or employed in the communication center.

CO RUHPB

(2CR LF)

Each message originated or received for relay

DE RUHPB

(2CR LF)

or for local delivery must be protected to its

ZNR UUUUU

(2CR LF)

final destination.

UNC L AS SVC CHANNEL CHECK
RYRYRYRY

(2CR LF)

ABCDEFG HIJKLMNOPQRSTUV

SERVICE MESSAGES

WXYZ
123456789,0

(2CR 8LF)

NNNN

(12L TRS)

As defined in chapter 4, service

messages

are brief transmissions between communication
personnel for the purpose of expediting the han

The

preceding message, routed to its own

dling

of

message traffic.

The

examples

of

station, indicates to the tributary a satisfactory

service messages described in this section per

circuit condition if it is received promptly from
the relay station and the channel number agrees

tain to discrepancies that occur in transmission

with the received message log.

a complete

identification and in message identification. For

If it is not re

turned over the receive channel within a rea

discussion of

service

messages,

refer to the publications, listed earlier in this

sonable length of time, circuit trouble should

chapter, which pertains to the various teletype

be suspected, and the condition of the circuit

writer networks.

should

be

investigated

by

maintenance

per

sonnel.

MISRO UTE/MISSENT MESSAGES

Similarly, self-addressed numbers compari
son

messages

purpose

are transmitted over

circuits when

special

A misrouted message is one bearing incor
rect routing instruction. A missent message

a transmission is not

received for a period of 30 minutes.

contains correct routing

instruction

but was

transmitted to a station other than that indicated.
ATTENTION TO CIRCUIT LOGS

When a message is missent, no alteration
required-it is simply relayed onward.

In addition to originating channel checks or

is

If the

message was misrouted, a misroute pilot must

numbers comparison messages, you must give

be affixed before the message is relayed on

close attention to circuit logs to ensure the con

ward.

tinuity

of traffic.

Unless each incoming tape

After a

misrouted message is

rerouted, a

is properly examined and logged in (or crossed

service message is sent to the station of origin.

off a number sheet), a tape may go through un
accounted for, an actual open number might

The service message identifies the particular
message, pointing out the incorrect routing,and

occur, tapes

indicating corrective

may be received either with or
135

action

taken.

Example:

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
E UA,024WNA,017

reports that the number is open.

RR RUFDAE

contain a request for retransmission. After
appropriate record is made, the matter is con

DE RUEPDA ll6B 1351530
ZNR UUUUU
R 141432Z SEP 69

It does not

sidered closed insofar as the reporting station
is concerned.

FM HQ DA

Upon receipt of a report of an open number,

TO CGUSARELEVEN

the

etc.

a transmission was made under that number. If

determines

no further action is taken.

RR RUFDDO

whether

If records indicate

that a transmission was made under the number

ZNR UUUUU ZOV RUFDAE

in question, it must be rerun under a new chan

E UA,024WNA,017

nel number with no indication of retransmission.

RR RUFDAE
DE RUEPDA 116B 1351530

Example (1):

ZNR UUUUU

RUHPB reports an open num-

ber to RUHP:

R 141432Z SEP 69

(TI)

FM HQ DA

(5 SPACES 2CR LF)

00 RUHP

TO CGUSARELEVEN

DE RUHPB 131 0111245

etc.

ZFX HPA¢63

Service message sent by RUFDAE to RUEPDA:
(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
RR RUEPDA

Example (2):

HPA,066WPB,02 7PHA,051

BT
ZUI RUEPDA

116B 1351530

RUFDDO ZOV RUFDAE

RR RUHPB
DE RUWSPH 151 0111215
etc.

BT
NNNN

DUPED NUMBERS

MESSAGES WITHOUT A

When two messages are received at a station

CHANNEL NUMBER
message

RUHPB, after ascertaining that

transmits:

ZNR UUUU U
UNCLAS SVC

NNNN

a transmission was made under HPA¢63, re

DE RUFDAE 117A 1351541

received

bearing duplicate channel numbers,
without

a

sequential

channel number-if otherwise correct-must be
released for onward transmission, delivery, or
refile.

station

no transmission was accomplished, an appro
priate notation is made in station records, and

Misroute pilot applied by RUFDAE:

A

transmitting

A service message must be sent to the

transmitting station reporting the pertinent in
formation. E xample:

both messages are released.
discovered,

If duplication is

the duplicate is not released; in

stead, a service message is transmitted to the
responsible station.

Example:

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
RR RUWG
DE RUWGBS 1732345

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
RR RBDA
DE RBDAG H 1751923

ZNR UUUUU
ZFQ WFA145

ZFT RBDAC 148C 1751712 DPA125
NNNN

NNNN(or)

(TI)

OPEN NUMBERS
When a station discovers an open number, a
service message of IMMEDIATE

the tapes

are examined to determine if duplication of the
message occurred. If no duplication is apparent,

precedence

(5 SPACES 2CR LF)

RR RUWG
DE RUWGBS 1732345
ZNR UUUUU

must be sent to the transmitting station advising
of the discrepancy. The service message merely

ZFQ RUCDSQ 194A RUEAFF 167C WFA145
NNNN
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In response to a notification of duped num
bers-it the message
distant

texts

are

CORCY PILOT

identical-the

station is advised to disregard one of

the tapes.

If two different texts were trans

mitted, a new number is assigned to one or the

When a

relay

station forwards

a SUBCOR

message, as in the foregoing example, it is that
station's responsibility to obtain a good tape
and forward it to the station to which the SUB

other tapes.

COR was sent.
TAPE RELAY PILOTS
A pilot indicates that, for some reason, a
particular message requires special handling

copy of the preceding message.

(TI)

The pilot is considered to

over relay circuits.

The next example shows the

pilot used by RUHP in forwarding the corrected

(5 SPACES 2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

Associated

00 RUECN
ZNR UUUUU ZEL RUHP
VV (3 SPACES) MGA19,0VV
(3 SPACES) ATA1,0 5

Abbre-

Operating

00 RUECN

(2CR LF)

viation

Signal

DE RUATH 93 3119,01

(2CR LF)

be format line 1 of the message.
four important types of pilots.

Pilot

Following are

(2CR LF)

.... Etc .....
1. Subject to correc-

SUBCOR

ZDG

2. Corrected copy

CORCY

ZEL

3. Suspected dupli-

SUSDUPE

ZFD

tion

(Etc.)

SUSDUPE PILOT
When a station has no

cate transmission
4. Rerouted message

-

- - -

conclusive evidence

that a tape was transmitted, but suspects that it
was, the message is forwarded as a suspected

zov

duplicate.
is

SUBCOR PILOT

In such instances, the station called

responsible for preventing duplicate deli v

eries to the addressee.

Example:

When a relay operator finds a garbled or
multilated tape of PRIORITY (or lower pre

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)

cedence, the tape usually is not relayed until a

PP RULAGB

(2CR LF)

good copy is available.

ZFD R ULA

(2CR LF)

If waiting for a good

copy would delay the message unreasonably, or

PP RULAT RULAC RULAGB

(2CR LF)

if the

DE RUECH 48A 2141158

(2CR LF)

PRIORITY, it is forwarded immediately, subject

P 111213Z SEP 69

(2CR LF)

to correction.

(Etc.)

message

is of higher precedence than

The station releasing a message

(Etc.)

subject to correction is responsible for seeing
that a good tape is transmitted as soon as pos
sible as a corrected copy.
In the following

example,

a message from

the Far East, addressed to Washington, is re
ceived garbled at the relay station in Honolulu,
and is forwarded SUBCOR.

REROUTE PILOT
As you learned in the previous section, a
misrouted message bears an incorrect routing
indicator. B ecause a misroute is handled dif
ferently,

do not confuse this type of message

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
00 RUECN
ZNR UUUUU ZDG RUHP
VV (3 SPACES) MGA19,0VV

(2CR LF)

with the missent message, which bears the cor
rect routing indicator but inadvertently is sent

(2CR LF)

to the wrong station.

(2CR LF)

must be forwarded with

(2CR LF)

missent message is forwarded without altera

(3 SPACES) ATA1,05
00 RUECN
DE RUATH 93 31119,01
ZNR UUUUU
0 18191,0Z SEP 69

(2CR LF)

tion.

(2CR LF)

is a relay station; in others, the tributary sta

FM CONMAVFORJAPAN

(2CR LF)

tion

TO RUECN/DI RNAVSECGRU

(2CR LF)

Corrective routing action consists of preparing

(2CR LF)

The misrouted message
a

pilot, whereas

the

The station detecting a misroute is respon

(2CR LF)

sible for taking corrective routing action.

(2CR LF)

some instances the station detecting a misroute

BT

(2CR LF)
(Text garbled but still useful.) (Etc.)
(Etc.)
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to

which

the

message

was

(In

misrouted.)

a pilot containing the message precedence (re
peated), the

correct

routing indicator

of the

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
station to effect delivery, the operating signal

occurred.

ZNR

repeated classification

mission of a service message tracer differ,

character, and the operating signal ZOV, fol

depending upon whether the message in question

or

ZNY

lowed by the

and the
routing

indicator

The

procedures

leading to trans

is a nondelivery, a suspected nondelivery, or an

of the station

preparing the pilot. Transmission instructions

excessively delayed delivery.

are used only in

dures for each of these circumstances are pre

multiple-address messages,

Detailed proce

scribed in the effective edition of ACP 12 7.

and then only when absolutely necessary to ef

For

fect delivery of the message.
In the following example, assume that relay

purposes

procedures,

of our discussion

assume

that

a known

of tracer
(not

sus

station RUHP receives a message for further

pected) nondelivery occurs.

relay, and discovers a misroute in it.

tracer procedures start with the originator of

An op

In such instances,

erator at RUHP prepares a reroute pilot tape,

the message, either no his own initiative or at

prefixes

the request of the addressee who did not receive

it to the original tape (as received),

and relays the message to the correct station.

the message.

Tracer action is not authorized

after 30 days from the date of the message being
traced.

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
RR RUHPF

(2CR LF)

The first step the originator takes is either

ZNR UUUUU ZOV R UHP
VV (3 SPACES) UAT¢96

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

to cancel or retransmit the original message to
the addressee not receiving it. If the message

RR RUHPB RUHPE

(2CR LF)

is retransmitted, the operating signal ZFG is

DE RUATA 43 3¢¢¢759

transmitted immediately after the DTG in the

ZNR UUUUU

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

R P8P923Z SEP 69

(2CR LF)

ZFG means "This message is an exact dupli

FM NAS ATSU GI

(2CR LF)

cate of

TO RUHPB/CINCPACFLT

(2CR LF)

After retransmitted the message, a service

INFO RUHPE/COMBARPAC

(2CR LF)

message tracer is drafted and sent to the first

BT

(2CR LF)

relay station concerned with the original mes

(Etc.)

sage. The relay station, after assuring that the

(Etc.)

original

message
a

message
a

service

originating

the

message
misrouted

mishandled

transmitted.")

at that station,

next relay

station

message), pointing

formation.
This procedure continues on a
station-to-station basis until the cause for the
lost message is determined and reported to the

This procedure is an im

originating station.

It brings

To illustrate a message being traced from

the routing error to the attention of the station
prevent

not

previously

for action, and to the originating station for in

RUATA

portant part of the reroute process.
at fault, and helps

was

(Operating signal

(station

to

out the incorrect routing and indicating the cor
rective action taken.

message

forwards the tracer to the

After rerouting the message, RUHP trans
mits

heading.

future

originator to

misroutes.

addressee,

assume a

message

originated by RUEAHQ was lost en route to the
addressee

at RUFPBW.

After

retransmitting

the original message to RUFPBW as an exact

TRACER P ROCEDURES

duplicate,
Naval communications prides itself on re

RUEAHQ

originates

and

transmits

the following tracer to the service desk of the
first relay station handlin g the original mes
sage.

liability, but no communication system is ab
solutely perfect. For this reason, some provi
sion must be made for tracing messages that
are lost or meet unreasonable delay.
answer three questions:

Tracers

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
RR RUEASU

Was the message ac

DE RUEAHZ 25A ¢5615¢¢

tually lost? Who lost it? Why was it lost?
Tracers are sent to protect the dependability

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

of communications-not to serve as a basis for

ZNR UUUUU
UNCLAS SVC RUEAHQ 1 ¢4C

disciplinary action.

¢55¢8¢¢ 24¢75pZ

(2CR LF)

fault that its internal message-handling proce

ZDE2 RUFPBW /HQ USAFE

(2CR LF)

dures may need reexamination.

ZDQRUEA HQB 115
24¢9¢¢z

They warn the station at

Tracing a message is simply checking from
station

to

station to

find where

the

NNNNN

failure
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(2CR LF)
(2CR 8LF)
(12 LTRS)
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(The meaning of the operating signals used in

obtained.

the text of the tracer are:

bility for the nondelivery.

undelivered.
sage

ZDE2-Message

Advise disposition.

was relayed to

__

__

by

__

ZDQ--Mes
at

__ ,

)

That station

must accept responsi
It does

so in

the

following report to the originator of the mes
sage.

On receipt of the tracer, RUEASU checks its
handling of the original message and finds that

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)

the message was forwarded to RUFP.

RR RUEAHQ RUFPSU

(2CR LF)

action continues with RUEASU sending the fol

DE RUFPBW 223B �561915

(2CR LF)

lowing version to RUFPSU (service desk of relay

ZNR UUUUU

{2CR LF)

station RUFP) and RUEAHQ.

TO RUEAHQ
INFO RUFPSU
BT
UNCLAS SVC ZUI RUEAHQ
1�4C ¢55�8¢�
24�75¢Z ZDE2 RUFPBW/HQ
USAFE RECEIVED
ZBK2. TRISTA FAILED TO
INITIATE ZDK

{2CR LF)

Tracer

(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)
RR RUFPSU RUEAHQ
DE RUEASU 75A ¢561625

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
{2CR LF)
{2CR LF)

ZNR UUUUU

(2CR LF)

TO RUFPSU

(2CR LF)

INFO RUEAHQ

(2CR LF)

BT

(2CR LF)

UNCLAS SVC RUEAHQ 104C
�55�8¢� 24¢75�Z

{2CR LF)
{2CR LF)

REQUEST. CORRECTIVE

ZDE2 RUFPBW/HQ USAFE ZDQ

(2CR LF)

BT

(2CR 8LF)

RUFP JNB185
240955Z

{2CR LF)

NNNNN

{12 LTRS)

(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
(2CR LF)
{2CR LF)
{2CR LF)

ACTION TAKEN

BT

{2CR LF)
{2CR 8LF)

MESSAGES REQUIRING

NNNN

{12 LTRS)

SUPERVISORY HANDLING

On receipt of the foregoing tracer, RUFPSU

Certain messages may, for reasons of sen

checks its station monitors and finds that the

sitivity or privacy,

questioned message was sent to RUFPBW for

Extreme caution must be exercised to preclude

delivery to the addressee. Accordingly, RUFPSU

the

sends this tracer:

mission

compromise
on

require

special handling.

of such messages by

unauthorized

circuits.

trans

Usually,

messages requiring such special handling are
(TI) (5 SPACES 2CR LF)

identified by special pilots, special handling in

RR RUFPBW RUEAHQ

{2CR LF)

structions in the form of a distinct phrase, or by

DE RUFPSU 1¢9 ¢5617¢5

{2CR LF)

special operating signals.

ZNR UUUUU

{2CR LF)

tions for local handling are incorporated in the

In general, instruc

TO RUFPBW

{2CR LF)

communication center's SOP.

I NFO RUEAHQ

(2CR LF)

control and the circuit operators should be alert

BT

(2CR LF)

visory personnel.

UNCLAS SVC RUEAHQ 1¢4C

(2CR LF)

Both the quality

to call such messages to the attention of super

¢55�8¢¢ 24¢?5¢Z

(2CR LF)

ZDE2 RUFPBW/HQ USAFE ZDQ
RUFPBW BWA234

(2CR LF)

241�¢�z

(2CR LF)

BASEGRAM SYSTEM

(2CR LF)

BT

(2CR 8LF)

NNNN

(12 LTRS)

The basegram system of delivery is for gen
eral messages

of insufficient operational im

portance to warrant immediate delivery to ships
by the fleet broadcast method.

Originators of

general messages decide which messages may
As

seen

in the

preceding

examples,

the

be designated basegrams. The purpose of base

original message was traced from the originat

gram delivery is to keep the fleet broadcast free

ing station to the station serving the addressee.
After a thorough search of its files and records,

for

operational traffic.

shore stations, acting

Strategically

located

as basegram delivery

RUFPBW discovers that the original transmis

authorities, furnish copies

sion

ships in ports from which U.S.Navy ships nor

of the

questioned message was received

garbled and was filed without a good copy being
139

mally operate.

of

basegrams

to

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
Basegrams and all other general messages
are delivered by teletypewriter throughout the

All

ships

are

required to keep a

general

Broadcast sta

message
receipt log.
Usually, a standard
ledger-type book is used for this purpose, with

tions, although they receive basegrams by rapid

columns ruled and labeled to indicate the gen

shore communication system.

means, ordinarily do not broadcast the actual

eral messages received and the basegrams for

basegrams.

which

Instead, they originate and broad

cast a service message, indicating that the gen

only

the

were received.

procedure

messages

(ZFOs)

The ZFO procedure message

eral message is being delivered as a basegram.

is always

The operating signal ZFO (Message

message file until it is replaced by the actual

being deliYered as

is

a basegram) is transmitted,

along with the message identification. Example:

in

the

appropriate

general

general message basegrams.
Aboard ship, your communication chief may
send you ashore to pick up basegrams as soon
as you

WR NR 34,04
R ll0254Z
F::\I NSS
TO NERK

placed

while

arrive

in port, at

frequent

intervals

in port, and immediately before getting

underway.

Be sure to take along the general

message logbook, because the basegram office
has

BT

no

other

way

of knowing

which general

messages your ship lacks.

l'NCLAS

When you obtain copies of basegrams from

ZFO ALNA V 1,0192,0Z/¢5

the basegram office, you will notice the word

BT

BASEGRAM near the beginning of the text.

AR

Ad

ditionally, the message heading bears the op
erating signal ZFP (meaning BASEGRAM) after

Broadcast

stations are

permitted to

basegrams on the fleet broadcast

send

the DTG.

if all other

Upon receipt, basegrams are written up and

traffic is cleared and free circuit time exists.

routed the same as any other general message.
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RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURES
7. Transmitting

We learned in chapter 3 that radio is poten
tially the least secure of all the various means
of communication. One way in which Radiomen
can improve transmission security

is by

the

operator's

personal

sign.
8. Excessive repetition of prowords.
9. Use of plain language in place of applicable

ob

prowords.

serving strict circuit discipline.

10. Use of authorized prowords.
11. Unnecessary transmission.

CIRCUIT DISCIPLINE

12. Incorrect

equipment, net control, monitoring and training,
and remedial action.

Lack of

unauthorized

procedure.
to

an organization.

adherence to prescribed frequencies and operat
ing procedure,

and

13. Identification of unit locations.
14. Identification of individuals belonging

Circuit discipline is the part of transmission
security that includes the proper use of radio

15. Excessively long calls.

When a statio n is

called and does not answer within a reasonable

circuit discipline and lack of operator training,

time, presumably because a condition of radio

as well as negligence, inaccuracy, and laxity,

silence prevails,

are responsible for the violations that endanger

mitted blind or by some other method.
16. Failure

radio transmission security.
Although circuit discipline is discussed here
in

connection

with

radiotelephone

maintain

radio

be trans

watches

on

designated frequencies and at prescribed times.
17. Use of profane, indecent, or obscene lan

procedure,

you must understand that the requirement for

to

the message may

guage.

circuit discipline applies as well to all commu
nication circuits-not just radiotelephone.
MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE

Every operator must recognize and avoid the
following malpractices that endanger communi
cation security.

The following guide should be used in develop
ing

1. Linkage or compromise of classified call

good microphone technique.

do's and avoid the don'ts.

Practice the

Remember, though,

signs and address groups by plain language or

that nothing can take the place of good common

association with unclassified call signs.

sense.

2. Linkage or compromise of encrypted call
signs

In no��]

and address groups by association with

other call signs, address groups, or plain lan
guage. For example, use of encrypted call signs
in

the call

1. Listen before transmitting.

and unencrypted call signs in the

3. Misuse and confusion of call signs, rout

a transmission in progress to the extent

ing indicators, address groups, and address in
dicating groups.

Unauthorized

break-in causes confusion and often blocks

message address.

that neither transmission

gets

through.

This abuse may result in the

2. Speak clearly and distinctly. Both slurred

nondelivery of an important message, a compro

syllables and clipped speech are hard to

mise, or the linking of classified and unclassi

understand.

fied call signs and address groups.

untrained operators is failure to emphasize

4. Violation of EMCON conditions of radio
silence.
5. Unofficial conversation between

vowels sufficiently.
3. Speak slowly.

Unless the action officer

opera

is listening, he must rely on the copy be

without

chance to get it all down.

tors.
6. Transmitting

A widespread error among

ing typed or written.
in

a

directed

net

Give the recorder a
That way you

save time and avoid repetitions.

permission.
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4. Avoid extremes of pitch.
cuts

through

A high voice

interference

best,

shrill and unpleasant if too high.

but

I

is

DON'

T; ]

A lower

pitch is easier on the ear, but is difficult

1. Transmit while surrounded by other per

to understand through background noises

sons loudly discussing the next maneuver
or event . It confuses receiving stations,

if too low.
5. Be natural.
rhythm.

Maintain a normal speaking

and a serious security violation can re

Group words in a natural man

sult.
2. Hold the microphone button in the push-to

ner. Send your message phrase by phrase
instead of word by word.
6. Use standard pronunciation.
sectional

peculiarities

is

talk
difficult

understand.

Talkers

who

a

broadcast

network

speaking

use as a

in

that

there

to

a position while

is

a

announcer are

possibility

of

to other background noises.
4. Hold a handset loosely.

a moderately

ready

having feedback from the earphone added

easiest to understand.
7. Speak

absolutely

3. Hold a handset in such

model the almost standard pronunciation
of

until

Your carrier will block com

munications on the net.

for

persons from other parts of the country
to

position

transmit.

Speech with

strong voice in

A firm pressure

on the microphone button prevents uninten

order to override unavoidable background

tional release and consequent signal drop

noises and prevent dropouts.

out.

8. Keep correct

5. Tie up a circuit with test signals. Usually

distance between lips and

microphone. A distance of about 2 inches
is correct for most microphones.

10 seconds is sufficient for testing.

If the

distance is too great, speech is inaudible
and background noises creep in; if too

PRONOUNCING NUMERALS

small, blaring and blasting result.
9. Shield your microphone.

Care must be taken to distinguish numerals

Keep your head

from similarly pronounced words.

and body between noise-generating sources
and

the

microphone

10. Keep the volume

of

while transmitting.
a handset earphone

Numeral

speaker

volumes

to

a

!1

moderate

level.
a radio

check.

2

A trans

mission with feedback or a high level of

3

background noise is not "loud and clear,"
even though the message can be under

4

stood.

5

13. Pause momentarily, after each normal
phrase, a nd interrupt your carrier. This
method

allows

any

other

station

6

with

7

higher precedence traffic to break in.
14. Adhere strictly to prescribed procedures.
Up-to-date

radiotelephone

8

procedure is

9

found in the effective edition of ACP 125.
15. Transact your business and
air.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ze-ro

1 .... ............. Wun

12. Give an accurate evaluation in re sponse to
a request for

Pronounced

--

low.
11. Keep

Pronounce

numerals as indicated in the accompanying lists.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

•

.

•

.

.

•

.

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

Too
Three
Fow-er
Fife
Six
Sev-en
Ait
Nin-er

get off the

Preliminary calls waste time when

The numeral

communications are good and the message

never as "oh."

is short.

"day-see-mal."

It is not necessary to blow into

a microphone to test it, nor to repeat por
tions of messages when no repetition is
requested.

In general,

!1

is always spoken as "zero"

Decimal points are spoken as
numbers

are transmitted

digit

by digit, except that exact multiples thousands
are spoken as such. However, there are special
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cases when the normal pronounciation is pre

Phonetic

scribed and this rule does not apply (17 would

Equipment

Letter

Pronounced

then be "seventeen"). Examples:
Pronounced

Number
12

....... Twelve

44

....... Fow-er Fow-er

90

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

WISS KEY

XRAY

ECKS RAY

y

YANKEE

YANG KEY

z

ZULU

ZOO LOO

PRO WORDS
Prowords (procedure words) are the radio

..... .. Wun Three Six

500

....... Fife Ze-ro Ze-ro

telephone equivalents of

1478

....... Wun Fow-er Sev-en Ait

7000

.......

812,681

WHISKEY

X

Nin-er Ze-ro

136

16,000

w

prosigns.

They

are

words and phrases that have predetermined
meanings, and are used to expedite message
handling on radiotelephone circuits. Many pro

Sev-en Tou-zand

words

and

prosigns

have

exactly

the same

meaning. They also are used in the same man

.. ..... Wun Six Tou-zand

ner.

....... Ait Wun Too Six Ait Wun

A list of prowords together with an explana
tion of each and the corresponding prosign (if
one exists), is given in table 8-1. Learn them

PHONETIC ALPHABET

now, because they will be used often. Prece
dence of a radiotelephone message is indicated

Many letters of the alphabet sound alike. For

by the actual word(s) of the precedence. (Ex

this reason, the standard phonetic equivalents

ample:

PRIORITY, IMMEDIATE,

and so on.
)

of the letters of the alphabet are used in radio
telephone communications. Correct pronuncia

RADIOTELEPHONE MESSAGES

tion ·of the phonetic alphabet is important and
should be practiced at every opportunity.

Radiotelephone uses a 16-line message for
mat that is comparable to formats in teletype

Phonetic
Letter
-

A

Equivalent

writer communications. It also has the same
three military message forms:
plaindress,

Pronounced

abbreviated plaindress,
ALFA

AL FAH

and codress.

By

far

the most common message form in radiotele

B

BRAVO

BRAH V OH

phone

c

CHARLIE

CHAR LEE

Often it is so abbreviated that its resemblance

D

DELTA

DELL TA

to the basic message format is barely detecta

E

ECHO

ECK OH

ble. The three major message parts are still

F

FOXTROT

FOKS TROT

there:

G

GOLF

GOLF

H

HOTEL

HOH TELL

a radiotelephone message. All the parts, com

I

INDIA

IN DEE AH

ponents, elements, or contents are not neces

traffic

is

the

abbreviated

plaindress.

heading, text, and ending.

Table 8-2 shows the correct arrangement of

J

JULIETT

JEW LEE ETT

sarily included in any one message. When one

K

KILO

KEY LOH

of them is used, it must be placed in the mes

L

LIMA

LEE MAH

sage

M

MIKE

MIKE

table.

N

NOVEMBER

NO VEM BER

0

OSCAR

OSS CAH

p

PAPA

PAH PAH

Q

QUEBEC

KEH BECK

s

ROMEO

ROW ME OH

SIERRA

SEE AIR

R

in the order in which it appears

in

the

HEADING
The heading of a radiotelephone message may
include any

RAH

or

all of the first 10 procedural

lines shown in table 8-2. More often than not ,

T

TANGO

TANG GO

u

UNIFORM

YOU NEE FORM

text. One explanation for such general use of

v

VICTOR

VIK TAH

the

though, it includes only the call, preceding the
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abbreviated form is that

radiotelephone
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Table 8-1.-Radiotelephone Prowords

Explanation

Proword
ADDRESS GROUP
ALL AFTER

Proword Equivalent

The group that follows is an address group.
The portion of the message to which I have reference is all which
follows

ALL BEFORE

AA

The portion of the message to which I have reference is all that
precedes

AUTHENTICATE

AB

The station called is to reply to the challenge which follows.

AUTHENTICATION IS

The transmission authentication of this message is

BREAK

I hereby indicate the separation of the text from other portions of the

-----

·

message.
CALL SIGN

BT

The group that follows is a call sign.

CORRECT

You are correct, or what you have transmitted is correct.

CORRECTION

An error has been made in this transmission. Transmission will
continue with the last word correctly transmitted.

An

error has been made in this transmission (or message indicated).

The correct version is
That which follows is corrected version in answer to your request for
verification.
DISREGARD THIS
TRANSMISSION-OUT

EEEEEEEE

c
c

This transmission is in error. Disregard it. This proword shall not
be used to cancel any message that has been completely transmitted
and for which receipt or acknowledgment has been received.

DO NOT ANSWER

c

EEEEEEEE

AR

Stations called are not to answer this call, receipt for this message,
or otherwise to transmit in connection with this transmission. When
this proword is employed, the transmission shall be ended with the
F

proword "OUT."
EXECUTE

Carry out the purport of the message or signal to which this applies.

EXECUTE TO FOLLOW

Action on the message or signal which follows is to be carried out

IX (;;

To be used only with the Executive Method.
upon receipt of the proword "EXECUTE." To be used only with the
Delayed Executive Method.
EXEMPT

The addressees immediately following are exempted from the

FIGURES

Numerals or numbers follow.

FLASH

Precedence FLASH.

FROM

The originator of this message is indicated by the address designator

IX
XMT

collective call.

z
FM

immediately following.
GROUPS

This message contains the number of groups indicated by the numeral
following.

GR

GROUP NO COUNT

The groups in this message have not been counted.

GRNC

I AUTHENTICATE

The group that follows is the reply to your challenge to authenticate.

IMMEDIATE

Precedence IMMEDIATE.

IMMEDIATE EXECUTE

Action on the message or signal following

0

is

to be carried out on

receipt of the word EXECUTE. To be used only with the Immediate
Executive Method.

IX

INFO

The addressees immediately following are addressed for information.

INFO

I READ BACK

The following is my response to your instruction to read back.

I SAY AGAIN

I am repeating transmission or portion indicated.

I SPELL

I shall spell the next word phonetically.

I VERIFY

sec dash)

IMI

That which follows has been verified at your request and is repeated.
To be used only as a reply to VERIFY.

MESSAGE

A message which requires recording is about to follow. Transmitted
immediately after the call. (This proword is not used on nets

primarily employed for conveying messages. It is intended for use
when messages are passed on tactical or reporting nets.)
--·-··-

------

-- --
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Table 8-1.-Radiotelephone Prowords-Continued

Proword

Explanation

Proword Equivalent

NET NOW

All stations are to net their radios on the unmodulated carrier wave

NUMBER

Station Serial Number.

OUT

This is the end of my transmission to you and no answer is required

which I am about to transmit.
NR

or expected.
OVER

This is the end of my transmission to you and a response is
K

necessary. Go ahead; transmit.
PRIORITY

Precedence PRIORITY.

p

READ BACK

Repeat this entire transmission back to me exactly as received.

G

REBROADCAST YOUR NET

Link the two nets under your control for automatic rebroadcast.

RELAY (TO)

Transmit this message to all addressees immediately following.

T

ROGER

I have received your last transmission satisfactorily.

R

ROUTINE

Precedence ROUTINE.

R

SAY AGAIN

Repeat all of your last transmission. Followed by identification data

SERVICE

The message that follows is a service message.

SIGNALS

The groups which follow are taken from a signal book. (This proword

(portion indicated)."

means "Repeat

svc

is not used on nets primarily employed for conveying signals. It is
intended for use when tactical signals are passed on nontactical nets.)
SILENCE (Repeated three or
more times)

Cease transmissions on this net immediately. Silence will be main
tained until lifted. (When an authentication system is in force the
HM HM HM

transmission imposing silence is to be authenticated.)
SILENCE LIFTED

Silence is lifted. (When an authentication system is in force the
transmission lifting silence is to be authenticated.)

SPEAK SLOWER

Your transmission is at too fast a speed. Reduce speed of
transmission.

STOP REBROADCASTING

Cut the automatic link between the two nets that are being rebroadcast

THIS IS

This transmission is from the station whose designator immediately

and revert to normal working.

DE

follows.
TIME

That which immediately follows is the time or date-time group of the
message.

TO

The addressees immediately following are addressed for action.

UNKNOWN STATION

The identity of the station with whom I am attempting to establish
AA

communication is unknown.
VERIFY

TO

Verify entire message (or portion indicated) with the originator and
send correct version. To be used only at the discretion of or by th e
addressee t o which the questioned message was directed.

J

WAIT

I must pause for a few seconds.

AS

WAIT-OUT

I must pause longer than a few seconds.

AS

WILCO

I have received your signal, understand it, and will comply. To be

AR

used only by the addressee. Since the meaning of ROGER is included
in that of WILCO, the two prowords are never used together.
WORD AFTER

The word of the message to which I have reference is that which
follows

WORD BEFORE

The word of the message to which I have reference is that which
precedes

WORDS TWICE

WA

WB

_______ .

Communication is difficult. Transmit(ting) each phrase (or each
code group) twice. This proword may be used as an order, request,
or as iuformation.

WRONG

Your last transmission was incorrect. The correct version is

____
_
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Table 8-2.-Radiotelephone Message Format

Parts

Format
Line

Elements

Components

a.

Call

b.

Message follows

H

Procedure

1

(Not used in radiotelephone.)

2

Station(s) called (proword EXEMPT, exempted

a
n

c.

d

Transmission identification

E

3

d.

Transmission instructions

4

calls). Proword THIS

IS

and station calling.

Proword MESSAGE.
Proword NUMBER and station serial number.
Prowords RELAY TO; READ BACK; DO NOT
ANSWER; words twice. Operation signals; call
signs; address groups; address indicating groups;
plain language designator.

A

Preamble

a.

Precedence; date-time group;
message instructions

Precedence designation. Proword TIME; date and
5

I

a.

Originator's sign; originator

b.

Action addressee sign; action
addressee

Address
H

c.

Information addressee sign;

d.

Exempted addressee sign;

Prefix

a.

7

9

exempted addressee

i

6

8

information addressee

G

Accounting information; group
count; SVC

s
E
p
A
R
A
T
I
0
H

10

11

Text

a.

time expressed in digits and zone suffix;
operating signals.

D

T
E
X
T

Contents

Subject matter

12

s
E
p
A
R
A
T
I
0
H

13

Proword FROM; originator's address
designator.
Proword TO; action addressee designator.
Proword INFO; information addressee
designator.
Proword EXEMPT; exempted addressee
designator.
Accounting symbol; group count; proword
SERVICE.

Proword BREAK.

Internal instructions; thought or idea as
expressed by the originator.

Proword BREAK.

.

E
H
D
I
H
G

a.
Procedure

Time group

14

b.

Final instructions

15

c.

Ending sign

16

Proword TIME. Hours and minutes expressed in
digits and zone suffix, when appropriate.
Prowords WAIT, CORRECTION,
AUTHENTICATION IS; station designators.
Pro words OVER; OUT.
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communication nearly always is conducted with

tells the receiver to go ahead and transmit, or

the station originating and the station addressed

"This is the end of my transmission to you and
a response

in direct communication.

is necessary."

With the

proword

OUT, the sender tells the receiver:

the end of my transmission to you, and no re

TEXT
The text

sponse is required."

of the radiotelephone message is

language,

code words,

cipher groups,

Code

Difficult words or groups within the text of a
Groups

or words

to be

pronounce

the

word,

(such

as

LIBRA

in

the

text

BRAVO ALFA XRAY

TANGO OSCAR.

he

The phonetic alphabet is applied not only to

should do so before and after spelling it.

letters of the alphabet, but also to the names of
the signal flags.

Abbreviations in the Text

Flag A is ALFA,

BRAVO, and so on.

flag B is

Signal flags are combined

into code groups that have meanings

Dates within the text should be spoken digit
by digit and the month spoken in full.

of

their

own.
ECHO KILO TWO, for example, might
mean "anchor is dragging." Meanings of such
code groups are

Example:

given

in appropriate

signal

publications.
It may sound strange to a Radioman that flag

"19 Sep" is spoken as "One niner Septem

ber."
Initials

used alone

or in

conjunction

signals are sent by radiotelephone, but they are;
this

with

procedure

happens

often.

A

Radioman

must be able to recognize whether he is hearing

short titles shall be spoken phonetically.

a flag signal or a word or group spelled pho
netically.

Example:

Here is how to differentiate:

If the

phonetic alphabet is used, the proword I SPELL
precedes it, and each phonetic letter is to be

"ACP" shall be spoken phonetically as "Alfa

recorded as a letter. If you hear I SPELL, fol

Charlie Papa."

lowed by DELTA OSCAR, write it as DO.
On administrative nets the proword "SIG

Personal initials shall be spoken phonetically
prefixed by the word "INITIALS."

NALS" followed by DELTA OSCAR means the
groups have been taken from a signal book and
should be recorded as such.

Example:

employed

"G. M. SMITH" shall be spoken as "INITIALS

Abbreviations

frequently

used

in

On nets primarily

for conveying signals,

no prowords

will be used and it may be assumed that alpha
bet flags are intended.

Golf Mike Smith."

OPERATIONAL BREVITY CODE

normal

speech may be used in the same manner when

A radiotelephone operator's

transmitted by voice.

that

he

know and

use

duties require

correctly the

special

"language" developed for tactical maneuvering,

Example:
"USS

words

are spelled phonetically:

spelled are preceded by the proword I SPELL.
the operator can

pro

EXECUTE PLAN LIBRA) are sent as plain lan
guage words. Encrypted groups such as BAXTO

plain language message are spelled out in the
alphabet.

two ending

CODE AND CIPHER MESSAGES

or nu

merals.

phonetic

These

words never are used together.

the basic thought or idea the originator wishes
to communicate. It may be in the form of plain

If

"This is

air control,
support,

Forrestal" may be spoken as "USS

anti-air

electronic

warfare,

naval

gunfire

countermeasures,

anti

submarine warfare, and other specialized uses.

Forrestal."

Words, phrases, and abbreviations employed in
radiotelephone for these specialized uses

ENDING

are

called operational brevity codes.

Every radiotelephone message ends with the

For

a

complete list of operational brevity

code words,

proword OVER or OUT. With OVER, the sender
147

refer

to

the effective edition

of

RADIOMAN
ACP 165.

3

That publication is divided into sec

tions according to subject area.

Major section

& 2

Section 6-Small surface

craft control and

direction.

headings, along with representative code words
BULLY:

from each section, are presented here to ac

Concentrate attack on my target

or target designated.

quaint RM's with the type of information con
tained in the publication.

Section 7 -Minesweeping operations.
Section 1-General.

(Includes surveillance,

warning, reporting, aircraft control, airborne
early warning, search and rescue, and elec

DAISY:

tronic readiness conditions and duties.)
ABORT(ING):

Cancel mission.

Moored mine.

Section 8-Electronic warfare.

I am (or

CHATTER:

contact designated) unable to continue

HOOTER:

mission.

SCRUB:

BOGEY: An air contact that is unidentified

Communications

jamming.

Jammer.
Erase

the

contact

designated

from all plots.

but assumed to be enemy.
CHICKS:

Friendly fighter aircraft.
SKUNK: A surface contact that is uniden

The final section of ACP 165 is an alpha
betical decode listing of the code words.

tified but assumed to be enemy.
YELLOW JACKET:

One must understand that words and phrases

Survivor in the sea

wearing a lifejacket.

of the brevity code provide no communication
security.

The purposes of the codes are to (1)

standardize the vocabulary, (2) increase accu
Section

2-Anti-air

warfare

coordination.

racy of transmission,

(3)

and

shorten trans

mission time.
GUNS/WEAPONS

FREE:

Fire may be

opened on all aircraft not recognized
as friendly.
WARNING RED:

RADIOTELEPHONE CALL SIGNS

Attack by hostile air

craft is imminent.

Call signs employed in radiotelephone

are

more commonly known as voice call signs. They
consist of spoken words, which can be trans

Section

3 -Carrier

deck conditions and flight

operations.

mitted and understood more rapidly and more
effectively than actual names of ships and afloat
commands,

ASSUME

DECK:

Carrier prepare

deck

or

phonetic equivalents

national radio call signs.

of

inter

Under certain cir

for possible emergency landing of air

cumstances, however, the phonetically spelled

craft as soon as possible.

international call sign is used in radiotelephone

SLINGSHOT:

Launch by catapult.

Section 4-Aircraft conditions
and missions.

of readiness

Mine-laying plane.

A/S contact has been lost.

SINKER:

A radar contact that later dis

appeared.
SPOOK: Unidentified surface contact that
is possibly an enemy submarine.
WOLF:

Visually identified

marine.

At

other

times a

JANAP 119 VOICE CALLS
Voice call

Attack ship of surface ASW

unit.
COLD:

identification.

JANAP 119 series.

Section 5-Undersea warfare.
BROTHER:

station

These
ship's name serves as the call sign.
usages are explained in later paragraphs. First,
consider the voice call signs contained in the

AUTOCAT: Automatic relay plane (radio).
SHECAT:

for

enemy sub

signs in

JANAP

119

are pro

nounceable words taken from the English lan
guage. They are for tactical use, and are de
signed

to

facilitate

speed

circuits.

These

voice

call

signed to

specific units or

on

tactical

signs,

radio

when

as

activities,

do not
provide security of address. Secure voice call
signs can only be achieved by a conscientiously
applied system for changing call signs on a fre
quent and periodic basis.
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CALL SIGNS ON LOCAL

ports.

HARBOR CIRCUITS

U. S, control, she must conform to the inter
national practice of using phoneticized inter
national call signs on radiotelephone circuits.

Administrative shore activities are not as
signed voice call signs in JANAP 119. Conse
quently,

a ship cannot use

her tactical voice
RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURE

call sign on administrative ship-shore circuits.
When operating on ship-shore radiotelephone
circuits, ships may use their international call
signs,

If a ship is in a port that is not under

spoken phonetically.

Example:

A radiotelephone circuit would soon become
confusing if everyone

Inter

on the circuit failed to

national call sign NHDY is spoken NOVEMBER

follow the same rules and procedures.

HOTEL DELTA YANKEE.

mainder of this chapter

They may also use

the more simplified procedure as

outlined

operating procedures

in

ports

applicable to

proper

radiotele

phone communication.

the next paragraph.
In U. S.

The re

is devoted to

Examples

and U. S.-controlled ports

of

radiotelephone

transmission

overseas, names of ships and abbreviations of

are assumed to pass over the net shown in fig

administrative activity titles serve as voice call

ure 8-1.

signs.

ural pauses.

As a general rule, the USS prefix, hull

Dashes in the examples indicate nat

designations and numbers, and first names or
initials of

ships

need

not be

included in the

(NET CONTROL)

voice call unless they are essential for clarity.
Even when essential for clarity, it is unneces
sary to use the phonetic equivalents for letters
and initials.
Port

a uthorities controlling

local

harbor

voice circuits are identified by the word CON
TROL. On local harbor circuits established for
specific purposes, such as for deguassing, tug,
and shipyard services, CONTROL is preceded
by the appropriate word describing the service.
The following examples illustrate the sim
plified voice call procedure. (Words in paren
these in the examples should not be used unless
essential

for

clarity

or to

avoid

SKIDROW
(Collective Call)

confustion.

Portions of examples marked with an asterisk (*)
are spoken without phonetics.)
(NORFOLK) CONTROL THIS IS (*USS) ROA
NOKE
COMDESRON TWELVE THIS IS (NORFOLK)
DEGAUSSING CONTROL
(NEWPORT) CONTROL THIS IS (*T J) GARY
41.31

(PORTSMOUTH) SHIPYARD CONTROL THIS
Figure 8 -1. -Radiotelephone net.

IS (*USS) FORRESTAL
(FRANKLIN

*D)

ROOSEVELT

THIS

IS

(CHARLESTON) CONTROL

CALLING AND ANSWERING

(NEW YORK) TUG CONTROL THIS IS *LSM
ONE SIX ZERO
(NORFOLK)

FUEL

Radiotelephone communication is established
CONTROL

THIS

by a preliminary call and the answer thereto.

IS

A preliminary call may be made to individual

(*USNS) PECOS

station(s) or to a group of stations collectively.
A reply to a preliminary call may be abbreviated

Remember that the simplified type of call is

in certain instances.

authorized only in U. S, ports or U. S. -controlled
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and their meanings are given in the accompany

Single Call

ing list.
A single call takes the following form:
TRANSMISSION
FOXFIRE ..... Call sign of station called.
THIS IS .

.

.

•

FOXFIRE ......... Call signs of receiv

.. From.

ing stations.

STRAWBOSS ... Call sign of station calling.
OVER

....... Go ahead:

SATAN

transmit.

THIS IS

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

.

•

station.

If two or

MESSAGE

more stations were called, they would reply in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

about to
ROUTINE

Collective Call

TIME

When stations on the net are assigned a col
the collective call is used if all

stations are addressed.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ONE TWO ONE SIX

When necessary, the

FROM

followed by the call sign of station(s) exempted

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

TO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

Call

__
___

sign of

BREAK ..........Separation
from other

The call sign of the called station may be

to

SATAN

stations and when no
result.

For

receive a

example,

preliminary

of

text

portions

of message.

omitted when the call is part of an exchange of
between

infor

GROUPS EIGHT .....Group count.

Abbreviated Call

and

of action

mation addressee.

alphabetical order of call signs.

FOXFIRE

sign

dressee is
FOXFIRE

likely

of origi

INFO ............Information ad-

ADAM, FOXFIRE,and SATAN now answer in

confusion is

sign

addressee.

....... Go ahead; transmit.

transmissions

this

Action addressee

SATAN ...........Call

From.

STRAWBOSS ... Call sign of station calling.
OVER

of

_
______

______________

tion.
.

Originator

is,

DITTYBAG .... Call sign of exempted sta-

•

Time of origin is_.

nator.

EXEMPT ..... Exempt.

.

Precedence.

STRAWBOSS .......Call

SKIDROW ..... Net call.

is

follow.

message is

from the collective call. Example:

.

recording

DTG

FIVE NINE ZULU

collective call contains the proword EXEMPT,

THIS IS

A message that re
quires

alphabetical order of call signs.

lective call,

From.

STRAWBOSS .......Call sign of sending

The reply is in the same form:
STRAW
BOSS-THIS IS FOXFIRE-OVER. In this in
stance a single station was called.

.

UNCLASS GO ALONGSIDE FOXFIRE
AND EFFECT PERSONNEL
TRANSFER ........Thought or idea con

call from STRAWBOSS and reply:

veyed by message.
THIS IS FOXFIRE - OVER

BREAK

..........Separation

THIS IS SATAN- OVER
CLEARING TRAFFIC
With communication established, STRAW
BOSS commences clearing traffic. Transmission

of

text

from other portions
of message.
OVER

.

.

.

On hearing

.

.

.

the

.

•

.

.

•

Go ahead:

proword

transmit.

OVER, rece1vmg

stations check the message to see that it was
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received

When assured

If the error is not discovered until the op

that it was, they receipt by sending the proword

fully

and

erator is some distance beyond it, he may make

ROGER,

the correction at the end of the message.

which

correctly.

means

"I

received your

transmission satisfactorily."

last

Example:

He

must be careful to identify the exact position he
is correcting.

Example:

THIS IS FOXFIRE-ROGER-OUT
ADAM-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-TIME
SIX THREE

THIS IS SATAN-ROGER-OUT

CLAS-ARE YOU RIGGED FOR

words

HEAVY

W E A T H E R-B R E A K-- CORRECTION

REPETITIONS
When

ZERO

ZERO ZULU-BREAK-UN 

are missing

TIME

or are doubtful,

repetition is requested by the receiving station.
The proword SAY AGAIN (along or with ALL
BEFORE, ALL AFTER, WORD BEFORE, WORD
AFTER, and TO) is for this purpose.

In com

ZER O SIX FOUR

ZERO

ZULU

OVER.
CANCELING MESSAGE DURING
TRM�SMISSION

plying with such requests, the transmitting sta

During transmission of a message and before

tion identifies the portion to be repeated. EX

transmitting the ending proword OVER or OUT,

AMPLES: DITTYBAG sent a message to SATAN.

the

SATAN missed the word after "ship."

proword

message may be canceled by

OUT.

only

transmission
STRAWBOSS

DITTYBAG-THIS IS SATAN-SAY
AGAIN-WORD AFTER SHIP-OVER

sending the

TRANSMISSION

(A message already transmitted can be

canceled

SATAN transmits:

DISREGARD THIS
by another
of

a

message.)

message,

discovers he

for

is giving

During
instance,
it to the

wrong station:
FOXFIRE-THIS

DITTYBAG replies with:

IS

S T R A W B O S S-ROU

TIME-TIME ONE TWO
ZERO SIX ZERO TWO ZULU-UNCLAS

SATAN-THIS IS DITTYBAG-I SAY
AGAIN-WORD AFTER SHIP

C O M M E N C E UNLOADING AT

SIGHTE D-OVER

SIXTEENTH-PROCEED-D I S R E G A R D

DAWN

THIS TRANSMISSION-OUT
Mter receiving the doubtful portion,
DO NOT ANSWER
DITTYBAG receipts for the entire message.
When it is imperative that called stations do
Repetitions may be given in plain language

not answer a transmission, the proword DO NOT

messages by natural phrases or by individual

ANSWER is transmitted immediately after the

words. In encoded or encrypted messages, they

call or the proword MESSAGE (if used).

are made by individual characters.

complete transmission is sent twice.
SKIDROW-THIS IS

CORRECTING ERRORS
When an
operator,

error is

made by

sent.

or

phrase

correctly

ZERO

sent, corrects

the error, and proceeds with the message.

ZERO

ZULU-B R E A K-N O V E M B E R

YANKEE DELTA PAPA-I SAY AGAIN

Ex

SKIDROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-DO NOT

ample:

ANSWER-IMMEDIATE-TIME

ADAM-THIS

IS

ONE

STRAWBOSS-TIME
TWO

CLAS-CONVOY
THREE -SHOULD

SIERRA

ONE

ROMEO

ARRIVE-ONE

THREE ZERO LIMA-OVER

ONE

SIX

THREE ZERO ZULU-BREAK-NOVEM
B E R Y A N K E E D E L T A P A P A- OUT

ZULU-BREAK-UN

ROMEO THREE-COR

RECTION -CONVOY

NOT

I M M E D I A T E-TIME ONE SIX THREE

The operator then repeats the last word, group,
proword,

STRAWBOSS-00

ANSWER-

a transmitting

the proword CORRECTION is

The

Example:

VERIFICATIONS
When verification of a message is requested,

SIX

the originating station verifies the message with
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the originating person, checks the cryptography

READ BACK AND

(if the

WORDS TWICE

message

is

encrypted), and sends the

correct version.
Further checks
•

on

transmission

accuracy

Example 1:

can be made by the prowords READ BACK and

S T R A W B O S S-T H I S I S A D A M-VERIFY

sender wants his message (or a portion of it)

WORDS TWICE.
YOUR
ONE

ONE ZERO
ZULU-ALL

ZERO EIGHT
BEFORE

READ BACK is sent when a

repeated back to him as received.

ZERO

Remember

to identify the message or portion to be read

BREAK

back.

OVER

Transmit the READ BACK proword im

mediately after the call or the proword MES
SAGE FOLLOWS if used.

STRAWBOSS transmits:

ADAM-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-READ BACK

THIS IS STRAWBOSS-ROGER- OUT

TEXT-TIME
STRAWBOSS finds the heading correct as trans

LAYED

mitted previously, He then sends:

OVER

ZERO

ZERO

SIX

THREE

ZERO

ONE

TWO

HOURS-BREAK

ADAM replies:

ADAM-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-I VERIFY
MY ONE ZERO ZERO EIGHT ZERO ONE
ZULU -ALL BEFORE BREAK-PRIOR
ONE

ONE

ZULU-BREAK-UNCLAS-CONVOY DE

Mter checking with the originating officer,

ITY-TIME

Example:

THIS IS ADAM-I READ BACK TEXT-UN
CLAS-CONVOY

EIGHT

DELAYED

ONE

TWO

HOURS-OVER

ZERO ONE ZULU-FROM-STRAWBOSS
TO-ADAM-INFO-DITTYBAG-GROUPS

STRAWBOSS then sends:

ONE SEVEN-BREAK-OVER
ADAM receipts for the transmission:

THIS IS STRAWBOSS-THAT IS CORRECT
OUT

THIS IS ADAM-ROGER-OUT
NOTE:
•

When READ BACK is employed, the

Example 2:

proword ROGER is not necessary to
indicate receipt of the message.

S T R A W B 0 S S-THIS IS SATAN-V E R I F Y
If a message is repeated back incorrectly,

YOUR ZERO EIGHT FOUR FNE ZULU

it may be

WORD AFTER PROCEED-OVER

corrected by

sending

the

proword

WRONG, fellowed by the correct version. In the
STRAWBOSS transmits:

foregoing example, assume that ADAM made a
mistake when he read back the message.

THIS IS STRAWBOSS-ROGER-OUT
THIS IS ADAM-I READ BACK TEXT-UN
After checking with the originating officer,

CLAS-CONVOY

STRAWBOSS finds that he mea ns HONGKONG

DELAYED

TWO

ONE

HOURS-OVER

instead of SHANGHAI as the word after PRO
CEED.

STRAWBOSS transmits:

SATAN-THIS
TION-MY

STRAWBOSS CORRECTS ADAM:

IS
STRAWBOSS-CORREC
ZERO EIGHT FOUR FNE

THIS IS STRAWBOSS-WRONG-UNCLAS
C ONVOY DELAYED ONE TWO HOURS

ZULU-WORD AFTER PROCEED-HONG
KONG-OVER

OVER
ADAM reads back again:

SATAN receipts:
THIS
THIS IS SATAN -ROGER-OUT

IS

ADAM-UNCLAS-CONVOY

LAYED ONE TWO HOURS-OVER
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method).

STRAWBOSS ends the exchange with:

In any

precedes the
THIS IS STRAWBOSS-THAT IS CORRECT

warning

STANDBY
Three

ex

amples of sending executive method messages
follow.

OUT
WORDS

event, a

proword EXECUTE.

TWICE is the

1. In the first example the OTC sends a
message to the task group by the normal
executive method.

proword used when

communication is difficult. First, the call signs
are transmitted twice. Then phrases, words, or
groups are spoken twice.
transmitting WORDS

Indicate intentions by
SKID ROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-

TWICE after the call or

the proword MESSAGE, if used.

Do not repeat
EXECUTE TO F OLLOW -BREAK-COR

the proword THIS IS. Example:

PEN THREE FIVE SEVEN -OVER
FOXFIRE-F O X F I R E-T H I S IS

STRAW

BOSS-STRAWBOSS-OVER

All sh ips reply in alphabetical order:

FOXFIRE replies:

THIS IS ADAM-ROGER-OUT

STRAWBOSS-STRAWBOSS-THIS

IS FOX

THIS IS DITTYBAG-ROGER-OUT

FIRE-FOXFIRE-OVER
THIS IS FOXFIRE -ROGER-OUT
STRAWBOSS sends his message:
THIS IS SATAN -ROGER-OUT
FOXFIRE-F O X F I R E-T H I S IS S T R A W
BOSS-STRAWBOSS-W O R D S T W I C E

When STRAWBOSS is ready to execute,

WORDS T W I C E-ROUTINE-ROUTINE

sends the executive signal.

TIME ONE TWO ONE SIX THREE ZERO

one station (ADAM) is to receipt.

he

To save time, only

Z ULU-TIME ONE TWO ONE SIX THREE
SKIDROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-STANDBY

ZERO Z U L U-B R E A K-B R E A K-U N
CLAS-UNCLAS-MAIL FOR YOU-MAIL

EXECUTE-BREAK-ADAM-OVER

FOR YOU-RECEIVE AT FIRST LIGHT
RECEIVE

AT

FIRST

LIGHT-BREAK

ADAM replies:

BREAK-- OVER
THIS IS ADAM-ROGER-OUT
FOXFIRE receipts:
2. A delayed executive

STRAWBOSS-STRAWBOSS-THIS

IS FOX

method message is

handled in exactly the same way as a nor

FIRE -FOXFIRE -ROGER-ROGER-OUT

mal executive method message except that,
as a memory refresher,

EXECUTIVE METHOD

message

the text of the

is repeated just before giving

STANDBY-EXECUTE.

Assume that the

The executive method of transmitting radio

foregoing message is sent by the delayed

telephone messages is employed to execute tac

executive method. The message is trans

tical signals when two or more units are to take

mitted, and all stations receipt for it as

action at the same time. Executive method mes

before.

sages usually are in abbreviated form and con

ready to

execute

tain the

relapse.

When ready, he sends:

proword EXECUTE

TO FOLLOW or

But this time STRAWBOSS is not
until

several

minutes

IMMEDIATE EXECUTE, whichever is applica
ble, immediately after the call.
carry

out the meaning

The signal to

SKIDROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-CORPEN
THREE FIVE

of the message is the

proword EXECUTE. It may be sent shortly after

SEVEN-- STANDBY-EXE

CUTE-BREAK-ADAM-OVER

transmission of the message (normal executive
method), much later (delayed executive method),

ADAM replies:

or if urgent, as a part of the final instructions
of the message itself (immediate executive

THIS IS ADAM-ROGER-OUT
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In the immediate executive method, the text

SKID ROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS

of the message is transmitted twice, sepa
rated by I SAY AGAIN. The warning proword

EXECUTE TO F O L L O W-B R E AK

IMMEDIATE EXECUTE replaces the pro

T A N G O B R A N D-T A C K-ONE FIVE

word EXECUTIVE TO FOLLOW in the mes
sage instructions. The executive signal itself

TACK-ZERO ZERO ZERO-TACK- ONE
TWO - F O X F I R E - D I T T Y B A G-AC

is in the final instructions of the message.

KNOWLEDGE-OVER

Because only one transmission is made, the
immediate executive
not

allow

repetitions,

verifications,

acknowledgments,

cellations before the

The commanding officer of FOXFIRE wishes

method message does

stations to obtain

and/or can

to consider the message before acknowledging.
His operator transmits:

message is executed.
THIS IS FOXFIRE-ROGER-OUT

Example:

The commanding officer of DITTYBAG heard

SKIDROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-

the message, understands it, and can comply.

IMMEDIATE E X E C U T E-B R E A K
TURN NINE-I SAY AGAIN-TURN NINE

He directs his operator to acknowledge:
THIS IS DITTYBAG-WILCO-OUT

STANDBY-EXECUTE-BREAK-SATAN
OVER

When the commanding officer of FOXFIRE is
ready to

acknowledge,

he has two

choices of

reply.

SATAN receipts:
THIS IS SATAN-ROGER-OUT

STRAWBOSS-THIS IS FOXFIRE-WILCO
YOUR LAST TRANSMISSION-OUT
STRAWBOSS-THIS IS

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

FOXFIRE-WILCO

YOUR EXECUTE TO FOLLOW-WILCO
T A N G O B R A V O-T A C K-ONE FIVE

An acknowledgment is a reply from an ad

dressee

TACK-ZERO ZERO ZERO-TACK-ONE

indicating that he received a certain

TWO-OUT

message, understands it, and can comply with
it.

Note the difference between an acknowledg

ment and a

receipt.

The receipt means only

that the message was

received satisfactorily.

When

ready to

execute the signals,

the OTC

transmits:

Remember that only the commanding officer or
his

authorized

reprQsentative

can

SKIDROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-STANDBY

authorize

EXECUTE-ADAM-OVER

communications personnel to send an acknowl
edgment.
A request for
acknowledge
of the text.

( not

acknowledgment is the word

a proword) as the final word

THIS IS ADAM-ROGER-OUT

The reply is the proword WILCO.

If the commanding officer can acknowledge at
once, the operator may receipt for the message
with WILCO, because the meaning of ROGER is
contained in WILCO.
If the acknowledgment
cannot be returned immediately, the operator
receipts for

ADAM receipts as directed:

the

message with

WILCO is sent later.

ROGER,

and

RELAY
The proword RELAY indicates that the sta
tion called is to relay the message to all ad
dressees.

The return transmission

FOXFIRE-THIS IS

to a request for an acknowledgment is either

ZULU -FROM-STRAWBOSS-TO ADAM

In the following exa mple, the OTC sends a

signal.

He

desires

STRAWBOSS- RELAY

PRIORITY -TIME ZERO NINE ONE ZERO

ROGER or WILCO -never both.

tactical

Example:

BREAK- U N C L A S--REPORT
ROUNDS

acknowledgment

from two ships.

E X PE ND ED

BREAK-OVER
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After FOXFIRE receipts

for the message,

OPENING A NET

he relays it to the action addressee:

Procedures described here

are

either for

opening a net for the first time or for reopen

A D A M-T H I S IS F O X F I R E-PRIORITY

ing a net secured temporarily.

TIME ZERO NINE ONE ZERO ZULU

Procedures for

both free and directed nets are described.

FROM-STRAWBOSS -TO-ADAM
BREAK-UNCLAS-REPORT NUMBER
ROUNDS

EXPENDED

LAST

Free Net

RUN

BREAK-OVER
In the following example, STRAWBOSS opens

a free net by transmitting:

The proword RELAY TO, followed by an ad

dressee, means that the station called is to re

lay the message to the station indicated.

SKIDROW (a collective call) answers in alpha

When

betical order of stations:

more than one station is called, the call sign of

the station to relay precedes the proword RE
LAY TO.

( STRAWBOSS) -THIS
( STRAWBOSS) -THIS

Example:

IS ADAM-OVER
IS DITTYBAG

OVER

DITTYBAG-SATAN -THIS IS STRAWBOSS
MESSAGE F O L L O W S-SATAN-RELAY
TO FOXFIRE -ROUTINE-TIME ZERO

( STRAWBOSS) -THIS

ONE TWO TWO ZULU-FROM-STRAW

( STRAWBOSS) -THIS

IS FOXFIRE

OVER
IS SATAN-OVER

BOSS-TO-F 0 X F I R E -I N F 0-DITTY
STRAWBOSS then calls the net and informs all

BAG- SATAN- BREAK- UNCLAS-PRO

stations that their transmissions

CEED ON MISSION ASSIGNED-BREAK

were heard:

OVER

( SKIDROW) -THIS

NOTE: Words in parentheses may be omitted

FOXFIRE-THIS IS SATAN-MESSAGE ROU
TINE-TIME

ZERO

ONE

TWO

if communications are good.

TWO

ZULU -FROM-STRAWBOSS-TO-F 0 X
FIRE- INFO- D I T T Y B A G- S A T A N 
BREAK-UNCLAS-PROCEED

ON

If a station does not reply to a toll call within

5 seconds, the next station answers.

MIS

radiotelephone

a

is

necessary

message

received

other means of communication.

ample, NOLT

(FOXFIRE)

to

If the station is having difficulty and is unable

relay by

to answer the call, the operator reports in to
the net when he can.

by some

In the final ex

assume FOXFIRE

for

answers as usual.

could not answer.

receives a radiotele

graph message from NAAT

relay to NRTK ( DITTYBAG) :

( STRAWBOSS)

The delin

quent station then answers last, if able to do so.

SION ASSIGNED-BREAK-OVER
Occasionally, it

IS STRAWBOSS-OUT (or

proceeds with message).

SATAN receipts and relays as instructed:

In the preceding example,

had equipment

failure

and

SATAN waits 5 seconds and
When F OXFIRE is able to

transmit, he calls STRAWBOSS:

STRAWBOSS-THIS IS FOXFIRE-REPORT 

NOLT DE NAAT-T-P-241632Z AUG 71 FM
NAAT-TO NRTK GR4 BT UNCLAS RE

ING IN TO NET-OVER

TURN TO BASE BT K
STRAWBOSS replies:

FOXFIRE places the message in radiotele

phone form and relays:

THIS IS STRAWBOSS-ROGER-OUT
Directed Net

DITTYBAG-THIS IS FOXFIRE-MESSAGE
PRIORITY-TIME

TWO FOUR

ONE SIX
In the next example, STRAWBO SScalls mem

T H R E E T W O Z U L U-FROM-STRAW

ber stations and announces that the net is di

BOSS-TO-DITTYBAG-GROUPS FOUR
BREAK-UNCLAS-RETURN

rected.

TO BASE

He requests the precedence and ad

dressees of traffic to be transmitted.

BREAK-OVER
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SKIDROW-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-THIS IS A
DIRECTED

NET-OF

DENCE-AND

WHAT

STRAWBOSS-THIS IS SATAN-I HAVE ONE
ROUTINE FOR ADAM-OVER

PRECE

FOR WHOM-ARE YOUR
STRAWBOSS replies (assuming no other station

MESSAGES-OVER

wishes to send a message of higher precedence):
SKIDROW replies, each station indicating the
THIS

traific on hand:

IS STRAWBOSS-SEND YOUR

MES

SAGE-OUT. SATAN then sends his message.
(STRAWBOSS-THIS IS ADAM-I HAVE ONE
IMMEDIATE

AND

ONE

ROUTINE

FOR

If, however,

YOU-OVER
(STRAWBOSS)-T H I S I S D I T T Y B A G-N O
TRAFFIC -OVER
(STRAWBOSS)-THIS IS

FOXFIRE-I HAVE

ONE PRIORITY FOR DITTYBAG-OVER
(STRAWBOSS)-THIS IS SATAN-NO TRAF

higher precedence traific

awaits

transmission, STRAWBOSS sends:
THIS IS STRAWBOSS-WAIT-OUT
When

traific

conditions

permit,

STRAWBOSS

then call SATAN and gives him permission to
transmit:

FIC-OVER
SATAN-THIS IS STRAWBOSS-SEND YOUR
ROUTINE -OUT

NOTE: Words in parentheses may be omitted
if communications are good.

ADAM answers, thereby saving a preliminary
STRAWBOSS

informs

all

stations that

their

transmissions were received, and commences
to clear traific in order of precedence:
SKIDROW-THIS

IS STRAWBOSS-ROGER

When ADAM transmits, and obtains a receipt
net control gives the station

with next highest precedence message permis
sion to transmit.
FOXFIRE- THIS IS S T R A W B O S S�S E N D
YOUR

PRIORITY -OUT. DITTYBAG, hearing

the authorization, tells FOXFIRE TO GO AHEAD.
This procedure saves FOXFIRE the trouble of
making a preliminary call.
THIS IS DITTYBAG-OVER
FOXFIRE goes ahead with his

SIGNAL STRENGTH
AND READABILITY

ADAM-SEND YOUR IMMEDIATE-OVER

for his message,

call, and SATAN clears his message.

A station is understood to have good read
ability unless otherwise notified. Strength of
signals and readability are not exchanged unless
for good reason.
When necessary to inform another station of
his signal strength and readability, it is done by
means of a concise report of actual reception.
''Weak but readable," "Loud but

Examples:

distorted," "Weak with

interference,"

and so

on. Reports such as "Five by five," and "Four
by

four," which are

derivatives

of numerals

used with operating signals QSA and QRK, are
forbidden.
The following prowords are for the purpose

message

at once.

of

exchanging

strength

information

concerning

signal

and readability. They were not

in

cluded in the previous list of prowords (table

DITTYBAG-THIS IS FOXFIRE -MESSAGE
(ETC.
)

8-1),

because their meanings apply only to sig

nal strength and readability.
ROGER

When STRAWBOSS hears the proword OUT

last

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

transmission

.

I have received your
satisfactorily.

(The

that ends the exchange between DITTYBAG and

omission of comment on signal strength

FOXFIRE, he directs ADAM to send the ROU

and readability is understood to mean that

TINE that still is outstanding.
As operators are handed messages to be sent
out, they call net control and request permis
sion to transmit. SATAN, for example, has a
ROUTINE for ADAM:
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reception is loud and clear.)
NOTHING HEARD ... Used when no reply
is received from a called station.
LOUD ...........Your signal is strong,
interference will not bother my copying.

Chapter 8-RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURES
GOOD
WEAK

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

VERY WEAK

Your signal is good.
I

With

communications

established

firmly,

there is no need for further checks of the fore

can hear you only

with difficulty.

going nature unless equipment difficulty or other

I

adverse conditions develop.

can hear you only

with great difficulty.
FADING ..........At times your signal

Radiotelephone Logs

strength fades to such
an extent that contin

The radiotelephone log contains a record of
all

uous reception can
not be relied upon.
CLEAR

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

•

E xcellent

quality

(readability).
READABLE

.

.

.

UNREADABLE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

transmissions on

tactical

nets,

command

nets, and reporting nets. Modified logs may be
maintained on all other radiotelephone circuits
and nets. Although manual logs may be kept on

Quality good-no dif

certain

ficulty reading you.
The quality of your

recording devices will be utilized on all radio

transmission

Time should be automatically or manually re

is

so

bad that I cannot read

nets

for ready reference,

automatic

telephone nets/circuits requiring complete logs.
corded at intervals not exceeding five minutes.

you.
DISTORTED

.

•

.

.

•

.

Having trouble read

AUTHENTICATION

ing you.
WITH INTERFERENCE

.

.

.

•

.

•

Specific

Having trouble read
ing

you

because

instances

when

a radiotelephone

message must be authenticated are the same as

of

those for a radiotelegraph message. In general,
a message must be authenticated when there is

interference.

any possibility that
origin. Be alert!

To illustrate two stations exchanging infor

the message is

of enemy

Sometimes (but not always)

mation on signal strength and readability, a ship

an enemy deceptive message can be spotted by

(FOXFIRE) and a plane (CATFISH ONE) estab

the operator's mistakes in procedure or by his
mistakes in English grammar or pronunciation.

lish communications as follows:

Security reasons for authentication were
FOXFIRE-THIS

dis

cussed in chapter 3.

IS CATFISH ONE-OVER

ROGER-OVER
BE SECURITY CONSCIOUS

THIS IS CATFISH ONE-ROGER-OUT
Had FOXFIRE
loud and clear,

not

received CATFISH ONE

the transmissions could

have

been:

As pointed out in chapter 3 (Communication
Security), radiotelephone is potentially the least
secure method of radio communications. Radio
men must ever be alert to avoid disclosure of

CATFISH ONE-THIS

classified

IS FOXFIRE-WEAK

information

radiotelephone

BUT READABLE -OVER

when

transmitting

circuits. This precaution

on
ap

plies to military voice circuits as well as to
commercial circuits.

THIS IS CATFISH ONE-ROGER-OUT
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CHAPTER 9

ADMINISTRATION
MESSAGE CENTER FILES

TYPES AND RETENTION
Every message handled by a ship or station

Maintaining accurate records and observing
good message-handling

procedures

is placed in one or more files. Some files are

contribute

to an efficient communication organization.

In

maintained by all ships and stations, but others

this chapter you will learn what some of these

are optional and are maintained only to fill the

records are and how they are used.

need of a particular ship or station. Figure 9-1

Bear in

mind, however, that different stations may do

summarizes the types of message files main

things in different ways. There is no "one" way

tained by all ships and stations.

to log a message,for example, nor is there just

Keep accurate files: The importance of well

For the most part

kept files and of cooperation by the various watch

"one" message blank form.

this chapter discusses those practices and pro

sections to keep them that way cannot be stressed

cedures that have become fairly well standard

too much nor to often.

ized.

locate any message in 1 or 2 minutes.

File

You should be able to

Contents

If you

Disposition
Messages incident to distress or
disaster: destroy when

3

years old.

Messages involved in any claim or

Commllllication Center

2

A copy of every message addressed to or originated

complaint: destroy when

by the command. Filed chronologically by DTG.

old, or when complaint or claim is
settled, if earlier.

Classified messages are filed by encrypted version,
or by filler or dummy.

years

Messages of historical or
continuing interest: retain.
All other messages: destroy when
6 months old.

The edited plain language version of each classified
message addressed to or originated by the command.
Filed by DTG. This file may be subdivided as
Cryptocenter

necessary, in order to comply with stowage
requirements for classified matter.

In

effect, the

Same as communication center
files.

cryptocenter file is the classified version of the
commllllication center file.
Radio circuit copy of each message received,
Radio Station

Visual Station

addressed to, transmitted, or relayed by radio. Filed
in DTG order.

Destroy when 1 month old.

Copy of each message received, addressed to,
transmitted, or relayed by visual means.

Destroy when

1

month old.

A copy of each general message addressed to the

Destroy when canceled or super-

General Message

command, segregated by type (ALNAVs, ALCOMs,
NAVOPs, etc). Filed according to serial numbers.

seded. (Copy must be retained for
communication center file.)

Broadcast

Messages received by broadcast method.

Destroy when
------

--

1

month old.
--··-

76.51
Figure 9-1.-Summary of Message Files.
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remove a message from the files temporarily,
to use as a reference, return it to the proper
file.

Don't simply throw it in a box or basket

message was routed, and such other information
as may be required by the local command.
Combined files: All the files listed in figure

for the "dayworkers" to take care of. Inaccurate

9-1, except the general message files and broad

files mean delays in processing traffic, some of
which may be operational in nature and of high

cast files, may be combined for convenience of
stowage, filing, and

precedence. Large shore stations file thousands

these

of messages monthly.

dummy sheets in the communication center file

Hence, it is easy to see

that a misfiled message usually becomes a lost

referring

message.

stowage, however,

When it is necessary to remove a message
from a file for any reason a FILLER must be
inserted in

place of the message.

referencing.

files eliminates the
to

Combining

need for

the cryptocenter file.
must be

filler

or

Separate

provided for Top

Secret messages and (in most instances) special
category messages.

The filler

When any or all of these files are combined,

should list the TDTG,the originator of the mes
sage, information as to where the message may

stowage and accounting requirements must con
form to regulations for the highest classifica

be located, and the personal sign of the person

tion of messages held in the files. All classified

removing the message and completing the filler.

files must be afforded stowage and accountabil

Occassionally the subject line or subject matter

ity in accordance with the

of the message is indicated on the filler also.

OpNavinst 5510.1.

Blank fillers prepared on

colored paper

the message.

DTG

of

Off-line

encrypted

GENERAL MESSAGE FILE

Fillers

are also used when cross-referencing the ex
ternal

of

will

reduce preparation time and the colored paper
will help when refiling

current edition

messages.

The general message file is a record of all
general messages addressed to the command.
Normally, the file is subdivided by type of gen

COMMUNICATION CENTER

eral message, and each type is filed in serial

AND CRYPTOCENTER FILES

number order.

(Types of

are discussed in chapter

general messages

4.)

The communication center file contains a
copy of every message addressed to or origi

classification of the highest classified message

nated

contained in the files.

by

the command.

It

does not

matter

General message files are given the security
For convenience of ac

whether the messages were sent plain or en

cess and stowage, the files may be segregated

crypted,

or by

by

means.

All are filed together in DTG order.

radio,

visual,

mail, or other

Classified messages are filed in either of two
ways:

in encrypted

filler.

A dummy or filler is a form showing

only the heading

form,

or

by

of the message.

and

the

with

portion

BROADCAST FILE

The com
Ships copying broadcasts

are

have complete broadcast files.

required

to

Messages ac

classified

tually addressed to the ship are written up on

messages are stowed in the cryptocenter file.

message books for local delivery, and after
processing, copies are placed in the communi

Plain
Top

Secret messages

Messages of other
filed together.

are

of

appropriate

classified

filed in the cryptocenter or other secure space.

munication center file may be subdivided into
translations

classification,

dummy or

incoming and outgoing sections.
language

security

cross-references,

stowed separately.

classifications usually are

cation center and radio station files.

As mes
sages are received on the broadcast, they are

If the file location of a needed message is

filed in serial number order in the broadcast

unknown, check the communication center file.

file. The broadcast file usually is maintained

If the message is unclassified, it will be found

on a monthly basis because the serial numbers

there.

If the message is classified, there will

be an encrypted or dummy version, indicating
that the

message is

in the

run consecutively and start with number 1 the
first day of each month.

cryptocenter file.

Messages in the communication center and

When a ship moves from one broadcast area
to another,

it shifts the broadcast guard ac

cryptocenter files bear the signatures or initials

cordingly.

of the drafter, releasing officer, communication
watch officer, operator, persons to whom the

cast may be guarded during the month. A nota
tion is made in the file showing the station from
159

As a result, more than one broad

RADIOMAN

3

2

&

which each broadcast was received, and the in

CSPM,or the Navy Directives System, and which

clusive serial numbers of messages from each

remain effective at the end of the year,

station.

listed as effective in the first general message

are

of that series for the new calendar year.
Ships deployed on hazardous duty, and other

STAT ION FILES
The

radio

ships specifically designated by CNO, are au

station

file

contains copies of

messages handled by the command via radio.
includes a

copy of each

It

nontactical message

thorized

to

modify the

prescribed

periods for communications files.
SECNAVINST

5212.5

retention

Part III of

refers.

received, transmitted, or relayed by the radio
facilities of the ship
must bear the
ments.

or

station.

operators'

The copies

servicing

COMMUNICATIONS LOGS

endorse

AND RECORDS

They are filed in chronological order

by DTG, and the file may be combined with the
communication center file.
The

visual station file

is

a

chronological

record of all nontactical traffic handled by the
command by visual means.

It is

identical in

purpose and description to the radio station file.

A communication log is a continuous record
of everything that happens on a communication
net.

There are different logs for each type of

net,

but basic

all types.
are

rules governing logs

apply to

Similarly, various supervisory logs

maintained to record the events

of each

watch.
It is never premissible to erase an entry in

DISPOSAL OF FILES

any communication log. Any necessary changes
Stowage space often is a problem, both ashore
and

afloat.

The larger

shore

communication

centers solve the problem of stowage space for

must be made by drawing a single line through
the original entry and indicating the changed
version next to the original entry. The opera

message files by reproducing the files on micro

tor or

film.

all such changes.

Aboard ship, stowage space for message

files nearly always is inadequate.
messages pertaining to distress

Except for
and those of

supervisor

making the change

initials

It is desirable for a log to be

as neat as possible.

It is absolutely necessary

that all logs be complete and accurate.

legal or historical interest, the communication
center
after

6

and

cryptocenter

files

are

months, as indicated in figure

destroyed

9-1.

About

SUPERVISOR LOG

the first of July, for example, the files for Jan
destruction,

The supervisors log is normally a typewritten

such as burning and pulping, are described in

ary

are

record of all significant events occurring during

chapter

destroyed.

Methods

of

3.

Station

the watch.
files

30

and Broadcast files are des

The log covers an entire radio day,

commencing at

0001

Zulu.

the

Because of the permanent and official nature

broadcast files, a suitable broadcast circuit
numbering log (figure 9-2) will serve as the re

of the supervisors log, only standard terminol
ogy must be used for entries. The use of pre

quired record of destruction.

scribed abbreviations in logs is permissible,

troyed

after

General

days.

When

messages must

destroying

be retained until

they are canceled or superseded.

Certain gen

and allows short concise entries, so long as the
abbreviations are commonly understood.

eral messages (ALNAV, ALNAVSTA, ALSTA
CON, ALSTAOUT, NAVACT, and NAVOP) are

expressions

and operator jargon

Slang

shall not be

used in log entries.

incorporated into the Navy Directive System and

Entries shall include, but shall not be limited

are canceled by a superseding message, by a

to,

cancellation date indicated in the message test,

watch, inventories, unusual circuit conditions,

or automatically after
messages

are

90

days.

incorporated

Other general

into

the

muster

of the

traffic backlogs and other significant events or

Registered

difficulties encountered during the watch.

Publication Memoranda (RPM) and Communica

Depending upon local requirements, entries
are usually made in the supervisors log at least

tions Security Publication Memoranda (CSPM)
are considered canceled when thus published.
General messages not incorporated into RPM,

statements concerning

once an hour, recapping the over-all traffic and
circuit conditions.
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BROADCAST CIRCUIT NUMBER LOG AND RECORD OF DESTRUCTION

Retain traffic for a period of

P5212.5B SUBPARA 2100(3).

30

days in accordance with

record of destruction for 2 years in accordance with

BCST No.

CLASS

SECNAVINST

After destruction. retain this sheet as a

B CST No.

8 CST No. CLASS

ALCOMPAC 20P /63

CLASS

B CST No. CLASS

_01 UECST

26UECST

51 U ECST

76UECST

02UECST

27 UECST

52 UE CST

77UECST

03 UECST

28 UECST

53 U ECST

78UE CST

04 UECST

29 UECST

54 UECST

79UECST

05 UECST

3uUECST

55 UECST

80UECST

06 UECST

31 UECST

07 UECST

32 UECST

�
�
�

08 UECST

33 UECST

34 UECST

09 UECST

35 UEC

10 UE CS T

<f_)

36 UEC

11 UECST

3 U

12 UECST

U ECST

15 UECST

(2._.,_
'-<::)

81 UECST

7 UECST

82UECST

B UECST

83UECST

UECST

84 UECST

60 U EC ST

B5UECST

61 U ECST

86 UECST

'

�
\ V
_

ST

3

13 UEC ST
14

�

56 UECST

62 UE CST

87UECST

63 UEC ST

BB UECST

T

64 UECST

89UECST

CST

� UECST

90UECST

CST

66 U ECST

91UECST

2 UECST

67 UEC ST

92UECST

43 UECST

68 UEC ST

93U EC ST

19 UE CST

44 UECST

69 U ECST

94 UECST

20 UECST

45 UECST

70 UE CST

95UECST

21 UEC S T

46

u Ec s r

71 UECST

96UECST

22 UECST

47 UECST

72UECST

97UECST

23 UECS T

48 UECST

73UECST

9BUECST

24 UECST

49 UECST

74 UECST

99UECST

25 UECST

50 UECST

75UECST

_00UECST

16 UE C ST
17

U E CST

18 UE CST

4

Signature of individual authorizing destruction

Signature of Witnessing Official

LEGEND:
U·UNCLASS

E·UNCLASS/EFTO

1

Rilnk

1
C·CO,FIDENTif\l

T

f de

a<

Smvoce No.

S•!liHllure of W11neS�u1n Offlc:1.11

S·SECRtf

I·IOP SECHET

31.74
Figure 9-2.--Broadcast Circuit Number Log and Record of Destruction.
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the division, so he must be informed whenever
changes occur.

The teletypewriter log may consist either
of page copy or perforated tape. Page copy may
be wound on a continuous roll, at a quality con
trol position, or it can be cut into pages for in
sertion into a more accessible file, in the man
ner that broadcast files are usually maintained.
Perforated tape is wound on a reel. The TT309
is a typical reperforator monitor. The reel
type of log is inconvenient for reference, how
ever,because of the necessity for unwinding and
rewinding the reel each time it is necessary to
search for a transmission.
Some stations are equipped with automatic
timeclocks, which stamp the time on perforated
tape and page copies of messages. At stations
not equipped with automatic timeclocks, the op
erator must enter the time on incoming tapes
or page copy at least once every 30 minutes.
In addition to the time-stamping of monitor rolls
every 30 minutes, many stations will record the
precise time-of-receipt of each high precedence
or special handling message to be printed on
the monitor page copy.
Send and receive message logs are used on
circuits to maintain accountability of incoming
and outgoing traffic. In addition, the operator
can also use the log to double-check the proper
operation of the equipment numbering devices.
The send and receive circuit logs are also used
in the traffic checking processes.

INCOMING MESSAGES
With certain exceptions, all communications
traffic addressed to a station is processed
through the message center. You will recognize
an inverse parallel between the processing of
outgoing messages and the following typical steps
through which an incoming message is processed:
1. On arrival of the message in the message
center,one of the communicators translates the
call signs and address groups if any in the head
ing. The CWO checks the message and marks
action and information officers. It is given to
the communication clerk, who makes a smooth
and as many copies as are required. These are
passed back to the CWO.
2. The CWO checks the message again and
gives it to the messenger,retaining at least one
copy until completion of delivery.
3. The messenger delivers the traffic to ac
tion and then to information officers,who receipt
by initialing the original message. The captain,
executive officer, and communication officer
receive copies of all messages, and for this
reason often maintain file boards on which
their copies are placed. At a large activity,
handling a great volume of traffic, each office
may have its own messenger who makes regular
"pickups" at the message center; under such
circumstances, initialing information copies is
seldom required.
4. After distributing all copies and obtaining
initials, the messenger returns the initialed
original to the message center. There the CWO
checks it for completeness of delivery. This
master copy becomes a permanent part of the
communication center file, and the circuit copy
is placed in the radio station file.

PERSONAL SIGNS

A personal sign is a two or more letter iden
tification, usually the man's initials, which is
assigned to each man as he reports in to the
division. Normally each man can select any
two-letter combination not already assigned,
but in the case of two men who each desire the
same personal sign, the senior member has his
preference.
Your personal sign is your "signature" on
lli\.ERNAL ROUTING AFLOAT
all logs and records and thus identifies your /JJ.A.71f"
work. Personal signs are never transmitted Y"" A!.,though the captain has the overall r�()"n
over communication cir�ui� s but they are s�nt P.�sibilityfor
�sat the end of each transmtsswn over order-w1re
sage,he seldom t m
e c wn o"fftcer�
circuits.
Customanly, a tnMMge s rodfed for acflBR"to
When filling out logs and records, it is esthe department head who has direct responsi-,
sential that you BLOCK PRINT your sign-and
bility for the subject matter of the message.
all other information as well. Entries must
The captain (or the executive officer), receiving
be legible. One final reminder: the Commchief
a copy of all messages, then ensures that the
maintains a master list of personal signs for
action officer takes the required action.

ta!t!p!ifiC:::trirfrrn2Y.a
t
·
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It is

A message is routed for information to offi

important that the

proper

cers who have an indirect interest in its subject

copies of a message be made.

matter.

message

number of

An underrouted

may result in delay,

overshadowing

the inconvenience of making additional copies.
The addressees or heading of a message do

The other extreme-preparing a copyfor every

not indicate who aboard is to receive the mes

one who might have even a remote interest in

The

the message-is just as bad; it would take too

CWO must read the test and decide who is prin

much time and often circulate classified infor

cipally responsible and who is officially inter

mation too widely.

sage either for action or for information.

An example of internal routing afloat may be

ested. Some incoming messages are borderline
cases; that is, more than one department must

helpful.

take some kind of action. The CWO must decide

in figure 9-3.

Refer to the incoming message shown

upon the one action officer, keeping in mind that

marking the appropriate blocks on the bottom

Routing has been

indicated by

the officer with the GREATER interest in the

of the form (either "A" for action, or

subject matter is routed action.

information).

NAVAL MESSAGE '"""""""'
OPNAV

I" for

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

FORM 2110-19 (10-58)

UNCLASSIFIED

Reorder rrom FPSO Cog. "I" St�Xk Pointll
DRAFTED

"

Table 9-1 explains the internal

BY

PRECEDENCE

MESSAGE NR.

31

IMMEDIATE
FROM:

FLEAWEACEN WASHDC
TO:

ALL SHIPS COPYING THIS BROADCAST
INFO:

COMEASTSEAFRON

I

FLEWEAFAC NORVA

I

FLT HURRICANE FCSTFAC MI�·U

UNCLAS

ll¢4�Z

GALE WARNnm. BETWEEN FORTY TWO AND FORTY FIVE NORTH FROM

THIRTY FIVE WEST TO EUROPEAN COAST. WIND WESTERLY TWENTY FIVE TO
THIRTY FIVE KNOTS

WR

WUIJN

NR3365

RELEASE

TOR

cw�u

TOO

n/0Ll7Z
1

2

I

4

I

I

A

I

I

I

l

I

•

11

I

I

I

I

I

11

12

I

11

14

11

11

II

11

11

DATE

WO

11 OCT 11
20

I

11

22

D

24

I

OATE(ftME GROUP

ll¢4¢3Z

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

UNCLASSIFIED

31.47
Figure 9-3.-Incoming message.
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Table 9- 1.-Example of Internal Routing Afloat

Assigned To

Block

1

Commanding Officer

Routing

I

Explonation
Receives all messages. Responsible for everything that goes on in his command and, therefore,
necessarily must be informed of everything.

I

2

Executive Officer

3

Operations Officer

4

Communication Officer

I

6

Navigator

I

A

Receives all messages. In charge of administering
the ship, hence must also be informed of everything.
Acts in matters relating to the ability of the ship
to carry out her assigned mission.
Receives all messages, for two reasons: to check
for errors, and to be informed if questions arise.
Plots storms and gales; must determine bearing
and distance of ship from gale; plots diversionary
route, if necessary.

7

Weapons Officer

I

Must see that exposed ordnance equipment is
covered properly.
Responsible for damage control and ship's
stability. Must ballast as necessary and be

8

Engineer Officer

I

prepared to strike topside weights below; must
take precautions against water damage to engineroom power panels; must see that shaft alleys,
workshops, and storerooms are ready for heavy
weather.
Receives all messages concerning weather. Must

9

Meteorological Officer

I

advise command in matters relating to his
speciality: anticipated storm track, probable state
of sea, etc.
Must see that galley, messhalls, storerooms, and

10

Supply Officer

I

other spaces assigned his division are rigged for
heavy weather; may have to revise his menus to
provide food that can be served when the seas are
high.
Must see that bedridden patients are subjected to a

12

Medical Officer

I

minimum of discomfort caused by roll and pitch
of the ship, and that the sick bay, medical storerooms, and other spaces are secured from heavy
weather damage.
Must see that ground tackle is secured, if not

14

First Lieutenant

I

required; that rafts, boats, and other gear on the
weather decks are secure from damage.
Responsible for safety .of the ship during period of

24

OOD

I

his watch. (A message routed "00D" is seen by all
OODs.)

76.54
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routing indicated across the bottom of the sam

REFERENCES

ple message and the action that will be taken.
INTERNAL ROUTING

Many messages refer directly to a previous
incoming or outgoing message. It saves bother

ASHORE

for everyone if half a dozen officers do not need
to telephone the message center to have previous
references taken from the files

The principles of internal routing are prac
tically the same everywhere, but routing at a

them.

and read

to

Accordingly, if there is a reference in

shore station often presents difficulties because

an incoming message, look up the referenced

of traffic volume and the number and diversity

message and show identifying extracts across

of activities the station may serve.

For some

the face of the routed copies.

It is unnecessary

activities, the station may not route at all, but

to copy the reference in its entirety, but quote

only make delivery in accordance with the mes
sage address. Actual routing to action and in

enough so that action and information officers
get the gist of it. In the event your station is not
an addressee on the referenced message, simply

formation officers in such an instance is a
function of the addressee. For other activities

note the DTG and type in "(your command) Not

the station makes internal routing; but the mes
sages usually go to offices, divisions, or sec

Addee."

tions-not to individuals-for action and infor

must check references

There

mation.

why you

in outgoing messages.

First, checking references assures accuracy.

In addition to the action/information internal
routing

are two additional reasons

commonly

used everywhere,

Second, it is a security measure; unclassified

another

replies to certain types of classified messages

routing
symbol,
COGNIZANCE (abbreviated
COG), is in use at many of the large shore mes

are forbidden.

sage centers. It is used instead of action routing

DELIVERY OF INCOMPLETE

on messages addressed to the command for in

TEXT

formation.

The office that has primary cog

nizance over the subject matter contained in the
message is routed COG.

Urgent incoming messages

He is responsible for

ceived

incomplete

or garbled

which

are

often

re

contain

taking any action that may be required within

enough information to be of value if routed.

the command, including checking to see that the

the same time service action is being initiated,

At

CWO's routing for information includes distri

the

bution of copies to other activities that might

also be brought to the attention of the super

need the information.

visor or CWO for routing. The garbled or miss

Many stations,

urgent or high precedence traffic

should

especially the larger ones,

ing portions can be marked and a note can be

maintain a routing file based on subject matter

added on the message form that service action

of messages.

has been initiated.

The file consists of cards show

ing the activities interested in each subject for

This procedure can be extremely beneifical

action and for information.

since it provides at least partial information,

Messengers from each activity make several

and thus advises the CO and appropriate depart

trips daily to the communication center to pick

ment heads of pending urgent situations, at the

up their activity's incoming traffic and to deliver

same time the communicator is waiting for a

outgoing messages for transmittal.

response to service action.

some

activities may be

Delivery to

made by direct tele

It is

typewriter drop rather than by messenger.
Final responsibility for

routing rests

essential that all copies of messages

being routed show the TOR (time of receipt) in
with

the Commcenter plus the signatures and TOR

the CWO, even though an enlisted assistant per

when persons receive advanced copies.

forms the

routing

sages which have been serviced for reruns or

themselves, using an operator for clerical as

corrections must be appropriately marked "Cor

sistance.

rected Copy."

work.

Some CWOs do the

Others delegate the work of routing,

Mes

but check its accuracy before delivery is made.
At small stations, both ashore and afloat, it is

OUTG OING MESSAGES

not unusual for a First or Chief to act as CWO
and to assume responsibility not only for rout

The processing of outgoing messages begins

ing but also for supervising the watch.

with the acceptance of the message at the main
165
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communications center, once the releasing offi

of the message is in accord with the require

cer has made the determination that electrical

ments for unclassified references to classified

transmission of the information is necessary.

messages.

VERIFYING FACTS

responsibility of the message drafter, but they
are doublechecked by the CWO or one of his

Primarily,

these checks

are

the

assistants.
As soon as the message arrives in the mes

2. The originator's

sage center, communications personnel must
verify certain essentials.

draft

is

given

to the

communication clerk, who makes file and rout

First of all the sig

ing copies. On some ships, the originator indi

nature of the releasing authority must be veri

cates internal routing for an outgoing message.

fied.

On others,

Secondly, the communicator

will verify

the CWO performs

and note the following items which are frequently

routes an outgoing message

in error or are omitted:

an incoming message.
3. The message center

1. Precedence.

If dual precedence has been

which

electrical

method

this

duty

and

just as he would
CWO

will

be

determines
utilized

to

assigned, make sure that the lower precedence

process and transmit message traffic. To make

is assigned to the info addressees.

the proper selection the CWOs prime consid

2. Security handling designation. Either UN

eration is the On-Line/Off-Line capabilities of

CLAS or appropriate classification with down

his own unit as well as the On-Line/Off-Line

grading instructions.

capabilities of all addressees of the message.

3. Valid and properly assigned address des
ignations.

You will find that the majority of message traffic
will employ On-Line procedures and equipment.
It has already been emphasized, that before

4. Privacy or special handling instructions.
5. Numbering of paragraphs and pages.

An

you accept any outgoing message for transmis

error in paragraph or page numbering may be

sion,

the result of a simple typing error, or it may

You will find the signature of the releasing offi

indicate actual omission of text.

cer on the face of the message.

6. Initialing of minor changes after smooth

be certain that it is released properly.

draft has been typed. Ensure that any lined-out

ing

or written-in changes have been initialed by the

authority often is delegated.

person making the change.

officer, but

for sake of convenience

message

which

the

Shore stations maintain a signature file of
releasing officers.

Any

The authority

to release messages is vested in the command

requires

substantial

This file is used in much

the same way as a bank's signature file of de

alternation prior to transmission must be re

positors. Each local command or activity served

turned to the originator.

Communication per

by the station submits a signature file of de

sonnel are only authorized to perform normal

positors. Each local command or activity served

communication processing functions that do not

by the station submits a signature card for
every officer authorized to release messages.

change the sense of the message.
Upon verifying the essentials and accepting
the message

in the message center,

Besides signatures, the cards also carry infor

outgoing

mation regarding any limitations on the officer's

messages are typically processed according to

releasing authority. An officer may, for exam
ple, be authorized to release messages to shore

the following steps:

activities, but not those addressed
1. The time of
penciled on it.

file

(TOF)

is stamped or

afloat.

The CWO then logs the mes

to forces

When an outgoing message is received

over the counter, the releasing officer's signa

sage in the outgoing message log, which contains

ture is compared with that on his card.

the same general type of information as the in

authorized to release messages of that type and

If he is

coming message log. The CWO determines that

classification, the message is accepted. Figure

all addressees hold copies of

9-4 is an example of the standard Message Re

any

referenced

messages listed in the message being processed,

lease/Pickup Authorization Form.

or that the references are marked with the ab
breviation NOTAL, which the originator uses to

TRAFFIC CHECKING

indicate

that

the

referenced

messages

"not to, nor needed by, all addressees."

were
The

The traffic checker is a station's final safe

CWO also must ascertain that the classification

guard against error.
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(La•t. f�r·•t,

NAME

aiddlt

lnlfLcli)

I

ALTEPIII ATE

TITLE

AUTHOR ITY T O RELEASE MESSAGES

D

UP

D

SHORE
AND AFLOAT
Q.ASSIFIED

MSGS.

UP

TO

MESSAGE RELEASE/PICKUP AUTHORIZATION

FOR� 2160-5 (REV IC-61)

OP�AV

P ICK

ci����RATING l ACTIVITY

TO
SHORE ONLY

TO

AND INCLUDING

1

D

OTHER

NONE

I

OTHER

(No to, s ..to,

CONDI liONS

He.)

RANK/GRADE AND Tl TLE Of AUTHORIZING OFFICIAL

SIGNATURE OF AUTHOR! ZING OFFICER

DATE

0

THIS AUTHORIZATION

D

IS

SIGNATUPE

NAME

NEW

TI-llS

FOR

POSITION

OF AUTH.

(Last,

.

,._AME OF PERSON

REPLACED

THAT Of

INDIVIDUAL

firlt, auldlt

BEING

SUPERSEDES

I

initial)

FILEISERIAL/CI VILIAN
I.D. CARD NO.

1

ROOM

-

I

RANK/RATING
GRADE

I

-

__

ACT! VI TY

REMOVE AFTER TYPING

l

Pl-IO�£

GPO 933·511

31.75
Figure 9-4. -Message Release/Pickup Authorization.

by the station passes through his hands for a

a daily traffic check before messages handled

last thorough check before going into the files.

the previous day go into the files.

(See Table 9-2.)

reads the writeup and circuit copies, noting the

Shore stations often have from one to four
men checking traffic full time.
is

some

specialization to

heading, text, routing, and so on.

Usually there

The checker
If everything

is in order, he initials the message to that effect.

meet local needs

If he finds an erorr, he brings it to the attention

one or two men, for instance, may check only

of the CWO.

classified traffic, whereas the other check plain

justify corrected copies, they are made up and

language traffic.

delivered at once.

A good checker will do his

best to stay "up" with the traffic load. That way

If the error is serious enough to

Incorrect copies are picked

up, or the possessor is advised to destroy them.

he can catch errors before the messages leave

The effective edition of DNC 5, U.S. Naval

the station, thus saving service messages and

Communication Instructions supports and am

corrected copies.
A traffic checker must know the

tion Doctrine. The DNC 5 expends and modifies

message-handling procedures

plified NWP 16, Basic Operational Communica
station's

inside out.

He

for intra-U. S. Navy and Marine Corps use, in

must be acquainted with in-station memoranda

formation

and directives, official publications, and (aboard

series. Additionally, it contains procedures and

ship) the communication organization book. He

instructions not promulgated elsewhere.

contained in the JANAP

and

ACP

must have a well-rounded knowledge of guard
lists, routing indicators, and fleet organization.
Few ships handle enough messages to war
rant an

assembly line

procedure,

where

TRAFFIC HANDLING

one

DISCREPANCIES

man does nothing but check preceding steps.
Messages are checked, of course, but checking

Traffic checking personnel also periodically

ordinarily is done by the CWO and assistants

analyze random samples of transmissions re

as they go along.

ceived from directly connected stations.

The communication officer

also checks his personal copy. Many ships hold

The

purpose of a periodic sampling of traffic is to
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Table 9-2.- Checklist for Traffic Checkers

1.

Examine heading, text, and ending for garbles and omissions.

2. Determine if the message has been handled in accordance with its precedence.
3. Check routing indicators, if any. Check breakdown of call signs and address groups.
4.

Check the group count, if any.

5. Check the continuity of the station serial number. See that the number agrees with the number logged.
6. Compare originator's rough draft against hard copy or circuit copy,
7. If the message contains a Z FF, ensure that it has been answered. (Z FF: an operating signal means, in
effect, "When did addressee receive message?")

8.

Check operator's sign and servicing.

9.

Check internal routing for omissions.

10. In shore stations, watch for duplicate messages. If your station receives the same message twice,
someone else may have a nondelivery.

11. Watch for excessive in-station delays; compare the time your station received or accepted the
message against the time it was delivered or sent.

12. Always be alert for security violations.

76.52

WATCH SUPERVISION

monitor the accuracy of tape preparation and
format.
When discrepancies are noted, a report is

As you advance in rating you are expected

compiled and forwarded to the station monitored.

to assume more responsibility and to become

Enclosed with each report is

more proficient in your field.

a tape or page

you are required to take

copy of the discrepancies.

As Radioman 2

charge of

a

watch,

supervise traffic handling, and act as a minor

Discrepancy reports serve not only to elim
inate typing and format errors, thus improving

technician for many equipments.

traffic flow, but can also be incorporated as a

at your present duty station you might not be

Even though

useful part of operator training.

given a watch to supervise, remember that in
time of war Radiomen are scattered throughout
the enlarged fleet, and it is quite possible for
an RM2 to be the only experienced Radioman

STATISTICAL REVIEWS

aboard.
Records maintained by traffic checking per

Communication

organizations,

afloat

and

sonnel are routinely used to compile statistical

ashore,

reports. Such reports may be addressed to
volume of messages handled, speed of service,

handling procedures. It is difficult to lay down
more than a few specific rules for supervisors

differ

widely

in

internal

message

or even volume of encrypted traffic. The traffic

because of varying problems, purposes, sizes,

checker will also be responsible for research

and locations of individual stations.

ing all information relating to inordinate delay

an o pportunity to

or

diligent and conscientious traffic checking can

taking it over, you probably are reasonably well
indoctrinated in the local way of doing things.

not be over emphasized.

If not, you will have to depend on your superiors

non-delivery

or messages.

The need for
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If you had

watch

before
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for guidance.

the

In either case, make a study of

the organization

address

and group

count

of an

incoming

message,and take particular care to see whether

and regulations of your duty

station, and know the contents of departmental

relay is necessary.

and division notices and directives.

during the watch,examine the logs and records,

Upon the supervisor of any watch falls re

As frequently as possible

and make a final check at the end of the watch.

sponsibility for keeping traffic moving and for

Constant checking and rechecking are the best

running a taut watch.

You must know your pub

means of preventing mistakes that can embar

lications and instructions,and have them at hand

rass not only you but the entire chain of com

for ready reference.

mand.

At sea you should know

Traffic usually is filed on the morning after

and understand the cruising disposition of the
fleet.

You should be familiar with

the day it is handled.

your own

After the daily files are

radio equipment and, if possible, the equipment

complete,a final check should be made for non

of ships in company.

deliveries.

That way you can allow

for equipment limitations.

If at any time a delayed delivery or

You should not have

a nondelivery is discovered, that fact, with the

to refer to the equipment technical manual for

attendant circumstances, should be reported at

any of the following data on your transmitters.

once the to Radioman in charge,who will inform

or, as applicable, receivers:

model, location,

the CWO or communication officer. Fear of the

source

range, type

consequences of a mistake should not be a de

of

power, frequency

of

emission, rated power output, and effective day

terrent to such a report.

and night ranges, summer and winter.

was made,punishment seldom is occasioned,and

During exercises you must watch your men

a report and rectification are essential to good

closely, with an idea to the correction of any
shortcomings that may

appear.

If an honest mistake

communication practice.

Keep an eye

The relationship

between officers and men

on the strikers; if they show no interest in self

of the

betterment and in making themselves of more

the sake of efficiency, be based on mutual con

value to the Navy, find out why.

fidence and trust.

Before taking

over

each watch, obtain all

communication

organization

must, for

A supervisor can do his part

to attain this objective by keeping alert and by

possible information relating to circuit condi

conducting his watch in such a manner that the

tions;

radio officer respects his ability.

special

orders;

cruising

disposition;

tion,

or

acknowledgment;

frequencies

When mis

takes occur, as they do in all offices, the radio

traffic awaiting transmission, receipt, execu
under

officer

undoubtedly

will

recognize

that,

al

though the error was avoidable, his supervisor

guard; gear in use; and guardships.

nevertheless

Before relinquishing the watch,assure your

is

competent.

Most

mistakes

self that all of your men are relieved, and that

merely require provision for prevention of re-

your operators surrendered to their reliefs logs

currence.

Pass on

Constant work, observation, and correction

all information of interest to your relief,and be

are necessary to make your men efficient and

satisfied that he understands the current com

responsible by second nature.

munication situation.

duty to make them so, and to instill in them the

that are up to the minute and signed.

The supervisor's desk is so

It is your prime

conviction that the success of naval communica

wired that he

tions depends on them individually.

can cut in on any of the operating positions and
monitor the transmissions. Listen in frequently

STATUS BOARDS

to both radiotelephone and radiotelegraph nets
to check for off-frequency operation, incorrect

Status boards usually are large, thick sheets

procedure, and unauthorized use of plain lan
guage.

Correct offending

operators.

Ensure

of plexiglass on which the supervisor maintains

that traffic flows smoothly. Do not allow letter

a record of frequently changing communication

writing while on watch,nor the reading of books

data.

and

magazines

(except

official

publications ) .

look it over

given an

board,

outgoing message,

operator for transmission;

plan
As

and

thereby maintains

an

up-to-the

minute record of the equipment in use, the cir

carefully before passing it to an

cuits that are up, and those that are in standby,

after the message

is sent, note the operator's servicing.

communication

the supervisor records the changes on the status

date sections are burned on time.
you are

instance, the

changes in equipment or circuit status occur,

See that files are kept orderly, and that out-of
When

For

normally is transferred to a status board.

and so on.

Check
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publications. Usually,he issues the changes and
corrections to the Chief for the publications

To be of any value, a status board must be
accurate.
of

An inaccurate board can cause a lot

confusion, particularly

held in communication spaces.

when relieving the

The Chief then

assigns the work to his men through the watch

watch. To avoid this disarrangement,the super
visor personally makes all changes to a status

supervisors.

board.

man is assigned his share of the publications

On some ships and stations, each

to keep up and is responsible only for those as
signed to him.

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

Other activities assign the cor

recting job to any men available at the time the

PUBLICATIONS

work needs to be done.
Corrections

Publications used in Naval Communications
are

issued through two

separate

to

publications

are

issued

in

three ways: changes,memoranda,and messages

and distinct

systems:

A change to a publication is itself a serially
numbered publication, and may consist of pen-

1. Communication-Tactical Doctrine (COM-

and-ink corrections, cutout corrections, or new

TAC) System-the communication publications

pages to amend or add to the contents of a basic

in this system consist of ACP, DNC, JANAP,

publication.

NWP and other U.S. Allied, and NATO doctrinal

t

publications.
2. Registered Publication System

Changes are

numbered consecu-

t ely (change No. 1, No. 2, etc.).
�I"! Memorandum corrections are of two kinds:
(RPS)-th�
egistered Publication Memorandum Correc

communication publications in this system con- '1'1

sist of some ACPs,NWPs and all cryptographic
publications.

ions RPMC) for corrections to RPS-distributed
ublications, and Navy Memorandum Correc-

tions (NMC) for publications distributed by the
Forms

ACCOUNTABILITY

and Publications Supply

Navy supply system.

Office of

the

Memorandum corrections

are used when time does not permit the prepara
The watch supervisor is personally account

tion of a serially numbered change. The RPMCs

able for official publications used by his section.

and NMCs are numbered serially, using a sys

In order to provide effective control, ships and

tem of two numbers separated by a slant sign.
The figure before the slant sign indicates the

shore stations use publication custody logs for
recording the

watch-to-watch inventory.

Form 0199-450-5000 is one such log.
however

see

many different

Std.

number of the NMC (or RPMC), and the num

You may

bers run consecutively for the life of the basic

log forms.

The

publication. The figure after the slant sign indi

publication custody log shown in figure 9-5 can

cates the change that will confirm the material

be

contained in the NMC or RPMC.

modified to satisfy any requirement.

The

For example,

log lists all publications in use in a particular

NMC 2/1 to ACP 113 is the second NMC issued

space.

to ACP 113 and will be confirmed by a forth

At the change of watch, the supervisor

and his relief sight every publication, and the
relief signs the log.

coming change No. 1.

By doing so, he says, in

Message corrections to publications are is

effect, that the publications are actually present

sued by ALCOM, JAFPUB general message (or

and that he holds himself responsible for them.

ALCOMLANT, ALCOMPAC when appropriate).

Always

Message corrections are used only when it is

sight every publication for

which you

sign. If you fail to do so,you leave open to king
size troubles.

absolutely necessary to disseminate the
rection by rapid means.

CORRECTIONS

Priority of Corrections

One of your jobs as a RM3 or RM2 is to help

When

a correction is

cor

received, check

the

keep your communication publications up to date.

forward or Letter of Promulgation for the ef

All communication publications,particularly the

fective date of the change or correction and en

call sign, address group, and routing indicator

sure that the publication to be corrected is also

books, frequently undergo

effective.

necessary changes.

The custodian (or COMTAC publications control

Effective corrections, that is effective upon

officer) is responsible for the prompt and ac

receipt, which pertain to effective publications

curate entry of all changes and corrections to

shall be entered first.
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I certify that I have personally sighted and inventoried each of the above listed publications and/or
materials, and have page checked all loose leaf cryptographic publications. By my signature above
I acknowledge responsibility for maintaining security precautions and assume custody for all above
listed publications and/or material during my watch or until properly relieved of their custody. 1 will
report immediately to the custodian or other competent authority any discrepancy in the inventory.

Figure 9-5.- Publication Custody Log.
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made in that corrections to cryptographic pub

its date,the entry date,your signature and rate,

lications normally take precedence over those

and the name or your ship or station.

for non-cryptographic publications.

FAMILIARITY IN USAGE
Method of Entering Corrections
Entering
such

corrections

importance

that

To become proficient in communications re
quires a considerable degree of familiarity with

in publications is of

it warrants

the governing publications.

your most

careful attention. Here are some general rules

rial, rather than by relying on rote memory.

for entering corrections:

Changes to routing indicators, for example, are
promulgated every week

1. Read and understand the specific instruc
tions contained in the correction before you be

You will find that new material is readily iden
tified by appropriate symbols in the margin of

Red ink is not

the pages.

visible under the red night lights used aboard

Ideally, you should be able to recognize the

ship.

publication which contains the information you

3. Type lengthy pen-and-ink corrections on

desire and be able to rapidly locate the infor-

a separate slip of paper, then paste the paper

It is the responsibility of the communications

4. When cutouts are provided, use them in
preference to pen-and-ink corrections.
should be

cemented flat on

center to have all clocks set accurately.

because the

One

of the easiest and most accurate means is to

the

set the clocks with radio station WWV or WWVH .

(Rubber

The primary frequency standard is supplied

cement or mucilage is more satisfactory than
cellophane tape

'

mation within the publication.

on the page.

page with rubber cement or mucilage.

When major

the time to carefully review the new material.

2. For pen-and-ink corrections, use green

ink or any dark ink except red.

or so.

printed changes are made to publications, take

gin the actual entry.

5. Cutouts

This proficiency is

best achieved by a continuous review of mate

by the National Bureau of Standards through its

tape often sticks

radio stations WWV and Boulder, Colorado, and

pages together or may tear pages if its removal
is attempted.) If there is insufficient room on

WWVH on the island of Maui, Hawaii.

Figure

9-6 show the structure of WWV and WWVH sig

the page to insert cutouts, they may be attached

nals.

to the inner (binding) edge of the page as flaps.
6. Delete, in ink, all subject matter super
seded
This

by

a cutout

method

before adding

prevents

using

the

the cutout.

RADIO STATIONS WWV AND WWVH

superseded

material if the cutout becomes detached.

Technical radio services broadcast by radio

7. Because a correction entered in one sec

station WWV include-

tion of a publication often affects another sec
tion, such as the index, make certain that the

1. Standard radio frequencies.

corrections are entered in all applicable sec
tions.

2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 MHz.

8. After entering pen-and-ink or cutout cor
rections, note on the margin, opposite the line
containing the correction, the identification of
the correction, as NMC 1/2, ALCOM 3, etc.
9. Upon completion of the entry of any change

2. Time announcements each minute of the
hour.

3. Standard time intervals each second of the
hour at a tone of 1000 Hz with the 29th and 59th
second omitted.

affecting page numbers, make a page check of
the

publication.

pages

should be

All

residue

returned to

issued the material and

your

and
the

Six frequen

cies are broadcast continuously,day and night-

4. Standard audio frequencies of 440,500 and

superseded

600 Hz are broadcast.

person who

Duration of each tone is

approximately 45 seconds.

work should be

A 600Hz tone dur

ing odd minutes and a 500 Hz tone is broadcast

double-checked by a second person.

during alternate minutes unless voice announce

10. After entering the correction, fill in the

ments or silent periods are scheduled. A 440Hz

information required by the "Record of Changes"

tone is broadcast beginning at two minutes after

page in the front of the publication. This page
provides spaces for the correction number and

the hour. The 440 Hz tone is omitted during the

first hour of the UT day.
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WWV BROADCAST
FORMAT
(TYPICAL)

THE 59th SECOND PULSE OMITTED....
BEGINNING OF EACH HOUR IDENTIFIED BY
0.8 SEC LONG 1500Hz TONE (WWV a WWVH)

BEGINNING OF EACH
MINUTE IDENTIFIED BY
0.8 SEC LONG lOOOHz TONE

MINUTES

THE 291h SECOND PULSE OMITTED ....
BEGINNING OF EACH MINUTE IDENTIFIED
BY 0.8 SECOND LONG 1200Hz TONE

WWVH BROADCAST
FORMAT
(TYPICAL)
76.40

Figure 9-6.-Structure of WWV and WWVH signals.
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when the tone returns.

5. Official announcement time is set aside
federal government to disseminate official and
public information.

This is a

45 second

The time announcement

refers to the time when the audio tone occurs.

on a subscription basis to other agencies of the

An example of 1035 GMT, for instance:

time

"At

the tone-ten hours, thirty-five minutes Green

segment every other minute.

wich Mean Time."

6. Radio propagation conditions is broadcast
in voice during part of

every

15th minute

of

LOGISTIC SUPPORT

each hour.
7 . Geophysical

alerts

as

declared by

the

As an

World Warning Agency and World Days Service
are broadcast by voice during the 19th minute

available.
ance lists,

station WWVH includeradio

While you are less involved with ac

tual material support and

Technical radio services broadcast by radio

1. Standard

you

spare parts

allow

are specifically involved with

logistic support.

frequencies.

you are vitally concerned

condition ahd that you have sufficient supplies

of each hour.

quencies are

operator,

that your equipment stays in proper operating

Logistic support for the com

munication complex includes the effort to en

Five fre

sure

broadcast continuously, day and

that

consumable

supplies

are

available

when required.

night-2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 20 MHz.
2. Time announcements each minute of the
hour.

CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES

3. Standard time intervals each second of the
hour at a tone of 1200 Hz with the 29th and 59th

Consumable supplies are those items such as

seconds omitted.

paper, pencils, log and record forms, teletype

4. Standard audio frequencies
and 600 Hz are

broadcast.

of 440,

500,

ribbon, and cleaning supplies that are used in

Duration of

each

daily operation.

tone is approximately 45 seconds.

A 600 Hz

will always be

tone during even minutes and a 500 Hz tone is
broadcast
voice

during alternate

announcements

scheduled.

or

minutes

silent

requirements and

are

The 440 Hz

this information to

STOCK LEVELS

tone is omitted during the first hour of the UT
day.

The supply department records stock levels

5. Station WWVH broadcast special announce

for all items maintained in the command's sup

ments under the same format as station WWV .

ply system.

6. Geophysical alerts are broadcast by sta

mally indicates a 90-day supply. When the item

except the 46th minute after the hour is used.

drops to two-thirds of the 90-day level, it will
be reordered in sufficient quantity to raise the

Standard Radiofrequencies

supply back to the 90-day level.

terms

accurate

of standard
to better

levels. Stock levels must be reviewed at regular

frequencies,

than 1

part

Accurate past

usage is the best guide for establishing these

Any desired radiofrequency can be measured
accurately in

These stock levels are based on

the rate at which the material is USED and nor

tion WWVH in the same manner as station WWV

are

provide

the supply department.

A 440 Hz tone is broadcast begin

ning at 1 minute after the hour.

which

the communications

organization must determine its own stock level

unless

periods

In order that these supplies
available,

intervals to ensure that adequate supplies are

in

on hand when required, and at the same time, to

100-,000;000-Hertz. Any of the six radiofrequen

ensure that a surplus does not accumulate. Ex

cie s can be used for checking frequency meters

cessive amounts of supplies for day-to-day use

being used.

must not be kept in communications spaces.

Time Announcements
STANDARD SUPPLY CHIT
The 0 to 24 hour system is used starting with
The first

In addition to maintaining an accurate count

two figures give the hour, and the last two fig

of consumable supplies as they are used, you

ures give the number of minutes past the hour

may also

0000 at midnight at longitude zero.
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DATE:
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FIRST DIGIT REP RESENTS THE LAST DIGIT OF THE
CALENDAR YEAR, .THE LAST 3 DIGITS IND ICATE THE
NUMERIC CONSECUTIVE DAY OF THE CALENDAR YEAR
(JULIAN DATE).

THE SERIAL NUMBER IS THE CONSECUTIVE

NUMBER ASSIGNED TO THE REQUISITION.

43.24(82)
Figure 9-7.-Sample routine requisition (DD Form
Paper

required to fill out routine requisitions for sup
plies.

Figure 9-7 shows DD Form

1348,

the

clips

1348).

should not be accumulated

on

equipment cabinets as they might fall into the

standard supply chit, and illustrates some of the

equipment and short the equipment out.

items of information that must be filled in. The

boxes should be emptied periodically, not only

Federal Stock Number (FSN) which appears in

after chad

block

4

and 5 is the uniform identification of the

starts to spill out of

Emptying the chad boxes

item, as used throughout the Department of De

eliminate

fense.

down of reperforator punch blocks.

Each item in the supply system is spe

cifically identified by the last seven digits of the
FSN.

unnecessary

the

regularly

jamming

Chad

cabinet.
also

and

will

break

Tapes which are being transmitted or

Figure 9-8 is a breakdown of a typical

are

being run off on various positions should be
kept off of the deck. This will prevent dirt from

FSN {single ply, canary yellow teletype paper).

being picked up and deposited under the tape lid
CLEANLINESS AND UP-KEEP

of the TD and clogging the sensing fingers.

OF SPACES

Upkeep of the equipment and spaces also in
cludes keeping coffee cups and cigarettes

Operators should make a conscientious effort
to

keep

the

communications

spaces

off

of the equipment. Butt kits and racks for coffee

squared

cups can be easily mounted on most cabinets.

away at all times. This includes more than just

Not only is it easier to operate when the spaces

a sweep-down at the end of each watch.

and equipment are clean and neat but fire haz

Empty

paper and tape boxes should be removed from

ards are

the spaces as they are used.

Burn bags should

Dust, oil or grease, and carbon dust must not

be stapled and stowed properly-not left sitting

be allowed to accumulate on electronic equip

around full and overflowing.

ment.
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being eliminated

at the same

time.
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1

Cognizance Symbol

-r

J

T

Stores Account Code

7530-223-7966

N

------

.,...

Federal Supply Classification Group (Office Supplies)--------.....J

Federal Supply Classification Class (Paper Supplies)

__.

_________

Federal Item Identification Number (FUN) (Specific Item)--------....J
31.76
Figure 9-8.-Breakdown of typical Federal Stock Number.
of opportunities for on-the-job training.

LOST TAPE HAZARD

ditions permitting,
change

Another problem that exists when good house

Con

each shift in frequency or

in equipment

can be

utilized to

train

keeping practices are not followed is the possi

one or more of your men.

bility of losing valid traffic tapes. All discarded

sages can be used in a similar manner.

pieces of tape must be placed in burn bags, not

advantage of these opportunities, because both

thrown on the deck.

Many outgoing mes
Take

But any tapes or papers

you and your men benefit from them. You bene

found on the deck must be examined by super

fit by having a sharper watch section that re

visory personnel to ensure that

they are

not

quires less of your time in doublechecking their

valid traffic.

work. They benefit by increasing their advance

Burn bags or

uncovered waste receptacles

ment opportunities.

must not be placed near send or receive posi
tions or near writing surfaces upon which mes

Rotating job assignments is an effective
method of training personnel. There is a natural

sages are placed.

tendency, however, to keep a man in a job that
he knows best.

�� ft TRAU{IN_Q AND QUALIF ICATIONS OF
{(�l'\ COMMU NICATION PERSONNEL
The prime objective

This stems from a desire to

achieve and maintain a smoothly working unit or

..

section.

Such action limits the scope of knowl

edge of the man and does not make provision for

in training is to in

casualty

crease the ability of personnel to operate and

replacement

or

for

advancement

position of greater responsibility.

to

Any plan for

administer the facilities of the command effec

rotating personnel must ensure that in addition

tively under all conditions.

to

Training objectives

for communication personnel must contain pro

providing training,

each

position

remains

properly manned.

visions for general training, including examina

By the time you advance to the position of a

tion for advancement in rating, qualification for
assigned watches, and basic knowledge in such

watch supervisor,

essentials as damage control, first aid, and fire

ing slack periods.

fighting procedures.

write letters or read unofficial books or maga

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

themselves?
In the ACPs and other publica
tions available, you and your men have at your

As a supervisor of a watch, it is your re
sponsibility to train your men to become more

fingertips all of the doctrinal communication in

proficient in

man to Master Chief Petty Officer.
vantage of them !

of studying.

zines,

their

duties.

During

so

you should know the

value

Encourage your men to study dur

why

They are not permitted to

not use this

time in bettering

formation required for advancement from Sea

a normal

watch, you are presented with an untold number
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TRAINING FOR ADVANCEMENT

for advancement

while

outlined the

more

has

Chapter 1

requirements

not separate

necessary for advancement in rate and suggests
how the various training manuals can b e put to

for

advancement

is

proficient on watch-it is part of it.
you

watch.

formal

training necessary to become more

Training
from the

on

cannot complete

maximum use.

However

all of your preparations
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CHAPTER 10

ANTENNAS AND RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
The transmission of

radio waves through

��
MEDIUM

space is known as wave propagation. A study

(EARTH'S

of antennas and wave propagation is essential
to

an

understanding of

radio

a transmitter and fed to an antenna by means
The antenna

ANTEN

this energy out into space at the speed of light

S"T?
!n' � �
� ���

��

TRANSMIT

radiates

(approximately 186,000 miles per second).

INTER CEPTED BY
ECEIVING ANTENNA

""'

electromagnetic (radio) waves is generated by
line.

PORTION OF RADIO WAVE

��

communication.

In any radio system, energy in the form of

of a transmission

ATMOSPHERE)

EIVING

NG

ENNA

Re

ceiving antennas, placed in the path of a travel
ing radio wave, absorb part of the radiated en

TRANSMISSION

TRANSMISSION

LINE

LINE

ergy and send it through a transmission line to
a

receiver.

Thus,

components

required

for

successful transmission of intelligence by means
or radio waves are a transmitter, a transmis
sion

line,

a

transmitting

antenna, a

RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER

medium

through which radio waves travel (for example,
the atmosphere surrounding the earth), a re

31.6

ceiving antenna, another transmission line, and

Figure 10-1.-Simple radio communication

the receiving equipment. Figure 10-1 is a block

network.

diagram showing the arrangement of these com
ponents.

ATMOSPHERE.

Successful communication by means of radio

The whole mass of air sur

waves depends chiefly on the power of the trans

rounding the earth, including the troposphere,

mitter, frequency used, distance between trans

stratosphere, and the ionosphere.
ATTENUATION. The decrease in signal
strength of a radio wave with distance in the

mitter and receiver, and sensitivity (ability to
amplify

weak

signals)

of

the

receiver.

The

ability of the earth's atmosphere to conduct en
ergy to its destination, together with the nature
of the

terrain between

points, may

sending and

receiving

be responsible for the

frequency

selected. Interfering signals can make recep
tion impossible at a desired time.

direction of propagation.
CONDUCTIVITY. A measure of the ability
of a material to act as a path for electron flow.
It is the opposite of resistivity and is expressed
in mhos per meter.
CRITICAL FREQUENCY. The limiting fre

Moreover,

the amount of noise present and transmission
line losses may combine to make unintelligible

quency below which an

an otherwise good signal.

penetrates

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
In this discussion of antennas and radio wave

electromagnetic

is bent back to earth by, and
through,

an

wave

above which

ionospheric

layer

it
at

vertical incidence (straight up).
CYCLE.

One

complete negative

complete

positive

alternation of

and

current

one
or

propagation, a number of technical terms are

voltage.

used.

DECIBEL (DB). A term meaning one-tenth
of a bel. The ratio of a change in power after

To help you understand the material, the

following

list of

ter ms and

definitions is

attenuation or amplification.

provided:
ANTENNA.

A device used to radiate or re

ceive radio waves.

DIFFRACTION. The bending of a radio wave
into the region behind an obstacle.
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DIRECT WAVE. A radio wave that is prop
agated in a straight line through space from

F R E Q U E N C Y OF O P T I M U M
(FOT).

transmitter to receiving antenna.

TRAFFIC

The most reliable frequency at a spe

cified time for ionospheric propagation
radio wave between two specified points.

DISTORTION. An undesired change in wave

of

a

LOWEST USABLE FREQUENCY (L UF). The

form.
DECIBEL (db).

"In an amplifier, each 3 db

LUF, based on the signal-to-noise ratio, varies

of power gain (+3db) will cause the output power

as the power or the bandwidth is varied.

to be double the input power. In an attenuator,

increase in power or a decrease in bandwidth

each 3 db of power loss ( -3 db) will cause the

will lower the LUF, and a decrease in power
or

output power to be one-half of the input power."
FA DING.

The

variation

of

radio

seconds

The number

of

in

bandwidth will

raise

the

LUF.

signal

PROPAGATION. The transmission of elec

strength at a radio receiver during the time of
reception.
FREQUENCY.

an increase

An

tromagnetic
another.

cycles per

(radio)

waves from

one point to

REFLECTION. The phenomenon which, when

(Hertz) existing in any form of wave

motion; such as the number of Hertz of alter

a

nating current.

propagation characteristics (such as the earth

10

GIGAHERTZ (GHz).
9
hertz (1000 MHz).
GROUND WAVE.

close

radio

wave strikes a

medium of different

or ionosphere), causes the wave to be returned

An expression denoting

into the original medium with the angles of in

A radio wave that travels

to the earth and

cidence and of

reaches the receiving

reflection equal and lying in the

same plane.

point without being refracted or· acted upon by

REFRACTION.

The

which,

when a radio

components of a radio wave traveling over the

as the stratosphere

earth except the sky (ionospheric) wave.

other medium such as the ionosphere, causes
the

HERTZ. The term used to designate a unit
of frequency (i.e., radiofrequencies and the op

wave

erating frequencies of radio equipment) per sec

ence

media.

and one complete

negative alternation of current or voltage.
INCIDENT WAVES.

A

term

denoting

will result

in

to undergo

a

obliquely
change

enters an

of

direction.

in wave velocity

in the two

propagation

the earth's troposphere.

portion of a radio wave which is about to strike
which

and

SPACE WAVE. Often called the tropospheric
wave. A radio wave that travels entirely through

that

SKY WAVE. A radio wave that is propagated

a medium of different propagation characteris
tic

leaves one medium such

Essentially, refraction is caused by a differ

ond; one

complete positive

wave

phenomenon

the ionosphere. The ground wave includes all

or acted upon by the ionosphere.

that wave being re

SUNSPOT NUMBERS. The number

fracted, reflected, diffracted, or scattered.

of dark

irregularly shaped areas on the surface of the

IONOSPHERE. The part of the earth's outer
atmosphere where ions and electrons are present

sun

in quantities sufficient to affect the propagation

spots

of radio waves. The portion of the atmosphere

period of time to obtain values which are ex

above the stratosphere.

caused
are

by

violent

counted

solar

eruptions.

pressed as "smooth sunspot numbers."

thetical antenna equally radiating or receiving

the average sunspot activity over

energy in all directions.

time.
SURFACE WAVE.

USABLE

FREQUENCY

(MUF).

The upper limit of the frequencies which can be
two

refraction from the
the ionosphere.

STRATOSPHERE.

propagation by

atmosphere

regular ionized layers of

ionosphere.

points involving

(Frequencies higher

A radio wave that travels
The

between the

TROPOSPHERE. The

than the

part

of

the earth's

troposphere
lowest

part

and the
of

the

earth's atmosphere. In this region, which ex

MUF may be transmitted by sporadic and scat
tered reflections.)
NOISE. Any

a period of

in contact with the surface of the earth.

used at a specified time for radio transmission
between

These

smooth sunspot numbers are used to predict

ISOTROPIC ANTENNA (UNIPOLE). A hypo

MAXIMUM

The

and then averaged over a

tends from the surface of the earth to the strato
sphere,

extraneous electrical disturb

temperature decreases with altitude,

ance tending to interfere with the normal re

clouds form, and all weather phenomena take

ception of a transmitted signal.

place.
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like the movement of water waves away from a
point of disturbance.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
RADIO WAVES
Any wire or other
ternating

current

Figure 10-2 shows how a falling stone im

conductor carrying al

produces

parts wave motion to a water surface.

electromagnetic

fields that move outward into surrounding space.
As the current

increases

electromagnetic
collapses about

field

radiation except that a continuous wave motion

and decreases, the

alternately

the wire.

When

grows

is not imparted to the surface of the water by a

and

dropped stone.

the speed of

radio wave:

point, the collapsing electromagnetic field does
Hence,

some of the

The radiated elec
(The

ured in either the positive or negative direction.

speed of light is 300,000,000 meters, or about

The amplitude of the wave in part D of figure

186,000 miles, a second.) It travels almost

10-2 is the distance from the average water

but not quite-that fast in air. Regardless of the
frequency

of

alternation,

the

level to the peak (or trough) of the

velocity of the

other words, amplitude is the

radio wave is constant.
Table 10-1
trum

of

shows the

which

the

wave's

entire energy spec

radio

spectrum is only a

level.

This

is

In

the

concept in

the measure of energy level.

It is believed that radio waves travel in a

CYCLE

series of crests and troughs, similar to round
waves created

energy

wave.

measure of the

which amplitude is applied to a radio wave-as

small part.

outward-moving

and

Amplitude is the maximum instantaneous
value of an alternating voltage or current, meas

tromagnetic energy, known as the radio wave,
moves in free space at the speed of light.

frequency

AMPLITUDE

electromagnetic energy is disengaged from the
wire and set free in space.

amplitude, cycle,

wavelength.

not have time to return to the wire before the
begins.

A study of figure 5-2 should aid

in understanding four important aspects of the

these alternations is increased above a certain

next alternation

The ac

tion illustrated compares with electromagnetic

A cycle is a complete sequence of variation

by dropping a

stone on the smooth surface of a pond. Although
this analogy is not exact, it serves a useful

of movement of the wave.

purpose because it compares the movement of

average level through a crest and a trough and

represented graphically

Usually a cycle is

from

a

point

at the

the radio waves with a well known physical ac

back again to the corresponding average level.

tion. The movement of radio waves is somewhat

Thus, with the average level as the reference

Table 10-1. -Radio Frequency Spectrum

FREQUENCY

DESCRIPTION

ABBREVIATION

30GHz-300GHz

extremely high frequency

EHF

3GHz-30GHz

super high frequency

I

SHF

300MHz-3GHz

ultra high frequency

I

UHF

30MHz-300MHz

very high frequency

I

VHF

3MHz-30MHz

high frequency

I

HF

300kHz-3MHz

medium frequency

I

MF

30kHz-300kHz

low frequency

I

LF

3kHz-30kHz

very low frequency

I

VLF
31.20
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II: 'I
·-FALLING

A

Thus, 82,000 kHz is expressed as 82 MHz and
so on.
OBJECT

WAVE LENGTH

SURFACE OF WATER
LEADING WAVE FORMS

B

/AT INSTANT OBJECT
STRIKES WATER

/

------�--c

_.......-

�

LEADING WAVE MOVES
RADIALLY O U TWARD

/���It���'�--------------

Radio waves travel at the same velocity as
light waves, which in free space have a speed
of approximately 186,000 miles per second or
300,000,000 meters per

second.

The

wave

length of a radio signal is the distance that the
wave travels in

one Hertz, during

which

its

electromagnetic or electrostatic displacements
have a difference in phase of one complete pe

D

riod. Wavelength is also described as the dis
tance from the crest of one wave to the crest of
the next. Knowing that radio waves travel at a
constant speed, the length of one wavelength
AMPLITUDE OF

(1 Hertz) can be easily determined by dividing

LEADING WAVE

the velocity of a wave by its frequency. Although
31.7

Figure 10-2.-How a falling stone imparts
wave motion to a water surface.

wavelengths are usually
the following

to express

wavelengths in both meters and feet.
1. Wavelength (in meters)

point, each cycle is made up of two reversals.
In a complete cycle the wave moves first in one

=

300,000,000

direction, then in the other, and returns to the

Frequency (in Hertz)

first direction to begin its next cycle (fig. 10-2
part D).

measured in meters,

formulas show how

Because there are 3.28 feet in 1 meter and a
radio wave travels at 300,000,000 meters per
second, 3.28 times 300,000,000 gives 984,000,000

FREQUENCY

feet; therefore:

The frequency of a wave is the number of

2. Wavelength (in feet)

cycles that occur in 1 second. In 1967, the U.S.
Navy adopted the term Hertz to designate units
of frequency per second.

If a

984.000,000

frequency was

Frequency (in Hertz)

,formerly 10 cycles per second, it is now re
ferred to as 10 Hertz (Hz.)

Unlike

the wave

illustrated in figure 10-2, which would have a

=

WAVE POLARIZATION

very low frequency, radio waves may have fre

A radio wave consists of traveling electric

quencies of a few thousand Hertz or many mil

and magnetic fields. The lines of force of these

lion Hertz.

Because units of radiofrequencies

fields are perpendicular to each other and

at

become so large, numerically, they are counted
in terms of thousands, millions, billions, and

right angles in a plane which is perpendicular

trillions of Hertz, using four appropriate pre

the radio wave is determined by the direction

fixes,

from

the

giga, and tera.

metric

system:

kilo,

mega,

The latter two, giga and tera,

as yet have limited application in naval com
munications.

to the direction of travel.

The polarization of

of the electric field of the wave with respect to
earth.

If the electric field is vertical (perpen

dicular) to the earth (fig. 10-3) the wave is said

A kilohertz is 1 thousand Hertz

to be vertically polarized. If the electric field

and is abbreviated kHz; a megahertz is 1 million

is horizontal (parallel) to the earth, the wave

Hertz, abbreviated MHz, and so on. A frequency

is said to be horizontally polarized.

of 15,000 Hertz, for example is expressed as
15 kHz; 500,000 Hertz is expressed as 500 kHz.

positioned transmitting

tically polarized radio waves. Horizontal trans

When the number of kilohertz becomes too large,

mitting antennas radiate horizontally polarized

megahertz are substituted to simplify the figure.

radio waves.
181

Vertically

antennas radiate

ver
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93.13

93.12
Figure 10-3. -Instantaneous cross section

Figure 10-4. -Reflection and refraction

of a radio wavefront.

of a light beam.
from

EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION

that

of

the

first medium.

The bending,

which is called refraction, is always toward that

ON RADIO WAVES

medium in which the velocity is the least.
One

of the many

If a

wavefront is traveling obliquely from the earth

problems encountered in

communications is the changeable propagation

and encounters a medium with a greater velocity

conditions of the radio transmission path. Radio

of propagation,

waves can be reflected, refracted and diffracted

first enters the new medium travels faster than

in a manner similar to light and heat waves. As
a result it is usually necessary to change fre

difference in the rate of travel tends to swing

the part of the wavefront

parts of the wavefront which enter later.

that
The

the wavefront around or to refract it in such a
manner that it is directed back to earth.

quencies on HF trunks during any operating day,
in order to overcome the limitations imposed
by varying propagation conditions.

DIFFRA CTION
REFLECTION
A radio wave is also bent when it passes the
edge of an object.

Radio and light waves alike travel in straight

The bending, called diffrac

tion, results in a change of direction of part of
the energy from the line-of-sight p ath. This

lines but may be reflected from any sharply de
fined substances or objects of suitable charac
teristics and dimensions which are encountered

change makes it possible to receive energy at

in the medium of travel.

some distance below the summit of an obstruc

The wave is not re

flected from a single point on the reflector but

tion or around its edges.

rather from an area of its surface.

show how, in the field of ground wave propaga

The size of

the area required for reflection depends on the

tion,

wavelength and angle of incidence. When a wave

earth's

occurs,

as

shown

in

figure

10-4.

amount of the phase shift depends on the

waves

horizon.

are diffracted
In

beyond

certain cases,

the

by using

high power and very low .frequencies, the waves

is reflected from a plane (flat) surface, a phase
shift

radio

A later section will

can be made to encircle the earth by diffraction.

The
po

TYPES OF RADIO WAVE

larization of the wave and the angle of incidence.

PROPAGATION
REFRACTION
The wave which is transmitted from an an
As in the case of light, a radio wave is bent
when it moves from one medium into another in

tenna can be considered to have t\\0 major com
ponents. One major component is the ground

which the velocity

wave, which

of propagation is different
182

consists

of

two

parts.

One part
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travels along the ground and follows the curva

the less it is refracted
ionization.

ture of the earth. This is the surface wave. The

by a given degree

of

second part is the space wave, which is that part
of the total radiation that undergoes refraction,
reflection, or

scattering

from

troposphere.

The second major component is

GROUNDWAVE PROPAGATION

regions in the
The

the sky (ionospheric) wave, which is radiated in
an upward direction and may be returned to the

ground

wave

is

that part of the total

radiated energy which is propagated at a low
angle from the transmitting antenna and travels

earth at some distant location due to refraction

close to the earth.

or scattering from the ionosphere.

components traveling in actual contact with the

The amount

of bending of the sky wave by the

The ground wave includes

ionosphere

earth as well as components which travel di

depends upon the frequency of the wave and the
amount of ionization in the ionosphere. The

rectly from the transmitting antenna to the re
ceiving antenna when the two antennas are high

higher the frequency of the radio wave, the
farther it penetrates the ionosphere, and the

enough from the ground so that they can "see"
each other. For purposes of discussion, ground

less it tends to be bent back toward the earth.

waves are assumed not to be propagated via the
ionosphere.

SKY WAVE PROPAGATION

The

two components

of a ground

wave are the surface wave and the space wave.

Sky wave transmission falls into two cate

Surface Wave

gories, those refracted by the ionosphere and
those refracted by the troposphere. Ionospheric
refracted

sky

waves

are

generally

usable waves for long range

the

A surface wave is that part of the ground

only

wave that is affected chiefly by the conductivity

communications.

of the earth and is able to follow the curvature

Figure 10-5 illustrates some of the many pos

of the earth's surface.

sible paths that radio waves of various frequen

confined to the earth's surface, however. It ex

The surface wave is not

cies may take between a transmitter and a re

tends to considerable heights, diminishing

ceiver by refraction in the ionosphere. Note that

strength with increased height.

some of the waves, which in this case are as

of its energy is absorbed by the ground, intensity
the surface wave is

in

Because part

sumed to be of too high a frequency (30 MHz and

of

higher) for refraction by the ionized layer, pass

in its travel. The amount of attenuation depends

attenuated (weakened)

on through and are lost in space. Other compo

on the relative conductivity of the earth's sur

nents of the wave, which are assumed to be of the

face. Table 10-2 gives the relative conductivity

correct frequency (below 30 MHz) for refraction

for various types of surface.

from the ionospheric layers, are returned to the
earth; these

waves

provide

Space Wave

communications.

Note also that the skip distance is the distance
from

the

transmitter

to

While the characteristics of the surface wave

the nearest point at

which the refracted waves return to earth.

The

serve to explain propagation, of signals in the
VLF to HF frequency ranges, they do not seem

skip zone and its relation to the ground wave

to apply to reception of higher frequencies within

are shown in Figure 10-5.

and slightly beyond the radio horizon. Such sig

Note the distinction between the terms SKIP
DISTANCE and SKIP ZONE. For each frequency

nals are considered

at which refraction from an ionospheric layer

space wave.

to be propagated via

the

Space waves are composed of two

takes place, there is a skip distance that depends

components, direct waves and ground reflected

on the degree of ionization present.

waves.

The skip

The direct waves travel direct line of

zone, on the other hand, depends on how far the

sight paths while the ground-reflected waves are

ground wave extends from the transmitter and

reflected from the earth in a similar manner as

where the sky wave first returns to earth

by

sky waves are refracted from the ionosphere.

refraction from an ionized layer. The skip zone

Figure

is the zone between the end of the ground wave

direct or reflected course

10-6

shows

how

from transmitter to

transmission and the point on the earth where

receiver.

waves

the sky wave first returns from the ionosphere.

ground attenuation, they are susceptible to fading.

Although space

groundwaves

take

suffer

a

little

As noted previously in the discussion of the

A direct wave travels close to but not in con

ionosphere, the higher the frequency of a wave,

tact with the earth, directly from transmitting
183
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THESE WAVES PASS THROUGH
THE IONO SPHERE AND ARE LOST.

/

THESE WAVES, WHICH
RET U R N TO EARTH,
PROVIDE COMMUNICATIONS.

31.16
Figure 10-5.-Various sky-wave transmission paths.
Table 10-2.-Surface Conductivity

"')�._

��
�

;s��9��g��i:�;;.�B��''(�,,,

Relative

Type of surface

conductivity

Sea Water

Good

Large bodies of fresh water

Fair

Wet soil

Fair

Flat, loamy soil

Fair

Dr y, rocky terrain

Poor

Desert

Poor

Jungle

Unusable

DIRECT PATH

RECEIVER

31.12

76.47

Figure 10-6. -Possible routes for groundwaves.

to receiving antenna. Consequently, the receiv

radio waves are refracted or bent slightly even

ing antenna must be situated within the radio
horizon of the transmitting antenna.

when propagated through the troposphere, well

This dis

below the ionosphere, the radio horizon is ac

tance can be extended by increasing the height

tually about four-thirds times the line-of-sight

of either the transmitting or receiving antenna,
effectively

extending

the

horizon.

or natural horizon.

Because
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WAVES OF EQUAL PHASE

LAST WAVE OF EQUAL PHASE
DIRECT

WAVE

WAVES 180° OUT OF PHASE WITH
DIRECT WAVE PLUS A PHASE LAG
DUE TO GREATER DISTANCE TRAVELED

31.13
Figure 10-7. -Comparison of direct and ground-reflected waves.
A ground-reflected wave, as its name indi
cates, is the part of the space wave that reaches
the receiving antenna after it is reflected from
ground or sea. Upon reflection from the earth's
surface, that ground-reflected component of the
space wave will undergo both a phase shift and
partial absorption (figure 10-7).

Consequently,

the signal which is finally received will be a
combination of the direct space wave and the
weaker,

out-of-phase

ground-reflected wave.

This combination will cause the received signal
to fade in varying degrees depending upon the
phase

difference of the two incoming waves. A

phase difference of

180 degrees will produce

almost complete fading
are of equal amplitude.

when the two signals

TRANSMISSION IN FREE SPACE
There is a certain amount of attenuation or
loss of energy even for
mitted in free space.

radio

signals

trans

This loss is due to the

spreading of energy over a greater area as the
transmission distance is increased.

93.14

The loss

Figure 10-8.-Free-space pattern of an

is directly related to the frequency and trans

isotropic antenna showing change in

mission distance.
the power per
wavefront.

The

unit

intensity of

of area on

energy is

intensity of radiated energy with dis

the spherical

tance.

The relationship between intensity

of energy and distance is illustrated in figure

free space. An isotropic antenna uniformly ra

10-8 which shows the pattern of radiated energy
spreading directly with the square of the dis

diates energy in all directions or receives en
ergy in all directions or receives energy equally

tance which results in the intensity of radiated

well from all directions.

energy
of

decreasing

inversely with

Figure

the square

10-8 illustrates

the

fact that free

space loss introduces a substantial attenuation

the distance from the isotropic antenna in
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in

transmitted signal.

This is the basic

2

propagation effects were discussed earlier under

loss which occurs for all types of radio trans

ionospheric propagation.

missions. For line-of-sight circuits, where the

The HF band is the principle frequency range

conditions for free -space propagation are closely

used for Navy ship-to-shore communication cir

approximated, the total loss can be considered

cuits.

to be the free-space loss. However, for long
distance communications, where either ground

for use in this band are distributed quarterly in

Monthly

median frequency

predictions

the DNC-14 (series).

wave, sky-wave, or scatter propagation is used,
other losses are introduced by the effects of the
VHF BAND

earth and the atmosphere. Each of these losses
must be added to the free-space loss to find the

The VHF band (30 to 300 MHz) is part of the

total attenuation of the transmitted signal.

oldest known frequency band of the entire radio
spectrum; both Hertz

FREQUENCY CLASSIFICATIONS
AND CHARACTERISTICS

and Marconi

their famous experiments
30 to 3000 MHz.

conducted

in the region

from

As a rule, ionospheric prop

For practical purposes, it is convenient to

agation is negligible in the VHF band and cannot

classify radio waves into bands of frequencies.

be relied upon for propagation to great dis
tances. However, irregular ionospheric refrac

Each band of frequencies has similar propaga
However, any such classification

tions are possible and can cause a signal in the

must be of a general nature only since changes

lower part of the band to be propagated several

in propagation characteristics with changes in

hundred miles by the ionosphere.

frequency are not sharply defined.

The most common path of propagation used
at VHF frequencies is through the troposphere

tion effects.

Thus when

an upper or lower limit of frequency is desig
nated for a certain propagation effect, it does

and along the surface of the earth.

not

density of the earth's atmosphere normally de

mean

that

such

limits, but rather

an

that

effect stops at those
it becomes

Since the

creases with altitude, radio waves are propa

negligible

gated by

beyond such limits.

refraction

along

a

curved path to a

distance approximating four-thirds the earth's
true horizon. In this frequency range, the radio

MF BAND
Only the upper

and lower

horizon

ends of the MF

band (0.3 MHz to 3 MHz) have naval use because
of

the commercial broadcast

Diffraction plays a major role

Frequen

waves are propagated.

used mainly for ground wave transmission for

the

(2

upon

a mountain ridge, was first discovered in this
frequency range. Diffraction effects are pri

MHz to 3 MHz)

marily important with regard to irregular ter

Range of communication in

upper portion is generally moderate

dependent

type

rain which makes possible the reception of sig

and

nals in the geometric shadow region of a hill or

antenna used and output

power of your transmitter.

other intervening object. Generally the higher

Usually this band,

the frequency, the less the diffraction effects.

because of the rather long antennas required,

Atmospheric noise

utilizes horizontal wire antennas where antenna
space

is

unrestricted.

In mobile

the

The effect of obstacle

gain, caused by diffraction of radio waves over

moderate distance over water and moderate to
short distances over land. The navy utilizes the
upper portion of the MF band

is

in the VHF

band, depending upon the path over which

cies in the lower portion of the MF band are

quite extensively.

horizon)

tion as well.

band extending

from about 0.55 MHz to 1.70 MHz.

(four-thirds of the true

governed not only by refraction but by diffrac

at these frequencies is

fairly low and decreases with increasing fre

application,

quency.

whip antennas are used in this frequency range.

One of the more important sources of

noise in this range is man-made noise such as
that from ignition systems, diathermy ma
chines, and X-ray equipment. In this range,

HF BAND
The range of frequencies designated as the
ionospheric

receiver noise and cosmic noise also begins to
become prevalent, although considerable im

propagation for long-range sky wave communi

provement in circuit design has made possible

cation.

its reduction of receiver noise.

HF band

(3 to
The

30 MHz) employs

frequency

characteristics

and
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UHF BAND

propagation

paths

through

the

atmosphere is

important throughout the entire band.

There is

Almost all the energy transmitted from point

also a tendency for buildings and other

man

to point in the UHF band (300 to 3000 MHz) is
propagated through the earth's troposphere along
a curved path. The refracted path may again be

made objects to cast sharp shadows at

these

assumed to be a straight line path extending to

direction.

frequencies and, if the surface of such objects
is smooth, they will reflect the waves in a new

distances of four-thirds times the true horizon.
However, the transmission

Rain scattering and absorption can cause a

range may be ex

serious loss of radiated power at the higher end

tended several hundred miles further by means

of this

of tropospheric scatter propagation.

comparable to the wavelength of the propagated

frequency

range.

If

the

drop size is

Ground reflections are still present at ultra

wave, a very substantial portion of the trans

high frequencies and can cause multipath fading

mitted energy will be reradiated from the rain
drop in a wide range of directions. This phe

due to destructive interference, although such
reflections become of less
higher

frequencies

importance at

of this band.

the

However,

nomenon, known as scattering, has an attenuating

a

effect on radio waves, an effect somewhat like

second type of multipath fading can occur when

that of diffuse earth reflections.

parts of the wave are refracted through other

all the energy incident upon a raindrop is re

higher

of the atmosphere and become

radiated; instead, it is virtually trapped or ab

bent sufficiently to return and combine with the

sorbed and converted into heat. If the drop size

wave

layers

However, not

received over

a lower and more direct

is comparatively small in relation to the wave

path.

length, such losses are dependent only upon the

At frequencies above 1000 MHz, attenuation

volume of water in suspension and therefore are

of the transmitted signal by trees or other vege

generally negligible.

tation can range anywhere from 12 to 46 db per
mile.

The use of sharply beamed waves to over

However, if the antennas are located to

come the losses due to atmospheric attenuation

give first Fresnel zone (wave interference zone)
clearance above the trees, such attenuation be

in this band conserves enough power to enable
a few watts of directed power to be as effective

comes negligible.
Atmospheric

at a distant receiver as many kilowatts of un

and

man-made

noise in this

directed power.

frequency band is extremely low, with the ex
ception of ignition
serious at times.

Receiver noise at these superhigh frequen

pulses which can become

cies

Receiver noise is somewhat

greater at these frequencies and increases with
increasing frequency, thus

has a significant effect on the

range of a

receiving

niques-such as

system.

the use

of

practical

Special

crystal

tech

mixers,

calling for special

MASERS, and high frequency pumps-have been

circuit design in the r-f input section of the re

developed to minimize the noise by converting

ceiver.

the received signal to a lower frequency before
amplification.

LOWER SHF BAND
At

the frequencies of the lower SHF

band

FREQUENCY SELECTION

(3 to 13 GHz), transmission is generally limited
to line -of -sight distances based on four-thirds
the true horizon.

Very

little

Radio wave propagation conditions have their

wave reflection

greatest affect on MF /HF circuits between ships

will radiate from the earth at these frequencies.

and stations separated by great distances. Fre

Instead, the earth will act as if it were made up

quency selection in the MF /HF range is deter

of an infinite number of small

mined

mirrors, each

by

propagation

conditions,

frequency

reflecting the incident wave in a different direc

authorizations and frequency availabilities. The

tion.

sky waves of higher frequencies can be

This

phenomenon is

sometimes

called

diffuse reflection. In addition, incident radiation

during

the daytime,

while

lower

used

frequencies

will also be absorbed by the earth's vegetation.

must be used at night.

The amount of reflected energy from the earth's

selection is the condition of the ionosphere mid

The key to

frequency

surface is small; consequently very little wave

way between the two stations.

interference will occur from that source. How

frequency prediction information is used to de

ever, multipath fading and refraction by several

termine the recommended frequency band, and
187
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cause increased absorption of the lower range
of frequencies that propagate.
The Technical Manual contains tables that
list the operating procedures of the AN/UPR-2
in a logical sequence.

the selected frequency is monitored to be sure
it is not already in service.
In all other frequency ranges, circuits usu
ally operate under semistable propagation con
ditions, and frequency selection is based on
frequency authorization and frequency avail
ability.

FREQUENCY PLANS

Frequency plans contain information and
guidance for intra-service, joint, and combined
NAP
use, and for operating in specific areas.
The Institute for Telecommunication Sci195 c.ontains information and guidance for U.S.
ences, previously known as the Central Radio
Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau � Navy and Marine Corps use; supplements to
of Standards, receives and a�alyzes ionospherict:"_ ACP 176 contain information for units operat�
·data from many stations throughout the world:
with NA'T'� and SEA 10 pact nations:
""'
These ionospheric data, are utilized by theto...,... •
IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
Armed Forces as well as by many other users
to produce Monthly Median Frequency Predic
A basic understanding of the ionosphere
tions. To assist the Navy communicator, the
DNC 14 series, entitled Recommended Fre
what it is and how it is formed-is necessary in
order to understand how it affects radio wave
quency Bands and Frequency Guide, is published
quarterly, 3 months in advance of. its effective
propagation. The following paragraphs provide
a description of the ionosphere.
data. The publication contains tables of fre
quency bands recommended for use under nor
STRUCTURE OF THE
mal conditions for communications from various
IONOSPHERE
geographic areas to each of the NAVCOMMSTAs.
The normal or undisturbed conditions on which
The ionosphere is the area of the atmosphere
these predictions are based exists about 85 per
in which the gas atoms are charged by xrays or
cent of the time.
ultraviolet light from the sun and by meteor
activity. These charged atoms are called ions;
OBLIQUE IONOSPHERIC SOUNDER
RECENER AN/UPR-2
the process by which they are charged is called
ionization.
Ionization occurs as follows. When a high
The Ionospheric Sounder Receiver is a re
cently designed equipment that will aid the fleet
energy electromagnetic wave, such as ultra
communicator in frequency selection. As pre
violet light, hits an atom, it is capable of knock
ing an electron free of its parent atom. When
viously stated the key to frequency selection is
the condition of the ionosphere midway between
this occurs, a positively charged atom, called
a positive ion, remains in space along with the
the two stations that are communicating. Fre
quency selection with the aid of the Ionospheric
negatively charged free electron. The electron
absorbs energy from the incident wave which
Sounder Receiver is accomplished in the fol
lowing manner. A transmitter stationed ashore
frees it from its parent atom. The rate of ion
sends a series of pulse sequences at precise
and free electron formation depends upon the
times specified by its published transmission
density of the atmosphere and the intensity of
schedule. The sounder receiver is programmed
the ultraviolet light. As the ultraviolet light
to automatically tune to each of 80 frequencies
wave produces positive ions and negative free
in the range from 2 to 32 Mhz. The tuning
electrons, its intensity is decreased because of
change·s must occur at exactly the right times
the absorption of energy by the free electrons.
and allowances must be made for the time taken
Therefore, the ionized region will tend to form
for the signal to travel from the transmitter
in a layer for a given frequency of ultraviolet
to the receiver. Frequencies that propagate are
light. When the wave first hits the ionosphere,
displayed on a cathode-ray oscillograph in the
it has high energy, but the ionosphere is not
form of an Ionogram. The Ionogram also shows
dense at its highest altitudes; therefore, little
multipath propagation which produces excessive
ionization will occur. As the wave passes
distortion and the effects of solar flares which
through the ionosphere, the density increases,
FREQUENCY PREDICTIONS

�

f..;
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but the energy level of the wave decreases.

An

ionized layer forms where the combined effect

of ionospheric density and wave energy is maxi

mum.

Since there are different ultraviolet wave
frequencies, several ionized layers are formed,

as shown in figure 10-9. Lower frequency ultra

violet waves tend to produce ionized layers at

higher altitudes.

The higher frequency ultra

violet waves tend to penetrate deeper into the

ionosphere before producing appreciablA ioni

zation.

the sun is more directly overhead.

Ionization

of the E layer follows the sun's altitude varia

tions closely. It attains its maximum density at

about noon, fading to such a weak level during

the night that it is practically useless as an aid
to high-frequency radio communication. Ioniza
tion in this layer usually is sufficient to bend

back to earth radio waves at frequencies as high

as 20 MHz.

Thus, the E layer is of great im

portance to radio

transmission for

under appr-oximately 1500 miles.
greater than 1500 miles, better

distances

At distances

transmission

can be obtained by means of the F, F1, and F2
layers.

Ionospheric Layers

At heights between 85 and 250 miles above

Figure 10-10 shows that there are four dis

the earth's surface is another layer of ioniza
tion, known as the F layer.

Ionization

exists

tinct layers of the ionosphere which are desig

at all hours, usually with two well-defined layers

and intensity of ionization for each of the layers

the night.

nated D, E, F1, and F2.

is

measured

tically into

the returned

The height, thickness,

by transmitting r-f pulses ver

the ionosphere and then receiving
pulse.

The echo

time indicates

of various r-f frequencies are

transmitted, a

height of the ionospheric

layer.

When pulses

during the daytime (F1 and F2) and one during
At night, the single F layer lies at a

height of about 170 miles

During daylight hours, especially when

the

sun is high (as in ·the tropics), and during the

local summer months, the F layer splits into

two distinct layers-the F1 and F2.

Depending

frequency will be found above which the vertical

on the seasons and the time of day, maximum

frequency, called the critical

and 145 miles.

wave will not be refracted back to earth.

cates the extent of ionization.

This

frequency, indi

critical frequency, the greater

The higher the
the ionization.

ionization occurs in the F1 layer between 135
The F2 layer maximum ioniza

tion occurs between

190 and 230 miles.

The

F2 layer is the most highly ionized of all layers

Since the ionospheric layers are caused chiefly

and is most useful for long-distance radio com

sun, their height and thickness change with the

maximum in the afternoon, gradually decreases
throughout the night, with a rapid rise in on

by xrays ahd ultraviolet light emitted from the

season and the time of day.
Between heights of 25 to 50 miles above the

surface of the earth is the first layer of pro
nounced ionization, known as the D layer. The

amount of ionization in the D layer is not ex
tensive and has little effect in bending the paths

of high-frequency radio waves, although it does

weaken or attenuate such waves crossing through

munication.

Intensity

of

ionization reaches a

density in the morning.

Variations in the
Ionosphere

Since the

ionosphere

exists primarily

be

cause of the radiation of the sun, any variation

this layer. At times it may absorb low- and
medium-frequency waves completely. Its den

in the strength of this radiation will cause

densest at

upper atmosphere.

sity follows the variation of the sun, becoming
sunset.

noon, and fading

out shortly after

It is chiefly responsible for the inten

sity of high-frequency waves being lower when

the transmission is in sunlit hours than during
darkness.

The second layer in order of height, called

the E layer, lies at heights between 50 and 80

miles.

height varies

somewhat with

Some of

the variations

in

the ionosphere are periodic and their effects on

radiofrequencies can be anticipated. Others are

unpredictable, and while their effects are pro
nounced, there

is little that can

realize that they may occur.
tions can be divided into

be done

but

seasonal

and

Periodic

daily,

varia

sea

sunspot cycle variations. Unpredictable varia

that latitude, probably because the solar radia

layer and Short Wave Fadeouts (caused by sud

sons.

Its

a

corresponding change in the ion density of the

Lower heights occur when the sun is in

tion penetrates farther into the atmosphere when

tions are usually the result of the sporadic E
den solar flare-ups).
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93.16
Figure 10-9.-Composition of the earth's atmosphere.
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Another cycle due to solar activity is the
27 -day variation, caused by rotation of the sun
on its axis. As the number of sunspots changes
from day to day with rotation of the sun, forma
tion of new spots, or disappearance of old ones,
absorption by the D layer also changes. Similar
changes are observed in the E layer, and cover
a wide geographic range. Fluctuations in the F2
layer are greater than for any other layer, but
usually are not of a worldwide character.

\DAY--...

IRREGULAR VARIATIONS. -In addition to the
regular variations of the ionized layers, a num
ber of unpredictable events have an important
effect on propagation of the skywave. Several
of the more prevalent of these events are spo
radic E effects and short wave fadeouts.
Sporadic E is an ionized cloud that appears
at indefinite times and at the same height as the
normal E layer. Sometimes it is capable of re
flecting so much of the radiated wave that re
flections from other layers of the ionosphere

31.15

are blanked out completely. Sporadic E may be
so thin at other times that reflections from upper

Figure 10-10.-Ionosphere layers.

layers can be received through it easily. AIthough the sporadic E layer is more prevalent
in the tropics than in higher latitudes, its oc
currence is frequent. It may occur during the
night or day.
The most unusual of all irregularities of the
ionosphere and of radio wave transmission is
the Short Wave Fadeout (SWF), which is due to

PERIODIC VARIATIONS. -Daily variations
are caused by the 24 -hour rotation of the earth
about its axis. In the daytime, the ionosphere
consists of the four ionized layers previously
mentioned. At night in the F region, only the
F2 layer exists insofar as regular HF propaga
tion is concerned. The nighttime F2 layer is
formed by a combination of the daytime F1 and
F2 layers that merge just inside the night area.

Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SIDs.) SWF
comes without warning and may last from a few
minutes to several hours. This disturbance,
caused by a solar eruption of ultraviolet radia
tion, affects all stations on the sunlit side of the
earth and is characterized by simultaneous fade

Seasonal variations occur as the intensity of
the ultra-violet light which reached any given
spot in the earth's asmosphere varies with the
position of the earth in its orbit around the sun.
Sunspot activity varies in conformity with an

outs\ on a wide range of the HF ban. The solar
eruption causes a sudden increase in ionization

11-year cycle. Sunspots are proportional to
approximate solar radiation and to the total

of the D layer, frequently followed within a few
days by disturbances in the earth's magnetic
field. The lower frequencies are absorbed first
and recover last. During SWF of low intensity,
transmission, may continue to be possible on the
higher frequencies.

ionization of the atmosphere. During periods
of high sunspot activity, ionization of various
layers is greater than usual, resulting in higher
critical frequencies for the E, F1, and F2 lay
ers, and higher absorption in the D layer. Con
sequently, higher frequencies can be used for
communication over long distances at times of
greatest sunspot activity. Increased absorption
in the D layer, which has the greatest effect on
the lower frequencies, requires higher frequen

REFRACTION IN THE
IONOSPHERE
When a radio wave is transmitted into
ionosphere, the wave is refracted.

the

The refrac

cies. The overall effect is a general improve
ment in propagation conditions during years of

tion, or bending, is caused by a change in veloc

maximum sunspot activity.

ity of the segments of the wavefront as it strikes
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the ionized layer at an oblique angle. The por
tion of the wavefront first striking the ionized

c

layer undergoes bending while other portions of
the wavefront which have not yet reached
ionized layer are still traveling in a
line.

IONIZED LAYER

the

straight

The amount of bending depends upon the

electron

density of the

ionized layer and the

frequency of the transmitted wave. The effect
of each of these factors is discussed in the fol
lowing paragraphs.
Each ionized layer consists of a central re
gion of relatively dense ionization which tapers

93.17

off in intensity both above and below the maxi
mum region.

Figure

As a wave passes into a layer of

in bending of radio

waves in an ionized layer with a change

increasing ionization, the velocity of the upper

in angle of incidence.

part of the wave increases, causing the wave to
bend back toward the earth.

10-11. -Change

If the wave enters

to earth; but eventually a point will be reached

into a layer of decreasing ionization, the veloc
ity of the upper part of the wave decreases, and

where the signals are not returned. The highest

the

frequency that will be returned from

wave

is

bent

away

from the

earth.

The

vertical

amount of bending in both cases depends upon

incidence is called the critical frequency, which

both the variation in ionization and the height

will vary with the seasons, time of day, or any

of the ionized layer.

other effects which cause the density of the iono

If the wave enters a thin,

very highly ionized layer, the wave will be bent

sphere to

back so rapidly that it will appear to have been

higher in the daytime than at night.

change.

The critical frequency

is

"reflected" instead of refracted back to earth.
Maximum Usable Frequency

To reflect a radio wave, the highly ionized layer
must be approximately no thicker than one
wavelength

of

the

incident

wave.

Since

As the incident angle

the

ionized layers often are several miles thick,
ionospheric "reflection" is more likely to occur
at

long

wavelengths

(low

frequencies).

The

quency to be used for a communication circuit

wave is bent (refracted) more slowly (as shown
in figure

10-11)

are the height of the ionized layer used for re

when there is a gradual change

in the relationship between

ionization

fraction and the distance between the two ends

density

of the circuit.

and increased height.
The amount of refraction required to return

mission is called the maximum usable frequency
(MUF).

on the angle at which the wave enters the ionized
region

(incident

angle).

10-11

The

relationship

The

MUF

is

always

higher

than the

critical frequency.

is

in which the radio waves

Frequency of Optimum Traffic

of the same frequency are beamed toward the
ionosphere at various angles.

The maximum frequency which

will be refracted for a given distance of trans

the wave at a given frequency to earth depends

shown in figure

is lowered from the

vertical, there is a corresponding increase in
the frequency which will be returned to earth.
The factors which determine the actual fre

Experience has shown that the MUF may in

Because wave A

approaches the ionized layer at a small angle,

crease

only a slight amount of bending is required to

during daytime because of changes occurring in
the ionosphere. Therefore, the frequency of

return it to earth.

Because wave B approaches

at a greater angle and penetrates deeper into

or

decrease

significantly,

especially

the ionized layer, a longer path is required for

optimum traffic (FOT), is used so that variations
in the ionosphere will have less effect on the

bending it since the variation

communication circuit.

height is more
proaches

at

gradual.

almost

in density with
wave C ap

Because

vertical

incidence,

ABSORPTION IN THE

the

IONOSPHERE

ionized layer is unable to return it to earth.
If transmission is made at vertical incidence

As the

(straight up) and the frequency continues to in

radio wave

passes into

the iono

sphere, it loses some of its energy to the free

crease, the lower frequencies will be returned
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electrons and ions.

If those high-energy free

Multipath Fading

electrons and ions do not collide with gas mole
"Multipath" is

cules of low energy, most of the energy lost by
the radio wave is reconverted into electromag

the

term

used

to

describe

types of propagation such as groundwave, re
radiation by the ionospheric layers,
multi

netic energy, and the wave continues to be prop
agated with little change in intensity. However,

reflections from the same layer, and reflection

do

from more than one layer, which cause signals

collide with other particles, they dissipate the

to arrive at the receiving site a short time later

energy which they have acquired from the wave,

than the signal reflected from the ionosphere.

if the high-energy free electrons and ions

Figure 10-12 shows the various paths a sig

resulting in absorption of the energy from the
wave.

Since absorption of energy is dependent

nal can travel between two sites in a

typical

upon collision of particles, the greater the den

circuit. One signal from the transmitter may

sity of the ionized layer, the greater the prob

follow the path XYZ, which is the basic ground

ability of collisions; therefore the greater

wave.

absorption.

the

The highly dense D and E layers

provide the greatest
spheric wave.

Another

signal, which follows the path

XEA, is refracted from the E layer and received
at A, but not at Z. Still another path is XFZFA,

absorption for the iono

which results from a greater angle of incidence

Because the amount of attenuation of the sky

and two refractions from the F layer. At point

wave depends upon the density of the ionosphere
which varies with seasonal and daily conditions,

Z, the received signal is a combination of the
ground wave and the sky wave. If these two

it is impossible to express a fixed relationship

waves are received out of phase, they will pro

between distance and signal strength for iono

duce a weak or fading signal. If they are re

spheric propagation. Under favorable conditions,
only free-space attenuation will occur. Under

signal. Small alterations

certain conditions, the absorption of energy is

path may change the phase relationship of the

ceived in phase, they will produce a stronger
in the

transmission

so great that communicating over any distance

two signals, causing periodic fading. This same

beyond the line of sight is difficult.

Sky-wave

addition of signal components occurs at point A.

intensity varies from minute to minute, month

At this point, the double-hop F layer signal may

to month, and year to year because of v:;triations

be in or out of phase with the signal arriving

in the ionosphere.

from the E layer.

Fading
Fading is the variation of radio signal strength
at a radio receiver during the time of reception.
Signals received over an ionospheric path may
vary in intensity over

short periods of

time.

There are three major reasons for fading. When
the radio wave is refracted in the ionosphere or
reflected

from

the

earth's

surface,

random

variations in polarization of the wave may occur,

20.254

causing changes in the ·received signal level be

Figure 10-12.-Multipath transmission.

cause of the inability of the antenna to receive
polarization changes. Fading may also occur

SELECTIVE FADING.-Fading resulting from

if the operating frequency is selected too close

multi path propagation is variable with frequency

slight

since each frequency arrives at the receiving

change in the ionosphere might cause a change

point via a different radio path. When a wide

in signal

also results from

band of frequencies, such as multichannel single

absorption of the signal energy in the ionosphere.

sideband, is transmitted, the frequencies in the

to

the

MUF. If

this

strength.

is

the case,

Fading

any

Absorption fading occurs for a longer period of

sideband will vary in the amount (if any) of fad

time than other types of fading, since absorption

ing. This variation is called selective fading.

changes slowly. However, the major reason for

When selective fading occurs, all frequencies

fading

within the envelope of the

on

ionospheric circuits

is caused

by

multipath propagation.

transmitted

signal

may not retain their original phases and relative
193
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amplitudes.

This fading may cause severe dis

tortion of the signal and limit the total band

FORWARD PROPAGATION BY
IONOSPHERIC SCATTER (FPIS)

width which can be transmitted.
In explaining refraction and describing the
TROPOSPHERIC PROPAGATION

ionosphere, it has been assumed that the density
variation

The foregoing sections of this chapter have

form.

within

a

layer is

gradual and uni

This picture of the ionosphere provides

provided a discussion of that portion of radiated

a very satisfactory explanation for most radio

energy which is acted upon by the ionosphere

wave phenomena associated with the ionosphere.

and returned to earth and also that portion of

However, there are also turbulent and irregular

radiated energy which is propagated along the

variations in the ion density of the ionosphere.

earth's surface.

In this section, consideration

is given to that part of the total radiated energy

When a wavefront encounters a sudden change
in ion density, irregular variations in the wave

which undergoes reflections and refractions in

front result.

the troposphere.

scattering of the radio wave.

The troposphere is the lowest region of the
atmosphere, extending

in

the

to normal HF circuit propagation, EPIS signal

Virtually all

prove during times of magnetic and ionospheric
disturbances.

There is practically no ionization

in the troposphere.

result

In direct contrast

strengths remain relatively stable or even im

weather phenomena occur in this region of the
atmosphere.

variations

a

from the ground to

height of slightly over six miles.

These

Generally, the troposphere

Scattering takes place in the E layer region
of the ionosphere.

Under

suitable conditions,

is characterized by a steady decrease of tem

this type of propagation may be used for

perature

in

transmitting angles with frequencies as high as

Refraction of radio waves in the troposphere

causes some· of this energy to be returned from

and

pressure with

an

increase

height.

100 MHz.

However,

the

scattering

low

process

is a function of various meteorological varia

the E layer to the receiving antenna.

bles.

the

very small percentage of the total energy is re

earth's surface, the air in the troposphere is in

turned. If the scattering region is within visible

constant

ranged

Because

of

motion.

the
This

uneven

heating of

motion

turbulences, or eddies, to

be

causes small

formed.

These

of the

transmitting

and

Only

receiving

a

an

tennas, the total loss is free-space loss, plus a

turbulence are quite similar to the whirlpools

scatter loss, which is dependent upon the size

in a rapidly moving stream of water.

and strength of the irregular variation in

The tur

the

bulence is most intense near the earth's surface

medium and the angular change in direction of

and gradually diminishes with altitude.
'
For frequencies up to about 30 MHz, radio

the wavefront. This scatter loss is large -in the

wavelengths are large compared to the size of

loss is so large, this form of propagation re

the turbulences; therefore, the turbulences have

quires the use of high-power transmitters and

little effect on the transmitted signal. However,

highly directional antennas.

range of 60 to 100 or more db. Since the scatter

as the frequency is increased, these local tur

Signals

received

over

ionospheric scatter

circuits are quite weak, but do not show the ex
treme changes in signal level (fading) which

bulences become increasingly important because
they are responsible for tropospheric scatter
transmission.

sometimes occur with other types of propaga
tion.

FORWARD SCATTER

a

In a daily cycle, the signal level reaches

minimum

value

at

about

2000

local

time.

There is, however, no nighttime disappearance

TECHNIQUES

of the signal as in the case of regular E layer
During the past few years, techniques have

propagation which disappears shortly after sun

been developed in which very high frequencies

set.

(VHF) and ultra high frequencies (UHF) can be

mum field strength or signal level during spring
and fall. The received signal is also charac

transmitted over distances far beyond the nor
mal

line-of-sight

transmission.

These

new

There is also an annual cycle with mini

terized by rapid, punctuated

techniques are lmown as scatter mode propaga

strong bursts

of

energy evidently associated with ionized meteor
trails.

tion.
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FORWARD PROPAGATION BY

There

PROPOSPHERIC SCATTER

angle increases as height is increased;

are two

reasons for

this:

(1) scatter

(2)

the

amount of turbulence decreases with height. As
The scatter technique differs from that de

the circuit distance is increased, the height of

scribed above in that it takes place in the tro

the scatter volume

posphere and is independent of the ionosphere.

Therefore, the received signal level decreases

When properly engineered, FPTS is reliable up
to distances of 600 miles.

as the circuit distance is increased.
Since tropospheric scatter depends on tur

nomenon

bulences in the atmosphere, changes in atmos

in

the

The scattering phe
troposphere is based on the

must also

be

increased.

theory that turbulences prevailing in the tropo

pheric conditions will affect the received signal

sphere cause scattering of the signal beyond the

level.

horizon, and takes place primarily when opera

noted. These changes are called long-term fad

tion is in the UHF range.

The scatter effect is

ing.

Both daily and seasonal variations

are

In addition to long-term fading, the tropo

the same as if each turbulence received the sig
nal and reradiated it. Thus the effect is similar

spheric scatter signal often is also character

to the ionospheric

multipath propagation. The signals received at

scatter already

ized by very rapid fading which is

described.

The word "scatter" implies that the spread

caused by

any one time are the sum of all the signals re

ing of energy is equal in all directions; however,

ceived from each of

the direction of energy

volume.

distribution in tropo

the

turbulences

in

the

Since the turbulent condition is con

spheric scatter propagation differs only slightly

stantly changing, the path lengths and individual

from the direction of the path of the main wave

signal levels are also changing, resulting in a

front.
ward

The scattering occurs chiefly in the for
direction; therefore the term

rapidly

"forward

changing

signal.

Although the signal

level is constantly changing, the average signal

scatter" is sometimes used when taling about

level is persistent, and

tropospheric scatter.
The magnitude of the received signal depends

occurs.
A nother

on the number of turbulences causing scatter in

scatter signal is its relatively low power level.

no complete fade-out

characteristic

of

a

tropospheric

the desired direction and the direction and gain

The scatter volume can be pictured as a relay

of the receiving antenna beam. This quantity or

station, located above the horizon, receiving the

magnitude is called

the scatter

volume.

The

transmitted energy and reradiating it to some

scatter volume and scatter angle are shown in

point beyond the line-of-sight distance.

figure 10-13. As the scatter angle is increased,

most of the transmitted energy is not reradiated

the

to the receiver, the efficiency is very low, and

amount

of

received scattered energy de

creases very rapidly.

Since

the signal level at the final receiver point is low.

The amount of received energy decreases as

To

the height of the scatter volume is increased.

volume,

for the

low

the incident

efficiency in the
power must

�'"'

�'"-

�l'

._o
�

compensate

scatter

�"\It

SITE

50.148
Figure 10-13.-Scatter Propagation.
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ship-ship and ship-shore communications via
satellite relay. Not only were the tests sue
cessful, but they also provided valuable data for
the concepts and design of the Phase I DSCS
program. SYNCOM III, launched in August,
1964, continues to provide an operational capa
bility to the Navy and serves as a tool for further
fleet experiments. The SYNCOM shore ter

high. This is accomplished by using high-power
transmitters and high-gain antennas which con
centrate the transmitted power into a beam, thus
increasing the intensity of energy on each tur
bulence in the volume. The receive must also
be very sensitive to detect the low-level signals.
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

minal, originally installed on Guam by the Army,
has been shipped to the CONUS for relocation

Integration of reliable, flexible, and high
quality communications via satellites into exist
ing naval communications is a part of the overall

in the Mediterranean area.
EFFECTS OF WEATHER

system for the command and real-time control
of naval forces. Not only does the Navy par

ON PROPAGATION

ticipate in the Phase I Defense Satellite Commu
nications System (DSCS) and the Tactical Satel
lite Communications Program (TACSATCOM),
but the Navy has its own synchronous commu
nications (SYNCOM) project.
The Phase I space segment of the Satellite
Communications System (summer 1969) consists
of 23 operational satellites, randomly spaced in
a circular, equatorial, near synchronous orbit.
The satellites, equipped with earth coverage
antennas, provide high quality voice, teletype
writer and high-speed graphics channels. Con
trol over the DSCS is exercised by the DCA and
through the Satellite Communication Control
Facility and other elements of the Defense Op

Weather is one of the many factors affecting
wave propagation. Because there are many ways
in which weather may affect wave propagation,
it is the purpose of this section to consider the
various phenomena and to show their relation
ship to radio wave propagation.
Wind, air temperature, and water content of
the air can combine in many ways, with differ
ent combinations causing radio signals to be
heard hundreds of miles beyond their ordinary
range or to be attenuated to a point where the
signals may not be picked up over a normally
satisfactory path. Unfortunately, no hard and
fast rules may be given concerning the effects
of weather on radio transmissions since the
variables of weather are extremely complex
and subject to frequent change. Any discussion

erations Center complex.
The TACSATCOM Program is a cooperative
research and development effort of the Depart
ment of Defense, directed by an executive com
mittee staffed by members of the Army, Navy,
Air Force and Marine Corps. Six basic terminal
configurations ar� incorporated in the network,
which range from individual manpack devices

of the effects of weather on radio must there
fore be limited to general terms and will be so
treated here.
PRECIPITATION ATTENUATION
Calculating the effect of weather on radio
propagation would be comparatively simple if
there were neither water nor water vapor in
the atmosphere. However, some form of water
(vapor, liquid, or solid) is always present in the
atmosphere, even in arid regions and must be
considered in all microwave calculations.
Attenuation due to raindrops is greater than
attenuation due to other forms of water. Attenu
ation may be caused by absorption, whereby the
raindrop, acting as a poor dielectric, absorbs
power from the electromagnetic wave and dis
sipates the power by heat loss or by scattering.
Raindrops will cause greater attenuation by
scattering than by absorption at frequencies
above 100 MHz and at frequencies above 6 GHz

for receiving only (alert/broadcast receiver)
to aircraft and shipboard terminals. The 1600
pound TACSAT I, the largest communications
satellite ever

built,

was

launched

into orbit

9 February 1969, for first-phase evaluation of
the system. The Navy currently has 21 TAC

SATCOM terminals installed in ships and at
naval communications stations and units for
ship-ship and ship-shore communications. The
Navy Satellite Operations Center was estab
lished to perform as the Navy Satellite Com
munications Net Control and Scheduling Activity.
Experiments with synchronous communica
tion (SYNCOM) satellites began in 1964, when
the National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion launched three satellites,
In 1965, the

attenuation by raindrop scatter is quite pro
nounced.

Navy installed experimental receivers in sev
eral ships to determine the feasibility of
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Variation in raindrop size causes one of the

difficulties in attempting to determine the at
tenuation by scattering.

There is no uniformity

of drop size in any rainfall; the droplets vary

in diameter from less than one millimeter to

five millimeters or more.

As a general rule,

the heaviest rate of rainfall is accompanied by

the greatest drop size, and, therefore, the great
est attenuation.

Attenuation due to other forms of precipita

tion such as fog, snow, hail, and sleet and glaze

20.255

is considerably less than from falling rain and

Figure 10-14.-Duct effect in high

therefore is of minor importance.

frequency transmissions.

DUCTING

ANTENNAS

Unusual ranges of VHF and UHF signals are

caused by abnormal atmospheric

conditions a

few miles above the earth. Normally, the warm

est air is found near the surface of the water.
Tile air gradually becomes cooler as altitude

Since operation of communication equipment

over the entire range of the r-f spectrum re

quires many types of ·antennas, it is essential
that the

operator know something

about

the

basic types, their ch4racteristics, and uses. In

de

many cases the operator will have a choice of

cooler layers. q'his co11dition is known as TEM

the one most suitable for the task at hand. His

increases.

Som�times

unusual

situations

velop where warm layers of air are found above

PERATURE INVERSION.
When

a temperature

inversion exists, the

amount of refraction is different for the par

ticles trapped within the boundaries from those
outside them. These differences form channels

antennas and therefore he must be able to select
ability to make or change connections can mean

the difference between efficient and inefficient
operation.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

or ducts that will conduct the radio waves many
miles beyond the assumed normal range.
Sometimes these ducts are

the water and may extend

in contact with

a few hundred feet

into the air. At other times the duct will start
at an elevation of between 500 and 1000 feet and
extend an additional 500 to 1000 feet in the air.
If an antenna extends into the duct or if the

wave enters a duct after leaving an antenna, the

transmission may be conducted a long distance.

An example of this type of transmission of radio
waves in ducts formed by temperature inver

sions is shown in figure 10-14.

With certain exceptions, ducts are formed

over water where the following conditions

observed aboard ship:

are

• There is a stratum of quiet air.

are

clear

cepting (receiving) radio waves. In its elemen
tary form, an antenna may be simply a length of

elevated wire like the common receiving antenna

for an ordinary broadcast receiver. If an an
tenna is fed a radiofrequency current from a
transmitter,

it

will

radiate

electromagnetic

waves into space. If an antenna is placed in the

path of an electromagnetic wave traveling through

space, a radiofrequency current will be induced
in the antenna. The induced current is used as

the input to a receiver. However, before dis
cussing

specific types of antennas, it will be

helpful to discuss several terms which are used
to describe the characteristics of antennas.

• A wind is blowing from land.
• There

An antenna is a conductor or a system of con

ductors for radiating (transmitting) or inter

skies, little wind,

high barometric conditions.

Wavelength
and

• A cool breeze is blowing over warm open

ocean, especially in the tropic areas and

The physical length of an antenna is often re

ferred to in wavelengths. Such terms as quarter

wave, half-wave, and full-wave are used exten

in the trade -wind belt.

sively.

spreads out horizontally.

locity of a radio wave in free space divided by

• Smoke,

haze,

or

dust fails to rise, but

Wave1ength

(LAMBDA)

is

usually

expressed in meters and is defined as the ve
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frequency

the

of

the

wave.

& 2

Polarization

The symbol for

LAMBDA is A..
The polarization of a wave is determined by

Since the velocity of an electromagnetic wave
in free space is considered to be 300 million

the direction of the electric lines

meters per second, the formula for computing

(E

field).

ization is

wavelength is expressed as:

If the

E

of

force

field is vertical, the polar

vertical, etc.

Since the

E

field

is

parallel to the wire or arms of a simple an

f",
...."""'
"/,w ave1ength.m meters
1,.
·

(i1:*<

3oo,ooo,ooo
Frequency (in hertz)

=

tenna, an antenna that is vertical with respect
to the earth radiates a vertically polarized wave,
while a horizontal antenna radiates a horizon
tally polarized wave.

For example, to compute the length of a full

The sine wave in figure

wave antenna for use on 10,000 kHz proceed as

10-15A

represents the

follows:

component of a vertical antenna. Figure 10 -15B

vertical electric

shows the horizontal electric field
300,000,000

1 meter

10,000,000

•

=

zontal antenna as a sine wave lying in a hori

98.4 feet

zontal plane. When high-frequency transmission

� • qs :. �. ,_ �"',.,
..L.)
If half-wave or qua We�:wave antenna values are
desired, simply

divide

the

result

is used, the polarization usually varies, some
times quite rapidly due to changes in polariza

by 2 or 4.

tion when refracted from the ionosphere.

The strength of a radio wave radiated by an
antenna depends on the length of the antenna and
the amount of current flowing in

it.

component

Figure 10-15B shows the

horizontal electric field component of a hori

3.28 feet

=

30 x 3.28

c..

of a vertical antenna.

30 meters, or, since

=

field

Because

the antenna is a circuit element having induct
ance, capacitance, and resistance, the largest
current

is

obtained

when

the

inductive

and

capacitive reactances (opposition to the flow of
alternating current) are tuned out; that is, when

RECEIVER

the antenna circuit is made resonant at the fre
A

quency being transmitted.

VERTICALLY

The shortest length of wire that will be res

POLARIZED WAVE

onant at any particular frequency is one just
long

enough

to

permit

and electric charge to

travel from one end of the wire to the other end
and back again in the time of 1 cycle.

The dis

RECEIVER

tance traveled by the charge is 1 wavelength.
Because the charge must travel the length of the

HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED WAVE

wire twice, the length of wire needed to have
the

charge travel 1 wavelength in 1 cycle is

half a wavelength.

13.32

Thus, the half-wave antenna

Figure 10-15.-Vertical and Horizontal

is the shortest resonant length and is used as

polarization.

the basis for all antenna theory.
An

antenna

methods:

can

be

made

resonant by two

Field Strength

(1) by adjusting frequency to suit a
usually is more

The field strength of an electromagnetic wave

practical, (2) by adjusting the length of the an

radiated from an antenna is the magnitude of its

tenna wire to suit a given frequency. It is, of
course, impracticable to lengthen or shorten an

electric field (measured in volts per meter) at
a given point. Since it is a vector field, it has

antenna physically every time the transmitter

a direction as well as a magnitude.

is changed to a new frequency. The antenna
length may, however, be changed electrically.

tion of signal strength around an antenna can be
shown graphically by polar diagrams as in figure

This change is accomplished by a process known

10-16.

as tuning, or loading, the antenna.

center of the chart (indicating the center of the

given

antenna length; or,

as
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Zero distance is assumed to be at the
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M AXIMUM
RADIATION
°
90

which is a good indication of the directivity of
an antenna or antenna array, is commonly plotted
on a polar graph paper but may also be plotted
on rectangular graph paper. (See figure 10-17 .)
The ro unded projections of the polar pattern are
called LOBES and the indented portions, repre
senting no (or minimum) energy pickup in the
test antenna, are called NULLS.

The informa

tion shown on the chart can be used to determine
the best operational use for an antenna.

An op

erator should be able to interpret and use these
�

l

l

l

!0°

charts if they are available.

270°
MAXIMUM
RADIATION

20.248
Figure 10-16. -Polar diagram of an antenna
showing relative field strength.
antenna) and the circumference of the tangent
circles is laid off in angular

degrees.

Com

puted or measured values of field strength then
may be plotted radially in a manner that shows
both magnitude and direction for a given dis
tance from the antenna.

Field strengths in the

vertical plane are plotted on a semicircular
polar chart (not shown in figure) and are re

13.33

ferred to as vertical polar diagrams.

Figure 10-17.-Plot of directional charac
teristics of an antenna.

Directivity
When considering the energy radiated from

The directivity

of an antenna is often

re

an antenna, an important concept is the direc

ferred to in terms of "beamwidth" which refers

tivity of the antenna. The directivity of an an

to the width of the directive lobes expressed in

tenna is a measure of its ability to radiate en

degrees of azimuth.
The following three terms are used to de

ergy in the desired direction(or directions) and
to suppress the radiation in

other directions.

The same is true of a receiving antenna, only

scribe general directional qualities of an an 
tenna:

in this case, signals from the favored direction
(or directions) are

received more

effectively

than those from other directions.

OMNIDIRECTIONAL. Receives or radiates
equally well in all directions except off the ends.

The directional characteristics of an antenna

BIDIRECTIONAL.

Receives or radiates ef

are determined to a great extent by its design

ficiently in two directions; for example, North

and the position in which it is installed. Thus

and South or East and West.

certain directional qualities are associated with
each type of antenna. The radiation pattern,

efficiently in only one direction.

UNIDIRECTIONAL.
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Standing Waves

Half-Wave

If an antenna is energized by an alternating
currel:'if of a frequency equal to the antenna's
resonant frequency, current and voltage values
vary along the length of the wire, and always
are 90° out of phase. Figure 10-18 shows the
relationship of current and voltage in a fullwave
antenna.- Points where voltages or current are
maximum are called voltage or current loops.
Points of minimum voltage or current are known
as voltage or current nodes. Current and volt
age nodes appear every half wavelength, but are
separated from each other by one -fourth wave
length.

A basic form of antenna with a length of one
half wavelength or a multiple thereof is known
as a dipole or Hertz antenna. (See figure 10 -19.)
This type of antenna will not function efficiently
unless its length is one-half wavelength (or a
multiple thereof) of the frequency to be radiated
or received. Therefore, this antenna is not
suitable when a wide range of frequencies is to
be used. A distinguishing feature of a dipole
antenna is that it need not be connected to the
ground as are other antennas which will be de
scribed later. At low frequencies, half-wave
antennas are rather long; therefore they are
used primarily at shore installations where
there is sufficient room. At very high and
ultrahigh frequencies, the shorter wavelength
permits construction using metal rods or tub
ing. Depending upon the wave polarization de
sired, the dipole may be mounted either hori
zontally or vertically. Transmission lines may
be connected in the center or at the ends of the
dipole. Because the dipole is an ungrounded
antenna, it may be installed far above the ground
or other absorbing structures. The half-wave
antenna is sometimes referred to by other terms
which indicate its shape or electrical charac
teristics, such as doublet, end-fed, center-fed,
etc.

VOLTAGE LOOP

VOLTAGE
NODE

,-L
,,'

...........

.-"
.-"

"------:;;r-----

VOLTAGE LOOP

CURRENT
LOOP

�-----��----�

76.14
Figure 10-18.-Standing waves along
full-wave antenna.
The wave of energy sent out by the trans
mitter travels to the ends of the antennas, and
from there it is reflected back along the length
of the wire. The wave moving from the trans
mitter toward the end of the antenna is called
the incident wave; its reflection is called the
reflected wave. The time required for this
process depends on antenna length and hence on
frequency. If the antenna is resonant to the
frequency generated by the transmitter, the re
turning wave arrives at the driving point exactly
in phase with the outgoing wave, and the two
waves tend to reinforce each other. This con
dition continues as long as the antenna is en
ergized. The effect is the same as though there
were standing waves along the length of the wire
instead of two sets of moving waves, as really
happens. Only in the presence of standing waves
does the antenna radiate at maximum.
BASIC TYPES
An invention often borrows the name of its
inventor. This is true about two basic antennas,
the Hertz and Marconi.

,,�"

,

/-

·�
'

====
=-�III

r

TRANSMISSION
LINE

13.34
Figure 10-19.-Half-wave (Hertz) antenna.
Quarter-Wave
A grounded antenna which is one -fourth wave
length, or any odd multiple thereof, of the fre
quency to be radiated or received is known as a
Marconi antenna. (See figure 10-20.) Notice
that the transmission lines ,are connect�d be
tween the bottom of the antenna and the ground.
Although the antenna itself is only a quarter
wavelength, tpe earth acts as another quarter
wave antenna-the image antenna shown in fig
ure 10-20. Half-wave operation is obtained by
200
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Rhombic
.VOLTAGE

The rhombic, an antenna frequently used at
receiver sites, consists essentially of four long

ANTENNA

wires, positioned in a diamond shape so that the
major lobes are aligned in a common direction.
The rhombics used at receiver sites are gen

TRANSMISSION
LINE
ROUND

erally the terminated, unidirectional type.

�
�
/

/

1

I

I

1

I

I
I

GROUND

pattern (fig. 10-21) the terminated rhombic is

7

FEED
POINT

I

:

A._'\.
IMAGE
VOLTAGE

/

very useful for point-to-point communications.

I
J

IMAGE
ANTENNA

/

1

SUPPORT POLE
INSULATOR

�

I

1

I
//
I
�,..-..-

I
I

See

figure 10-21. Because of its directive radiation

/

IMAGE
CURRENT

I

MAXIMUM RADIATION

13.35
Figure 10-20.-Marconi antenna and waveforms
of current and voltage.

aid of this image.

13.37

This type of antenna can be

Figure 10-21.-Typical rhombic antenna.

used on planes and ships where the plane's fuse
lage or the ship's hull provides the image an
tenna.

The length of the rhombic legs determines

It is often practical to use a quarter

its lowest efficient operating frequency. A
rhombic may be used with good results over a

wave antenna where space is a problem.
There are many variations of the quarter- and
the half-wave antenna as well as many different
types designed for special use throughout the
range of the radio frequency spectrum.

frequency range ratio of 3 to 1. For best re
suits, each leg should be at least two wave
lengths at the lowest operating frequency.

They

antennas.
cally

Combinations

connected

and

of

quency is 3000 kHz, each of the four legs should

elements, electri

physically

If,

for example, the lowest desired operating fre

are often used as components of more complex

be at least 656 feet long.

spaced in the

If an antenna is two

wavelengths at 3000 kHz, it will be a greater

proper manner, can be used to obtain many de

number of wavelengths at a higher frequency;

sirable features. Such combinations of elements

and the lobe position with relation to the leg axis

are called ARRAYS.

will change.

The change in lobe position with

change in frequency means that the alignment
of the lobes in a common direction will be more

COMMON CONFIGURATIONS

effective at some frequencies

than at

others.

The azimuth directivity patterns in figures

It is difficult to classify a particular type
of antenna as strictly a shore station type or a

10-22 and 10-23 show the major lobe and the

shipboard type unless, of course, its physical

minor lobes for a typical frequency of a rhombic.

dimensions are the fundamental consideration.

Note that the antenna receives signals with fair

For this reason, several antennas described in

ability in the directions favored by the minor

the remainder of this chapter are used both
ashore and afloat, even though they may be in

lobes.

dicated as either typical shore station or typical

to almost zero.

Note also that there are spots between

lobes where the sensitivity of the antenna falls

are

If an antenna patchboard bears a label that

merely a sampling of the many and varied an

an antenna is a 000-degree rhombic, it means

tennas which will be encountered.

that the rhombic connected to that patch socket

shipboard

types.

The

types

described
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Figure 10-23.-Using nulls to attenuate
interfering signals.

180

antennas for reception of the transmitted signal.

°

Note from the two polar diagrams that the 045
antenna has a sharp and definite null at 022 de

34.4
Figure 10-22.-Directivity patterns

grees, whereas

the 067

antenna has a minor

lobe that peaks at 022 degrees.

of two rhombic antennas.

the

067 -degree

will

be

to

The ability of

receive

the

022-

has the center of its major lobe oriented at 000

degree

degrees.

045-degree antenna because of the positioning

There is no indication of the width of

signal

antenna

much greater than the

that major lobe, and no bearings of the minor

of the minor lobe of the former and the null of

lobes and nulls are given.

the latter.
The null points of an antenna can be used by

An operator must keep directivity patterns
in mind when selecting a rhombic antenna.

For

example, imagine that figure 10-22 is the direc
tivity pattern for two rhombic antennas which

an alert operator to attenuate unwanted inter
fering signals.

Referring to figure 10-23, as

are available to an operator in copying a trans

sume that an operator is copying a signal on
052 degrees using a directional antenna oriented

mitt�ng station bearing 022 degrees from the

at 045 degrees.

receiver site.

at 067 degrees. It would be incorrect for the

severe interference from a signal that is bear
ing 038 degrees from the receiver site. Note
that both these signals are within the major lobe

operator to assume that the 045 -degree antenna,

receiving plot of the 045 antenna. If the operator

the antenna with its major lobe closes to the de
sired direction, would be the better of the two

shifts to a 060 antenna, the desired signal will

The operator has available for

use one rhombic at 045 degrees and one rhombic

The operator is encountering

still be within the major lobe are of the antenna,
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but the interfering

signal will be greatly re

duced in strength because it is positioned in the
null point in the directivity pattern of the 060degree antenna. Proper selection of receiving
antennas can often reduce the level of an inter
fering signal to the point where copy of an other
wise uncopiable signal is possible.
The relative position of the minor lobes of
an antenna is related to the wavelength of the
antenna. Therefore, with

an

antenna of

nulls.

13.37

fixed

dimensions, changing frequency will shift
relative positions of the minor lobes and

Figure 10-24.-Three-wire rhombic antenna.

the
the

The major lobe, although it may narrow

or broaden with change in frequency, will re
main at the same bearing throughout the op
erating frequency range

of

the antenna.

An

operator in selecting an antenna for the strong
est signal of the

transmitting

station, or the

best antenna to attenuate an interfering signal,

RADIATING
SECTION

must experiment with several antennas oriented
in the general desired direction. One method of
choosing the proper antenna is to listen to the
transmitting station while changing antennas.
However, monitoring the

"

S " meter readings on

a receiver is a more accurate method.

Multi-Wire Rhombic
A rhombic antenna will improve in perform
ance if more than a single wire is used to form
each

leg.

By using

three

wires

(see

figure

SLEEVE
SECTION

10-24) to form each leg and connecting all of
them at both ends to a common point, but spac
ing them vertically 5 to 7 feet apart of the side
poles, an improved antenna known as a "curtain
rhombic" is formed. Advantages of the multi
wire or curtain rhombic over the single-wire
rhombic are:

(1) the impedance of the antenna

TRUNK FEED
LINE

is held at a more constant value over a given
range of frequencies, (2) the value. of impedance

��t u U, \f

is reduced somewhat so that a better impedance
match to an ordinary two-wire line is possible.

Sleeve Antenna
The

sleeve antenna,

�\--TO
TRAN SMISSION
LINE

13.40
a

Figure 10-25.-Sleeve antenna

high-frequency an

(shore station).

tenna, is capable of operating over a wide range
of frequencies as a broad-band antenna. Origi
nally

to fill the need for a

Sleeve antennas are especially helpful in re

versatile antenna at shore stations, but it has

it

was

developed

ducing the total number of conventional narrow

been modified for shipboard use also. Figure

band antennas that otherwise would be required

10-25 is a shore station version of a sleeve an

to meet the requirements of shore stations.

tenna.

using

The shipboard sleeve antenna is shown

in figure 10-26.

multicouplers

one

sleeve

antenna

By
can

serve several receivers operating over a wide
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Figure 10-26.-Sleeve antennas for shipboard use.
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radiates in much the same manner as a regular
vertical antenna.

At the higher frequencies the

lower cone section radiates, and the effect of the
top section is to push the signal out at a low
angle.

The low angle of radiation causes

skywave

to return

tances from
monopole

to the earth

the antenna.

antenna

is

Hence,

well

the

suited

distance communication in the

the

at great dis
conical

for

long

high-frequency

range.
Wire Antennas
For some applications ashore, especially in
VLF and LF transmissions, it is practical to
use an antenna that is simply a long wire with
one end connected to the equipment.

A long

wire antenna will usually be stretched between
poles in such a manner that the wire is essen
tially parallel to the surface of the earth.
figure 10-28.)

(See

Long single-wire antennas are

constructed several wavelengths long; in some
cases in the VLF band, the antenna may extend
several miles. If a long-wire antenna is five or
more

wavelengths, the antenna will

directional along its axis.

be

quite

The longer the an

tenna in wavelengths, the more

directional

it

will be along its axis.

�-----k5--------�
TRANSMISSION
LINE

13.36
Figure 10-28.-Long-wire antenna.

25.214
Figure 10-27.-Conical monopole antenna.

Wire antennas (fig. 10-29} are installed aboard
ship for medium- and high-frequency coverage.

This feature also makes

Normally, they are not cut for a given frequency.

the sleeve antenna ideal for small antenna sites.

range of frequencies.

Instead, a wire rope is strung either vertically

Conical Monopole Antenna

itself) to outriggers, another mast, or

or horizontally from
superstructure.
Another broad-band antenna that is used ex

the

Much larger wire is used for shipboard an
tennas than for land installations. The larger

When operating at frequencies near the lower
high-frequency

to

transmitting, the

frequency.

Like the sleeve antenna, it is used

both ashore and aboard ship.
limit of the

If used for

wire antenna is tuned electrically to the desired

tensively is the conical monopole shown in fig
ure 10-27.

a yardarm (or the mast

wire is less likely to break under the strain of

band, the conical

shipboard
205

vibrations.

Additionally, it

can be

RADIOMAN 3

& 2

whether an antenna is used for radiating or re

BRACKET

ceiving.
Whip Antennas

INSULATORS

Whip-type antennas have replaced many wire
antennas aboard ship because they are essen

A

tially self supporting, may be deck-mounted, or
mounted on brackets on the stacks or super

TRANSMITTING
ANTENNA

structure (fig. 10-30).

The physical character

istics of tiltable whips for use along the edges
of aircraft carrier flight decks and retractable

B

whips for use aboard submarines are two more
'
advantages of the whip ant enna for shipboard

RECEIVING
ANTENNA

use. Whip antennas commonly used aboard ship
are 25, 28, or 35 feet in length and are made up
of several sections.

ENTRANCE
INSULATOR

TRUNK TO
TRANSMITTER

1.46
Figure 10-29.-Shipboard wire antennas.
stretched tighter to a void sagging in hot weather.

INSULATOR

The wire is twisted and stranded for additional
strength. Usually it is made of phosphor-bronze,
a material that is nonmagnetic and resists cor
rosion.

Wire of receiving antennas ordinarily

is covered with a plastic insulation, but wire of
transmitting antennas is uninsulated.
Receiving wire antennas

normally

are in

LINE
TERMINATION
BOX

stalled forward on the ship, rising nearly ver
tically from the pilothouse top to brackets on
the mast or yardarm. They are located as far

7
TRANSMISSION
LINE

as possible from transmitting antennas so that

=

=

=

=

a minimum of energy is picked up from local
transmitters.

The transmission line (lead-in)

for each receiving antenna

1.47

terminates in an

Figure 10-30.-Whip antenna.

tenna transfer panels in radio spaces.
Transmission lines of the transmitting an
tenna may be of coaxial cable or copper tubing.

VHF-UHF Antennas

They are supported on standoff insulators and
are enclosed in rectangular metal ducts called
antenna trunks.

At VHF and UHF frequencies, the shorter

Each transmission line con

wavelength makes the physical size of the an

nects with an individual transmitter or with an

tenna relatively small.

antenna multicoupler.

tennas are installed as high and as much in the

The metal rings, antenna knife switches, an

clear as possible.

Aboard ship these an

The reason for the high in

tenna hardwire,and accessories associated with

stallation is that vertical conductors, such as

transmitting antennas are painted red.

masts, rigging,and cables in the vicinity, cause
unwanted directivity in the radiation pattern.

Hard

ware and accessories used with receiving an
This color scheme is

For best results in the VHF and UHF ranges,

a safety precaution in that it shows at a glance,

both transmitting and receiving antennas must

tennas are painted blue.
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have the same polarization. Vertically polarized
antennas are used for all ship-to-ship, ship-to
shore, and air-ground VHF-UHF communica

PARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

tions. Usually, either a vertical half-wave dipole
or a vertical quarter-wave antenna with ground

I

plane is used.

511,

� o o NT

AXIS

FOCA

___

___

REFLECTED ENERGY
TRAVELS PARALLEL
TO AXIS

An ultrahigh frequency antenna of the half
wave

(dipole)

10-31).

type

is the AT-150/SRC

(fig.

The horizontal (longer) portion of the
1.49

antenna does not radiate, but acts as a mount
ing arm for the antenna and as an enclosure for
the antenna feed line.

Figure 10-32.- Principle of parabolic reflection.

This type of antenna is

normally mounted horizontally.

1.48
Figure 10-31.- UHF antenna At-150/SRC.
P ARAB 0 L I C ANTENNA.--Communication

systems such as microwave line-of-sight radio
and tropospheric scatter use parabolic antennas.
These systems operate at frequencies that have
radiation properties approaching those of light

76.58

waves and therefore can be reflected in much

Figure 10-33.- Mobile tropospheric 30-foot

the same manner that a searchlight reflector

scatter antenna.

controls a light beam.
Parabolic reflectors are designed to fit the

wave propagation in the troposphere, the signal

needs of the particular system with which they

strength fluctuates considerably,

will be used,

much of the signal is lost.

basic

theories.

but they all work on the same

consequently

A steady signal can

Figure 10-32 illustrates that

be maintained by using diversity reception. En

energy from a radiating element placed at the

ergy from each of a number of fluctuating sig

focal point of a parabolic reflecting surface will

nals may be combined.

be reflected into a narrow beam. Antennas or

tems use diversity reception. To obtain signals

radiating elements used with parabolic reflec

over different

tors are either dipole or horn type.

pendently, some or all of the following methods

All tropo scatter sys

paths that fade and vary inde

Figures 10-33 and 10-34 show two types of

may be used. Signals obtained over two or more

tropospheric scatter antennas. Because of the

independent paths by the methods are combined
207
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76.60
Figure 10-35.-Possible arrangement of a
tropospheric scatter communication site.

sites, dish-antennas of the type shown in fig
76.59

'lre

Figure 10-34.-Tropospheric scatter antenna.

10-36

are installed at

several

sites for

communications by moon relay.

in the receiver in such a way as to utilize the

LOG-PERIODIC ANTENNA.-A requirement

best signal at all times.

has existed in the HF and VHF bands, as well

• Space diversity:

as other frequency bands, for an antenna which
will operate over an extremely wide frequency

Receiving antennas sep
arated by 50 wavelengths or more at the

range.

signal

PERIODIC

frequency

(usually

10 to 200 feet

is sufficient).

Recently, types of LOGARITHMICALLY
ANTENNAS

(LPA)

have

been

de

veloped. These antennas are of a general class

• Frequency

diversity: Transmission on
different frequencies fades independently,

whose structure (figure 10-37) is such that the
directivity pattern will vary periodically with

even when transmitted and received through

the logarithm of the frequency. If the variations

the same antenna.

over one period are small, and continue to be

• Angle diversity:

two

beams

from

Two feedhorns produce
the

same

slightly different angles.
scatter

small for all periods, the result will be an ex

at

tremely broad-band antenna.

This method re

sults in two paths based on
different

reflector

volumes

Figure 10-37 shows a typical LPA designed

illuminating

for extremely

in the tropo

tions.

sphere.

characteristics are

communica

patterns and

impedance

essentially independent of

frequency. An LPA is unidirectional and will
provide an average gain of 8 db over a frequency

Figure 10-35 shows a possible arrangement
of a tropospheric scatter site.

broad-band, VHF

The radiation

Antennas on the

range in a ratio of approximately 10 to 1.

left are called billboard antennas; those on the

A

typical frequency range would be from 30-300
MHz, where the low frequency limit of the an

right are dish antennas. Antennas vary in size
from 60 feet in diameter to 120 feet in diameter
or more. In addition to tropospheric scatter

tenna occurs when the longest transverse ele
ment
208

is

approximately

one-half

wavelength.
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spaced about

the periphery

flector screen.

of a circular re

The location of each antenna

with respect to the screen and to the adjacent
antennas
suitable

is so designed that, by the use of a
antenna

output

scanning

system, the

antenna array provides high, unidirectional gain
in all directions of azimuth. Figure 10-38 shows
two concentric CDAAs -the outer one a high band
array and inner one a low band array.
The
desired signal is obtained by scanning the out
puts of the antennas, around

the circle.

The

output of the scanning system is greatest when
it sweeps through the sector having high for
ward

gain in the direction of a target trans

mitter.
The scanning procedure results in
sweeping the horizon with a direction finding
beam, analogous to sweeping the horizon with a
spotlight through a continuous arc of 3 60 o.
Also, it is possible to utilize any one of the
monopoles for fixed point-to-point communica
tions (receive only). By selecting the monopole
located

in

the

CDAA

which is

most

nearly

oriented towards the desired transmitting sta
tion, a signal directional receiving antenna ca
pability can be simulated.
Another advantage inherent with the
quired

Figure 10-36.-84-foot parabolic Dish Antenna.
The high frequency limit is obtained when the
shortest transverse element is

approximately

one-quarter

LPA

wavelength.

mounted on steel towers

The

can

and

for 360

o

of coverage.

rhombic antennas,

In

comparison,

discussed earlier, require

considerable acreage for construction and are
limited to a few degrees in directivity.

be

EMERGENCY ANTENNAS

or utility poles that

incorporate rotating mechanisms

CDAA

is the relative small amount of real estate re

31.61

is par

Loss of damage to an antenna

ticularly useful where antenna area is limited.

from

heavy

A rotating LPA is known as an RLPA.

seas, violent winds, or enemy action may cause

Circularly Disposed Antenna

tions of a whip antenna may be carried away,

serious

disruption

of

communications.

Sec

insulators may be damaged, or a wire antenna

Array System

may snap loose from its moorings, or break.
If loss or damage should happen when all avail

The circularly disposed antenna array (CDAA)
system is a more recent development than any

able equipment is needed, you may have to rig

of the antenna systems previously discussed. It

an emergency antenna

bands, and is now being adapted for use in the
HF band. The CDAA system (also known as the

until the regular antenna can be repaired.
The simplest emergency antenna consists

has been used primarily in the VHF and UHF

(or at least assist) to

restore communications on a temporary basis

Wullenweber system) has some gain character

of a length of wire rope to which a high-voltage

istics which make it much more desirable than

insulator is attached to one end and a heavy

any other systems used for direction

alligator clip or lug is soldered to the other.

These

gain

characteristics

are

finding.

The end

particularly

with

the insulator is hoisted

nearest structure and secured.

to

the

The end with

greater than those of previously designed sys
tems for use in the HF band. The reason for

the alligator clip (or lug) is

the advantage in gain will be pointed out shortly.

equipment transmission line. To radfate effec

The CDAA consists of a group of omnidirec

tively, the antenna must be sufficiently clear of

tional

antennas

(monopoles)

all grounded objects.

symmetrically
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25.117
Figure 10-38.-Circularly disposed antenna array (CDAA).
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CHAPTER 11

TELETYPEWRITER EQUIPMENT
In this chapter we cover two topics:
typewriter

equipment and

AUTODIN

tele

terminal

equipment.

substituting a transmitting teletypewriter for
the key at station A, and a receiving teletype
writer for the sounder at station B.

This ar

rangement for a given word-per-minute system
INTRODUCTION TO TELETYPE

is shown in figure 11-2.
circuit

The teletypewriter

is

electrically operated

little more than an

typewriter.

"tele" means "at a distance."

The prefix

By the operating

each current

and

In the teletypewriter
no-current interval

consumes a set period of time, whereas in the
telegraph circuit these time intervals vary with
the code being transmitted

by the operator.

of a keyboard similar to that of a typewriter,
signals are produced

that cause the teletype

writer to print the selected characters (letters,
figures, and symbols).

The characters appear

at both sending and receiving teletypewriters,
and one teletypewriter

actuates as many ma

chines as may be connected together.
To see how intelligence is sent by teletype
writer,

let

devices

us

for

consider

electrical

one

of

the

simpler

communication:

manual telegraph circuit.

In

this

1.200
Figure 11-2.-Simple teletypewriter circuit.

the

series or

loop-connected circuit, shown in figure 11-1,
we have a telegraph key, a source of power
(called battery), a telegraphic sounder,
movable

sounder

armature.

If

the

A teletype signal can be represented as
mark and space pulses as shown in figure 11-3.

and a
key

the common teletype configuration a

In

mark

is

pulse is a condition where current flows in the

closed, current flows through the circuit and
the armature is attracted to the sounder by
magnetism.
This action causes a clicking

circuit. A space pulse is a condition where no
current flows in the circuit. Shaded areas show

sound.

(mark),

intervals

When the key is opened, current stops

flowing and the armature returns to its original

show

intervals
Each

code consists

of a

combination of five mark or space pulses.
transmit

The telegraph circuit in figure 11-1 can be

each character

it

takes

To

a total

of

seven pulses. The first pulse is always a space

converted to a simple teletypewriter circuit by

and

is called the start pulse.

The next

five

pulses are those of the teletype code and their
arrangement is dependent upon which character

STATION B

KEY

areas

character of the teletype

to transmit intelligence.

STATION A

which the circuit is closed

the blank

during which the circuit is open (space).

position. With these two electrical conditions
of the circuit-closed and open-it is possible,
by means of a code,

during
and

L..

SPRINGLINE

TIME

Il -(�'""

�
START

2

3

4

5

STOP

SOUNDER

1.197
1.196

Figure 11-3.-Mark and space signals in
the teletypewriter character R.

Figure 11-1. -Manual telegraph circuit.
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�

is being transmitted. These five pulses �I:,_{ZM
In practice, the same frequency tone shift
called the intelligence pulSJ;,S.
The seventh �1cfonverter (tone terminal) is used for the ref
ceiving and the sending circuits.
puiS€ fS always a mark and is called the stop
pulse. Although a teletype machine may be
operating at its maximum speed there are
FREQUENCY
always seven pulses generated for each char
CARRIER-SHIFT
acter transmitted. J;be first and las.,t (start/
SYSTEM
stop) pulses are there to 'mainta·n s nchroniz tion be een
n
g and receivin units_ The
At the transmitting end of the long-range
time tl:at Ztt4on al· each . pulse rs-a� ermined by
frequency carrier-shift system (fig. 11-4C) are
the speed of operation of the teletype machine.
a teletypewriter, and a transmitter with fre
quency shift capability. The keyer unit is built
When the sending and receiving teletype
writers are wire-connected, as in a landline
into the transmitter. When the teletypewriter
is operated, the d.c. mark and space signals
system, the exchange of intelligence between
them is direct. But when the teletypewriters
are changed by the keyer unit into radiofre
are not joined by wire, the operation becomes
quency carrier-shift output signals (RFCSRATT)
which carry the mark and space intelligence.
more complex; direct current mark and space
This RFCSRATT is transmitted by conventional
intervals cannot be sent through the air. The
gap between the teletype machines must be
Navy transmitters.
bridged by radio.
On the receiving side of the long-range
system (fig. 11-4D) are a receiver, a fre
quency carrier-shift converter, and a teletype
RADIOTELETYPE (RATT) SYSTEMS
writer. When the frequency carrier-shift signal
The Navy uses two basic teletype systems
enters the receiver, it is detected and changed
aboard ship. One is the audio frequency tone
into corresponding
frequency carrier-shift
shift radioteletype (AFTSRATT) system, used
audio signals. The audio output of the receiver
for short-range operation and similar to the
is fed to the converter, which changes the fre
common AM radio method of broadcasting. The
quency carrier-shift audio signals into d.c.
other is the radiofrequency carrier-shift radio
mark and space signals.
teletype (RFCSRATT) used for long-range
In both the tone-shift system and the fre
operation and similar to the familiar FM radio
quency carrier-shift system, all teletypewriter
communications.
signals pass through the teletypewriter panel.
As illustrated in figure 11-5, the teletypewriter
TONE-SHIFT
(RATT) panel permits every possible RATT
MODULATION
interconnection available aboard ship.
T his
SYSTEM
operational flexibility gives maximum efficiency
with the fewest circuits and the least equipment
A teletypewriter, a tone converter, and a
in the Navy's compact RATT systems afloat.
transmitter are used to transmit messages by
the tone-shift modulation method. The tele
TELETYPE EQUIPMENT
typewriter sends out a d.c. signal. The signal
is changed to audio tones in the tone-shift
Because of the increasing variety of teletype
converter.
The transmitter impresses the
equipment installed afloat and ashore it is,im
audio tones on the carrier to carry the mark
practical to describe every piece of equipment
and space intelligence and sends out a tone
you are likely to encounter. The equipment
shift modulated carrier wave (fig. ll-4A).
discussed in the ensuing paragraphs, however,
To receive messages with the tone-modulated
is representative of the types commonly em
system, a radio receiver, a tone-shift con
ployed in shipboard installations.
verter, and a teletypewriter are required. The
tone-shift modulated carrier wave enters the
receiver, which extracts the mark and space
TELETYPE WRITER SETS
intelligence from the carrier wave, and sends
Most of the teletypewriter sets used by the
the audio tones to the tone-shift converter.
Navy belong to the model 28 family of teletype
The converter changes the audio tones into d.c.
writer equipments. The model 28 equipments
mark and space pulses for the teletypewriter
feature light weight, small size, quietness, and
(fig. 11-4B).
·

�
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Figure 11-4.-Tone and frequency shift modulation.
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CARRIER1SHIFT
.RECEIVER

I
•
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TELETYPEWRITER

CARRIER SHIFT
TRANSMITTER

1.225
Figure 11-5.-Integrated RATT system.

high-speed operation.

The TT-48(

They present relatively

)/UG provides means for exchang

few maintenance problems, and are suited par

ing typewritten page messages between two or

ticularly for shipboard use under severe con

more

ditions of roll, vibration, and shock.
Another feature of the model 28 teletype

equipped and connected by a radio (or wire)
circuit. While transmitting from the keyboa_rd,

writers is their ability to operate at speeds of

monitor copy is presented by the typing unit.

60, 75, and 100 words per minute.

Hence,

Conversion

the driving

gears

or

stations

messages cannot

that

are

similarly

be transmitted and

received simultaneously.

from one speed to another is accomplished by
changing

ships

The

that are located

TT-47(

)/UG is an older

floor model

still in use, and differs from the T T-48(

)/UG

typewriters are presently operated at 100 words

by the type of motor used.

)/UG

per minute.

has

within the equipment.

Most of the Navy's tele

Teletypewriters may be send-receive units
or receive units only.

a

60

hertz

synchronous

TT-48( )/UG uses a
Another example

They may be designed

The TT-47(
motor,

series governed
of modification

)/UG (fig. 11-7).

and

as floor model, table model, rack mounted, or

TT-69(

wall mounted sets.

stalled in a cut-down cabinet, the TT-69(
is like the TT-48(

)/UG.

Usually, the TT-69(

printers

are

)/UG

It serves the same

)/UG is installed on small

ships where space is
page

Except for being in

purpose, and it functions in the same manner.

Model 28 Send-Receive
and Receive Sets
The model 28 send-receive

the

motor.
is the

basically the

same.

of prime consideration.

The TT-176A/UG (not illustrated) is a rack

teletypewriter

mounted send-receive

The

teletypewriter.

Rack

mounted units such as teletypewriter, radio,
and other equipments are designed narrower in

TT-48( )/UG is a floor model keyboard-sending
and page-receiving teletypewriter (fig. 11-6).
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/s

-�·"�"""

�

•

,/

1.217(-69-70)
Figure 11-7.-Teletypewriter TT-69( )/UG.

1.217-28
Figure 11-6.-Model 28 Tele
typewriter TT-48(
width.

)/UG.

1.361(120C)
Figure 11-8.-Compact Keyboard Send

They are mounted aboard ships where

Receive Teletypewriter AN/UGC-20.

space is a premium and stand-up operation is
necessary.
The

AN/UGC-20

teletypewriter

(fig. 11-8)

reduces

broadcasts.

send-receive

the transmitter

board from 32 to 28 typing units.

key

It has no keyboard and therefore

no transmit capability.

All mecha

nisms have been mounted to require minimum
space. This compact teletypewriter is designed

Teletypewriter Perforator

for use where space is of importance.

Reperforator TT-253/UG

The model 28 receive-only sets are similar
to the send-receive sets but have no keyboard
sending

capabilities.

The

AN/UGC-25

An extremely useful teletypewriter equip
ment is the TT-253/UG (fig. 11-10).

page

Its chief

printer (fig. 11-9) is a receive-only, compact,

use is for preparing messages in tape form for

table model teletype set presently being sup
plied to the fleet for use copying the fleet

nected

transmission by automatic means.

2 16

to

an external circuit,

When con

however,

the
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the paper tape. Simultaneous with this action,
the character is printed on the tape. In addi
tion, the mark and space combinations for that
character are sent from the keyboard directly
to the external circuit (if connected).
Signals from the external circuit cause the
machine to perform as just described.

Thus,

the TT-253/UG can be employed for communi
cating directly with distant stations or for the
off-circuit

preparation

of message tapes.

If

both tape and printed page copy of a message
are desired, the perforator-reperforator is
used in conjunction with a page-printing tele
typewriter.
Teletypewriter
1.362(120C)

Reperforator
TT-192(

Figure 11-9.-Compact receive-only
Teletypewriter AN/UGC-25.
machine

)/UG

The TT-192( )/UG (not illustrated) is basi
cally the same as the TT-253/UG except for
not having a keyboard.

also can be utilized to transmit and

Normally, the reperforator's wiring is ter

receive messages.

minated

When a character is typed on the keyboard,

this

its corresponding teletype code is perforated in

in a

patch panel (described later

chapter) so

that

it

can be

50.116 (120C)
Figure 11-1 0.-Send-Receive Typing
P erforator-Reperforator TT-253/UG.
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patched

in
or
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connected into any teletype circuit wired through
the panel. By patching the reperforator into a
circuit, a tape copy of each message is obtained,
and messages requiring further processing in
tape form need not be retyped by the operator.

2

by keyboard operation. It mechanically pre
pares perforated and printed tape for separate
transmission with or without simultaneous
transmission and page-printed monitoring.
The teletypewriter set is composed of the
following components: a cabinet, a keyboard,
an automatic typer, a typing perforator, a
transmitter distributor, a typing reperforator,
and power distribution panels.

Teletypewriter
Set AN/UGC-6
The AN/UGC-6 teletypewriter ( fig. 11-11) is
a versatile communication equipment. It re
ceives messages from the signal line and prints
them on page size copy paper. In addition, it
can receive messages and record them on tape
and in printed form. With page-printed moni
toring, the teletypewriter transmits messages
that are originated either by perforated tape or

In operation, the components are linked by
electrical or mechanical connections to offer a
wide range of possibilities for sending, receiv
ing, or storing teletypewriter messages. All
equipment components are housed in the cabi
net. Transmission signals are initiated through
the keyboard or through the transmitter

KEYBOARD

Figure 11-11.-Teletypewriter AN/UGC-6.
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distributor.
Signals are received, and local
transmission can be monitored, on the auto
matic typer. The typing perforator and typing
reperforator are devices for preparing tapes
on which locally initiated or incoming teletype
writer messages can be stored for future trans

the condition which exists in the adapter.

By

use of the maintenance controls, the teletype
writer set can be disconnected from the com
puter and adapter so teletypewriter operation
can be tested.
An auxiliary line relay circuit (fig. 11-13)

distributor.

permits the adapter to perform multiplex oper

The keyboard, typing perforator, automatic
typer, and transmitter distributor (TD) are

ation with equipment other than this teletype
writer machine. An auxiliary line relay, built
into the teletypewriter cabinet, is connected in

mission

through

the

transmitter

operated by the motor mounted on the keyboard.
Selection of these components for either indi

the teletypewriter adapter loop.

vidual

the

lay permits radio link equipment and/or other

selector switch located at the front of the cabi
net, to the left of the keyboard. All these com
ponents are connected in series in the signal
line, but the selector switch has provisions for

teletypewriter equipment to be connected into
the teletypewriter adapter data loop. Compared
to computer operation, the teletypewriter set is

excluding various components from the line.
The external signal line is connected to the
equipment through a line-test switch located
below the selector switch on the front of the

puter to perform other functions during
time between teletypewriter codes.

or

simultaneous

operation

is by

a slow-speed device.

equipment.
Tone-Shift
Keyer/Converter
AN/SGC-1( )

To become a part of the Naval Tactical Data
System (NTDS), the AN/UGC-6, when modified

.;�v

��

lation.
The AN/SGC-1( ) is shown in figure
11-14, with blocks indicating other equipment
necessary for a complete tone-shift system.
In tone modulation transmission, the tele

typewriter
unit.
With the addition of the
adapter, not only can the teletypewriter set
communicate with other stations, but also can
the

of'd-tlrt•,J
/.I!
*''71/A-16 $

Tone-shift
keyer-converter
model
AN/
SGC-1( )
is used
for short-range
RATT
operation. Normally it is used for communica
tion on UHF and VHF bands, but it can be used
with any transmitter designed for voice modu

with an adapter to provide input/output com
munications with a selected data processing
computer, becomes AN/UGC-13.
The adapter (contained in the teletypewriter
cabinet, fig. 11-12) modifies data to provide
compatibility between a computer and the tele

with

the

Keyers and converters are an integral part
of every radioteletype system. In some in
stances, the keyer is built into the radio trans
mitter, but the converter is a separate piece of

Teletypewriter AN/UGC-13

information

This permits the com

KEYERS AND CONVERTERS

cabinet.
This arrangement provides a means
of disconnecting the equipment from the line
for local testing of the components. The typing
reperforator is operated by a separate motor
and power distribution system. It also is con
nected to a separate external signal line.

exchange

This line re

typewriter pulses are

digital-data

converted into corre

processing computer.
The teletypewriter keyboard consists of a
set of manually operated keys which generate
teletypewriter codes.
The printing unit may
accept teletypewriter codes from the keyboard,
transmitter-distributor, or the computer. The

sponding audio tones, which amplitude modulate
the carrier frequency of the transmitter. Con
version to the ·audio tones is ac'complished by
an audio oscillator in the tone converter, which

transmitter-distributor (fig. 11-12) reads per
forated paper tape and converts it into tele
typewriter codes which can be transmitted to
the printing unit, the typing reperforator, the

500 hertz when the loop is in an open-circuit
(space) condition.
An internal relay in the tone converter
closes a control line to the radio transmitter,
which places the transmitter on the air when
the operator begins typing a message.
The
control line remains closed until after the
message is transmitted.

operates at 700 hertz when the teletype loop is
in a closed-circuit (mark) condition and at

auxiliary typing reperforator, and the com
puter.
The maintenance and control section
produces the control signals and the interrupt
codes which are sent to the computer indicating
219
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1.217-13
Figure 11-12.-Teletypewriter AN/UGC-13 with adapter.
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Figure 11-13.-Teletypewriter system for NTDS.

When receiving messages, the tone converter
accepts

the mark and

space tones coming

frequencies that are carrying identical intelli
gence.
Frequency diversity reception com

in

from an associated radio receiver and converts

monly is

the intelligence

broadcasts, which are keyed simultaneously on

of the tones into signals that

used

aboard

ship for

copying fleet

close and open the contacts of a relay connected

several frequencies.

in

This action causes the local teletypewriter to

In diversity reception, the audio output of
each receiver is connected to its associated

print in unison with the mark and space signals

frequency shift converter,

from the distant teletypewriter.

frequency

the

local

teletypewriter

d.c. loop circuit.

The
Converter-Comparator
Groups AN/URA-8( )
and AN/URA-17( )

d.c.

which converts the

shift characters into

d.c.

(or mark-space) pulses

pulses.

from

converter are fed to the comparator.

each

In

stronger space pulse for each character.
The AN/URA-8( ) and AN/URA-17( ) fre
quency

carrier

shift

groups (fig. 11-15

output

converter-comparator

and

11-16)

signals.

are used for

be

Their most common usage

The converter units

individually

with separate

to

The
the

also can
teletype

The

newest

the AN/URA-17(

converter-comparator

group,

) (fig. 11-16) is a completely

transistorized equipment designed to perform

the

the
same
functions as
the AN/URA-8( ).
Since present procurement of frequency shift

In space diver

converters is confined to the AN/URA-17( ),

employed

diversity or

patched

frequency

are

space

used

is

diversity reception, two standard Navy receiv
ers

either

the comparator

writers to copy two different FSK signals.

are on ship to shore or ship to ship circuits.
For

of

teletypewriter.

diversity reception of Frequency Shifted Radio
Teletype

the

comparator, an automatic circuit compares the
pulses and selects the stronger mark and the

in

conjunction

converter-comparator group.

with

sity operation, the two receivers are tuned to

there

the same carrier frequency, but their receiving

AN/URA-8( ) converters.

antennas are spaced some distance apart. Be
cause of the required spacing between anten

converter

are relatively few installations

The AN/URA-l 7(
units.

) consists of two identical

Each converter has its own

nas, space diversity usually is limited to shore

comparator circuitry.

station use.

parator unit is not required.

In frequency diversity operation,

of

the two receivers are tuned to different carrier
221
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TELETYPE PATCH PANELS
RADIO
RECEIVER

RADIO
TRANSMITTER

To

provide flexibility in teletype

systems,

the wiring of all teletypewriters and associated
equipments is terminated on jacks in teletype
patch panels.
electrically

The equipment then is connected
in

any

desired

combination

by

means of patching cords (lengths of wire with
RCYR
TRANSFER
PANEL

XMTR
TRANSFER
PANEL

plugs on each end).

The plugs on the cords are

inserted into the jacks at the front of the panel.
In

some instances,

tions

of

together

commonly used

equipment

are

within

panel

through").
however,

the

combina

permanently
(called

wired

"normal

They are wired in such a manner,
that the

individual pieces of

equip

ment can be "lifted" from the combination, and
then used alone or in other combinations.
In addition to providing flexibility, teletype
patch panels
connecting

also furnish

the

teletypewriter

d.c.

a central point

voltage

circuits.

supply

Thus,

supply can be used for all
through a particular panel.

into

for
the

one source of

circuits

passing

Teletype Panels
SB-1203/UG and
SB-1210/UGQ

TELETYPE
PANEL

Teletype panels SB-1203/UG and SB-1210/
UGQ (fig. 11-1 7) are used for interconnection
of teletypewriter equipment aboard ship with
various radio adapters, such as converters.
The

TELETYPEWRITER

SB-1203/UG is a general-purpose panel,

whereas the SB-1210/UGQ is intended for use
with cryptographic
and black are

1.240

equipments.

Figure 11-14.-Tone Shift Keyer/
Converter AN/SGC-1(

cally is

).

used

devices.

The colors

red

to identify cryptographic

A patch panel used cryptographi

commonly painted

red

and

has

bands installed or painted on its cables.

red

Black

is used to identify a nonsecurity patch panel.
using transistors and

Each of

printed circuit boards.

The complete equipment

size of the older AN/URA-8(

the panels contains six channels,

with each channel comprising a looping series

is less than half the

circuit of looping jacks, set jacks, and a rheo

).

stat for adjusting line current.
Proper tuning of the receivers feeding these

looping and set jacks

converters is important. Good communications
are

often the

ceiver.

result of a properly tuned

Each converter has a small

according to the panel model.

re

The number of

in each channel

varies

Each panel in

cludes a meter and rotary selector switch for

oscillo

measuring

the

line

scope mounted in the front which supplies the

There are

six

miscellaneous jacks

operator with a visual presentation of the input

may be connected any teletypewriter equipment

signal into the converter.
The operating in
structions for the converters have examples of

not regularly assigned to a channel.

what the correct presentation

the same looping channel as the radio adapter

•

in

any

channel.
to

which

If the desired teletype equipment is wired in

should be when

the receiver has been properly tuned.

current

(keyer or converter) to be used (normal through

222
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k

,,._

o:r.,'"'

COMPARATOR

FREQUENCY
SHIFT
CONVERTER

1.235
Figure 11-15.-Converter-Comparator Group AN/URA-8(

).

(for example, channel 3), one end of the patch
cord must be inserted in the set jack in channel
1, and the other end

in either one of the two

looping jacks in channel 3.
In any switching operation between the vari
ous plugs and jacks of a teletype patch panel,

the cord plug must be pulled from the looping
jack before removing the other plug from the
set (machine) jack.

Pulling the plug from the

set jack first open-circuits the channel, caus
ing all teletype messages in the channel to be
interrupted. It may also produce a dangerous
voltage on the exposed plug.
REMOTE TRANSMITTER
FREQUENCY SHIFT CONVERTER
CV-483/URA-17

CONTROL UNIT
C-1004(

)/SG

50.76
Figure 11-16.-Converter-Comparator
Group AN/URA-17(

Another piece of equipment used with tele

)

typewriter
C-1004(

connection), no patch cords are required.

But,

if the desired teletypewriter (for example,

11-18.

installations

)/SG

control

aboard

unit

ship

shown

in

is

the

figure

This unit is mounted close to the tele

in

typewriter keyboard and permits remote con

channel 1) is not wired in the same looping
channel as the keyer or converter to be used

trol of the radio transmitter. It has a trans
mitter power on-off switch, a power-on indicator
223
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f&v
SWITCH

i:

�
""

MISCELLANEOUS

70.76
Figure 11-17.-Teletype patch panels SB-1203 /UG and SB-1210 /UGQ.
The TONE S /R switch position is used for
both sending and receiving when using a tone
converter.

shift keyer

CARRIER ON

When using frequency

carrier-shift mode of operation,

POWER ON

the operator

must switch to SEND position for transmitting
and to REC position for receiving.

MULTIPLEXING

TONE
SIR

SEND
•

CFS
REC

The number of communication networks in
operation per unit of time throughout any given

ON

�

In the

area is increasing constantly.
network

each

distant past,

was

not too

required

to

operate on a different frequency. As a result,
all areas of the radio-frequency spectrum had
become highly congested.

OFF

�

The maximum permissible number of intel
ligible transmissions taking place in the radio
unit of time

spectrum per
through

use

the

of

purpose of a multiplex system

The

main

is to increase

the message-handling capacity of radio com
munication, or teletypewriter channels and the

1.244.1
Figure 11-18.-Remote Control
Unit C-1004 (

be increased

can

multiplexing.

transmitters

)/SG.

them.
plished

This
by

and

receivers

associated

increase in capacity is

the

simultaneous

with

accom

transmission

of

several messages over a common channel.
The frequency division multiplexing telegraph

lamp, a carrier-on indicator lamp, and a three
position rotary selector switch.
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terminal employs a number of tone channels
slightly displaced in frequency. Each tone

exchanging information on as many
different channels.

channel carries the signals from a separate
teletypewriter circuit and modulates a common
carrier frequency. Receiving equipment at a
distant station accepts the multiplex signals,
converts them to mark-space signals, and dis
tributes them in the proper order to a corre
sponding number of circuits.
Most of the active fleet is equipped with
multiplex equipment.

Because of its light weight, small size,
and high message-handling capacity, the AN/
UCC-1(V) is suitable for installation on most
types of ships.
A block diagram of a basic 4-channel multi

eight

plex installation is shown in figures 11-20 and
11-21. The normal shipboard or shore instal
lation would have associated on-line crypto
graphic equipments in the systems to provide
the necessary degrees of security for trans
mission and reception of classified traffic.
On-line configurations are covered in detail in
chapter thirteen of this manual.
On the send side of a 4-channel multiplex
system the AN/FGC-60 (shore equivalent of the
AN/UCC-1(V)) is fed intelligence in the form of

TELEGRAPH TERMINAL
SET AN/UCC-1(V)
The AN/UCC-1(V)

as

(fig. 11-19) consists of

frequency division multiplex terminal equip
ment for use with radio (or wire) circuits. The
equipment is completely transistorized.

teletype signals from one or more (maximum of
four) separate teletype circuits.
The AN/
FGC-60 will convert these teletype signals to a
composite package of audio tones which are fed
to a SSB transmitter through the audio patch
panel. This frequency multiplexed package is
then transmitted through space (or selected
medium) at the operating frequency of the
transmitter.
On the receiving side of the 4-channel mul
tiplex system a SSB receiver is tuned to the
operating frequency of the transmitter and
feeds the composite package of tones to the
AN/UCC-1(V)

through

an

audio

patch

panel.

The AN/UCC-1(V) then separates these tones
and feeds them to appropriate drawers within
the AN/UCC-1(V). The individual drawer (con
verter) then converts the audio input to teletype
signal and feeds the appropriate teletype ma
chine through the d-e teletype patch panel.
AUTODIN EQUIPMENT

120.26(120C)
Figure 11-19.-Telegraph Multiplex

As a Radioman you stand a good chance of
being assigned to a large ship or a communi
cations station ashore. With the advent of the
AUTODIN (Automatic Digital Network) system,
more and more communications stations are
being equipped with multi-purpose equipment,
one type of which is the Digital Subscriber

Terminal AN/UCC-1(V).
Each of the two electrical cabinets houses
one control-attenuator (right-side) for switch
control.

The module has 8 keyers for trans

mission, or 8 frequency-shift converters for
receiving.
In multi-channel communications utilizing

Terminal Equipment (DSTE); therefore, a ma
jor portion of this chapter will be devoted to
that system.

the AN/UCC-1(V) the common configuration
uses two receive converters for each transmit
keyer.
As you will learn later when chapter

HOW AUTODIN WORKS
First of all just what is AUTODIN? The
Automatic
Digital Network
is
a
Defense

thirteen discusses
communications systems
that the AN/UCC-1(V) can be employed for
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50.83 (120C )A

Figure 11-20.-Send Side Multiplex installation
employing 4-channel terminal equipment.
communications

w o r l d w i d e,

with one another

h i g h - s p e e d,

would require a

preposter

common-user communications system operated

ously large number of circuits.

for and managed by the Defense Communica

AUTODIN links only a score of switching cen

tions Agency

to provide

both direct

ters

user-to

for

the

Department

of

Defense

to a particular

and

a

digital

communications

circuits

for

long-haul

and

switching center communicate

with one another

other government agencies.
As

trunk

overseas connections while terminals connected

user and store-and-forward message switching
service

with

Accordingly,

through electronic switching

and programming at their center.

telegraphic

store-and-forward network, AUTODIN consists
Mechanization
by Programming

essentially of switching centers interconnected
by trunk lines with local lines radiating from
each center to subscriber terminals in the area
served by each center.

At

Messages originating

the start of

each message is a

header

at any of the subscriber terminals are for
warded through one or more switching centers

containing pertinent information relating to the

to their addressed subscriber destination.

The

sent to a single addressee or, if directed by the

message switching center's function is to ac

header information, copies can be sent to many

cept messages

from

any

of

destination of the message.

addressees.

the subscribers,

determine their classification and precedence,

Messages can be

This system affords a great sav

and relay the messages to the addressed sub

ing in time and communications facilities,
since only one message is prepared by the

scribers.

originator

Figure 11-22

shows

the switching

The

center and its related terminals.

nects

Communications system planners have found

and

sent

AUTODIN

to

the

switching

center.

timing system briefly

a switching center

con

to each terminal

in

Computer memories act as reservoirs
turn.
for the incoming messages of each subscriber

that to attempt to link by direct lines all termi
nals that may have an occasion to communicate
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TELETYPE
PRINTER

�
RECEIVE A
CHANNEL

TELETYPE
PRINTER

...
-

-

SSB
REC EIVER

-

AUDIO
PATCH

-

-

AN/UCC-IV

-

D.C.
PATCH
PANEL

-

PANEL

r------.1

RECEIVE B
CHANNEL

TELETYPE
PRINTER

'-

4
RECEIVE C
CHANNEL

TELETYPE
PRINTER

-RECEIVE D
CHANNEL

50.83(120C}B
Figure 11-21.-Receive Side Multiplex installation
employing 4-channel terminal equipment.
terminal.

The

computer

is programmed

to

connect each terminal in turn during a cycle.
computer services low and higher

The

speed

terminals as well as the trunks linking it to the
other switching center.

HIGH SPEED TRUNK

Messages which have

been completely received are scheduled for
output to the addressee's channel when its turn
arrives in the cycle.

This action is possible

since the electronic speed of the computer is
so

much faster than the mechanical tape

card handling apparatus at the terminals.

and
Due

to the cycling scheme, a terminal desiring to

CIRCUITS WITH WHI CH EACH OF 10 INDIRECTLY CON NECTED
TERMINALS MUST BE CONCERNED.

send

a message into

the system is

normally

never presented with an extended busy condition.

Error Detection

SWITCHING CENTERS

0

TERMINALS

All communications facilities are subject to

1:1

natural

disturbances

failure.

AUTODIN

which

128.1
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terminal
built-in

hardware
safeguards

detect almost any type of hardware

format error.

Figure 11-22.-AUTODIN network.

and
has

or

RADIOMAN
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Conventional input devices read coded data
into computers or other devices from punched
cards or punched paper tape. In the communi
cations application, the input devices will be
included in the Digital Subscriber Terminal

Message Tracing
Verifying words or tracing messages repre
sents no problem to AUTODIN. A complete
(reference) copy of all messages relayed re

Equipment (DSTE).
In the presentation of these devices it is
necessary to use code language which may not
be familiar to you; therefore, the following
codes are defined so that you will fully under
stand the functions of the devices.

mains on AUTODIN computer tape. A separate
(journal) copy is made of only the address.
U sing the journal copy as an index permits
AUTODIN to locate any message's reference
copy.
Message Precedence

Hollerith code: Standard punch card language.
Punch card: Standard 3 1/4" x 7 3/8" card.

All AUTODIN messages are assigned one of

These cards are both punched and inter

four precedences.

preted and serve a dual purpose: one as
an index file and the other as a storage
medium.
ASC II code: American standard code infor
mation
interchange, eight-level
paper
tape.
ITA #2 code: American version of interna
tional TTY alphabet, five-level paper
tape.

• High precedence

messages automatically
move first. In fact, if a flash message is re
ceived, it will interrupt the text of a more
routine message.
System Compatibility
AUTODIN is exceptionally flexible. Appro
priate interface equipment translates all inputs
into a common machine language. AUTODIN is
compatible with many different computer codes,
speeds, and media (card, tape, etc.). Thus,
communications equipment at all government
and key industrial sites can be integrated into

cations terminals around the world. They will
be linked together by automatic digital message
switching centers (ADMS). In this chapter we

the enormous AUTODIN system.

will cover only the equipments comprising the

The DSTE system will be used in communi

terminals.
The DSTE may be configured in various
forms-(see figs. 11-23, 11-24, and 11-25) as a
card only terminal, as a tape only terminal, or

DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

as a combined card and tape terminal.
The largest configuration, using all of the

Input and output devices provide the AUTO
DIN computer with the facilities necessary for
Input devices
communicating with the users.
such as card readers and teletypewriters sup
ply the computer with data and instructions,
while output devices provide the means for

equipment furnished, is a combined card and
paper tape terminal which operates at speeds
up to 1500 words per minute.
The DSTE in
cludes all of the following equipments.

changing the data processed by the computer
into a form specified by or intelligible to the
users. The selection of input/output devices
depend on the specific use for which a computer

The Common Control Unit
Card Reader
Paper Tape Reader

is intended.
In the following discussions, the
applications, types and characteristics of input/
output devices are presented.
Generally, input/output devices must meet
two basic requirements.
First, the devices
must be able to modify all data so that it is
acceptable to the computer during the input

Low-Speed Card Punch
High-Speed Card Punch
Universal Keyboard
Page Printer
High-Speed and Low-Speed Paper Tape
Punches

phase of the operation and must be able to
present data in usable form during the output

Common Control Unit (CCU)

phase. Second, the devices must operate quickly
and efficiently in conjunction with the computer.

The common control unit is the prime con
trol device in each digital terminal. This unit
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128.2
Figure 11-23.-Low-Speed card configuration.

(fig. 11-26) automatically coordinates and inter
connects
full-duplex message traffic.
The
sending operation consists of:
(1) accepting
data characters from tape or card readers;
(2) accumulating the input characters into data
blocks in the CCU memory; and (3) transmit

2. The Hollerith characters

are electroni

cally converted to ASC II characters.
3. The ASC II characters are transferred to
the common control unit.
4. The common control unit accumulates the
characters into blocks and sends them to the

ting the completed framed blocks and waiting
for acknowledgement code.
The receiving operation consists of: (1) ac

line.

cepting data blocks from the line; checking for

The card reader can read cards and trans
fer data to the common control unit at a rate up

errors and sending proper response code; (2)

to 1500 words per minute.

accumulating message blocks in memory; and
(3) distributing data blocks to an output tape or
card device on a character basis.

Paper-Tape Reader
The paper-tape reader (fig. 11-28), converts
the perforations in punched paper tape to elec

Card Reader

trical data in the form of ASC II-coded charac
ters and transfers this data to the common
control unit. A switch provides the option of
reading data punched in either ASC II or ITA #2

The card reader (fig. 11-27), is a message
input device for the transmit operation of the
DSTE. The flow of intelligence is as follows:

code form. The data on ITA #2 coded tape is
converted to the ASC II code form required as

1. Messages punched in cards
code are read by the card reader.

an input to the common control unit.
The
punched paper tape is stepped through the

in Hollerith
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128.3
Figure 11-24.-High-Speed Paper Tape Terminal Configuration.

128.4
Figure 11-25.-High-Speed Card and Tape Configuration.
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128.5

128.6

Figure 11-26.-Common control net.

Figure 11-27.-Card Reader.

reader mechanism one character at a time in
response to control signals received from the
common control unit. The paper tape reader is
capable of reading fully perforated paper tape
and transferring
words

per

the data

minute.

A

at

a

The low-speed card punch can

punch

and

print cards at any rate compatible with a com
mon control unit rate up to 375 WPM (28 cards
a minute).

rate of 1500

speed-limiting switch

High-Speed Card Punch

permits reading chadless paper tape and trans
ferring the data for any rate up to 187.5 words
per minute.

The high-speed card punch (fig. 11-30), ac
cepts data from the common control unit in
eight-level ASC II code. At the card punch, this

Low-Speed Card Punch

data is then converted to Hollerith and punched
in cards.

The low-speed card punch (fig. 11-29), can
be used at a DSTE either as an on-line output

The punch logic substitutes an aster

isk for any character received in ASC ll which
does not have an assignment in Hollerith.

device or off-line in conjunction with the Uni

The high-speed card punch supports speeds

versal Keyboard.

up to 1500 WPM or an equivalent of 150 char

The low-speed card punch accepts data from

acters per second (112 cards a minute).

the common control unit or keyboard in ASC II
code.

This data is converted to Hollerith code

and punched in cards.

Universal Keyboard

The punch logic substi

tutes an asterisk for any character received in
ASC II which does not
Hollerith.

have an assignment in

The Universal Keyboard (fig. 11-31), is used
in conjunction with a paper-tape punch or a
card punch (see fig. 11-29). An off-line device,
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the input or output monitor is controlled at the
common control unit.

(See fig. 11-26.)

The page printer operates at speeds up to
3000 WPM. Data is printed ten characters per
inch, one to eighty characters per line, with six
lines

per

inch.

The

printer

accommodates

standard sprocket hole single ply paper, multi
lith masters, ditto masters, and 2, 3, 4, and 5
multi-ply paper with carbons.
High-Speed and Low-Speed
Paper-Tape Punches
The

high-speed and

low-speed paper-tape

punches (fig. 11-33), function as on-line output
devices.

Both paper-tape punches can also be

used for

off-line keypunch operation

in con

junction with the Universal Keyboard.
As

output devices, the paper-tape

accept ASC II coded data
control unit

from

and enter this data

the

punches
common

onto punched

paper tape in the form of either ASC II or ITA
#2-coded

characters.

interpreter

prints

In

addition

characters

a

printer

between

the

sprocket holes on the paper tape corresponding
to the

punched

characters.

The

high-speed

paper-tape punch, punches paper tape at speeds
up to 1400 words per minute. The low-speed
paper-tape punch punches and prints paper tape

128.7
Figure 11-28.-Paper-Tape Reader.

it affords the means to prepare messages for
subsequent

transmittal

via

the

appropriate

DSTE reader unit.
The input of the Universal Keyboard is in
Depending on the type of punch
ASC II code.
employed, the following data media can be
prepared:
1. Paper tape in ASC ll characters.
2. Paper tape in ITA #2 code.
3. Punched cards in Hollerith code.
Page Printer
The page printer (fig. 11-32) can be used in
a digital terminal as an output monitor, or as
an input monitor.
As an output monitor the page printer pro
vides a

printout

of the

data

received at the

terminal. As an input monitor, the page printer
provides hard copy of data transferred to the
common
readers.

control unit by the various DSTE
The assignment of a page printer to

128.8
Figure 11-29.-Low-Speed Card Punch.
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128.9
Figure 11-30.-High-Speed Punch.

128.10
Figure 11-31.-Control Keyboard.

128.12
Figure 11-32.-Page Printer.
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necessity

of

transmitting

large volumes

of

cards and tapes from machine to machine.
3. Erroneous information is processed as
rapidly as correct information, and errors are
sometimes not as easily detected as with man
ual systems.
4. Exceptions cannot be handled by machines
and normally must be processed manually.
TELETYPEWRITER SUPPORT
Support of the teletypewriter includes chang
ing paper, ribbon, and tape as the need arises.
CHANGING PAPER
To insert a new roll of paper in the machine,
first shut off the power.

Press cover release

pushbutton and lift cover.

(Refer as necessary

to

figs.

11-34

and

11-35.)

Push back paper

release lever, lift paper fingers, and pull paper
from platen.
Lift the used roll from machine and remove
spindle from core of used roll. Insert spindle
in new roll.

Replace spindle in spindle grooves

with paper feeding from underneath roll toward
operator.

Feed paper over paper-straightener

rod, down under platen, and up between platen
and paper fingers.

128.13
Figure

11-33.-High-Speed

Pull paper up a few inches

beyond top of platen, and straighten it as though

and

straightening

Low-Speed Paper-Tape punches.

paper

in

a

typewriter.

Then

lower paper fingers onto paper and pull paper
release lever forward.

at speeds

up to

18.75 characters

While inserting paper, avoid disturbing the

per second

and will punch, without printing, up to 75 char

ribbon or the type box latch.

acters per second.

place, check to see that ribbon still is properly

A unique feature of the paper-tape punches
is the ability to operate the tape-punch and

make certain that type box latch has not been

printer-interpreter
mits

independently.

off-line printing

of previously

This

threaded through ribbon guides.

the

prepared

now that data

in

place.

lid

Close

cover.

release pushbutton,

CHANGING RIBBONS

This is just not

To replace a worn ribbon on the typing unit,

Some disadvantages of the

processing communications systems

firmly
pressing

paper feeding out the top of it.

true, and well-trained sailors will still have to
data

box

bring up the end of the paper, and close lid with

At this point you may be thinking that all our

man this equipment.

type

Open lid by

on-line.
work-load problems are solved

Also check to

disengaged. It should be in a position holding

per

paper tape while the punch mechanism remains

communications are a reality.

After paper is in

press cover release pushbutton and lift cover.

are

(Refer as necessary to figs. 11-36 and 11-37.)

as follows:

Lift ribbon spool locks to a vertical position,
and

remove

both

spools

from

ribbon

spool

1. Limited decision-making ability of each
piece of equipment.

shafts.
Remove ribbon from ribbon rollers,
ribbon reverse levers, and ribbon guides. Un

2. Complex problems require the utilization
of many separate pieces of equipment with the

wind and remove old ribbon from one of the
spools. Hook end of new ribbon to hub of empty
234
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PAPER
STRAIGHTENER
ROD

I

1.219
Figure 11-34.-Paper roll removed.
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1.220
Figure 11-35.-Paper roll inserted.
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reverse lever. Also see that the type box latch
has not been disengaged. It should be in posi
tion, holding the type box firmly in place.
Turn the paper up a few inches by pressing
down and turning platen handwheel.
Close
cover. Open lid, bring up the end of the paper,
and close lid, with paper feeding out on top of it.

RIBBON

(VERTICAL
POSITION)
RIBBON

RIBBON
REVERSE
LEVER

CHANGING TAPE

1.221
Figure 11-36.-Ribbon spool mechanism.

A visual indication of low tape supply is in
corporated into each roll of tape. When the
color of the tape changes from pale yellow to
red, it is a warning that the roll is nearly ex
hausted and requires replacement. Additionally,
the warning device in the reperforator's tape
container is activated when the tape supply for
that unit is low. Heed these warnings! Don't
miss a message by trying to use up the last bit
of tape on a roll.

spool, and wind until reversing eyelet is on the
spool. If the ribbon has no hook at the end, the
spool will have a barb that should be used to
pierce the ribbon near its end.
Replace spools on ribbon spool shafts, mak
ing sure they settle on spool shaft pins, and
that the ribbon feeds from the front of the
spools. Turn down ribbon spool locks to a
horizontal position, locking spools in place.
Thread ribbon forward around both ribbon
rollers, through the slots in the ribbon levers
and ribbon guides. Take up slack by turning
free spool. After slack has been taken up,
check to make certain that ribbon still is prop
erly threaded through ribbon guides, and that
the reversing eyelet is between spool and the

M�

�������on�- �

eration. Raise the perforator cover, and open
the lid in the center of the cabinet dome. Tear
the old tape at the point where it enters the
tape chute (fig. 11-38). With power applied to
the equipment, depress the REP T key and any
character on the keyboard until the old tape is

PLATEN
HANOWHEEL

1.222
Figure 11-3 7. -Ribbon inserted.
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TAPE ROLL
(FEED FROM FRONT
AT BOTTOM)

TAPE
C ONTAINER--I

UNDER
--TAPE GUIDE
ROLLER
TYPE WHEEL
FEED H OLE
PERFORATING
MECHANISM

I
PUNCH
BLOCK

FEED WHEEL

MANUAL TAPE
FEED SCREW

1.215(76)A
Figure 11-38.-Path of tape in typing perforator.
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TAPE ROLL
(FEED FROM BACK
AT BOTTOM)

OVER TAPE GUIDE
ROLLER
----

OVER
TAPE GUIDE
ROLLER

TAPE CONTAINER

LOW TAPE
SWITCH

FEED HOLE
PERFORATING
MEC HANISM

TYPE WHEEL

I
FEED WHEEL

INTO
TAPE CHUTE

MANUAL
TAPE FEED
THUMBSCREW

(RIGHT SIDE VIEW)

Figure 11-39.-Path of tape in typing reperforator.

1.215(76)B

fed out of the punch block. Then, lift the tape
reel from its container and remove the re

changing tape in the perforator.
the tape through the two units

mainder of the old tape from the reel. Insert

(Refer to fig. 11-39 as necessary.)

a fresh roll of tape on the reel. Place the reel
back into its container so

For access to the reperforator and its tape

that the tape feeds

supply,

from the front of the container and off the bot
tom of the reel. Thread the tape over the tape
guide

roller

mechanism.

cabinet.

and into

the chute of

punch

of the punch block by manually rotating the feed

the REPT key and any

wheel or, if the reperforator is so equipped, by

Simultaneously,

the

the cabinet

and lower

perforator.
The procedure
is

the tape reel from its container, remove the old

tape,

and insert a

reel.

Position the reel in its container in such

for changing
identical

tape
to

in

the

that

for

fresh roll

of tape on

the

a manner that tape feeds from the rear of the
container and off the bottom of the reel.

the cover over the

certain

almost

Lift

pressing the automatic tape feed button.

push the tape downward

the left side of the punch block. Close the lid

reperforator

left rear lid in the

Depress

until it is engaged by the feed and die wheels.
Continue feeding tape until the tape appears at
in

open the

Tear the tape at the tape chute and clear it out

character on the keyboard for automatic feed
ing.

The path of
is identical.

that the lever on the tape out

Make
switch

assembly is toward the rear of the cabinet and
under the roll of tape.
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tape roller at the rear of

the tape container,

feed

to the right and over the roller mounted on the
typing reperforator, and to the tape chute. Slide
the

tape

into

the chute,

and

wheel until

punch chute

at

the tape

the

left

emerges

of the

from

the

reperforator.

Close the lid, making sure that the tape feeds

rotate the tape

through the hole in the front of the lid.
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COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS
A well-rounded

knowledge

communication equipments is

of

tubes or

present-day

transistors

and

associated circuits.

Or it may be of the crystal type, which uses, in

essential to the

Radioman, if he is to be efficient in performing

conjunction with an electron tube or transistor,

all duties to which he is assigned. Communica

a quartz crystal cut to vibrate at a certain fre

tion equipment today is becoming increasingly

quency when electrically energized.

more complex and although the Radioman is not

type, voltage and current delivered by the os

required

cillator are weak.

to

qualify

as

a

specialist in elec

Thus,

types of

ing systems, principles of operation, and capa

times to be radiated any distance.

equipment,

only

fundamental features

creases the amplitude of the oscillator signal
to a level that will drive the power amplifier.
Power delivered by the buffer varies with the

the stages on which performance

capabilities and

limitations

of

both

amplified many

amplifier stage is a voltage amplifier that in

are given. Circuits are represented largely by
block diagram. Emphasis is on the types and
purposes of

be

The buffer stage or first intermediate power

In descriptions of representative communi
cation

must

the outputs of

tronics, he must be familiar with the designat
bilities of the equipment he operates.

oscillators

In either

type of transmitter, but it may be hundreds or

equipment are

thousands of volts.

based.

The buffer serves two other purposes, one
of which is to isolate

TRANSMITTERS
The purpose of a
produce

and,

source voltage would vary the load on the os

with its

cillator and

coupler, and antenna to radiate a

useful signal.

;t,n1!

-r\.A tol '�0

"

... ;;>

cause it to change frequency.

It

may also be a frequency multiplier, as we will

The general plan for all trans

see later.

mitters is seen in figure 12-1.

'I""'

the oscillator from the

Without the buffer, changes

in the amplifier due to keying or variations in

radio transmitter is to

radiofrequency energy,

amplifiers,

amplifier stages.

The final stage of a transmitter is the power
amplifier.
Power is the product of current

ANTENNA

times voltage,

and

in

the power

amplifier a

large amount of r-f current is made available
for radiation by the antenna.

BUFFER
FREQUENCY

OSCILLATOR

POWER

The power amplifier of a high-power trans
mitter may require far more driving power than

AMPLIFIER

MULTIPLIER

can be supplied by an oscillator and its buffer
stage.

One or

more low-power

intermediate

amplifiers may be required between the buffer
POWER
SUPPLY

and the final amplifier that feeds the antenna.
The main difference between many
high-power
20.201

typical

low- and

the number

of

intermediate power-amplifying stages that are
used.

Figure 12-1.-Stages of
a

transmitters is in

transmitter.

In the block diagram of figure 12-2, the input
and output powers are given for each stage of a

Every

transmitter has

an

oscillator

that

typical

generates a steady flow of radiofrequency en
ergy.
type,

An oscillator may be the
originates a signal

which

medium-frequency

transmitter.

shown that the power output of

It

self-excited

can be increased by

in electron

capable of delivering the power required.
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is

a transmitter

adding amplifier

stages
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-

'
FIRS T
INTERMEDIATE
AMPLIFIER

.5W

BUFFER

osc

5W

SECOND
INTERMEDIATE
AMPLIFIER

25W

POWER
AMPLIFIER

500W

-

--

76.15
Figure 12-2.-Intermediate amplifiers increase transmitter power.
H A RMONICS AND FREQUENCY

transmitters therefore have oscillators operat

MULTIPLICATION

ing at comparatively
times as low

The term harmonics
used to designate

frequency.

sometimes is loosely

unwanted

the

radiations caused

low frequencies,

one-hundredth

Oscillator

required

through one

by imperfections in the transmitting equipment,

as

of

frequency

is

output frequency by
or

more

frequency

some

the output
raised to
passing

it

multipliers.

but this interpretation is not entirely accurate.

Frequency multipliers are special power am

True harmonics are always exact multiples of

plifiers that multiply the input frequency. Stages

the basic or fundamental

that

frequency generated

monics are 2, 4, 6, 8

( and

so

on) times the

fundamental; odd harmonics are 3, 5, 7, 9

multiply the

frequency

by

2

are

called

doublers; those that multiply by 3 are triplers;
and those multiplying by 4 are quadruplers.

by an oscillator, and are created in vacuum
tubes and their associated circuits. Even har

The

(etc.)

main difference

frequency and

between

many

low

high-frequency transmitters is

times the fundamental. If an oscillator has a
fundamental frequency of 2500 kHz, harmoni

in the number of frequency-multiplying stages
used. Figure 12-3 shows the block diagram of

cally related frequencies are-

a

typical

Navy VHF /UHF

oscillator in this
5000
7500

2d harmonic
3d harmonic

10,000

4th harmonic

12,500

5th harmonic

18.75 MHz to 33.33 MHz.
increase

transmitter.

The

transmitter is tunable from

the frequency

The multiple stages
by a

factor

of 12

by

multiplying successively by 2, 2, and 3.
In high-power, high-frequency transmitters,
one or more intermediate amplifiers may be

used between the last frequency multiplier and
The series ascends indefinitely until the in
tensity is too weak to be detected. In general,
'
the energy in frequencies above the third har

the final power amplifier.

monic is too weak to be significant.

TRANSMISSION OF INFOR
MATION BY RADIO

It is difficult

to design

and build

a stable
Because the high-frequency output from the

oscillator, since the crystal must be ground so
thin that it might crack while vibrating.

radiofrequency

These

( r-f)

section of a transmitter is

TRIPLER AND

18.7533.33
MC

fX2
37.5066.67
MC

37.5066.67
MC

fX2
75.00-

fX3
225-

133.33

400

MC

MC

Figure 12-3.- Frequency-multiplying stages of typical VHF /UHF transmitter.
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constant in frequency and amplitude, it does not

block points out the power supply, which pro

convey any intelligence by itself.

vides all d.c. voltages to the transmitter.

is called the CARRIER WAVE,

This output

or simply the

The r-f section

CARRIER, and information to be transmitted is

siderably less than 1 volt of a-f

MODULATION.
another

previously) gen

the antenna. The audiofrequency ( a-f) section
includes a speech amplifier that receives con

added to it. The process of adding or super
imposing information on the carrier is called
Modulation

( explained

erates the high-frequency carrier radiated by

is

accomplished

( modulating)

signal

with

signal from

the microphone and builds it up to several volts

by combining

at the input to

the carrier.

the driver stage.

The

driver

This is done in such a manner as to cause the

stage is made up of power amplifiers that con

output to vary in frequency or in amplitude ac

vert the signal into a relatively large voltage.

cording to the current or voltage variations of

The modulator section is capable

the modulating signal.

considerable audio power.

The modulating signal

of handling

Its output is fed to

usually is of a much lower frequency than the

the final r-f power amplifier in such a way as

carrier.

to alternately add to and subtract from the plate
voltage of the power amplifier.

Amplitude Modulation

The result of modulation is that amplitude of
the r-f field at the antenna is increased grad

If the modulating frequency is impressed on

ually during the time the a-f output is increas

the r-f output to vary its amplitude, it is called

ing

amplitude modulation

gradually during the time the a-f output is de

( abbreviated

a-m) .

Figure 12-4 is a block diagram of an a-m

the

r-f

power.

Amplitude

creasing the r-f power.

is

decreased

In other words, during

( be

radiotelephone transmitter, showing the wave

the positive alternation of the audio signal

forms for the various stages.

tween point 1 and point 2 in figure 12-4) , am

The top row of

blocks indicates the r-f section.

plitude of

The next row

the

r-f output wave

During the negative alternation

of blocks shows the a-f section; and the lower

is

increased.

(between

point

AMPLITUDE-MOD ULATED
SIGNAL

1111'1\
I
I
,.,,

., .

.

QUENCY

,. ,.._

�
I

R-F

I

OSCILLATOR

BUFFER

PO W E R

AMPLIF I E R

3

A-F

S PEECH
AMPLIFIER

DRIVER

AUDIOFR EQUENCY
SIGNAL
POWER
SUPPLY

13,53
Figure 12-4,-An a-m radiotelephone transmitter.
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2 and point

3),

amplitude is decreased.

Ampli

3

& 2

tude modulation consists of varying amplitude

made up of complex tones, as in speech or
music, each individual frequency component of

of the r-f antenna current (and r-f output wave)

the modulating signal

gradually over

and lower side frequencies.

the relatively

long

a-f cycle.

Thus, the r-f field strength is alternately in

produces its own upper
These side

fre

creased and decreased in accordance with the

quencies occupy a band of frequencies lying be
tween the carrier frequency, plus and minus the

a-f signal and at the a-f rate.

lowest modulating frequency, and the

carrier

frequency plus and minus the highest modulating
frequency.

Frequency Modulation

Bands of frequencies containing the side fre

and Phase Modulation

quencies are called sidebands.
that includes

Besides its amplitude, the carrier wave has

The sideband

the sum of the carrier

and

the

two other characteristics that can be varied to

modulating frequencies is known as the upper

produce an intelligence-carrying signal.

sideband (USB).

These

qualities are its frequency and its phase.

The band containing the dif

The

ference of the carrier and the modulating fre

process of varying the frequency of the carrier

quencies is known as the lower sideband (LSB).

in accordance with the audiofrequencies of voice

Space occupied by a carrier and its associated

or music is called frequency modulation (f-m).

sidebands in a frequency spectrum is called a

A

channel.

basic

type

of

frequency shift
p ulses

shift

f-m

is

frequency shift.

transmission,

the

carrier

In

frequency back

forth between two fixed values.

The width of the channel (called band

width) is equal to twice the highest modulating

the intelligence
and

frequency.

The term fre

quency shift keying is the common expression

SINGLE SIDEBAND.-A mode of radio emis

used to describe this type of modulation. Phase

sion that has become increasingly important to

modulation (p-m) is the process of varying the
phase.
These two types of modulation are

Single sideband is not a new term in the history

closely related.

When f-m is used, the phase

of communications.

of

wave

sively by the shore communications system for

the

carrier

is

the

indirectly affected.

communicator

is

single

It

has

sideband

(SSB).

been used exten

Similarly, when p-m is used, the carrier fre

many years.

quency is affected.
The primary advantages of f-m are improved

of using SSB in fleet communications has re
sulted from

fidelity and increased freedom from static. Be

high-frequency bands and recent developments

cause of these qualities, frequency modulation

that

is of

equipments.

considerable use in

casting,

but

its

commercial broad

shortcomings-frequency

have

In

ex

A new impetus to the advantages
the congestion in
reduced

the

medium-

physical

studying sidebands, it

sizes

was learned

and
of
that

modulation of the carrier produces a complex

travagance, short range on available frequen
cies, among others-have severely limited its

signal consisting of three individual waves:

naval communication

original carrier, plus two identical sidebands,

applications.

The

Navy

the

has, however, .found f-m satisfactory for other

each carrying the same intelligence.

purposes,

the same intelligence can be transmitted in a

among

them

altimeters

and

some

However,

radars.

single sideband by eliminating the carrier and

Sidebands

sulting in a savings

one of

the sidebands

at the transmitter,

re

of power and frequency

bandwidth.
When an r-f carrier is modulated by a single
audio note, two additional frequencies are pro
duced.

One is

the

upper

frequency,

SUPPRESSED CARRIER.-In SSB, the car
rier itself is suppressed (or eliminated) at the

which

equals the sum of the frequency both of the car

transmitter,

rier and of the audio note.

produced but the carrier is reduced to a mini

is the lower one,

The other frequency

mum.

which equals the difference

The one

higher

than

This reduction or elimination usually is

the most difficult or troublesome aspect in un

between the frequencies of the carrier and the
audio note.

so that sideband frequencies are

derstanding SSB suppressed carrier.

the carrier

In single

frequency is the upper side frequency; the one

sideband suppressed carrier, there is no car

lower than the carrier frequency is the lower
side frequency. When the modulating signal is

rier present in the transmitted signal. It is
eliminated after modulation is accomplished,
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and possibly quite loud. (You may have heard
the report expressed "Loud but distorted." )

and reinserted at the receiver for the demodu
lation process.
pearing at the

All radiofrequency energy ap
transmitter output is concen

This condition may occur if one sideband ex

trated in the sideband energy of "talk power."

periences a

After eliminating the carrier, the upper and
lower

sidebands

remain.

If,

one

of the

slight

phase

shift

and cancels a

portion of the other sideband, resulting in dis

two

tortion

and loss of

intelligibility.

Fading or

sidebands is filtered out before it reaches the

slight phase shift

power amplifier stage of the transmitter, how
ever, the same intelligence can be transmitted

similar results. With the suppressed-carrier
type of SSB, however, these problems are mini

on the remaining sideband.

mized because only one sideband

All power is then

transmitted in one sideband,

divided between the carrier and both sidebands,

band.

Equally

the

( and

no car

• Increased effective power: In a conven
tional a-m system, approximately one-half of

for the wanted side

important,

carrier can produce

rier) is transmitted.

instead of being

as in conventiohal a-m. This provision amounts
to an increase in power

of the

the transmitter's power goes into the carrier,
and the remaining half

bandwidth re

is divided equally be

quired for SSB voice circuits is approximately

tween the two sidebands.

half

carrier SSB system, virtually all of the trans

that

fig. 12-5. )

needed

for

conventional

a-m.

( See

mitter's power

With the suppressed

goes into

the single

that carries the useful intelligence.
efficient

!

!

CARRIER

I
I
.1

CONVENTIONAL A-M

I

I

B
(CARRIER
SINGLE SIDEBAND,

AND LOWER

SUPPRESSED- CARRIER

SIDEBAND
SUPPRESSED)

•

I
I

I

number of voice

channels

frequency in the

radio spectrum

the same

is

doubled.

are referred to as upper

spectrum,

particularly

in

the 2-

to

30-MHz

range, this advantage in fleet communications
is important.
• Reduction of interference: In voice sys
tems employing conventional amplitude modula

tion, the carrier of the transmitting station re
mains on

59.51

the air as long
If

as

an

the

microphone

additional station

transmits while the carrier of the other station

Figure 12-5.-Comparison of band
a-m

utilizing

and lower sidebands. With the scarcity of fre
quencies available for new assignments in the

1 UPPER SIDEBAND
I
I
II+- 2.8 KHz -..l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

button is depressed.

of conventional

SSB

range

Provision for double number of channels:

These two channels

UPPER SIDEBAND

widths

the

In the system of SSB suppressed carrier, the

1
1

II

I

LOWER SIDEBAND

power gives

than that of a normal a-m voice circuit.

I

I

of

voice circuit a much greater distance

1+----- 6KHz ------+1
A

utilization

sideband

This more

is

and

on,

squeals

and

howls result.

They

are

caused by the heterodyning of two or more sig

SSB voice channels.

nals transmitting

simultaneously.

In SSB, as

soon as an individual stops speaking into the
microphone,

SSB

ADVANTAGES.-Advantages

of

talk power in the remaining

single) sideband leaves the air.

single

( or

Even though

sideband over conventional amplitude modula

two stations may transmit at the same time, it

tion are numerous, but only a few of the main

may be possible for a receiving station to read

ones are presented in the following paragraphs.

through the interfering station the same way it
is possible to listen to more than one conversa

•

Minimization

of

distortion:

tion coincidentally.

In conven

tional a-m, the two sidebands and the carrier
must

arrive

phase
mitted.

at

the

relationship

receiver
as they

with the

had

same

INDEPENDENT SIDEBAND.-In independent
sideband

when trans

If they are not received in phase

( usu

( ISB )

systems,

the carrier

is

sup

pressed or reduced, and each sideband is mod
ulated independently

ally because of multipath skywave propagation

conditions) , the signal heard is fuzzy, distorted,

by separate

information.

In effect, ISB can be referred to as consisting
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RACK----.

HIGH-VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY

�'

32.278 ( 76 )

Figure 12-7.-Radio Trans-

32.135

mitter AN /WRT-1A.

Figure 12-6.-Radio Trans
ceiver AN/URC-32B.

handling RATT and FAX transmissions.
of two

single sidebands

and having the same

ice life. Transmitters that meet these require

suppressed or reduced carrier. The ISB sys
tems can accommodate either one or two 3-kHz
channels on the

upper sideband and the same

ments, therefore, are quite complex and be
cause of the limited space available for their

The number of

installation in naval ves
· sels, they are of com

number on the lower sideband.
channels depends

They

must be of rugged construction for long serv

pact construction.

on whether these sidebands

are 3 or 6 kHz wide.
One method of obtaining equipment compact
REPRESENTATIVE TRANSMITTERS
Modern

ness is to combine a transmitter and a receiver
into a single unit called transceiver. A trans
ceiver uses part of

m e d i u m - f r e q u e n c y and high

quencies.

ously. A transmitter-receiver, however, is a
separate transmitter and receiver mounted in

must be

transmitting and

receiving,

hence cannot transmit and receive simultane

In addition to CW and radiotelephone
they

both

electronic cir

cuitry

modes of operation,

for

the same

frequency shipboard transmitters must be cap
able of transmitting over a wide range of fre
capable of
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COMMUNICATIONS CENTRAL CONTROL

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

l
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ANTENNA COUPLER CONTROL

ANTENNA COUPLER GROUP

120.69
Figure 12-8.-Communications Central AN/SRC-16 (doors open).

the same rack or cabinet.
may be

utilized for

the

The same antenna

are included for a-m (carrier reinserted),

transmitter-receiver

arrangement, but the capability for independent
operation of
terms are

Both

Because of its versatility and power, the
AN/URC-32B is installed on most Navy ships

descriptions of equipment

having a requirement for communicating over

the equipment still exists.

used in

long

that follow.

However,

the

power

output

of

It

is

being

replaced

by

the

Transmitter AN/WRT-1A

shore based transmitters is many times greater
than shipboard transmitters. This high power

The

output is necessary to provide reliable long-haul
broadcast

distances.

AN/URT-23.

In physical size, shore based transmitters
are usually several times larger than shipboard
transmitters.

CW

or FSK operation.

AN/WRT

(fig. 12-7)

is

a

shipboard

transmitter designed for operation in the fre

and point-to-point communications.

quency range 300 to 1500 kHz.

This equipment

can transmit CW, RFCS, MCW and voice sig
nals, but it has no SSB capability. When used

AN/URC-32 RADIO SET
One of

the Navy's

most

versatile

for CW and RFCS transmissions, the transmit
ter has a power output of 500 watts. Voice op

modern

eration, however, reduces the available power
to approximately 125 watts.

communication equipments is the AN/URC-32
(fig. 12-6).
2- to

It is a transceiver operating in the

30-MHz

high-frequency

range,

Because of operating in the medium frequen

with a

cies with a substantial power output, the AN/

transmitter peak envelope power of 500 watts.

WRT-1A lends

itself well

for communicating

for

over long distances during the hours of dark

single-sideband transmission, and for reception
on either the upper or lower sidebands, or on

ness. Its range is reduced to medium dis
tances during daylight hours. Installed for M F

both

communications

The

AN/URC-32

is

designed chiefly

sidebands simultaneously, with

separate

mission on
(500 kHz).

audio and i-f channels for each sideband. In ad
:l.ition to single-sideband operation, provisions
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and

for

capability

international distress

of

trans

frequency
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TRANSMITTER GROUP

RADIO FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

RADIO FREQUENCY
O SCILLATOR

ELECTRICAL
FREQUENCY
CONTROL

AMPLIFIER
POWER SUPPLY

a

!\
' 1!1-�-o'

POWER SUPPLY

\tt•'

-

�4.- t--

'
76.19
Figure 12-10.-AN /URC-7
transmitter-receiver.

32.278 ( 31B )

single-sideband

Figure 12-9.-Radio Trans-

receiver,

a

single-sideband

transmitter ( exciter), and a 500-watt

mitter AN /WRT-2.

PEP linear

power amplifier.
The frequency of each re
ceiver and transmitter is phase locked to a sys
tem primary frequency standard.

Transmitter-Receiver AN /SRC-16
The AN /SRC-16

( fig.

Two transmitters, two receivers, one power
amplifier, and one frequency standard are lo
cated in each of the two cabinets in the com
munications central.

12-8 ) is a shipboard,

single-sideband communications system with a
frequency range of 2 to 30 MHz.

In addition to

the normal voice, CW, and AFTS communica
tions,

the

system

provides

Transmitter AN /WRT-2

high-frequency

reception and transmission for terminal equip
ment such as HCCS
tions system) and

Radio transmitter AN /WRT-2 ( see fig. 12-9)

is similar in size and appearance to the AN/

( high-capacity communica
NTDS ( Navy Tactical Data

WRT-1A.

The

system

operates

covers

the

30 MHz,

frequency
and

has

spectrum

an average

power output of 500 watts for CW, AFTS, and
compatible AM modes of operation. When op

use independently for either voice or multitone
signals.

It

between 2 and

System) . The system uses dual single-sideband
equipment and both sidebands are available for

erating as

on four inde

produces

pendent channels, each channel consisting of a
248

a

single-sideband transmitter,

1000

watts

(PEP).

An

it

additional
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76.61
Figure 12-11.-Radio set AN/WRC-1.
Top unit:
plifier;

AM-3007/URT r-f am

center

unit:

T-827/URT

transmitter (exciter); bottom units:
R-1051/URR receiver.

120.65
Figure 12-12.-Radio Transmitter

feature of the AN/WRT-2 is that it provides in
dependent sideband operation. This mode of
operation

permits

simultaneous

AN/URT-23(V)

(with 60

hertz

power supply).

transmission

of both sidebands, each one carrying separate
intelligence.
Actual transmitter

frequency range 2000 to 7000 kHz. The trans
mitter has an output power of 25 watts.
The

output values as gained

from feedback from the fleet indicate that the

transmitter,

power

supply are contained in a single cabinet.

output

levels

are

than those cited above.

substantially lower

Personnel must ensure

fig. 12-10.)

receiver,

and

modulator

power
(See

The AN/URC-7 is used principally

that the transmitter is properly maintained and

in service craft and auxiliary-type ships, such

that optimum tuning

as tugs, transports, tankers, and ships of the

exists

for

all

operating

modes.
As

amphibious force.
indicated

by

its

operating

frequencies

and power outputs, the AN/WRT-2 is used for

AN/WRC-1 Radio Set

medium- and long-range communications.
The AN/WRC-1 (fig. 12-11) is a single side
AN/URC -7 Transmitter-Receiver

band radio transmitter-receiver.

It is capable

of transmitting on any one of 56,000 channels,
The AN/URC -7

is an

amplitude-modulated

spaced in 0.5-kHz increments, in the frequency

radiotelephone transmitter-receiver for short

range of 2 to 29.9995 MHz. This set has a max

and medium-distance radiotelephone communi

imum power output of 100 watts.

cation.

tinuous) tuning enables reception on any fre
quency in the 2- to 30-MHz range.

pretuned

Both transmitter and receiver have six
crystal-controlled

channels

in

the
249
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35 FOOT
WHIP ANTENNA
ACCESSORY UNIT:
USED F O R SURFACE
SHIP AND SHORE
INSTALLATIONS

ANTENNA
COUPLER

SHOCK MOUNT
TELETYPEWRITER

120.66

Figure 12-13.-A complete communications system for Radio Transmitter AN /URT-23 ( V ) .
The AN/WRC-1

is capable of

When used as an AN/ URT-24,

transmitting

( RF

the top two units

and receiving SSB, CW, compatible a-m, FSK,

in figure 12-11

and ISB signals in either a simplex or duplex

mitter) are seated directly on the shock mount,

A N/WRC-1 and
The

how

they are

units.

The

interconnected.

AN /WRC-1 radio set consists of

separate

thus eliminating the receiver unit.

Figure 12-11 shows all units of the

operation.

units

box

used

together.

transmitter contain

to

Both

connect
the

the

receiver

their own power

The

and

supplies

for

short

is a long

range

normal configuration
ous wave,

( fig.

as a 1 KW

12-12) .

The

provides voice, continu

and radio teletypewriter transmis
the

2-30 MHz

frequency

range.

A

frequency standard ( either internal or external ) ,

When the receiver unit is removed from the
the

in

and medium

which operates

single-sideband transmitter

sions
transmitter-receiver

AN/URT-23 ( V)

range transmitter

Transmitter AN/URT-24

)

used

Transmitter A N/URT-23( V )

other

and can be operated as individual units.

AN/WRC-1(

is

These units are the R-1051/

URT, r-f amplifier AM-3007 /URT, and an in

three

transmitter

communications.

four

URR radio receiver, radio transmitter T-827 /

terconnection

amplifier and radio trans

with crystal-controlled
for frequency control.

re

maining units form the AN /URT-24 transmitter.
250
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120.67
Figure 12-14.-Radio Transceiver AN/URC-58(V).
the use of any one of three, 3-phase primary
power

sources:

115

volts

line-to-line

400

hertz or 208 or 440 volts line-to-line 60 hertz.
The major units of the AN/URT-23(V) may
be stack or rack mounted for installation aboard
ship or for shore installations to form a com
plete communications system as illustrated in
figure 12-13.
Transceiver AN/URC-58(V)
The AN/URC-58(V) radio set (fig. 12-14) is
a single sideband (SSB) transceiver for general
purpose voice and CW communications and may
be used for ship and shore fixed installations,
semiportable applications such as in vehicles,
and

amphibious

landing

craft,

and

for

use

aboard ship.
The radio set operates in the 2 to 15 MHz
frequency range and provides transmission and
120.68
Figure 12-15.-Radio Transceiver

reception on single sideband (selectable upper
and lower sideband), CW, AM (compatible) and
FSK signals. This equipment operates from a

AN/URC-35.

nominal primary power input of 115/230 volts,
50 to 60 hertz, single phase and either 12 or

�quipped to provide automatic (digital) tuning to

24 VDC power, providing a power output of 100

he correct frequency within a frequency band.
rwo optional power supply equipments permit

watts. Audio and keying facilities are provided
for both local and remote operation. The
251
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transceiver is a triple-conversion superhetero
dyne receiver and transmitter tunable over the
entire frequency range in 1 kHz increments.

Optional

power

ply or by 115 VAC.
may be employed:
25-foot whip,

Transceiver AN/ URC-35
Designed primarily for mobile

operations,

capabilities, but

is used

met

by

Three different antennas

a 15-foot probe or whip, a

or a 35-foot whip type antenna.

The AN/SRC-23( V)

chiefly

for voice communications over short and me
dium distances. These portable sets are found

are

Transmitter-Receiver AN/SRC-23( V)

the AN/ URC-35 ( fig. 12-15) has continuous wave
transmitting

requirements

either internal or external 28 VDC battery sup

channel

( fig.

12-16) is a single

HF transmitter-receiver communica

tions system which operates in the 2-30 MHz

aboard vehicular and small surface craft, and

range.

aboard regular Navy ships for emergency use.

matically tuned and capable of local or remote

The AN/ URC-35 is a
radio set for transmitting
AM, and CW
spectrum.
The

signals

receiver

matically tuned

general-purpose

HF

2 to

30

MHz

transmitter-receiver

control in either simplex

and receiving SSB,

in the

The

transmitter

auto

or duplex modes of

operation for AM, CW� USB, LSB, ISB, AFTS,
voice, or data.
power output;

and

is

The equipment has a

however, an alternate 5

are

auto

power output

to the same frequency

at all

linear power amplifier.

times by common electronic assemblies.
All
components in the electronic assemblies are

may

be

obtained

1

KW

RF

KW

using a 5

KW

Designed especially for shipboard installa
tions, this transmitter-receiver group may also

transistorized, except the RF amplifiers.

be used for shore-base installations and con
sists of

eight

basic

units located

within

a

cabinet.
FREQUENCY
SELECTOR
CONTROL

The front panel of the transmitter control
unit provides the controls for manually select
ing the modes of operation for the transmitter
and amplifier group.

TRANSMITTER
CONTROL
------���

Suited to smaller installations not requiring
total multichannel capabilities as those of the

REC ElVER--,..,-..;.,.,�.-
CONTROL

AN/SRC-16. The basic radio set provides com
plete duplex channel capability, several AN/

FREQUENCY
STANDARD --.,- ����
(OPTIONAL)

SRC-23's may be grouped to provide numerous
communication

channels

with

full

multiplex

capabilities.
RADIO---����
RECEIVER

RADIO
FREQUENCY ---..;.,.,--��
AMPLIFIER

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
CABINET

120.64

120.70

Figure 12-16.-Radio-Transmitter
Receiver AN/SRC-23( V) .

Figure 12-17.-Radio Trans
ceiver AN/VRC-46.
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VHF TRANSMITTERS
Transmissions in

frequency range 115 to 156 MHz.
Although
mountings for four crystals are provided, per
mitting rapid selection of any one of four fre

the VHF range normally

are restricted to line-of-sight distances.

quencies, the transmitter must be retuned each

Un

der certain atmospheric conditions, they have

time the frequency is changed.

been received at considerably longer distances-

output of 30 watts, this equipment provides two

500 miles or more.

modes of operation:

Shipboard installations of

VHF equipments

are retained for emergency communications,
and for communication with allied forces that
have not yet converted to UHF equipments. The
VHF equipment is also being used as a backup

Most UHF radio transmitters (and receivers)
used by the Navy operate in the 225- to 400-MHz
frequency range.
and the UHF band.
radio

The AN/VRC-46 transceiver (fig. 12-17) was
developed for Signal Corps use,
shipboard

and

but has been

older

for

short-range,

AN/SRC-10

through

two-way

replaces

the

-15

wideband

FM

�

RF CABLE lll
ANTENNA

transceivers.

fre
UHF

CONTROL AND
D

I �g J�����Ii5�RD

...

Transmitter AN/URT-7(
The AN/URT-7(

be

miles or more.

radio

It

to

certain atmospheric conditions UHF has been
received at considerably longer distances-500

in the 30 t<> 76 MHz (very high frequency) range.
communications.

considered

The effective range of UHF normally is lim

ceiver capable of 24 VDC or 115 VAC operation
used

are

ited to line of sight distances; however, under

The AN/VRC-46 is a narrow-band FM trans

is

range

For convenience, however,
operating within this

equipments.

amphibious naval

tactical Army and Marine Units ashore.

It

equipments

quency

gun fire support and joint communications with

telephone

Actually, this range of fre

quencies covers portions of both the VHF band

Transceiver AN/VRC-46

for

radiotelephone and MCW.

UHF TRANSMITTERS

to UHF equipment.

adopted

With a power

CONTROL
RADIO SET

)

) (fig. 12-18) is a crystal

DISTRIBUTION
PANEL

controlled VHF transmitter that operates in the

RADIO RECEIVER

RADIO TRANSMITIER

MODULAlllR
POWER SUPPLY

32.40

32.109.2

Figure 12-18.-Radio Trans
mitter AN/URT-7(

Figure 12-19.-Radio Transmitter

).

Receiver AN/GRC-27A.
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3 & 2
produces 1750 frequencies at 100kHz intervals
within its frequency range.

The

AN/GRC-27A

(fig. 12-19)

is

a

from 225 to 400 MHz.

This equipment is used

and MCW

frequency at a

time, any 20 of the 1750 available frequencies
can be preset for immediate selection from re

transmitter-receiver set covering frequencies
for radiotelephone

Although it is cap

able of operating on only one

UHF

mote positions.

communications

Channel selection requires a

8 seconds. This set has a power

from ship-to-ship, ship-to-shore, or with air

maximum of

craft.

output of approximately 20 watts.

The

AN/GRC-27A

is

installed

prin

When

cipally in carriers and antisubmarine warfare

modified

by

the

addition

of

certain

ships, whose primary missions involve the con

units the AN/URC-9(

trol of aircraft.
The transmitter has a power output of 100

fig. 12-20A.

watts.

nected to similar sets so that received signals

AN/SRC-20( ),

fig.

) is redesignated either
12-20

or

AN/SRC-21(

),

These modified sets can be con

are retransmitted automatically. This feature
is useful when a ship (or aircraft) is serving as

Radio Transceiver Sets AN/URC-9( ),
AN/SRC-20( ) , -21( )

a relay station between two stations that cannot
communicate with each other directly.

Radio

set

AN/URC-9(

),

used

The

separately

D

-z... The

�'74

equipment

:Ifp�

is

crystal-controlled

an

the

AN/SRC-20(

the 20-watt power output from the AN/URC-9(

tions in the frequency range 225 to 400 MHz.
.•�

difference between

)

and the AN/SRC-21( ) is that the AN/SRC-20( )
has a linear power amplifier unit that increases

(fig. 12-20) is a UHF transceiver that provides
facilities for AM radiotelephone communica

't

)

to a 100-watt output.

ft.eS£..,- �i�Q.CAtA&t.,€ (!q)

Radio Transceiver Set AN/SRC-17
Radio set

AN/SRC-17 is part

of the com

munications central AN/SRC-16. AN/SRC-17 is
RADIO SET
AN/URC-9

·�......

�:�
n
u ��.)
]_

. :·�

.....�

... . lP

:

'IF'�·�-·"

... i.
Jl
i•l!/
".

-·�I, ·
.•

•

.•. ...
-

'!_,";, .:, .::..

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
RACK
MT-2299/UR
RADIO SET
CONTROL
ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT RACK

50.160
Figure 12-20.-Radio set AN/SRC-20.

50,161
Figure 12-20A.-Radio set AN/SRC-21.
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used for the transmission and reception of FSK
data

and

frequency-modulated signals in

FUNCTIONS OF RECEIVERS

the
Radio receivers must perform the following

frequency range of 225 to 400 MHz.

six functions
Radio Transceiver Set AN/SRC-31
The AN/SRC-31 is the newest equipment at
the present time operating in the UHF band. It is
automatically

tuned

communications.
NTDS

( LINK

voice

4 and LINK 11) .

3500 channels,
channels

for

Primarily

or

used

or

Signal selection.

3.

Radiofrequency amplification.

4.

Detection.
Audiofrequency amplification.

6.

Sound reproduction.

selected.

Re

quires 14 seconds to tune a given preselected

KW

Signal interception.

5.

UHF

channel and has power output of 300 watts for
voice and 1

1.
2.

telegraph

Has single band,

remotely

for data operation.

These six functions are sufficient
reception, but for CW reception
circuit

radio receivers

are easy to

operate and maintain.

They are capable of re

ceiving

of signals and

can

a

of

tuned

types

accurately

quencies.

over

Because

wide

they

are

range

not

be

fre

required to

produce or handle large currents and voltages,
their size is relatively

by

dotted lines,

fig.

12-21) ,

called a beat-frequency oscillator, is required.

The

several

( shown

for a-m

an additional

Signal Interception

RECEIVERS

Modern Navy

12-21):

for

locally selected and 10 preset

locally

( fig.

receiving

antenna

intercepts

portion of the passing radio waves.

a

small

The signal

voltage extracted by receiving antennas is only
a few microvolts, sufficient for subsequent am
plification as long as the noise energy inter
cepted by the anteuna is substantially less than
this.

small when compared

to the size of most transmitters.

Signal Selection

Unlike the receiving units of the transceivers
dis

Some means must be provided to select the

cussed in this section are separate equipments

desired signal from all r-f carriers intercepted

that are capable of independent operation.

by the antenna. This selection is made by tuned

described

earlier,

the

radio

receivers

SIGNAL
REPROD UCTION

INTERCEP TION

6

A UDIO

RADIO

SELEcTION
(TUNED CIRCUITS)

FREQUENCY

FRE QUENCY

DETECTION

AMPLIFICATION

AMPLIFICATION
.

2

3

;I
:I

I
I
I
1
I
1
I

:

4

5

r---------,
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
BEAT-

L�

:

FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

:
:

I
I
I
I
I
I
L-----------l

76.23
Figure 12-21.-Essentials of radio reception.
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circuits that pass only their resonant frequency

& 2

tone is heard whenever the key is depressed at

(frequency to which the receiver is tuned) and

the transmitter,

reject other frequencies.

duces the interruptions of the r-f carrier in ac

Thus the receiver is

able to differentiate between the desired signal

and,

consequently,

it repro

cordance with the Morse code.

frequency and all other frequencies.
SENSITIVITY

Radiofrequency Amplification

The sensitivity of a receiver is a measure of

The weak signals intercepted by the antenna

how well

usually must be amplified considerably before
the intelligence contained in them
covered.

can be re

the signal to

the required level.

radio.

A

In an area of

tuned circuit in each r-f amplifier makes sure

ception.

signal

is

by separating

the modulation

r-f

The

circuit

that

minimum

from the r-f

is one of

receiver

(bfo)

is used in

the re

headset or loudspeaker.

the

weak

the

ability of

a

receiver to

all others.

A very selective receiver is said to

tune sharply.

output of
to

the

operate a

il

One or more stages

(j)
w
a::

strengthen the audio output of the detector to a
level sufficient to operate the headset or loud

RESONANT
FREQUENCY

RESONANT
FREQUENCY

RESONANT
FREQUENCY

�

t

-5KHzlt5KHz

'-5KHzi+5KHz

COMMERCIAL
BROADCAST

VOICE
COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION

A

B

c

�

1-5KH;j+5KHz

�

speaker.

z
0

!;i

Sound Reproduction
a-f

u
G:
::;
a.
::0
<{

signal is applied to the

I _II

headset or loudspeaker that translates the elec
trical a-f variations into corresponding sound
waves. For a-m, the sound output of the speaker
is a close replica of the original audio sounds

I

at the transmitter. For CW, the sound is a tone
the frequency of

To bring

audible level requires an

respond to one particular signal and to reject

of a-f amplification are therefore required to

The amplified

3 microvolts per meter.

Selectivity is

The resultant fre

in

too

a

under

SELECTIVITY

Audiofrequency Amplification

generally is

operate
sets

amplification of many millions of times.

quency is a low-level audiofrequency.

The signal frequency

to

many

a beat

that beats or heterodynes against the frequency

detector

It is hard to state the exact
strength needed

satisfactorily, but

of from 1 to

The bfo provides an r-f signal

injected into the detector.

field

such a signal to an

detector.
oscillator

per

ideal conditions can function on a signal strength

the reasons

In CW (radiotelegraphy) reception,

from 500 to 1000 microvolts

volts per meter.

separates the

why r-f amplification is required ahead of the

ceiver circuit,

has a field

receiver, free of local interference, may give

Most detectors do not operate well at very low

frequency

local interference

good reception on a signal strength of 10 micro

carrier is called the detector or demodulator.
and this

a

meter is required to drown the noise. The same

the

signal from the

audiofrequency signal variations

signal levels,

If the

strength of

amplitude-modulated,

original intelligence must be recovered from it
carrier.

interference,

strength of 100 microvolts per meter, a signal

Detection (Demodulation)
the

strong local

receiver needs a strong signal to give good re

that only the desired signal is amplified.

If

Com

can operate on far weaker signals than a home

One or more r-f amplifiers serve to

increase

it can amplify weak signals.

munication receivers are highly sensitive and

c. w.

76.24

which depends upon the fre

quency of the beat-frequency oscillator.

ill

Figure 12-22.-Tuning curves of three

This

types of radio receivers.
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Some types of receivers are more selective
than others.

military sets for the sake of frequency economy

A radiotelephone communication

and reduction of interference.

Radiotelephone

receiver tunes more sharply than a commercial

messages can be sent on frequencies that ex

broadcast receiver,

tend only 2 kHz on either side of the carrier
frequency.
The voice may sound unnatural,

and a CW communication

receiver is even more selective. You can com
pare the three tuning curves

in figure 12-22.

like a voice

modulation treated earlier in this chapter.
showed how

the intelligence transmitted

on

the

telephone,

but

it

can

be

understood.

You will remember the analysis of amplitude
It

The CW sets tune so sharply that, unless an

was

operator is careful, he can turn his dial through
the signal without even hearing it.

contained in the sideband frequencies.
Carrier waves from commercial broadcast
stations contain sideband frequencies that ex

BASIC SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER

tend 5 kHz on either side of the carrier fre
quency. If a station is transmitting on 1140
kHz, the complete carrier wave contains fre

The basic stages

quencies from 1135 to 1145. If a receiver tunes

for a-m superheterodyne

too sharply, some of the sideband frequencies

reception are shown in figure 12-23 in the order

are lost, with a corresponding sacrifice of fi

in which a signal passes through the receiver.

delity.

The

tuning curve

receiver

The illustration also shows the changes in wave

figure 12-22 is OPTI

shape of the signal as it passes through the re

commercial broadcast
shown in

MUM-"at its best." The top is broad and flat
and the sides are steep.
Actually, most a-m

ceiver.

broadcast

follows:

receivers

have

tuning

The operation of the superheterodyne

receiver for the reception of a-m signals is as

curves re

sembling the broken line, and many frequency
components of voice and music contained in the

1.

signal are not reproduced by the set.
for poor listening, it

RF
SIGNAL

3

I

is

is a variable-tuned r-f amplifier.

desirable for

AMPLIFIED
ANTENNA RF SIGNAL

FIXED
IF SIGNAL

AMPLIFIED
IF SIGNAL

* ~ *
I

'�

I

I

"

RF
AMPLIFIER

M IXER

�
�

They

are fed to the first stage of the receiver, which

Although sharp tuning in a home radio would
make

Modulated r-f signals from many trans

mitters are intercepted by the antenna.

M

A F SIGNAL

I

M

AMPLIFIED
AF SIGNAL

v

DETECTOR

IF
AMPLIFIER

(DEMOD
ULATOR)
SPEAKER

OSCILLATOR
SIGNAL

WIJJ

LOCAL
OSCILLATO

76.25
Figure 12-23.-Superheterodyne receiver, showing signal waveshape.
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tuning circuit of the r-f amplifier. This signal

7. The electrical audio variations are con
verted into the corresponding sound waves by

is amplified, and all other signals are rejected

the loudspeaker (or headphones).

2. The desired r-f signal is selected by the

to some degree.
3. The amplified r-f signal is coupled to the

REPRESENTATIVE REC ElVERS

mixer stage, where it is combined with the out
put of the local oscillator.

In this process of

Most radio receivers operating in the VLF,

heterodyning (mixing), two new frequencies are
produced.

LF, MF, and HF bands of the frequency spec

One is equal to the sum of the in

trum are of the continuous tuning type.

coming signal and the local oscillator; the other
equals

the

difference

between

the

They

are tunable to any frequency within their fre

incoming

quency range, and they usually cover this range

signal and the local oscillator frequencies.
M ost receivers are designed with selective

in several tuning bands.
Switching from one
band
to
another
changes
the
receiver's

circuits to reject the sum frequency; the dif

frequency-determining components, permitting

ference frequency is used as the intermediate

more accurate tuning than is possible if the en

frequency (i-f). It contains the same modula
tion as the original r-f signal.

tire frequency range were covered by a single
set of components.

4. The i-f signal is amplified in the fixed
tuned i-f amplifier stages and is coupled to the

Radio Receiver AN/WRR-2B

detector.
modulation contained in the i-f signal and filters

A shipboard radio receiver for use over the
MF/HF bands is the AN/WRR-2B (fig. 12-24).

out the i-f carrier, which no longer is needed.

The

5. The

detector stage removes the audio

same

receiver,

with rack

mounting

for

shore station use, is called AN/FRR-59.

6. The resulting audio signal is amplified
to the level required by the loudspeaker.

The

AN/WRR-2B

is

a

superheterodyne receiver.
quency range 2 to 32 MHz.

triple-conversion
It covers the fre
This modern re

ceiver is intended primarily for the reception
of single-sideband transmissions with full car
rier suppression. It can be used also to receive
conventional

amplitude-modulated

signals

of

various types, including CW, MCW, voice, fac
simile, and radioteletype.

50.40

76.26

Figure 12-24.-Radio Receiver
AN/WRR-2B.

Figure 12-25.-Radio Receiver
AN/WRR-3B.
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120.8

Figure 12-26.-Radio Receiver R-1051B/ URR.
In

order

ances,

a

to meet

frequency

strict

other

frequency toler

standard,

having

a

low

features

of

the

receiver

tribute to its high performance.

also

con

Any error in

frequency and very stable oscillator, generates

frequency resulting from drift in the local os

( and

cillator is removed before the last conversion

a

very

accurate

harmonics}

to

fundamental
provide

frequency

frequency

by a drift-canceling circuit.

reference

is in 0.5 kHz steps.

check points throughout the 2 to 32 MHz fre
quency range.

is scanned

of

steps.

Counter

curate

presetting

Both upper and lower sideband

channels can be

used

simultaneously

tuning

terpolation oscillator, each 0,5 kHz increment

This facilitates accurate tuning

and a high degree of stability over long periods
operation.

Receiver

Through the use of an in

for re

either

continuously

type
to

tuning
any

or

dials

desired

in

1

kHz

permit ac
frequency.

The frequency range of 2 to 32 MHz is cov

ceiving two different channels of intelligence or

ered in four bands:

to receive the same intelligence.

Figure 12-27.-R-1401A/G VLF receiver.
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band 1,

2.0 to 4.0 MHz;

93.89

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
band 2,

4.0

to

8.0 MHz;

band 3, 8.0 to 16.0

600 kHz in one band.

It may be used for the

M Hz; and band 4, 16.0 to 32.0 MHz.

reception of a-m, CW, MCW, SSB or FSK sig

Radio Receiver AN/WRR-3B

to indicate the frequency to which the receiver
is tuned. The frequency is normally displayed

nals.

Radio receiver AN/WRR-3B (fig. 12-25) is a
dual-conversion superheterodyne
surface craft

with an accuracy of 100 hertz per second.

receiver for

and submarine installations.

A

front-panel switch permits expanding the read

It

out by a factor of 10, so that the frequency may

receives CW, MCW, and radioteletype signals.
The receiver covers the frequency range
from 14 to 600 kilohertz in five bands.

A direct-reading digital readout is used

be read to an accuracy of 10 hertz per second.
A fine-tuning

They

control is

provided so

that the

receiver can be easily tuned to this accuracy.

are-

Four i-f bandwidths

are provided:

150 hertz

per second, 1 kHz, 3kHz, and 7kHz with two

Band 1, 14 to 30kHz

audio outputs.

Band 2, 30 to 63kHz

Selection of the desired band

width is by means of a front-panel switch.

Band 3, 63 to 133kHz

The

intermediate frequency is 2 MHz.

Band 4, 133 to 283kHz
Band 5, 283 to 600kHz
The

frequency to

tuned is

which

read directly from

the

receiver

R-390A/URR

is

drum type dials.

Operating in the frequency range 500kHz to

An internal calibration circuit provides cali
bration

points

at

each

10 kHz

32 MHz radio receiver R-390A/URR (fig. 12-28}

tuning point

is a continuous tunable, high performance gen

within the tuning range of the receiver.

eral purpose receiver
shore station use.

R-1051/URR

a-m radiotelephone, and frequency shift radio
teletype and facsimile signals.

The R-1051/URR (fig. 12-26) is one of the
capable of receiving any

receiver.

type of radio signal in the frequency range 2 to
ceiver.

When used in

conjunction
with
single-sideband converter
CV -591( )/URR, it also is an excellent SSB

newest radio receivers. It is a versatile super
heterodyne receiver
30 MHz.

for both shipboard and

It can receive CW, MCW,

It can be used as an independent re

The

Or, in conjunction with a transmitter,

with

it can be used to form a transmitter-receiver

receiver

is

a superheterodyne type,

multiple-frequency

conversion.

In

the

frequency range from 500kHz to 8 MHz, it uses

combination, such as radio set AN/WRC-1 de
scribed previously (see fig. 12-11).
Basically a crystal-controlled equipment, the
R-1051/URR employs a

digital tuning scheme

for automatic tuning to any one of 56,000 op
erating

channels.

above each
digits

to

A

display

control provides

which

the

R-1051/URR has

window

directly

a readout of the

controls

are

0.5 kHz tuning

set.

The

whereas the

R-1051B/URR tunes in 0.1 kHz increments or
2 to 30 MHz with continuous vernier tuning be
tween 1kHz increments.
as

standard

equipment for use aboard all ships.

This

receiver is

designated

Although

presently available in limited numbers only, it
is being procured
the fleet.

for distribution throughout

R-1401A/G

34.15

The R-1401A/G VLF receiver (fig. 12-27) is

Figure 12-28.-Radio receiver
R-390A/URR.

tunable over the frequency range of 1 kHz to
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triple conversion.

is a

Double conversion is used

superheterodyne

monitoring
The tuning knob

turns a complex arrange

the

output of

of

Interrupted

Continuous

Wave

(ICW) signals.
Figure 12-29 shows the radio
receiving set and accessory equipment.

ment of gears and shafts to indicate the fre
quency to which the receiver is tuned on a very
accurate counter-type dial.

receiver,

which is supplied at a headphone jack for audio

in the range from 8 to 32 MHz.

The dial is cali
Radio Receiver AN/SRR-19A

brated in kilohertz, and the frequency reading
accuracy of this tuning dial permits use of the

The AN/SRR-19A is a low frequency multi
channel shipboard radio receiver for the 30-

receiver as an accurate frequency meter.

300 kHz frequency range (fig. 12-30).
dual-conversion

Radio Receiver AN/BRR-3
Radio receiving set
radio

receiver

The receiver
Receiver operation is characterized by ex

is designed for general application aboard all
types of U.S. Navy vessels.
quency range
mally

used

receive

treme stability, permitting long periods of un

It covers the fre

from 14 to 30 kHz
to

either

is

reception.

connectors,

clamps, and mounting hardware.

This

receiver

intended for single sideband, multichannel ra
dio teletypewriter broadcasts,
AM and CW

AN/BRR-3 consists of

R-988/BRR-3,

superheterodyne

attended operation.

and is nor

on-off

facilitate

keying

accurate

Counter type tuning dials
tuning

to

a

desired

fre

(ICW or A1) or radioteletype (RFCS or AFTS)

quency, and frequency errors caused by drift in

types of transmission.

the

The receiver also has

local

oscillators

cancellation circuits.

the capabilities of receiving facsimile signals

are

removed

by

drift

The receiver can be in

(FAX or F4) when provided with additional ter

crementally tuned in steps of 10 hertz or con

minal equipment, and of being used as a homing

tinually tuned (between increments) with partial

device when equipped with a Loop Antenna.

drift-cancellation

It

during

continuous

tuning.

�

WHIP
ANTENNA

ANTENNA

GROUP

LOOP ANTENNA

120.72
Figure 12-29.-Radio Receiving Set AN/BRR and accessory equipment.
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120.73
Figure 12-30.-Radio Receiver AN/SRR-19A.

crystal-controlled equipments.

VHF AND UHF RECEIVERS

easily
In most instances, radio receivers covering
the

VHF

(and

UHF)

range

are

and

efficiently

operated as

further

They are tuned

quickly.

Once tuned, they operate

for

periods

long

attention.

The

transceivers will

of

time

without

trend is

that

modern

probably be replacing more

radio receivers of this frequency range in the
future.
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32.56

32.42

Figure 12-31.-Radio Re
ceiver AN/URR-21(

Figure 12-32.-Radio Re

).

ceiver AN/URR-27(
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Figure 12-33.-Radio Receiver AN/URR-35C.

include a front panel dial detent mechanism for
rapid selection of channels, and continuous

)

Radio Receiver AN/URR-21(

tuning of all RF circuits by means of a single

) receiver (fig. 12-31) is
used for receiving amplitude-modulated radio
The AN/URR-21(

telephone
band,

signals,

in

a

portion

from 115 to 156 MHz.

of

the

tuning control.

VHF

Radio Receiver AN/URR-27(

It is a crystal

controlled superheterodyne receiver.

Although

calibrated continuously,

Radio receiving set AN/URR-27 (fig. 12-32)
provides for reception of amplitude-modulated

only four channels can be tuned within the fre

voice and MCW transmission in the 105 to 190

the

receiver

dial

is

MHz frequency range.

quency range for a given set of four individually
selectable

The

crystals.

plugged into a crystal
chassis

inside

the

four

crystals

Special

that of

the VHF transmitters, which cover a band from

holder on the receiver

cabinet.

You will note that this

range of frequencies slightly exceeds

are

115 to 156 MHz.

features

120.7
Figure 12-34.-Radio Transceiver SCR-536( ).
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The

AN/URR-27(

)

is

a

superheterodyne

receiver,

designed chiefly

for operation as a

pretuned,

single-channel,

crystal-controlled

receiver.
is

also

used

The set is energized by extending the tele
scopic antenna.

Continuously variable manual tuning

available.

for

Applying pressure on the

press-to-talk switch (located on the side of the

A single tuning control is

tuning to

When thus energized, it func

tions as a receiver.

set) shifts the equipment from a receive condi
tion to a transmit condition. The set remains in

any frequency for either

the transmit condition as long as the switch is

crystal-controlled or manual tuning operation.

held depressed.
Radio Receiver AN/URR-35C

Weighing only
set

Radio receiver AN/URR-35C (fig. 12-33) is

comes

5-1/2 pounds,

equipped

with

equipped for radiotelephone and MCW reception

cation by

while on shore patrol.

ship.

in

tactical

communications

aboard

Although the frequency range of 225 to
receiver

is

features
any

operation,

This receiver
single

frequency

it

double

is easy

controls for tuning to
its

or

range,

manual

for

tuning.

pretuned,

The AN/PRC-10( ) portable radio set

either

AN/URR-35C

amphibious operations.

It is a

Total frequency coverage of
10( )

commonly

and technicians as a TED/RED group.

RADIO EQUIPMENT
Because portable and pack radio sets must

generator,

compact,

have

low

either transceivers

�jf'

Radio

and

self-contained,

by battery or hand

output

power,

54.9

the AN/PRCMHz

transmitter AN/CRT-3A,

own as the "Gibson

are powered

and

with

an

These
of

ap

Transmitter AN/CRT-3A

PORTABLE AND PACK

lightweight,

is between 38

portable sets have an effective range
proximately 5 miles.

bination is commonly referred to by operators

they usually

are man-pack

output power of approximately 1 watt.

employed w ith the TED transmitter. This com

be

These

FM equipment sets.

single-channel,

receiver is

(not

illustrated) provides voice communications for

superheterodyne receiver.
The

a

between small boats

�

to tune and

tuning

conversion,

as

as

Transceiver AN/PRC- 0(

may also be

within

crystal-controlled

it serves

and their parent ships.

used as a continuously variable manual tuned
receiver.

Also,

commonly called UHF

equipment. Designed mainly for single channel,
crystal-controlled

strap.

personnel moving about on foot,

means of communication

400 MHz includes the upper portion of the VHF
band, the

this portable

carrying

Often the set is used as a means of communi

for

use

a

gency transmitter

�1,"

popularly

is a rugged emer

car 1ed aboard

ships

aircraft for use in lifeboats and liferafts.
shown in figure 12-35.

and
It is

No receiving equipment

is included.

and are

or transmitter-receivers.

Navy ships carry a variety of these radio sets
for emergency and amphibious communications.
The numbers and types of this equipment vary
according to the individual ship.
Transceiver SCR-536(

)

Radio transceiver SCR-536(

), (fig. 12-34) is

a low-power, battery-operated transceiver used
for voice communication over very short dis
tances (1 to 3 miles). The equipment is crystal
controlled, and operates on a preset frequency
in the range of 3.5 to 6 megahertz.
erating

frequency

is

varied

The op

by changing the

crystal and certain other frequency-determining
components

within

the

set.

Usually,

76.32
Figure 12-35.-Emergency lifeboat Radio

these

changes are made by a technician.

Transmitter AN/CRT-3A.
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The

transmitter

operates

on

the

interna

in the top of the cabinet.

The generator, auto

matic keying, and automatic frequency changing

tional distress frequency (500 kHz) and the sur
vival
craft communication
frequency (8364

are

kHz).

While the handcrank is being turned,

The

complete

radio

that

is

transmitter, including

airtight and waterproof.

in Morse code.

The

handcrank.
the set

The code sequence consists of

transmitted alternately on 500 kHz and 8364
kHz.
The frequency automatically changes

legs, and has a strap for securing it in the op

every 50 seconds.

erating position.
operating controls are

the

six groups of SOS followed by a 20-second dash,

cabinet is shaped to fit between the operator's

The only

by turning

automatically transmits the distress signal SOS

the power supply, is contained in an aluminum
cabinet

all operated

for reception by

These signals are intended
two groups of stations, each

having distinct rescue functions.

a three

Direction

finding stations cooperating in long range res

position selector switch and a pushbutton tele
graph key. A hand crank screws into a socket

cue operations normally make use of 8364 kHz,
whereas aircraft or ships locally
search and rescue missions

engaged in

make use of the

500 kHz signals.
Besides the

automatic

feature, the

trans

mitter can be keyed manually, on 500 kHz only,
by means of the pushbutton telegraph key.
Additional items (now shown) packaged with
the transmitter include the antenna, a box kite
and

balloons

for

supporting

the

antenna,

hydrogen-generating chemicals for inflating the
balloons, and a signal lamp that can be powered
by the handcrank generator.

�r�-

- - ---- � ----=:!!01

1r��:;=
���

JAN

MITI!RY

BA-1264/U

CONTRACT NO.

DATE OF MFG.

1'18.1951
P. R. MALLORY I. CO INC.
N.

TARRYTOWN,

N.Y.

�

120.5

120.6

Figure 12- 36.-Radio Trans

Figure 12-37.-Radio Trans

ceiver AN/PRC-25.

ceiver AN/URC-4.
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may be operated on any of 1750 channels spaced

The equipment floats, and is painted brilliant
orange-yellow

to

provide

100 kHz apart in the 225- to 400-MHz range.

greatest visibility

against dark backgrounds.

Its only mode of operation is AM voice, which

Transceiver AN/PRC-25

watts.

it supplies

at an

average

output power of 3

Although designed principally for man

pack operation,

the set also may be used for

fixed station and vehicular operation when com

The AN/PRC -25 is a VHF man-pack minia
turized radio set (fig. 12-36) now being used.

plemented by certain accessories.

It weighs

only 22 pounds

use, the equipment is disassembled and stowed

replaces

three

sets

with

batteries,

(AN/PRC-8-9-10)

and

in a

that

compartmentized

aluminum

When not in
transit case

similar to an ordinary suitcase.

cover a frequency range of 20 to 55 megahertz.
The AN/PRC-25 is an FM transceiver that op
erates in
provides

the 30- to 7 6-megahertz range and
920 channels spaced

at 50 kilohertz

EQUIPMENT TUNING

intervals, with a power output of 2 watts. Stable
The communications equipment used in the

frequencies are generated for both the trans
mitter and receiver by a frequency synthesizer.
The unit is transistorized
the

exception of

one

power output stage.

Navy is designed to cover a wide range of fre
quencies and therefore

throughout, with

needs

to

be

adjusted

the transmitter

(tuned) to each operating frequency. Communi

A future version will be

cations transmitters and receivers differ from

tube

in

completely solid state. With 25 modular plug-in
subassemblies,

the

set

Transceiver AN/URC-4(

is

easy

to service.

)
TENNA

The AN/URC-4(

) (fig. 12-37) is a compact,

portable transceiver.

It is small enough to al

low the combined transmitter and receiver to
be grasped and held with one hand.
is connected

by

a

short cable

case, which is approximately

This unit

to its battery

the size of the

transceiver.
The complete set is intended to be carried
in a special vest type garment worn by airmen
while they are on flight missions.
be dropped by parachute
tress.

It also may

PACK
HARNESS

to personnel in dis

RADIO
RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER

The principal use of this set in the Navy

is for extremely short-distance distress com
munication between lifeboats (or liferafts) and
searching rescue aircraft or ships.
This

transceiver

is

a

crystal-controlled

equipment that provides voice and MCW trans
missions over two frequency ranges within the
VHF band.

Frequencies covered are between

120 and 130 MHz and between 240 and 260 MHz.
The operating frequency of the set is determined
by a single crystal, which must be changed each
time the frequency is changed.

The set is pre

tuned, and can be operated by anyone familiar
with its purpose.
BATTERY

Transceiver AN/PRC-41
120.5
Figure 12-38.-Radio Trans

Radio set AN/PRC-41 (fig. 12-38) is a water

ceiver AN/PRC-41.

tight, lightweight, portable UHF equipment that
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32.135
Figure 12-39.-Radio Set AN/URC-32, relationship of units and operating controls.

of each type will generally follow the same pat

..�ach other in design, performance, and general
overall

appearance.

tern.

The differences between

This

manual

cannot

cover

the

tuning

procedures for each piece of equipment in use

equipments are readily visible but, the adjustment
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in the Navy and, therefore will cover the tuning

procedures

of

a

"typical"

transmitter and receiver.

positions and check that meter reads be
tween 35 and 50 db in each position.

communications

3. Turn

TRANSMITTER TUNING
The operating

step4.

4. Depress PLATE switch on power ampli
fier to KEY and check that PLATE CUR

characteristics of the Radio

Set AN/URC-32 has been discussed earlier in
this chapter.

RENT meter

Since this unit is one of the com

mon transmitter types used in the fleet we will

performed

before

preliminary
turning

on

•

supply

Power amplifier

•

•

.

CW and FSK unit should light while switch

5. Depress PLATE switch to KEY and alter

steps must be
the

nately depress PLATE-NO. 1 TEST switch

and PL NO. 2 TEST switch on power am

equipment.

ATE

PLATE
.

•

switch

to

fier to ON.

FIL

switch to OFF.

Tuning

RECEIVER RF GAIN con

•

•

•

.

•

CW and FSK unit

FREQUENCY
TOR

•

.

•

OFF.

Audio and control

OFF.

.

•

.

2. Set BAND CHANGE switch on frequency

SELEC

generator to the desired frequency band.

The band indicator lamp

XMIT-REC-XMIT TEST
CONTROL

OSC

URC-3 2 frequency bands areBand 1

MIC GAIN control coun

Band 2

SIDE

Band 3
Band4

BAND S E L E C T O R
switch to OFF.

ator.

cedure is observed to apply power to the equip
ment.

If equipment

is to be used

lamp on

to ON

position.

low-voltage

The

power

only as a

7.7 to 15.7 mHz

15.7 to 30.0 mHz

Set desired operating frequency on

QUENCY CHANGE control.

When select

ing a frequency that is not on

the band

7.7-15.6 mHz, or 15.7- to 30.0-mHz fre

quency counters, set frequency counter to

the next lower frequency on the counter

indicator

supply

3.7 mHz

7.7 mHz

the lighted frequency counter, using FRE

1. Set OFF-ON switch on low-voltage power
supply

2.0 to

3. 7 to

The AN/

3. Release DIAL LOCK on frequency gener

Turning on Equipment.-The following pro

receiver, perform only steps 1 and 2.

will light over

the selected frequency counter.

switch to

terclockwise.

procedure

1. Set PLATE switch on power amplifier to

switch to OFF.

switch to REC.

tuning

frequency follows.

switch to LOCAL.

.

procedure.-The

for setting the AN/URC-32 to a new operating

trol counterclockwise.
TUNE-LOCAL-REMOTE
.

PLATE LAMP on power am

power supply should light.

trol counterclockwise.

comparator

of

plifier and HV ON lamp on high-voltage

EXCITER RF GAIN con

Frequency

90 ma

6. Operate PLATE switch on power ampli

OFF-TUNE-OPER

OFF.

Sideband generator

plifier, checking that PLATE CURRENT

meter reads between 60 and
plate current for each tube.

ON -OFF switch to OFF.
FIL

amplifier reads

is depressed.

(Refer to figure 12-39 for location of controls.)
Low-voltage power .

power

voltage power supply, and XMIT lamp on

Operating Procedure
following

on

150 ma of plate current.
PLATE lamp
on power amplifier HV ON lamp on high

cover the tuning procedures for this equipment.

The

FIL OFF-TUNE-OPERATE switch

on power amplifier to OPERATE posi
tion. Wait 30 seconds before performing

will

and set BAND CHANGE switch to ADD 1,

light when air pressure is present in the

ADD 2, or ADD 3.

cooling system.

With BAND CHANGE

switch in ADD 1 position, 1 kHz is added,

2. Set meter selector switch on sideband
generator to the -90, +130, and +250

to the

frequency indicated

counter.
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ADD 2 position,

2 kHz
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are added, and in the ADD 3 position, 3

TUNE.

kHz are added.

sideband

ating

When the desired oper

frequency

is

on

the

of

23.699

mHz,

set

meter

selector

generator

to

RF

switch
OUT.

on
Set

TUNE-LOCAL-REMOTE switch on side

frequency

band generator to TUNE.

counter, set BAND CHANGE switch to
ADD 0. Example: to select an operating
frequency

Set

NOTE:

BAND

In the following steps, key to trans

CHANGE switch to BAND 4, set 15.7- to

mit by depressing PLATE switch on power am

30.0-mHz

plifier to KEY.

frequency

counter

mHz using FREQUENCY

to 23.696

CHANGE con
7. With EXCITER

trol, and reset BAND CHANGE switch to
BAND 4 ADD 3.
quency on

any

white index

band,

RF

GAIN control in the

maximum counterclockwise position, key

When setting up a fre
make certain the

to transmit and turn EXCITER RF GAIN

line on the last dial of the

control clockwise until meter on sideband
generator reads approximately 40 db.

15.7- to 30.0-mHz frequency counter is

8. Key to transmit and adjust DRIVER TUNE

centered in the window.
4. Reset DIAL LOCK and momentarily de

control on power amplifier within desired

switch on

band limits to peak the PLATE C URRENT

This ac

meter reading, and adjust EXCITER RF

tion prevents the stabilized master oscil

GAIN control as necessary to maintain a
PLATE CURRENT meter reading of ap

press

the

TUNE-OPERATE

frequency generator to TUNE.
lator from

locking on

spurious signals.

The AFC meter shows the amount of cor

proximately 200 rna.

rection being supplied to the master os

DRIVER TUNE control must fall within

The red index

on

circuits.

the proper band limits marked on panel.

Hence it should not be expected to read

If a power output reading is observed on

0 unless master oscillator is exactly on

power output meter of antenna tuner, de

cillator

from the

stabilization

tune P .A. TUNE control until

frequency and no correction is required.
5, Adjust RECEIVER
that

automatic

RF

gain

not increase gain
characters in CW

output

GAIN control so

is

indicated.

This

no power

action

tively disables the r-f feedback

control (AGC) does

effec
so that

optimum adjustment of driver plate cir
cuit can be obtained. Reducing EXCITER

excessively between
and FSK or between

words in single-sideband voice reception,

RF GAIN control for a decrease in PLATE

The

control nor

CURRENT meter reading, as necessary,

that sideband generator

results in a sharper indication of driver

RECEIVER

RF

mally is set so

GAIN

tuning.

meter (AGC) "kicks up" about 15 db with
switch in TGC-AGC position. If
speaker, handset, or remote audio output

NOTE: After completing step 8, make no
further adjustments on DRIVER TUNE control

level is inadequate, set SPEAKER GAIN

for the remainder of tuning procedure.

meter

control (under dust

control unit) for desired output level.

On

FSK operation,

for

adjust

BFO

control

proper operation of FSK converter.
action completes

9. Set P.A. TUNE control on power ampli

cover of audio and

tuning of

fier within desired frequency band limits.
Key to

transmit and adjust

control for a

This

dip in

P.A. TUNE

PLATE CURRENT

meter reading.
10. Set EXCITER RF GAIN control maximum

the receiver

portion of the AN/URC-32.

counterclockwise.

Set FIL OFF-TUNE

following

OPERATE switch on power amplifier to

steps, the AN/URC-32 must be connected to an

OPERATE.
11. Key to transmit, turn EXCITER RF GAIN

NOTE:

B efore

antenna system

performing

containing

control and a dummy
SRA-22.

load,

an

the

antenna tuner

such as

the AN/

control clockwise until 500 watts of for
ward power is indicated and redip PLATE

This type of antenna tuner contains a

directional wattmeter and a switch for select

CURRENT

ing the antenna or the dummy load.

TUNE control.
reading

6. Set ANT-LOAD switch
control to LOAD.

should

amperes.

on antenna tuner

meter

reading,

using

P.A.

PLATE CURRENT meter
not

(Caution:

exceed

500

milli

Do not operate ant

load switch while AN/URC-32 is keyed to

Set FIL OFF-TUNE

transmit.)

OPERATE switch on power amplifier to
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12. Set ANT-LOAD switch on antenna tuner
control to ANT and adjust antenna tuner
controls for

Sideband generator
meter TGC
.

minimum reflected power.

16. Set

For this procedure see operating proce
dures in antenna tuner control technical

of

500 watts.

.

to

operation,

plifier to ON.

Reflected

.

•

•

.

•

.

•

•

.

0 db.

switch

LOCAL.

readjust

on

On AM

EXCITER

This step completes

the

tuning procedures.

power meter reading should be under 10
watts.

.

RF GAIN control for 125 watts forward
power. Set PLATE switch on power am

GAIN control for a forward power output
reading

.

generator

transmit

13. Key to transmit and adjust EXCITER RF
meter

.

TUNE-LOCAL-REMOTE

sideband

manual.

.

PLATE CURRENT meter reading

RECEIVER TUNING

should be between 450 and 550 rna.
14. Key to transmit and adjust EXCITER RF

The operating characteristics of the R-390A/

GAIN control for a forward power output

URR Radio Receiver has been discussed earlier

of 125 watts.

in

this chapter.

•

•

•

.

.

being

output

.

.

•

.

Reflected power

receiver controls can result in poor reception.
•

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

It is important, therefore, to know the function

125 watts.

of every control.

less than 3 watts.

meter RF OUT

•

.

.

.

•

.

®�
--;TR:

®M

ANT

LINE LEVEL

o-'1

•

'!<.
if!o

" ®" @
'

.
.

BFO

�
,\i.Y,.

4

T

·@.. ·
'

'"�" ..

[

w.

RADIO RECEIVER

0

'

0

[o@rn

JNSOA/URR

]

!OJ llllll111j

BREAK IN

l

0

01

·�

CARRIER LEVEL

ro
(8)

oI

.

.,

0

0

BANDWIDTH
KC

SL

'

4

AUDIO RESPONSE

0

or tuned

Ll Ml TER

AGC

+

.

'

'

up

automatically, an operator still must do a lot to

10 to 20 db.

.

LINE GAIN

LINE METER

0�0

A lthough much of the N avy's

communication equipment is set

Sideband generator

0

IO

0

FUNCTION
STANO

I

0

�...

CAL

on

0

BFO

�

C)

C AUTION
READ INSTRUCTIONS PACKED

WITH EQUIPMENT BEFORE USING
PHONES

C)

a

covered here

Haphazard operation or improper setting of

approximately 300 rna.

.

Forward power

0

will be

Operating Procedure

CURRENT
meter

• �

R-390A/URR

for receiver tuning.

PLATE

C)

The

representative receiver

15. Key to transmit and check the following
meter readings:

0

KILOCYCLE

@

DIAL
LOCAL GAIN

��,
.
·�
0

••

LOCK

CHANGE

0

MEGACYCLE

CHANGE

0

@

ZERO ADJ
RF GAIN

�.
.�

'

0

'

.

0

34.15(76)
Figure 12-40.-Front panel of R-390A/URR.
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obtain

proper operation from

(Most

mechanical

the equipment.

or electrical

equipment

only as good as the person operating it.)

2. Turn the
disengage

is

Function

•

switch:

The

function

position (self-explanatory )
power to the receiver.
When

the

position,

function

filament

simply

3.

switch

switch is

in

from

the

fre

With the function switch in the CAL posi

signal.
4. Turn the ZERO ADJ knob counterclock
wise to reengage the tuning control to the fre

Its OFF
turns

knob clockwise to

controls

tion, turn the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control to
give the maximum response to the calibration

It has a number of

positions, each of which is discussed.

ZERO ADJ
tuning

quency indicator.

Refer

to figure 1 2-40 when studying the following de
scriptions of switches and controls.

serves several purposes.

the

quency indicator.
•
Tuning controls:

off

Two front panel knobs

provide the tuning control of the R-390A.

STANDBY

They

are the MEGACYCLE CHANGE knob and the
KILOCYCLE CHANGE knob. The MEGACYCLE

supply voltages are ener

gi zed, but plate supply voltages are not applied
to the tubes. This condition readies the re
ceiver for instant use without a long warmup

CHANGE knob selects any 1-mHz bandwidth of
the tuning range. Turning this knob changes the
reading of the first two digits of the frequency

time.

indicator.

The abbreviation AGC stands for automatic
gain control.

Placing the function switch in the

AGC position

activates

the

circuitry,

which

The

KILOCYCLE

CHANGE

knob

tunes the receiver to

any desired frequency

within

band

the

megahert z

selected

by

the

automatically adjusts the RF and I-F amplifier

MEGACYCLE CHANGE control. The last three

gain to compensate for variations in the level of

digits of the frequency indicator dial provide the

the

incoming

signal.

In

connection with

kilohert z reading.

the

top of

the panel

has

three

positions

The tuning controls actually

adjust the tuning circuits in the RF stages and

AGC function, notice that the AGC switch at the

in the local oscillator

marked

in order to select the

S LOW, MEDIUM, and FAST. This AGC switch

desired station frequency and to provide simul

adjusts the rate at which the AGC circuitry re

taneously the desired I-F signal to the I-F por

sponds to

tion of the receiver.

a change

in the

signal level.

The

The DIAL LOCK knob is

correct position of the AGC switch depends on

associated with the tuning controls.

the type of signal received.
The abbreviation MGC stands

locks the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control so
that the frequency setting will not be changed

gain control.

for

manual

ace identally.

When the function switch is in the

MGC position,

This knob

the AGC circuitry is not acti

•

Bandwidth control:

Some transmissions

use narrower bandwidths in the RF spectrum
than others. Receivers are therefore provided
with a control that allows the operator to adjust

vated, and the gain is controlled manually by
means of the r-f gain control.
When the function switch is in the calibrate
(CAL) position, a stable crystal oscillator in

the pass band of the receiver so that only the

troduces a signal at the input circuitry of the

desired bandwidth is received.

receiver.

calibrate his receiver; that is, to ascertain that

receiver, this control is achieved by the BAND
WIDTH KC switch. It adjusts the tuned circuits

the reading of the tuning dial corresponds to the

of the I-F portion of the receiver, thereby con

This signal

frequency received.

allows the operator to

On the R-390A

The calibration circuitry

trolling

receiver selectivity.

of the R-390A permits the operator to calibrate

ment of

this control helps

the receiver at each 1 00-kHz point throughout
the tuning range of the receiver. In connection

and interfering signals. If the bandwidth is set

with

course, be lost.

calibration,

notice

the

ZERO

disengages

the

frequency

adjust

too narrow, part of the incoming signal will, of

ADJ knob

near the frequency dial. When turned clockwise,
this knob

Proper

to eliminate noise

•

indicator

Beat frequency oscillator:

Some

radio

transmissions, such as Morse telegraphy and

from the KILOCYCLE CHANGE tuning control.

FSK teletype contain no audio frequency infor

The calibration procedure consists essentially

mation when they are received.

of the following steps:

equipped

with

a

Beat

The R-390A is

Frequency

Oscillator

(BFO) to produce an audible output if required.
1. Tune the receiver

to a point where the

The BFO is activated by the BFO On-Off switch

frequency indicator dial shows an exact multi
ple of 1 00 kHz.

and the pitch of the audio output can be adjusted
by the BFO Pitch Knob.
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Gain control: The R-390A has three front

•

panel gain controls.

•

The RF GAIN control per

Break-in:

The

ON-OFF

switch

labeled

BREAK IN is used when a receiver and trans

mits manual adjustment of the gain of the RF

mitter are operated together as a radio set.

and i-f sections of the receiver.

The LOCAL

the ON position, circuits are activated for re

GAIN and LINE GAIN knobs control the gain of

moving the antenna from the receiver and for

the a-f circuits.

The

LOCAL

GAIN controls

In

grounding the antenna and receiver audio cir

adjust the level of the output to the phone jack.

cuits whenever

the transmitter

is energized.

The LINE GAIN controls the level of the audio
output

used

to

operate

terminal

equipment.

•

Antenna trimmer: The front panel control

•

Indicators: Three indicators are mounted

on the

labeled ANT TRIM adjusts the input circuit in

front

panel

of

the R-390A.

such a manner that optimum coupling from the

which the receiver is tuned.

antenna to the receiver can be achieved at each

digital-counter type,

frequency.
•

This dial is of the

which permits frequency

to be read directly with little chance of mis

Audio response:

The AUDIO RESPONSE

reading.

control, which adjusts the bandwidth of the
audio circuits, has two settings:
SHARP and
WIDE.

The fre

quency indicator dial indicates the frequency to

The CARRIER LEVEL indicator-a meter

The setting of this control depends on

measures the level of the RF signal appearing

the type of signal received.

at the input of the receiver.

Limiter: When the control labeled LIM
ITER is activated, the operator can control the

find this meter valuable in tuning to the exact
frequency that gives the strongest signal. It is

•

The operator will

amplitude of the audio output circuits to pre

also used to indicate proper adjustment of the

determined limits.

antenna trimmer,

The setting of the limiter

The indicator labeled LINE

control depends on the type of signals received.

LEVEL monitors the level of the line audio out

A low setting of the control, for example, would
be desirable to prevent loud crashes of static in

meter is placed across the output circuit by the

used

to

drive the

terminal

equipment.

This

the output when monitoring voice signals. If the

LINE

received signal is fsk-modulated, it may be de

values of

sirable to remove all amplitude variations by

for full-scale deflection) are determined by the

using a high setting on the LIMITER control.
For many types of reception, however, the

setting of the LINE METER switch. This meter
is valuable in maintaining the proper output
level when making tape recordings.

LIMITER should not be activated.
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METER

switch.

The

meter sensitivity

three
(voltage

available
required

CHAPTER 13

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
This chapter presents the principles of com
munications

systems

graphic form.
tains

an

in

ditions these signals into a form suitable for

A communication system con

transmission through the selected transmission

source,

narrative

the source transducer and transforms or con

and

information

both

an

medium.

information

Examples of

channel

user, and a communications link for exchanging

relay repeaters,

information or intelligence between the source

mod\.lTators,

voice

Figure 13-1 shows a block diagram

modulators,

synchronous

and user.

of a basic communications system.

division

The blocks

encoders

are

amplitude or frequency-shift
multiplex and

multiplex,

and

microwave

telegraph

time

error-detection

and

correction logic equipments.

may be defined in terms of the functions to be
performed and the equipment or devices used to
carry out these functional requirements.

TRANSMISSION MEDIUM
FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
There are four mediums by which electrical
signals generated by the source transducers

As shown in figure 13-1, any communications
system is a combination of equipments con

may

nected together to provide a signal path from
the source to the user.

The

have

chapters eleven

already

studied

in

be transferred to

the user

transducers;

they are:

equipments you

( a)
( b)
( c)
( d)

and

twelve of this manual are the construction com
ponents of the typical communications system.

Wire
Atmosphere
Space
Water

INFORMATION SOURCE
CHANNEL DECODER

The information source represents the per
son or device generating the original informa
tion to be transmitted

The channel decoder may be defined as a de

by the communications

human voice, a message from a teletypewriter

vice that accepts the signal delivered by the
transmission medium and transforms or condi

keyboard,

tions this signal into

system to the information user.
a

computer's

It may be a

memory bank,

or a

a form suitable to

the

photograph from a satellite.

user transducer. Examples of channel decoders

SOURCE TRANSDUCER

networks;

amplitude;

detectors;

or a receiving multiplex terminal.

are

The source transducer is any device capable
of being actuated by waves or a source of en
The waves or energy entering the

readers, magnetic

voice

channel

phase-

or

separation
frequency

The user transducer may be defined as a de
vice that transforms the signal delivered by the

transducer may produce an output which is of
the same or different type. Examples of source
transducers are microphones, video cameras,
perforated tape

relays,

USER TRANSDUCER

ergy and of supplying waves or energy related
to the input.

polar

channel decoder.

This device is able to deliver

electrical, optical, acoustical, mechanical, and

head tape

perhaps other forms of energy,

readers, and photoelectric cell scanners.

the information user.

called for by

A user transducer nor

mally supplies a replica of the original signal,

CHANNEL ENCODER

but the final intelligence delivered to the infor

The channel encoder may be defined as a de

mation user may be intentionally converted to a

vice which accepts the electrical signals from

different form.
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INFORMATION

SOURCE

CHANNEL

SO URCE

TRANSDUCER

ENCODER

TRANS MIS S ION
MEDIUM

I

USER

INFORMATION

I

USER

I

TRANSDUCER

l
I

CHANNEL

I

I

DECODER

76.72
Figure 13 -1.-Basic Communications System.

When circuit outages occur, the prime con

SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS

cern is to restore the circuit as soon as possi
The

sole purpose

of

any

communications

ble.

system is the efficient transmission and recep
tion of information from one place to another.

Circuit outages are caused by failure of

the radio path or failure of the system. When
the system fails, the faulty equipment must be

The intelligence signal is the means by which

located

this is done.

ment may

When a basic understanding of the

effect each compone nt in the system has on this

and

replaced.
be

limited

Replacement of equip
by patching

facilities.

For example, if patching facilities prohibit re

signal is acquired, the need for systems quality

placement use of auxiliary equipment, it may be

monitoring and control procedures become evi
dent. The following section, therefore, is com

equipment and replace it with a good unit.

posed of block diagrams and narrative descrip

necessary,

tions

aware of his

of

systems.
nically

typical

shipboard

They are not

complete

equipment

in

nomenclature,

communications

intended to

details
but

necessary

such

as

are

be tech

to

remove

therefore,
unit's

physically
that

the

patching

the

faulty
It is

Radioman

be

capabilities and

limitations.

specific
NON-SECURE SYSTEMS

intended to

acquaint the shipboard communicator with the
Radio communications is the

"Systems" concept in analyzing shipboard com

communications method.

munications problems.

least secure

Any person possess

It is recommended that communications per

ing the necessary equipment may receive mes

sonnel insert their own ships communications

sages transmitted by radio. A lthough this situ

equipment nomenclature into the systems block

ation exists

diagrams. By doing this, Quality Control train

communications between units of the Navy using

ing can be facilitated because Radiomen will be

unclassified systems.

able

to relate

individual

equipments

into the

there

is

still

a

great

need

for

AM /FM Voice System

communications system concept.
E very ship is provided with communications
Com

In this system either amplitude or frequency

munications systems can vary from the simple

modulation can be employed, but all units in a

systems based

on the

ship's mission.

to the complex.

For instance, a radiotelegraph

net must use the same mode of emission.

receive

consists

not possible to communicate on an AM circuit

system

of

an

antenna,

re

It is

A multi

with FM equipment and regardless of whether

channel broadcast-receive system may consist
equipment,

the emission is AM or FM the same principles
will apply. A typical non-secure voice system

several pieces of crypto equipment, an assort

consists of one or more radiotelephone remote

ceiver, and headphones or speaker.
of

antennas,

ment

of

receivers,

page

printers,

terminal

reperforators,

units and /or

and

loudspeakers

patched

to

trans

mitter and receiver equipments (or transceiver)

patching facilities.
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via

the transmitter transfer switchboard and

signal is changed from electrical energy to
mechanical energy by headphones, handsets, or

audio transfer switchboard. See figure 13-2.
The system signal flow is as follows: 'The

speakers.

For HF operation, antenna selection

mechanical energy, generated by the operator's

is important when the system is used for long

voice,

range communication circuits.

is changed

handset.

to electrical energy in the

The push-to-talk button on the hand
HF Single Sideband Voice System

set closes the DC keying circuit to the trans
mitter placing the transmitter on the air. The
audio signal

and DC keying voltage

from

A typical SSB voice system consists of the

the

transmitting

handset are patched via the transmitter transfer
switchboard to the transmitter or transceiver.
The audio signal amplitude or frequency modu

ter and receiver.

lates the RF signal generated by the transmit
ter.

speaker

On the receiver side, the RF

coupler

or

multicoupler

to

an audio signal output.

output from

the

receiver

the receiver

This
is

via
the

audio

transfer

transmitter

the

transfer

The system signal flow is as follows:
SSB signal is received from

audio signal

The

the transmitting

station with a fully suppressed carrier with only

patched via the

the upper or lower sideband appearing on the

audio transfer switchboard to the remote radio
telephone unit and/ or loudspeaker.

and

switchboard. See figure 13-3.

where demodulation is accomplished, resulting
in

patched

The transmitting and receiv

amplifiers

switchboard

signal is picked up by the antenna and fed via
the

antennas

ing equipment is patched to remote units and/or

The modulated RF signal is then radiated

by the antenna.

and receiving

through their associated couplers or multi
couplers to a transceiver or separate transmit

air.

The audio

This RF signal is picked up by the antenna

and passed through a multicoupler
ceiver where it is demodulated.

to the re

The resulting

audio signal is then patched to one or more re
mote radiotelephone units, via the audio trans
fer switchboard.

On the transmit side, the op

erator's voice generates an audio signal in the
TUNER

handset which is patched to the transmitter via

MULTICOUPLER

the transmitter transfer switchboard.

In order

to place the transmitter on the air the operator
depresses the push-to-talk button on the hand
set. This button closes the DC keying circuit
in the transmitter placing the transmitter on the

ANTENNA
TRANSMITTER

PATCH
PANEL

air.

The DC keying signal and audio signal are

patched via

the transmitter transfer switch

board to the transmitter where the audio signal
amplitude modulates the RF carrier generated
by the transmitter.

TRANSMITTER
P ATCH
PANEL

One of the sidebands and

the RF carrier is filtered out with only the re

RECEIVER

maining sideband being transmitted.

The

RF

SSB signals are patched to the antenna through
tuners where the signal is radiated.
REMOTE
UNIT

CW System

REMOTE
UNIT

CW circuits are usually limited to providing
back-up capabilities for other modes of trans
mission, i.e., SSB, RATT, etc.

A typical CW

system consists of a LOP (Local Operating Po
sition) which houses a telegraph keying unit and
TRANSMIT SIDE

audio phone jacks. The LOP is patched to the

RECEIVE SIDE

transmitter and receiver (audio) patch panels.
The transmitter and receiver are usually con

76.73

nected to their respective antennas via couplers

Figure 13-2.-AM/FM Voice System,

and multi-couplers.

Block Diagram.
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TRANSMIT TE R

RECEIVER
ANTENNA

AN TENNA

PATCH PANE L

P A TCH PANEL

TRANSMIT T E R
SWITCHBOARD

CONTROL
UNIT

HANDSET

SP EAKER

76.74
Figure 13-3.-Voice-HF SSB Circuit, Block Diagram.
The system signal flow is as follows:

The system signal flow is as follows:

The

The

operator interrupts the transmitter carrier by

facsimile signal is transmitted as a frequency

turning the transmitter carrier on and off with

shifted signal.

the telegraph key.

shifted 400Hz above and below the nominal car

The key contacts close and

The RF carrier frequency

is

The

activate a DC keying loop which is connected to

rier frequency for a total shift of 800 Hz.

a keying relay in the transmitter via the trans

signal received at the antenna is coupled to the

mitter transfer switchboard.

receiver,

As the carrier is

which may

be

normal-through

patched to a facsimile converter.

turned on and off, corresponding to the inter

or

The receiver

national Morse code, the carrier is generated

is tuned to the proper frequency and demodu

by the transmitter and radiated by the trans

lates the RF carrier shifted signal. The result
is an audio signal with a "black" signal fre

mitting antenna.

On the receive side, the RF

signal picked up at the antenna is patched via

quency of

couplers to the receiver. The RF signal is de
modulated by the receiver and, through a heter

quency of 2300 Hz. This audio signal is patched

odyning process within the receiver, a resulting

board.

audio

quency signal

signal

output

is

(Morse

produced.

code )

transfer switchboard

This

is patched

( panel)

audio

1500 Hz

and a "white"

signal fre

to a converter via the receiver transfer switch

signal

voltage.

via the audio

The converter changes the audio fre
This

to

an

amplitude

voltage

is

modulated DC

normally

"hard

wired" ( no patching required ) to the facsimile

to the LOP.

recorder where the amplitude variations cause

Facsimile Receive System

the recorder to "print" a picture which dupli
cates the transmitted picture.

This
weather

system
maps

is

generally

transmitted

used to receive

by

certain

shore

The system consists of the
based facilities.
receiving antenna system, an HF receiver, a

SECURE SYSTEMS

facsimile converter and finally,
recorder. See figure 13-4.

To greatly improve the security of radio
communications, crypto devices are employed

the facsimile
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QUALITY C ONTROL M ONITORING
Quality monitoring (or technical monitoring,
system testing, etc.) has as its goal the deter
mination
MULTI COUPLER

MULTICOUPLER

of

communication

circuit

quality.

There is another distinct type of testing which
looks at each component of the communication
system

as

a

black

box.

This is called per

formance

testing; the familiar P OMSEE

gram,

its

or

successor,

the PMS

pro

program.

Neither one is a substitute for the other. With
quality monitoring you are looking at an opera
tional circuit

and

grading

characteristics that

it

relate

by

to

some of the

quality.

In its

most simple form, ships have used the signal
strength/readability quotient of QSA/QRKwhich
depends on a seat-of-the-pants judgment.

Dur

ing BASE LINE II (an in-depth study of com
munications) aboard the USS Eldorado (AGC-11)
the Navy installed a half-million dollars worth
of

test

equipment to

do

quality

monitoring.

Somewhere in between these two approaches is
something that every ship can do-today.
With performance testing
determine whether

a

piece

we are trying to
of

equipment

or

group of equipments is operating within speci
fied performance standards. In order to do a
thorough job of performance testing you should
have the following types of test equipment:
Teletype distortion analyzers
Audio and RF spectrum analyzers
Audio and RF noise generators

FACSIMILE
CONVERTER

Frequency and phase difference meters
Synthesized frequency generators
RF and field strength meters

76.75

Various calibrated attenuators
Fixed filters

Figure 13-4.-Facsimile Circuit,
Block Diagram.

Isolation devices
All of the equipments mentioned above are
not generally found aboard ships.

which

automatically encrypt or decrypt mes

many pieces of

There

equipment that are

are

on board

sages as they are transmitted through the com

ship and many others that are now being de

munications

livered.

crypto

system.

device

employed will

and

Depending

ancillary

determine the

upon

which

equipments
type of

are

Table 13-1 lists test equipment that

is, or soon will be, available aboard most ships

system.

and

could be

used

for

performance

testing.

Communications systems employed throughout

Figures 13-5 and 13-6 are two diagrams which

the Navy

show how a ship may use existing equipment to

have been identified

by using letter

designations A through Z and some double let

substitute

ters.

and, therefore, will not be covered in this man

meters that must be accurate to within ±1 cycle.
As soon as the type of testing equipment

ual.

mentioned in Table 13-1 is introduced into the

Discussion of these systems is classified
Every

Radioman,

however,

is

encour

for

the

frequency

generators

and

aged to learn the systems utilized aboard his

fleet, then the procedures under the PMS main

command.

tenance program can
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Table 13-1.-Test Equipment for Performance Testing
TEST EQUIPMENT

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

WHAT IT DOES

DT-603-3
DISTORTION ANALYZER

MUX EQUIP RED, BLACK,
TTY LOOPS

DISTORTION

TS-1060A

MUX EQUIP, RED, BLACK

MEASURES

DISTORTION ANALYZER

MEASURES

DISTORTION

AN/URQ
FREQUENCY STANDARD

UQC-1, URC-32, URR-7
R-1051, ETC.

MEASURES
FREQUENCY

CAQI-522B, AN/USM-207

UQC-1, URC-32, WRT-2
R-1051

COUNTS FREQS

ELECTRONIC COUNTER
CAQI-5245L, CAWI-5253B
FREQUENCY CONVERTER

UCC-1, URC-32, URR-2
R-1051

EXTENDS FREQ RANGE
OF 522B TO 5000 MHZ

AN/USM-117, !JSM-105A

ALL

MEASURES WAVE FROM

0-SCOP

TS-1379/U, AN/URM-35

AC/DC VOLTAGE
(COMPLEX)
URC-32, WRT-2, R-1051

SSB SPECTRUM ANALYZER

DISPLAYS A SPECTRUM
PICTURE OF AMPLITUDE
VERSUS FREQUENCY

CPN-REC-1

TS-1379/U

EXTENDS FREQUENCY
RANGE OF TS-1379/U
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
BELOW 2 MHZ

SG-376
AUDIO TWO-TONE

URC-32, WRT-2

GENERATOR

PROVIDES AUDIO TUNES
FOR AUDIO AND FSK
CIRCUITRY ALIGNMENT

AN/URM-144
RF TWO-TONE GENERATOR

URC-32 (Receiver)

MEASURES SSB DIST.

AN/URM-127

ALL

GENERATES FREQ UEN
CIES 20 HZ TO 200 KHZ

AN/WGM6V
TELETYPE TEST SET

ALL TTY

MEASURES BIAS
DISTORTION

SG-582U
OUTPUT TERMINATION

RK-51

GENERATED 75 KHZ TO
30 MHZ

AN/URM-42

ALL

SIGNAL GENERATOR

MEASURES

RADIO INTERFERENCE
MEASURING SET
TS-2446/UG

AMOUNTS OF
RFI
MEASURES V ARlO US

ALL TTY

TYPES OF TTY
DISTORTION
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Table 13 -1.-Test Equipment for Performance Testing-Continued
ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

TEST EQUIPMENT
LM OR LR

AN /URM-50

WHAT IT DOES

ALL TRANSMITTER AND

FREQUEN C Y

RECEIVERS

METER

ALL TRANSMITTERS

MEASURES FIELD
STRENGTH

AN/ F RM-1

ALL TRANSMITTERS

MEASURES FIELD
STRENGTH

500 H Z SYNTHESIZER OUTPUT
VIA TP-4 (MODULE A2A6A4)

��������D
DI G I T AL COUNTER

R-1051 RECEIVER

76.76
Figure 13-5.-Frequency Meter with ±1 Cycle Accuracy.

1-�----tlt...- ...,c::;-;:
l,J :::J

T-CONNECTOR

AN/URM-25 O R 2 6

I

VAR IABLE ATTEN UAT O R
10 -120 DB
HEWLET T PACKARD 355D

FREQUEN CY COUNTER
SIGNAL INPUT
EXTER NAL STANDARD

AN/URQ-9 OR 10

76.77
Figure 13-6.-Signal Generator with ±1 Cycle Accuracy.

and more valid tests.

These tests could tend

3M program with the PMS as one element give

more to the testing of entire systems instead of

the fleet a bright hope of being able to locate

individual equipments. The basic concepts of the

and
279

maintain

defective

equipment effectively.
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Performance testing

will not do the things

that a quality monitoring program will do.

may be freed of the requirements to oversee
the
message
processing
and
distribution

A

good quality monitoring capability could do the

functions.

following:

The

technical

controller,

in

addition

to

monitoring the quality of circuits would make
a. Assist the Net Control Station by in
suring that Transmitting Stations
grading a circuit;
b. Detect, identify,
techniques

it

to perform this function he must be located in
the area

and

control

ference or jamming on a circuit.
printing

all decisions for equipment utilization. In order

are not de

would

inter

must

With finger

be

where circuits

also

be

able

equipment spaces

to
and

are

patched

communicate
have

and

he

with

all

the authority

to

possible to

order appropriate action by the personnel man

identify stations which are practicing deception

ning the equipment.
The technical controller will be ineffective

or violating circuit discipline;
c. Assist m a i n t e n a n c e
trouble-shooting
equipment

personnel

malfunctioning

through

analysis

of

by

unless

he

can

determine

circuit

quality and

transmitter

thereby

transmitted

AN/URM-50 is a field strength meter that has

signals;

check equipment performance.

The

been installed aboard many ships for monitor

d. Permit ships to evaluate performance

ing radio signals.

transmitting stations;
e. Reduce

the

If your ship does not have a
A field strength

URM-50, you can build one.

of their receivers by observing the quality of

meter is nothing more than a receiver with a
confusion

in

setting

up

calibrated attenuator in the antenna lead. Addi

communication equipment for circuits by elimi

tionally it will have a meter that is calibrated

nating seat-of-pants evaluations of circuit per

to the AGC voltage.

formance by non-technical personnel and sub

frequency calibrated receiver.

stituting

tional piece of equipment which would be useful

quantitative

assessment

of

circuit

Many ships have an LM
The one addi

performance by technical personnel.
These
technical personnel would be armed with in

spectrum analyzer.

strumentation

analyzers are now being delivered to the fleet

instead

of

opinions;

for quality monitoring would

operators

Five

be

a calibrated

hundred

spectrum

could determine their procedures are correct

so let's consider this equipment in our quality

by an immediate

monitoring installation.

evaluation

of the

results of

most ships and used by the technical controller.
If a ship had a complete installation as shown

The same test equipment that is required for
performance testing may be adapted for use in

in the figure,

quality monitoring. The reason is that the same

could be accomplished:

parameters that
performance

give indication

also

give

of

indication

equipment
of

of these parameters are different.

±1 cycle;
b. measure
c. detect

With equip

e. determine

Additionally, the man doing these inter
determine

the

action which

man is called a

f. detect

could be

as a

to
over

±20

cycles;

modulation

ships

transmitter

own

ships

receiver

per

and

identification of

receiver

antenna

system

performance;

technical controller at shore

technical controller.

own

presence

g. determine

This type of

h. detect presence and magnitude of in
terfering signals on frequencies.

and identified by a NEC Code . Each ship would
have a man on watch who is either designated
acting

voice

RFI;

communication stations and is specially trained

or

list of what

formance;

pretations must have the knowledge and experi
taken to improve circuit quality.

is a

performance;

interpret the cause and effect of measured val

ence to

SSB

and measure

d. determine

with quality

monitoring of circuits there is a requirement to
ues.

following

of SSB transmitters;

ment it is almost a go/no-go situation that any
technician can measure;

the

a. measure frequency of transmitte113 to

circuit

performance. The difference is that with cir
cuit performance the allowable value and range

capable

Figure 13-7 shows a

configuration of equipment that can be built by

each procedure.

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT

Aboard

The R-1051 receiver, when used with a
URQ-9 input, is accurate to ±1 cycle, but only

small ships this same man may also be charged
as the watch supervisor. Aboard large ships he
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TS- 1379U

CPN-REC-1
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I
I
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I
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I
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OF MODULE A 2A 6A4
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I
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AUDIO T O
TRANSMITTER

R A D I O REMOTE

HANDSE T

TO PATCH PANEL
REF FREO
FROM FREO STANDARD

76.78
Figure 1 3-7.-Quality Monitoring Equipment Arrangement.

in the synthesized mode. If the receiver is in
the vernier position the frequency counter op

display with the URM-25 for either 5 kHz or 10

erating from

can now resolve frequencies to approximately

the 500 Hz

synthesizer can be

used to determine frequency.

kHz total sweep-width.

The spectrum analyzer

100 Hz or 200Hz.

To determine frequency of the R-1051, sub
TRANSMITTER PERFORMAN CE

tract 11 kHz from the frequency counter read
ing and add this to the dial indication on the
receiver.

The

range

of the

frequency

Ships that have AN /URM-50 field intensity

being

added as above will be between approximately

meters already have a method to check

200Hz and ±1200Hz.

mitter performance as pertains to power out

If a 1 kHz filter of ap

proximately 50-100 Hz
oscilloscope may be

bandwidth is used,

put.

an

used to set the receiver

The meter indications are a measure of

transmitting power output when compared to a

until a stationary circular lissajous pattern is

meter indication

derived on the oscilloscope. This pattern is the

transmitter was correctly tuned.

oscillator.

The measured

the URM-25

tone from

tak en

after the

ance would be that given by a spectrum analyzer
using either a direct sample of the transmitter

the re

ceiver is now 1 kHz higher than the receiver

output or using the I-F

center frequency counter reading.

receiver.

method is to

immediately

The best measure of transmitter perform

result of the signal from the receiver matching
the frequency of the 1 kHz from

trans

An alternate

frequency output of a

Many types of improper transmitting

performance may be detected through spectrum

calibrate the spectrum analyzer
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analysis.

The use of a spectrum analyzer is

power output in the same way as was previously

also the only foolproof way of either aligning or

explained for the AN/URM-50.

tuning a single sideband transmitter.
An alternate to the URM-50 is to use a re

mitter is difficult to determine except as pro

ceiver

as shown

in figure 13-5.

The case of undermodulation of any trans

In order to

prevent the receiver from being overdriven by

vided by meter indications on the transmitter.
To determine whether these transmitter meter

the adjacent transmitter, the receiver should
use an inefficient antenna and an attenuator in

used wherein the modulation level is increased

serted into the antenna input line of the re
ceiver. The reason for this attenuator is that

trum analyzer.

the

RF

gain control of the receiver

will

indications are correct,

a

procedure

may be

until overmodulation is determined by a spec

not

The transmitter

audio

level

instrumenting a

input

may be

prevent overdriving a receiver in the presence

monitored by

remote control

of such a strong signal. Two calibrated varia
ble attenuators should be connected in series

pedance.

with the antenna.

mitters may be controlled through a number of

unit with a VU meter which has a high input im

One attenuator should have a

Over and undermodulation

of trans

range of 0-10 DB in 1 DB steps and the other

remote control units.

0-100 DB in 10 DB steps.
Each attenuator
should have a minimum power rating of 5 watts.

case where many different types of handsets are

This is particularly the

being used.

These attenuators in the antenna lead will per
RECEIVING ANTENNA SYSTEMS

mit setting the receiver RF gain control to be
around the mid position.
Using the receiver, you can detect overmod

Receiving antenna performance can be best

ulation of the ships transmitters on voice cir

checked by comparing one antenna against an

cuits by its characteristic "mushy" sound.

other while receiving the

Using the monitor receiver you can deter

accomplish

desired signal.

this measurement, the

To

calibrated

mine whether the transmitter is on frequency

variable attenuator placed in the antenna input

by

of the receiver should be adjusted to produce

setting

the

receiver

to

the

assigned

equal receiver output indications using different

frequency.

antennas.

Overmodulation of own ships single sideband

The difference between these attenu

transmitters (no matter what emission is ac

ator settings gives indication of relative per

tually being used) can be checked by looking for

formance of different antennas.

the presence of a large amount of signal due to

6 to 10 db can be expected due to such things

intermodulation products in
ceiver sideband.

the

opposite

as antenna

re

patterns,

Differences of

length of

antenna

coax

cable, number of receivers on the antenna, and

To accomplish this measure

ment the receiver should be set for independent

varying frequency response characteristics of

sideband reception.

various antenna types.

tenna lead should
ceiver

front end

The attenuator in the an

10 db should

be adjusted so that the re
is

transmitter should

not

being overloaded.

A

above

receiving

antenna.

be set for single sideband

operation with correct modulation levels being
transmitted (no

Differences of

cast suspicion on the

overmodulation).

RECEIVE R SYSTEMS

With audio
The same monitor receiver as used in previ

level control for each channel in the same posi
tion the difference of audio levels between the
two sidebands should be noted as the indication

against which other receivers may be checked.

of correct transmitter operation.

Since this receiver is

ence

should

be

approximately

measured

difference of

audio

sidebands

for

types

various

ous procedures

This differ
30

db.

The attenuator

should be noted and used as limiting criteria to
modulation of

band transmitters.

These same type readings

if a

spectrum

single side

analyzer is
gives

an

standard

used as a standard its

in the antenna lead can be

being caused by desensitization of the receiver
The filter type preselectors may be used to
evaluate causes of receiver interference.

available.

indication

a

due to adjacent transmitted frequencies.

The position of the attenuator setting on the
transmitter frequency

as

used to determine if any observed distortion is

can be taken directly off a spectrum analyzer
display

used

a periodic basis.

modulation

determine correct

be

sensitivity and alignment should be checked on

The

levels between
of

can

The

method used is to notice if the filter reduces
interference detected by the receiver. If this is

of
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the case the interference is being caused by
inter-modulation within the receiver. This
condition would be most likely due to the
strength of signals coupled from the ship's
transmitting antenna. If the filter does not ha:ve
a significant effect on interference detected by
the receiver, then the ship's transmitters
should be turned off for an instant to determine
if RFI is being generated in the topside en
vironment of the ship.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
By using a spectrum analyzer a knowledge
able operator can determine the quality and
reasons for improper communication circuits.
Some examples are:
a. Excessive "hash" appearing adjacent
to the received signal indicates overmodulation
of the transmitter;
b. Missing channel in MUX signals show
up as gaps in the spectrum;
c. Attenuation within the passband of a
transmitter can be measured as difference in
level across the spectrum;
d. Improper level adjustment of the re
inserted carrier in Amplitude Modulation
Equivalent (AME) and A3B emissions can be
detected;
e. Interference of various types have
characteristic displays and therefore can be
identified;
f. Rough frequency measurements can be
measured;
g. Emission modes may be identified;
h. Amount of frequency shift of FSK sig
nals can be measured;
i. Signal+ noise divided by noise (S + N � N)
value of received signals can be estimated;
j. Instability in transmitted frequencies
can be detected.

in excess of 40% are indications of "hits" on
the circuit.
TELETYPEWRITER DISTORTION
As pointed out earlier in the chapter, the
technical controller's primary responsibility is
to provide the highest quality circuit perform
ance possible. To do this, he must learn to in
terpret circuit performance through distortion
measurements of teletypewriter signals.
The primary consideration, of teletypewriter
signals, is that the signal element must arrive
at the receiving device at precisely the correct
time. An ideal teletypewriter circuit repro
duces signals at the receiving end exactly as
they are impressed at the sending end. Unfor
tunately, this seldom happens under actual op
erating conditions, for signal units have a way
of lengthening and shortening as they travel.
This lengthening and shortening of marks and
spaces occurring during transmission reduces
the quality of the signal, and is called distortion.
Fundamentally, there are four types of dis
tortion which adversely affect the fidelity of
teletypewriter signals; these are bias, for
tuitous, characteristic, and cyclic distortion.
BIAS DISTORTION
Bias distortion is the uniform lengthening or
shortening of the mark or space elements, one
at the expense of the other. This means that
the total time for one mark and one space never
changes; only the length of the mark or space
element changes. If the mark is lengthened, the
space is shortened by the amount the mark is
lengthened. Bias distortion may be caused by
maladjusted teletypewriter line relays, detuned
receivers, or a drift in frequency of either the
transmitter or receiver.
FORTUITOUS DISTORTION

TELETYPE SIGNAL QUALITY
The quality of received teletype signals may
be determined by using a teletype distortion
meter on the Black teletype loop. Distortion
readings on the classified portion of a teletype
net will not give indication of received signal
quality. The distortion meter must be set for
the correct baud rate and readings of average
bias distortion and peak bias distortion should
be made. Good circuits will have average dis
tortion of 10%, or less. Peak distortion readings

Fortuitous distortion is the random dis
placement, splitting or breaking up of the mark
and space elements. It is caused by cross-talk
interference between circuits, fading, atmos
pheric noise, momentary battery fluctuations,
poorly soldered connections, lightning storms,
dirty keying contacts and such similar random
disturbances. Actually, any minor break in
signal elements is properly called fortuitous
distortion, but the duration or length of such
breaks may be so short as to go unnoticed.
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periodic in nature, it is most likely to be recog

CHARACTERISTIC DISTORTION

nized as fortuitous distortion. Cyclic distortion
Characteristic distortion is distortion which

is often one of the most difficult types to elimi

is characteristic of either line trouble or equip
ment trouble. Line characteristic distortion is

nate. Some of the causes are poor filtering of
AC components from power supplies, cross

the result of the received signal impulses being

talk from adjacent channels and arcing of relay

affected by changing current transitions in wire

contacts at repeated intervals.

circuits. Equipment characteristic distortion is
the repetitive displacement or disruption pe

TROUBLESHOOTING

culiar to specific portions of the signal; nor
Troubleshooting techniques are based upon a

mally caused by maladjusted or dirty contacts
of the sending equipment.

Equipment charac

systematic approach to a given problem.

Characteristic distortion

When

circuit outages occur, the prime concern is to
restore the circuit as soon as possible. Cir

teristic distortion can also be introduced at a
regenerative point or the receiving point.
is often mistaken

cuit outages are caused by failure of the radio

for fortuitous distortion, but characteristic dis

path or by failure of equipment.

tortion is repetitive, not random.

An example

ment fails, the faulty equipment must be located

would be the repeated characteristic splitting
of the third code element of a teletypewriter

equipment may be limited by patching facilities.

signal-as opposed

to the random

several

the

or

all

of

elements

and

splitting of
of

a

repaired

or

replaced.

When equip

Replacement

of

For example, teletypewriter equipment is fre

signal.

quently hard-wired (permanently wired) to the
crypto equipment.

If either equipment fails, it

must be physically removed and replaced with
CYCLIC DISTORTION

similar equipment or a patch made to substitute
a different teletypewriter Icrypto combination.

Cyclic distortion is produced by a variety of
causes.

Although

this

type

of

It is necessary, therefore, that Technical Con

distortion is

trollers know their patching capabilities.
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MAINTENANCE
As a Radioman you are not expected to do

performed by personnel assigned to the organi

the type of maintenance performed by an Elec

zation and other maintenance work be accom

tronics Technician.

plished by employing the services of specialists.

You

must,

however,

be

As a Radioman

able to record inventory data, complete work
and stock

numbers

publications.

from

and

applicable technical

Moreover, you

are

your

hand in

maintenance

will be limited to operational use, manipulation,

logs and reports, and assist in obtaining part

operational

maintenance

of

electronic

equipment associated with the technical special

required to

These portions of preventive

perform routine maintenance on teletypewriters

ties of your rate.

and typewriters.

maintenance will be of a nature as not to re

Basically

(1)

nance.

there

are

two

Preventive

types

quire

of mainte

Maintenance

All other

regularly scheduled actions taken to reduce or
eliminate

failures

life of equipment.

and

(2)

to

prolong

the

equipment

alignment

after maintenance

has been accomplished.

includes

maintenance

will

be

handled

by

the specialists having the adequate facilities to

useful

Corrective Maintenance

undertake the specific job.

includes the repair of failures which have oc
curred because of

aging components,

PR EVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

through

accident or other causes.
Maintenance is further divided

Preventive

into levels.

maintenance

is

defined

as

the

The department of defense, including the Navy

care and servicing by personnel for the purpose

specifies three separate levels of maintenance.

of maintaining equipment and facilities in satis

1.

factory
Organizational leveL-O r g a n i z a t i o n a 1

level maintenance
activity.

condition

by

providing

for

using

of failures, either before they occur or before

(i.e., small craft) the

they develop into major defects. This form of

is performed

In some cases

operating

systematic inspection,detection, and correction

by the

organizational level maintenance is performed

maintenance

through outside assistance and yet retains the

lubricating, and periodic testing aimed at dis

organizational level catetory.

covering

2.

Intermediate

1 e v e 1.- Intermediate level

consists

conditions

principally of

which,

if

not

cleaning,

corrected,

may lead to malfunctions.

maintenance is that maintenance which is per

To realize optimum results from the regular

formed by tenders and s hore repair facilities.

functional tests, a careful record of the per

A user may also be designated to perform its

formance data on each equipment must be kept.

own

An ex

Comparison of data taken on a particular equip

ample of this would be a tender using its own

ment at different times may reveal slow, pro

intermediate

level

maintenance.

repair department to effect ship repairs.

gressive drafts that may be too small to show

3. Depot leveL-Depot level maintenance is

up

performed by Naval Ship Yards or civilian re
pair

activities.

The

any

one test.
may

be

While
slight,

the
they

be

should be followed carefully so that necessary
replacements or repairs may be effected be

is that at Depot level you are referring to fa

fore

cilities who

reached.

major overhaul

the

work

difference

in

changes

tween Intermediate and Depot level maintenance
have

specific

significantly

week-to-week

capability
beyond

the

to undertake
ability of a

the

margin
Any

regarded as

tender or repair facility.

of

performance

marked

variations

abnormal and s hould

limits

is

should

be

be investi

gated immediately.
Such an approach to preventive maintenance
leads to maximum operational readiness of the

Although the line is not always clearly drawn
between the three levels of

maintenance, and

equipment aboard your ship.

Your contribution

there may be certain exceptions, it is intended

to the preventive maintenance program will be

that

made through the 3-M System.

organizational

level

maintenance

be
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work

THE 3-M SYSTEM

center that

performed the maintenance.

MDCS reporting on OPNAV Form 4790/2K in
corporates the use of coded data elements, for

The growing complexity of electronic equip
ment, increased tempo of fleet operations and

data standardization and facilitating automatic

the

data processing.

constant

decline

made it impossible
to

control

and

of

available

resources

fying

for previous PM systems

accomplish

required

These codes and other ampli

information

are

contained

in

the 3-M

Documentor's Handbook OPNAV 43P5.

mainte

nance. The Maintenance, Material and Manage
ment

(3-M)

system

was

implemented in

the

ANTENNA MAINTENANCE

Navy in an attempt to solve these problems and
to provide a more adequate system of collecting

The worst enemy of

information required to support equipment im
provement projects.
signed

to

The 3-M system was de

function as

an

integrated

concerning common

system

nance.

which would improve the management of main

mobile.

semination of maintenance related information.
It is emphasized that 3-M is not a passive sys
tem and will not operate by itself.
active and

The key to

hardware.

system)

the

MDCS

with reduced expenditure

of

path

for

current

flow

across

enough of this paint is smeared or spattered on

resources.

an insulator,

it will short

the

antenna in the

same manner as salt and soot deposits.
Antenna maintenance consists mainly of sim

agement of resources (men, material and time)

ple visual inspections for physical damage and

to perform those actions which contribute to the
its design characteristics.

installations

in antenna systems. Paint that has a metallic
base is a good conductor of electricity, and if

pertains to the planning, scheduling and man

of

the

Careless painting is another cause of trouble

Data

The planned Maintenance Sub- system (PMS)

uninterrupted functioning

cover

insulators.

Collection Sub-system); and will contribute
significantly toward achieving improved readi
ness

also

accumulate, may short the antennas to ground

two sub

(Maintenance

They

by providing a

the PMS (Planned Maintenance Sub
and

They cause corrosion that eats into

with salt and soot deposits, which, if allowed to

of combat operational readiness.
systems,

mainte

the antennas, mounting brackets, and associated

aggressive supervision

is composed of

care and

Common enemies are salt spray and

stack soot.

at all levels in order to achieve a high degree
The 3-M system

sense

Generally, antennas require not more

care than the body and paintwork of a fine auto

tenance and provide for the collection and dis

success is

shipboard antenna in

stallations is ignorance of simple, basic facts

resistance tests for leakage resistance or in

equipment within

sulation breakdown.

It defines uniform

maintenance standards and prescribes simpli
VISUAL INSPECTIONS

fied procedures and management techniques for
the

accomplishment

of

maintenance.

The
At frequent intervals (usually during upkeep

Maintenance Requirement Card (MRC) sched
uals, describes and lists tools, materials and

periods),

test equipment necessary to perform the mini
mum maintenance required on a specific piece

and inspect them thoroughly for damage.

particular attention to points that are subjected

of equipment.

to strain and chafing.

The Maintenance Data Collection

Sub-system (MDCS) provides a means for re
cording the
material

expenditures of

and

time)

resources

associated

with

categories of maintenance action.
cess is

dependent on

the

system

provides

data

(men,

These points are where

where the antennas connect to trunks or trans

certain

mission lines.

MDCS suc

Insulators

also

are

subjected

to considerable strain and must be checked for

accuracy, adequacy

cracks and other signs of deterioration.
While the antennas are down, they should be

In addition, the

concerning

Pay

supporting clamps attach to the antennas, and

and timeliness of the information reported into
the system by the radiomen.

lower all wire antennas to the deck

cleaned to remove salt and soot deposits.

the initial

Un

discovery of a malfunction, how the equipment

insulated transmitting antennas are wire
brushed, whereas insulated-type receiving an

malfunctioned, how many man-hours were ex

tennas are

pended,

repair parts and material were used, what de

(Insulator cleaning is discussed under a sepa
rate topic.) Take care not to nick or kink the

lays were incurred, the technical specialty or

antennas because this condition weakens them.

which

equipment

was

involved,

what
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merely

wiped

clean with a cloth.
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After

each

cleaning,

uninsulated

antennas

design

consideration

is

to

make

the

topside

a corrosion-preventive

areas a single conducting structure, devoid of

bolts, shackles, and turnbuckles, also should be

metal or pipe-rack holders, metal storage bins

should be

compound.

coated with

All antenna fittings, such as ring

coated with the compound.

pounds

are

Hard- Film

Satisfactory com

Corrosion

miscellaneous obstructions such as stanchions,

and cabinets, metal spare parts boxes, booms,

Preventive

vehicles, and all metallic objects not absolutely

Whip antennas usually can be inspected with

tions ensure an effective ground plane for the

and Gun Slushing Compound, Grade B.
out being lowered.

Look for rust spots, loose

mounting bolts, and
tions.

loose

or

frayed

connec

As with wire antennas, check all insu

lators

for

chips,

cracks,

and

cleanliness.

Most whip antennas are hollow and may col

lect moisture inside,

essential to ship operation.

antennas and

also

tend

to

These considera

keep

induced

the same

hull

currents and voltages

at

potential.

handrails, stanchions,

and ladders, which are

Required appendages such as rigging, lifelines,
exposed

to

the

weather

elements,

should

be

depending upon how they

constructed of suitable nonmetallic materials,

their efficiency, but it does contribute to their

impervious to r-f voltages and, in general, to

tennas filling with water, a normal procedure

tures must be metallic, permanent joints should

are mounted.

This

condition does

physical deterioration.

is to drill a

small

bases.

To

not affect

prevent

drainage

Maintenance of VHF and

hole

whip

near

an

their

complicated by their inaccessibility.

Often it

them

reason,

properly

for

damage.

For

this

they sometimes are neglected until a

major casualty occurs.

be welded or

hull potential.

across
tions.

Do not forget

be

and

superstructure

maintenance

corrosion formations

and loose

Although

helpful,

an

occasional

antenna

insulators

should be cleaned at

least once a month, and more often when condi

tions warrant-as after a

environment

sea.

possesses all

harmonic generating and mixing system.
present

Cleaning insulators

in

the

The

follow with several rinsings with clean, fresh

water.

Although the cleaning is a simple process,

a corroded joint or oxidized fastening
products

created

by

the

the importance of doing a thorough job cannot

In

be overstressed.

non

called the

"rusty bolt" effect.

insulator is

PAINTING ANTENNAS

reduced con

siderably by a combination of good design and
maintenance practices.

Only one dirty

needed to render an antenna useless.

linear junctions existing in the ship structures
bolt effect can be

Insulators then should be polished with

a dry, soft cloth to restore their glaze.

the structures,

exists, rectification occurs to some extent.

process.

insulators. Wash them with soap and water, and

The r-f signal produces

standing waves on portions of

a simple

thinner to remove any paint that may be on the

complex ship

are found in the topside areas in which intense
4-f fields are present.

is

prolonged period at

Use a sharp knife and a small amount of paint

structures, appendages, and other objects that

commonly

should

free of salt spray, soot, and dirt. For this rea

son,

the necessary elements required to produce a

The rusty

items

rain cannot be depended upon to keep insulators

Rusty Bolt Effect

are

These

The glazed surface tends to wash clean during

rainstorms.

A few moments guidance from a senior

ter modulation

joint.

Antenna insulators have a glazed surface to

These manuals are relatively simple to

and, if

If flexibility of the joint is re

which foreign material does not adhere readily.

utilized when checking and maintaining anten

are

brazed to keep the structure at

CLEANING INSULATORS

VHF/UHF antennas are available, and should be

elements

Hull

joints.

Technical manuals for the various types of

The shipboard

the

tures free of

connections as are other antennas, and there

PO will "make you an expert."

Where struc

should be aimed at keeping the hull and struc

These antennas are as

your basic hand tool knowledge.

are

checked during shipyard repairs or modifica

fore must be inspected regularly.

follow.

materials

quired, a good bonding strap must be installed

susceptible to rust, loose mountings, and broken

nas.

Nonmetallic

the rigors of weather corrosion.

UHF antennas is

is necessary to climb masts or stacks to in

spect

where applicable.

The main purpose of painting antennas and

A primary electronic

antenna hardware
287

is to

protect them

against
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corrosion.

the

If

paint

is

permitted to de

resulting

teriorate, its purpose is defeated and rust soon
takes over.

Usually, an occasional touchup job

is all that is necessary to keep rust from get

rigging.

ting the upper hand.

less.

rust and loose paint;

surfaces clean of all soot, salt, and dirt; (3) ap
ply one coat of
zinc-chromate

primer

(4)

mentarily

painting.
aged,

When

and

there

is

the pretreatment

ards which may exist and the precautions to be

warrants

no

observed.

of

exists.

coats of

mean

(weakens)
same

electromagnetic

line

shellac,

of

or

thought,
grease

flakes

attenuates

energy.

Alone the

antennas

on

board

another

ship

or across the pier or at a

3. There is serious danger to man aloft
from falls caused by radar or other antennas

paint,

varnish,

which rotate

insulating

material

vertical arcs.

never

any

ob

nearby shore station.

Never paint an antenna with a metallic paint.
metallic

should be

Other antennas may be interpreted to
any

moored alongside

cient to repair the damage.
containing

precautions

ters unless it is definitely known that no danger

a

the outside haze-gray paint is suffi

above

vicinity are energized by electronic transmit

is dam

corrosion,

The

2.

served when other antennas in the immediate

complete re

finish coat

sign

Safety belts shall be employed when

working aloft to guard against falls.

thorough cleaning and application of one or two

Paint

or when mo

metallic object.

Personnel of the deck force or others working

over

only the

a

on rigging shall be warned regarding the haz

The foregoing procedure applies also when
damage

is broken,

in contact with

pretreatment to

paint; and (5) cover the preceding coats with not
less than two coats of outside haze-gray No. 27.
the extent of

The spark itself might be quite harm

apply one coat of

wash primer

the bare metal surfaces;

the

The voltages, or resonant circuits, set

sparks when contact

wipe the surrounding

(2)

of

will cause shock to personnel or produce open

wire-brush the spots to remove all

(1)

involuntary relaxation

up in a ship's structure or section of rigging

Isolated rust spots should be treated as fol
lows:

from

hands which might occur if a spark is drawn
from a charged piece of metal or section of

or

swing

through horizontal

or

Motor switches controlling the

forming a part of an antenna system--especially

motion of

insulators.

locked open before men are allowed aloft within

As pointed out previously, metallic

paint provides a path for current flow across
insulating material, or attracts foreign

the

radar antennas shall be tagged and

dangerous proximity to such antennas.

It also

must be borne in mind that deenergizing main

substances.

supply

ANTENNA COLOR CODING

circuit breakers, or circuit switches will not
necessarily disable all circuits in a given piece

circuits

by

opening

supply

switches,

of equipment. A source of danger that often has
Generally

accepted throughout the Navy is

the system of antenna color coding.

All trans

been

neglected or

ignored, sometimes

mitting antennas are identified by the color red

ment from

and receiving antennas by the color blue.

remote control circuits, and the like.

Most

with

tragic results, is the inputs to electronic equip
other sources, such as synchros,
For ex

ships paint the mounting brackets for the an

ample, turning off

tenna insulator with the appropriate color.

will disable the antenna, but it may not turn off

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHILE

compass or stable

WORKING ON ANTENNAS

rescue of a victim shocked by the power input

the

the antenna safety

antenna synchro voltages from
elements.

from a remote source
Chapter 9670 of

the Naval Ships Technical

Manual calls for the following precautions to be

cause of the

1.

Personnel shall not
while

antennas

are

tronic equipment except by means of
and landings

4.

be permitted to go
energized

rendered safe by

rails or similar structures

by

elec

ladders

grounded hand

unless it is defi

the ship

Moreover, the

often is hampered be

time required to determine

the

source of power and turn it off.

observed when working on antennas.

aloft

switch

No non-Navy radio should

be connected

to a shipboard antenna. Many cases of burned
out receiver antenna coils have been a result of
someone connecting a commercial receiver to
a ship receiving antenna.

By this means, it is

possible to put the ship antenna at 120 volts
above ground, thus creating a threat to some

nitely determined in advance by suitable tests

one's

that no danger exists. This will prevent casualty

placement of
288

life

and

a

hazard

a capacitor

to
in

equipment.
series

with

The
the

Chapter 14-MAINTENANCE
commercial antenna will not prevent the voltage

for its rated load.

These belts should be at

from reaching

tached to

permanent

the shipboard

an a-c voltage is involved.

antenna because

Also, commercial

a strong

erably the mast itself.

receivers are likely to radiate and thus create

support,

pref

A tool belt should be

worn, and care should be taken to prevent tools
from falling.

an interference problem.

It is recommended that all hand

tools be tied to the belt with a length of wire or
STACK GAS WARNING
Personnel

string of sufficient length to permit ease in
working.
Wherever possible, work should be

servicing

equipment

aloft

are

done from a scaffold or working platform.

If a

further cautioned to guard against the poisonous

small job is to

effects of

particles and noxious fumes, stack gases also

may be found that the use of a "bosun's chair"
is a safer and more economical method than

contain carbon monoxide.

construction of a scaffold.

smoke pipe gases.

Besides smoke

Although the possi

be performed on the mast, it

bility is remote that this gas would build up to
high concentrations in the open, the results of

CLEANING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

prolonged exposure to even small concentra
gases sometimes

All electronic equipment should be cleaned,

give no warning and can cause illness, loss of

tions

can

be

lethal.

Stack

not just for appearance, but to assure good per

consciousness, or even death as a result of a

formance.

fall from the mast.

be sure to secure power to equipment and dis

To prevent personnel from

being overcome by these gases,

certain pre

Before starting any kind of cleaning

charge all capacitors to ground. The safest and

cautions should be observed.

best method of cleaning inside transmitters and
receivers is to use a vacuum cleaner with a

1. Warning signs should be posted and lo

A small typewriter brush is

nonmetallic hose.

cated so that they are in full view of personnel

handy for getting dust out of congested areas

required to

where the vacuum cleaner will not reach.

service equipment.

It is recom

mended that one sign be located below, near the
access ladder, and another aloft at the servic

particles,

ing platform.

vacuum

2.
used.

Oxygen

breathing

but

is

not

as

cleaner because

satisfactory
of

the

as

likelihood

the
of

should be

blowing dust into inaccessible spaces where it

Because of its small size and weight, the

is harder to remove.
During routine transmitter cleaning periods,

type-B oxygen

apparatus

A

hand bellows can be used for blowing out dust

breathing apparatus, NavShips

No. S-23-B 69855 is best suited for this work.

the contacts of rotating inductors

Personnel who are required to service equip
ment aloft in the vicinity of stack gases and

checked, as well as the surface of these parts.
Poor operation of contacts is disclosed some

who are unfamiliar with oxygen breathing equip
ment should be instructed in its use by trained

times by erratic "jumping" of the plate current
meters as the circuit is tuned through reso

personnel.

nance.

3.

As

a

further

precaution, a

telephone

necessary

party.

surface.

party

should

always

clean

and smooth. A tiny

amount of petroleum grease may be applied if

for communication with others in the working
The working

be

Both the contacts and the surface of the

inductors must be

chest or throat microphone set should be worn

should

in

clude at least one man (stationed below) who is

to

prevent

scoring

the

copper

Steel wool or emery in any form must not

required to wear his phones and stand watch on

be used

the sound-powered telephone circuit as long as

and files may be used only on competent guid

a man is working aloft.

ance, or not at all.

4.

Make sure to obtain all necessary equip

on electronic equipment.

Sandpaper

Uses of solvents and their necessary safety

ment before going aloft.

precautions are discussed in chapter 15.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

MAINTAINING AIR FILTERS

FOR MAST WORKERS
The cleaning of
A safety belt should be worn at all times by
mast workers.

air filters is

exceedingly

important for the proper operation of electronic

The safety belt should be of the

approved type, and should be tested periodically
289

equipment.

For

importance

is

some reason

not

fully

(perhaps

recognized),

their

filters

RADIOMAN 3 & 2
often are neglected
cessive

heating

or

disregarded until ex

causes

a

breakdown

of the

equipment.

necessary.

While

cleaning

the

units,

care

should be exercised to avoid damage or distor
tion to delicate springs that might weaken their

Forced air cooling is used in most modern
transmitters and receivers.

This type of cool

tension.

Electrical

contact

points

should

ing system moves a large volume of air over

pitting.

the hot portions of the equipment.

maintained when a contact is cleaned.

The air is

be

kept free and clear of dirt, oil, corrosion, or
Check

that

operating

clearance

is

filtered to keep dust and other foreign particles
out of the equipment.

If the filters are effi

cient, they remove most of this foreign mate
rial

from the

air

that

passes

through them.

D ust and dirt tend to clog the filter and pre
vent the air from moving through.

The result

is that the equipment becomes overheated and
may be ruined.
An analysis of the failures of parts in elec
tronic equipment indicates that the majority of
failures can be traced to excessive heat caused
by dirty air filters.

LUBRICATION

Obviously, then, the main

tenance man can reduce his workload substan
tially by ensuring that air filters are serviced
properly.

More than 60 pictures and diagrams in the
equipment technical manual illustrate lubrica
tion points of the AN/UGC-6 teletypewriter.
addition to points

Use of the

manual pictures show the type and quantity of
be lubricated before it is placed in service for
the first time.

After a few weeks in service,

relubricate to make certain that all points are
1 ubricated adequately.

A teletypewriter

equipment technical manual is

teletypewriters. The scope of the information
contained in the technical manual is indicated

purpose of

a machine geared for operating

maintenance

detecting and

is applied for the

correcting troubles

Proper lubrication-- but not over

use

When

work on equipment is

care

to

avoid

introducing

trouble.
A thorough visual inspection of equipment
during periodic checks may uncover conditions
that could

possibly

cause trouble

later.

Ap

pearance of oxidized (red) metal dust adjacent
bearing

lubrication.

surface

indicates

insufficient

Adjustable clearances of working

Lubricating interval

Operating speed

(whichever occurs first)

(words per minute)

lubrication-is an important preventive mainte
measure.

speed of 100

operating at 60 wpm. Here is the recommended

with satisfactory operation of the teletypewriter

necessary,

more

1ubrication schedule:

before they develop to the point of interference
equipment.

lubricated

wpm requires lubrication more often than one

in ensuing topics.
Preventive

must be

frequently as operating speed increases. Thus,

required for proper preventive maintenance on

any

In

technical

Lubrication Schedule

MAINTENANCE

to

lubricated,

lubrication to use. A new teletypewriter should

TELETYPEWRITER PREVENTIVE

nance

to be

60

3000 hours or 1 year

75

2400 hours or 9 months

100

1500 hours or 6 months

Regarding the lubrication interval,

an im

portant point to remember is the words "which
ever occurs first."
continuous use at
1500 operating

To illustrate, a machine in
100 wpm

will

accumulate

hours in only 2 months.

For

machines used occasionally or intermittently,
some kind of log is

needed

to keep

track of

total operating hours.

parts should be observed also.
A visual examination should be accompanied
by

a

manual

test.

Connections

at

terminal

OPERATOR'S EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

boards should be checked for tightness. Vibra
tions sometimes loosen these connections just
enough to

give intermittent

troubles that are

difficult to locate.

Nuts and screws that lock

adjustable features

should be

observed care

fully for looseness, and should be tightened if

Even though some
have received

teletype

operators may

no maintenance training,

they

can be authorized to perform emergency main
tenance to the extent of replacing fuses and
lamps.
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Symptoms of Fuse Failure
M aintenance

Keyboard

Reperforator

Blown

Value

lamps

motor

motor

fuse

(amps)

Out

Off

Operating

FBOO

6.25

Comments

In power

distribution panel.
F2300

Off

Operating

On

4

On typing
reperforator base.

WARNING:

Never replace a fuse with one of higher rating except in emergency

or battle condition when continued

operation of

equipment is more

important than

possible damage.
If a fuse burns out immediately after replacement, do not replace a second fuse
until the cause is corrected.
Fuse Location
Reference designation
symbol

Location

In power distri-

FBOO

Protects

Amps

Volts

Main a-c

6.25

250

4

250

supply

bution panel
F2300

On typing re-

Reperfora-

perforator

tor a-c
supply

base

Lamp Replacement Data
Reference
designation
symbol
14250

Function

Location

Volts

Watts

Amps

Base

6-8

6

1.14

Bayonet,

�
Maintenance

Left of

and copy

right front

illumination

double
contact

cabinet
dome door.

14251

. . . . do . . . .

Right of

. do .

. do .

. do .

Do.

. do .

. do .

. do .

Do.

. do .

. do .

. do .

Do.

right front
cabinet
dome door.
14252

. . . . do . . . .

Left front
door of
cabinet
dome.

14350

. . . . do . . . .

Right front
end of
cabinet

-

dome.

-------291
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•

Fuses

Take care

in erasing

to move

the car

riage to one side so that erasure crumbs will
Power circuits of
writer
fuses.
is on

are

the AN/UGC-6 teletype

protected

by

two

not fall into the mechanism.

cartridge-type
At

The main fuse for the basic equipment
the right end

of the

power distribution

regular

typewriter

a

intervals
more

should

give

cleaning.

cleanings will

the

Fre

panel under the cabinet dome behind the key

quency of

board.

amount of use the typewriter receives and the

A separate fuse for power circuits of

these

you

thorough

depend on the

the typing reperforator is located on the termi

amount of dust in your office atmosphere.

nal board bracket to the left of the printing unit

general, it is recommended that the following

on the typing reperforator base.

procedures be carried out weekly:

Fuse location

In

and symptoms of failure are summarized in the
accompanying tables.

•

Clean

the

carriage

rails

and

marginal

stop bar, using a cloth slightly moistened with
oil.

Lamp Replacement

Move the carriage back and forth in the

process.
Four bayonet-type lamps for the AN/UGC-6
teletypewriter are located beneath the cabinet

•

Clean the platen or cylinder.

dome. Maintenance and copy illumination lamps

a very

are 6-volt lamps

cleaning fluid.

in

a

circuit

supplied

transformer at the rear of the cabinet.

by

a

These

dome

door

and

above

the

typing

per

forator (three lamps) and the margin indicator

when the

All lamps

dome is raised.

are

accessible

The accompanying

denatured alcohol or

Do not wipe off; allow fluid to

•

Clean

type, using

a

short-bristled

type

brush. Tap lightly with the points of the bristles
to loosen the dirt; then brush up lightly.

or end-of-line lamp (one lamp) at the extreme
right of the dome.

small amount of

evaporate.

lamps are installed on either side of the right
front

Remove, if

possible, and wipe with a cloth moistened with

•

Brush

type

bar segments and

interior of the machine.
brush, brushing toward

Use

a

the front

of the

lamp replacement data table gives the location

chine.

and electrical characteristics of lamps.

you can reach into the mechanism.
FOR CE

dust

the

long-handled
ma

By elevating a few type bars at a time,
THE

BARS.

Use a soft

DO

NOT

cloth alter

nately with brush.
TYPEWRITER PR EVENTIVE

•

MAINTENANCE

Wipe the sides and back of the machine.

Always

clean the

typewriter before

Mimeograph stencil.
Your typewriter may

be heavy

and rugged

cutting a

If the typewriter ribbon

lever is set for stencils (usually a white dot on

looking, but it is really a delicate instrument.

the machine), both the type and the ribbon will

Treat it like one and give it daily care.

be cleaner than otherwise.

chine

in

first

class

condition

is

A ma

easier

and

quicker to operate and turns out better-looking
work.

If operating instructions for your typewriter
are available, they will help you identify parts

Observe the following

routine

procedures:

and give you additional information about care.

is

the machine should be turned over to a type

If further oiling or repair work is needed,
•

Be

sure

your

typewriter

properly

placed on the desk, or secured to the well type

writer mechanic.

of desk, so that it will not fall.
•

In lifting a typewriter, grip it by its case,

NEVER by its carriage.
•

Keep your typewriter covered when not in

use.

Always cover it or close it into the desk

Maintaining Headphones and
Microphones

at the end of the day.
•

Keep it clean by wiping the outside with a

The best

way to maintain

headphones

and

microphones is to ensure that they are handled

soft dry cloth and dusting the inside with a long

properly.

handled brush.

headphones by their straps, not by the cord; re

Proper handling includes hanging up

Clean the type daily with a stiff brush,and

moving a plug from a jack by grasping the plug,

it seldom will be necessary to use chemicals.

not the cord; avoiding kinks or other strains in

•
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in the cord; avoiding rough handling of micro

equipment

phones and headphones; and avoiding exposure

pair

to moisture. Carbon microphones may be dried

and then use ready spares. When time permits,

out with heat lamps; periodic heating may pre

see that defective phones are repaired.
Repairs to

vent accumulation of moisture.
NOTE:

Do not blow into a microphone. This

practice is

resorted to

testing a microphone.

much too

often

If

you

are

equipment,

The

unable

tag it

microphones are

knows how to solder.

to

re

as defective

simple if one

proper

techniques

of soldering is covered in detail in Basic Hand

when

Tools, NavPers 10085

This practice should be

avoided to ensure longer life for the microphone.

NavPers 10086.

and

Basic

Electricity,

Consulting the technical man

ual for a particular headset or microphone to

Repair of headphone and microphones con
sists largely of

first.

defective

determine the proper pin hookup will also aid in

replacing or repairing plugs,

repairing phones.

jacks, and cords. Alwaystry to repair defective
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CHAPTER 15

SAFETY
hazard, an understanding of its causes and ef

When working with radio, or with any elec

fects is necessary.

tronic equipment, one rule that must be stressed
Dangerous volt

If a 60-hertz alternating current is passed

ages energize much of the equipment with which

through a man from hand to hand or from hand

strongly is:
you work.

SAFETY FIRST.

to foot, the following effects occur when current

Power supply voltages range up to

40,000 volts,

is increased gradually from zero.

and radiofrequency voltages are

even higher.
Special precautions are also necessary be

1. At about 1

fire

and

explosion

hazards,

(0.001

ampere)

2. At about 10 milliamperes (0.010 ampere)

ity of antennas and antenna leads, may intro
duce

milliampere

the shock can be felt.

cause electrical fields, which exist in the vicin

the shock is

especially

severe enough

to paralyze

Addi

muscles so that the man is unable to re

tional precautions are needed to warn person

lease the conductor.
3. At about 100 milliamperes (0.100 ampere)

where

flammable

vapors are

present.

nel working aloft to prevent injuries from falls

the shock is fatal if it lasts for 1 second

and stack gases.
Safety precautions outlined in

or longer.

this chapter

are not intended to supersede information given
The resistance of the human body is insuffi

in instruction books or in other applicable in
structions for installation of electronic equip

cient to prevent

ment.
Additional safety information is con
tained in NAVSHIPS Technical Manual, and Test

even lower voltage circuits. About 50 percent
of shipboard electrocutions are caused by cir

Methods

and

Practices

cuits of these types.

(EIMB),' NAVSHIPS

Check

these

the steps

sources

Remember that current,

rather than voltage determines the severity of

0967-000-0130 (section 1-15).
equipment.

fatal shock from 115-volt or

before

touching

an electrical shock.

the

If at any time there is doubt about
and procedures you

CONDITIONS FOR SHOCK

should observe

while working on electronic equipment, consult
the technician or Radioman in charge.

Two conditions must be met for current to
flow through a man.

Danger signs and suitable guards are pro

First, some part of his

vided to warn and prevent personnel from com

body must form part of

ing into accidental contact with high voltages.
The warning signs shown in figure 15-1 are

second, there must be a voltage to cause cur
rent to flow through the circuit.

posted on

conditions exist, and in addition, the potential

or

transmitting
radar

near

every

antenna

rooms

and

lead-in
other

throughout the ship.
to

make

them

radio

transmitter,

trunks,

electronic

and

in

conspicuous.

If these two

difference between the points of contact is high

spaces

enough

(115 volts is more than high enough),

the body resistance is low enough, and the cur

The signs are painted red

more

a closed circuit; and

Additional

rent path goes through some of the man's vital

signs warn against such hazards as explosive

organs, he will be shocked fatally.

vapors and effects of stack gases aloft.

Look

also secondary effects e.g., surprise from re

Notify your

ceiving a small shock could cause you to fall

for warning signs and obey them.

supervisor if a dangerous condition exists for

from high

which no warning sign is posted.

man should
form part

structures.

For

see to it that

of

a

closed

these

his

circuit

body

There are

reasons
does

a

not

through which

FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRIC SHOCK

current can flow.
Don't go aboard ship

One of the greatest safety hazards for Radio

for the deadly potentialities of electric current.
Few people would handle electric appliances

men is electric shock.

In order to avoid this
294
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WARNING
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WILL NOT B E OPERATED WHEN HANDLING COMBUSTIBLES OR

�

DO NOT MAKE A DIRECT VISUAL EXAMINATION

ELECTRIC A L L Y INITIATED ORDNANCE WITHIN 25FT OF ASSO-
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HORN DURING PERIODS OF

,
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OUTPUTS OF MORE THAN 250 WATTS WILL
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CIATED ANTENNAS. TRANSMITTERS WITH POW
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ANY OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED
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BLACK SOO M
REV. BKGD.

/

ANTENNA

BLACK 500 M
REV. BKGD.
NAVSHIPS
93859

SPECIFICATIONS,
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LOCATE IN RADIO TRANSMITTER ROOM IN SUITABLE

LOCATE ON RADAR A NTENNA PE DESTAL.

LOCATION FOR FULL VIEW OF OPERATION PERSONNEL.
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WARNING

/
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-------�
RED 523 M
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ALUM-LETTER
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A
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ANTENNA BEAM OF HIGH POWERED RADARS
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RADAR
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SCANNING

(FEET}
ROTATING

--�
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II

BLACK 500 M
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-1
NAVSHIPS 93860

SPECIFICATIONS,
LOCATE ON OR ADJACENT TO RADAR SET CONTROL .

/
ALUM-LETTER
MATTE FINISH

DANGER

BLACK500M
REV. BKGD.

HIGH VOLTAGE

SPECIFICATIONS,
LOCATE AT EYE LEVEL AT FOOT OF LADDER OR OTHER
ACCESS TO ALL TOWERS, MASTS, AND SUPERSTRU CTURE
WHICH ARE SUBJECTED TO HAZARDOUS LEVELS OF RADIA·
TION.

40.67(76)
Figure 15-1.-Hazard warning signs.
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Intentionally taking a shock from any voltage

Nor would they stand ankle

while in a bathtub.
deep in a flooded

basement and

is always dangerous and is strictly forbidden.

fumble for a

What is not so well recognized by

When necessary to check a circuit to find out if

many Navymen is that the hull of a ship-which,

it is alive; use a test lamp, voltmeter, or other

of course, floats in salt water-is an excellent

suitable indicating device.

light switch.

conductor, and that for all practical purposes
TAGGING SWITCHES

the man afloat is "standing in a bathtub" all the
time.

When repairing or overhauling any electronic
equipment, make sure the main supply or cut

SOME NOTES ON HUMAN ERROR

out switches, in each circuit from which power
can see for yourself

could possibly be fed, are secured in the OPEN

So that you

Most accidents are avoidable.

(or

how avoidable they are,

SAFETY)

position

tagged.

Switches

should be secured by locking, if possible.

tions, all of

tag

which

were

traceable

to human

read:

"This

circuit

was

The

ordered

order of ----" (usually the person making, or

Deaths

Causes

in charge of, the repairs).
son.

or conductor, which man knew
modifications

switch. Each party removes only its own tag as

to

it completes its share of the work.

equipment or use of unauthor
ized equipment.
3. Failure to test
fore

working
to

had

repair

given

switch should be locked

equipment be
it

to

see

the work.

2

When circuits are grounded for protection of

equipment

warning of

personnel engaged in installation or overhaul,

an

such grounds should be located in the vicinity of

unsafe condition by one or more
nonfatal

shocks

prior

to

the working party and should be secured prop

the

erly

2

fatal shock.
5. Failure to

test equipment

AFTER

for

repairs,

prevent

accidental

removal.

If

the

the tagging procedure just described should be
followed,

of ground connection
making

to

grounding point is not near the working party,

insulation resistance and cor
rectness

in the OPEN (safety)

position and the key retained by the man doing

whether it was energized.
4. Failure

If switch-locking facilities are available, the

3
on

If more than one party is working, a tag

for each working party is placed on the supply

13

to be energized
2. Unauthorized

After the work is

completed, tags are removed by the same per

1. Accidentally touched equipment

that

should

open and shall not be closed except by direct

error.

changing

and

the

wording

on

the tags.

FUSES

BEFORE trying gear for oper
ability or putting it to use.

2

Men are also electrocuted ashore.

As applied to electrical equipment, Fuses
are Safeguards.

In one

They are basically a piece of

instance a man erecting an antenna tied a rock

metal within a container which will allow cur

to the end of a bare copper wire and threw it

rent to flow through them.

over a 3300-volt powerline.
he climbed

a pole on a

If for some reason the current becomes too

Another died when

transmission

great, the wire melts, thus breaking the circuit.

line to

This protects the equipment.

capture a monkey sitting on one of the wires.

·

and

here are the causes of 22 shipboard electrocu

A third walked out of a warehouse with a com

Fuses should be removed and replaced only

panion, saw a wire hanging from a pole, said
"There's the wire that was popping yesterday,"

after the circuit has been completely deener
gized. A blown fuse is replaced with one of the

and,

before

his

companion

could

stop

same rated

him,

ampere

walked up and grabbed the wire to throw it out

mitted to

of the way.

higher rating only

These are not fairy tales.

They

capacity.

You

are

per

replace a blown fuse with one of a
under emergency or battle

are true summaries of reports on the deaths of

conditions when continued use of the equipment

three men

temptuous of the lethal capabilities of electric

is more important than consequences of pos
sible damage to equipment. When possible, a

current.

circuit

who were

either ignorant

or con
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS-Continued
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7. Have men stationed by circuit breakers
or switches ready to cut the power in
case of emergency.
8. Have a man qualified in first aid stand

1.32A

ing by during entire period of repairs.

Figure 15-2.-Fuse puller.

9. Never trust insulating material too far
replaced, because a blown fuse
cates a circuit fault.

when working with live circuits.

usually indi

Never change a knife or cartridge-type fuse
with your bare hands.
puller

(fig.

15-2).

Use an

These

pullers

are made

either of laminated bakelite or fiber, and can
handle a range of fuses up to 60 amperes.
Grasp fuse

firmly with puller (using end that

best fits fuse size) and pull straight out from
fuse cabinet.
Plug-type fuse holders are used extensively
in modern electronic equipment.
removed easily

and safely by

The fuses are
unscrewing the

insulated plug.
Unless work
boxes,

is

being

junction boxes,

done

SWITCHES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

approved fuse

on them, fuse

lever-type

boxes,

and

the like are kept closed.

As a general rule, use one hand to open and
close switches and circuit breakers. Keep the
other hand clear so that, if an accident occurs,
current

will

not

trace

a

path

up

one

arm,

through your heart, and out the other arm.
Touch one switch at a time. Before closing a
switch, make sure that1. The

provisions

for

tagging,

previously, are met.
2. The circuit is ready,

described

and all parts are

free.
3. Proper fuses are installed for protection
of the circuit.

WORKING ON ENERGIZED CIRCUITS

4. Men near moving parts are notified that

Insofar as possible, work on energized cir
cuits is not undertaken except in time of emer

the circuit is to be energized.
5. The circuit breaker is closed.

gency, and then only under proper supervision.
mean

To close a switch with maximum safety, ease

supervision by experienced electronics mainte

Proper

supervision

it to a position from which the final motion may
be completed with a positive and rapid action.

nance personnel.
be taken

is

considered

to

In all such work, care must

to insulate

a workman

from ground

To open a switch carrying current, the break

and to observe every known safety precaution.

should also

Some of these safety precautions are given in

your hand is dry so that it will not slip off the

the accompanying list.

switch handle and make contact with high volt
age.

positive

and

rapid.

Be

sure

A dry hand also offers better resistance.

All parts of a circuit breaker except the op

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

eration handle usually are good conductors of
electricity. When working with circuit breakers,

1. Provide ample illumination.
2. Remove metal objects from
and clothing.

be

remember the safety rules in the accompanying

pockets

list (see following page).

3. Insulate worker from ground with dry
wood, rubber matting, several layers

HIGH-FREQUENCY OPERATING HAZARDS

of sandpaper or dry canvas, or a sheet
of phenolic insulating material.

Aside from danger of shock, hazards inci

4. Cover metal tools with insulating rub
ber tape (not friction tape).

dent to

operating electronic

equipment in the

high-frequency range may be divided into three

5. Work with one hand only.

categories:

6. Wear rubber gloves if nature of work

(1) radiation hazards to personnel

(RADHAZ}, (2) hazards of electromagnetic radi

permits; if not, a glove should be worn

ation to ordnance (HERO), and (3} hazards as
sociated with volatile liquids (SPARKS).

on hand not holding tools.
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when you are entering an area that may be a

SAFETY RULE S

radiation hazard.

(when working with circuit breakers)

HERO

1. Use only one hand.
2. Keep hands clear of parts except op

Another danger of r-f radiation is the risk

erating handles.
3. Touch only

of premature firing of rockets or missiles, or

handle at a

one breaker

the explosion of their warheads.

time.
4. Positive

two

and

handles

negative
should

breakers
not

be

electronic explosive

with

missiles,

closed

cause of

simultaneously.
5. Close

breaker

first;

then

the

heat

and VT fuses,
associated

with

such as

occurs be
a

current

passed through the sensitive wires surrounded

close

by a temperature-sensitive explosive.
If en
ergy is dissipated into the wires, current will

switches.
6. Trip

rockets,

The hazard to

devices (EEDs),

circuit breakers before opening

flow and the explosive becomes hot and an ex
plosion can result.

switches.
7. Never disable a circuit breaker.

Normally, the circuitry of EEDs is shielded

8. Keep your face turned away while clos

in containers, and if properly shielded, there is

ing open-type circuit breakers.

little danger of an accident.
But, to be safe,
there should be no ordnance in any personnel

9. Never stand over a circuit breaker that
is energized.

hazard zone nor within 25 feet of any radiating
antenna.

RADHAZ

SPARKS

In general, the possibility of biological in

Aboard ship, shock hazards and sparks exist

jury from radiation is slight at operating fre

on rigging, cables, transmitting and receiving

quencies of

most radio communication equip

antennas, and other structures that are reso

ment.

your

nant to a radiated frequency.

But,

duties

may

bring

you into

The position of

close proximity of radar antennas, and here the

the radiating

radiation hazard is very real.

jects determines the amount of induced voltage.
If the

Overexposure to r-f radiation is thermal in

Your

voltage

body is

or other

comprised of skin tissues that form the outer

conductive

ately underneath the skin, and a central mass

aircraft,

of deeper tissues

liquids and gases.

content

consisting of muscles, high

tissues,

and

bone

an

object is

large

be drawn when

devices.

Extreme

care

must be exercised, consequently, by working
personnel during refueling operations, arming

surface, a layer of fat tissue that lies immedi

water

in

arcs and sparks may

contact is made or broken by personnel, tools,

all body temperature or as a temperature rise
in certain organs of the body.

induced

enough,

nature, and is observed as an increase in over

antenna in relation to these ob

formations.

and handling

ammunition or volatile

Additionally, all transmit

While working aloft (or in the vicinity of radar

ting equipment should be deenergized. As a
safety precaution-if impossible
to remove

transmitting equipment) you may enter a field

power-a separation

of electromagnetic radiation.

The electromag

tween the work area and an energized antenna.

netic energy is absorbed in the tissues of your
If the
produced in them.

mitters rated at 250 watts or less, and 100 feet

organism cannot dissipate this heat energy as

for transmitters over 250 watts.

the internal tempera

ture of the body rises.

This increase in tem

be

maintained

be

Separation must be at least 25 feet for trans

body, thus heat is

fast as it is produced,

must

RUBBER MATTING

perature results in damage to the body tissue
and,

if the

in your

Aboard ship a gray, fire-retardant, rubber

You must remember that electromag

matting with a diamond-shaped surface is ce

netic radiation is not visible, you cannot nor

mented to the deck in all electronic spaces.
Rubber matting insulates the operator from the

death.

rise is sufficiently

high,

mally feel this radiation, and its presence must
be measured by instruments.

Proper warning

steel deck, and the diamond-shaped surface pat

signs are located at various points to warn you

tern is easy to keep clean and provides safe,
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(j)
@

PROTECTIVE SHIELD
4 IN. DIA. X 1/4 THK.

G)

BAKELITE HANDLE

------,

1132 CHAMFER

(2) MACHINE SCREWS 6-32 X 3/4 LG.
DRILL (2) HOLES .144 DIA. (SHIELD ONLY)
DRILL & TAP (2) HOLES 6-32 X 3/4 DP.
(HANDLE ONLY)
DRILL FOR PRESS FIT 6 IN. DEEP
FOR 1/4 IN. ROD

@@

DRILL & TAP 2 HOLES IN LINE
FOR (2) 4-40 NC X 1/4 INCH SCREWS.
SCREW AND SOLDER SOLDER
CONNECTION IN PLACE.

30 IN. LENGTH BARE, FLEXIBLE, BRAIDED,
TUBULAR, COPPER WIRE 112" ID, 30 AWGN

'\""" 2 --\ o

\\i '
4\\

f2\
�

MECHANICAL & SOLDER CONNECTION

@

1.1

Figure 15-3. -Shorting/ grounding bar.

nonskid footing. At shore stations, rubber mat

Before touching a capacitor that is connected

ting is installed around electronic equipment to

to a deenergized circuit, or one that is discon

protect

nected

personnel

equipment.

who

service or

tune

the

Usually the matting does not cover

the entire deck area.

entirely,

short-circuit

the

terminals

this

operation

with the shorting bar.

Repeat

several times

sure the

to make

capacitor is

fully discharged.
SHORTING/ GROUNDING BAR
SOLDERING IRONS
Discharge and ground the circuit components
before you work on them.

Even when secured,

Soldering iron is a fire hazard and a poten

electrical and electronic equipment may retain

tial source of burns.

a charge

wires, keep the iron holder in the open where

sufficient to

cause a

severe shock.

Be safe!

The shorting/grounding bar shown in figure

danger is minimized.

When soldering cables or
Disconnect the iron when

leaving work, even for a brief absence.

15-3 provides a safe method for grounding de
energized circuits.

Connect the flexible lead to

a grounded part of

the cabinet or

means of the alligator clip.
ground connection first.

chassis by

Always make this

Then, holding only the

insulated handle, touch the copper probe to the

When using the iron, keep the ends of wires
and cables in such a position that they do not
provide a source of injury to the face or eyes.
Keep your head away from the iron.

Don't flip

the iron to dispose of molten solder accumu

circuit or part you want to discharge to ground.

lated on the tip; a drop may strike someone's

Repeat this discharge operation several times.

eye.
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HANDLING CATHODE RAY TUBES

Practice good

housekeeping.

See that

un

necessary objects are picked up and kept out of
Cathode ray

tubes

used

in

communication

the way.

equipment are not as large as those required
for radar and TV.
relatively
teletype
sents

small

Nevertheless, handling the

cathode

converters

ray

and

certain hazards.

precautions apply in

tubes

test

equipment

following safety

handling all

in a covered metal container or in a bucket of

found in

The

water.
Never eat,

pre

cathode ray

move the coffee mess.
your mouth.

from flying glass in the event of envelope frac
due to

the high vacuum

Recommended goggles
protection and

lenses

Clean electronic equipment helps to insure

and front

good

designed to

the tube.

•

The inside

absorbed

reasons,

into

heavy

the bloodstream.
gloves

should

be

•

For these

Remove the tube

from

its

worn when

ment

socket

pressure.

Insert the

•

packing box

cautiously,

using only

the tube is

made

of

thin

If

a typewriter cleaning brush, together with the

moderate
the

by the brush.
•

tube

from

should break, particles from the neck may scat
The

foregoing

precautions

also

A hand bellows may be used to blow dirt
equipment.

for cleaning

apply

•

radio equipment

When you paint radio rooms or use insulat
in

paint

radio

thinner,

spaces,

there is adequate ventilation.

because the air

Do not use steel wool or emery paper for

cleaning electronic equipment.
of these conducting

liquids

are

to delicate electronic parts.

PAINTING

ing varnish, lacquer,

lines

pressure may be so strong as to cause damage

when removing tubes from equipment sockets.

volatile

Compressed air

available aboard ship but are not recommended

ter with enough force to cause severe injury.
•

The preferred method for cleaning inside

vacuum cleaner to remove dirt as it is loosened

The neck of

glass.

A vacuum cleaner with a nonmetallic hose

electronic equipment is to use a brush, such as

tube into the equip

Do not jiggle the tube.

Turn off the power switches and ground

where dust accumulates.

with caution. Take care not to strike or scratch
the envelope.

certain

is safe and useful but will not reach all areas

handling tubes.
•

cleaning,

capacitors with the shorting bar.

fluorescent coating on some tubes is poisonous
if

Before

ment as well as the operator.

• Be sure that no part of your body is di
rectly exposed
to possible glass splinters

by implosion of

performance.

precautions are necessary to protect the equip

withstand a fairly rigid impact.

caused

Paint is a poison, and ingesting

CLEANING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

within the tube.

provide side

have clear

Re

Keep your hands out of

any amount can be serious.

Wear safety goggles to protect your eyes

ture, a sudden concussion might cause implo
sion

drink, or store food in a com

partment where painting is in progress.

tubes.
•

Any rags, sweepings, and waste that

may be contaminated with paint should be placed

materials

Tiny particles
cause

trouble

some and dangerous short circuits.

or other

make sure

RESCUE FROM ELECTRICAL
CONTACT

Use both exhaust

ventilators and power blowers arranged to en
At some time it may be necessary to rescue

sure rapid removal of explosive, combustible,
or toxic vapors.

Vapors should be exhausted in

such a way that they

a shock victim before you can begin first aid
treatment.

will not drift into other

Rescuing a person who is in contact

areas or be sucked into the ship's supply vents.

with an electrical circuit is likely to be difficult

If paint vapors or fumes are suspected of
being explosive, do not allow anyone in the

and dangerous. Extreme caution must be exer
cised to avoid being electrocuted yourself.

vicinity to use portable electrical equipment of

Speed is important, of course, but a brief pause

a type that might set off an explosion. Do not
permit smoking in the danger area, nor allow

to evaluate the situation may make the differ
ence between life and death-for you as well as

any type of work that may produce flames or

for the person you are trying to rescue.

sparks.

See

that

firefighting

equipment

is

If the victim still is in contact with the con
ductor, the first procedure is to stop current

handy.
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flow through his body.

You can shut off power

clothing around

the victim's neck,

by opening switches or circuit breakers, or by

chest.

cutting the conductor with a wooden-handle ax

these details

or hatchet or with insulated pliers.

ficial respiration.

To lift or

If you are

alone,

waist, and

you must

attend to

yourself before beginning arti

pull the man away from the conductor, if cir

Artificial respiration must be continued for

cumstances are such that power cannot be shut

at least 4 hours unless natural breathing is re

off quickly, use some dry material such as line,

stored before that time or a medical officer de

cloth, canvas, rubber, or wood.

clares the person dead.

THE

MAN.

DON'T

USE

DON'T TOUCH

METAL

OR

Some people have been

revived after as much as 8 hours of artificial

MOIST

MATERIALS . A neckerchief or belt can be used

respiration.

to pull a person from an electrical circuit. The
belt buckle must be removed first, however.

Three methods of artificial respiration are
described in this manual. They are the mouth

When you are trying to break an electrical con

to-mouth method,

tact, stand on any dry, nonconducting material

method, and the back-pressure hip-lift method.

such as wood or rubber, to prevent the current

the back-pressure arm-lift

In addition to the foregoing procedures, there

are several other methods of artificial respira

from reaching ground through your body.

tion.

If you have had training in first aid, it is

possible that you learned one of the older meth

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

ods, but they no longer are considered the most
A victim of electrical shock who has stopped

effective way.

breathing is not necessarily dead, but he is in
immediate and critical danger.

The method by

which a

after breathing

person can

be saved

Mouth-to-Mouth Resuscitation

stops is called artificial respiration. The same

Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, shown in fig

methods of artificial respiration are used for

ure 15-4 is recommended by the National Acad

victims of electrical shock as for drowning or

emy of Sciences,

gas asphyxiation cases.
The purpose of

artificial respiration is to

only when mouth-to-mouth resuscitation is not

It

practicable.
Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation is particularly

Do not assume that a

recommended for use aboard ship in cases of

person's breathing has stopped merely because
he is unconscious, or because he has been

electric

Do not give artificial respiration

onds are

sending

being
Have

the patient from

be moved in

administered,

chewing gum,

or other

medical help.

Com

his contact with electricity.

The following steps are easy to learn. Refer
to figure 15-4 as you read them.

he can be

him remove false

or yelling for

duced to a matter of a few seconds after freeing

he is in such a

If another person is present while artificial
respiration is

Familiarity

mencing artificial respiration can thus be re

order to save his life.

very helpful.

moving the

the patient to start revival action readily while

Every moment's

dangerous position that he must

despite

with this new method enables the man nearest

delay cuts down the victim's chance of survival.
Do not take time to move the victim to a more
unless

sometimes lost in first

applying resuscitation measures.

Speed in beginning arti

location,

shipboard

lated location to a roomier, drier place before

ficial respiration is essential in any instance in

comfortable

of

patient from an awkward, cramped, wet, or iso

If possible, send for a medical officer or a
Hospitalman; but don't go yourself if you are

which breathing has stopped.

Investigations

the good intentions of rescuers, valuable sec

to a person who is breathing naturally.

alone with the victim.

shock.

electric shock fatalities indicate that,

rescued from contact with an electrical circuit.
Remember:

All other proce

dures are considered alternate methods for use

must not be given to any person who is breath
ing q;:tturally on his own.

Council,

as the preferred and most effective way of pro
viding artificial respiration.

rhythmic alternation, until natural breathing is
restored.
Artificial
respiration should be
when natural breathing ceases.

National Research

the American Red Cross, and the Armed Forces

force air from the lungs and into the lungs, in

given only

It is your responsibility to learn

the best techniques.

1. Place the

teeth,

patient on

his

back.

Loosen

collar and belt.

matter from the vic

2. Clear his mouth of

tim's mouth; at the same time he can bring the
victim's tongue forward. He also can loosen the

any foreign matter

with your fingers or
around your fingers.
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1- Thrust head backward

2

-

Lift tongu

� tand

JO
· w

-

�

3- Pinch nostrils

4-

5- Mouth to nose

6-

Mouth to mouth and nose

Figure 15-4.-Mouth-to-mouth method of resuscitation.

that indicates air exchange.

3. Tilt his head back so his chin is pointing
upward.

ward
his

With one hand push his jaw for

into a jutting-out position.

head

and

pushing

his

jaw

4.224

Tilting

forward

���79

Repeat the

blowing effort about 12 times per minute.
6. If you are not getting air exchange, recheck patient's head and jaw position.

If

you still do not get air exchange, turn the

should relieve obstruction of the airway.

patient quickly on his side and administer

With the fingers of one hand, pinch pa

any air

several blows between his shoulder blades

4. Take a deep breath. Place your mouth
over patient's mouth and breathe into

Again clean his mouth with your fingers.

tient's

leakage.

him.

nostrils

shut

to 'avoid

in an effort

matter.

Don't worry about germs when a life is at

Your first blowing effort should de

termine whether

to dislodge foreign

stake. Those who do not wish to come into di

any obstruction exists.

rect contact with the patient may hold a cloth

Watch his chest rise to make sure his air

or handkerchief

passage is clear.
5. Remove your mouth, turn your head to one

and

breathe

over patient's mouth or nose

through

it.

The cloth

greatly affect the exchange of air.

side, and listen for the return rush of air
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4.225
Figure 15-5.-Back-pressure arm-lift method of resuscitation.

Medical
sively

that

has established conclu

research

the middle of

respiration

mouth-to-mouth

the

technique is superior to all others in reviving

below

his

spread downward

and

outward, with thumb tips nearly touching.

reason. The method is adaptable to a patient of
any age.

just

in such a position that

your fingers are

a person whose breathing has stopped for any

back,

his

shoulder blades,

3. With your arms held straight, rock for

Everyone should be familiar with it.

ward slowly so that

the weight of your

body is gradually brought to bear on the
action compresses
This
patient.
chest and forces air out of the lungs.

Back-Pressure Arm-Lift Method

not exert sudden pressure, and do not put

The back-pressure arm-lift method of arti

your hands too high on his back or on his

ficial respiration is illustrated in figure 15-5.
This

procedure

1. Place

requires

patient

shoulder blades.

the following steps:

that

so

he

is

lying

4. Release

to come to rest
above

Bend both his elbows and

pulls

Rest his head on his hands,

can use either knee.)
close to his head.
near his elbow.

Put

You may

other

patient's arms just.
As you swing back

on

the

patient's

The arm lift

chest

muscles,

his chest, and causes his chest to expand

(You

and fill with air.

tient's arms.

foot

Finally, lower the pa

Now you have finished one

full cycle.

find it more

comfortable to kneel on both knees; if you

Repeat the cycle approximately 12 times per

do, have one knee on each side of the pa
tient's head.

removing

arches his back, releases the weight on

Place your knee
your

on

his elbows.

ward, lift his arms upward.

place one hand on the other, as shown in
with his face turned to one side.
2. Kneel on one knee, facing patient.

by

5. Now rock backward, and allow your hands

down. If he is on a sloping surface, posi

figure 15-5.

quickly

pressure

your hands from the patient's back.

face

tion him so that his head is slightly lower
than his feet.

his
Do

minute

Next, place your hands on

rhythm:
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4.226
Figure 15-6.-Back-pressure hip-lift method of resuscitation.

backward
should
time.

and

take

lift.

The

pressing

approximately

equal

and lifting

The

back-pressure

hip-lift

principle re

quires the following steps:

periods of

The release periods should be as short
1. Place patient face

as possible.

down,

with

one

arm

bent at the elbow and the other arm ex

Try to maintain a slow, easy rhythm-rocking

tended as in figure 15-6.

Rest his head

backward on the arm-lift movement. The rock

on his hand

with

ing motion helps to maintain rhythm.

turned so

forward on

the back-pressure phase,

rocking
Remem

or forearm,

that his nose and

face

Clear his mouth of

ber that a smooth rhythm is important in per

free for

forming artificial respiration, but split-second

any objects or materials that might ob

timing is not essential.

breathing.

his

mouth are

struct his breathing.
bring his

At the same time,

tongue forward so that it will

not clog the air passage.
Back-Pressure

2. Kneel on either knee,

Hip-Lift Method
The

back-pressure

patient at
hip-lift

and straddle the

level of his hips.

Place

your hands on the middle of his back, just

method of re

suscitation is shown in figure 15-6.

the

below his shoulder blades.

It is used

Your fingers

should be spread downward and outward,

when necessary to give artificial respiration to

with your thumb tips nearly touching.

a person injured in the upper part of the body

Be

careful that your hands are not too high

chest, neck, shoulders, or arms. The hip-lift
procedure is also useful in situations where

on his

back;

they should

be below his

shoulder blades.

lack of space makes it difficult or impossible
to use the arm-lift method. The hip-lift tech

3. With your arms held straight, rock for
ward slowly so that the weight of your

nique has the disadvantage of being somewhat
harder on the operator.

body is
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gradually

brought to

bear upon
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the patient. Keep your elbows straight
and your arms almost vertical, so that
pressure is exerted almost directly
downward. Do not exert sudden pres
sure, nor more pressure than is re
quired to feel a firm resistance.
4. Release pressure quickly by removing
your hands from the patient's back.
5. Now rock backward and let your hands
come to rest on the patient's hips, well
below his waist. Slip your fingers under
neath his hip bones.
6. Lift the patient's hips 4 to 6 inches. Lift
ing them allows his abdomen to sag down
ward, and his diaphragm to descend,
causing his chest to expand and fill with
air. Lower the patient's hips. You now
have finished one full cycle.
As in the a.rm-lift method, the cycle should
be performed approximately 12 times per
minute. If a relief operator is available, he
can come in on one side and take over after one
of the lift movements.

only a few moments, or it may be severe enough
to cause death. An interruption of breathing,
from whatever cause, almost always is followed
by severe shock.
Symptoms
A person suffering from shock feels weak,
faint, and cold. His face is usually pale and his
skin is cold and clammy. Sweating is likel_y to
,?::- v ¥!::9 !iOLiCe@Ii\. Remember, however, that
Signs of shock do not always appear at the time
of injury. Indeed, in many serious cases, they
may not appear until hours later.
The symptoms of a person suffering from
shock are, directly or indirectly, the result of
the circulation of the blood becoming disturbed.
His pulse is weak and rapid. Breathing is likely
to be shallow, rapid, and irregular, because
poor circulation of blood affects the breathing
center in the brain. It is unlikely that you will
see all these symptoms of shock in any specific
instance. Some of them appear only in late
stages of shock when the patient's life is in
serious danger. It is imperative that you know
the symptoms that indicate the presence of
shock, but don't ever wait for symptoms to de
velop before beginning the treatment for shock.

Treatment During Recovery
When a person is regaining his breath, the
bluish or pale appearance of his skin may be
succeeded by a distinct flush of color. His
muscles then may begin to twitch and his fingers
to scratch and clutch. Swallowing movements
are sometimes the first sign of natural respira
tion. The first attempt to breathe may be a
faint catch of breath, or a sigh. You must be
careful not to exert pressure when the victim
is trying to get his first breath. If he begins to
breathe on his own, adjust your timing to assist
him. Do not hinder his efforts to breathe; in
stead, synchronize your efforts with his.
Keep the patient warm. Do not give any
liquids until he is fully conscious. To avoid
strain on his heart, the patient should be kept
lying down and not allowed to stand or sit im
mediately after he revives. Do not permit the
patient to walk or otherwise exert himself.
The slightest exertion at this point might easily
cause his death from heart failure. After a
temporary recovery of respiration, the patient
sometimes stops breathing again. If natural
breathing stops, resume artificial respiration
at once.
SHOCK
Some degree of shock follows all injuries.
It may be slight and almost unnoticed, lasting

Prevention and Treatment
The most helpful deed you can perform for
a person revived by artificial respiration is to
begin treatment for shock. If shock has not yet
developed, the treatment may actually prevent
its occurrence. If it has developed, you may
be able to keep . it from reaching a critical
stage. You must, therefore, begin treatment
for shock at the earliest practicable moment.
Get medical assistance as quickly as possi
ble. Meanwhile, place the patient in a hori
zontal position, with his head slightly lower
than the rest of his body. If impossible to do
so, it might still be feasible for you to raise
his feet and legs enough to help t'he blood flow
to his braid. Do the best you can, under the
""Circumstances, to get the �nt into this posi
tion. Never let the patient sit ()?; stand or walk
around.
Heat is important in the treat · ent for shock,
e conserved.
as patient's body heat must
Keep the patient warm, but not pt. Apply only
enough ctotnmg and fJlanK'�t� to bring his body
to normal temperature.
As a general rule, liquids should not be given
as a part of first aid treatment for shock. Until

�
·
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recently, first aid books emphasized giving
warm fluids (in particular water, tea, and
coffee) as a part of the treatment. Now it is
believed that administering fluids is not a nee
essary or even desirable part of first aid treat
ment. It is true that a person in shock is in
need of liquids. But liquids given by mouth are
not absorbed-and therefore are ineffective
except in very mild cases of shock. In moder
ate or deep shock, intravenous administration
of fluids is necessary; but this medical pro
cedure cannot, under any circumstances, be
performed by a person not properly trained.
One final precaution concerning the use of
liquids: never give alcohol to a person who is
in shock or may go into shock. Alcohol in
creases the blood supply to the surface blood
vessels, and diminishes the blood supply to the
brain and other vital organs.

mildest, producing redness, increased warmth,
tenderness, and mild pain.
Second-degree
burns redden and blister the skin and are char
acterized by severe pain. Third-degree burns
destroy the skin and may destroy muscle tissue
and bone in severe cases. Severe pain may be
absent because nerve endings have been de
stroyed. The color may vary from white and
lifeless (scalds) to black (charred).
Always remember that the size of a burned
area may be far more significant than the depth
of a burn. A first-degree or second-degree
burn that covers a large area of the body usu
ally is more serious than a small third-degree
burn. A first-degree sunburn, for example,
can cause death if a large area of the body is
burned.
In general, the causes of burns are classified
as thermal (heat) or chemical, or as resulting
from sunburn, electric shock, or radiation.
Whatever the cause of the burn, shock always
results if the burns are extensive.

BURNS
Burns and scalds are caused by exposure to
intense heat, such as that generated by fire,
bomb flash, sunlight, hot solids, hot gases, and
hot liquids. Contact with electric current also
causes burns, particularly if the skin is dry.
(Dry skin offers about 20 times more resistance
than moist skin to the passage of electric cur
rent. When the skin is dry, therefore, local
heating effects (burns) are greater, even though
total damage to the body is less than when the
skin is wet.)
It should be noted that burns and scalds are
essentially the same type of heat injury. When
injury is caused by dry heat, it is called a burn;
when caused by moist heat, it is called a scald.
Treatment is the same in both cases.
•
Classification of burns: Burns are clas
sified in several ways-by the extent of the
burned surface, by the depth of the burn, and by
the cause of the burn. Of these categories, the
extent of body surface burned is the principal
factor in determining seriousness of the burn,
and also plays the greatest role in the casualty's
chances for survival.
Shock can be expected in adults with burns
of over 15 percent; in small children, with
burns of over 10 percent of body surface area.
In adults, burns to more than 20 percent of the
body endanger life. Usually 30-percent burns
are fatal if adequate medical treatment is not
received.
1f-' The depth of injury to the tissues is spoken
f�J of in degrees. First-degree burps 1re the

'-'"'"

Treatment of Burns and Scalds
First aid for all burns consists of the follow
ing main items: (1) relieve pain, (2) prevent or
treat shock, and (3) p:r:event infection.
In electric shock, the burn may have to be
temporarily ignored while resuscitative meas
ures are carried out. otherwise the treatment
is the same as for heat burns.
Local treatment for chemical burns varies,
depending on the causative agent. Chemical
burns are discussed more fully later in this
chapter.
•
Ice water treatment: Clean water and
ice are not always available, but when they are,
ice water (as an emergency measure) provides
immediate relief from pain and also seems to
lessen the damaging effects of burns. For
burns affecting less than 20 percent of the body,
immerse the burned part in ice water or, where
immersion is not practical, repeatedly apply
ice-cold moist towels to the burned area.
Treatment should be continued until no pain is
felt when the burned area is withdrawn from
the water. This treatment may last from 30
minutes to as long as 5 hours. When available,
hexachlorophene should be added to the water
to destroy bacteria. After the ice water treat
ment, the regular treatment for burns should
follow (discussed later).
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•
Relief of pain: Simple first-degree burns
that do not cover a large body area may require
no more than one or two aspirin tablets to re
lieve discomfort. Severe burns cause extreme
pain, which contributes to the severity of shock.
A person who has suffered extensive burns may
be given not more than 1/4 grain of morphine
to relieve the pain. The injection site should be
massaged for a few minutes to help circulate
the morphone.
(CAUTION: The casualty may
have other injuries. Do not give morphine to
any person who has a head injury, chesC:lnjury,
or who is in deep shock, even if he is suffering
from extensive burns.)

piece of sterile gauze over your mouth and nose
while you are working near the burn victim.
Contamination by micro-organisms from the
mouth and nose is a frequent cause of serious
(and possibly fatal) burn infections.
•
Treatment: If the casualty is to receive
medical attention soon, do nothing more than
relieve his pain, treat for shock, and cover the
burn with a sterile wrapping or clean sheet or
towel. Do not attempt treatment of the burn
wound itself.
If more than 3 hours may elapse before the
services of a physician can be obtained, you
should dress the burn. First remove the cas
ualty's clothing from around and over the
burned area, preferably by cutting it away. Be
especially careful not to cause further injury.
If clothing sticks to the burn wound, do not at
tempt to pull it loose. Merely cut around the
part that sticks, and leave it in place. If any
material such as wax, metal, dirt, grease, or
tar adheres to the burn, do not try to remove it.
Do not allow absorbent cotton, powder, adhesive
tape, or other substances that might cling to
the burn to come in contact with the burn.
Never apply iodine or any other antiseptics on
a burn.
When you have cleared away as much of the
clothing as you can, dress the burn. Apply a
single layer of sterile, fine-mesh petrolatum
gauze over the burn wound, beginning at the out
side of the burn wound and working toward the
center in a circular manner. Next, place bulky
fluffs of gauze over the burn, with a large
padded dressing as the outer layer.
Wrap
gauze strips smoothly and gently around the
dressing. The bandage should give light, even
pressure and immobilize the injured part. Once
the bandage is applied, it should be left alone.
Leave it in place until the casualty receives
medical care.

•
Treatment for shock: Any person who has
been seriously burned must be treated for
shock immediately. Serious shock always ac
companies an extensive burn, and is, in fact,
the most dangerous consequence of the injury.
Start the treatment for shock before making any
attempt to treat the burn itself.

Relieving the casualty's pain is, of course,
an important part of the treatment for shock.
After easing his suffering, place him in a posi
tion so that his head is lower than his feet.
Make sure that he is warm enough; do not re
move his clothing immediately.
Remember
that exposure to cold will cause shock to be
come worse, but do not overheat him.
In burn cases, an exception must be made to
the rule of withholding liquids from a patient.
A seriously burned person has an overwhelm
ing need for liquids; and administering liquids
in such cases is an indispensable part of treat
ment for shock caused by burns. Give small
amounts of sweetened tea, fruit juice, or sugar
water, if the casualty has no internal injuries,
is conscious, and is able to swallow.
•
Prevention of infection:
Second- and
third-degree burns are, in effect, open wounds
and must be covered to reduce possibility of
infection. Every effort must be made to use a
sterile covering, but makeshift wrappings such
as clean sheets and freshly laundered towels
may be used.

•
Burns of the eye: Burns of the eye re
quire special attention. If they are true heat
burns, caused by exposure to steam, bomb
flash, welding arc, or any other source of in
tense heat, treat them as follows:

Ointments and other medicines must never
be put on the burn wound. Using these agents
may make later treatment by a physician diffi
cult or impossible.

1. Put a few drops of clean mineral oil or
olive oil into each eye.
2. Cover each eye with a small, thick com

Do not open any blisters. Do not cough or
sneeze near the casualty. If possible, keep a

press, and fasten the compress in place
with a bandage or an eyeshield.
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1. Carry fire extinguisher in an upright po
sition, and approach fire as closely as

3. Make sure that the casualty does not rub
his eyes.
4. Get medical attention for the casualty.as
soon as possible.

In

electrical

fires,

the

following

laid on its side.)

(It

is

procedures

4. Open valve by turning valve wheel to left

radio

transmitter

(or squeeze release lever), thus opening
valve and releasing carbon dioxide.
At

has an

switch that removes

the same time direct the flow toward the

all power from equipment. In addition to

base of the fire. Move horn slowly from

local power

side to side, and follow flames upward as

EMERGENCY OFF

switches on

equipment, the

they recede.

power supply to all transmitters and re
ceivers,

converters,

and

also

secured

power

be

at

teletypes

can

5. Close valve as soon as conditions permit,

distribution

and continue to open and close it as·nec

panels.

2 . Spread the alarm.

essary.

Ashore, call the fire

The

firefighter

may

shut

off

handwheel-type valve for brief intervals

department. Aboard ship, use the phone
or intercom. If available, send another

without appreciable loss of carbon diox

person to sound the alarm in accordance

bon dioxide will leak away in 10 minutes

ide.

with ship's fire bill.
3. Secure

ventilation.

off

likewise

In continuous operation, the 15-pound cyl

hold contents indefinitely without leakage.
inder of either type will expend its con

available in

tents in about 40 seconds.

such as portable 15-

6. The discharge should not be stopped too

pound C02 (carbon dioxide) extinguishers.
When extinguishing

an

electrical

soon. When flame is extinguished, coat
entire surface engaged in fire with carbon

fire, re

dioxide snow in order to prevent reflash.

action is required only to

deenergize the circuit. When this action has
been taken, STOP! LOOK! THINK! The use of

The firefighter must be warned that the very
qualities that make carbon dioxide a desirable

C02 fire extinguishers directed at the base of
the flame is always best for all electrical

extinguishing agent also make it dangerous to
life if

Because carbon dioxide is a dry, non

with it.

corrosive, inert gas, it will not damage electri
cal equipment.
And, because it is a noncon

Radio rooms do not have C02 systems for total
flooding such as those installed in uninhabited

additional hazard of electric shock.

spaces used

gasoline

when

using

and

paint

stowage.

15-pound

portable

fire extinguishers, the firefighter usually does
not have to consider the possibility of harm to

Some portable 15-pound carbon dioxide fire
style

for

Consequently,

PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

squeeze-grip

Certainly, when it replaces oxygen in

sustained, breathing cannot be sustained either.

fighting fires that otherwise would present the

a

the compartment should become filled

the air to the extent that combustion cannot be

ductor of electricity, it can be used safely in

have

type

the OOD by telephone or

immediate vicinity,

extinguishers

squeeze-grip

may be turned off while in use, but it will

fire with equipment

member that quick

The

blowers;

messenger.
5. Attack

But once valve seal is broken, car

or so.
Turn

close doors.
4. Report fire to

fires.

not be

it should

insulated to protect your hand from ex
'
treme cold of disc�arging carbon dioxide.)

1. Deenergize circuit for the affected equip
Every

tion,

3. Grasp nozzle horn by its handle.

source of disaster.

should be observed.

ment.

(Keep extinguisher erect
Because of its construc

2. Remove locking pin from valve.

ELECTRICAL FIRES
Any fire is a potential

heat permits.
while using it.

re

personnel.

Because carbon dioxide is heavier

than air, it does not rise, but remains in a pool

lease valve that is operated by a simple hand
squeeze-grip.
Others have a release valve
operated by a handwheel at the top. Both valves

close to the deck. The quantity of gas releas�ed
from one-or several-of these extinguishers is

have a locking pin to prevent unintentional dis

insufficient to reduce below a dangerous mini

charge of the carbon dioxide.
serve the following steps.

compartment.

mum the total

To operate, ob
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Here is what the CWO requires you to do
when he receives word that men are going aloft:

Anyone using a carbon dioxide extinguisher
should be

warned that snow

blisters the skin

and causes painful burns· if allowed to remain

(1) Secure all radio

on the skin.

nect

(2)

If all efforts with carbon dioxide fail to put

Make entries in your radio log to show the
operating, name of the OOD granting permis

preventing the fire from running the length of

sion to open up, and the time men came off the

the cable is to cut the cable after it is deener

with

action

should

well-insulated

be

tools,

such

mast.

This pre

accomplished
as

Under no circumstances turn on any trans
mitter unless informed that the men are off the

only

wooden

mast, and then only with permission of the OOD

handled fire axes or insulated pliers.

and CWO.
Observe these safety precautions when you

WORKING ALOFT
To work on

antennas,

you

are going aloft:

must go aloft.

Radarmen, Signalmen, and the deck force also

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

may have work to do on the masts and stacks.

WORKING ALOFT

Before going aloft,

it is

necessary to

permission from the OOD and CWO.
requirement is

obtain
1. You must have permission of the CWO

Another

and OOD.

to inform them when work is

2.

completed and the men are down.
by

advance tests

danger exists.

show positively

as soon as you reach the place where
you will work.

Although the spark itself

It is true the job may take a few min

is also shock hazard if nearby antennas are en
aboard a

such as those on
ship moored

utes longer, but it is also true that a

stations ashore or

fall from the vicinity of an antenna is

alongside or across a

usually fatal.

pier.

4. Do not attempt

Danger also exists that radar or other ro
fall by

knocking

them

ing.

from their perch.

with

be raised

to

you by

Tools should be

dropping them.
5. Ensure

antennas.

yourself

of good

footing

and

grasp at all times.

If you work near a stack, draw and wear the
breathing

loaded

secured with preventer lines to avoid

radar antennas must be tagged and locked open
before anyone is allowed aloft close to such

oxygen

Tools can

your assistant below.

Motor safety switches controlling the motion of

recommended

to climb

tools. Keep both hands free for climb

tating antennas might cause men working aloft
to

Some men have com

plained on occasion that a belt is
clumsy and interferes with movement.

may be harmless, the "surprise" may cause
the man to let go his grasp involuntarily. There
ergized,

Wear a safety belt. To be of any bene
fit, the belt must be fastened securely

A casualty can occur from even

rigging.

the assistance of an

swain's Mate qualified in rigging.

3.

that no

a small spark drawn from a charged piece of
metal or

You must have

other man, along with a ship's Boat

When radio or radar antennas are energized
transmitters, workmen must not go aloft

unless

Report ac

time of securing, time of opening up to resume

support combustion, the only positive method of

ventive

(3)

that he can inform the OOD and men going aloft

insulation covered by armor)

and separate the two ends.

antennas.

Unpatch remote control units at the trans

that all radio transmitters are secured.

In cable fires in which the inner layers of

gized,

and discon

transmitting

complishment of these details to the CWO so

entirely remove danger of electric shock.
(or

transmitters

the

aloft" sign on all transmitters.

Because of the fine diffu

sion of its particles, fog reduces but does not

insulation

ground

mitter transfer panel, and place a "Secure, men

out a fire, fresh water applied with a fog appli
cator may be used.

and

6. Hold fast.

apparatus.

Among other toxic substances, stack gas con
tains carbon monoxide. Carbon monoxide is

LIQUID CLEANERS

too unstable to build up to a high concentration
in the open,

but

prolonged

The widespread

exposure to even

maintain,

small quantities is dangerous.
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and

use

of solvents to clean,

recondition

electrical

and
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electronic equipment as an assist for removing

formation of phosgene, which is a highly poison

oil,

ous gas.

grease, and

that the

other contaminants requires

supervisor

properly

indoctrinate

all

personnel in the necessary safety precautions.

DO'S

HAZARDS
1. Do use a blower or canvas wind chute to
blow air into a compartment in which a cleaning

Any man who smokes while using a volatile
flammable cleaning solvent is inviting disaster.
Unfortunately,

solvent is being used.

many such disasters do occur.

2.

For this reason, the Navy does not permit the
use of gasoline,

benzine,

ether,

Do open all usable portholes, and place

wind scoops in them.

or like sub

3.

stances for cleaning purposes. Only nonvolatile
solvents are authorized for use in cleaning

Do place a

4.

electronic apparatus.
In addition to the potential hazards of acci

5.

7.

fective reminders to maintenance personnel who

Do use water compounds in lieu of other
Do wear rubber gloves to prevent direct

Do hold

where compounds
chloroform
as safe

alone in a poorly ventilated

cleaning

solvents

vapor.

on elec

apply

solvents

to

warm

or

feasible.

as can be expected

when

Don't use

a solvent

open flame.

Doing

in the
so

Methyl

and about
reasonable

Its use re

Inhibited methyl chloroform is unsafe

places oxygen in the air.

hot

equipment. This practice increases the toxicity
hazard.
5.

not

for use with a gas mask because the vapor dis

trical windings or insulation.

any

are

quires plenty of ventilation and observance of
fire precautions. Avoid direct inhalation of the

Don't breathe directly any of the vapor of

a cleaning solvent for prolonged periods.
Don't spray

the object

is an effective cleaner

care is exercised in applying it.

compartment.

Don't

close to

Inhibited methyl chloroform should be used

DON'TS

4.

the nozzle

being sprayed.

must use cleaning solvents.

3.

by,

6. Do use goggles when a solvent is being
sprayed on permissible surfaces.

cases of prolonged inhalation.
The following
list of "Dont's" and "Do's" will serve as ef

2.

close

contact.

of damaging the human respiratory system in

Don't work

extinguisher

solvents where feasible.

dental fire, many cleaning solvents are capable

1.

fire

ready for use.

can

For additional information on the safety pre

presence of

cautions to be observed when using solvents,
see articles 9600-412 through 9600-415 of the

lead to the

NavShips Technical Manual.
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APPENDIX I

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ACP

"Allied Communications Publication." Provides communica
tions instructions and procedures essential to conducting
combined military operation and communications in which
two or more allied nations are involved.

AF

"Audio Frequency." A frequency which can be detected as a
sound by the human ear. The range of audio frequency ex
tends from approximately 20 to 20,000 Hps.

AFTS

"Audio Frequency Tone Shift."

Keeping the

radio carrier

constant and shifting back and forth between two discrete
audio frequency tones to produce the MARK/SPACE signals
of a teletype channel.
AMPERE

The practical unit of electrical current.

AMPLITUDE

The maximum periodically varying quantity (such as an al
ternating voltage) as measured from its average or zero
values.

AMPLITUDE MODULATION

The process by which the amplitude of the r-f carrier wave
is varied in accordance with the electrical form of the
message. In amplitude modulation the frequency of the r-f
carrier remains constant.

ANTENNA

A device used to radiate or intercept radio waves.

ANTENNA LOADING

The process of adding/removing inductance or capacitance
of an antenna to make its electrical length adaptable to the
radiated or received signal.

ATMOSPHERE

The mixture of gases, chiefly oxygen and nitrogen that sur
rounds the earth.

ATTENUATION

A reduction or loss in energy.

Attenuation occurs naturally

during wave travel through lines, waveguides, spaces, or a
medium such as water. Attenuation may be produced inten
tionally by inserting an attenuator in a circuit or placing an
absorbing device in the path of the radiation.
AUTODIN

"Automatic Digital Network." A worldwide automatic com
munication system that provides automatic data service. It
is a general purpose network of the defense communications
system.
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AUTOVON

"Automatic Voice Network."
network

which

provides

An automatic circuit switching
voice

interconnection

military and other installations.

between

Navy afloat and aircraft

units are provided access to autovon.
BAUD

A unit of telegraph signaling speed.
the number

of

code

elements

The speed in bauds is

(marks

and

spaces)

per

second.
BIDIRECTIONAL

Response in two opposite directions.

CALIBRATING

To determine, by measurement or comparison with a stand
ard, the correct value of each scale reading on a meter or
other device or to determine the settings of a control that
correspond to particular values of voltage,

current, fre

quency or some other characteristic.
CARRIER
CIC

The unmodulated radio

wave

produced

Meaning #1:

Combat information center.

Meaning #2:

Content Indicator Code.

by

a transmitter.

Which intended mean

ing will be readily apparent to the reader by the contents of
the subject matter.
CODRESS

Message type where the originator and all addressees are
included in the encrypted text.

CONDUCTIVITY

The ability of a material to conduct electric current.

CRITICAL FREQUENCY

The maximum frequency below which a radio wave will be
refracted by an ionospheric layer at vertical incidence at a
given time.

Higher frequencies will penetrate the layer.

Also called penetration frequency.
CURRENT

A movement

of

electrons

or

charges

along

a conductor.

DECI BEL

A unit used to relate the ratio of two power levels.

Each

three decibels (db) is equivalent to a 2-to-1 power ratio.
DIFFRACTION

The apparent bending of a wave around edges of an object.
It is caused by interference between wave components scat

tered by the boundaries of the object.
DffiECT WAVE

A radio wave that is propagated in a straight line from trans
mitter to receiver.

DISTORTION

An undesired change in waveforms.

DNC

Director Naval Communications.

DUCTING

A phenomenon in which radio waves are trapped in a layer or
duct of warm air.
cause

the wave

distances.
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The duct acts as a wave guide and may
to

be

received over

abnormally

long
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EHF

Extremely high frequency.

GHZ)

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY

Energy associated with radio waves, heat waves, and other
types of electromagnetic radiation.

ENCRYPTION

The process of converting intelligible information to an unin
telligible form for transmission.

EXEMPT

An element of a collective call sign who is not an intended
addressee of the message. Designated by the prosign X MT.

FACSIMILE (FAX)

A system of communication in which a photograph, map, or
other fixed graphic material is scanned and the information
converted into signals for transmission by wire or radio to
a facsimile receiver at a remote point.

FADING

Variations, usually gradual, in the field strength of a radio
signal that are caused by changes in the transmission path
or medium.

FEEDBACK

The return of a portion of the output of a circuit to its input.

FIELD STRENGTH

The strength of an electric,

magnetic, or electromagnetic

field at a given point.
FREQUENCY

The number of complete cycles per unit of time for periodic
phenomena such as

alternating current,

sound waves, or

vibrating systems.
FREQUENCY DIVERSITY

Diversity reception which involves the use of two or more
carrier frequencies, each having the same modulation, to
take advantage of the fact that fading does not occur simul
taneously on different frequencies.

FREQUENCY MODULATION

Modulation in which the instantaneous frequency of the car
rier is caused to change by an amount proportional to the
instantaneous amplitude of the modulating wave.

FREQUENCY OF OPTIMUM
TRAFFIC

The frequency, depending upon the condition of the ionosphere,
which is capable of providing the communications between
two specific points for a given hour.

FSK

Frequency Shift Keying. A variation of frequency modulation.
The r-f carrier frequency is shifted above and below the
carrier frequency of the transmitter corresponding to the
marks and spaces of a teletype signal.

FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

The entire range of frequencies from sound waves up through
the various degrees of light waves.

GIGAHERTZ

Kilomegahertz.
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Giga is a prefix representing

109.

RADIOMAN
GROUNDWAVE

Refers to

3

&

2

those types

of radio

transmissions

that

do not

make use of refractions from the ionosphere. Direct waves,
ground-reflected waves, surface waves,

and tropospheric

waves are all components of the ground wave.
GROUND REFLECTED WAVE

The component of the ground wave that reaches the receiving
antenna after being reflected from the ground or the sea.

HERTZ

Term used

to indicate cycles per second.

Example:

Hz,

KHz, MHz, etc.
INCIDENT WAVE

A wave that impinges on a discontinuity or on a medium hav
ing unlike propagation characteristics. Also, a current or
voltage wave that is traveling through a transmission line
in a direction from source to load.

INFRARED

Electromagnetic radiation that

lies in the frequency range

just below that of visible red light.
IONOSPHERE

The outer region of the earth's atmosphere where ions and
electrons are present in quantities sufficient to effect the
propagation of radio waves. It begins about
extends to about

ISB

250

30

miles up and

miles.

Independent Side Band. Independent sideband is radiation of a
reduced r-f carrier on which one intelligence is used to
modulate the upperside and another intelligence is used to
modulate the lowerside.

ISOTROPIC ANTENNA

A hypothetical antenna

that

radiates

or

receives

signals

equally well in all directions.

(1000

KHZ

Kilo Hertz

LOBE

The "tear drop" shaped radiation pattern of a directional an
tenna.

Hertz).

The direction of maximum radiation coincides with

the axis of the major lobe.

All other lobes in the pattern

are called minor lobes.
LOWEST USABLE
FREQUENCY (LUF)

The lowest high frequency

which is dependent upon equip

ment characteristics that is effective at a specified time
for ionospheric propagation of radio waves between two
specified points.

LSB

Lower sideband.
modulated r-f
frequency to

MAXIMUM USABLE
FREQUENCY (MUF)

3

The band of frequencies in an amplitude
wave which extends

from the

r-f carrier

KHz below the r-f carrier frequency.

The highest operating frequency that is reflected from the
ionosphere for a point-to-point path for

50%

of the days in

a given month.
MICROWAVE

Wavelengths in the microwave spectrum from about
0.3 em.
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MHz

Mega Hertz.

NAVCALS

Naval communication area local station. Coordinates control

(1,000,000

Hertz)

of c.ommunications under direction of NAVCAMS.
NAVCAMS

Naval communications area master station, control coordina
tion of all naval communications within a NAVCOMMAREA.

NAVCOMMSTA

Naval communications station.

An activity which operates

and maintains those facilities,

systems,

equipments, and

devices necessary to provide requisite fleet support and
fixed communications services for a specific area.
NAVCOMMU

Naval Communications Unit.

An activity smaller in person

nel, resources a facilities than a NA VCOMMsr A and which
is

assigned

a

more

limited

or

specialized

functional

mission.
NAVRADSTA

Naval Radio Station. A NA VRADSTA may be either transmit
ter or receiver and provides

the navcommsta /navcommu

with transmitting and receiving facilities.
NOISE

An undesired electric

disturbance

that

tends

to interfere

with the normal reception or processing of a desired signal.
NORATS

Operational radio and telephone system.

A system that pro

vides an interface between voice radio circuits and shore
telephone system.

Designed to enable commands afloat or

airborne to communicate directly with commands ashore.
NULL

An indication of

zero or

minimum

value

for a

measured

quantity.
OFF-LINE

The term used to describe the process of encrypting mes
sages for transmission using manual procedures and having
the message

in an encrypted

form when

handled

by

the

operator.
OHM

The unit of electric resistance.
flow through a resistance of

1

A current of

1

ampere will

ohm when a voltage of

1

volt

is applied.
OMNIDIRECTIONAL

Radiating or receiving evenly in all directions.

ON-LINE

The term used to describe the method of automatically en
crypting a message as it is transmitted through a classified
crypto system.

OSCILLATOR

A circuit that generates alternating current at a frequency
determined by the values of its electrical components.

PARABOLIC ANTENNA

A directional microwave antenna using some form of para
bolic reflector to give improved sensitivity and directivity.
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PEAK ENVELOPE POWER (PEP)

The average power supplied to an antenna by a single side
band transmitter.

PHASE

The position of a point on the wave form of an alternating or
other periodic quantity with respect to the beginning of the
cycle.

PHASE MODULATION

Modulation in which instantaneous phase of the carrier wave
is caused to shift from its normal position by an amount
proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulat
ing wave.

POWER

The rate at which electrical energy is supplied to or taken
from a device, measured in watts.

PROPAGATION

The method by which electromagnetic or sound waves travel
through a conducting medium.

RADIO FREQUENCY (r-f)

A frequency at which

coherent

electromagnetic energy is

useful for communications purposes.
REFLECTOR

A system of metallic rods, screens, or surfaces used with an
antenna to give it a directional effect.

REFRACT

The bending of heat, light, radar, radio, or sound waves as
they pass obliquely from one medium to another in which
the velocity of propagation is different.

RELATIONSiflP OF VOLTAGE,

Voltage is the force that moves electrons, creating current

CURRENT, RESISTANCE, AND

flow. Current flow is directly proportional to the amount of

POWER

applied voltage.

Resistance is the opposition a circuit of

fers to the flow of current.

In a circuit containing only re

sistance power is equal to the product of the current and
the voltage.
RELEASING OFFICER

The commanding officer or officers designated by the com
manding officer with the authority to release outgoing mes
sages for the command.

RESISTANCE

The opposition that a device or material offers to the flow of
electrical current. Resistance is measured in ohms.

RESONANCE

The condition existing in a circuit when the frequency of an
applied voltage or current equals the natural or resonant
frequency of the circuit.

RFCS

Radio Frequency Carrier Shift.

RHOMBIC ANTENNA

A horizontal antenna having the shape of a diamond or rhom
bus.

See the definition for FSK.

Usually fed at one apex and

terminated with a re

sistance or impedance at the opposite apex.
SELECTIVITY

A merit figure that expresses the ability of a circuit or de
vice to respond to an input quantity.
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SHF

Super High Frequency (3-30 GHz)

SKIP DISTANCE

The shortest

distance, from the transmitter, at which a
given sky wave will be returned to the earth after reflection

from the ionosphere.
SKIP ZONE

An area beyond the

groundwave

reception

which no radio signals are received.

region,

within

Beyond the skip zone

sky-wave signals may be received.
SKY WAVE

A radio wave that travels upward and away from the earth.
It may

be returned

to the

earth by

refraction from

the

ionosphere.
SPACE DIVERSITY

Radio reception involving the use of two or more antennas
located several wavelengths

apart.

These antennas feed

individual receivers whose outputs are combined.
SPACE WAVE

The component of a radio wave that travels through space
from the transmitting antenna to

the receiving antenna.

One part of the space wave travels directly to the receiving
antenna while the
STANDING WAVES

A stationary wave
when some of
flected back

other part

is reflected off the earth.

which builds up on

a transmission line

the energy being fed by the source is re

from

the load.

The incident

and

reflected

energy re-enforce at fixed points and build up a standing
wave.
STRATOSPHERE

A layer of the

earth's

atmosphere above

the troposphere

extending from about 7 miles to about 50 miles above the
earth.

The

temperature is essentially constant

in

the

stratosphere.
SUNSPOT

A dark spot observed on the sun. Such observations are
usually followed by magnetic storms near the earth.
These storms affect radio communications at the lower
frequencies.

SURFACE WAVE

A wave that travels along the surface of the earth.

The dis

tance the surface wave travels from the transmitting an
tenna

is

governed

by

the

power

generated

from

the

transmitter.
TROPOSPHERE

The portion of the earth's atmosphere extending upward from
the surface of the earth up to about 6 miles in which tem
perature generally decreases with altitude,
·

and convection exists.
TUNING

Adjusting

circuits

for

best

performance

clouds form,

at

a

desired

frequency.
TWX

A commercial teletypewriter exshapge1

UHF

Ultra-High Frequency.

--
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Flowing in only one direction such as d-e current.

Radi

ating in only one direction.
USB

Upper Side Band.

The band of frequencies in an amplitude

modulated r-f wave which extends from the r-f carrier to

3 KHz

above the r-f carrier.

V LF

Very Low Frequency.

VOLT

The

unit

of

voltage,

magnetic force.

( below 30KHz)
potential

difference,

and

electro

One volt will cause a current of one am

pere to flow through a resistance of one ohm.
VOLTAGE

The term used to designate a difference in electrical pres
sure between two points in a circuit which . is capable of
producing a flow of current.

WATT

The unit of electrical power.

I n a d-e circuit, the power

watts) is equal to the voltage
current ( in amperes) .
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INDEX

Antennas and radio wave propagation-Continued
frequency classifications and characteristics,

A
Abbreviated plaindress, 67
Address groups, 53
collective, 54
conjunctive, 54
geographic, 54
indicating, 54
special operating, 54

186-194

ionospheric propagation, 188
propagation, types of, 182
radio wave characteristics, 180
satellite communications, 196
terms and difinitions, 178
tropospheric propagation, 194
Artificial respiration, 301-305
back-pressure arm-lift method, 302
back-pressure hip-lift method, 303
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, 301
treatment during recovery, 304
Autodin equipment, 225-228
Automatic downgrading and declassification, 48
Automatic voice network, 21

Administration, 158-177
cleanliness and upkeep of spaces, 175
communication logs and records, 160-162
communications center publications, 170-174
disposal of files, 160
incoming messages, 162-165
logistic support, 174
message files, 158-160
outgoing messages, 165
personnel, training and qualification of, 176
Publication Custody Log, 171

B

status boards, 169
traffic checking, 166-168
watch supervision, 168
Advancement in rate, 2-9
factors affecting, 3
how to qualify, 3
preparation for, 6
sources of information, 8
written examination, 3-6
Allied communications, 25
AM/FM voice system, 274
Antenna maintenance, 286-289
color coding, 288
insulators, cleaning, 289
painting, 287
safety precautions, 288, 289
stock gas warning, 289
visual inspection, 286
Antennas and radio wave propagation, 178-211
antennas, 197-211
effects of propagation on radio waves, 182
effects of weather on propagation, 196
forward scatter techniques, 194-196

Basegram system, 70, 139
Book mes.sage, 66
Broadcast file, 159

c
Call signs, 52
collective, 53
indefinite, 53
international, 52
military, 53
net call signs, 53
tactical, 53
visual, 53
voice, 53
Class A and class B messages, 79-81
Class D messages, 81-84
Class E messages, 86
Codress, 68, 96, 108
Collective call signs, 53
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Commercial traffic, 73
abstract forms, 74
clerk, commercial traffic, 73
commercial abstracting, 79-90
class A and class B messages, 79-81
class D messages, 81-84
class E messages, 86
coastal harbor radio telephone service, 87
initiation of service, 88-90
press message, 84
radiophotos, 85
funds, 74
radiotelephone service, high seas, 90
report symbols, 76-79
serial numbers, 76
word count systems, 73
Communication center files, 159
Communications security, 30-49
automatic downgrading and declassification,

Cryptocenter files, 159
CW system, 275
D

Data pattern message, 97, 118-125
Defense Communications System, 21-24
automatic digital network, 22-24
automatic secure voice communications, 24
automatic voice network, 21
NORATS, 24
SATCOM, 24
Digital subscriber terminal equipment, 228-234
Distress communications, 91
distress due to enemy action, 92
signals, 91
E

48

call sign encryption, 47
classifications, 30-33
responsibilities, 32
clearances, 33
certificate of, 33
final clearance, 33
interim clearance, 33
investigations, types of, 33
"need to know", 33
compromise, 34
emission control (EMCON), 48
phases, 34-47
censorship, 47
crypto security, 41
emission security, 47
physical security, 34-41
transmission security, 42-47
security areas, 34
security versus speed, 48
Communications systems, 273-284
AM/FM voice system, 274
CW system, 275
facsimile receiver system, 276
functional components, 273
HF single sideband voice system, 275
quality control monitoring, 277
frequency measurement, 280
receiver systems, 282
receiving antenna systems, 282
spectrum analysis, 283
teletype signal quality, 283
transmitter performance, 281
teletypewriter distortion, 283
COMSEC, 34
Conical monopole antenna, 205
Crypto security, 41

Electrical communications, 11
Electronic equipment, cleaning of, 289
Emission control (EMCON), 48
Emission security, 47
Enlisted classification codes, 9
F

Facsimile receiver system, 276
Flaghoist, communication medium, 16
Flashing light, communication medium, 16
Follow-the-fleet concept, 20
Forward propagation tropospheric scatter
(FPTS), 14-16
Frequency carrier-shift system, 213
G

General message, 66, 68
Groundwave propagation, 183

H

Harmonics and frequency multiplication, 242
HF band, 186
HF single sideband voice system, 275
Hydro messages, 51

Incoming messages, processing, 162
delivery of incomplete text, 165
internal routing afloat, 162-165
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Incoming messages, processing-Continued
internal routing ashore, 165

Messages, special purpose-Continued
minimize, 52
movement reports, 51
notice to airmen, 52
Q message, 52
station and address designators, 52-55
address groups, 53
call signs, 52
plain language address designators, 55
routing indicators, 55
time in messages, 55-57
time zone chart of the world, 56
types of messages,
book, 66
general, 66
multiple, 66
single, 66
Multiple address messages, 66
Multiplexing, 224

references, 165
Indefinite call signs, 53
Integrated RATT systems, 214
International call signs, 52
Ionosphere,
absorption in, 192-194
oblique sounder receiver AN/UPR-2, 188
propagation, 188
refraction in, 191
structure of, 188-191

J
JANAP 119 voice calls, 148
Joint communications, 24

K
Keyers and converters, 219

N

Naval communication station, 19
Naval communication system, 19-21
Naval communication units, 20
Naval communications, 10-29
Allied communications, 25
Defense Communications System, 21-24
elements of, 17-10
Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Com
munications and Cryptology), 17

M
Maintenance, 285-293
antenna maintenance, 286-289
electronic equipment, cleaning of, 289
preventive, 285
teletypewriter, preventive maintenance, 290
typewriter preventive maintenance, 292
Message types and elements, 95-112
Messages, 50-72
addressees, 50
basegrams, 70
basic format, 60-63
classes of, 50
forms of messages, 66-70
abbreviated plaindress, 67
codress, 68
general, 68
plaindress, 67
originator; drafter; releasing officer, 50
precedence, 57
preparation of text, 64
prosigns, 57-60

communication departments of shore estab
lishment activities, 19
communication organizations of operating
forces, 19
Naval Communications Command Head
quarters, 18
operation elements, 19
history, 10
joint communications, 24
mission, 11
Navy-Marine Military Affiliate Radio System
(MARS), 25
policy, 11
principles, 11
shipboard communication organization,
25-29
system, 19-21
telecommunications, 11-17
watch, quarter, and station bill, 29
Naval radio station, 20
NavPers 10052, 7
Net call signs, 53
NORATS, 24

readdressing messages, 71
Red Cross message, 51
security classification, 64
sequence of textual matter, 63
service messages, 71
special purpose, 51
all ships present, 52
contact and amplifying reports, 51
hydro messages, 51
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0
Oblique ionospheric sounder receiver AN/UPR-21
188
Open channel sequency numbers, 114
Outgoing messages, processing, 165

p

Radiotelephone procedures- Continued
messages, 143
microphone technique, 141-143
phonetic alphabet, 143
procedure, 149-157
acknowledgment, 154
calling and answering, 149
cancelling message during transmission,
151
clearing traffic, 150
correcting numbers, 151
executive method, 153
opening a net, 155
read back and words twice, 152
relay, 154
repetitions, 151
signal strength. and readability, 156
verification, 151
pronouncing numerals, 142
prowords, 143
security, 157
Radiotelephone service, coastal harbor, 87
Radiotelephone service, high seas, 90
Radioteletype (RATT) systems, 213
Rate Training Manuals, 7
Receivers, 253-273
basic superheterodyne receiver, 257
equipment tuning, 266-272
functions of, 253
portable and pack radio equipment, 264-266
representative receivers, 258
selectivity, 254
sensitivity, 254
VHF and UHF receivers, 262-264
Record of Practical Factors, 6
Red Cross message, 51
Rhombic antenna, 201-203
Routing indicators, 55

Parabolic antenna, 207
Plain language address designators, 55
Plaindress message, 67, 95, 106
Point-to-point teletype circuits, 13
Portable and pack radio equipment, 264-266
Press messages, 84
Propagation,
effects on radio waves, 182
types of, 182
Prosigns, 57-60
Publication Custody Log, 171

Q
Q messages, 52
Quality control monitoring, 277
Quals Manual, 6

R
Radio receivers,
AN/BRR-3, 261
AN/SRR-19A, 261
AN/URR-21( ), 263
AN/URR-27( ), 263
AN/URR-35C, 264
AN/WRR-2B, 258
AN/WRR-3B, 259
R-390A/URR, 260
R-1051/URR, 260
R-1401A/G, 260
Radio stations WWV and W WVH, 172
Radio wave characteristics, 180
Radioman rating, 1
Radiophotos, 85
Radiotelegraph, 11
Radiotelephone, 13
Radiotelephone procedures, 141-157
authentication, 157
brevity codes, 147
call signs, 148
circuit discipline, 141
code and cipher messages, 147
format, 146

s
Safety, 294-310
cathode ray tubes, 300
electric shock, 294-296
electrical fires, 368
electronic equipment, cleaning of, 300-308
artificial respiration, 301-305
burns, 306-308
rescue from electrical contact, 300
shock, 305
energized circuits, 297
fire extinguishers, portable, 308
fuses, 296
high-frequency operating hazards, 287
liquid cleaners, 309
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Safety- Continued
painting, 300
shorting/grounding bar, 299
soldering irons, 299
switches and circuit breakers, 297
rubber matting, 298
tagging switches, 296
working aloft, 309
SATCOM, 24
Scatter transmission, 14-16
Security,
communications, 30-49
censorship, 47
crypto, 41
emission, 47
physical, 34-41
transmission, 42-47
radiotelephone procedures, 157
Security classification, messages, 64
Semaphore, communication medium, 16
Service messages, 71, 135
SHF band, 187
Shipboard communication organization, 25-29
enlisted operating personnel, 28
spaces, 27
Ship-ship SSB teletype circuits, 12
Ship-shore SSB teletype circuits, 13
Single address messages, 66
Single sideband transmission, 12
Sky wave propagation, 183
Sleeve antenna, 203
SSB teletype circuits, 12
SSB vice circuits, 12
Station and address designators, 52-.55
Station files, 160
Superheterodyne receiver, 257

Teletypewriter equipment, 212-240
autodin equipment, 225-228
digital subscriber terminal equipment, 228234
introduction to teletype, 212
keyers and converters, 219
converter-comparator groups
AN/URA-8( ) and AN/URA-17( ), 221
tone-shift key/converter AN/SGC-1( ),
219
multiplexing, 224
radioteletype (RATT) systems, 213
remote transmitter control unit C-1004( )/
SG, 223
teletype patch panels, 222
teletypewriter sets, 213-219
AN/UGC-6, 218
AN/UGC-13, 219
model 28 send-receive and receive sets,
215
perforator-reperforator TT-253/UG, 216
reperforator TT-192( )/UG, 217
teletypewriter support, 234-240
Teletypewriter procedures, 93-128
correcting errors, 112
data pattern, 118-125
duplications, 113
machine functions, 93
magnetic tape, 125
manual messages, 126
manual procedures, 126
message types and elements, 95-112
misrouted and missent messages, 112
open channel sequence numbers, 114
operational modes, 94
publications, 93
readdressing messages, 115
routing indicators, 93
service messages, 115
touch teletypewriting test, 127
tracer action, 116
TWX system, 118
3-M system, 286
Time conversion table, 57
Time in messages, 55-57
Time zone chart of the world, 56
Tone-shift modulation system, 213
Traffic handling procedures 129-140
automatic relay, 131
basegram system, 139
channel number sequences, 133
continuity of traffic, 134
organization for, 129
publications, 129
routing, 132

T

Tactical call signs, 53
Tape relay pilots, 137
Telecommunications, 11-17
electrical communications, 11
microwave transmission, 13
point-to-point teletype circuits, 13
scatter transmission, 14-16
ship-to-ship SSB teletype circuits, 12
ship-to-shore SSB teletype circuits, 13
single sideband transmission, 12
sound communications, 16
visual communications, 16
Teletype, 12
Teletypewriter distortion, 283
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Transmitter-receivers,

Traffic handling procedures- Continued

AN/GRC-27A, 254
AN/SRC-16, 248

routing line segregation, 132
service messages, 135
special purpose communications, 131

AN/SRC-23(V), 252
AN/URC-7, 249
TWX system, 118

supervisory handling, 139
tape relay pilots, 137
torn tape relay, 131
tracer procedures, 138

u

Transmission security, 42-47
UHF band, 187

mail, 42
messenger, 42

v

radio, 44-47
sound systems, 44
visual communications, 43

VHF band, 186
VHF-UHF antenna, 206

wire circuits, 42

Visual call signs, 53

Transmitters, communications, 241-255

Visual communications, 16

AN/URC-32 radio set, 247
harmonics and frequency multiplication, 242
representative transmitters, 246

Voice call signs, 53

transmission by radio, 242
amplitude modulation, 243

w

frequency and phase modulation, 244
Watch, quarter, and station bill, 29

sidebands, 244-246
UHF transmitters, 253

Whip antenna, 206

VHF transmitters, 253

Wire antenna, 205
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